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Foreword

This handbook is long overdue and should be considered an essential tool for any researcher
or student interested in traversing the challenging investigative terrain posed by complex
social-ecological problems. Complexity science has grown in academic importance as we
seek to deal with systemic problems that cannot be relegated to a single discipline or even
dealt with by multiple disciplines working collaboratively. The increasingly frequent socialecological crises brought on by climate change, including massive floods and land erosions,
displaced climate refugees, plastics in the ocean, devastating wildfires, antibiotic resistance,
wealth disparities and pandemics, are only some of the problems rooted in the intertwined
nature of our social and ecological systems. As the world population has increased and trade,
communications and travel densely link different societies and ecosystems, temporal and
geographical slack has been reduced and such problems take on an urgency that transcends
academic engagement. Practitioners, policymakers and citizens demand a voice and look for
solutions as well as insight.
All of this means that to research complex problems, new methodologies are required.
Furthermore, tackling complexity necessitates a portfolio or broad toolkit of analytic methods and demands the breakdown not only of the traditional barriers between academic disciplines but also of those between different ways of knowing such as lay, local and indigenous
expertise.
This is not a trivial challenge. Historically, methodologies have been linked to specific
epistemologies which, in turn, are rooted in ontologies defended as revealing ‘the truth’.
Qualitative methodologies, most commonly associated with the social sciences, depend
on unearthing deeper meanings and interpretations. Their goal is to reveal patterns and to
produce understanding, and in doing so to reveal the underpinnings of behaviour. Results
provide a basis for synthesis and comparison, for theory generation and inductive pattern
recognition, but often fall short, by their very nature, of providing the certainty and the
potential for falsification which underpins the rigour of testing, statistical results and quantitative methods. When scientific methods from the natural sciences are added to the mix, the
tensions often grow, fed by a lack of understanding of the epistemologies which team members bring to the research. The default of research teams is often to create parallel projects,
where different disciplines align findings side by side, with little idea of integration. When
the challenge is intensified by the demand that researchers integrate lay knowledge or indigenous thought, the task may seem insurmountable, requiring facilitative and transdisciplinary
skills outside the training or scope of most academic scientists, whether social or natural.
In the world of post-normal science, we need to rebuild our capacity for synthesis and
intuition. We also need to produce knowledge that has been tested enough to earn our confidence, so we can use it as a springboard to action. We need methods that not only allow us
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this confidence but also open the way to welcoming participation of practitioners as equal
partners in our effort to address the complex problems that face us. And we need it urgently.
Methodological innovations are evident in this volume and are badly needed; in addition,
the volume is structured so that it is possible to envision drawing on elements of different
methodologies either in a synthetic manner or sequentially. And to do that we need to know
the toolkit and what each approach can provide.
One way to conceptualise this new approach to the research process is as a research journey.1 The researcher follows a path laid out by the evidence as it emerges. This landscape is
defined by at least the two enduring tensions described above. The first tension is between
(a) the search for general patterns or broad explanatory studies and theoretical concepts, and
(b) academic projects focused on specific problems rooted in specific or grounded observation
on the basis of falsifiable hypotheses. This tension can be further defined as one between macro-patterns and micro-studies. The second tension is between (a) data collected through a formalised academic process with the aim of knowledge creation, and (b) co-created knowledge
between the researcher and subject(s) (including traditional knowledge and ways of knowing
associated with a long-term relationship with place), with the aim of creating transformative
action. To address a truly complex social-ecological problem, a researcher (or team of researchers) must explicitly and deliberately move across this research space. However, in order to do
so, such researchers need to have at their disposal both the methodological frameworks and the
skills to implement the most productive approach for the context at hand.
Of course, a number of factors influence a researcher’s trajectory over the research landscape: the researcher’s entry point, such as the defined problem, research question, or intellectual and academic training; the research team’s composition; emergent aspects of the
problem; and the boundaries of the question. The tools and ideas researchers bring to their
project affect the research journey’s direction at any moment in time. The research journey is
an iterative process. As a concept, however, it can help researchers to understand where they
are and where they are going, and the important relationship of context to methodological
approach. It is important to remember, however, that the journey is not itself a method of
inquiry.
The great strength of this handbook is that, for the first time, the wide range of approaches
that are currently being tried is presented together in one volume. Moreover, there is a real
effort to relate the methods to one another, giving the researcher the capacity to select from
a toolkit of methods as the research journey unfolds, allowing the researcher to follow problems through progressively denser and/or thicker contexts, and to revise research questions
and methods as understanding of the problem domain changes. This volume represents the
first serious effort to formalise complexity research methods and to relate these to one another. It gives both researcher and practitioner the breadth of options to follow to appreciate
and engage with that complexity. This is the essence of this book, which represents a great
leap forward in our capacity to marry research and action in addressing complex socialecological challenges.
Frances Westley
13 September 2020

1

See McGowan, K.A., F. Westley, E.D.G. Fraser, P.A. Loring, K.C. Weathers, F. Avelino, J. Sendzimir, R. Roy
Chowdhury, and M-L. Moore. 2014. ‘The Research Journey: Travels across the Idiomatic and Axiomatic toward
a Better Understanding of Complexity.’ Ecology and Society 19(3): 37. doi:10.5751/ES-06518-190337, for an elaboration of these ideas.
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The study of social-ecological systems (SES) is an important and exciting research field
within the emerging domain of sustainability science. The need for an introductory guide
to SES research methods has been apparent for several years, specifically to those working
with senior postgraduate students. For instance, at the Stockholm Resilience Centre (SRC)
in Sweden, where two of the editors are based, graduate students entering the PhD programme in sustainability science come from a wide diversity of undergraduate backgrounds,
including ecology, marine science, political science, economics, anthropology and journalism. Providing this diverse array of students with a common grounding in SES and a basic
introduction to SES research methods has been a challenge, and has prompted the development of various short courses since the SRC’s inception. These challenges have been echoed
by SES researchers based at a wide range of institutions around the world, as well as within
key SES research networks, including the international Programme on Ecosystem Change
and Society (PECS), and the Resilience Alliance (RA). This handbook specifically aims to
meet this need, and is the first broad introduction to SES research methods in the SES field.
The specific idea for this handbook emerged within the context of these broader conversations at an SES winter school in July 2014, hosted by the Southern African Program
on Ecosystem Change and Society (SAPECS) in South Africa, where most members of the
editorial team are based. One of the key challenges identified right at the outset was how
to decide on the list of methods to include in the book. After brainstorming potential ways
forward with colleagues in both South Africa and Sweden, we decided to start by developing
two background papers. The first (Preiser et al. 2018)1 provided a conceptual framing for
SES as complex adaptive systems (CAS) and the implications this has for choosing research
methods for studying SES. The second (De Vos et al. 2019)2 conducted a systematic review of
methods used in SES research as the basis for selecting methods to include in the handbook.
The outline and content of the handbook were developed iteratively alongside the papers,
and refined through various discussions and presentations, specifically at the SAPECS working group meeting in May 2015, the first international PECS conference in November 2015,
a GRAID (Guidance for Resilience in the Anthropocene: Investments for Development)
project meeting in March 2016, as well as the Resilience Conference in Sweden in August
2017. In addition, two multi-day workshops focusing specifically on the book were particularly important in crystallising its content: a small workshop in Stockholm in October 2016
helped to finalise the methods to include, and a workshop involving most of the chapter lead
Preiser R., R. Biggs, A. de Vos, and C. Folke. 2018. ‘Social-Ecological Systems as Complex Adaptive Systems:
Organizing Principles for Advancing Research Methods and Approaches.’ Ecology and Society 23(4): 46.
2
De Vos, A., R. Biggs, and R. Preiser. 2019. ‘Methods for Understanding Social-Ecological Systems: A Review of
Place-based Studies.’ Ecology and Society 24(4): 16. doi:10.5751/ES-11236-240416.
1
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authors held at Leuphana University in Germany in February 2019 reflected on emerging
patterns and key gaps in SES methods across the chapters.
The book has emerged from many inspiring conversations over many years, and it is
difficult to identify and acknowledge everyone who has contributed in some way. The comments and suggestions made at various conferences where we presented our ideas have been
integral in shaping the book, and we really value these inputs. We thank Christo Fabricius,
the organiser of the SAPECS winter school, for helping to create the conditions for the
emergence of the initial idea for this book. We had several thoughtful discussions with Carl
Folke, who has supported the book since its inception and contributed to the first conceptual
paper. We also particularly thank colleagues at the SRC who provided input on the initial
idea for the book in late 2014, as well as those who attended the workshop in October 2016,
particularly Garry Peterson, Albert Norström, Magnus Nystrom, Andrew Merrie, Tim Daw,
Maria Tengö, Miriam Huitric and Lisa Deutsch. The contributors to the book also deserve a
special word of thanks. All chapters underwent peer review and multiple rounds of editorial
comments to make the book as clear and consistent as possible. The chapter authors showed
great fortitude in incorporating all these suggestions; although the chapters are short, they
involved a great deal of work to synthesise a diverse set of methods and applications into a
broad and succinct summary. Most authors also acted as peer reviewers for other chapters,
and a number of chapters benefited from inputs from students. The final product includes
97 different authors, situated at SES research hubs in 16 countries around the world, bringing
a wealth of expertise and experience to the final product.
The editorial team has shown great commitment and perseverance to bring this project to
fruition. The team emerged somewhat organically over time, initially consisting of Oonsie
Biggs, Rika Preiser and Alta de Vos, who led the development of the background papers and
the initial outline of the book. Maja Schlüter joined the editorial team during her sabbatical
in South Africa in late 2017, bringing substantial experience and expertise on SES research
approaches to the table. Kristine Maciejewski and Hayley Clements initially joined as postdoctoral researchers in 2017 and 2018 to help with the enormous amount of coordination
work involved in liaising with such a large group of contributors. Ultimately, however, all
editors contributed significantly, both intellectually and in terms of practical coordination,
and invested substantial amounts of time to see this project through. The team worked in a
highly collaborative way, and the combination of our different skills and expertise made for
many hours of interesting debates and discussions, and has been a major source of learning
for us all.
Editorial consistency across such a large endeavour would not be possible without professional support in the final stages. We sincerely thank Marlene Rose for her tireless attention
to detail and dedication in copy-editing, coordinating and compiling all the material for final
submission. We thank Rosie Campbell and Ronel van Heerden for redrawing the figures,
Tessa Botha and Terry Achieng for helping to check all the references, Patricia Rademeyer
for obtaining permissions and Cathy Hill for resizing the pictures. The wonderful front cover
design is by artist, scholar and activist Dylan McGarry from South Africa. The cover aims to
explore the spaces between ecological relationships, and to offer a symbolic representation of
the intimate relationality of human and more-than-human worlds.
A variety of funders have provided critical support for this endeavour. The USAID-funded
Resilient Waters Program (project 720-674-18-C-00007) is thanked sincerely for covering
the open-access publication fee for the handbook. This is a huge contribution that will
greatly enhance the accessibility of the handbook, particularly in developing countries.
The DST/NRF-funded South African Research Chair (grant 98766) held by Oonsie Biggs
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co-funded several editorial meetings, the Leuphana workshop in Germany, and the final
copy-editing, redrawing of figures, checking of references and figure permissions. We also
thank the SIDA-funded GRAID project for co-funding several of the editorial meetings,
several workshops in Sweden and the Leuphana workshop in 2019. In addition, most authors
leveraged their own travel support to attend the Leuphana workshop, which was critical to
making the workshop possible. During the course of this project, Oonsie’s salary has been
supported by Swedish Vetenskapsrådet (grant 621-2014-5137); the South African Research
Chairs Initiative (grant 98766), which also co-funded Kristine and Hayley; the GRAID project, which also funded Rika and later Kristine; and the Resilient Waters Program, which also
co-funded Rika and Kristine. Rika’s salary was also co-funded by the Sida-funded Swedbio
programme, and Hayley’s by a Claude Leon postdoctoral fellowship and a Jennifer Ward
Oppenheimer Research Grant. Alta’s travel expenses were funded in part through Rhodes
University Council Grants (2015–2020), and her participation at the Lüneburg workshop by
a South African National Research Foundation (NRF) Knowledge Interchange Grant (UID
118246). Maja’s salary and participation in several workshops were funded by a European
Research Commission grant under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement no. 682472 – MUSES).
Last but not least, we would like to thank our partners and family for their support, especially during some of the more pressurised phases of the book. Without you we may not have
had the energy to pull this together!
Reinette (Oonsie) Biggs
Alta de Vos
Rika Preiser
Hayley Clements
Kristine Maciejewski
Maja Schlüter
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The Anthropocene: the challenge of understanding
the world in new ways
The period since the Second World War has been marked by rapid and accelerating changes to
many aspects of human society and the environment (Clark, Crutzen, and Schellnhuber 2004;
Steffen et al. 2011; Steffen et al. 2015a). There is accumulating evidence and rising concern
about the potential consequences these changes hold for key Earth system processes at a global
scale, and human well-being and prosperity into the future (Krausmann et al. 2013; Steffen et al.
2015b). The Anthropocene, as this new era of extensive human impact on the Earth has come to
be known (Crutzen 2006), manifests in a closely intertwined set of social and ecological changes.
Technological advances, increasing human population, rising levels of wealth and consumption,
and the institutional arrangements we have developed to govern our economies and societies
interplay with one another, and drastically affect the Earth’s climate, biological diversity, freshwater and biogeochemical flows, and levels of novel pollutants in the environment (Steffen et al.
2015a). These environmental changes, in turn, contribute to increasingly frequent and severe
droughts (Dai 2013; Trenberth et al. 2014), floods (Milly et al. 2002; Nicholls 2004), heatwaves
(Guo et al. 2018; Oliver et al. 2018) and the emergence of novel pathogens such as SARSCoV-2 (Everard et al. 2020; O’Callaghan-Gordo and Antò 2020; Schmeller, Courchamp, and
Killeen 2020) that can lead to massive societal disruption and hardship, especially among the
poor (Wheeler and Von Braun 2013; Barbier and Hochard 2018).
The intertwined social and ecological changes that underlie the Anthropocene are further
reflected in a world that has become highly connected through technology and trade (Green
et al. 2019; Keys et al. 2019; Nyström et al. 2019). Nowadays, it is difficult to keep track of the
geographic origin of our food, or to account for the various components making up the mobile
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-1 
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phones we use every day. While this connectivity has brought about impressive improvements
to many people in terms of the distribution of food and other resources around the world, it has
also resulted in conglomerations of markets and resources, making it difficult to trace and hold accountable those polluting rivers and degrading ecosystems. Large and often geographically distant
supply chains of resources have increased access to and human consumption of many goods, but
simultaneously have had devastating consequences for biodiversity and species habitats, without
consumers feeling accountable for or being aware of these impacts (Lenzen et al. 2012; Wilting
et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018). Vast and globally extensive supply chains have also contributed to
widespread inequalities between and within countries (Costinot, Vogel, and Wang 2012; Galaz
et al. 2018). This multi-dimensional connectivity also means that decisions in one country or part
of the world can have far-reaching consequences for other places or countries – economically,
socially and ecologically. Small-scale fishers, for example, are now often directly and indirectly
connected to distant markets, causing them to be more vulnerable to seemingly unrelated threats
and disturbances, such as economic changes in distant economies (Crona et al. 2015; Stoll et al.
2018). Similarly, the interdependence of countries in food supply reduces resilience and increases
vulnerability as supply chains are broken (Kummu et al. 2020).
The pressing environmental and social sustainability challenges we face in the 21st century
are clearly deeply intertwined. These challenges result from the confluence and interaction of
multiple, mutually reinforcing social and ecological processes at multiple scales (Folke et al.
2016), where social processes include economic, political, cultural and technological processes, and ecological processes include biotic (e.g. population dynamics, food web interactions) and abiotic (e.g. nutrient flows, climate patterns) processes. The climate emergency and
other environmental changes are underlain by a complex, interacting array of social changes,
which themselves are shaped by the environment and environmental disruptions. Similarly,
problems of poverty and inequality are often linked to and exacerbated by environmental
change and disruption. Ethiopia, for example, has become one of the most food-insecure
nations in the world due to complex interactions between environmental degradation, diminishing land holdings, outbreaks of crop and livestock disease, poor infrastructure, political insecurity, and pre- and post-harvest crop losses that have systematically eroded the
productive assets of households (Mohamed 2017; Bahru et al. 2019). Factors outside a country
also play a role in perpetuating food insecurity in that country, such as discourses about how
to address these problems driven by notions of intensification, commercialisation ( Jiren et al.
2020) and land acquisition by other countries for their own benefit (e.g. Hules and Singh
2017). The key sustainability challenges of the 21st century cannot be addressed without
recognising the systemic, intertwined nature of these problems (Liu et al. 2015).
The recognition that environmental and social sustainability challenges are inherently systemic and intertwined, and the escalating urgency to address these challenges, have driven a
paradigm shift in how social and natural systems are studied (Schoon and Van der Leeuw 2015).
In most scientific disciplines, humans and nature have been treated as separate entities (Folke
et al. 2016). Ecology, for example, has often viewed social systems only as external drivers of
ecosystem dynamics (Carpenter et al. 2012; Cumming 2014), whereas economics and other
social sciences have considered natural systems simply as resources for extracting capital gains
or providing a basis for livelihoods (Gunderson and Holling 2002; Berkes, Colding, and Folke
2003). In recent decades, however, this thinking has been widely contested and is changing,
partly influenced by the rise in systems sciences and complexity thinking (see Chapter 2; Preiser
et al. 2018). Scholars in different disciplines are increasingly viewing human systems as interdependent, inseparable and intertwined with ecosystems, embedded within and dependent upon
the biosphere and the broader Earth system (Folke et al. 2016; Reyers et al. 2018; Schlüter et al.
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2019). Furthermore, there is growing recognition of the need for knowledge production processes that account for and engage with the complex interconnections and interplay between
the social and the ecological, and the emergent and often unexpected processes, features, problems and opportunities to which they give rise (Preiser et al. 2018).

What are social-ecological systems?
‘Social-ecological systems’ (SES) is an emerging concept for understanding the intertwined nature of human and natural systems in this new, interconnected and interdependent way. The SES
concept developed in the early to mid-1990s through collaboration of scholars working in the
interdisciplinary areas of ecological economics and common-pool resource systems (e.g. Berkes
1989; Ostrom 1990; Costanza 1991). Specifically, the volume Linking Social and Ecological Systems:
Management Practices and Social Mechanisms for Building Resilience combined a systems approach and
adaptive management with a focus on dynamic institutions and diverse systems of property rights,
with 14 case studies analysing ecological resilience and local and traditional systems engaged in
ecosystem management (Berkes and Folke 1998). The concept of SES is based on the notion that
‘the delineation between social and natural systems is artificial and arbitrary’ (Berkes and Folke
1998), emphasising that people and nature are intertwined. Nature no longer merely sets the space
in which social interactions take place; likewise, people are not just an external driver in ecosystem dynamics (Folke et al. 2011; Schoon and Van der Leeuw 2015). Social-ecological systems are
therefore not merely social plus ecological systems, but cohesive, integrated systems characterised
by strong connections and feedbacks within and between social and ecological components that
determine their overall dynamics (Folke et al. 2010; Biggs, Schlüter, and Schoon 2015).
As such, SES are a type of complex adaptive system. These systems comprise many interdependent parts that interact in ways that give rise to emergent, system-wide patterns that cannot be predicted from the properties of the individual system components. Furthermore, these system-wide
patterns, in turn, influence the behaviour of the individual system parts and their interactions
with other parts, creating a feedback process that shapes the evolution of the system over time
and allows it to adapt to changing contexts (Lansing 2003). The continuous interplay between
microlevel entities to form emergent macrolevel patterns ‘implies that SES are more than the sum
of the ecological or the social parts’ (Reyers et al. 2018). Furthermore, it means that SES can adapt
to changing conditions, learning and self-organising in response to internal or external pressure
(Levin et al. 2013). An example of these dynamics is the emergence of adaptive governance,
where individuals interact and collaborate, often in response to a crisis, connecting and creating
social networks around shared visions and narratives (Folke et al. 2005). As a result, bridging
organisations and new institutions emerge and become connected to other levels of governance,
influencing them, but also being influenced by them. It has been shown that an entire SES may
shift and start to evolve new pathways as a result of this interplay. Examples range from landscape
management in Sweden, to large-scale coral reef management in Australia, to a system of global
adaptive governance of the regional resources of the Southern Ocean (Schultz et al. 2015).
A recent review by Preiser et al. (2018) identifies six organising principles of complex adaptive systems that help to further inform our understanding of the nature of SES. The first is
that such systems are constituted relationally, i.e. the relations and interactions between the
components of the system are more important to understanding the properties and behaviour
of an SES than the properties of the individual components of the system themselves. This recognition highlights the need to shift from a traditional reductionist scientific approach, which
aims to understand a system by breaking it down into its component parts, to a systems-based
approach that focuses on system interactions rather than system components (see Chapter 2).
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The second principle is that SES have adaptive capacities. The many interrelations in
the system create feedback processes that enable an SES to continuously adjust and adapt to
changing conditions, brought about either by the system itself or by external forces. Through
this process of adaptive change, unique trajectories of development emerge that contain specific historical legacies. These legacies and ‘memories’, in turn, constrain and shape future
development options and possibilities.
The third critical feature of SES is that the dynamic interactions within the system are
often non-linear, meaning that small changes can lead to large and surprising effects, or vice
versa (Levin et al. 2013). This behaviour is caused by feedback loops that either dampen or
amplify system changes and perturbations, and can trigger regime shifts – large, persistent,
and often sudden and unexpected reorganisation in the structure and functioning of an SES,
such as soil salinisation, ice-sheet collapse or a shift from collaborative institutions to regulate
use of common-pool resources to overharvesting (Scheffer et al. 2001; Lade et al. 2013; Biggs,
Peterson, and Rocha 2018). Changes leading to regime shifts, and different regime shifts themselves, are often connected across scales, and can lead to cascading regime shifts at different
scales (Rocha et al. 2018). Similar non-linear processes underlie transformations – intentional
actions that aim to trigger fundamental reorganisation of an SES to create more sustainable and
equitable outcomes (Olsson, Galaz, and Boonstra 2014). Enabling such transitions usually involves working at multiple scales to weaken dominant relationships and structures in a system,
while at the same time developing new ‘shadow’ networks and processes that can take their
place when a crisis or opportunity for change emerges (Olsson et al. 2006; Pereira et al. 2018).
The fourth feature is that SES do not have clear boundaries. Due to extensive interactions and
connections between an SES and its broader environment, it is very difficult to discern which
components belong inside the system and which belong to the broader environment. Deciding on
system boundaries therefore often depends on the purpose of the study and the perspective of the
observer (Cilliers 2001). Linked to this is the fifth feature, namely that SES are context dependent.
As the context changes, the system will change and elements in the system may take on a different
role or function. Many SES, for example, have through learning and experience developed strategies and institutions that are dormant but that can easily be revived when the context changes,
such as in situations of resource scarcity or shocks and stresses (Berkes and Folke 1998).
Finally, SES are characterised by complex causality and emergence. Cause and effect in
SES are not unidirectional or linear, but are marked by complex recursive causal pathways.
Social-ecological systems therefore cannot be understood nor can their behaviour be predicted
based solely on information relating to their individual parts. Many emergent system properties
are inherently unpredictable as they involve non-linear effects, learning, evolution, novelty and
innovation. Although SES can be influenced, and aspects of these systems can be understood
and navigated, these features make prediction and control of SES very difficult, if not impossible.
The recognition that social and ecological systems are inseparable, and function as intertwined complex adaptive systems, offers researchers, policymakers and scholars an alternative
entry or viewpoint for studying and engaging with the complex challenges that arise from
human–nature interactions (Binder et al. 2013; Preiser et al. 2018; Reyers et al. 2018). In
particular, it shifts the focus to understanding how macrolevel system properties emerge from
the interactions of microlevel entities and their external environment, rather than separating
social and ecological components and studying them in isolation (Levin et al. 2013; Preiser
et al. 2018). It also emphasises the dynamic interplay of rapid and gradual change (fast and
slow variables), and the critical importance of multi- and cross-scale interactions across space
and time in forging different pathways of change and options for the future (Gunderson and
Holling 2002; Adger, Arnell and Tompkins 2005; Cash et al. 2006). Finally, the properties
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of complex adaptive systems emphasise the need to expect and embrace surprise and uncertainty, to be reflexive and acknowledge the limits of what is knowable or controllable in SES.
Chapter 2 discusses the properties of complex adaptive systems and their implications for SES
research in further detail.

What is SES research?
Understanding SES as complex adaptive systems has profoundly shaped the development of
SES research (Levin et al. 2013; Schoon and Van der Leeuw 2015; Preiser et al. 2018; Hertz,
Mancilla García, and Schlüter 2020; Mancilla García et al. 2020). Early work on SES (Berkes
and Folke 1998) was inspired by insights on people–nature interdependence from anthropology, ecology and geography, among others (e.g. Holling 1973; Bateson 1979; Clark and
Munn 1986; Odum 1989; Gunderson, Holling, and Light 1995; Levin 1999; Davidson-Hunt
and Berkes 2003). Since the concept of SES was translated into a framework for researching intertwined systems of people and nature (Berkes and Folke 1998), over 13 000 papers
have been published on SES, predominantly drawing on the environmental and social sciences, economics and, to a lesser extent, medicine, psychology, and the arts and humanities
(Colding and Barthel 2019). Social-ecological systems research now represents a recognised
interdisciplinary area (e.g. Ostrom 2009; Colding and Barthel 2019) of sustainability science (Clark and Harley 2020). In several dimensions, it is similar to and overlaps with other
people–nature approaches like human–environment systems covering land-system change,
vulnerability or environmental literacy (e.g. Turner et al. 1990; Lambin et al. 2001; Turner,
Lambin, and Reenberg 2007; Lambin and Meyfroidt 2011; Scholz 2011); coupled human
and natural systems (CHANS) and the telecoupling framework (Liu et al. 2007b, 2013);
or socio-natural systems that emerged from archaeology (Van der Leeuw 2019). However,
a distinguishing feature of the SES approach is its conceptual emphasis on SES as complex
adaptive systems (Folke et al. 2016), although the extent to which this is operationalised in
empirical research varies.
Social-ecological systems research is largely problem-oriented, with a strong focus on
informing sustainability policy and practice (Fischer et al. 2015; Folke et al. 2016), playing a particularly significant part in the development of resilience and adaptive governance approaches (e.g. Gunderson and Holling 2002; Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2003; Dietz,
Ostrom, and Stern 2003; Folke et al. 2005; Walker and Salt 2006; Biggs, Schlüter, and Schoon
2015). Notable increases in SES research occurred following calls to move towards ‘sustainable
development of the Biosphere’, and to integrate SES within broader sustainability initiatives,
such as the Sustainable Development Goals and Future Earth (Herrero-Jáuregui et al. 2018;
De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019). Recent reviews find SES research to be focused on pressing
sustainability issues such as climate change, biodiversity loss, livelihoods, poverty, policy, landuse change, water, and social and environmental justice (Herrero-Jáuregui et al. 2018; De Vos,
Biggs, and Preiser 2019), and frequently used terms in SES publications include ‘policy’, ‘trade’,
‘conservation’, ‘adaptation’, ‘land-use change’, ‘water’, ‘forest loss’, ‘sustainability’, ‘urban’, ‘governance’ and ‘institutions’ (De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019). An analysis of the semantic networks resulting from SES research shows that terms such as ‘solution’ and ‘transformation’
are placed towards the centre of the network, being essential to connecting different types of
studies (Horcea-Milcu et al. 2020). Baggio, Brown and Hellebrandt (2015), in their citation
network analysis of resilience, a concept often closely linked to that of SES, found that
the social-ecological systems field stands out as an emerging interdisciplinary arena
where resilience can effectively act as a bridging concept and facilitate a discussion of
7
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dynamics of complex systems within varied contexts, informed by diverse perspectives,
to provide potentially innovative theoretical and applied insights.
Early SES research consisted largely of place-based studies of local resource management
(Ostrom 1990; Folke and Berkes 1998). Twenty years on, SES research is still often focused
on local-scale studies (Norberg and Cumming 2008; Colding and Barthel 2019; De Vos,
Biggs, and Preiser 2019), although network approaches and approaches that capture crossscale dynamics connecting local, regional and global processes are becoming more common
(Galaz et al. 2011; Österblom and Folke 2013; Crona et al. 2015; Cumming et al. 2015; Bodin
2017; Rocha et al. 2018; Selomane et al. 2019). There is also an increasing emphasis on the
need for coordination and integration between case studies to enable comparison, synthesis
and theory development in SES (Ostrom 2009; Cox 2014; Gurney et al. 2019; Cumming
et al. 2020). Several large databases now exist to collect case studies for meta-analyses (Cox
2014; Biggs, Peterson, and Rocha 2018; Partelow 2018), and meta-analysis and large- or crossscale SES research are increasingly being undertaken (e.g. Cox, Arnold, and VillamayorTomas 2010; Hamann, Biggs, and Reyers 2015; Cinner et al. 2016; Ban et al. 2019).
While a focus on the interactions between people and nature is at the core of SES research,
the degree to which the ‘social’ and the ‘ecological’ are researched as part of a single integrated system varies among studies (Schlüter et al. 2019). Much SES research is still focused
either more on the social or more on the ecological elements (Binder et al. 2013; Epstein et al.
2013; Schlüter et al. 2019), and still often investigates one-way links between social and
ecological elements, such as the human drivers of ecosystem dynamics or the benefits nature
provides to people (Binder et al. 2013; Schlüter et al. 2019). There is a growing recognition,
however, that people and nature are interdependent and coevolving, through multiple interactions or feedbacks. Ecosystem services, for example, are increasingly seen as co-produced
by both people and nature (Reyers et al. 2013; Palomo et al. 2016); human behaviour and
individual and social identities are increasingly understood as relationally constructed and
coevolving with the biophysical context (Díaz et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2016; Schill et al.
2019); and the interactions between human well-being or inequality and ecosystems are
increasingly recognised as dynamic and reciprocal (Hamann et al. 2018; Masterson et al.
2019). Consequently, research is shifting from focusing on social and ecological elements, to
social-ecological relations as the key to SES dynamics (Schlüter et al. 2019; Hertz, Mancilla
García, and Schlüter 2020; Mancilla García et al. 2020). Efforts to better capture the dynamic
nature of SES have led to an evolution of the original notion of linking social and ecological
systems (Berkes and Folke 1998), to research on the ‘intertwined’ nature of SES (Folke et al.
2016; Schlüter et al. 2019). These changes are evident in the steady increase of articles studying SES as complex adaptive systems (Liu et al. 2007a; Levin et al. 2013), and frameworks for
understanding SES (Binder et al. 2013; Schlüter et al. 2019).
The interdisciplinary nature of SES research, its growing need to go beyond the ‘sum’ of
social and ecological research, and the need to focus on cross-scale systemic dynamics have
resulted in a high degree of methodological pluralism (De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019).
Many methods and approaches used in SES research go beyond traditional social and natural sciences, or any single discipline (Tengö et al. 2014; Folke et al. 2016; De Vos, Biggs,
and Preiser 2019). Social-ecological systems research often requires adapting methods, or
implementing a sequence of methods, such that they capture both the social and the ecological domains, and their dynamic interdependencies (Fischer et al. 2015; De Vos, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019). This has given rise to a variety of models, policies and methods for the practical application of SES research (Rogers et al. 2013; Preiser et al. 2018; Reyers et al. 2018).
8
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Furthermore, given the problem-oriented nature of SES research, there is growing recognition that the application of SES research to policy and practice requires collaborations
between researchers and practitioners holding multiple types of knowledge, an approach
known as transdisciplinarity (Mauser et al. 2013; Roux et al. 2017).
As a consequence of its inter- and transdisciplinary nature, SES research is predominantly conducted in teams. Student projects are often embedded within larger research
projects, which typically involve multiple SES researchers, often with different disciplinary
backgrounds (Kelly et al. 2019). Social-ecological systems project teams may also often
involve practitioners and various stakeholders relevant to the particular research. This
context means that SES research tends to be highly collaborative, requiring particular
skills and approaches, as further discussed in Chapter 3. In particular, various knowledge
co-production and participatory approaches increasingly characterise transdisciplinary SES
research (Gurney et al. 2019) and highlight the need for agile collaboration between SES
research and practice, and the development of stronger science–society interfaces to guide
research, knowledge co- creation and decision-making (Tengö et al. 2014; Fischer et al.
2015; Reyers et al. 2018).

SES frameworks
All research fields are implicitly or explicitly based on certain conceptions about the nature
of the world that they study. Social-ecological systems research as discussed above and
throughout this book is motivated by the desire to address pressing sustainability issues
facing society, and is framed by an approach grounded in an understanding of SES as complex adaptive systems, where people and nature are intertwined and coevolve (Figure 1.1)
(also see Chapter 2). This broad framing underlies different areas of SES research, such
as adaptive governance, resilience assessment and transformations towards sustainability.
Within these research areas, SES researchers often use one or more frameworks that specify
a particular way of conceptualising SES and guide researchers towards the elements, relations and processes of an SES that are considered relevant for a given problem or research
question. Ostrom’s SES framework (Ostrom 2007), for instance, is a key framework used
in the study of common-pool resource management. The different research areas and their
frameworks, and the research questions associated with them, in turn, inform the use of
particular methods from the diverse array of methods employed in SES research (also see
Chapter 3 for further discussion).
Frameworks play a particularly important role in SES research. The SES field does not
build on a set of well-established ‘laws’ or theories that are tested in particular cases; instead,
studies are largely guided by the overarching SES approach and various frameworks linked
to particular areas of SES research.
Frameworks used in SES research draw on a diverse set of perspectives and theoretical
commitments, often originating in a variety of different disciplines. The main purpose of
these frameworks is to identify, categorise and organise those factors deemed most relevant
to understanding a particular phenomenon (McGinnis 2011). Frameworks aim to guide an
investigation or activity by pointing to the concepts, elements, variables, links or processes
of an SES that are characteristic or critical, or that help explain or predict particular SES
outcomes (e.g. institutional arrangements that facilitate governance for sustainability) or that
help affect system change.
Beyond this generic aim, however, purposes and forms of frameworks vary widely.
These range from descriptive (conceptual frameworks), to analytical/explanatory (analytical
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SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES

SES APPROACH
Complex adaptive systems view
An understanding of systems that emphasises their
interconnected and adaptive, evolving nature
Social-ecological intertwinedness
A view of human-environment services that
emphasises the interdependence between people
and nature and their coevolution

Frameworks

SES research areas
A subfield of SES research
that focuses on particular
issues, processes or aspects
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governance, resilience
assessment, ecosystem
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Methods
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or a conceptual model
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Figure 1.1 The SES approach discussed in this book is grounded in an understanding of
SES as intertwined, complex adaptive systems embedded in the biosphere. This
understanding directly informs the frameworks and methods employed in different areas of SES research. (© Reinette Biggs)

frameworks), to serving as boundary objects for interdisciplinary collaboration or heuristics for
problem solving. In inter- and transdisciplinary processes, frameworks can help bring together
insights from different disciplines or highlight incompatibilities between different worldviews.
When used as a tool to facilitate collaboration, the process of developing the framework is as
important as or even more important than the framework itself. Identifying the elements of
the framework and the links between them helps make explicit the assumptions and views of
participants about what constitutes the system and how to study it. This increases mutual understanding and helps to develop a shared vocabulary for the study of the problem of interest. It
can also facilitate narrowing down an investigation or activity into a feasible endeavour.
Some of the most common frameworks currently in use to study and analyse SES include: the original conceptual framework of linked SES developed by Folke and Berkes
(1998) (Figure 1.2); the Panarchy framework depicting system resilience as an outcome of
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The Panarchy framework (Gunderson and Holling 2002)

connected adaptive cycles at different scales (Gunderson and Holling 2002) (Figure 1.3); the
telecoupling framework that builds on the CHANS framework, developed by Liu, Yang
and Li (2016) (Figure 1.4); the diagnostic framework developed by Ostrom (2007, 2009) to
analyse common-pool resource systems (Figure 1.5); the diagnostic framework developed
by Anderies, Janssen and Ostrom (2004) to analyse the robustness of SES using institutional
analysis (Figure 1.6); and the social-ecological action situation (SE-AS) framework developed
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Figure 1.4 The telecoupling framework (Liu, Yang, and Li 2016)

by Schlüter et al. (2019) to analyse the emergence of social-ecological phenomena from
social-ecological interactions (Figure 1.7).
The original SES framework (Berkes and Folke 1998) (Figure 1.2) is a conceptual framework that aims to inform the study of local resource management practices and outcomes,
and emphasises the links between social and ecological systems and their multi-scale nature.
It highlights relations on a highly abstract level, such as the embeddedness of management
practices in nested institutions and the links between this multi-level social system and nested
ecosystems at different scales. The connection between ecological and institutional systems
relies on the ecological knowledge held by local users. The framework focuses on local
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Figure 1.6 The robustness framework (Anderies, Janssen, and Ostrom 2004)

management systems that are able to maintain institutional and ecological resilience in local
settings, rather than systems dominated by top-down, conventional, command-and- control
resource management (Colding and Barthel 2019). The framework continues to guide conceptual thinking, and is also used in combination with other frameworks such as those focusing on characteristics of resilience (e.g. Galappaththi et al. 2019).
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Figure 1.7 The social-ecological action situation (SE-AS) framework (Schlüter et al. 2019)
(A: individual and collective actors; EE: ecological elements)

The Panarchy framework (Figure 1.3) explains system resilience as a function of adaptation and change over time, emphasising how changes in a system at one level are affected
by the larger-scale systems within which they are embedded, and the smaller-scale systems
embedded within them (Gunderson and Holling 2002). The framework is based on a looped
‘adaptive cycle’ that comprises four stages of change: growth, conservation (consolidation
of connections), collapse (creative destruction) and reorganisation (Gunderson and Holling
2002). Panarchy consists of multiple interlinked adaptive cycles at different scales. At each
scale, the adaptive cycle operates at different speeds. Larger-scale systems tend to have large,
slow cycles that set the conditions for smaller, faster cycles of systems at smaller scales (e.g. in
an ecosystem, the interactions between plants and animals, and the species that live there, are
determined by climatic conditions and evolution). The faster levels tend to invent, experiment and test, whereas the slower levels stabilise, accumulating knowledge of the past (Folke
2006). In this way, systems develop and adapt to new conditions via a process of creating,
testing and maintaining opportunity at one scale, buffered from collapse and regime shifts
by the ‘slower’ processes of change at larger scales (e.g. seedbanks and evolved relationships,
reorganised after each disturbance). In recent years, the framework has been used, among
other applications, to understand small-island nation recovery and response to extreme
weather events (Holdschlag and Ratter 2016), the interplay between legal systems, ecological
14
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resilience and adaptive governance in rapidly changing regional water systems (Gunderson
et al. 2017; Cosens, Gunderson, and Chaffin 2018), how cross-scale connections can have an
impact on social-ecological community resilience (Berkes and Ross 2016) and the spread of
the Plague in Europe in the 14th century (Geobey and McGowan 2019).
The ‘coupled human and natural systems’ (CHANS) framework (Liu et al. 2007a) has
a similar descriptive purpose to the Berkes and Folke (1998) framework, although it does
not have a standard graphical depiction. Rather, the CHANS framework is associated with
several different depictions highlighting that people and nature interact reciprocally across
multiple spatial, temporal and organisational scales. The CHANS framework explicitly recognises the relevance of feedbacks, non-linearities, thresholds, time lags, legacy effects, path
dependence and emergent properties in shaping human–nature interactions (Liu et al. 2007a).
The telecoupling framework (Figure 1.4) builds on the CHANS framework to incorporate flows of finances, information, energy, goods, organisms and other flows in an integrated
way, often between two SES (Hull and Liu 2018) and is evolving to include a third SES,
referred to as the ‘spillover system’ (Liu et al. 2018). The framework’s recent applications
include uncovering impacts of the following: trade (Friis and Nielsen 2017), telecoupled connections on smallholder farmers (Zimmerer, Lambin, and Vanek 2018), soy demands from
China on Amazon forest degradation (Sun, Tong, and Liu 2017), biodiversity conservation
(Carrasco et al. 2017) and many others.
Ostrom’s SES framework (Ostrom 2007) (Figure 1.5) was developed as an explanatory
framework for diagnosing common-pool resource management problems from an institutional and resilience perspective. It is based on the institutional analysis and development
(IAD) framework (Ostrom 1990) and 30 years of empirical research on the ability of communities to manage their natural resources sustainably without top-down government regulation. The framework is a collection of social and ecological variables that have proven to
be relevant for explaining or predicting when resource users can successfully self-organise to
sustainably manage their common-pool resources. Its main unit of analysis is the action situation, which is a social interaction context where resource users interact with one another to
produce outcomes (interactions and outcomes) enabled and constrained by rules, ecological
settings and attributes of the community. The variables in the framework are organised in
four high-level tiers: the resource system, the resource, the users and the governance system.
Variables in each tier can be further specified into lower tiers, increasing the specificity of
an analysis but at the same time making comparison more difficult. The framework serves
two main aims: (a) to guide empirical data collection and analysis by pointing the analyst
to those SES variables that may be important for explaining self-organisation and collective
action, and (b) to provide a shared vocabulary (i.e. variables) to facilitate cross-case comparisons and support interdisciplinary collaboration. The SESMAD project (sesmad.dartmouth.
edu) has collected and defined a list of the most common second- and third-tier variables.
This framework has been applied extensively for place-based empirical studies, particularly
in marine systems, fisheries, forestry and irrigation (see Partelow 2018 for a review of SES
framework applications). While most applications focus on single case studies, there are also
several recent studies that use the SES framework for case comparison or meta-analyses
(e.g. Gutiérrez, Hilborn, and Defeo 2011; Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020).
The robustness framework by Anderies and colleagues (2004) (Figure 1.6) is another
analytical framework grounded in institutional analysis and the work of Elinor Ostrom. It
aims to support the analysis and prediction of the robustness of SES to disturbances, where
robustness is defined as the maintenance of system performance when subjected to unpredictable perturbations (Anderies, Janssen, and Ostrom 2004). It focuses on the institutional
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arrangements that shape the interactions among resource users, resources, public infrastructure providers and public infrastructure. Changes to the links between these critical SES
components will affect the robustness of the SES. A disruption in the link between resource
users and infrastructure providers, for instance, may critically affect the ability of the SES
to respond to disturbance. The framework can help address questions such as how a given
institutional arrangement affects the robustness of an SES, or why some SES persist in highly
variable environments while others collapse. Recent applications of the framework include
analyses of coastal system adaptation to global change (Anderies, Barreteau, and Brady 2019;
Naylor et al. 2019) and identifying opportunities for ecosystem-based adaptation (Guerbois
et al. 2019).
The social-ecological action situation (SE-AS) framework (Figure 1.7) is a recent development that further develops Ostrom’s concept of an action situation to emphasise
social-ecological interactions and how they give rise to emergent phenomena such as regime
shifts or sustainable ecosystem management (Schlüter et al. 2019). The aim of this analytical
framework is to support the development of hypotheses about the intertwined social and ecological processes that may have led to the emergence of particular phenomena. To this end,
it introduces two other types of action situations in addition to the social action situations
identified by Ostrom (2007): (a) the social-ecological action situations as situations in which
humans and non-human elements of an SES (e.g. species, ecosystems, landscapes) interact,
and (b) ecological action situations as situations in which ecological or biophysical elements
interact (e.g. predation, parasitism, mutualism). A social-ecological phenomenon emerges
from interactions of multiple action situations, which influence one another through their
emergent outcomes. The collapse of the Baltic cod fishery, for instance, may be explained
through the interactions of fishers with cod in fishing action situations, which are influenced
not only by the interactions of cod with sprat but also by interactions within the governance
system that introduced subsidies. One action situation can influence another, for instance by
shaping its rules or changing the attributes of its participants. A possible explanation is thus
represented as a configuration or network of action situations that are hypothesised to jointly
give rise to a phenomenon, and can be further explored through fieldwork or agent-based
modelling. First applications of the framework include supporting the development of global
biodiversity targets that capture the interdependencies between biodiversity, ecosystem services and sustainable development (Reyers and Selig 2020), and identifying mechanisms of
policy change during transformations to fisheries co-management (Orach and Schlüter, n.d.).
In addition to these SES frameworks, other SES research areas such as ecosystem services
and vulnerability are partly undertaken within an SES approach, but substantial areas of
work on these topics are also undertaken within other disciplines and approaches. Research
on ecosystem services, for example, includes frameworks that span a range from more mechanistic and linear thinking (e.g. the cascade model: Potschin and Haines-Young 2011) to
recognising complex dynamics and feedback loops across spatial and temporal scales (e.g.
IPBES framework: Díaz et al. 2015). Some of this work such as the concept of ‘nature’s contributions to people’ (Díaz et al. 2018) draws strongly on the SES approach in many respects,
while other ecosystem services work is more closely aligned with conventional environmental economics approaches.

Links between research and action
Much SES research is problem focused, and the lines between research and action are often
blurred. The goals of SES research are frequently to produce ‘usable’ knowledge, and often
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involve liaising or coordinating with policymakers and agencies to promote the integration of scientific knowledge and evidence into policy processes (Turner et al. 2016). Socialecological systems researchers frequently engage with multiple stakeholders and knowledge
types in the course of their research (Lang et al. 2012), and typically produce a broader set of
outputs and outcomes than conventional disciplinary research. These researchers therefore
often face the challenge of assessing and understanding the complex dynamics of SES, while
promoting transdisciplinary processes that facilitate knowledge exchange across disciplines
and between academic and non-academic actors (Balvanera et al. 2017).
In generating policy-relevant, solutions-oriented and socially robust knowledge, SES research often involves processes of knowledge co-production. Knowledge co-production is
defined as an iterative and collaborative process involving diverse types of expertise, knowledge and actors to produce context-specific knowledge and pathways towards a sustainable
future (Norström et al. 2020). Knowledge co-production is premised on the idea that knowledge and action are intertwined (Miller and Wyborn 2018), and can lead to the emergence
of potential solutions and open the space for stakeholders to engage with these solutions
and co-create strategic plans (Eelderink, Vervoot, and Van Laerhoven 2020). It provides a
platform for mutual learning through processes of engagement and negotiation that include
different actors and incorporate their diverse and divergent knowledge systems, perspectives,
values and interests (Caniglia et al. 2020). These collective and collaborative practices run
throughout the entire transdisciplinary research process, from problem formulation, to communication of results or outputs, to design of actions (Wheeler and Root-Bernstein 2020). In
these cases, SES research can be seen as ‘action-oriented research’ with the power to unlock
innovative thinking and find the best-fitting strategies to deal with sustainability challenges
and problems.
Monitoring, evaluation and learning (MEL) is often incorporated into transdisciplinary
SES research programmes to measure the impact of implementation, and identify lessons for
future policy and planning (Taylor et al. 2016). When the idea of MEL first emerged, it was
conceived within the international development sector as a form of ‘evaluation for accountability’ or ‘summative evaluation’ whereby a donor or sponsor is provided with the necessary
information to demonstrate that the funded intervention has delivered on its stated ideas
and objectives. There has been a gradual shift in the last 20 years to respond to the needs of
development funders, planners and practitioners to learn from their previous experiences.
This shift recognises that learning plays an essential role in the long-term sustainability of
an organisation or initiative. This has given rise to ‘evaluation for learning’ and has led to
an increasing emphasis on the translation of new knowledge into better policy and practice
(Morris and Lawrence 2010). There are two main routes to learning that may be applied to
SES research: (a) reflexive learning, which is conscious reflection on one’s own experience,
and (b) learning through exchanging and sharing ideas with other stakeholders. Monitoring
and evaluation provides important data and experiences that can contribute to this learning
by helping to identify obstacles and highlight possible changes that need to be made as an
initiative evolves and develops.
Action-oriented SES research often includes practices of reflexivity and reciprocity. Reflexivity involves critical reflection on the assumptions, values and concepts underlying the
research process, as well as a critical analysis of the power asymmetries between different
forms of knowledge and actors (Norström et al. 2020; Turnhout et al. 2020). Reflexivity
therefore requires the examination of researchers’ embeddedness in power-laden transdisciplinary processes, questioning the limitations and potential implications of the researcher’s position. Reciprocity entails the empowerment of actors as equal partners during the
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research process, and the provision of effective and useful outcomes to non-academic actors (Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2016). These practices have been extensively fostered by feminist
scholars (Hesse-Biber and Piateli 2012; Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2016).
Social-ecological systems research, especially if it is action-oriented research, typically
produces a broader set of outputs than conventional disciplinary research. While academic
publications remain important, the process of engagement with stakeholders, and the shared
understanding of a problem and system generated through co-production processes, may
be as important. In fact, one way of measuring the success of SES research when embedded in transdisciplinary processes is to assess how much the research has supported the coproduction of knowledge (from the research questions to the dissemination of findings), and
the identification of solutions and design of actions (Mauser et al. 2013; Balvanera et al. 2017).
In this sense, stakeholder dialogues and engagement in various management forums may
be as important as scientific outputs. Consequently, SES research is often communicated in
multiple formats in order to reach a range of audiences and stakeholders (Goring et al. 2014).
Examples of these formats are scientific articles and reports, policy briefs, popular science
articles and, increasingly, videos and engagement with the arts (see Chapter 33 for further
discussion).

Conclusion
Many researchers engage in SES research because they are passionate about addressing the
intertwined social and ecological sustainability issues facing society. Social-ecological systems research therefore often requires engaging in larger transdisciplinary initiatives where
the lines between research and action are blurred. Any engagement with change processes
on the ground requires a thorough understanding of the issues, history and context of the
particular place in which one is working and of the diverse actors involved. Engaged SES
research is conducted at scales ranging from local places to the global commons, recognising
that SES are truly intertwined, across temporal and spatial scales (Cash et al. 2006; Balvanera
et al. 2017; Österblom et al. 2017). In this book we discuss SES research methods that span
these scales and contexts, focusing on approaches used in SES research rather than primarily
in SES governance or management contexts.
This chapter is the first of four introductory chapters comprising Part 1 of the handbook.
In this chapter we introduced the concept of SES, and how it is rooted in an understanding
of complex adaptive systems and of humanity intertwined with and embedded in the biosphere. Chapter 2 delves deeper into the implications of a complex adaptive systems-based
approach for SES research and research methods, while Chapter 3 discusses SES research in
practice. With this background in hand, Chapter 4 introduces the structure for different SES
research methods covered in the core of the book in Part 2 (Chapters 5–32). Part 3 of the
book (Chapter 33) provides a synthesis and reflection on current SES research methods, and
potential future areas of development.
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Introduction
The social-ecological systems (SES) literature now widely recognises that SES can be characterised as intertwined complex adaptive systems (CAS) (Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2003;
Norberg and Cumming 2008, Schoon and Van der Leeuw 2015; Preiser et al. 2018; De Vos,
Biggs, and Preiser 2019; Schlüter et al. 2019a). However, understanding the features and behaviour of CAS poses a huge challenge for traditional disciplinary approaches, as researchers
are called to study phenomena that are difficult to delineate, define and analyse. This difficulty is related to the fact that CAS have context-sensitive adaptive capacities, which come
about as a result of multiple and non-linear recursive causal interactions that cause spill-over
effects across different spatial and temporal scales (Levin 2000). Despite the growing scientific understanding that nature and humans in the Anthropocene are intertwined, the tools
and technologies we have to measure human influence and effects on natural environments
fall short when having to deal with uncertainty and the emergent nature of CAS.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the field of SES research developed as a response to the growing
consensus that there is a need for broader and more integrative approaches to understand and
study the interlinked nature of human–environment systems and the challenges to which they
give rise (Bammer et al. 2020). There is growing recognition that our traditional scientific
frameworks as applied in single disciplines are not adequate for capturing the complexity of
global challenges (Wells 2013; Schoon and Van der Leeuw 2015). The speed and scale at which
sustainability challenges emerge and change motivate us to find ways to more deeply understand the nature of the problems we face. Building on this recognition, SES research draws on a
diverse range of disciplines to form an integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to researching the intertwined nature of social-ecological interactions (Berkes and Folke 1998).
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Studying the history of ideas and events that informed our current understanding of SES
reveals that foundational SES scholars worked in groups of interdisciplinary research projects or
networks such as the Resilience Alliance (RA) network, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(MA) and newly created international institutes to address the wide-ranging challenges posed
by the aspirations and challenges of achieving sustainability. Interdisciplinary collaboration in
the early 1990s and 2000s allowed the ideas of leading complexity scientists (Holland 1995),
physicists (Gell-Mann 1994; Prigogine 1996), biologists (Rosen 1991; Kauffman 1993), ecologists (Levin 1998, 2000; Holling 2001) and economists (Ostrom 1990; Arthur 1999) to converge at places like the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Austria,
the Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico, USA, and the Beijer Institute of Ecological Economics in Sweden. Under the impetus of these collaborations, a growing community of scientists
worldwide was inspired to develop new theoretical frameworks and experimental approaches
to explain why human–nature systems should be viewed as living CAS that operate under conditions marked by non-equilibrium. Within resilience thinking, for example, the ‘Panarchy’
framework (Gunderson and Holling 2002) demonstrates the way in which living systems simultaneously persist and innovate or adapt, and reveals how fast and slow, small and big events
and processes can transform ecosystems, organisms and human societies (Holling 2004). From a
deeper understanding of how living systems simultaneously foster persistence and renew themselves through evolutionary processes that include cycles of growth and collapse, the intertwined
nature of adaptive cycles across scales proved a useful point of departure for positing that SES
are complex adaptive systems (Gunderson and Holling 2002; Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2003).
Acknowledging the complex and adaptive nature of living systems, SES research proposes a
more integrated approach for studying and engaging with the intertwined nature of human–environment relations. Complex adaptive systems thinking provides a way of bridging the study
of social and biophysical sciences to understand the features of these phenomena, the interlinked
patterns that emerge and the novelty that is created as a result. It also forms the foundation of
many of the new integrative approaches and frameworks in SES research (Berkes and Folke 1998;
Holling 2001; Folke et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2007; Levin et al. 2013; Rogers et al. 2013; Schoon
and Van der Leeuw 2015; Folke 2016; Preiser et al. 2018; Clark and Harley. 2019; Schlüter et al.
2019a). Key areas of SES research such as resilience, adaptability, transformability and stewardship
are all informed by the underlying assumptions that are based on an understanding of the characteristics and dynamics of CAS (Folke et al. 2004; Walker et al. 2004; Levin et al. 2013; Folke
2016). Students who enter the field of SES research take this conceptual foundation for granted.
Often, the importance of understanding SES as complex adaptive systems and the implications of
doing so, as argued in the late 1990s and early 2000s, are not that deeply emphasised any more.
This chapter provides some background to how ideas about and the understanding of
CAS developed, and how the recognition that SES are complex adaptive systems introduces a
mindshift in how we understand the nature of the world, and what tools and methods we can
use to study and understand SES. This chapter discusses the scientific assumptions that inform our understanding of CAS, what these mean for grounding a CAS-based understanding
of reality, and how this shift in focus influences the theories, frameworks and methods that
we use to study SES and make decisions about how to act and govern complex adaptive SES.

Origins of the concept of complexity and a
complexity-based worldview
The proliferation of ideas relating to the concepts of ‘complexity’ and ‘CAS’ is relatively recent
in the history of scientific ideas. Publications of classic papers that describe notions of complexity
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in scientific terms began in the 1940s (Midgley 2003). The work of Waldrop (1993) and Lewin
(1993) offered a more popular understanding of complexity that could be applied over a wide
range of disciplines. Yet, tracing the conceptual and historical roots of the notion of ‘complexity’,
and the original moment at which one would say that a ‘theory of complexity’ was born, remains
a rather daunting and somewhat impossible task. A search through the ever-growing literature
on the study of complex systems reveals that there is no unifying ‘theory of complexity’ (Chu,
Strand, and Fjelland 2003), and that one can trace several conceptual origins rooted in different
disciplines that have been combined to form a collective understanding of what we have come to
know as ‘complexity theory’. A closer investigation into the development of CAS thinking reveals
that one should rather speak of ‘theories of complexity’ (Rasch 1991; Chu, Strand, and Fjelland
2003; Alhadeff-Jones 2008; Morrison 2010), considering the ‘range of different theories that deal
with the implications related to the notion of complexity’ (Alhadeff-Jones 2008, 66). The growth
in special CAS research groups, journals and books is so profuse (Allen, Maguire, and McKelvey
2011; Byrne and Callaghan 2014) that one might be led to think that it is possible to speak of a
‘complexity turn’ (Urry 2005) that is informing new ways of doing science and understanding the
nature of real-world problems. Often the term ‘complexity science’ is used interchangeably with
‘complexity theory’, ‘complex adaptive systems’ or even just ‘complexity’.
The French complex systems philosopher, Edgar Morin (2008), suggests that one possible
definition of complexity could be found by looking at the Latin roots of the word ‘complex’.
The first meaning of the word ‘complexity’ comes from the Latin word complexus, which means
‘what is woven together’ (Morin 2008). It seems that even in its original form, the notion of
complexity tells us that we should not expect a neatly packaged explanation of where it came
from and how it came about. The development of a theory of complexity can consequently be
described as a ‘weaving together’ of discoveries made in different scientific disciplines over a
period of time and encompasses a collection of concerns and methods recognisable as an entity
(Checkland 1993). In his construction of ‘a geography of complexity theory’, Thrift (1999, 33)
describes ‘complexity theory’ as being a ‘scientific amalgam …, an accretion of ideas, a rhetorical hybrid’ that has not developed from one point of diffusion. As a result, a standard account
of the development of a ‘theory of complexity’ is not available. Even so, there are attempts
to chronologically trace the developments and possible origins of this paradigm of thought;
indeed, there are several such accounts (Waldrop 1993; Heylighen 1997; Rescher 1998; Rasch
and Wolfe 2000; Meyers 2009; Ramage and Shipp 2009; Castellani 2018).
Although there is no ‘grand theory of complexity’, one can recognise a certain ‘economy of
concepts’ (Thrift 1999) that arranges itself around the characteristics of CAS (see Section ‘The
features and behaviour of CAS’). Checkland (1993) suggests that it might be better to think
of all the endeavours that have notions of complexity and the study of complex phenomena
as their main purpose as processes that embrace a ‘complexity approach’ rather than trying to
unite these efforts in a ‘grand theory’ of complexity. Similarly, Cilliers (2007, 4) suggests that
it might be more effective to deal with complexity by adopting a ‘complexity attitude’:
Once we realize that we are dealing with complex things, and we accept the consequences of this, our approach to what we are doing, irrespective of how we are actually
doing it, will change fundamentally.
Checkland’s notion of a ‘complexity approach’ and Cilliers’s suggestion of a ‘complexity attitude’ can be linked to what Morin (2008) calls a ‘paradigm of complexity’ or what others
call ‘complexity thinking’ (Rogers et al. 2013). Morin’s use of the term ‘paradigm’ is based on
Thomas Kuhn’s definition: Kuhn (1996) defined ‘paradigm’ as an overarching collection of
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beliefs and assumptions that result in the organisation of scientific worldviews and practices.
Foucault’s notion of episteme is also related to the notion of paradigm. Instead of trying to
conceptualise a general theory of CAS, the notions of ‘approach’, ‘attitude’ and ‘paradigm’
turn the focus of inquiry around in a radical way. These concepts allow one to expand the
idea(l) of complexity to the extent that it becomes ‘capable of informing all theories, whatever their field of application or the phenomenon in question’ (Morin 1992) might be. Formulating a complexity approach, attitude or paradigm thus allows one to look outwards and
alongside other discourses. From this meta-position, the notion of complexity arranges itself
in such a way that it does not stay passively outside or alongside other discourses, but actively
and dynamically infects and disseminates them. For the purpose of this book, we will rather
use the word ‘worldview’ instead of ‘paradigm’ so as not to get caught up in technical discussions about when a new way of thinking qualifies as being a new paradigm (or not).

Worldviews and how they shape scientific research
and our understanding of the world
A worldview contains ideas about how the world and the universe came about, and expresses
what we believe to be real, how we can study these phenomena, and how this informs our
values and judgements in deciding how we should act in the world (Dilthey 1954). In the
field of philosophy of science, we would say that when we are enquiring into the nature of
knowing which phenomena are real or not, we are dealing with the fundamental philosophical questions of ontology and epistemology. Ontology refers to questions and assumptions
that relate to understanding what the nature of reality is (i.e. what exists?). Epistemology
concerns itself with questions about how we do or can know what exists (i.e. theories and
how to gain knowledge about reality) (Hammond 2005; Rousseau 2017).
In many different scholarly publications on CAS, the study of complexity is often posed
as an alternative to the classical scientific or Newtonian worldview. Many scholars pose
the acknowledgement of complexity as a shift in worldview (Capra 2005; Mazzocchi 2008;
Wells 2013; Boulton, Allen, and Bowman 2015) and frame it as an inquiry into the nature of
reality that opens up an alternative approach from the one used by Enlightenment scientists
(also known as ‘Newtonian thinking’ or ‘Newtonian science’) to ground the basic assumptions of traditional scientific inquiry. To understand what this shift means, it is important to
understand the significance of the Newtonian worldview, and the assumptions that inform
the modern scientific method. We will first explain this in more detail before we discuss the
assumptions that inform a CAS-based worldview.

A short introduction to the Newtonian worldview
The modern Enlightenment or Newtonian worldview is based on insights from 16th- and
17th-century European scholars, and the discoveries they made that informed what is called
‘the Scientific Revolution’, which includes the ‘Copernican Revolution’ (Toulmin 2001).
Advances in telescopes allowed scholars to observe that the Sun is the centre of the universe
(heliocentrism) and it replaced the theory developed many centuries earlier by the Egyptian
philosopher Ptolemy, who posed that the Earth was the centre of the universe (geocentrism)
(Merchant 1989). These findings, together with the discovery of Newton’s laws of physics
(Newton 1686), formed the birth of ‘modern science’, which stated that empirically based
knowledge that is universally applicable could be used to study the nature of phenomena in
the world.
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The Scientific Revolution is considered to be a central episode in the history of science, the historical moment at which the unique way of understanding the world that we
call ‘modern science’ and its institutions emerged (Toulmin 2001). Ever since then, classical
mechanics were regarded as the foundation of scientific inquiry and formed the conceptual
model of the physical world (Mazzocchi 2008). The metaphor of the Earth or nature being
constituted in a mechanical manner informed what philosophers of science call the ‘mechanistic view of nature’ (Merchant 1989, 2018), positing that all natural phenomena behave in
ways that are determined by physical mechanisms (such as the laws of gravity and the laws of
motion). This view informed an understanding of the natural world as being in equilibrium
(stable and steady), orderly, deterministic and predictable in which the parts of matter, like
the parts of machines, were well defined, passive and inert (Arthur 2015).
By claiming that only phenomena that can be observed and quantified can be justified to
exist, the Newtonian worldview supports a reductionist ontology which assumes that phenomena are empirically verifiable by dividing them into elementary parts (such as atoms and
electrons) that can be studied and observed by means of isolation or analysis (by separating
the parts from the whole and by cutting the whole up into its smallest parts). Often the dictum ‘the whole is equal to the sum of its parts’ is used to qualify a reductionist ontology and
implies that all properties of an object can be explained through the individual behaviour of
its smallest constituent parts.
The Newtonian method assumes that knowledge can only be considered scientific if the
processes of observing, experimenting with and measuring phenomena are based on the
conditions of independent verifiability and reproducibility ( Joel 1983). Related to these conditions are the principles of empirical verification and deductive reasoning, which establish
strict conditions under which a theory can be proven to be true. These principles and conditions underpin the possibility of gaining objective knowledge about phenomena. Objective
knowledge is defined as universally verifiable knowledge that is not influenced by contextual
variables or subjective interpretations of observations or measurements.
Based on this reductionist ontology and objective epistemology, the Newtonian worldview produced a scientific basis on which to formulate universal knowledge about phenomena that were seen to behave in a deterministic and predictable manner. This allowed scholars
to express universal laws and make predictions of how phenomena would behave once initial
conditions were known, based on the assumption that the behaviour of the system could
be described in terms of linear equations. This ability gave the Newtonian worldview a
significant advantage over other worldviews, as it provided the conceptual and methodological tools to justify and verify the truth about what is real. Combined with the advantage
of being able to make predictions about behavioural outcomes of material phenomena, the
Newtonian worldview provided a means to inform policies, social processes and institutions
that favoured and supported the mechanisation, industrialisation, standardisation and formalisation of processes of production and modes of organising societal norms (Toulmin 2001).
The postulates and principles of the Newtonian scientific worldview that were founded
in the natural sciences through physics and mathematics formed such a coherent framework
for explaining mechanistic and physical phenomena in equilibrium that its assumptions were
soon transferred to other fields of study such as the social sciences to revise and reconstruct
theories for guiding our understanding of the human condition. In the discipline of economics, for example, the Newtonian worldview inspired theories that viewed the economy as a
well-ordered system in equilibrium in which agents are all identical and rational and make
independent decisions by analysing trade-offs between personal cost and benefits in order to
determine whether the action is worth pursuing for the best possible outcome (Arrow 1968;
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Arthur 2015). In the discipline of sociology, Newtonian principles were embraced to inform
modernist theoretical positions such as Structuralism. Structuralism provided ontological and
methodological foundations that allowed social scientists to uncover and define the abstract
structures that underlie all the things that humans do, think, perceive and feel (Blackburn
2008). Structuralism rose to prominence in France in the 1960s and formed a movement
that offered a single unified approach to human life that would embrace a wide range of
disciplines such as linguistics (De Saussure 1974), psychoanalysis (Lacan 2006), psychology
(Piaget 1985), literary theory (structural semiotics) and anthropology (Lévi-Strauss 1963). In
the discipline of philosophy, the tradition of analytic philosophy adopted the principles of
formal logic and mathematics to establish principles for formulating conceptual clarity and
rigour in arguments through the use of language (Tarski 1959). Central figures in this historical development of analytic philosophy were Gottlob Frege (1980), Bertrand Russel (1945),
Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953), Saul Kripke (1972) and Karl Popper (1972).

The breakdown of the mechanistic worldview
Although the Newtonian worldview serves as the basis of the modern scientific approach,
new discoveries in the field of quantum physics and relativity theory after the 1950s
provided significant results that showed that the Newtonian principles were only valid
when applied to well-defined problems and explained the behaviour of matter only under
certain stable conditions. The breakdown of the mechanistic, unified and stable worldview was further shattered by the inadequacy of the Newtonian paradigm to formalise
the behaviour and fundamental nature of quantum particles. In addition, the work of
Russian physicist, Ilya Prigogine (1996), revealed that the ‘clock-like machine model of
nature and society that dominated the better part of three centuries of western thought’
(Merchant 2018) broke down when questions were asked about the nature of phenomena on the subatomic level or under conditions of very high or very low temperatures.
Prigogine received the Nobel Prize for his study of open systems and argued that classical
thermodynamics holds only for systems that are in equilibrium or near equilibrium, such
as pendulum clocks, steam engines and solar systems (Prigogine 1996). These are stable
systems in which small changes in the system lead to adjustments and adaptations. They
are described mathematically by the great Enlightenment scholars who used calculus and
linear equations.
But what happens when the input is so large that the system cannot adjust? In these
far-from-equilibrium systems, non-linear dynamics take over. In these cases, small inputs
can produce new and unexpected effects (Merchant 2018), as we have seen in the COVID-19
global pandemic where it is now assumed that a virus jumped from an infected wild animal
to humans, with massive global economic and social consequences. These new discoveries
in the physical sciences led to the emergence of a new ontology, and coincided with discoveries that were being made in other scientific fields such as biology, ecology, cybernetics and
artificial intelligence. Insights from research in ecology illustrated that, by departing from
a mechanistic worldview, the notion of life and living organisms was better understood
in terms of a ‘systems view of live’ (Capra and Luisi 2014). This introduced a new way of
thinking, and offered new perceptions, a new language and new concepts for describing the
processes and features of living organisms that could also be applied to social phenomena.
The birth of general systems theory is often ascribed to the work of the biologist Ludwig von
Bertalanffy (1968), who formulated a general theory of systems that could explain the behaviour of all living systems. He was interested in finding those principles that are common
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or general to all organisms to provide the conceptual language for an ‘organismic’ science.
As he observed,
there exist models, principles, and laws that apply to generalized systems or their subclasses, irrespective of their particular kind, the nature of their component elements, and
the relationships or “forces” between them. It seems legitimate to ask for a theory, not
of systems of a more or less special kind, but of universal principles applying to systems
in general.
(Von Bertalanffy 1968, 32)
In his critique of the mechanistic and reductionist metaphysics of science, Ulanowicz (2009)
proposes ‘a conversion of mind’ concerning the Newtonian paradigm. With his focus on the
notion of ‘ecology’, he suggests that we need a scientific worldview that departs from being
‘wholly dependent on physics and chemistry for its explanations’. Building on the work of
Gregory Bateson (1972), Ulanowicz (2009) argues that it is crucial to find complementary
narratives for the same phenomena in order to accommodate the characteristics of complex
and adaptive ecological dynamics. These differences can be used to develop a logical and
coherent perception of ecological phenomena in general and to understand the idea of life
specifically. Looking through ‘Newtonian glasses’ (Ulanowicz 2009) does not give the full
picture.
What is of importance in tracing the roots of CAS understanding is not the scientific and
historical details of these changes, but the fact that a shift took place in the way in which
natural scientists and subsequently social scientists and other applied fields of study thought
about our relationship to the world and about humankind’s status in the world. This rupture in the classical scientific view of the relationship between our descriptions of the world
(epistemology) and the nature of what is real (ontology) opened up a new space in which new
concepts and theories could take shape and develop. The seed of what is now known as ‘the
complexity approach’ took root in this space, eventually finding its way into informing the
pioneering ideas of SES research.

A relational worldview of CAS
A CAS worldview suggests that systems are constituted not only by parts and mechanical
kinds of interactions, but that they come about as the result of relations and organisational
processes that constitute matter and its interactions. The discoveries in the fields of general
systems theory, cybernetics, studies of neural networks, biology and ecology during the
1950s pointed to the fact that not all matter behaves in the same way as planets, deterministic
machines or atoms. Living systems, in particular, come about and behave in ways that are the
result of underlying emergent and complex sets of causal relations and organisational patterns
(Von Foerster 1960; Von Bertalanffy 1968; Bateson 1972; Kauffman 1993; Gell-Mann 1994;
Meadows 2008; Capra and Luisi 2014). By drawing on these discoveries, it became clear that
the essential properties of living systems are properties of the whole, which none of the constituent parts has. The immune system is a good example of this: we cannot extract it from
the body or analyse it under a microscope, because it does not exist in one particular organ,
but is a systemic property of the interactions of various organs, processes and body functions.
In her definition of a system, Meadows (2008) argues that a system can be described as ‘a
set of things – people, cells, molecules, or whatever – interconnected in such a way that they
produce their own pattern of behaviour over time’. This basic and succinct description of a
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system suggests that systemic properties emerge through the dynamic interaction between
interconnected elements that cause systems to produce their own patterns of behaviour over
time. The interlinked parts of systems produce emergent effects that are different from the
combination of effects of each part on their own. In this understanding we see that relations
and the emergent causal organisational interactions are acknowledged to have real effects on
a systemic level of the whole, and we can therefore say that the relations are ontological (i.e.
something real). This view contrasts fundamentally with the Newtonian worldview, which
excludes unobservable, immeasurable relations and organisational patterns as having any ontological status.
A CAS-based worldview therefore offers an alternative to the Newtonian ontology, and
entails a shift or move beyond viewing the world in a mechanistic sense (Ulanowicz 1999,
2007). When dealing with CAS, the limitations of the grounding principles of the Newtonian worldview are revealed. A CAS approach provides an expanded worldview with
assumptions that are more attuned to the nature of living systems. As argued by many CAS
scholars, this worldview is based on understanding that the nature of reality is not mechanistic but organic, and allows us to see the world as being made up of interconnected dynamic
relations and interactions that are generative and adaptive, unorderly, unpredictable and full
of surprises (Wells 2013; Arthur 2015; Merchant 2018). Research in various fields has shown
that even when the underlying rules or interactions that constitute a system are extremely
simple, the behaviour of the system as a whole can be rich and complex (Cilliers 1998). The
processes of organisation in complex systems are not compressible or reversible (Wolfram
2002). Emergent properties (such as life, consciousness, climate) arise from the interactions
and relations between the constitutive parts and are destroyed when the system is dissected
or isolated. A CAS-based worldview allows us to regard such non-material causes, relations
and organisational patterns as being real and regard the emergent nature of phenomena as
essential systemic properties.
This kind of worldview is known in philosophy as a process-relational worldview and has
been discussed since the pre‐Socratics. Heraclitus, for example, is credited with the famous
expression ‘everything flows’. A process-relational worldview provides conceptual constructs
that highlight connections and relational qualities, and focuses attention on processes and relations, as opposed to objects, as the primary constituents of reality (Hertz, Mancilla García,
and Schlüter 2020; Mancilla García et al. 2020). Processes can be understood as patterned
change over time, and their properties and functions are defined by the set of relations that
constitute them. These relations span different fields of study and integrate the social and the
ecological, which is why a process-relational worldview is particularly useful for conceptualising SES and integrating CAS theories into the study of SES (Rogers et al. 2013).

Social-ecological intertwinedness
A particular feature that distinguishes SES from other CAS, such as financial systems or
ecosystems, is their social-ecological intertwinedness. The notion of intertwinedness captures the co-constitutive nature of social and ecological relationships. Drawing attention to
this intertwinedness is necessary to safeguard against reductionist tendencies that treat the
social and the ecological as separate realms that exist, and can be studied and understood,
independently from each other. Instead, the concept of social-ecological intertwinedness
emphasises that SES are co-constituted in ways where one cannot understand the social aspects without making reference to the ecological, and vice versa. Put differently, the conceptualisation of SES as intertwined systems views entities, agency and other SES outcomes as
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coming into existence through the interaction of social and ecological processes to the extent
that it is impossible – and rarely useful – to separate the two.
Intertwinedness is driven by concrete processes in space and time, such as processes of
co-adaptation and coevolution. Lansing and Kremer’s (1993) account of the emergence of
the highly complex crop management system on the island of Bali, for example, is seen as a
process of co-adaptation involving farmers, crops, pests, cultural practices and the physical
geography of Bali. What these individual components are (and why they do what they do in
bringing the emergent phenomena about) is defined by – and can only be understood with
reference to – the very process of co-adaptation.

The features and behaviour of CAS
Complex adaptive systems have certain distinguishable properties (features) and behaviours
(dynamics) that invite us to explore and discover new ways of studying and governing systems such as SES. Preiser et al. (2018) developed a set of six general organising principles that
can be used to qualify and define the way in which complex phenomena present themselves
in the world. The six principles present a typology of characteristics that allows us to discern the qualities of CAS and offer suggestions on the practical implications of CAS-based
approaches for assessing and applying appropriate methods to study, understand and govern
CAS. These principles are:
1.

2.

3.

Constituted relationally: Complex adaptive systems are constituted relationally,
which means that complex behaviour and structures emerge as a result of the recursive
and aggregate patterns of relations that exist between the component parts of systems.
These relations usually give rise to rich interactions within the system, meaning that any
element in the system influences and is influenced by many other ones (Cilliers 1998)
either directly, or indirectly via positive (reinforcing) or negative (balancing) feedbacks.
Adaptive: Complex adaptive systems have adaptive capacities and self-organise and coevolve in relation to contextual changes. Self-organisation describes the process whereby
a system can develop complex structures from fairly unstructured beginnings without
the intervention of an external designer or the presence of some centralised form of internal control (Ashby 1947). Coevolution describes the recursive patterns or relations of
influence that result from ongoing exchanges between components of evolving systems,
practices, knowledge, beliefs and values, and the biophysical environment that mutually
influence one another (Norgaard 1994; Haider et al. 2020).
Dynamic: Complex adaptive systems are characterised by dynamic relations. In other
words, the relationships in a system are constantly changing in rich and unexpected
ways. These relations are mostly non-linear, which means the relationships between any
two factors or processes are not necessarily uniform or proportional (Boulton, Allen,
and Bowman 2015). Non-linearity can be the result of feedbacks, path dependencies,
time lags or multiple time scales, which suppress or magnify processes and interactions, both internally and between the system and its environment. In CAS, non-linear
dynamics also arise because the relations between variables constantly change, which
renders them uncertain and unpredictable and makes these systems difficult to control
(Arthur 1999). Change and not stability is thus the norm in CAS, shifting the focus
from analysing stable states to analysing transient processes (the behaviour of the system
in between equilibria), and from analysing outcomes to focusing on the trajectories or
processes of the system.
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4.

5.

6.

Radically open: Complex adaptive systems are radically open. In other words, it is the
activity of the system in relation to the environment that constitutes the system itself
(Cilliers 2002). This implies that we cannot clearly discern the boundary between the
system and its environment, because the environment co-constitutes the identity of the
system. Our definitions of systemic boundaries are thus the product of physical properties (e.g. a watershed boundary that signals a system boundary), mental constructions
(i.e. where we choose to draw the line between the system and the environment (Ulrich
2000; Rajagopalan and Midgley 2015)) or the problem or research question we want to
address (including the temporal and spatial scales of interest).
Contextual: Complex adaptive systems are context dependent, meaning that the function(s) of CAS are contingent on context. Changing the context will have an impact on
the function of the system. In other words, the environment suppresses or enhances possible systemic functions (Poli 2013). Moreover, the functions that we ascribe to complex
systems are contingent on the level of analysis that we employ to understand a system.
Complex causality and emergence: Complex adaptive systems are characterised by
complex causality and emergence. Cause-and-effect interactions in CAS are not unidirectional or linear, but marked by complex recursive causal pathways that are non-linear
and dynamic (Rasch and Knodt 1994). Emergence occurs when entities are observed
to have systemic properties that are different and non-reducible to the properties of the
constituent elements. It is not that the sum is greater than the parts, but rather that the
system’s effects are different from those of its parts (Urry 2005). Emergent phenomena
have causal agency and are real, i.e. they have ontological status (Kauffman 2008).

Table 2.1 summarises the conceptual and practical implications of these features for studying
and intervening in SES. The challenge of being able to understand CAS, and the difficulties
it poses for research are among the distinguishing characteristics of CAS-based approaches to
sustainability (Allen 2001; Bammer et al. 2020). Addressing intertwined, complex sustainability challenges in SES requires expertise in integrating research, and practice to develop a
more holistic and comprehensive understanding of the nature of these challenges and to embrace the ‘messiness’ of working with them (Duit and Galaz 2008; Rogers et al. 2013; Arthur
2015; Boulton, Allen, and Bowman 2015). The implications of these issues for the practical
implementation and design of SES research are further discussed in Chapter 3.

Implications of a CAS worldview for doing SES research
Understanding the nature of SES as complex adaptive systems poses new frontiers for
studying, governing and influencing SES (Biggs, Schlüter, and Schoon 2015; Bodin 2017;
Österblom et al. 2017). Understanding SES as complex adaptive systems has profound implications for our assumptions about what kind of knowledge we can have of SES (ontological
implications), how we gain knowledge of SES (epistemological implications) and how we
judge whether we have conducted our research in ‘good’ and just ways (ethical implications).
As discussed earlier in this chapter, many different disciplines have influenced the development of a range of ‘theories of complexity’. As a consequence, there also exists a diversity
of methods for doing research on CAS (Preiser 2019). Some methods aim to quantify and
simulate the behaviour, connections, structures and phases of complex systems by means of
mathematical equations, algorithms and computational models (Thurner, Hanel, and Klimek
2018). Other approaches extend the vocabulary of computational complexity to a qualitative
engagement with the features of complexity (Audouin et al. 2013).
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Table 2.1 General organising principles of complex adaptive systems (CAS), and implications for SES
research approaches and methods
Organising
principles of CAS Conceptual implications for SES research
Constituted
relationally

•

•

The nature and structure of
relationships in an SES have to be
considered explicitly.
Diversity is key and allows for
different kinds of SES interactions to
take place.

Practical guidelines for SES research
•

•

•

•
•

Adaptive

•

•

•

•

•

Dynamic

•

•

•
•

The function and structure of SES
change with temporal and spatial
changes.
Multiple modes of reorganisation
are possible when systems undergo
change.
Adaptive capacity results from a
system’s ability to learn and have
memory.
Change happens through
adaptation, evolution and
transformation.
Control is not located in one isolated
element of the system, but is spread
throughout the nodes and relations
of the system.

•

System behaviour is amplified or
dampened by feedback loops, and
can lead to tipping points and
regime shifts.
Feedback structures are responsible
for the changes we experience over
time.
Structures and processes are linked
across scales.
SES are characterised by inherent
unpredictability and uncertainty.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Assess the nature of relations
and structures of networks and
connectivities
Foster trust, dialogue, distributed
accountability and collaboration
across a variety of networks and levels
of organisation
Create integrative frameworks and
methods to assess relations and
connectivity
Actively recognise diversity as a
resource in the system
Create transformative spaces where
people can learn and foster the
experience of being connected to
one another and nature in deep and
meaningful ways
Critically reflect on planning and
strategy design and implement
adaptive co-management
practices to foster iterative learning
and collaborative processes of
engagement
Facilitate continuous innovation
based on experiential learning across
several iterations of trial and error
Support capacities that allow for selforganising processes
Develop holistic frameworks that
cultivate synthesis rather than analysis
Assess resilience and anticipate
possible future patterns and pathways
Map systemic feedbacks across
different spatial and temporal scales
Assess which mechanisms build or
inhibit systemic agency and resilience
Identify systemic thresholds, traps
and indicators that could help detect
possible regime shifts
Capture spatial and temporal crossscale dynamics
Investigate thresholds and tipping
points
(Continued)
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Organising
principles of CAS Conceptual implications for SES research
Radically open

•

•

•

Contextual

•
•

•

•

Complex
causality and
emergence

•
•

Practical guidelines for SES research

Delimiting SES problems and systems •
is challenging as real-world problems
have no natural boundaries.
External variables could have
•
important influences on system
behaviour but cannot be included in
the models of the system.
Any modelled system is embedded
in a larger system.
•

Treat projects and geographical
locations as if they are not closed and
isolated entities
Be aware that unknown variables
could have important influences on
system behaviour and expect these to
have real effects on the system under
study
Assess teleconnections and the
effects of the flow of energy, matter
and information to demonstrate
how systems are embedded in other
systems

SES are context sensitive.
SES components have multiple
functions that change when the
context changes.
Context is not a passive backdrop
to a system, but an active agent
in itself, which enables or inhibits
systemic agency.
Many contested problem definitions
exist simultaneously and the various
stakeholders involved in an SES
will have different mental models
or beliefs that inform values and
understandings of both the causes
and the possible actions that could
be taken to find possible pathways
for action.

•

Foster iterative processes of meaningmaking that facilitate dialogue to
include multiple perspectives from a
wide range of stakeholders
Use multiple evidence-based data
sources to co-create and integrate
different knowledge bases
Develop context-dependent
assessments and systemic
understanding of challenges

Cause-and-effect cannot be traced
in linear causal trajectories.
Emergent phenomena arise from
multiple recursive patterns and
unintended outcomes.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Source: Adapted from Preiser et al. 2018.
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Engage methods that can
illuminate emergence and
unexpected outcomes
Adopt a complexity-based frame
of mind in considering innovative
practices and new decision
possibilities
Expect uncertainty and surprises
to be part of any engagement
with complex SES
Anticipate alternative future
pathways and innovations
through experimental processes
such as scenarios and foresight
methods
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Within the field of SES research, researchers use field research (e.g. Hahn et al. 2006;
Gelcich et al. 2010; Herrfahrdt-Pähle et al. 2020), network approaches (e.g. Bodin et al.
2019), and mathematical and computational modelling (Schlüter and Pahl-Wostl 2007; Lade
et al. 2017; Martin, Schlüter, and Blenckner 2020), as well as combinations thereof, to shed
light on the behaviour of SES, often in exploratory ways. Several methods and tools (like
dynamic modelling) are used to explore the different ways an SES may unfold in different
contexts (e.g. Lade et al. 2017) and to enhance understanding of key processes and CAS
properties such as self-organisation or emergence from local interactions, feedbacks, stochasticity and intertwinedness (Lindkvist, Basurto, and Schlüter 2017; Orach, Duit, and Schlüter
2020). In Chapter 33 we provide a synthesis of the current landscape of SES research methods and their ability to study and account for various CAS features. In the next sections, we
discuss the ontological, epistemological and ethical implications of CAS-based approaches to
SES research.

Ontological implications: complexity is a real feature of systemic interactions
From a CAS-based worldview, complexity emerges as a real property of systems that exhibit
the six principles discussed in the previous section. A CAS-based worldview suggests that
reality is constituted by the ‘complex interaction between dynamic, open, stratified systems,
where particular structures give rise to certain causal powers, tendencies or ways of acting’
(Mingers 2000, 1261–1262). Complex adaptive systems therefore do not exist independently
from the phenomena and processes that constitute them (Gell-Mann 1994; Holland 1995;
Cilliers 1998). As an outcome of dynamic relations and processes, complexity is thus simultaneously a combination of the attributes of the system (ontological) and a function of our
present understanding of that system (epistemological) (Cilliers 2008).
This implies that there is no objective position from which to study complex phenomena,
as knowledge of CAS is always context sensitive. This knowledge is best generated through
methods that seek to understand the bigger picture (holistic) of how certain patterns of behaviour are linked to various contexts, histories and different variables, and how they change
over time. This implies that gathering data or information about CAS is often best achieved
by methods and research approaches that allow us to record and track the changing nature of
phenomena over temporal and spatial scales, and that allow us to see how systems adapt and
respond to dynamic interactions such as feedbacks and tipping points. It also suggests that
we cannot generate universal objective knowledge about CAS, but have to allow ourselves
to delve into the process of observing adaptation, change, diversity and emergent behaviour.
A relational worldview is well supported by the broader theoretical position as upheld in
the ideas of critical realism (Mingers 2006). Critical realism is a branch of philosophy that
distinguishes between the ‘real’ world and the ‘observable’ world. It suggests that although
the ‘real’ (that which exists) cannot be observed, it ultimately exists independently from
human perceptions, theories and constructions. Just because we cannot observe it, it does
not mean that we should dismiss it (which would revert to a constructivist form of realism).
Critical realism theory can be applied to social sciences as well as natural sciences, and
generally informs an understanding of knowledge generation that is grounded in the notion
that unobservable events can cause observable events, structures and processes. Values and
beliefs about the importance of some natural phenomena or events cannot be observed, for
example, but they influence the policies and social norms that inform whether those phenomena are worthy of protection or conservation, or not. A CAS-based worldview does not
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imply that ‘everything goes’ nor that we should disregard the validity of certain kinds of
knowledge systems. In fact, it rather invites us to consider multiple causes that can interact
in seen and unseen ways to influence systems in ways that are unpredictable and not always
quantifiable, but have significant influences on CAS dynamics across temporal and spatial
scales.

Epistemological implications: embrace methodological pluralism
for studying CAS
Complex adaptive systems-based research approaches introduce a different way of thinking about the world and how to understand our place in it. Although it does not provide
us with a foolproof, best-practice manual for how to design research projects or change
interventions (Preiser and Cilliers 2010), it does provide some general premises that may
reduce the tendency to oversimplify reality or analyse systems in ways that generate misleading conclusions. To produce empirically valid and meaningful data and interpretations
of the diversity of features and properties of SES, we need to expose and understand the
underlying causal relationships, patterns and processes that generate systemic behaviour,
patterns and events that govern anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic drivers and
social-ecological conditions (Capra 2005; Österblom et al. 2013). Deciding which methods
and models are appropriate for a particular purpose and research aim is not obvious, and
choices are often made on subjective grounds such as experience, usefulness or even intuition (Mingers 2000; Audouin et al. 2013; Cilliers et al. 2013). This means we often take
pragmatic research approaches.
Knowledge of CAS is always partial and our knowledge of certain phenomena can
change over time as we gain deeper insight into the features and effects of certain systemic
behaviour. Therefore, the best strategy for developing an integrated understanding of SES
is to explore a variety of models and frameworks that span a broad spectrum of methodologies and disciplinary divides (Cilliers 2002; Poli 2013; Tengö et al. 2014). A CAS-based
epistemology comprises a range of scientific theories and frameworks (Chapman 2016)
that can describe, assess and confirm the complex features and dynamics of CAS. By combining different strategies and methods of collecting and interpreting knowledge, insights
from different perspectives can be enriched and integrated, and help to contextualise the
knowledge claims made by different disciplines (Morin 2008; Bammer et al. 2020). Ulrich
(1994, 35) suggests that ‘from this new perspective, the implication of the systems idea is
not that we must understand the whole system, but rather that we critically deal with the
fact that we never do’.
A CAS-based worldview therefore emphasises the benefits and need for methods of inquiry and knowledge-generating practices that draw from a plurality of relevant epistemologies and frameworks (Mitchell 2004; Moon and Blackman 2014; Tengö et al. 2014;
Reyers et al. 2015). Engagement with different knowledge types and forms needs to occur
in ways that facilitate interactions among researchers from different disciplinary backgrounds
(Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2003; Burns and Weaver 2008; Audouin et al. 2013; Klein
2016; Schlüter et al. 2019b) as well as among researchers and stakeholders who should be
involved in the research process (Cockburn et al. 2020). Practising methodological pluralism
(Norgaard 1994) and epistemological agility (Haider et al. 2018) can therefore be considered
as key competencies in SES research. The epistemological limitations of what we can know
imply a need for a critical attitude towards tackling problems and issues of decision-making,
and provide us with an ethical basis for developing tools of critical reflection.
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Ethical implications: actions and decisions can never be made
without considering the intertwined nature of complex SES
Complex adaptive systems-based approaches highlight the need for critical reflexivity to align
ontological, epistemological and methodological commitments. Social-ecological research is often driven by solutions-oriented and use-inspired outcomes (Clark 2007). In the quest for being
pragmatic, a common problem in this kind of ‘solutions-oriented’ research can be to use readily
available approaches and methods that poorly account for CAS assumptions. The use of such
methods risks imposing a particular understanding of reality on the research, and closing down
other understandings that may allow novel insights and practical approaches to effecting change
to emerge. At the same time, it is critical to recognise that choices have to be made; a normative
element is therefore always present in our attempts to understand the complex intertwinedness
of SES. The normative dimension of our knowledge of CAS means that engagement is needed,
not only in generating an understanding of the system itself but also in choosing – and making
explicit – the context/framework by which that knowledge is generated. These interrelated tasks
typically call for a transdisciplinary approach that includes empirical, pragmatic and normative or
value-based knowledge (Max-Neef 2005; Burns, Audouin, and Weaver 2006).
In navigating research, action and decision-making processes in the Anthropocene, the
relational interdependencies of SES should always be acknowledged. Complex adaptive
systems-based approaches suggest a need to proceed differently and call for more inclusive
and integrative modes of engaging with real-world SES problems that acknowledge the intertwinedness of humans and nature, the limits of what is knowable and how we can act to
effect change in complex SES. Complex adaptive systems-based approaches call for participatory and collaborative multi-stakeholder processes that foster dialogue and knowledge
co-creation, and the development of more systemic awareness (Hammond 2005). In particular, they call for research informed by broader societal framings and understandings of
problems, novel forms of collaborative agency with various actors in a system and alternative
moral constructs (Woermann 2016). Finally, they imply the need to actively favour the integration of nature, society and technology in policy design and implementation.

Conclusion
This chapter provided insight into the philosophical and conceptual underpinnings of SES
research. Knowing that the nature of reality is complex has profound consequences for how we
go about understanding and acting in real-world, intertwined SES. A complexity-based understanding of the nature of reality has emerged through insights and influences from a wide variety of different disciplines, and has arisen as an alternative to the Newtonian worldview that
has dominated modern science. This shift in our assumptions about the nature of the world,
from a mechanistic cause-and-effect understanding to a much more organic understanding
with complex causation, has deep consequences for the ways in which we go about doing SES
research, our assumptions about what we can know, and how we can act on that knowledge to
effect change and address real-world sustainability challenges. The next chapter builds on this
understanding to discuss the practical design and execution of SES research.
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Introduction
Studying social-ecological systems (SES) can be a challenging task, as explained in Chapter 2.
Phenomena of interest and characteristics of SES research result from both social and ecological processes, and complicated feedback dynamics blur the distinction between cause
and effect (Young et al. 2006). Furthermore, multiple causal processes may be operating
simultaneously, outcomes are strongly influenced by the system’s context and it is difficult to
determine system boundaries (Bodin and Prell 2011).
These challenges hold implications for the kinds of research approaches and methods used
in SES research (Österblom et al. 2017; Preiser et al. 2018; Hazard et al. 2019). Intertwined SES
cannot be understood from within a single discipline, and the context-dependent nature of
systems means that generalisable laws are not easy to derive, or even appropriate, to use in SES
research. Indeed, given the underlying motivation to inform change towards more sustainable
futures, SES research often requires that researchers acknowledge the methodological pluralism
that is necessary to understand the different dimensions and especially the interactions between
the social and the ecological (Angelstam et al. 2013; Fischer et al. 2015; Preiser et al. 2018).
In response to these demands, the field of SES research draws on a large range of scientific theories and frameworks, and selects from a broad spectrum of methodologies (Fischer
et al. 2015; Preiser et al. 2018). Researchers are often required to engage with a variety of
stakeholders during the course of their projects. For this they will need to develop inter- and
transdisciplinary teamwork skills (Angelstam et al. 2013; Roux et al. 2017) and an ability to
engage with multiple knowledge types and values in participatory knowledge co-creation
processes (Tengö et al. 2014). To operate in this space, SES researchers need an ‘epistemological agility’ (Haider et al. 2017) to engage with theories and frameworks from different disciplines that may require fundamentally different theoretical commitments and hold different
assumptions, while also developing specific methodological competencies.
How then, do SES researchers develop this epistemological agility, navigate the broad range
of theories, frameworks and methods that could potentially inform their study, decide on how
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-3 
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much, and when, they need to engage with other disciplines and stakeholders, and develop
their own research identity (Haider et al. 2017; Hazard et al. 2019)? To rise to this challenge, researchers have to recognise that SES research is an iterative and reflexive process for which there
is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach (Hazard et al. 2019). Reflexivity here refers to a researcher’s examination of how their personal beliefs, judgements, perceptions and worldview may influence
research processes they are engaged in, and how these reflections are used to interpret research
results within a particular context. Social-ecological systems researchers need to be aware of the
assumptions and research traditions underlying the different frameworks, theories and methods
they consider using. They have to understand that their research process, and the decisions they
make in designing and executing their projects, should be strongly tied to the purpose of their
research, which should, in turn, be strongly tied to the societal problem in question.
In this chapter, we attempt to guide the reflexive SES researcher through different components of an SES research project. We first discuss the identification of research problems, the
purpose of the research and the SES research areas within which a researcher may be embedded. In many cases, these three factors will determine how researchers engage with frameworks, theories, methods and data; how they combine methods; and the extent to which
they will collaborate with other researchers, disciplines and stakeholders (see Chapter 1). We
also elaborate on more general issues relating to data generation, participatory research along
a gradient of collaboration, and computational and mathematical modelling approaches, as
these are common to a number of specific methods discussed in Part 2 of the book (Chapters
5–32). Finally, we consider practical ethics associated with SES research.
Our aim is not to provide a comprehensive overview of all the elements that can possibly
be encountered in SES research (which will differ from study to study), but rather to provide
general, practical principles for engaging with the SES research process.

Elements of an SES research study
The ‘elements’ that make up an SES research project are schematically represented in
Figure 3.1. In designing and practising SES research, researchers identify problems, work
within more specific research areas, draw on different theories and frameworks (which also
draw on disciplinary theories), and use and generate different data types. There is no single
path through these components and researchers may rely on multiple methods, theories and
frameworks, combined and integrated in different ways. Individual SES studies often form
part of larger inter- and transdisciplinary SES programmes.
Any project includes the identification of a problem or gap informing the research theme.
Problem identification can happen in the ‘traditional’ way, where the researcher engages
with the literature (including their own previous research) and identifies a gap that they
would like to address. It may also be that a researcher is an expert in a particular methodology, and looks for (SES) problems to which this methodology can be applied. Alternatively,
researchers may identify problems by engaging with policymakers, practitioners and other
stakeholders, where the research problem is informed very directly by a societal need or gap.
In these cases, problem identification may be an important part of the co-production process.
The researcher can also identify a problem by observing news, events and societal processes, sometimes through systematic, formal techniques such as horizon scanning and other
‘futures’ methods (Chapter 10). How the problem is identified (and which methods, theory and frameworks are ultimately chosen) will be strongly tied to the purpose of the research and the motivation of the researcher (Hazard et al. 2019). If a researcher is primarily
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interested in learning a new skill, they may opt for a project that applies that skill to a specific
question. A researcher who is interested in affecting transformative change may seek out a
mentor or collaborator who is engaged in a transdisciplinary project (see Section ‘Working
along a gradient of collaboration’).
The way in which a research question or problem relates to theory, frameworks, methods
and data is not fixed: frameworks may inform research questions, but research questions
may also drive the selection of frameworks. Similarly, selected methods could inform or be
informed by the research questions and frameworks used. In the SES research field, there are
no strict rules or protocols about selecting frameworks and methods. As a result, researchers
need to make choices and sometimes tough decisions about the methodological approach
they want to take and the theories and frameworks they want to draw on. They will usually have to acknowledge that there are several and equally valuable understandings and
approaches that can be adopted, depending on one’s purpose and theoretical commitment.
These choices and trade-offs can seem overwhelming but in practice they are often guided
by the research areas in which a researcher is embedded.
Despite being relatively young (Binder et al. 2013; Pahl-Wostl et al. 2013; HerreroJáuregui et al. 2018; Colding and Barthel 2019; De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019), the SES
field has sprouted a number of specific research areas such as stewardship, resilience assessment, adaptive governance and transformation in the past 20–30 years. Within each of these
areas, researchers typically approach social-ecological phenomena with a set of theories,
frameworks and methods that have been developed, tested and debated in the literature.
The study of regime shifts, for example, draws strongly on resilience theory (Chapter 14),
often uses state-and-transition (Chapter 27) or dynamical systems models (Chapter 26), and
frequently relies on remotely sensed data (Chapter 24) and interviews (Chapter 7). Whereas
researchers can draw on approaches outside these bodies of knowledge, identifying existing
methods used within particular research areas can save a lot of legwork in deciding which
approaches may be most appropriate for any given study (although this could blind researchers to gaps in the field). In reality, very little SES research requires researchers to start ‘from
scratch’ when it comes to deciding on their research approach.

Frameworks, theories and methods
Researchers across all disciplines use frameworks and theories to guide their study design
and choice of methods (Meyfroidt et al. 2018; Schlüter et al. 2019), although not all research
projects use these guiding tools, or use them a priori. Frameworks identify broad sets of SES
elements and their linkages, guiding an investigation or activity by pointing to the concepts,
elements, variables, links or processes that are characteristic of or critical for SES, or that help
explain or predict SES outcomes. As discussed in Chapter 1, frameworks can be descriptive, analytical, or serve as boundary objects for interdisciplinary collaboration or heuristic
problem solving (also see Meyfroidt 2016; Meyfroidt et al. 2018). Whereas some frameworks
include assumptions about causal relationships between variables, they ultimately cannot
posit causal inferences. Rather, they provide the ‘ingredients’ for theories that hypothesise
about causal mechanisms and the relative weight and nature of interactions (Meyfroidt 2016;
Meyfroidt et al. 2018; Bodin et al. 2019; Schlüter et al. 2019).
Universal theories that present testable hypotheses across a variety of contexts are not
generally possible or desirable in SES research, given the social-ecological intertwinedness
and context dependence that characterise the field (Schlüter et al. 2019). Instead, frameworks
(particularly conceptual frameworks) are widely used and are often considered to be the
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‘theoretical element’ of SES research studies (Chapter 1). Recently, however, some researchers have started to look to middle-range theories to develop hypotheses that are valid under
certain conditions, thus moving towards explaining, and not just describing, phenomena in
systems (e.g. Meyfroidt et al. 2018; Bodin et al. 2019). Middle-range theories, still a frontier
in SES research (see Chapter 33), can be defined as ‘contextual generalizations that describe
chains of causal mechanisms explaining a well-bounded range of phenomena, as well as
the conditions that trigger, enable, or prevent these causal chains’ (Meyfroidt et al. 2018,
53). Middle-range theories thus seek to provide testable hypotheses within very specific
and well-defined contexts, striking a balance between ungeneralisable detailed single-case
research and universal theories that aim to explain phenomena across and in all general contexts (Meyfroidt et al. 2018; Bodin et al. 2019; Schlüter et al. 2019).
Methods are codified ways of producing knowledge of a focus of interest. They are specific information-generating practices to generate and analyse data (Pahl-Wostl et al. 2013;
Stirling 2015). Although frameworks (along with theories and research areas) often guide the
selection of methods, not all methods are underpinned or informed by ‘formal’ frameworks
(as discussed above and in Chapter 1). Nevertheless, all methods reflect the underlying values
and beliefs of researchers (Poteete, Janssen, and Ostrom 2010) and rely on assumptions that
constrain the contexts in which generated knowledge is useful and the degree to which it can
be used to make truth claims. Most network analyses (Chapter 23), for example, assume complete knowledge of all connections in a network. Although network analysis is inordinately
useful for understanding problems such as disease spread through an agricultural system (e.g.
Moore, Grewar, and Cumming 2016) or how the structure and function of natural resource
governance systems are linked (Bodin et al. 2019), it may not be a useful method in systems
where many of the key actors, or the relationships between them, cannot easily be known.
Similarly, many participatory mapping exercises (Chapter 8) assume that participants are
able to relate to spatial constructs in their world through reading maps or interacting with a
virtual globe. This may not be true in all communities, or there may be some groups more
able to engage in this way than others (e.g. Weyer, Bezerra, and De Vos 2019), which may
undermine the internal validity of the collected data and the objectives of the participatory process. Finally, models based on economic theory make many simplifying assumptions
about the nature of human decision-making (e.g. that the context in which individuals are
embedded does not affect their decisions [methodological individualism]). These assumptions
may be appropriate in very narrow and controlled contexts where a specific element of the
system is under investigation in a specific context (see examples in Chapter 21), but it may
be inappropriate to generalise these findings to other contexts or to use these methods to
understand complex dynamics in systems.

Combining multiple methods
Given the limited extent to which individual methods can be used to understand SES
(Poteete, Janssen, and Ostrom 2010; Preiser et al. 2018), research projects and knowledge
co-production processes (see Section ‘Working along a gradient of collaboration’) often rely
on more than one method to achieve their goals (Murray, D’Anna, and MacDonald 2016).
At its broadest, multi-method research simply refers to the use of more than one method
to understand given phenomena (Anguera et al. 2018) and does not necessarily mean that
those methods are integrated or used for triangulation. In the CreativeVoice approach, for
example, photos, videos, songs, drawing and paintings are combined to allow more participants to engage with an expressive art form (Rivera Lopez, Wickson, and Hausner 2018).
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Similarly, ecological data collection methods (Chapter 6) may be used in combination with
interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), sometimes with a view to understanding different aspects
of the system rather than understanding the same process or dynamic from a complementary
perspective.
In many cases, however, SES researchers explicitly use multi-method designs to integrate
different methods by applying mixed-methods and multi-method triangulation approaches.
A mixed-methods study is one where the researcher combines a quantitative method and
a qualitative method to analyse data (McKim 2017) and integrates these to understand and
interpret a particular problem based on the combined strengths of both datasets (Tashakkori
and Teddlie 1998; Creswell 2014; Cox 2015). Given the fundamentally different assumptions
that typically underlie quantitative and qualitative methods, mixed-methods approaches require careful design and consideration about how and when to ‘mix’ quantitative and qualitative data (for some suggestions, see Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2009; Teddlie and Tashakkori
2011; Creswell 2014; Cox 2015).
Multi-method triangulation is also usually integrative (Meijer, Verloop, and Beijaard 2002)
and specifically refers to approaches where insights regarding a single research problem are strategically drawn from findings generated using different methods (Young et al. 2006; Munafò
and Davey Smith 2018). Multi-method triangulation differs from mixed-methods approaches
in that it does not necessarily entail integrating quantitative and qualitative methods, but could
integrate any set of different methods. Triangulation assumes that researchers can generate
a broader span of insights or acquire more support for a potential explanation of a complex
phenomenon by relying on different methods. Since every method has its own assumptions,
strengths and weaknesses, combining different methods can help to reveal different aspects of
phenomena being investigated and can compensate for the limitations of individual methods.
The triangulation of methods can have different objectives and ambitions. A strongly
integrative ambition relates to integrating theories, methods and data from different disciplines or knowledge traditions. This approach, known as unification, requires a researcher to
consider the theoretical assumptions that underlie methods and, in doing so, start integrating
theories (Popa and Guillermin 2017; Persson et al. 2018). Unification can be very rewarding
and facilitate new theoretical breakthroughs, particularly when the methods being integrated
have similar underlying assumptions (e.g. combining theories of collapse with resilience theory; Cumming and Peterson 2017). However, a unification approach can also lead to indirectly compromising or disregarding the important assumptions that underlie methods (Popa
and Guillermin 2017; Persson et al. 2018; Jerneck and Olsson 2020).
A less integrative ambition of triangulation, and one more broadly used and advocated for in
SES research (e.g. Norgaard 1989; Popa and Guillermin 2017; Persson et al. 2018; Jerneck and
Olsson 2020) builds on pluralism. Pluralism refers to the use of different methods with the aim
of investigating a common phenomenon but from different perspectives (e.g. assessing land-use
change through remote sensing, interviews, focus groups and participatory mapping; Achieng
et al. 2020). Pluralism underscores the autonomy of different methods, along with their associated
assumptions and theories. Thus, pluralism is less integrative and less focused on unifying perspectives across disciplinary and knowledge system boundaries. A pluralistic approach is particularly
appropriate in knowledge co-production processes where system understanding relies not only on
methods from different disciplines but also on different knowledge systems, which may not hold
equal power in decision-making. In these processes, it is desirable to ‘weave’ results from different
methods based in different disciplines and knowledge systems, rather than cross-validating one
system with another, or unifying them (Tengö et al. 2014).
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Data in SES research
As with other choices in SES research, the way in which SES researchers engage with data
will depend on the purpose of their research, the motivation of the researchers, the theories
and frameworks they employ, their guiding methodology and the available funding. The data
used in a particular study will also depend on where the project lies on a ‘gradient of intertwinedness’: the kind of data used to understand ecological feedbacks resulting from social
processes, for example, will be different to the data used in a project setting out to understand
social feedbacks resulting from social processes in the context of ecological processes. While
multi-method approaches that use different data types are useful in overcoming some of the
challenges of SES research, these approaches are also more expensive, conceptually challenging and time consuming, and should not automatically be adopted as the best option in all
cases (Creswell 2014; McKim 2017).
In SES research, quantitative and qualitative data can be generated in a number of different ways. In this book, we discuss methods that use the following types of data:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Empirical field data collected through ecological field data collection (Chapter 6),
interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), participatory data collection methods (Chapter 8),
controlled behavioural experiments (Chapter 21) or methods used for historical assessment (Chapter 25)
Co-produced data generated through participatory data collection methods
(Chapter 8), action research (Chapter 15), facilitated dialogues (Chapter 9), futures
analysis (Chapter 10), scenario development (Chapter 11), serious games (Chapter 12),
participatory modelling (Chapter 13) and resilience assessment (Chapter 14)
Textual and archival data (e.g. photographs and audio) retrieved from published scientific papers and governmental and other policy documents and repositories. These
data are stored in libraries, databases and archives and are used in qualitative content
analysis (Chapter 19), comparative case study analysis (Chapter 20), institutional analysis
(Chapter 22) and historical assessment (Chapter 25)
Mined and synthesised data (often ‘big data’) using natural-language processing and
other pattern-recognition methods (Chapter 17), or through large-scale meta-analysis
methods (Chapter 19)
Simulated data produced using dynamical systems models that simulate dynamic
systems numerically (Chapter 26), agent-based modelling (Chapter 28), statistical
models (Chapter 18), ecosystem service modelling (Chapter 31) or expert modelling
(Chapter 16)
Downloaded datasets from public and other databases, including government census
data, health and demographic data and remote-sensing and GIS data from a diversity of
sectors, compiled case studies and interviews. A collection of platforms commonly used
by SES researchers to access useful datasets is given in Table 3.1, and is also provided
online (sesmethods.org).

All the data types listed here can include spatial data (Chapter 24). Participatory mapping and GPS-based plots, for example, can be used to co-produce or collect spatial
data, remotely sensed spatial data can be synthesised into analysable products, dynamic
simulation models can be spatially explicit, and many downloadable SES datasets include
spatial data.
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Table 3.1 Examples of existing datasets commonly used in SES research, and the platforms where they
can be sourced
Type

Source and website(s)

Remotely
sensed data
and global
spatial data

•
•
•
•
•

Protected
areas

• Protected Planet: protectedplanet.net
• PADDD (Protected Area Downgrading, Downsizing and Degazettement) tracker:
padddtracker.org

Biodiversity
data

• Global Biodiversity Information Facility: gbif.org
• IUCN Red List of Species and Ecosystems: iucnredlist.org; iucnrle.org
• Projecting Responses of Ecological Diversity in Changing Terrestrial Systems
(Predicts): predicts.org.uk
• The Living Planet Index (LPI): livingplanetindex.org
• Nature Map Explorer: explorer.naturemap.earth/map
• Map of Life: mol.org

Google Earth Engine: earth-engine/datasets/catalog
Bio-Oracle: bio-oracle.org
Microsoft Earth: microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-for-earth-tech-resources
World Resource Institute: datasets.wri.org
NASA’s Socioeconomic Data and Applications Centre: sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/
data/sets

Human impact • Global Human Footprint: ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/datasets.php
• JRC global human settlement layers: ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/datasets.php
• Global Human Modification Map (also see ‘Remotely sensed data and global
spatial data’ above): Global_Human_Modification/728308
• Anthropogenic Biomes (also see ‘Remotely sensed data and global spatial data’):
ecotope.org/anthromes/faq
Development • World Bank: data.worldbank.org
and livelihood • CIFOR’s Poverty and Environment Network (PEN) global dataset: data.cifor.org/
data
dataset
• USAID demographic and health surveys (DHS): dhsprogram.com/data
• USAID Development Data Library: data.usaid.gov
• FLARE network (Forests & Livelihoods: Assessment, Research, and Engagement):
forestlivelihoods.org/resources
• Comtrade: comtrade.un.org/labs
• Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO): fao.org/statistics/databases/en
• World Resource Institute data: datasets.wri.org
Case study
databases

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social-Ecological Systems Meta-Analysis Database (SESMAD): sesmad.dartmouth.edu
SES Library: seslibrary.asu.edu/case
Regime Shift Database: regimeshifts.org
Resilience Alliance Thresholds database: resalliance.org/thresholds-db
Engage2020 Action Catalogue: actioncatalogue.eu/about
ISeeChange: Thresholds Database: iseechange.org
Digital Library of the Commons: dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc

Models and
methods

•
•
•
•

COMSES (Netlogo) models: comses.net
Bayes Net Library: norsys.com/netlibrary/index.htm
SES models: actioncatalogue.eu/about
Engage2020 Action Catalogue: modelingcommons.org

Water

• Water Footprint Network: gwp.org/en/learn/iwrm-toolbox
• IWRM Toolbox (see ‘Remotely sensed data and global spatial data’):
waterfootprint.org/en/resources/waterstat
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Type

Source and website(s)

Climate

•
•

Other

•

Climate variability and predictability database (CLIVAR – Climate and Ocean:
Variability, Predictability and Change): clivar.org/resources/data
Participatory database on climate change impacts (see ‘Remotely sensed data
and global spatial data’): iseechange.org
Google Dataset Search: toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch

A more descriptive list can be found at sesmethods.org

Dynamic modelling in SES research
Dynamic modelling using analytical or computational/simulation approaches is a key approach to studying complex systems. It is particularly suitable for analysing the dynamics of
SES, such as the equilibria of a system or the way in which a system unfolds over time from
the interplay of social and ecological processes. Modelling allows for experimenting with an
SES in ways that are not possible with real systems. Models and simulation experiments can,
for example, be used to assess possible intended and unintended consequences of the introduction of a new policy, to unravel the mechanisms that may have generated an outcome of
interest, or to assess the uncertainty of outcomes that results from limited knowledge about
key processes (such as human decision-making) or the stochastic and emergent nature of SES.
Simple mathematical models have been extensively used from the early days of resilience
research to study multiple equilibria and regime shifts in ecological systems, and increasingly
also SES. Simulation models (e.g. system dynamics or agent-based models) are often used to
study the behaviour of particular SES such as a landscape or a fishery that emerges from the
interactions of different SES elements.
Models and the modelling process itself can serve many different purposes. They can be
used to enhance understanding of SES dynamics; to explore, explain or predict SES outcomes (Edmonds 2017); to facilitate interdisciplinary communication and integration; or
to serve as boundary objects in participatory processes (see Chapter 13) (Schlüter, Müller,
and Frank 2019; Schlüter et al. 2019). Models can also play different roles in a research or
participatory process: they can be used as a thinking tool to support reflection about different beliefs or views of the system or processes of interest and their consequences for system
behaviour; as a tool for exploration, e.g. of possible consequences of an intervention; as a
tool for eye opening or myth busting; as a tool for explaining social-ecological phenomena
of interest by testing possible mechanisms; as an analytical tool to identify generic processes
or principles that determine SES behaviour; or as a tool for assessing the effects of policies or
the implications of global change (Schlüter, Müller, and Frank 2019). The use of models for
policy assessment, for exploring the behaviour of SES as a complex (adaptive) system, and for
participatory processes is probably the most common model applications in SES research to
date. Although dynamic models can be used to make predictions or to help test and develop
theories by formalising and exploring relations between different variables and their outcomes, they are currently very rarely used in this way in SES research.
Models can be theoretical, based on generic processes such as population growth and utility maximisation with the aim to understand the general behaviour of a system, or empirical,
based on empirical data and processes with the aim to understand a system’s behaviour or
response in a particular place. Some models may combine both, for example by using theoretical models where data and knowledge are limited and empirically informed models for
other aspects of the system. Stylised or toy models that represent selected aspects of a system
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in a generic way (often based on insights that hold across different cases but are not necessarily
derived from theory) to investigate their impact on SES outcomes are also commonly used.
The most common type of modelling used in SES research is dynamical systems modelling,
agent-based modelling and state-and-transition modelling. These models differ in how they
study the change of the system over time, how and at what level of aggregation they represent
a system and how they go about to find solutions or generate the outcomes of the model (for
an overview of different common model types, see Schlüter, Müller and Frank 2019). While
they can all be used for different purposes and roles, some are more suitable to achieving a
given research aim than others.
Contrary to the large-scale simulation models that dominate in Earth systems and climate
change research, and to models used in theoretical ecology or economics, many SES models are
developed from scratch. This means the researcher or research team goes through all the modelling steps – from collecting and eliciting data and empirical evidence or relevant theoretical
models to developing a conceptual model; formalising the model in equations or computer code;
testing, verifying and validating the model; running simulations or doing mathematical analyses;
analysing the model and communicating the results. These different steps require many different
skills, knowledge and methods. The process of building the model, i.e. decisions on what variables/actors and processes/interactions to include, and how to represent functional relationships
are major parts of the modelling process. This process is often as valuable as the resulting model
as it challenges participants to make explicit their assumptions and understanding about the SES
or problem of interest, ideally in a collaborative endeavour that involves a diversity of scientific
and non-scientific participants, drawing on different knowledge systems (Schlüter, Müller, and
Frank 2019; Schlüter et al. 2019). This is one of the main advantages of co-developing models
with stakeholders, as it can facilitate building shared understanding and learning. Similarly, codeveloping models with scientists from different disciplinary backgrounds can support a reflective
and reflexive approach and thoughtful interdisciplinary integration.

Working along a gradient of collaboration
As explained in Chapter 2, the complex, intertwined nature of SES demands intellectual humility from researchers and a shift in their approach to knowledge development, learning and
the ways in which they support policy and change (Audouin et al. 2013; Preiser et al. 2018).
Investigating the intertwined human and biophysical dimensions of SES problems requires
knowledge on the multi-scale interactions between ecosystems and society (Angelstam et al.
2013; Nash et al. 2017), which demands diverse expertise from many different disciplines and
often also requires engagement with key actors and stakeholders engaged in SES governance
and management. Collaboration and knowledge co-production with non-academic societal
actors are particularly important for SES projects where concrete societal change, and not just
knowledge development, is the main objective (e.g. action research (Chapter 15)).
Thus, although SES research can be a solitary practice, it often entails collaboration and
working in teams. Teams that only involve academics, but from different disciplines, are
commonly referred to as interdisciplinary teams. In these teams, researchers work together
to integrate or combine disciplinary knowledge and methods, develop and meet shared goals,
and achieve synthetic understanding of a problem or system. In other cases, the sphere of
collaboration is expanded to include relevant stakeholders and other non-academics to form
transdisciplinary teams (Lang et al. 2012; Angelstam et al. 2013). Research for action, in
which supporting and facilitating societal change may be the most important project objectives, is mostly conducted in transdisciplinary teams.
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Working in diverse teams has many benefits, the most notable of which is integrating
multiple ways of knowing and doing to generate a more comprehensive understanding of
complex social-ecological challenges. However, there is also a suite of well-recognised challenges to working in teams (Lang et al. 2012; Kelly et al. 2019). Interdisciplinary work, for
example, often requires time and resources to define, understand and combine the disparate concepts and methods upon which diverse disciplines are founded. These intellectual
transaction costs can trigger tensions within interdisciplinary teams. Working across disciplines requires practices, attitudes and personality traits such as humility, respectfulness,
open-mindedness, patience and the willingness to embrace complexity (Kelly et al. 2019).
While these ‘soft skills’ are consistently identified as critical for collaboration among disciplines and knowledge systems, they are rarely valued or specifically recognised and developed
within disciplinary research training (Kelly et al. 2019). Fortunately, the growing number
of interdisciplinary projects is generating a growing repository of practical advice to support
researchers and institutions wishing to embrace interdisciplinary social-ecological research,
as well as scholars with experience in working in interdisciplinary teams.
Working beyond academic boundaries to collaborate with stakeholders such as government officials, community members and civic society organisations often introduces further
challenges. Collaborations with stakeholders and other non-academic actors are often seen
as pathways to making social-ecological research both more democratic through stakeholder
involvement and more impactful by creating ownership and tying it to actions that benefit
those stakeholders. In practice, there is a continuum of stakeholder involvement (or participation) (Cvitanovic et al. 2019). At the one end of the spectrum, participation can be limited
to very low levels of engagement, where stakeholders merely provide data for a research project (e.g. citizen science) or evaluative feedback on research products, or are informed about
research outcomes. While these types of consultative engagements can be useful, they have
been criticised for leading to ‘token participation’ that does not treat non-academics as full
partners in the research process, and potentially undermine the extent to which the benefits
of participation are conferred.
At the other end of the spectrum of participation is a loosely linked and evolving cluster
of approaches that include knowledge co-production and transdisciplinary research (Lang
et al. 2012; Wyborn et al. 2019; Norström et al. 2020). These approaches reject the archetypal
model of academic knowledge production, where researchers identify problems, carry out
research to address them and then communicate this new knowledge to society to be acted
upon. The goals of these new forms of participatory approaches are to co-produce knowledge and solutions with, and for, decision-makers and other actors in society. These knowledge co-production processes can facilitate robust solutions to sustainability challenges and
their effective and equitable implementation (Norström et al. 2020) by providing a richer,
more diverse and more legitimate understanding of the multiple drivers, interdependencies
and complexities of SES dynamics and challenges, and of the decision contexts in which
research is to be applied (Tengö et al. 2012).
Knowledge co-production holds strong potential for addressing sustainability challenges,
but adds new demands and requires new skills to make collaborative research practice successful. A number of critical issues need to be considered and carefully managed to avoid serious pitfalls that end up doing more harm than good. First, who are the actors with whom the
researcher wants to engage, and what do they represent? Knowledge co-production needs to
explicitly recognise a range of perspectives, knowledge and expertise and build awareness of
gender, ethnicity and age-related aspects of who is involved – or left out. This poses a variety
of new ethical concerns (Bohle and Preiser 2019; also see Chapter 2, and Section ‘Practical
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and procedural ethics’). The leaders of a co-production process face the task of assembling an
appropriately broad or inclusive set of relevant actors, while keeping the process manageable
within practical and strategic limits. There may be tensions between actor groups, for example. If that happens, a step-wise approach to participation, where smaller groups are initially
convened before a broader group is engaged, may reduce potential points of conflict or allow
some facilitating steps to be undertaken.
Second, is the researcher engaging with key stakeholders, key knowledge holders or actors
in key positions to implement knowledge? Different objectives or targets of the research may
entail different approaches to identifying and actively engaging with actors. This will also
have implications for the design of the collaboration – the kinds of interfaces and the types of
meetings and activities that are used to facilitate knowledge exchange and learning.
Third, how is the researcher interacting with, and handling, existing power dynamics
between actors in collaborative processes? A failure to sufficiently engage with power imbalances can undermine the quality of the engagement and the outcomes, and can derail the
entire exercise. These challenges can be addressed by taking the necessary steps to build trust
and reveal tensions and expectations between collaborators before the actual phase of knowledge generation begins. Co-produced social-ecological research also needs to understand the
historical context of how a particular challenge emerged, who will be affected by the process
and its outcome, and how regulatory, institutional and cultural factors will shape the process
and the realisation of desired outcomes. Successful co-production is often built on legacies
of the past (conceptual insights obtained in previous projects, long-established research sites,
earlier relationships with stakeholders) that can all help to provide insights into the context
of the current project. Thus, as an early career researcher, it may be valuable to connect with
existing networks and relationships.
Finally, as in any team effort, high-quality co-production processes require frequent interaction of participants throughout the process. Interactive exchanges between participants
nurture ongoing learning, build trust and increase the salience and legitimacy of generated
knowledge.

Practical and procedural ethics
Applying an SES lens to understanding the world has profound ethical implications for how
researchers engage with their research projects (also see Chapter 2). A complex adaptive systems perspective and the desire to affect transformative change means that research projects
often seek to engage novel forms of collaborative agency through participatory and collaborative multi-stakeholder processes that foster dialogue and knowledge co-creation (Preiser
et al. 2018). These approaches and processes have implications for how researchers engage not
only in their research projects (or day-to-day ‘practical ethics’; Rossman and Rallis 2010) but
also with official processes to obtain permission to carry out their studies (procedural ethics).
Social-ecological systems researchers based at universities (as students or staff members)
are usually required to obtain ethical clearance and conduct their studies according to the
rules of the institution. Most universities have registered ethics committees that are required
to adhere to standards set by a higher (state, provincial or national) regulatory body. Clearance from these committees is required before data collection can commence. It must also
be shown that the correct process was followed before a degree can be awarded or the results eventually published. The process of applying for ethical clearance for data collection
can cause significant delays in getting projects under way. Ethics committees cannot always process applications quickly, and SES research processes, especially where they involve
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transdisciplinary knowledge co-production, can raise additional questions that can take time
to resolve because they are different to conventional research approaches (Cockburn and
Cundill 2018). Since SES researchers may have ecological and social components to their
research design, they may have to apply for clearance to more than one committee.
Procedural ethics may pose a particular obstacle to transdisciplinary research projects.
In most institutions, current research ethics clearance processes are designed for administering research approaches (e.g. surveys) where societal actors only become involved during
the data collection phase, and usually as subjects and not participants (Locke, Alcorn, and
O’Neill 2013; Cockburn and Cundill 2018). Transdisciplinary research processes are often
at odds with procedural ethics, particularly with regard to ‘informed consent’, which is seen
as a one-off activity rather than being negotiated through an ongoing process with research
stakeholders (Banks et al. 2013; Locke, Alcorn, and O’Neill 2013; Cockburn and Cundill
2018). Co-production of knowledge and participatory methods can also make it very hard to
know who the data belong to and how and where to ethically store the data (Rambaldi et al.
2006; Cockburn and Cundill 2018).
While certain institutional reforms would make for easier procedural practices (Cockburn
and Cundill 2018), it is critical to recognise that formal institutional processes and documents
will never be able to provide full ethical guidance and standards for SES research projects
(Rossman and Rallis 2010; Coburn and Cundill 2018). Procedural ethics can provide some
of the principles of ethical engagement, and play an important role in holding individuals
and institutions accountable (Cockburn and Cundill 2018). However, researchers themselves
are ultimately responsible for the moral considerations and ethical choices they make as part
of their daily practice (Rossman and Rallis 2010) throughout their project. In practice, this
means that SES researchers need to develop and reflect on their own personal ethics principles for engaging in their project right from the scoping phases, and continue to do so
throughout the project (Cockburn and Cundill 2018). The principles they might draw upon
will vary according to context, but can include elements such as respect for and the dignity
of research participants, transparency and honesty, accountability and responsibility of the
researcher, integrity and academic professionalism (Cockburn and Cundill 2018), and sensitivity to power imbalances and the potential impacts of transformative change (Shah et al.
2018). Being an ethical SES researcher requires one to be reflexive (reflecting and reacting)
on one’s practice not only individually (e.g. by journalling; Meyer and Willis 2019) but also
through conversations with advisers, mentors and research participants, and through engaging with reflective peer groups on transdisciplinary research practice, for example (Cockburn
and Cundill 2018).
Everyday practical ethics is important in all SES projects, not only for SES researchers
engaged in transdisciplinary or participatory projects. In some SES projects, procedural ethics may not be required and the ethical consequences of research may not be immediately
obvious. Projects may, for example, have various indirect ecological and social consequences
when management decisions flow from interactions between researchers and managers, or
when changing the relationship between a community and nature (Schlaepfer, Pascal, and
Davis 2011). Big data, natural-language processing and other machine-learning techniques
are now becoming commonplace in many global SES studies (Skibins et al. 2012; Di Minin,
Tenkanen, and Toivonen 2015). Although these data are in the public domain and thus do
not usually require ethical approval, processing and presenting these data can pose severe
ethical concerns regarding informed consent, privacy, ownership, objectivity, intellectual
property and group-level ethical harms (Mittelstadt and Floridi 2016). Studies that use social media to investigate perceptions of nature, for example, may be biased towards the
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perception of certain demographics (Di Minin, Tenkanen, and Toivonen 2015). Similarly,
remote-sensing data available at global scales could be used to inform policies that are misaligned with local contexts (Veldman et al. 2019). The SES researcher thus has to recognise
and take responsibility for the fact that every decision about data collection, analysis, interpretation and presentation has moral dimensions, and that these decisions are ongoing
(Rossman and Rallis 2010).

Conclusion
This chapter describes the research landscape that SES researchers navigate when designing and
executing their projects. The complex and problem-focused nature of SES research means that
researchers have many potential frameworks, theories and methods to choose from, each with
their own underlying research traditions and assumptions. Rather than getting overwhelmed
by the methodological and epistemological options available, we encourage researchers to define and reflect on the purpose of their research and their ultimate motivations and desired
outcomes. With such a reflexive attitude, the researcher can draw further guidance from appropriate frameworks and methods to use in a particular context, based on the particular SES
research area within which they are working. They may find themselves in trans- and interdisciplinary collaborations, which will require the development of additional skill sets that are not
always well supported by formal graduate training programmes.
Finally, the often collaborative nature of SES research presents significant ethical considerations, particularly as research projects often actively seek to effect actions and change
towards sustainability. Regardless of whether they are conducting a mono-, multi-, inter- or
transdisciplinary study, the reflective SES researcher recognises that every methodological
and theoretical decision is ultimately an ethical one that will have consequences for their
understanding of SES, and actions towards sustainability.
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Introduction
Social-ecological systems (SES) research aims to inform pressing sustainability challenges
facing humanity in the 21st century. It is increasingly manifesting in major policy frameworks and initiatives, such as the Sustainable Development Goals (sdgs.un.org) and Future
Earth (futureearth.org). Social-ecological systems research is a major subfield within the
broader emerging area of sustainability science and provides a key analytical framing to
understand the interactions and feedbacks between social and environmental change (see
Chapter 1). Social-ecological systems research has helped facilitate increased recognition of
the dependence of humanity on ecosystems, inform new environmental management approaches and improve collaboration across disciplines and between science and society.
Research on SES explicitly adopts a complex adaptive systems view (see Chapter 2) and
draws on insights and approaches from both the social and the natural sciences. In addition
to being adopted by researchers across a variety of fields, SES studies form the focus of a
growing number of graduate programmes around the world. However, the conceptual and
methodological pluralism that characterises the field commonly contributes to the disorientation for new entrants. Most students enter the field with undergraduate training in either
a social or a natural science (although interdisciplinary undergraduate programmes in sustainability science are becoming more common), and are often not familiar with the wide
range of methods that can be employed in SES research and the assumptions underlying these
methods.
The objectives of this handbook are to provide a brief orientation to the SES research field, and
a synthetic guide to the range of methods that can be employed in SES research, highlighting key
gaps and frontiers in SES research methods. The book achieves this by providing an introduction
to SES research (Chapters 1–3), before presenting a series of chapters introducing different groups
or categories of SES research methods (Chapters 5–32). The main aim of the book is to help readers gain an overview of the different methods that could be employed in SES research, the types
of questions to which these methods are suited and the potential resources and skills required for
their implementation. The goal is to guide and enable readers to identify potential methods that
may be suited to their particular questions, activities and context. The book does not aim to provide in-depth information on specific methods, but rather to point readers to more detailed texts
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for further information about potential methods of interest. It concludes with a reflection on the
diversity of current SES methods, and a discussion of key gaps and frontiers for advancing SES
research methods (Chapter 33).
The book is specifically tailored to researchers entering the SES field, and has been written in a style that is accessible to readers from a variety of different disciplinary backgrounds.
As a handbook, it is targeted primarily at graduate students, lecturers and researchers working on SES. However, it will also be of interest to those working in the broader areas of
sustainability science, environmental management, global environmental change and environmental governance. It may also be useful to upper-level undergraduates, and professionals
working at the science–policy interface in the environmental arena.

Overview of the book
The book comprises three parts. Part 1 provides an introduction to SES research and the book
itself by means of four introductory chapters. In Chapter 1, we introduced the concept of SES
and SES research. We briefly discussed the origins of SES research and the main conceptual
frameworks and approaches used in this field. Chapter 2 dug deeper into the underlying theoretical foundations and assumptions of SES research, grounded in an understanding of complex
adaptive systems and highlighted the implications this holds for SES research methods. Chapter 3
focused at a practical level on how SES research is conducted. Finally, this chapter introduces the
aims, purpose and structure of the handbook and how to navigate the core of the book contained
in Part 2.
Part 2 comprises 28 chapters describing different categories of SES methods. The chapters
are grouped into three sets: (a) methods for data generation and systems scoping, (b) methods
for knowledge co-production and effecting systems change, and (c) methods for analysing
systems (Table 4.1). Each chapter provides a concise overview of the set of methods covered in
that chapter, including a brief description of the disciplinary origins of the methods covered,
key SES research questions that can be addressed using these methods and the limitations and
resource implications of implementing the different methods. Each chapter concludes with a
discussion of new emerging directions. Each chapter also includes a set of key readings and
a case study to illustrate how one or more of the methods discussed in the chapter have been
used in practice to answer an SES research question or problem.
While the methods discussed in group (a) include many commonly used methods for
collecting data in SES, many SES studies use existing datasets. These are drawn from a
wide variety of sources, including government census data, health and demographic data,
remote-sensing and GIS data from a diversity of sectors (e.g. agriculture, conservation, health,
urbanisation, ecology), compiled case studies and interviews. A collation of platforms commonly used by SES researchers to access useful datasets are given in Table 3.1 (see Chapter 3).
Part 3 comprises a concluding chapter reflecting on the status of SES research methods,
key challenges in the field and ways forward. We have also included a glossary with key
SES-related terms.
The book is intended as a reference guide and can be accessed from any chapter. Nevertheless, we suggest that most readers, and especially those new to SES research, will find
Chapters 1–3 a useful introduction to understanding the framing of and broader context for
the methods discussed in the book. This chapter (Chapter 4) provides a guide to navigating
the different methods discussed in Part 2, and defines the terminology used in the opening
chapter summaries. The final chapter (Chapter 33) provides an overview and reflection on
the set of methods currently used in SES research, and highlights gaps and new emerging
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Table 4.1 Chapters and methods covered in Part 2 of the handbook
Chapter number
and name

Methods covered

METHODS FOR DATA GENERATION AND SYSTEMS SCOPING
5. Systems Scoping

Social-ecological inventories, stakeholder analysis, historical, social and ecological
inventories, cultural domain analysis, contextual profiling, policy scoping,
literature reviews

6. Ecological Field
Data Collection

Measuring faunal and floral diversity and population structure: Point counts and
survey grids, transects, distance and plotless sampling, quadrats, capture and
mark-recapture
Measuring abiotic conditions: Abiotic environmental sampling, core sampling
Measuring ecological processes: Telemetry, isotope and genetic analysis

7. Interviews and
Surveys

Surveys, in-depth interviews, key informant interviews, life histories, focus group
discussions, reflective questioning, conversations and dialogues, arts-based
interview methods

8. Participatory Data
Collection

Participatory mapping (direct-to-digital participatory mapping, 3D-participatory
mapping, participatory GIS), photovoice, transect walks, ranking exercises,
focus group discussions, Venn Diagrams, matrix scoring, ecograms, timelines,
Q-methodology, community mapping, participatory videography, photo elicitation,
seasonal calendars, participatory action research, participatory rural appraisal,
participant observation, arts-based methods

METHODS FOR KNOWLEDGE CO-PRODUCTION AND EFFECTING SYSTEM CHANGE
9. Facilitated
Dialogues

Appreciative enquiry, change labs, social innovation labs, the circle, Theory U,
T-Labs, scenarios, world café, learning journeys, listening projects, dialogue
interviewing

10. Futures Analysis

Scenarios and participatory scenario planning, futures wheels, three horizons
framework, design/experiential futures, horizon scanning, Delphi, trend impact
analysis, emerging issues analysis, causal layered analysis, appreciative inquiry,
gaming (also known as ‘gamification’ or serious gaming), future workshops,
visioning, back-casting, road-mapping

11. Scenario
Development

Double uncertainty matrix, M ānoa, scenario archetypes, La Prospective, causal
layered analysis

12. Serious Games

Serious games

13. Participatory
Modelling

Modelling methods: System dynamics (group model building, mediated modelling,
shared vision planning), agent-based models (ARDI), role-playing games (WatA-Game), expert models (Bayesian networks, fuzzy cognitive maps), state-andtransition models, soft system methodologies (rich pictures, concept maps, decision
trees, cognitive maps)
Integrated approaches: Collaborative modelling, companion modelling, participatory
system analysis

14. Resilience
Assessment

Wayfinder, RAPTA, Resilience Assessment Workbook for Practitioners 2.0, STRESS,
operationalising systemic resilience

15. Action Research

Narrative inquiry, learning history, cooperative inquiry
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Chapter number
and name

Methods covered

METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System components and linkages
16. Expert Modelling

Bayesian networks, fuzzy cognitive maps

17. Data Mining and
Pattern Recognition

Data wrangling, clustering analysis, regression trees, neural networks, sentiment
analysis, topic models

18. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics, group comparison, regression models (linear, generalised
linear models), multivariate analysis (including clustering, non-metric
multidimensional scaling (n-MDS), principal component analysis (PCA), redundancy
analysis (RDA), canonical correspondence analysis, factor analysis (FA) and multiple
correspondence analysis), time series analysis

19. Qualitative Content
Analysis

Discourse analysis, critical discourse analysis, thematic analysis, narrative analysis,
critical narrative analysis, interpretative phenomenological analysis

20. Comparative Case
Study Analysis

Variable-oriented analysis, archetype analysis (formal concept analysis, qualitative
comparative analysis)

21. Controlled
Behavioural
Experiments

Controlled behavioural experiments

22. Institutional
Analysis

Institutional analysis and development framework, SES framework, action situations,
networks of action situations, institutional grammar tool, rule typology

23. Network Analysis

Network analysis

24. Spatial Mapping
and Analysis

Spatial mapping and analysis, including geography, landscape ecology, remote
sensing, statistics, land surveying, brief overview of relevant mapping and analytical
approaches

METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System dynamics
25. Historical
Assessment

Methods related to data obtained from sediment cores, archaeological/
zooarchaeological materials, dendrochronology/sclerochronology, land surveys,
historical aerial photography, satellite remote sensing, documentary sources,
governmental data, interviews and oral histories

26. Dynamical Systems
Modelling

Causal loop diagrams, loop analysis, qualitative analysis of differential equations
(including bifurcation analysis and stability analysis), numerical simulation of
dynamical systems

27. State-and-transition
Modelling

State-and-transition modelling

28. Agent-based
Modelling

Agent-based modelling

METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – Directly informing decision-making
29. Decision Analysis
Based on
Optimisation

Mathematical programming, optimal control theory, game theory, decision theory,
cost-benefit analysis, multi-criteria decision analysis
(Continued)
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
Chapter number
and name

Methods covered

30. Flow and Impact
Analysis

Physical trade flows, multi-regional input-output analysis, environmentally
extended multi-regional input-output analysis, environmental footprints, Life Cycle
Assessment, energy return on investment, multi-scale integrated analysis of societal
and ecosystem metabolism, global commodity chain analysis

31. Ecosystem Service
Modelling

Decision-support modelling packages: Integrated valuation of ecosystem services and
trade-offs (InVEST), artificial intelligence for ecosystem services (ARIES), Co$ting
Nature/WaterWorld
Related technical models and frameworks: Integrated assessment models, general
equilibrium models, Lund–Potsdam–Jena dynamic global vegetation model, Life
Cycle Assessment models

32. Livelihood and
Vulnerability
Analysis

Sustainable livelihood analysis, vulnerability analysis

areas of methodological development. Chapter 33 will be useful to anyone who has read parts
of the book or is already quite familiar with SES research methods.

Selection and categorisation of methods
Part 2 of the handbook provides an overview of major categories of methods used in SES
research. These categories attempt to pragmatically distil the wide diversity of methods
used in SES research into a useful and succinct guide. The categories are based on a process
of clustering methods identified in a systematic review of papers reporting on place-based
SES research over the past 50 years (De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019). This review identified 311 different methods that were mentioned in abstracts of 4 479 empirical research
articles published before 2015. To reduce this list to a set of methods with which one could
engage in a meaningful way, we clustered the methods into categories of methods used
for similar purposes in SES research. The initial 27 categories (De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser
2019) were derived from a small expert workshop involving several SES researchers from
the Stockholm Resilience Centre in addition to the core project team, held in Stockholm
in 2016 (see ‘Preface’ for details).
The categorisation of methods required a number of decisions (De Vos, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019). Some method categories contain only a single method (e.g. agent-based
modelling) because workshop participants felt that these methods were either very broadly
used in SES research, fulfilled a unique function, or are particularly well suited to SES
research. Conversely, other categories (e.g. statistical methods) contained a wide diversity
of methods and approaches, as they were not seen to play a unique role in SES research and
resources for their use are readily available. In categorising the methods, we also kept in
mind that certain methods (e.g. statistical methods and GIS) are not commonly mentioned
in chapter abstracts, but form important categories of methods used in SES research. We assigned methods to single categories, although many methods could, in reality, fit into several
categories.
In line with the objective of the handbook, the initial categories and methods were never
intended as a final or definitive list of SES methods, but rather as an entry point for obtaining
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an overview of the range of methods available for use in SES research. Indeed, the editorial
team revised the 27 method categories described by De Vos, Biggs and Preiser (2019) for this
handbook. This resulted in a final list of 28 categories, which form the basis of the chapters
in Part 2. We added three categories of methods to the original classification: (a) scenarios
(previously included under futures analysis, but felt to be a very widely used method in SES
research requiring its own chapter); (b) action research (previously subsumed under participatory data collection), and (c) resilience assessment (not included in the original paper
because of an analytical decision to not include broader approaches). We also combined some
categories (statistics and Bayesian methods were combined, as were optimisation and decision
analysis), and changed a few names that were used in the original categorisation (e.g. ‘quantitative pattern recognition’ was changed to ‘data mining and pattern recognition’).

Guide to chapter summaries in Part 2
At the beginning of each chapter in Part 2, we provide a summary table of key characteristics
of the methods discussed in the chapter to give readers an overview of their disciplinary origins, research approach, temporal and spatial dimensions, and purposes (Table 4.2). We also
provide a summary of the systemic SES features that the methods discussed in the chapter
are particularly good at addressing. These summaries were compiled by the chapter authors,
with input and feedback from the editors. While we aimed for consistency across chapters,
the summaries are by their nature somewhat subjective, especially given that different methods may achieve particular goals (e.g. policy/decision support) in very different ways. For
chapters that cover many different methods, it was also sometimes challenging to summarise
the diversity of ways in which all the individual methods discussed in the chapter are used.
This section provides a description of the elements presented in the summary tables, as defined in this handbook. The goal of the summary tables is to provide readers with a succinct
overview of the core focus and origins of the methods contained in each chapter. Importantly,
the summaries highlight the most common ways in which the methods discussed in the particular chapter are used, rather than all the possible ways in which they can be used. The summaries
should therefore be interpreted as the most common focus or goals of the methods discussed,
rather than limiting the interpretation to ways in which the methods discussed in the particular
chapter could potentially be used in SES research. Indeed, some of the frontiers in SES research
relate precisely to using some of the existing methods in new ways (see Chapter 33).

Research approach
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are several different traditions or ways of doing research
across the broad spectrum of disciplines and research fields that exist today. These ways of
doing research are based on fundamentally different worldviews regarding the nature of reality, how we can learn about this reality and what we aim to achieve through our research.
These philosophical differences are particularly marked across the quantitative–qualitative
and the natural–social sciences divides, but there also exist major differences in assumptions
and approaches within these broad traditions. In bridging these divides, and drawing on
diverse methods from different disciplines, SES research encompasses diverse philosophical
traditions and research approaches.
Whereas some methods used in SES research span multiple research approaches, most
methods originate clearly within a particular approach. Understanding these origins is
important in order to understand the assumptions and potential limitations of particular
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Table 4.2 Summary table template of key method characteristics appearing at the start
of each chapter in Part 2

SUMMARY TABLE
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND
The methods in this chapter are derived from
or have most commonly been used in:
List of relevant disciplines

RESEARCH APPROACH
The methods in this chapter originate from
or most commonly adopt the following
research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
•
•
•
•

Descriptive
Exploratory
Explanatory
Prescriptive
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement
and co-production
• Policy/decision support

TEMPORAL DIMENSION

SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following temporal
dimensions:

While most methods can do many things,
the methods in this chapter are particularly
good (i.e. go-to methods) for addressing the
following:

• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION
The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

• SES components and linkages
• Diversity
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Power relations
• Multiple scales and levels or
cross-level interactions
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Path dependency
• Adaptation and self-organisation
• Regime shifts
• Transformation
• Social learning
• Collective action and
collaborative governance
• Evaluating policy options
• Exploring uncertainty
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methods, and the extent to which they are compatible with or can be combined with other
methods (see Chapter 3). In this section of the summary table, we highlight the origins and
main orientation of the method or set of methods discussed in the particular chapter in terms
of the following categories:
•

•

•

Analytical/objective: Analytical research approaches are grounded in empirical measurements of phenomena that are quantified and described through analysis. The aim is
to generate objective descriptions of phenomena that eliminate personal biases, such as a
priori assumptions and emotional or subjective interpretations of empirical data. Objective approaches assume that reality (e.g. laws of physics) exists ‘out there’ independently
of the observer, and can be described in universal ways that transcend a particular time
or cultural context. This approach underpins most of the natural sciences, but has also
been adopted quite widely in the social sciences. While many SES researchers do not
subscribe personally to these assumptions (e.g. by acknowledging that there are always
personal biases and assumptions introduced in any research process and that a particular
context matters), it is important to recognise that many of the methods used in SES research are grounded in an analytical/objective approach, and to be aware of the potential
implications of these assumptions.
Interpretive/subjective: Interpretative research approaches focus on the meanings,
experiences, feelings and interpretations that people attach to particular phenomena or
processes. This approach underpins important branches of the social sciences, especially
those studying phenomena such as cultural beliefs, values and practices. Interpretivist
approaches assume that the same phenomena can be interpreted and understood in multiple ways, and that any interpretation or experience is highly contingent on a particular
time and cultural context. This approach emphasises the researcher’s role as interpreter
in the process of knowledge creation. One of the implications of this approach is that
there can be no framework-independent vantage point from which a phenomenon can
be understood, which is at fundamental odds with the starting point for objective research approaches.
Collaborative/process: This research approach specifically aims to co-produce knowledge in collaboration with stakeholders. It aims to elicit, discuss and potentially integrate
different types of knowledge (e.g. scientific, indigenous and local, practice-based) and
understandings of a situation or phenomenon to facilitate appreciation of diverse viewpoints, and potentially to gain a more comprehensive understanding. This approach
assumes that the process of knowledge sharing and joint sense-making is often as important as the specific knowledge being shared or co-created, in that it can build understanding and trust among diverse stakeholders.

Knowledge type
Just as different methods are rooted in different research approaches, they are also typically
designed to generate different types of knowledge. Some methods can be used to generate
multiple types of knowledge, but most methods are best suited to generating only one or two
types of knowledge. Under ‘Knowledge type’ we distinguish between methods that primarily aim to generate the following types of knowledge:
•

Descriptive: Methods used to identify and describe system components, connections
and processes (e.g. systems scoping, network analysis)
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•

•

•

Exploratory: Methods used to explore patterns, connections and systemic behaviour
or dynamics without a priori hypotheses (e.g. futures analysis, data mining and pattern
recognition)
Explanatory: Methods used to explain phenomena, patterns of connections and processes, i.e. to explain why and how a certain outcome was produced (e.g. statistical analysis, controlled behavioural experiments)
Prescriptive: Methods used to provide specific normative guidelines for policy and
practice (e.g. decision analysis based on optimisation, flow and impact analysis)

Purpose of method
Different methods also have different purposes in terms of the research process. Under ‘Purpose of method’ we refer to what the researcher most commonly aims to achieve by applying
the method or sets of methods described in the chapter. More than one purpose is possible.
We distinguish between the following main purposes:
•

•
•

•

Data collection/generation: Methods used to collect or generate empirical data,
which can be quantitative or qualitative (e.g. ecological field data collection, interviews
and surveys)
System understanding: Methods used to gain understanding of systemic components,
processes and behaviours (e.g. network analysis, agent-based modelling)
Stakeholder engagement and co-production: Methods used to engage a range of
stakeholders for joint sense-making and knowledge co-creation (e.g. facilitated dialogues, participatory modelling)
Policy/decision support: Methods used to inform or support decision-making, or
to facilitate the development of policy (e.g. resilience assessment, ecosystem service
modelling)

Temporal and spatial dimensions
For each of the method categories, we give an indication of the temporal and spatial dimensions at which they are most commonly applied. Some methods are commonly applied at
multiple temporal and spatial scales. For the temporal dimensions, we distinguish between
methods most commonly applied to study the:
•
•
•
•

Present (typically within the last 5–10 years)
Recent past (post-1700)
Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700)
Future

In terms of spatial dimensions, we distinguish between methods that are primarily applied in
non-spatial versus spatially explicit ways (or in both ways). We also distinguish the most common spatial scales at which the methods are applied (be they non-spatial or spatially explicit):
•
•
•
•
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Systemic features and processes
Different methods are suited to understanding different systemic features and processes that
people are commonly interested in understanding or affecting when doing SES research. Most
methods can do many things, but there are usually a limited number of methods that researchers
would turn to as methods of choice if they have a particular interest in understanding or affecting particular features and processes in SES. In this section we highlight systemic features and
processes that the methods discussed in a particular chapter are especially good at addressing.
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

SES components and linkages: Methods that aim to identify the components of an
SES and the relations between these components
Diversity: Methods that aim to assess the amount of variation in a system and the implications of this variation. Diversity includes three distinct components: variety (how
many different elements), balance (how many of each element) and disparity (how different the elements are from one another). Important SES elements that exhibit diversity include genes, species, landscape patches, cultural groups, livelihood strategies and
governance institutions
Social-ecological dependence and impact: Methods that aim to illuminate how
social and ecological components of an SES depend on and affect one another
Power relations: Methods that aim to assess the agency someone or an institution or
a set of values has over someone else or over resources (dominant or sovereign power).
Power can also refer to having the agency or power to act (productive power)
Multiple scales and levels or cross-level interactions: Methods that aim to understand processes at several different discrete scales or levels (multi-scale), or across different scales or levels (cross-scale)
Social-ecological interactions over time: Methods that aim to track and understand
how a system changes over time as a result of social-ecological interactions
Path dependency: Methods that aim to track how the particular path or development
trajectory of a system is influenced or limited by previous events or decisions
Adaptation and self-organisation: Methods that aim to explore how elements of an
SES learn, combine experiences and knowledge, and adjust to changing external drivers
and internal processes, and how some form of order arises from local interactions between elements of an SES
Regime shifts: Methods that aim to explore and understand large, persistent changes
in the composition, structure and/or function of SES associated with the transgression
of critical tipping points
Transformation: Methods that aim to explore or facilitate fundamental reorganisation of SES towards a more sustainable or preferred outcome. Transformations are
conceptually similar to regime shifts, but focus on shifts towards more positive futures, often involving radical changes in underlying worldviews, values and governance systems
Social learning: Methods that aim to facilitate or understand how societal learning
occurs through social interactions and processes. Social learning goes beyond the individual, enabling new knowledge to become situated within a group, community of
practice or society, and can lead to a transformation in values and worldviews
Collective action and collaborative governance: Methods that aim to facilitate,
support or analyse processes of collective action or collaborative governance. Collective action refers to joint action by a group of people to achieve a common objective.
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•

•

Collaborative governance refers to processes and structures of public policy decisionmaking and management that engage people across public agencies, levels of government, and/or the public, private and civic spheres to carry out a common purpose
Evaluating policy options: Methods that aim to assess intended or unintended
outcomes of policies or interventions in an SES in order to directly inform policy
choices
Exploring uncertainty: Methods that aim to explore or quantify the potential unknowns or levels of uncertainty about SES dynamics, arising from limited knowledge or
the complex adaptive nature of SES

Identifying chapters and methods of interest in Part 2
There are many different ways to navigate Part 2 of this book. You may be interested in
getting a sense of the different methods by reading through all the chapters, or you may already have a good idea which particular methods you are interested in learning more about.
Alternatively, you may be starting with a specific research problem and purpose but don’t
have a good idea of appropriate methods that can be used to investigate these questions. The
summary tables at the beginning of each chapter can guide you to identify methods that may
be appropriate for different purposes by providing information on the key characteristics of
a particular method. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 summarise these key characteristics and can serve as
a ‘roadmap’ to identify potential methods and chapters to delve into in more detail. If you
want to employ a research approach that is collaborative, for example, you can use Table 4.3
to identify which methods align with this research approach.
While some methods span multiple approaches, others are more restricted in their research approach or the type of knowledge they generate. Some groups of methods can be
used to both collect and interpret data, while others only serve one purpose. In this case, you
may need to combine multiple methods to achieve your research aim (see Section ‘Combining multiple methods’). If your research intends to explore the ‘deep’ (i.e. pre-industrial) past,
you will typically need to use different methods than if your research intends to explore the
present or the future. Similarly, different methods are better suited to local studies compared
to studies that span the entire globe. Alternatively, perhaps your research will focus on exploring a particular feature of an SES such as regime shifts, transformation or collaborative
governance. In this case, Table 4.4 can help you to identify methods that are particularly
good at addressing particular features.
In most cases, you may need to consider the various characteristics summarised in
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 to identify potential methods of interest for your research, and then delve
into those specific chapters to further assess their appropriateness. Each of the chapters provides suggestions of more detailed texts that could be consulted for more information on
methods of interest and how they are best implemented.

Combining multiple methods
The methods presented in this handbook may be used as stand-alone methods to address
a specific objective or question or, more commonly, can be used in combination or build
on one another to achieve a particular purpose. Ecological field data collection methods
(Chapter 6), for example, can be used to collect species data in the field. These data can then
be analysed using statistical analysis (Chapter 18) to determine species richness or abundance
and relationships and interactions between species. This could be combined with interviews
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Table 4.3 Summary of the key characteristics of methods discussed in Part 2

Multiple places/sites

Global

Regional

Local

Non-spatial

Explicitly spatial

Spatial dimension

Future

Pre-industrial revolution

Recent past

Temporal
dimension

Present

Policy/decision support

Stakeholder engag. and coprod.

System understanding

Purpose of
method

Data collection/generation

Prescriptive

Explanatory

Exploratory

Knowledge
type

Descriptive

Collaborative/process

Interpretive/subjective

Analytical/objective

Research
approach

METHODS FOR DATA GENERATION AND SYSTEMS SCOPING
5. Systems Scoping
6. Ecological Field Data
Collection
7. Interviews and Surveys
8. Participatory Data Collection
METHODS FOR KNOWLEDGE CO-PRODUCTION AND EFFECTING SYSTEM CHANGE
9. Facilitated Dialogues
10. Futures Analysis
11. Scenario Development
12. Serious Games
13. Participatory Modelling
14. Resilience Assessment
15. Action Research
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System components and linkages
16. Expert Modelling
17. Data Mining and Pattern
Recognition
18. Statistical Analysis
19. Qualitative Content Analysis
20. Comparative Case Study
Analysis
21. Controlled Behavioural
Experiments
22. Institutional Analysis
23. Network Analysis
24. Spatial Mapping and
Analysis
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System dynamics
25. Historical Assessment
26. Dynamical Systems
Modelling
27. State-and-transition
Modelling
28. Agent-based Modelling
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – Directly informing decision-making
29. Decision Analysis based on
Optimisation
30. Flow and Impact Analysis
31. Ecosystem Service Modelling
32. Livelihood and Vulnerability
Analysis
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5. Systems Scoping
6. Ecological Field Data Collection
7. Interviews and Surveys
8. Participatory Data Collection
METHODS FOR KNOWLEDGE CO-PRODUCTION AND EFFECTING SYSTEM CHANGE
9. Facilitated Dialogues
10. Futures Analysis
11. Scenario Development
12. Serious Games
13. Participatory Modelling
14. Resilience Assessment
15. Action Research
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System components and linkages
16. Expert Modelling
17. Data Mining and Pattern Recognition
18. Statistical Analysis
19. Qualitative Content Analysis
20. Comparative Case Study Analysis
21. Controlled Behavioural Experiments
22. Institutional Analysis
23. Network Analysis
24. Spatial Mapping and Analysis
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System dynamics
25. Historical Assessment
26. Dynamical Systems Modelling
27. State-and-transition Modelling
28. Agent-based Modelling
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – Directly informing decision-making
29. Decision Analysis based on Optimisation
30. Flow and Impact Analysis
31. Ecosystem Service Modelling
32. Livelihood and Vulnerability Analysis
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Exploring uncertainty

Evaluating policy options

Collective action and collab. governance

Social learning

Transformation

Regime shifts

Adaptation and self-organisation

Path dependency

Multiple scales or cross-level interaction

SE interactions over time

Power relations

SE dependence and impact

Diversity

SES components and linkages

Table 4.4 Summary of SES features and processes which particular methods are
especially good at addressing
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and surveys (Chapter 7), a method that focuses on gathering people’s observations and experiences, to determine how different species are valued and the ways in which they contribute
to human well-being. This information can, in turn, feed into futures analysis (Chapter 10)
or scenario development (Chapter 11) to explore the integrated future of biodiversity and
human well-being, and inform decision-making. When combining different methods, it is
critical to keep in mind that not all methods are compatible with one another in terms of
their underlying assumptions. Careful consideration is needed when combining different
methods, particularly when combining quantitative and qualitative data and approaches (see
Chapter 3).
We explored the connections between methods presented in this handbook using network analysis. Figure 4.1 shows a network diagram using the information the authors of each
chapter provided about other methods and chapters to which their chapter connects. Nodes
represent the chapter numbers, and the edge lines represent the linkages between chapters.
Nodes are sized according to the average degree based on the number of edges; the larger the
node, the more connected the chapter is to methods in other chapters. The number of arrows
moving out of each node is known as the out-degree, and the number of arrows moving in
towards the node represents the in-degree. The average degree is the total number of indegree and out-degree edges.
Based on the network analysis in Figure 4.1, the most highly connected methods are
ecological field data collection (Chapter 6), interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), participatory data collection (Chapter 8), statistical analysis (Chapter 18), spatial mapping and
analysis (Chapter 24) and agent-based modelling (Chapter 28). Chapters 6–8 are all datageneration methods which feed into many other methods, particularly statistical analysis
(Chapter 18) and spatial mapping and analysis (Chapter 24). The results from these analyses, in turn, often feed into more synthetic, participatory decision-support processes
such as scenario development (Chapter 11) or resilience assessment (Chapter 14). Agentbased modelling (Chapter 28) is a particularly versatile method that, like all modelling
approaches, relies on many other methods to inform model design and analysis, such as
systems scoping (Chapter 5), interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), ecological field data
collection (Chapter 6) and statistical analysis (Chapter 18). It can also be used to support
methods for knowledge co-production such as futures analysis (Chapter 10) and scenario
development (Chapter 11), or be combined with other modelling methods such as dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26).
Some methods are more commonly used in combination than other methods. This
may depend on the purpose of the research, or the type of method. Spatial mapping and
analysis (Chapter 24), for example, is commonly used in combination with ecological field
data collection (Chapter 6), participatory data collection (Chapter 8), participatory modelling (Chapter 13), agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) and ecosystem service modelling
(Chapter 31). Sometimes combinations of methods are used to address the limitations of a
single method. Combining participatory data collection (Chapter 8) with spatial mapping
and analysis (Chapter 24) to understand land-use change, for example, can provide insight
into potential biases in people’s memories of landscape change and how changes are experienced and affect livelihoods.
Other methods (or more accurately, approaches) constitute steps that combine several methods under a common framing and for a particular goal. Resilience assessment
(Chapter 14), for example, is an umbrella process that relies on multiple steps or methods. It
is broadly used to address questions about the capacity of an SES to cope with and respond to
change. The first step requires methods such as systems scoping (Chapter 5), interviews and
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surveys (Chapter 7) and participatory data collection (Chapter 8) to collect the data, which
are then analysed (as the second step) using network analysis (Chapter 23) or dynamical
systems modelling (Chapter 26). Finally, strategic interventions are explored using scenario
development (Chapter 11) and futures analysis (Chapter 10). Similarly, livelihood and vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32) and state-and-transition modelling (Chapter 27) also constitute
processes with several steps that use different methods.

Conclusion
This handbook is intended as an introduction and guide to the diversity of methods that can
be employed in SES research. It provides an overview of the most commonly used methods
at this time, but does not constitute an exhaustive or definitive set of SES research methods.
Indeed, given the rapid growth of the SES research field, and of science and technology more
generally, new methods and novel combinations of methods are constantly being developed,
and offer the potential to answer new questions and reshape the field (see Chapter 33).
A diverse array of SES research methods currently in use is covered in this book with
the aim of providing SES researchers with a synthetic overview and guide to methods they
may consider using in their research. The breadth of the book comes at the expense of detail
regarding the assumptions and nuances about the implementation and application of specific
methods. The intention is to help readers identify potential methods of interest from among
the very large and diverse set of methods that can be employed in SES research, and to point
them to more detailed texts on the appropriate use and implementation of specific methods.
As in any research endeavour, it is essential to think critically about the appropriateness of
any method to be employed and the assumptions underlying that method.
We hope you find this book useful, and that it supports the development of a next generation of SES researchers who can contribute to addressing the pressing sustainability challenges we face. The chapters in this handbook, updates and further materials that may be
useful for teaching and research are available at www.sesmethods.org.
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Connections to other chapters
Conducting a systems-scoping exercise can be the precursor to many other analyses outlined
in this book and is useful for identifying the key variables and components of the study. A
systems-scoping exercise can help to identify what ecological and social data might need to
be collected (Chapters 6–8) and whether more participatory and inclusive methods of knowledge co-production are needed (Chapters 9, 12–15 and 22). In addition, a systems-scoping
exercise can identify the temporal nature of further research, e.g. whether there needs to be
additional historical (Chapter 25) or future-looking analyses (Chapters 10 and 11). By developing a better understanding of the boundaries of the research through systems scoping,
the researcher can then get a better idea of which further methods to select, e.g. methods
to understand system components (Chapters 16–24), system dynamics (Chapters 25–28) or
combinations thereof (Chapters 31 and 32).

Introduction
Which ecological and social variables should be included when trying to understand specific
phenomena or issues? How do these variables interact, under what conditions and at which
scale? Which knowledge types and actors are important to include? These are some of the
typical questions asked when undertaking a systems-scoping exercise in social-ecological
systems (SES) research. Many different methods have been used to ‘scope’ a system, but
common to most is a focus on the importance of setting the boundaries of the system under
investigation and identifying the system components, their relationships and issues of interest
(Walker et al. 2004; Peterson 2005).
Systems scoping has been used in a number of different disciplines, from the health sciences, to social and natural sciences, to humanities, but has a strong history in strategic
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-5 
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SUMMARY TABLE: SYSTEMS SCOPING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Environmental Science, Geography,
Health Sciences, Management/
Business Studies, Public Administration/
Policy Studies

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
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PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
•
•
•
•

SES components and linkages
Diversity
Power relations
Multiple scales and levels or
cross-level interactions
• Social learning
• Collective action and collaborative
governance

5 – Systems scoping

planning and associated applied fields such as environmental management and town and regional
planning. More specifically in SES research, the goal of systems scoping is to explore a system
from a variety of perspectives before establishing a set of key issues (past, present and future), the
objectives of a study and a methodology/research design for a more in-depth analysis of particular
social-ecological dynamics of interest. In addition, scoping can be used in preparation for a participatory or consultative research process to identify key actors and co-identify issues of concern
or interest. Thus, systems scoping can employ a number of different research methods, such as
interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), participatory data collection (Chapter 8), network analyses
(Chapter 23), institutional analyses (Chapter 22) and facilitated dialogues (Chapter 9).
Social-ecological systems are complex, open systems. To better understand them, one
needs to understand not only the system under consideration but also the broader SES it
is linked to or embedded in, which is in itself complex. Complex adaptive systems are dynamic, evolve in response to changes in feedbacks and have thresholds and tipping points (see
Chapters 1 and 2). A systems-scoping exercise should incorporate approaches that attempt to
document the elements that lead to or contribute to these dynamic phenomena. However,
to avoid an attempt to include everything, the complexity of the system still needs to be reduced within certain boundaries in order to enable the (co)generation of knowledge (Cilliers
2005; Scholes et al. 2013), while keeping in mind that any choice of this nature means that
important interconnections and feedbacks may be missed. Due to the inherent complexity
and uncertainty of SES, knowledge of the system can only be gained in relation to a particular framework (or conceptual model) that is employed. However, our conceptualisation of
the system will always only be partial. Value-laden choices of what to include, and where the
boundaries need to be articulated, are always involved and have consequences for how we
understand the system (Cilliers 2005; Heylighen, Cilliers, and Gershenson 2006).
Scoping can refer to a stage in a larger assessment or research process (e.g. in strategic assessments like impact assessments or resilience assessments) or be a stand-alone study that is used to
describe a coupled SES (Resilience Alliance 2010; Audouin 2011; Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018).
Systems scoping can also range from a narrow desk-based study to more inclusive participatory
processes drawing on diverse actor conceptualisations of a system in order to unearth important
issues pertaining to that system (Schultz, Plummer, and Purdy 2011). In some cases, broad participation in a scoping phase is required by law. Scoping should also always be conducted within an
ethical framework that is as inclusive as possible (Watson 2010; Cockburn and Cundill 2018). A
hidden assumption when conducting a systems-scoping exercise is that those leading or defining
the scoping boundaries are aware of the many variables and values inherently present in the system.
Here it is important to acknowledge the role of power – not only in terms of method selection
but also in determining who and what to be considered or included in the system framing, how
diverse values will be accounted for and who might benefit from the research (e.g. researchers,
practitioners, funders) – and to highlight the importance of reflexivity in systems-scoping methodologies and approaches (Cote and Nightingale 2012; Audouin et al. 2013; Hankivsky 2014).
Systems scoping is often constrained by institutional and biophysical boundaries, e.g. a
water catchment or local government area. When these institutional and biophysical boundaries are spatially different, e.g. when a national border crosses a river, scoping entails making
an explicit choice between them (Ison 2008). Systems scoping is also often directed by a conceptual framework, e.g. the Intergovernmental Science Policy Platform for Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) conceptual framework (Díaz et al. 2015) or Ostrom’s framework
for analysing the sustainability of SES (Ostrom 2009). These conceptual frameworks help to
set the boundaries, conditions and variables for a deeper exploratory or analytical exercise
based on addressing specific questions or problems.
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SES problems and questions
A scoping exercise is often one of the first steps undertaken in research in order to define the
boundaries of the research and identify the key relations and dynamics between actors and
ecosystems in a given SES. Systems scoping can be applied to a number of different research
contexts at different spatial scales. It is very useful in helping to focus a study and outline the
important issues that could be considered, and deciding which variables from different domains (e.g. social or environmental) to include. In addition to identifying the key ecological
components and important actors within a system, Audouin et al. (2013) identify a number
of questions that can underpin a systems scoping. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Who should be involved in defining the purpose of the study, the problem to be addressed and the skills to be included?
What values underpin the goals and objectives of the study?
What assumptions are made in defining the various spatial, temporal and substantive (i.e.
issues to be addressed) boundaries of the study?
What knowledge types (explicit and tacit, informal and formal) are important to include
in the process of gaining an understanding of the SES?
How can the research process, its goals and outcomes be aligned with the needs and values of those most likely to be affected by any recommendations or decisions that might
come from the study?
What is the role of power in shaping relationships and the flows of resources and benefits?

Brief description of key methods
Systems scoping involves the use of a variety of methods in order to understand key dynamics, scales and relationships of social and ecological components in SES. These methods

Table 5.1 Summary of key methods used in systems scoping
Method

Description

References

Literature
review

A literature review is a widespread method used
to review published materials that examine
recent or current literature on specific topics. As
part of a systems-scoping exercise, it can help
to define and refine the topic of interest. It can
cover a wide range of subjects at various levels of
completeness and comprehensiveness, e.g. peerreviewed literature as well as grey literature.

Key introductory texts
Grant and Booth 2009 (highlighting
the specific types of systematic
reviews);
Hart 2018

Within a systems-scoping process it is often
important to identify the relevant policies that
can affect the SES and the issues of interest.
This can be done as a desk-based process, or
through engagement of stakeholders who
have knowledge of the particular policies and
regulations that might be relevant.

Key introductory text
Anderies and Janssen 2013

Policy
scoping
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Applications to SES
Binder et al. 2013;
Milkoreit et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Anderies, Janssen, and
Ostrom 2004;
Kraft and Vig 2006;
Garmestani 2014;
Orach and Schlüter 2016
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Method

Description

References

Stakeholder Stakeholder inventories and analyses focus on
analysis
identifying important actors who have a stake in
the research. They are used to gather information
from all stakeholders who affect the decisionmaking process. These methods mostly tend not
to account for biophysical components.

Key introductory text
Reed et al. 2009

Ecological
inventory

Ecological inventories aim to document the
biophysical landscapes of a specified system and
are often compiled through field surveys, remote
sensing and/or ecological mapping techniques.
Ecological inventories generally omit the social
processes influencing the natural system and
as such are not often used in isolation in SES
research.

Key introductory text
McRae et al. 2012

Social inventories are similar to stakeholder
analyses/mapping but tend not to focus on the
power dimensions of the different actors in the
system as much as stakeholder analyses or social
network analyses and mapping.

Key introductory text
Grimble and Wellard 1997

Social-ecological inventories are used to map key
actors engaged in ecosystem management, their
values, motives, activities, knowledge, networks
and experiences over time, and while doing so to
identify and select the most important actors to
build trust and work with. Through engagement
with key actors, important ecosystem features
might be revealed, which could result in identifying
additional ecosystem features to consider.

Key introductory texts
Schultz, Folke, and Olsson 2007;
Schultz, Plummer, and Purdy 2011

Historical inventories aim to document important
historical events in a system within a specified
timeframe and are useful for understanding
change and path dependencies in SES.
Documenting these events can be conducted
either through a literature review or in a more
participatory manner, e.g. through interviews or
focus groups.

Key introductory text
Resilience Alliance 2010

A cultural domain analysis is used to understand
how people in a society think about and define
their world. Since all cultures use some system of
categories to order experience, the researcher tries
to determine what categories are important to
people, how these categories are arranged and
what values are attached to them.

Key introductory text
Puri 2011

Social
inventory

Socialecological
inventories

Historical
inventory

Cultural
domain
analysis

Applications to SES
Grimble and Wellard 1997;
Stringer et al. 2006;
Prell, Hubacek, and Reed 2009;
Petursdottir et al. 2013

Applications to SES
Wulder et al. 2004;
SANBI and UNEP-WCMC, 2016;
also see Chapter 6 on ecological
field data collection and Chapter
31 on ecological and ecosystem
service mapping and modelling

Applications to SES
Barthel et al. 2005;
Colding 2013;
Wali et al. 2017

Applications to SES
Schultz, Folke, and Olsson 2007;
Baird, Plummer, and
Pickering 2014

Applications to SES
Ramankutty and Foley 1999;
Barthel et al. 2005;
Anderson and O’Farrell 2012;
Boonstra and De Boer 2014;
Zheng et al. 2014

Applications to SES
Rodríguez, Pascual, and
Niemeyer 2006;
Buchmann 2009;
Sheil and Liswanti 2006
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most commonly include literature reviews, policy scoping, social, ecological, historical and
social-ecological inventories, stakeholder analyses and cultural domain analysis. These methods are often used in combination with one another. A social-ecological inventory-based
approach can often include social, ecological, cultural and historical characteristics. Table 5.1
provides a summary of key methods used in systems scoping.

Limitations
One of the main limitations in systems-scoping exercises concerns setting the boundaries of the
research and how information on stakeholders and spatial and temporal dynamics is intentionally

Case study 5.1: Application of a social-ecological
inventory to engage actors in Niagara, Canada
The Niagara region plays an important role in Canada’s development, contributing to
the economy through industry, agricultural production of fruit and wine, and tourism
from the more than 30 million people visiting Niagara Falls annually. The unique
biocultural diversity of the area has been recognised with the establishment of the
UNESCO Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve in Ontario. In 1998, the Canadian
government commissioned a study on the impacts of climate variability on the region.
At the time there was no known entity (e.g. government organisation or research institute) focusing on climate change adaptation. Baird, Plummer and Pickering (2014)
sought to investigate whether the governance system for climate change adaptation
could be primed by undertaking a social-ecological inventory.
The use of a social-ecological inventory seems to have been instrumental in facilitating a multi-sectoral, adaptive co-management governance approach to climate
change in the Niagara region (Baird, Plummer, and Pickering 2014). The iterative and
dynamic process followed six steps: preparations, preliminary identification, identification of key individuals, interviewing, reviewing and enriching the inventory, and
engagement. These steps are outlined in Figure 5.1. This study focused on understanding the role of local knowledge as an important factor in understanding the SES
and whether this approach could catalyse co-management approaches to assist with
climate change adaptation.
Questions posed to the stakeholders in the research covered issues related to:
(a) perceptions of climate change impacts in Niagara, organisational capacity for adaptation and adaptation leadership; (b) specific activities related to climate change and
the rationale for these efforts; and (c) networks and relationships with other actors in
Niagara related to climate (Baird, Plummer, and Pickering 2014).
The use of a social-ecological inventory-based approach as a precursor to undertaking a climate change adaptation strategy resulted in the following observations:
(a) the approach facilitated adaptive co-management mainly through unearthing insights about networks and relationships, which could enable key actors and bridging
organisations to be identified, (b) local sources of knowledge were revealed and gaps
in knowledge illuminated, and (c) the tailoring of the adaptive co-management process was possible because the approach brought about an awareness of existing actions,
desired information and differences in values that could be used in future planning.
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or unintentionally included or excluded. Not acknowledging the role of power and politics and
how power influences decisions in research can limit the ways in which diversity is taken into
account in the conceptualisation of the system (Smith and Stirling 2010; Nayak, Armitage,
and Andrachuk 2016). This diversity can include diversity of knowledge based on disciplinary
biases, which can minimise the inclusion of diverse disciplinary knowledge or non-disciplinary
knowledge and expertise such as local and indigenous knowledge (Van Kerkhoff and Lebel
2006; Tengö et al. 2014). Diversity can also relate to various other social categories such as gender, socio-economic status, ethnicity, religion, age and geographic positionality. Methods for
better understanding how these categories intersect and influence the way in which the system
and relationships between variables are framed are not always included in scoping processes

The study highlighted future avenues to test the social-ecological inventory approach. These relate to exploring how the approach could be applied in different
contexts; exploring different user perceptions of the approach beyond the research
community; setting up a database of studies using social-ecological inventories in
order to undertake comparative analyses and promoting learning of how the use of
social-ecological inventories could be enhanced in different contexts.

PREPARATORY
PHASE
• Clarify objective
• Ensure expectations for
process are clear

PRELIMINARY
IDENTIFICATION
• Identify groups and
individuals actively
involved in issue
• Registers, land-use
maps, etc.
• Outcome: List of
potential key actors

INTERVIEW KEY
INFORMANTS

ENRICHING
THE PICTURE

• Pre-interview screening
to identify key individuals
• Gauge interest
• Preliminary
identification of
gate-keepers, bridging
actors, shadow networks
• Revisit issue, scale,
approach

• Researcher reflection
• Document review
• Information
sharing/exchange

IDENTIFY KEY
INFORMANTS

ENGAGEMENT

• Develop and administer
interview guide (based
on your objective and
information)
• E.g. values and
priorities, activities,
motives, needs,
networks

• SES primed for
engagement – form
depends on objective
and context
• Platform for dialogue
with key actors
• Informed and
facilitated process

Feedback loop – potential for adaptive approach to the social-ecological inventory

Figure 5.1

Phases of the social-ecological inventory (Baird, Plummer, and Pickering 2014)
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(Thompson-Hall, Carr, and Pascual 2016). Power can also mediate the legitimacy of research
through excluding key actors or end-users of the research, or by not being explicit about any
vested interests in the research going forward (Cash et al. 2003; Clark et al. 2016).
Systems-scoping exercises are normally a descriptive snapshot of the system and its recent
past. They are not normally used for explanatory purposes on their own but require additional
methods to account for changes and feedbacks in system dynamics across space and time, e.g.
scenario and futures assessments (Chapters 10 and 11), social network analyses (Chapter 23) or
ecosystem service modelling (Chapter 31). However, systems-scoping exercises can continue to
evolve as one learns more about the dynamics and key features of the system that can be used to
iteratively focus the study and/or set new boundaries and conditions for research.

Resource implications
The resource implications linked to systems scoping depend on the boundaries and objectives
of the specific task. They also depend on acknowledging that there are certain trade-offs
and tensions that are important to consider between more technical processes compared
to more social, participatory processes. If the aim is to effect change, matching quality information with a legitimate, credible and salient process has a higher capacity for fostering
change.
More inclusive, participatory processes for systems scoping require extensive resources
(in addition to time as a key resource). These processes typically involve hosting workshops,
which includes selecting a suitable venue to use (or hire), travel and transport costs, security
measures if necessary, using professional facilitators trained in systems thinking and stakeholder engagement (or undertaking training in order to run these workshops), and materials
for running the workshop (see also Chapter 8 and methods for knowledge co-production
and effective system change in Chapters 9–15). Depending on the context, it might also be
necessary to compensate participants for their participation, either by way of monetary compensation or by providing a meal and transport. Careful attention should always be paid to
the ethics of conducting participatory research, especially with vulnerable groups (Watson
2010) (see also Chapter 3).
Systems-scoping exercises often require little in terms of hardware or software when being conducted, but some form of systems-mapping software is useful in order to map out the
results of a scoping exercise and capture the relationships between identified variables. These
software programs can be simple (preferably open-source) programs such as Visio, MyDraw
and draw.io, or more advanced software for simulation or data analysis purposes that would
move beyond a scoping exercise for more analytical purposes (e.g. Vensim, Atlas.ti, QGIS,
ArcGIS and Google Earth/Maps). Cameras to document specific system features (e.g. a river,
place of interest, infrastructure) are useful to provide visuals of specific features for future
use, but hand-drawn maps or images are also useful and sometimes easier in under-resourced
contexts where access to electricity and other technology is challenging.

New directions
Given the importance of considering interconnected social and ecological components of
systems, and that alternative conceptualisations of the system exist, a number of tools are being developed that provide decision-makers with frameworks to guide systems-scoping exercises. These include the Wayfinder tool (Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018), the STEPS Pathways
approach (Leach, Scoones, and Stirling 2007) and the Resilience, Adaptation Pathways and
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Transformation Assessment (RAPTA) framework (O’Connell et al. 2015) (Chapter 14). New
potential applications include tools that foreground the role of power and politics in systems
scoping (e.g. building on Schoon et al. 2015; Berbés-Blazquez, González, and Pascual 2016)
and those that try to embed SES perspectives in assessment processes, e.g. IPBES assessments
(see the IPBES guide for assessments at ipbes.net/guide-production-assessments).
Transdisciplinary advances for problem framing can be useful in determining the research
question and setting the initial boundaries of the research (Pohl and Hadorn 2007; Hadorn
et al. 2008). The T-Lab approach provides a novel methodology for designing transformative
spaces to negotiate and articulate key issues of interest (Pathways Network 2018; Pereira et al.
2018). Research using cultural historical activity theory (CHAT) can also shed more light on
the relationship between the human mind (what people think and feel) and the activity (what
people do). CHAT has been used as ‘a cross-disciplinary framework for studying how humans
purposefully transform natural and social reality, including themselves, as an ongoing culturally and historically situated, materially and socially mediated process’ (Roth, Radford, and
Lacroix 2012).
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Measuring faunal and floral diversity and population structure: Point counts and survey
grids, transects, distance and plotless sampling, quadrats, capture and mark-recapture
Measuring abiotic conditions: Abiotic environmental sampling, core sampling
Measuring ecological processes: Telemetry, isotope and genetic analysis

Connections to other chapters
Systems scoping can be used to define system boundaries for ecological data collection
(Chapter 6). To explore social-ecological interactions, ecological field data are often paired
with social data-collection methods such as interviews and surveys (Chapter 7) or participatory data collection (Chapter 8), and analysed using statistical analysis (Chapter 18), network
analysis (Chapter 23), spatial analysis (Chapter 24) or models (Chapters 26–28 and 31).

Introduction
Ecology (the study of the relations of organisms to one another and their environment)
has a well-established and extensive set of field data-collection methods (Sala et al. 2000;
Henderson 2003; Wheater, Bell, and Cook 2011) that have been developed to both advance
ecological theory (e.g. optimal foraging theory, theory of island biogeography) and address
practical problems (e.g. conservation planning, monitoring ecological restoration). Although
ecological field data-collection methods continue to be predominantly developed and used in
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-6 
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SUMMARY TABLE: ECOLOGICAL FIELD DATA COLLECTION
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Ecology, Zoology, Botany, Conservation
Biology
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state to
continental)
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Diversity
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact

6 – Ecological field data collection

the biological sciences (e.g. ecology, zoology, botany), many of these methods are also useful
to social-ecological systems (SES) research.
Ecological field methods are largely quantitative and assume that researchers and research
methods are entirely objective (i.e. the researcher is an independent observer who does not have
an influence on the data that are collected). Studies based on ecological field methods are therefore
assumed to be replicable – if a different researcher went to the same site and followed the same
method, it should be possible to obtain the same study results (this assumption is common for
many scientific methods, but not made by some other methods used in SES research, such
as facilitated dialogues (Chapter 9) and scenarios (Chapter 11)). Ecological field methods are
often scale sensitive – the results obtained depend on the method grain (minimum spatial
resolution of the data collected, e.g. quadrat size) and extent (e.g. study area). Application
of these methods therefore assumes that the appropriate spatial scale is being studied, which
will depend on the questions being asked and the phenomenon under consideration (Wu
et al. 2002). Study scale usually increases from the study of individuals and populations to
communities and ecosystems.

SES problems and questions
Ecological field methods can be used to understand how human activities (e.g. resource use,
land-use change, conservation actions) influence the ecological elements and processes on which
human well-being depends. These ecological elements and processes provide ecosystem services such as climate regulation, food production, sense of place, recreation and relaxation.
Ecological field methods can be used to understand the influence of ecological patterns and
processes on social outcomes of interest (e.g. how does species composition influence the cultural benefits that people receive from a protected area? (Cumming and Maciejewski 2017)),
and vice versa (e.g. what social, institutional and environmental conditions give rise to ecosystems that are in a substantially better condition than expected? (Cinner et al. 2016)). Some
studies focus specifically on the interactions between ecological and social processes and outcomes (e.g. how has marine resource harvesting affected the ecosystem, and what are the consequences for local harvesters’ livelihoods and economy over time? (Nordlund et al. 2010)).
The consideration of ecological patterns and processes is critical to understanding SES. The
risk of a lake shifting from a clear-water state (desirable for drinking, fishing and recreation) to
a turbid-water state (i.e. eutrophic, undesirable state) when exposed to anthropogenic nutrient
inputs can be influenced by the size, depth and macrophyte density of the lake (Genkai-Kato
and Carpenter 2005), for example. This is known as a regime shift. Similarly, the sustainability
of fuelwood harvesting, a crucial provisioning ecosystem service in the developing world, is
influenced not only by harvester demand and selectivity but also by ecosystem response, such as
the regenerative potential of woody vegetation (Swemmer, Mashele, and Ndhlovu 2019). Ecological data are also used to understand and guide natural resource management and are especially effective when contextualised with large-scale data (Edgar et al. 2016). Systems thinking,
for example, has promoted ecosystem-based fisheries management (Curtin and Prellezo 2010),
recognising that the sustainability of fisheries depends on species-rich and functionally diverse
communities that maintain ecological functioning (Nyström et al. 2008).
Ecological field data are by themselves insufficient to answer SES research questions; other
methods need to be paired with ecological approaches to provide insight into the interactions of
the ecological aspects with social aspects of the system (e.g. interviews – see Chapter 7; land-use
maps – see Chapter 24; census data – see Chapter 25). Ecological field data are closely coupled with
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experimental design and appropriate statistical analysis (Chapter 18); thus, key reference textbooks
often combine both field data collection and statistical analysis (e.g. Quinn and Keough 2002;
Kent 2011). To understand feedbacks and dynamics in SES, ecological field data can also be used
to parameterise models (i.e. inform the relationships that go into the model), such as agent-based
models (see Chapter 28) or ecosystem service models (see Chapter 31) (e.g. Perez, Eun-kyeong, and
Sengupta 2018). It can also be used in network analyses (see Chapter 23) (e.g. Hong et al. 2013).

Brief description of key methods
Ecological field methods can be used to quantify faunal and floral species richness and abundance
(diversity) and population structure across a landscape/seascape or an environmental gradient
(e.g. in different land uses, habitats, climates or management regimes). If the study is repeated
over time, ecological field methods can be used to assess community and population dynamics
(e.g. the process of change and development and the drivers of these dynamics). Other methods
quantify abiotic conditions (e.g. water quality, erosion), or focus on ecological processes (e.g.
dispersal or predation). A combination of faunal, floral and abiotic methods is often necessary to
assess ecosystem function and processes. Table 6.1 provides a summary of key methods used in
ecological field data collection.

Limitations
It can be challenging to ‘bound the system’, or to decide how large a sample area or sample
size is necessary to identify trends, or to choose the resolution at which to collect data (e.g.
size of quadrat or survey grid; length and number of transects). The appropriate scale of analysis depends on the question or taxa of interest (Wu et al. 2002). At fine spatial scales, for example, the presence of water drives elephant distribution, while at larger scales the presence
of available forage drives elephant distribution (De Knegt et al. 2011). Systems scoping can be
useful for defining study boundaries (Chapter 5). For some studies, it will also be important
to collect data at the correct time of day and/or year (e.g. at night for nocturnal animals, or
during breeding season).
Long-term collection of ecological data may be necessary to detect meaningful trends.
This can be a limitation due to funding constraints and/or the short-term nature of many
research projects that may be mismatched with the longer time scales of many ecological
processes. The measurement of trends across space instead of through time (‘space-for-time
substitution’) can sometimes be used to overcome this limitation. Data are collected across a
large and diverse area (i.e. space) to understand drivers of species occurrence and abundance
(i.e. time) (Edgar et al. 2016). Data can sometimes be collected from sites with different
amounts of time elapsing since an event (e.g. disturbance, restoration or protection) to understand how the event has influenced changes in species occurrence and abundance.
Undertaking field data collection over large spatial areas or long temporal periods can be
resource and time intensive, particularly for SES research when social data are often being
collected concurrently. Consequently, the number of variables measured in the field may
be insufficient to identify core variables or drivers of variation (see also Chapter 18). Direct
methods such as point counts and quadrat surveys can have practical limitations (e.g. height
measurements of extremely tall trees, measuring on steep slopes), whereas indirect methods
such as camera traps, GPS tracking and satellite-derived measurements can present technical
challenges (e.g. calibration, hardware, software).
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Table 6.1 Summary of key methods used in ecological field data collection
Method

Description

References

MEASURING FAUNAL AND FLORAL DIVERSITY AND POPULATION STRUCTURE
Point counts
and survey grids

Transects,
distance
sampling
and plotless
methods

Quadrat
sampling

Point counts and survey grids are used to
inventory and monitor faunal richness and
abundance (typically for highly visible and/or
audible organisms, such as reef fish or birds). A
trained observer records all focal taxa seen or
heard from a point-count station over a set time
period. This method can also be undertaken by
camera trap and acoustic arrays (especially for
birds and bats), which are typically positioned
across a survey grid.

Key introductory text
Wheater, Bell, and
Cook 2011

Transects, distance sampling and plotless
methods are used to assess faunal or floral
richness and abundance along transects,
frequently spanning an environmental
gradient. The transect can be walked, swum or
driven, depending on the taxa of interest. Video
transects and aerial surveys can also be used.
Flora identified visually is counted and measured,
normally along a length of tape where vegetation
is recorded at set intervals. Fauna can be identified
visually, through acoustics (e.g. cetaceans or
bats) or based on tracks and signs. Distances
to observed fauna along the transect are used
to estimate abundance, based on the statistical
assumption that the probability of detecting an
animal decreases as its distance from the
observer increases. Plotless sampling methods are
used to calculate densities of large species that are
dispersed (e.g. point-centred quarter method).

Key introductory texts
Henderson 2003;
Kent 2011;
Wheater, Bell, and
Cook 2011

Quadrat sampling is used to assess faunal or floral
richness and abundance in an area by surveying
randomly or systematically distributed quadrats
(sometimes called plots). A quadrat is a frame
(traditionally square) used as a standard unit of
area. The quadrat is placed multiple times in
the study area and a trained observer records
all focal taxa seen. The patterns of species
occurrence in the sampled area are assumed to
be representative of the entire area. It is most
appropriate for sessile or slow-moving organisms
such as plants or some aquatic animals in
intertidal zones.

Key introductory texts
Sala et al. 2000;
Henderson 2003;
Kent 2011;
Wheater, Bell, and
Cook 2011

Applications to SES
Daw, Robinson, and
Graham 2011;
Jouffray et al. 2014;
Cinner et al. 2016;
Cumming and
Maciejewski 2017

Applications to SES
Chanda et al. 2003;
Ticktin, Whitehead, and
Fraiola 2006;
Edgar et al. 2014;
Ward et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Ticktin, Whitehead, and
Fraiola 2006;
Andersson, Barthel, and
Ahrné 2007;
Nordlund et al. 2010;
Mandle, Ticktin, and
Zuidema 2015
(Continued)
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Table 6.1 (Continued)
Method

Description

References

Capture and
mark-recapture

Fauna is trapped and can be marked and recaptured to
estimate abundance, survival probability and persistence.
Methods for trapping vertebrates include using Sherman
live trapping (rodents), mistnetting and ringing (birds),
pitfall trapping (reptiles and amphibians), phyke or
seine netting and electro-fishing (fish). Indirect capture
methods such as DNA analysis of scats or camera
trapping are also used for capture-recapture methods.
Methods for trapping invertebrates include pitfall traps,
pan traps (pollinators), hand nets (marine invertebrates),
light traps (nocturnal insects) and soil samples.

Key introductory text
Wheater, Bell, and
Cook 2011
Applications to SES
Sutaria 2009;
Mintzer et al. 2013

MEASURING ABIOTIC CONDITIONS
Abiotic
environmental
sampling

Core sampling
(see also
Chapter 25)

Abiotic environmental sampling is used to measure
abiotic properties of the environment, such as water
quality (e.g. pH, nutrient load, presence of heavy
metals), soil moisture and respiration, and seismic
activity. Abiotic components such as soil can be
key determinants of plant species composition,
productivity and responses to disturbances such
as drought. Landscape functional analysis is a
standardised assessment to measure rangeland
function using abiotic indicators together with biotic
indicators. Abiotic sampling is often performed along
an environmental gradient.

Key introductory texts
Sala et al. 2000;
Tongway and
Hindley 2004;
Tan 2005;
Wheater, Bell, and
Cook 2011

Sediment cores are extracted by drilling into the
earth’s crust with long cylinders, usually in wetlands
or the ocean. Tree, ice and coral cores can also be
obtained. These cores are dated and analysed to provide
insights into the historical climate and biotic conditions.
Sediment and ice cores are also used for fossil pollen
and charcoal records, and stable isotope analysis.

Key introductory text
Smith 1987

Applications to SES
Genkai-Kato and
Carpenter 2005;
Addison et al. 2013;
Read et al. 2016

Applications to SES
Dearing et al. 2012;
Forbes, Gillson, and
Hoffman 2018

MEASURING ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES
Telemetry

Telemetry is used to measure the movement, dispersal
or habitat use of species by tracking animals with
the use of global positioning system (GPS) collars,
radio-tags, a global system for mobile communications
(GSM) or even fluorescent dyes, radioactive markers
and drones.

Isotope and
Isotope analysis is used to understand a variety
genetic analysis of physiological processes (e.g. photosynthetic
pathways, water-use efficiency and water nitrogen
fixation) and food web studies. Genetic analysis can
be used to assess population dynamics (e.g. sourcesink dynamics), predation and the consequences of
harvesting.
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Key introductory text
Hebblewhite and
Haydon 2010
Applications to SES
Johansson et al. 2015;
Miguel et al. 2017
Key introductory texts
Fry 2006;
Kress et al. 2015
Applications to SES
Villasante 2012;
Alexander et al. 2018;
Minnie et al. 2018;
Kemp et al. 2019
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Some field collection methods such as camera trapping, underwater video transects and
telemetry can generate extremely large datasets. The analysis of these data can require specialised statistical, programming or modelling skills, as well as adequate computing power.
In contrast, some field collection methods may also only generate small sample sizes (e.g.
censuses of large predators, or endangered species), which may present challenges for statistical analyses.
Studies can be limited by the lack of a control or counterfactual; for example, it is difficult
to say with certainty that a protected area was effective in protecting species unless a similar
unprotected site has also been surveyed (Pressey, Visconti, and Ferraro 2015). Experimental
design (especially sample replication and site randomisation) that ensures replicability is important to avoid ‘pseudoreplication’ – a process where artificially inflated replicates compromise the statistical validity of conclusions drawn from the analysis of field data.

Resource implications
Some ecological field methods require highly specialised knowledge and technology to identify species. Field guide books and online species identification apps can help in this regard,
but many species look extremely similar, or are only identifiable in certain seasons (e.g. some
grasses are only identifiable when they are flowering), under a microscope (e.g. some insects)
or require genetic approaches (e.g. coral identification). Involving taxonomic experts and/or
people with local knowledge in the data collection can be useful.
Some field methods are expensive, particularly those that make use of modern technology
such as camera traps, genetic sampling and acoustic equipment. Ethical clearance also needs to be
obtained for data-collection methods that capture animals. The presence of dangerous animals at
a field site (e.g. elephants, lions) can constrain data collection or necessitate the use of armed rangers. Handling of dangerous animals such as snakes also requires special training. Fuel and vehicle
maintenance can also become a large expense for extensive data collection.
The researcher often needs to obtain a permit before undertaking the study of certain species,
or requires permission from the site landholders before being allowed access to field sites. Field
studies over large areas may require permission from a diverse range of landholders or other stakeholders (e.g. national park agencies, farmers, forestry companies, local communities).

New directions
While some ecological field data collection techniques have been used widely in SES research
(e.g. point counts and quadrats), other methods are less commonly used in interdisciplinary
research (e.g. core sampling, isotope and genetic analyses) despite their relevance for advancing the understanding of SES (e.g. Forbes, Gillson, and Hoffman 2018).
Technological development is rapidly expanding the ease and scope of ecological field data
collection. Manual methods that are often costly in time and labour can now be augmented
with or replaced by more automated techniques that collect objective, repeatable data in
remote places, quickly and cost effectively (e.g. drones, camera traps, flux towers, acoustic
arrays; see also Chapters 24 and 25). Machine learning can also be used to automate species
identification (see Chapter 17). Many of these technological methods are becoming more
viable options for research as the technology becomes more affordable and user friendly, and
as required software becomes open access.
Some of these new approaches to data collection generate extremely large volumes of data.
These big data challenges (see also Chapters 17 and 18) have facilitated the involvement of citizen
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Case study 6.1: Land-sharing versus land-sparing to conserve
ecosystem services: case studies from Ghana and India
Agriculture currently covers 40% of the planet’s ice-free terrestrial surface and the demand for agricultural products is expected to double by 2050 (Godfray et al. 2012).
Although there are inevitable trade-offs between meeting this demand and the preservation of ecological functioning and ecosystem service provision (e.g. climate regulation,
water purification, pollination), there is scope to reduce this trade-off by understanding
how different species respond to different types of production landscapes.
This challenge led Green et al. (2005) to propose the land-sharing versus landsparing framework, where conservation and food production activities can either occur in the same space (land-sharing, e.g. conservation agriculture) or be separated
in space (land-sparing, e.g. intensive farming with a portion of land set aside for
protected areas). Green and colleagues suggested that whether land-sharing or landsparing was better for ensuring species persistence in a landscape would depend on
how population densities of species change with agricultural yield. The trade-off between land-sharing and land-sparing can be modelled with a density-yield function,
which demonstrates how the population density of an individual species in a landscape
(number of individuals per unit area) changes according to the intensity of farming in
the landscape (i.e. the yield per unit area of farmed land) (Green et al. 2005; Phalan
et al. 2011). Individual species can be designated as ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ under the
alternative strategies based on the shape of the curve (Figure 6.1).
In Figure 6.1, schematic (A) depicts the land-sharing versus land-sparing model where
the area with the squiggly lines represents natural or protected land, the area with the diagonal dotted lines represents high-intensity agriculture and the area with the horizontal
lines represents low-intensity agriculture or wildlife-friendly farming. The densities of
species in this example are highest in an all-natural (i.e. no agriculture) scenario (B). However, if a set amount of agricultural yield is required from a given land area, either through
land-sharing (low-intensity agriculture over the whole area) or through land-sparing
(high-intensity agriculture over some of the area and natural land in the remainder of the
area), the shape of the relationship between population density and agricultural intensity
gives us insight into which strategy is better to conserve a species. The dotted line in (B)
represents species that display near-to-natural-level population densities in a land-sharing
scenario, making them well suited to this strategy. By contrast, the solid line represents
species whose densities decline rapidly under any form of agriculture, even if it is low intensity. For these species, land-sparing is essential to provide the natural areas necessary for
them to maintain their populations.
Phalan et al. (2011) collected data on population densities of birds and trees across
landscapes in Ghana and India, using standard point count and plot-based survey techniques, respectively. Data on farm yield and profit were collected from household surveys
and regressed against the population density of each species to produce the density-yield
functions. Phalan et al. (2011) fitted density-yield functions that show how population
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(A)

(B)

Land-sharing best

Sharing

POPULATION DENSITY

Sparing

Land-sparing best

INCREASING AGRICULTURAL INTENSITY
Figure 6.1 A graphic representation of the density-yield function based on the landsparing versus land-sharing trade-off (© Chevonne Reynolds)

density changes with increasing agricultural yield for 167 bird and 220 tree species in
Ghana, and 174 bird and 40 tree species in India for two types of agricultural yield
currencies (food production and profit). Both study regions contained forest remnants
within a matrix of farmland ranging from low-yielding (i.e. non-intensive) mosaic agriculture to large-scale high-yielding (i.e. intensive) monocultures. The researchers found
that more species were negatively affected by agriculture than benefited from it. For
both taxa in both countries, land-sparing was a more promising strategy for conserving
species while minimising the negative impacts of food production.
Density-yield functions have become widely applied across multiple farming systems, from Uganda’s banana–coffee arc to the Eurasian steppes (Hulme et al. 2013; Kamp
et al. 2015), providing valuable insights into the potential for people to meet escalating
food demand with the least harm to other species. Density-yield functions are therefore
excellent examples of how ecological field data can be integrated with socio-economic
data to address social-ecological problems. However, one limitation of this approach is the
ability to gather agricultural yield data across large scales, which limits the scale at which
the trade-off between the two land-use alternatives can be assessed. Novel approaches for
quantifying agricultural yield, and for determining population densities of species at larger
scales, will be needed if we wish to test this trade-off regionally or nationally.
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scientists to assist with analysis (e.g. Edgar et al. 2014), especially of camera- or video-trap data
(zooniverse.org). Citizen scientists’ enthusiasm has also been harnessed in large atlas projects (e.g.
SABAP2), enabling the collection of extensive datasets. Using citizen science to collect ecological
data presents a good opportunity to engage people in understanding the SES in which they and
other citizens are embedded.
The increasing availability of open-access data has also facilitated the development of
global datasets and the ability to do repeat field sampling via globally collaborative projects.
The tropical tree database, for example, makes harvested biomass allometry across a suite of
global tropical sites freely available (chave.ups-tlse.fr/pantropical_allometry.htm).

Key readings
Henderson, P.A. 2003. Practical Methods in Ecology. Malden: Blackwell Publishing.
Kent, M. 2011. Vegetation Description and Data Analysis: A Practical Approach. Hoboken: John Wiley and
Sons.
Sala, O.E., R.B. Jackson, H.A. Mooney, and R.W. Howarth. 2000 Methods in Ecosystem Science. New
York: Springer.
Wheater C.P., J.R. Bell, and P.A. Cook. 2011. Practical Field Ecology: A Project Guide. Hoboken: John
Wiley and Sons.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Surveys, in-depth interviews, key informant interviews, life histories, focus group discussions, reflective questioning, conversations and dialogues, arts-based interview methods

Connections to other chapters
This chapter is closely related to the following approaches and methods in this handbook:
systems scoping (Chapter 5), participatory data collection (Chapter 8), facilitated dialogues
(Chapter 9), futures analysis (Chapter 10), qualitative content analysis (Chapter 19), comparative case study analysis (Chapter 20), institutional analysis (Chapter 22), network analysis
(Chapter 23), spatial mapping and analysis (Chapter 24), historical assessment (Chapter 25),
and livelihood and vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32).

Introduction
‘Every good conversation starts with good listening’ – Common saying
Interviews and surveys are a means of gathering information from people who are part of
the social-ecological systems (SES) of interest. They involve modes and ways of learning
from people through asking questions and recording responses (mainly surveys) and through
conversations and listening (mainly interviews). Interviews and surveys are often used at the
local level in place-based studies, but are applicable across a variety of scales. While being
valid (social science) methods in their own right, interviews and surveys are also foundational
to several other approaches and methods in this handbook, especially when exploring the social dimensions of SES and the interactions between the social and the ecological (see Section
‘Connections to other chapters’).
The use of interviews and surveys originated within the social sciences, including education, psychology and public health. Different interview methods, whether quantitative or qualitative, derive their practices from different ontological and epistemological perspectives about
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-7 
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SUMMARY TABLE: INTERVIEWS AND SURVEYS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Social Sciences including Anthropology,
Economics, Political Science and
Sociology; Psychology; Philosophy;
Education; Human Geography;
Environmental Studies; Public Health;
Population Studies
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory

PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Diversity
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Power relations
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the nature of reality and how we can study it (Creswell and Plano Clark 2011; Newing 2011).
Quantitative survey methods tend to be used by social scientists from a positivist/postpositivist
paradigm that includes, for example, economists and some sociologists and psychologists, with
the main application being ‘prediction’ and ‘extrapolation’ (Moon and Blackman 2014). Qualitative methods, such as in-depth interviews and life histories, are associated with constructivism, interpretivism and critical realism and are used in a wide range of disciplines such as
anthropology, education, human geography, psychology, political science and sociology, with
the main application being to gain ‘understanding’ of context-dependent variables and realities.
Since the 1980s, there has been increased recognition of the value of combining qualitative and quantitative methods (Creswell and Plano Clark 2011), especially in applied, holistic
research fields such as sustainability science, public health and the geographical and environmental sciences/studies. This approach has been termed ‘mixed methods’. Since mixing
qualitative and quantitative methods incorporates multiple ways of seeing and making sense
of the world, one can argue that, in combination, they provide a better way of understanding complex problems than either method alone (Creswell and Plano Clark 2011). In SES
and inter- and transdisciplinary research, qualitative and quantitative interview approaches
are often linked with other social and natural science methods, such as geographic information systems (GIS) (see Chapter 24), participatory mapping (see Chapter 8), modelling
and ecological surveys (see, for example, Chapter 6), to explore the multiple dimensions of
complex sustainability problems and their solutions (see Case study 7.1). These mixed-methods approaches are recognised to be associated with a pragmatic paradigm or pragmatism
(Cresswell and Plano Clark 2011).

SES problems and questions
Interviews and surveys can be used to generate data and insights in five main dimensions
of SES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Social-ecological dimensions (e.g. human–nature interactions, values and relational values, stewardship, resource use)
Institutional dimensions (e.g. governance, management)
Social-relational dimensions (e.g. collaboration, social learning, power dynamics)
Contextual dimensions (e.g. history, culture, political systems, knowledge systems,
socio-economic systems)
Individual dimensions (e.g. agency, identity, sense of place, behaviour, perceptions)

Within each of these dimensions, a variety of issues and concepts can be explored and understood through different types of interviews and surveys (Newing 2011). Below are some examples of SES-related research problems or questions that can be addressed using qualitative
or quantitative interview methods, or combinations of both types (Table 7.1).
•

•
•

How do people use resources for livelihoods? (e.g. contribution of dryland natural resources to the livelihoods of communities adjacent to a protected area (Thondhlana,
Vedeld, and Shackleton 2012))
How do people manage and govern resources? (e.g. understanding local institutions for
governance (Cundill and Fabricius 2010))
How do decisions at the global level impact on local resource use? (e.g. exploring the
global–local link in environmental decision-making (Charles 2012))
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•

•
•
•

•

How do people value resources or ecosystem services? (e.g. tracking how people value
cultural ecosystem services associated with water flows in a catchment (Bark, Robinson,
and Flessa 2016))
How do people relate to and engage with places? (e.g. investigating the relationship that
rural landholders have with their land and waterways (Baldwin, Smith, and Jacobson 2017))
How does the environment and changing environmental conditions influence people’s
identity? (e.g. understanding how a particular place shapes identity (Cundill et al. 2017))
How do people work together to share resources? (e.g. understanding multi-stakeholder
governance for landscape management through social network analysis (this links to
Chapter 23 on social network analysis) (Rathwell and Peterson 2012))
How does human agency mediate people’s interactions in the SES in which people are
embedded? (e.g. understanding the development of collective agency and capabilities in
the management of a biosphere reserve (Pelenc, Bazile, and Ceruti 2015))

Brief description of key methods
Table 7.1 provides a description of each of the quantitative and qualitative methods that support the collection of data required for exploring the issues and different dimensions of SES
mentioned above. These different methods can be used to collect a variety of data in diverse
contexts. The study research objectives should be used as a guide for their application. Refer
to the further readings suggested under ‘Applications to SES’ in the table for examples on
how these methods have been used to address different SES problems and questions.

Table 7.1 Summary of key methods used in interviews and surveys
Method

Description

References

Surveys and
questionnaires

Surveys provide primarily quantitative data, although
open-ended questions allow respondents to give their own
answers, offering some qualitative data. Data are commonly
gathered through questionnaires (structured interviews).
These may include a mix of questions that provide factual
data such as how long one has stayed in a village, yes or
no answers to a range of questions, or the popular fivepoint Likert scale questions that are usually attached to
statements that respondents are required to rate. This can
result in both continuous (e.g. years in the village) and
discrete (number of yes responses) data. Surveys can be face
to face, telephonic or self-administered through drop-off,
email or online versions. Within SES research, surveys are
often either at household level (related to demographics,
livelihood activities and assets, ecosystem service use, shocks
and stressors, vulnerabilities) or at individual level (related to
perceptions, values, indigenous knowledge, sense of place).
Individual-level surveys are often administered to particular
target groups such as specific resource users, farmers,
managers, women, the elderly or youth.

Key introductory texts
Angelsen et al. 2011;
Newing 2011
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Method

Description

References

Key informant
interviews

Key informant interviews are used to collect qualitative
data in a purposive manner from people with particular
relevance to, or who hold useful knowledge for, the study.
Key informant interviews may be used at the beginning
(exploratory, scoping) or at the end (confirmatory) of a
study. They often provide in-depth, explanatory information
on results from a survey. Key informants can be sought to
help explain or contextualise data from other sources near
the end of a study.

Key introductory texts
Crabtree and Miller 1999;
Newing 2011

An oral or life history is a narrative of a person’s life as told by
the research participant, who has the freedom and power to
decide what is important. The method allows the exploration
of how and why people live their lives in a particular way,
highlighting the causality and temporal dimensions of the past
and the present. Interviewers may need more than one session
to cover all the topics, which can either be recorded or written
down, depending on ethical clearance and participant consent.
Also see Chapter 25: Historical assessment.

Key introductory texts
Hatch and Wisniewski 1995;
Atkinson 2002;
George and Stratford 2005

Focus groups provide a way to gather information from a
small group, with the facilitation of the researcher. Focus
groups bring participants together to generate new ideas,
learning opportunities or consensus about how a group might
interpret local phenomena. Focus groups may be employed
to confirm or interpret data collected by other means. They
can also encourage brainstorming on strategies for collective
action and to jointly explore potential solutions. Focus groups
are often combined with participatory approaches and those
used in methods such as human–environment timelines (see
Chapter 8).

Key introductory texts
Hopkins 2007;
Longhurst 2016

In-depth
interviews
(structured,
semistructured,
unstructured)

In-depth interviews generate qualitative data through
extensive individual interviews and can be structured, with
set questions; semi-structured, with guiding questions; and
unstructured, with themes that the interviewer would like
to cover. Both in-depth interviews and life histories can be
used to bring culturally derived understandings into the
assessment of long-term social, ecological, economic and
cultural changes in SES.

Key introductory text
Legard, Keegan, and
Ward 2003

Conversations
and informal
interviews

In some social-ecological research contexts, a more informal
form of interview may be necessary, as opportunities
for gathering information or insights sometimes arise
unexpectedly. The casual nature of these interactions helps to
build trust and participants might feel more comfortable to
share valuable data. Whereas researchers may not be able to
prepare in detail for unstructured conversations, the general
principles guiding interviews should be adhered to as far as
possible. Daily reflections diaries can be used to capture some
of these data.

Key introductory texts
Turner 2010;
Gideon and Moskos 2012

Oral/life
histories

Focus groups

Applications to SES
Elmendorf and Luloff 2001;
Cinner et al. 2012;
Thondhlana, Vedeld, and
Shackleton 2012

Applications to SES
Sallu, Twyman, and
Stringer 2010;
Cundill et al. 2017;
Abu and Reed 2018;
Singh 2018

Applications to SES
Ibarra et al. 2014;
Rivera et al. 2014;
Andrachuk and
Armitage 2015;
Masunungure and
Shackleton 2018

Applications to SES
Tenza et al. 2017;
Abu, Reed, and Jardine 2019

Applications to SES:
Barthel, Folke, and
Colding 2010

(Continued)
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Table 7.1 (Continued)
Method

Description

References

Guided
reflection

In guided reflections or ‘reflective interviews’, the interviewer
asks questions that will trigger participants to reflect rather
than simply answer a question. Reflection, which is crucial to
learning, requires critical thinking about behaviour, beliefs
and values and how the person reflecting might change
their behaviour in light of the reflection. This is often used
in workshop settings, for knowledge co-production and for
exploring actions or solutions.

Key introductory texts
Mezirow 1990;
Lee and Barnett 1994

Arts-based and visual tools like photographs, drawings,
body movement, etc. can be used to enrich an interview
by engaging people in a generative and meaningful
conversation. These tools can be particularly relevant in
change-oriented research where it is important to draw
people in at an emotional level, or when working with
illiterate research participants or children. These creative
approaches can be instrumental in overcoming barriers such
as language and race. Also see Chapter 8: Participatory data
collection and Chapter 19: Qualitative content analysis.

Key introductory texts
Douglas 1985;
Collier and Collier 1986;
Kara 2015

Arts-based
and visual
approaches to
interviews

Application to SES
Sriskandarajaha et al. 2010;
Cockburn et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Trell and Van Hoven 2010;
Berbés-Blázquez 2012;
Pearson et al. 2018;
Steelman et al. 2018

Limitations
Understanding the dynamics of SES through (individual or group) interview-based methods
is challenging. As Case study 7.1 points out, these are best suited when they are combined with
other sources to better understand ecological and social thresholds and how these interrelate.
Some might argue that people’s opinions and perceptions are subjective and therefore require
corroboration from other sources such as instrumental or other observation-based approaches.
However, this view can also be criticised because local people not only perceive change, they
also experience and observe it. Hence, their observations may also be used to corroborate or
correct scientific observations that contribute to an SES analysis. This debate points to an important element of interview-based methods: researchers play a significant role throughout the
research process – from how interview questions are posed to how answers are framed.
Researchers must be ethical and transparent in presenting their processes of analysis and
interpretation, including with the research participants with whom they work. For any type
of interview, the researcher is interacting with another person or other people and it is because
of this interaction that ethics and power gain crucial significance. The ethics involved in the
build-up to interviews – such as seeking ethical clearance, acquiring official or unofficial permissions to conduct the interviews, and explaining the aim and outputs of the research – will
set the tone for how the interview process will progress. The researcher–participant relationship can be exploitative or reciprocal (England 1994). The position of the researcher will be
crucial in determining how this relationship develops, especially in qualitative interviews.
Furthermore, responses elicited from participants are context dependent. Historical legacies and contemporary realities, such as colonialisation, globalisation, gender-based inequalities, language barriers and racism, may form intersecting axes of marginalisation and
privilege that affect researcher–participant interactions, data collection, the analysis methods
selected and the interpretation of results. Therefore, respectful and reciprocal relations with
participants and communities must accompany these methods to enrich understanding of
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social-ecological change, along with opportunities to deepen interpretation through additional locally appropriate research methods.
We must also recognise that these methods are themselves embedded in larger frameworks
and assumptions that also require critical reflection. In considering how to bring different
knowledge sources together, Johnson et al. (2016, 3) point out:
[i]n shaping a dialogue with Indigenous sciences, the explicit universalism of science and
the need for more than locally or contextually tailored solutions to problems, confronts
a need to build frameworks for understanding that are themselves pluralist, open and
engaged across (linguistic, cultural, epistemological, spatial and temporal) difference.
This observation suggests that the methods will only serve as well as the frameworks within
which they are embedded.

Resource implications
Both surveys and interviews can be time-demanding and budget-consuming processes.
They also require specific skills related to asking good questions, designing instruments and
performing both quantitative and qualitative analysis. When surveys are used to generalise
to a larger population, usually a large sample size (a few hundred questionnaires) is required
depending on the size of the population under consideration. If the questionnaire is administered face to face, then trained interviewers are needed as the researchers may not have the
time to do this themselves. It can be costly to hire these people or train less experienced interviewers, although the inclusion of local youth as interviewers, for example, can have multiple benefits. For smaller sample sizes, the researcher may be able to conduct the interviews
but may require an interpreter and/or a translator, which will add to costs. There is also the
cost of data capture if additional support is needed.
Qualitative interviews can be equally resource demanding. For instance, it may be possible to do only one oral history per day, requiring lengthy periods in the field. In addition,
most interviews are recorded and need to be transcribed, which again may require additional
assistance and funding. For both qualitative and quantitative interviews, software packages
for analysis are required. These can be expensive, although increasingly there are free options
(e.g. R, which can be used for both qualitative and quantitative data). Furthermore, training
in the use of the software may be needed. These practical issues relating to time and budget
need to be carefully thought through in the research design process.

New directions
There are multiple and emerging strategies to flatten the power dynamics of more conventional interview methods that have historically favoured researchers over participants. Indigenous methodologies have introduced the conversational method (Kovach 2010), modified
sharing circles (Lavallée 2009) and storytelling (Fernández-Llamazares and Cabeza 2017),
among others, as approaches that can give more power to participants during an interview
process. There may also be creative ways to establish interviews as exercises in collaborative
learning, such as through photo elicitation (Clark-Ibáñez 2004; Steelman et al. 2018), co-creating mental maps, or the use of technology such as tablets or phone applications. Each of these
has the potential to give participants more agency in directing the course of an interview than
standard structured or semi-structured questions. Good practice also suggests that data analysis
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Case study 7.1: Combining oral histories with other
methods to link indigenous and scientific knowledge
This case study considers how diverse forms of knowledge can be brought together to
understand long-term change in the SES of the Saskatchewan River Delta, Canada (Abu
and Reed 2018; Abu, Reed, and Jardine 2019). The Saskatchewan River Delta is North
America’s largest freshwater delta, covering an area of about 10 000 km 2. However, since
the 1960s, three upstream dams have been built, which have resulted in rapid and ongoing ecological changes in the delta and socio-cultural changes for the indigenous peoples
who reside there. These changes have had a wide variety of impacts, including altering
patterns of water availability, changing transportation modes and patterns, diminishing
fish and wildlife habitat, and decreasing harvesters’ ability to access traditional food.
Abu, Reed and Jardine (2019) used a ‘two-eyed seeing’ approach to collect and
analyse changes in the delta and impacts of the dams. Suggested to scientists by an
indigenous (Mi’kmaq) elder in Canada, two-eyed seeing is a metaphor that suggests
‘seeing together’ from indigenous and Western scientific lenses. The idea is to harness the strengths of each to appreciate the differences brought by each eye and to
use both in order to gain a wider and deeper view to better understand complex and
interrelated phenomena. Two-eyed seeing thus offers a respectful and practical means
to bring Western science and indigenous knowledge systems together by providing
strategies for checking the accuracy and filling in the knowledge gaps of each, without
one knowledge system subsuming the other.
To demonstrate how to engage in two-eyed seeing, the study drew on, compared and
evaluated three sources of evidence – indigenous knowledge, archival records and instrumental observations (i.e. information collected using scientific instruments such as water
gauges, GIS and laboratory tests). The archival records and instrumental observations were
the Western science portion of the ‘two-eyed seeing’. The indigenous knowledge consisted of oral history and semi-structured interviews conducted with eight elders and 34
resource users – fishers, hunters, trappers and plant harvesters (see Table 7.2, compiled
by Abu (2017)). The oral history interviews with elders provided first-hand knowledge
of key historical events, especially prior to the 1960s, which were not documented in
archival records. The semi-structured interviews also provided evidence of social impacts
of ecological change, including reductions in harvesters’ ability to access traditional food
and changes in the taste of fish and meat, which instrumental observations did not detect.
By combining indigenous knowledge from oral histories and semi-structured interviews with archival records and instrumental observations, two-eyed seeing provided a

and representation should be approved by participants. Some authors suggest co-authorship
as a means to recognise research participants as equal partners in knowledge co-creation
(e.g. Castleden, Morgan, and Lamb 2012; Adams et al. 2014). Hence, introducing new methods is not simply about inserting methods into traditional research frameworks; it must be
accompanied by the introduction of new ways of conceiving and implementing overall research design and follow-up.
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Table 7.2 Evidence that indigenous knowledge, archival records and instrumental
observations provide on social-ecological change in the Saskatchewan River Delta,
Canada (© Razak Abu)

Social-ecological
change
Altered seasonal

Northern pike
production

Indigenous
knowledge from
‘Our highest water
was in June and
July… Now the way
it is, they reversed
that; the high water
is in January.’
(Participant 9)
‘There’s always
that northern pike
where you can’t
get rid of, lots of
(Participant 5)

Changes in berry
season

‘Like I remember
one summer [we]
were picking
Saskatoons in July
instead of June.
And then we were
picking raspberries
in August instead
of July.’
(Participant 14)

Archival records

have changed from
natural high summer,
low winter to low
summer, high winter
levels.
(Godwin 1968)

Instrumental
observations
Reduced summer
gauge at The Pas in
the post-dam era.

Pike and suckers
have thrived in the
deteriorating water
conditions.
(Waldram 1989)

Pike harvest has
declined to near
zero.

No data

No data

more complete description of long-term social-ecological change than any single knowledge system could have done alone. Moreover, when coupled with a commitment to
community-based research, two-eyed seeing made it possible for non-indigenous researchers to use Western science and indigenous knowledge in an appropriate way that
demonstrated respect for both knowledge traditions.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Participatory mapping (direct-to-digital participatory mapping, 3D-participatory mapping,
participatory GIS), photovoice, transect walks, ranking exercises, focus group discussions,
Venn diagrams, matrix scoring, ecograms, timelines, Q-methodology, community mapping, participatory videography, photo elicitation, seasonal calendars, participatory action
research, participatory rural appraisal, participant observation, arts-based methods

Connection to other chapters
Participatory data collection methods can be used by many of the data analysis methods covered in this book, particularly those that require qualitative data. Indeed, the lines between
data collection and analysis or modelling may be blurred at times. In particular, participatory modelling (Chapter 13), fuzzy cognitive mapping (Chapter 16), companion modelling
(Chapter 12), as well as futures analysis (Chapter 10), scenario development (Chapter 11) and
facilitated dialogues (Chapter 9) often involve the use of many of the methods described in
this chapter, and can also be considered ‘participatory data collection’ processes in their own
right. Many action research (Chapter 15), qualitative content analysis (Chapter 19), spatial
mapping and analysis (Chapter 24), and livelihood and vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32)
projects may also use the methods listed in this chapter.

Introduction
Social-ecological systems (SES) research acknowledges that how systems are framed depends
on the observer, making it possible to have multiple valid descriptions or conceptualisations
of a system (Preiser et al. 2018). These framings imply that, to understand how and why
systems change, researchers often (but not always, see Hurlbert and Gupta 2015) need to
employ participatory approaches and knowledge co-production. Knowledge co-production
is the ‘collaborative process of bringing a plurality of knowledge sources and types together
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SUMMARY TABLE: PARTICIPATORY DATA COLLECTION
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology,
Art, Development Studies
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Power relations
• Social learning
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to address a defined problem and build an integrated or systems-oriented understanding
of that problem’ (Armitage et al. 2011, 996). As researchers and practitioners are increasingly acknowledging, local people hold important knowledge for addressing SES problems. They also have a stake in co-defining these problems in the first place, given that
their livelihoods and well-being are most at risk of impact (Fischer and Eastwood 2016;
Nel et al. 2016). Participatory approaches provide a mechanism to facilitate feedbacks and
social learning (Stringer et al. 2006) and participatory data collection methods (participatory methods specifically used to generate or co-create data) are often used to establish
shared interest and overlapping understanding across multiple knowledge domains (Roux
et al. 2017). Participatory research focuses on a process of sequential actions, in which local
people are part of, instead of the subject of, research processes (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995).
Local knowledge and perspectives form the basis for research and planning (Cornwall and
Jewkes 1995). What sets participatory research apart from non-participatory social research
processes is its focus on navigating power imbalances between researchers and research
participants, and among individuals in communities (Campbell 2002; Pain 2004; Van Riet
and Boettiger 2009).
Participatory methods originate from many different fields in the social sciences, most
notably development studies, anthropology, organisational studies, psychology and public
health. Many of the methods discussed in this chapter also form part of well-established
methodologies such as participatory rural appraisal (PRA), participatory learning and action (PLA), participatory action research (PAR) (see Chapter 13) and participatory mapping. All these methods have in common a focus on the co-production of knowledge with
local knowledge- and stakeholders, prioritising the engagement process over the collection
of data, and acknowledging and integrating multiple knowledge types.
Most participatory research emphasises ‘knowledge for action’ and requires a critical,
reflective approach from the researcher. It demands an openness to see reality from the
participants’ point of view, and requires dynamic sharing of knowledge and perspectives
between researchers and participants (Williams and Hardison 2013). Participatory methods often facilitate knowledge exchange and knowledge co-production among different
knowledge systems, recognising that different knowledge systems are all internally valid
and have their own strengths (Tengö et al. 2012, 2014). Tengö et al. (2012) identify the
following essential principles for exchange across knowledge systems: trust, respect, reciprocity, equity, transparency, free, prior and informed consent. Williams and Hardison
(2013) and Rambaldi et al. (2006) call for safeguards related to the rights of communities to
their knowledge and knowledge ownership, including proper implementation of informed
consent related to the sharing of their knowledge, and capacity building about the potential
risks associated with sharing knowledge.
Many of the approaches used in social-ecological research today are linked to participatory rural appraisal and participatory learning and action approaches first adopted in
the field of development in the 1960s and 1970s. Following a recognition that desired
development outcomes would be achieved more effectively by working with the intended
beneficiaries, researchers sought to modify existing social science methodologies in ways
that could better incorporate affected people’s local views. The early result was rapid rural
appraisal, typically comprising a short visit by multiple experts who would set out to get
a quick understanding of the system by interviewing local experts and consulting archival
sources. This approach was heavily criticised, mostly because important decisions were
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being made based on limited, biased views. By the 1980s, participatory rural appraisal
had developed (Chambers 1994) to emphasise more in-depth research engagement with
communities and the inclusion of a greater diversity of voices within communities. Both
participatory rural appraisal and participatory learning and action approaches have since been
adopted in many different research fields, not only in appraisals and a rural setting.
The diversity of participatory methods has increased into the 21st century, with many
innovations to better acknowledge and include the diverse needs and knowledge systems of
local and indigenous people in co-defining problems (Smith et al. 2017), as well as inclusive
ways of incorporating new technologies (e.g. participatory modelling, companion modelling, 3D-PGIS) (see Rambaldi et al. 2007; Barreteau et al. 2014).

SES problems and questions
Participatory data collection methods have not been specifically created to address SES questions, but many are inherently well suited to the SES domain and the incorporation of
knowledge, preferences and values into decision-making about natural resources (Lynam
et al. 2007). The richness and holistic nature of participatory data collection methods allow
for the understanding of the nature of feedbacks between people and nature.
Participatory data collection methods are mostly employed at a local scale and are well
suited to place-based research. These data collection methods are particularly useful in
projects where the engagement process is important to the content and legitimacy of the
outcome, and where mobilising local knowledge and perceptions is expedient and ethically
responsible. When used responsibly, participatory methods can be useful tools to manage
or dampen power dynamics (Reed 2008; Hill et al. 2012; Villamor et al. 2014), allowing
voices that may otherwise have been silent or undervalued to be heard and legitimised
(Stirling 2008).
Participatory methods are often used in research that concerns values and perceptions
related to natural resources, their management and governance, and in projects that seek
integration across knowledge systems. Certain participatory data collection methods, such as
timelines, can be very useful for finding out how and why systems might change, particularly
when combined with methods such as participatory modelling (see Chapter 13) or agentbased modelling (see Chapter 28).
Typical questions for participatory research could include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Where are important natural resources located, and how have they changed over time?
(Levine and Feinholz 2015)
How do different people within communities use natural resources differently? (Kalibo
and Medley 2007)
Where are priority areas for environmental restoration, and which restoration methods
are most appropriate? (Cockburn et al. 2018; Weyer, Bezerra, and De Vos 2019)
How and why have landscapes changed over time? (Sieber, Medeiros, and Albuquerque
2011)
What are the potential impacts or unintended consequences of development interventions for different people within a community? (Mehryar et al. 2017)
How do power and hierarchies influence people’s access to ecosystem services? (Weyer,
Bezerra, and De Vos 2019)
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•
•

How can local visions of the future be used to inform natural resource management?
(Palomo et al. 2011)
How can local and indigenous knowledge inform local restoration or conservation actions? (Ramirez‐Gomez, Brown, and Tjon Sie Fat 2013)

Brief description of key methods
Methods used in participatory data collection research all have in common a focus on facilitating data co-creation and navigating power relations among individuals in communities,
and between researchers and communities. To facilitate the inclusion of multiple types of
knowledge and knowledge systems and to engage a diversity of non-academic abilities and
capacities across a variety of cultural contexts, many participatory data collection methods
make use of visual methods (e.g. participatory photography, arts-based methods), whereas
others employ modes of spatial and temporal mapping (e.g. community/participatory mapping, seasonal calendars, 3D-PGIS).
While not strictly a participatory method, it is important to also mention ethnographic
research and participant observation here, as these tools for deep inductive and exploratory
qualitative research are often used alongside participatory methods. Ethnographic research
makes use of participant observation over long periods of time, research diaries and interviews
to triangulate insights and produce rich and thick descriptions of phenomena. In this way
ethnographic research approaches demand ‘participation’ of the researcher in the day-to-day
life of study communities. For an introduction to ethnographic research, see LeCompte and
Schensul (2010). For an example of how these methods have been applied to SES research, see
Moerlein and Carothers (2012), Frey and Berkes (2014) and Laborde et al. (2016). Table 8.1
provides a summary of participatory data collection methods used in SES research.
Table 8.1 Summary of key participatory data collection methods used in SES research
Method

Description

References

Participatory
photography

Visual methods can reduce power imbalances
between researchers and the researched. One-onone interviews of photo elicitation are considered
participatory when they focus on photographs
taken by the interviewee, which allows participants
to retain control over what information they
share with researchers. Photovoice is a related but
distinct form of participatory visual storytelling,
where participants take their own photographs
related to a theme and share them in a group
setting. Photovoice facilitates learning processes by
capturing and sharing complex issues through a
visual narrative and allows for the co-construction
of knowledge through group participatory
processes of collective reflexivity and meaningmaking. There is often emphasis on advocacy and
the use of photographs to convey a message, e.g.
to decision-makers.

Key introductory texts
Wang and Burris 1994,
1997;
Harper 2002;
Pink 2011
Applications to SES
Beilin 2005;
Mitchell and
De Lange 2011;
Berbés-Blázquez 2012;
Maclean and
Woodward 2013;
Kong et al. 2015;
Robinson et al. 2016;
Masterson et al. 2018

(Continued)
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Table 8.1 (Continued)
Method

Description

References

Timelines,
matrices, Venn
diagrams,
ranking exercises

These tools are often used in a focus group setting
and are considered ‘classic’ participatory rural
appraisal techniques. The timeline technique
comprises a drawn line, on which participants
highlight key events, changes or visions of the
future. Matrix-scoring exercises are often used
to discern cause and effect. Venn diagrams are
used to highlight key social interactions, whereas
ranking exercises involve prioritising resources,
livelihoods and other elements in order of
importance.

Key introductory texts
Newing et al. 2011;
Schreckenberg et al. 2016

Transect walks

A transect walk is a systematic walk by the research
team and community members along a defined
path (transect) across the community/project area
together with community members to explore
certain SES contexts and conditions by observing,
asking and listening. The result is a transect map.
Transect walks are usually conducted during the
early phase of fieldwork.

Key introductory texts
Newing et al. 2011;
Schreckenberg et al. 2016

Many of the other participatory methods
mentioned in this table can happen in a focus
group setting, but focus group discussions do not
necessarily have to involve particular exercises.
They can simply be group discussion on how
people relate to the environment and how they
adapt, with an emphasis on understanding their
views and values.

Key introductory text
Newing et al. 2011

Q-methodology originated in the field of
psychology and is useful when researchers wish
to understand and describe subjectivity. Many
variants of Q-methodology require participants
to sort statements on a pre-configured grid,
according to their preferences, followed by group
discussion.

Key introductory texts
Newing et al. 2011;
Watts and Stenner 2012

Seasonal calendars are a tool to map seasonal
changes in resources, events, institutions and
customs, usually in a public, participatory setting.

Key introductory texts
Newing et al. 2011;
Schreckenberg et al. 2016

Focus group
discussions

Q-methodology

Seasonal
calendars

Applications to SES
Bunce et al. 2010;
Malinga et al. 2013;
Sinare, Gordon, and EnforsKautsky 2016;
Masterson et al. 2017

Applications to SES
Kalibo and Medley 2007;
Malmborg et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Nyirenda and Drive 2015;
Sinare, Gordon, and EnforsKautsky 2016;
Sylvester, Segura, and
Davidson-Hunt 2016

Applications to SES
Milcu et al. 2014;
Forrester et al. 2015;
Murray, D’Anna, and
MacDonald 2016;
West, Cairns, and
Schultz 2016;
Armatas, Venn, and
Watson 2017;
Rust 2017

Applications to SES
Aburto et al. 2013
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Method

Description

References

Community
mapping

Community mapping concerns the mapping of
resources or important places in relation to one
another.

Key introductory text
Schreckenberg et al. 2016
Applications to SES
Belay 2012;
Villamor et al. 2014

Participatory GIS Participatory geographic information systems
(GIS) differ from community mapping primarily on
account of the accuracy of spatial representation.
Participatory GIS involves either the use of digitised
maps in a GIS, or the use of virtual earth and
mapping technologies (most commonly Google
Earth) to map information such as preferences
or use directly onto a digital platform. 3D-PGIS
requires the construction of a 3D model of the
landscape by community members, typically out
of papier-mâché, ribbons and pins. The focus in
3D-PGIS is on the process of building the model,
and ownership of the resultant data and model
belongs to the community who created it.

Key introductory texts
Rambaldi et al. 2007;
Bryan 2015;
Brown 2017

Arts-based
methods

Arts-based methods refer to a broad group of
participatory methods that specifically make use
of at least one of a diversity of art genres (e.g.
performance, writing, photography, mosaicking,
collage, sculpture, painting) in collecting data. The
co-creation of artistic pieces with participants may
elicit knowledge, values and emotions. Creating
art and performance pieces together can facilitate
discussion on a shared platform that is more
familiar to many, and even produce a ‘boundary
object’ which might be understood differently by
different participants but initiates discussion. Many
of these methods, e.g. applied theatre, are devised
in close collaboration with the communities they
target and are often directed at social change.

Key introductory texts
Liamputtong and Rumbold
2008;
Bagnoli 2009;
Heras and Tàbara 2014

Participant observation is not participatory in
the same way as other methods in this chapter,
in that it does not require participation from the
research participants as such. Rather, it involves the
researchers immersing themselves in community
life and in a sense becoming participants in the
community, thus blurring the lines between
researcher and research ‘subject’.

Key introductory text
LeCompte and
Schensul 2010

Participant
observation and
ethnographic
research

Ethnography is a type of qualitative research that
involves immersing yourself in a particular
community or organisation to observe their
behaviour and interactions up close. Ethnography is
a flexible research method that allows one to gain
a deep understanding of a group’s shared culture,
conventions and social dynamics. However, it also
involves some practical and ethical challenges.

Applications to SES
Rambaldi et al. 2007;
Raymond et al. 2009;
Olson, Hackett, and
DeRoy 2016;
Ramirez-Gomez et al. 2017;
Samuelsson et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Walker 2012;
Lemelin et al. 2013;
Heras and Tàbara 2014;
Brown et al. 2017;
Johansson and Isgren 2017

Applications to SES
Moerlein and
Carothers 2012;
Frey and Berkes 2014;
Laborde et al. 2016
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Limitations
Participatory data collection explicitly requires interaction with people. The level of engagement and trust required in these exercises can carry substantial ethical risks, which need
to be considered prior to commencement. These ethical risks particularly concern unmet
expectations and equality of voice. Many kinds of engagements may count as ‘participatory’
and it may not always be clear to research participants what is expected of them, or what the
research might entail. This may lead to the generation of mistrust between researchers and
research participants when expectations are not met. It is also important to consider which
methods are appropriate for a setting and the cultural context and contemporary issues faced
by communities. Researchers need to be cognisant of the power of participatory methods
(especially those with roots in advocacy such as forum theatre or photovoice) for learning
and illuminating issues that inspire a desire for change. They should therefore be responsible
when initiating dialogues with communities (Wang and Burris 1994; Belay 2012).
How problems are framed has important consequences for achieving or undermining justice in participatory research (Stirling 2008; Scoones et al. 2018). It can be easy to exclude the
most vulnerable voices in participatory research, which may also result in shallow depictions
of the local reality (Schreckenberg et al. 2016). Without careful consideration of who are
included in participatory research and in what way, participatory methods may perpetuate
existing gender and cultural biases.
Participatory methods are also associated with more practical and logistical limitations.
These methods may be biased in favour of areas and people who are easily accessible and who
have the capability to participate in the research activities, and areas that are more similar to
the cultural norms and language of the researcher (Campbell 2002). Accessibility to participants, along with other elements of participatory research, may be sensitive to seasonality
(Schreckenberg et al. 2016). Accounting for accessibility, however, has significant implications for the time and financial resources needed to conduct this kind of research. In addition
to the time required for the researchers to get to participants, participatory activities can
place a large demand on participants’ time (Campbell 2002; Pain 2004; Schreckenberg et al.
2016; Brown and Kyttä 2018).
Since participatory data collection methods always concern the co-production of knowledge, the questions of who the data belong to and how the data should be stored and shared
can be difficult ones to answer. This is particularly true in studies and projects that make
use of participatory mapping techniques and produce maps as an outcome (Rambaldi et al.
2006), or visual ethnography methods that produce photographs (Pink 2011).
As with other social research, it is key that free, prior and informed consent is sought from
participants. The research protocol must be approved by a research ethics council before
research begins. Different countries and institutions have different procedures and requirements that may apply to research with or on vulnerable groups, so it is critical that researchers
consult their university administration or ethics office before embarking on research of this
nature. It is also important to consult specific codes of research ethics drawn up by indigenous people (e.g. Callaway 2017), where these exist.

Resource implications
Many participatory mapping methods require very little in the way of hardware or software,
relying on flipcharts and markers, or even drawings in the sand. Voice recorders are often the
only hardware that accompanies researchers in the field. Some participatory methods require
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specific equipment. Photovoice, for example, requires the use of cameras or smartphones and
the opportunity to print or project photographs. Methods such as 3D-PGIS require constructing material, such as papier-mâché, for building models. Mapping with virtual globes
(such as Google Earth, which is free to download) requires a computer, pointer, projector and
screen. Although an Internet connection is desirable, it is not critical.
Participatory GIS requires basic GIS knowledge, and researchers administrating this
method should be familiar with making maps. Digitising hard-copy maps and creating maps
may require the use of ESRI’s ArcGIS or QGIS. Analysing participatory data may require
significantly more technical skill and knowledge of statistical packages, GIS tools, tools and
platforms to conduct thematic analysis, including qualitative computer packages such as
Atlas.ti or InVivo (see Chapter 19).
Whereas materials to run participatory processes may not be very expensive, participatory
methods are nevertheless resource intensive. Getting participants involved in research and using
mapping software or cameras, for example, mean the researcher has an added responsibility of
managing and negotiating the type of capacity, skills and training people would need to engage in the research on an equitable basis. Projects that make use of participatory methods can
be very expensive, as a project should be able to afford the cost of interpreters or translators,
skilled facilitators and drivers as well as accessing sometimes very inaccessible locations. Some
field sites may require the use of specific vehicles and specialist drivers, or the need for extra
security. Setting up participatory processes can be very time consuming and may also require
the use of community resources. Time is one of the most important resource considerations for
participatory research, especially if there are multiple iterations of a process.

New directions
Participatory data collection methods are now widely used in SES research. Participatory
mapping has already benefited from the introduction of technology, particularly the use of
virtual globes like Google Earth. The more recent development of virtual reality promises
to deepen the experience of participatory data collection. Platforms such as Ushahidi, Kobo
Collect and Open Data Kit have greatly improved the affordability and ease of participatory
monitoring. These technologies potentially allow for participatory mapping methods to be
used over larger spatial extents, widening the degree to which different people may ‘participate’. However, they also open up new ethical concerns around data privacy and ownership.
In recent years, participatory data collection methods have been adapted and applied increasingly in approaches that go beyond ‘participation’ towards the co-production of knowledge (e.g. Tengö et al. 2014, 2017; Scoones et al. 2018) and achieving greater social and
epistemic justice (Roux et al. 2017). Notably, the multiple evidence base approach (Tengö
et al. 2014, 2017) emphasises the self-representation of knowledge and perspectives, and the
internal validation of knowledge systems. Similarly, the STEP centre’s pathways approach
(Leach, Scoones, and Stirling 2010) emphasises the importance of research pathways that use
methods and methodologies in a way that favours the rights, interests and values of marginalised and excluded people.
Participatory methods are increasingly being used in action research focused on transformation (Chapter 15). This includes processes described elsewhere in this book, such as
facilitated dialogues (Chapter 9) and scenario development (Chapter 11). Arts-based methods
are also increasingly being incorporated in participatory data collection processes as a way
of deepening conversations with research participants towards learning and transformation
(Bennett et al. 2016).
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Case study 8.1: Understanding the role of sense of
place in landscape dynamics in South Africa
Masterson, Mahajan and Tengö (2018) sought to understand the ways in which people
in the former Transkei, in the Eastern Cape province of South Africa, perceive social
and ecological changes in the landscape over time and how these changes have influenced their well-being. The former Transkei homeland (a homeland refers to an area
established during the apartheid era to which black South Africans were forcibly removed under the policy of separate development) was historically a place of small-scale
farming, supported by remittance wages from migrant family members. However, the
area has witnessed a long-term decline in cultivation and animal husbandry coupled
with bush encroachment. Today, the region remains underdeveloped with high rates of
outmigration to urban areas and a heavy reliance on social welfare grants.
The research team (see Masterson 2016; Masterson, Mahajan, and Tengö 2018) explored rural residents’ experiences of and responses to declining subsistence agriculture
and continued labour migration, through a lens of sense of place. To gain a deep understanding of local perspectives on well-being and to overcome cultural differences
and language barriers, the researchers settled on photovoice as their main methodology.

Figure 8.1
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The kraal (© M. Bili 2013) ‘That is the kraal [cattle byre], but you can
see there inside, there’s no manure, which clearly shows that they have
no livestock there at that home. But even if you haven’t got livestock,
it’s important to have a kraal at home, because that is a place that you
need when you perform your rituals. As people we have different perspectives. Some people are in the cities and have jobs and earn much
money. For those they see having livestock as something unimportant.’
– M. Bili, photovoice exercise, 2013, Gqunqe, South Africa
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In this study, four demographic groups of between three and six individuals used
small digital cameras to capture aspects of the local landscape that were important to
them. Each group convened multiple times (between four and six times) over five
weeks. After basic training in visual literacy, individuals in the groups took photographs that represented their lived experience in the rural village landscape. Each
participant selected the most important images, which were printed. These photographs were then either narrated or captioned by the photographers. This process
formed the basis of in-depth discussions in the group, all of which were recorded
with the free, prior and informed consent of the participants. All four groups chose
to make a poster based on an issue that the group had identified, and displayed this
in public places around the villages. Photographs, captions and translated transcriptions of the discussions formed the data for a thematic qualitative analysis by the
researchers.
In this case study, photovoice provided an inventory of human–nature relationships
highlighting the diversity of ways in which ecosystems influenced people’s well-being, despite a low economic reliance on these resources. Participants’ photographs
illustrated the often hidden cultural and non-monetised connections that people have
to an agricultural lifestyle. This was important for maintaining subjective aspects

Figure 8.2

Collecting firewood (© N. Zibonele 2013) ‘This is our way of living. You
have to go to the forest and come back with a headbundle of firewood
to use at home. That’s where women go to get firewood. It’s good and
bad to have forests. There in the forest as umama going to collect firewood, you can meet a rapist hiding there. There are times when you
will feel happy in the forest – when it’s very hot and you enjoy the shade
of the trees and rest there. But to be alone in the forest is not safe.’
– N. Zibonele, photovoice exercise, 2013, Nobuswana, South Africa
(Continued)
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of well-being and was a strong motivator to continue farming practices despite the
changing livelihood portfolios of local people (Figure 8.1).
Photographs and discussions also pointed to the role of nature in the well-being
of different groups in the community. This was particularly because the method of
taking photographs was able to engage individuals who might be overlooked in focus groups or written surveys. Young women, for example, do not have many opportunities to represent themselves in this patriarchal cultural context, but through
photovoice they could represent their concerns and be the experts on their lived
experience, illustrating gender-specific perspectives on the landscape that affected, for
example, women’s sense of safety (Figure 8.2).
Through their photographs and discussions, participants also communicated their
knowledge of the dynamics of the SES. Photographs of landscape elements demonstrated their culturally contingent sense-making of the complexity of the interacting
drivers of field abandonment, bush encroachment and migration. Most importantly,
photovoice encouraged mobilisation of tacit knowledge and reflection on these insights through group discussion.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Appreciative enquiry, change labs, social innovation labs, the circle, Theory U, T-Labs,
scenarios, world café, learning journeys, listening projects, dialogue interviewing

Connections to other chapters
Facilitated dialogues often draw on action research to enable deeper learning while also
providing opportunity for action research to interrogate dialogue-into-action (Chapter 15).
They also often make use of visioning or imagining the future to liberate participants to
transcend the constraints of the present and so explore potential pathways to a better outcome. There is a strong link to the discussions on futures analysis in Chapter 10 and scenario
development in Chapter 11.

Introduction
There is a growing body of experience surrounding the design of social dialogue to create spaces that can be used to enable transformation (Pohl et al. 2010; Fazey et al. 2018;
Naumann et al. 2018; Pereira et al. 2018b; Schäpke et al. 2018; Pereira et al. 2019, 2020). As
one key intention, they ‘seek to generate social-ecological innovations aimed at challenging
and changing existing roles and routines, power dynamics, relations among groups and networks, resource flows, as well as meaning and values (and culture) across different contexts
and scales’ (Schäpke et al. 2018, 91).
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SUMMARY TABLE: FACILITATED DIALOGUES
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Sustainability Science, Public
Leadership, Sociology, Geography

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Exploratory
• Explanatory

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:

PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SES components and linkages
Diversity
Power relations
Multiple scales and levels or
cross-level interactions
Social-ecological interactions
over time
Transformation
Social learning
Collective action and collaborative
governance
Exploring uncertainty

• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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In response to the growing number of complex social-ecological challenges today – those
shining a spotlight on unsustainable trends and the realities of inequality and injustice – many
are calling for transformation (Feola 2015; Blythe et al. 2018). For scholars, engaging in or
supporting attempts to deliberately push for or navigate transformation necessitates moving
into a new kind of transdisciplinarity; that is, action-oriented knowledge generation that is
co-produced and interwoven with multiple knowledge(s) (Tengö et al. 2014; Pereira et al.
2019). The complexity of global challenges and their increasing interdependence demand solutions that transcend individual actors, specialists, sectors or disciplines and draw on a wide
range of perspectives. Dialogue between actors in a complex social-ecological systems (SES)
can contribute to the institutional change required for deep social innovation and transformation of that system (Mair and Hehenberger 2014). However, this demands a specific type of
facilitation, one that enables dialogue, sense-making, reflection and reflexive learning, while
supporting the reframing of issues in ways that allow solutions – or at the very least, attempt to
experiment and transform – to be co-created and co-realised (Sharpe et al. 2016). In this way,
we use ‘dialogue’ as an umbrella term to include a suite of facilitated processes that might also be
used during processes for knowledge co-production, participatory action research, lab processes,
future search processes and more.
Interventions that are driven by ‘top-down’ directives are widely recognised as problematic since they often leave stakeholders feeling that the project outcomes are imposed
from the outside. Strategies like these are often met with resistance and fail because they are
inappropriate in addressing contextual sensibilities and do not convey a sense of ownership
from stakeholders during the decision-making process (Freeth and Drimie 2016). In contrast,
facilitated dialogues are carefully designed processes. They aim to support multi-stakeholder
groups in addressing complex SES problems through the creation of ‘safe’ or ‘safe enough’
spaces where SES innovations can be fostered and developed (Pereira et al. 2019, 2020).
The most common dictionary definition of a dialogue is simply a conversation between
two or more people. A much deeper and more distinct meaning is provided by David Bohm
(Bohm 1996), who interrogated the source of the word: it is derived from the Greek root dia,
which means ‘through’, and logos, which means ‘the word’ or ‘meaning’. By drawing on this
deeper interpretation of the etymological origins of the word, we see that the definition can be
expanded to include an emphasis on questions, inquiry, co-creation and listening to uncover
one’s own assumptions and those of others while suspending judgement and pursuing a collective search for truth. These qualities shape and frame the conditions for dialogue to take place in
a more reflective and dynamic manner. Greater inquiry into the viewpoints of others helps to
develop greater understanding of those others and creates an opportunity to adopt new ways of
thinking. When assumptions are explored, participants can challenge their own ideas and recognise bias and thought patterns that influence – and possibly inhibit – lively engagement. Successful
dialogue often requires a skilled facilitator who is capable of navigating the tensions between
different viewpoints carried by the participants in the dialogue (Drimie et al. 2018).
Dialogue is an emergent and generative communicative interaction between actors, moving well beyond an exchange of information to include the building of relationships. These
relationships are both a means to address a challenge and an end in themselves. In other
words, dialogue is inherently relational and as such requires a critical mass of different actors
who need to relate to one another, sometimes under tense circumstances. A diversity of
perspectives in dialogue processes potentially allows for the emergence of innovation when
different people from different backgrounds, with their own ideas and creativity, interact to
address challenges (Drimie et al. 2018; Pereira et al. 2020). This needs to be thoughtfully
constructed in order to reach some kind of coherent outcome (Pereira et al. 2020).
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Deciding on what a successful outcome might be is a critical first step before a dialogue is
convened. The specific details are not important. What is important is being clear about the
intentions of the dialogue before bringing people together and deciding which tools to use.
The following questions are important. Why are we bringing this group of people together?
What purpose lies behind this specific process of change? What is this whole thing about?
Most, if not all, the tools presented in Table 9.1 are underpinned by the essential principle
of clarity of purpose. Building on this, the tools focus on enabling open communication,
honest speaking and genuine listening. They allow people to take responsibility for their own
learning and ideas. They create a safe space or ‘container’ for people to voice their assumptions, question their previous perceptions, judgements and worldviews, and change the way
they think. The tools can generate new ideas or solutions that go beyond what anyone had
thought of before, and create a different level of understanding of people and problems. They
allow for more contextual and holistic ways of seeing.

SES problems and questions
To give an example of where facilitated dialogue has been used to address challenges in SES, a
recent paper on social-ecological transformations analysed nine projects ranging from the Xochimilco Wetland in Mexico and Mopani farmers in South Africa, to Argentinian seeds and
agro-ecology in Soweto, South Africa, to peri-urban South Asia, Mombasa in Kenya and Cabo
Delgado in Mozambique (Pereira et al. 2019). Facilitated dialogue involves a range of methods
since these dialogues for transformation are intervention processes that require thorough planning
but are still flexible enough to allow ‘emergence and the unexpected to occur’ (Pereira et al.
2018b). Ideally, the form a facilitated dialogue will take depends on the local context and the people involved (Feola and Butt 2017). The following are some of the conditions under which a facilitated dialogue may be deemed a useful method for generating new solutions and experiments that
aim to have a transformative impact (Westley et al. 2013; Westley et al. 2015; Ely and Marin 2016):
•

•

•
•
•
•

There is a complex SES challenge to address, in which impact is difficult to achieve,
sense-making is needed, but agreement has emerged that ‘business as usual’ is no longer
an option (Moore et al. 2014; Westley et al. 2015; Olsson et al. 2017).
A diverse group of participants with the potential for transformative agency exists and
can move any new idea or process forward and source the necessary resources (Moore
and Westley 2011; Westley et al. 2013).
There is an identifiable action-oriented outcome as the end goal of the process, as opposed to just a product or ‘thing’ (Pereira et al. 2019).
There is a motivated convenor who is willing to invest the resources needed for the
process (Westley et al. 2015; Drimie et al. 2018).
There has been no successful implementation of alternative innovations that counter the
dominant way of doing things (Westley, McGowan, and Tjörnbo 2017).
There exist noticeable shifts in the culture or economic or political context that can
serve as potential windows of opportunity for facilitated dialogue to take place and be
effective (Olsson, Folke, and Hahn 2004; Gelcich et al. 2010; Westley et al. 2013).

Facilitated dialogue presents opportunities for researchers to explore the intersection of action
and analysis, where they navigate the fine line between actively intervening in processes to
enable change and also being able to provide a critical analysis of the types of changes that
are occurring. Some researchers are finding themselves to be ‘transformative space-makers’
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(Marshall, Dolley, and Priya 2018). By facilitating dialogues, researchers have been able to
open up a space for productive collaboration and interaction between diverse stakeholders
with the intention that there may be actionable outcomes with which policy and other
decision-making actors can engage (Tengö et al. 2017; Marshall, Dolley, and Priya 2018).

Brief description of key methods
As facilitated processes, dialogues typically combine a number of different participatory methods over several workshops and experiments, based on the requirements of the group and the
complex question being examined. The tools that are presented in Table 9.1 draw largely from
an important book reflecting on dialogue entitled Mapping Dialogue: Essential Tools for Social
Change (Bojer et al. 2008). This is a key resource for more detailed descriptions of each tool.
A key skill in facilitating dialogue lies in the ability to combine different methods to
achieve the desired space that is most conducive to realising the intended objectives of the
interaction. A skilled facilitator needs to be able to take the group on a journey, reaching specific landmarks along the way. The choice of method and the order in which it is undertaken
lie at the core of this and are largely intuitive.
Table 9.1 Summary of key methods used in facilitated dialogues
Method

Description

References

Appreciative
inquiry

Appreciative inquiry is an approach and
process that turns problem solving on its
head. Instead of finding the best ways to
solve a pressing problem, it places the focus
on identifying the best of what’s already
present in an organisation or community
and finding ways of enhancing this to pursue
dreams and possibilities of what could be.

Key introductory texts
Barrett and Fry 2005;
Cooperrider, Whitney, and
Stavros 2008

Theory U is a multi-stakeholder dialogic
change process that places emphasis on
‘presencing’ the internal consciousness and
how it affects the ways in which we engage
with the complex systems around us. It is
designed to generate collective insight, shared
commitment and the creative capacities
needed to address complex problems.

Key introductory texts
Senge et al. 2004;
Kahane 2004;
Scharmer 2008

Social innovation labs combine insights
from group psychology and whole-system
processes, along with social innovation
theory, with techniques and tools from
design thinking to create a new framework
for both invention and institutionalisation of
social innovations.

Key introductory texts
Westley et al. 2015;
The Pathways Network 2018;
Pereira et al. 2020

Theory U

Social
innovation labs
and
transformation
labs (T-Labs)

T-Labs advanced this thinking, adding an
emphasis on SES dynamics while exploring
the plurality of pathways that contribute to
sustainability transformations.
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Applications to SES
Whitney and Trosten-Bloom 2003;
appreciative-inquiry.org;
imaginechicago.org

Applications to SES
The Sustainable Food
Laboratory SFL:
sustainablefoodlab.org

Applications to SES
Charli-Joseph et al. 2018;
Van Zwanenberg et al. 2018
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Method

Description

References

The circle

At its most essential level, the circle is a
participatory format that allows a group of
people to slow down, practise deep listening
and truly think together. When practised
fully, it can be a physical embodiment of the
root of the word dialogue: ‘meaning flowing
through’.

Key introductory texts
Baldwin 1994;
fromthefourdirections.org;
peerspirit.com

Scenarios are possible and plausible pictures of
the future that can be developed in a variety of
ways (see Chapter 11). Participatory scenarios
are created through a series of conversations in
which a group of people invent and consider
several varied stories about how the future may
unfold. Ideally, these stories should be carefully
researched and full of detail, be able to expose
new understandings and hold some surprises.
Scenarios can be powerful tools for challenging
current assumptions about the world. In doing
so, they lift the barriers that constrain our own
creativity and understanding about the future.

Key introductory texts
Schwartz 1991;
Senge et al. 2004;
Van der Heijden 2005;
Kahane 2004, 2012

The world café is an intentional way to create
a living network of conversations about
questions that matter. It is a methodology
that enables (12 to 1 200) people to think
together and intentionally create new, shared
meaning and collective insight.

Key introductory text
Brown, Isaacs, and The World Café
Community 2005

Learning journeys are about getting away
from behind one’s desk, out of one’s comfort
zone, conference rooms and hotels. They are
physical journeys from one place to another,
intended to explore and experience the world
first-hand.

Key introductory text
reospartners.com/tools/
learning-journeys

Listening projects and dialogue interviewing
are methods that create an opportunity
for asking meaningful questions, listening
with an open mind and connecting to what
another person is saying, to help that person
uncover knowledge they may not even have
known they had.

Key introductory texts
dialogonleadership.org;
listeningproject.info

Scenarios

World café

Learning
journeys

Listening
projects and
dialogue
interviewing

Applications to SES
Kufunda Village (a learning centre
focusing on rural community
development in Zimbabwe):
kufunda.org

Applications to SES
The Future of Food:
southernafricafoodlab.org/
transformative-scenario-planning;
Pereira et al. 2018a;
Freeth and Drimie 2016

Applications to SES
collectivewisdominitiative.com/
papers/pioneers_dialogue/13_
world.pdf

Applications to SES
Pereira et al. 2020;
reospartners.com/projects/
bhavishya-alliance-for-child-nutrition;
reospartners.com/wp-content/
uploads/old/bhavishya.pdf

Applications to SES
Drimie et al. 2018;
alertademocratica.org/en;
reospartners.com/moving-throughtough-terrain-the-role-of-hope/;
reospartners.com/tools/
dialogue-interviews
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Case study 9.1: Food systems in the Western Cape, South Africa
A process of knowledge co-production and initiating social innovation was instituted
as part of a research project in the Western Cape province of South Africa. The main
aim of the process was to convene a facilitated dialogue called a transformation lab
(T-Lab) to discuss challenges in the provincial food system seen from a range of diverse perspectives, and to originate potentially transformative innovations intended to
shift the system onto a more desirable trajectory. This example shows how a number
of different methods were merged to create a dynamic process with concrete results.
A transformative process values actor interaction. By connecting alternative food
system actors and proponents, the dialogue created bridges by, for example, linking
chefs to producers, restaurateurs to informal traders and academics to actual work on
the ground. These processes were an opportunity for these actors to reimagine the
ways in which food is produced, processed and consumed and potentially to become
more embedded, sustainable and strategically aligned to influence the dominant food
system. The facilitated dialogue consisted of two workshops.

Workshop 1
The first workshop was a ‘safe space’ for participants from across food systems,
particularly in the Western Cape, with an interest or stake in these systems. The
aim was to determine:
•
•

The viability of linking alternative food actors into the mainstream without losing the integrity that makes them small-scale/alternative
How to build relationships that enable alternative food systems to grow

Participants included chefs, researchers, artists, food activists, producers, retailers, food innovators, an anthropologist, a food scientist and an artisanal baker.
Four researchers from the Centre for Sustainability Transitions at Stellenbosch
University, the Southern Africa Food Lab and the Stockholm Resilience Centre
facilitated the dialogue. Beforehand, a rapid survey was sent out to participants
who had confirmed their attendance. The survey consisted of five open-ended
questions focused on activities that the actors are involved in within the food system, their expectations of the dialogue and areas that they considered important
intervention points. The intention was for these feedbacks to shape the process.

Workshop 2
The second dialogue was designed as a consolidation workshop and included both
former and new participants (Figure 9.1). All participants from the first workshop
were invited, as well as new contacts in wider networks. Participants included permaculture specialists, food and land activists, restaurateurs, urban farmers, a representative from the informal traders’ association, researchers, an anthropologist and
an indigenous food innovator.
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As food systems are so complex, with a multitude of actors and underlying issues
and outcomes, the dialogue built on a systems approach that integrates thinking, reviewing, reflecting and doing. The aim was to translate concrete coalitions and ideas
into action through building relationships and commitment for the actors to drive
change.
The second dialogue focused on strengthening the trust between participants in
the emerging coalition of change, which would enable them to continue to define and
implement breakthrough solutions. It sought to build on what was identified in the
first workshop: ideas and actions pivoting on the intersections between niche, artisanal
and fledgling projects intended to provide alternatives to the dominant food system so
as to contribute to its disruption over time.
The consolidation workshop was based on three distinct movements that unfolded
over two days. These were:
1.
2.
3.

Sensing the system
Letting go (old ways of working)
Letting come (emerging innovation)

Two facilities were also available to support participants as they immersed themselves
in activities:
•

•

The ideas room was a physical space available to all participants at any time for
deeper reflection. It contained coloured pens, wax crayons, playdough, water,
seeds and images to form a food exhibition.
Collective food preparation was also an important part of the process. This
was done in a way that built an understanding of combining different foods, flavours and textures through experimentation and eating.

Figure 9.1 (A) Participants of a food systems dialogue in Stellenbosch during a plenary
discussion, July 2016, and (B) participants during a speed-dating discussion at a T-Lab on transforming the Western Cape food system, May 2019
(© Laura Pereira)
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Limitations
Many dialogue processes take a significant amount of time in terms of design, preparation
and execution. Given that these processes can span multiple generations, there may not be
‘immediate results’ or ‘evidence of transformation’. During and beyond the dialogue, there is
a need for real-world experimentation, but the concept of ‘experimenting’ in areas of complex social-ecological challenges has impacts on people and the planet, often in ways that are
unanticipated (Moore et al. 2018). In addition, in terms of SES work, facilitated dialogue may
not necessarily help to identify critical tipping points (i.e. it will depend on the knowledge
that emerges during the facilitated processes) or to reveal complex causality (see Schlüter et al.
2019). This raises questions of ethics and accountability within the process, particularly for
researchers and facilitators who may ‘see’ those dynamics more clearly but are too top-down
in their facilitation roles.
The facilitation processes discussed in Table 9.1 are not recipes for dialogue that
should be applied universally, nor are they prescribed as specific tools for specific situations. Rather, each tool should be understood in terms of the context, story and impetus
behind how these processes were developed. Similarly, tools can provide safety and comfort as they may help one to function in a complex world. A challenge is that a tool can
become like a lens that affects how our surroundings are seen. If we wear only one lens all
the time, our perception of the very thing we are trying to change may become distorted.

Resource implications
In terms of resource implications, at a minimum a design of a process, a facilitator and a
physical space are required. Key participants involved in the exchange need to be convened with a facilitator in a place conducive to meaningful conversation and exchange
as appropriate and within context. An effective facilitator with experience and integrity is
necessary. Convening dialogue processes are active interventions in a system, designed for instigating change. Researchers should therefore allow time for careful reflection about what the
potential implications of the dialogue process might be. In addition, all ethical considerations
should be taken into account. The reflections from researchers who are increasingly using these
methods for more action-oriented research are outlined in Pereira et al. (2019). It is strongly
recommended to design these collaborative spaces in conjunction with key stakeholders and
experienced facilitators. In addition to being a time-consuming process to set up and conduct,
dialogues can also be very emotionally draining for the convenors as they seek to hold the space
through all the highs and lows of group dynamics. It is therefore important to have a good team
that can hold things together. Convening dialogues is not for everybody, but can be a really
rewarding experience for those prepared to develop facilitation skills.

New directions
Variations on conventional approaches to collaboration are emerging, based on the acknowledgement that collaboration is not the only nor necessarily the best option in all
situations. Choosing to collaborate is a pragmatic choice, often when high levels of complexity exist and where a clear way forward is not apparent. In conventional terms, collaboration assumes that the group first strives for agreement on what the problem is that
they are trying to solve and identify a common purpose for what they need to do. In
contrast, ‘stretch collaboration’ (Kahane 2017) is based on three propositions. The first
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stretch proposes that collaboration requires both conflict and connection rather than finding harmony. Second, stretch collaboration suggests that when the future is highly volatile
and contested, we need to experiment our way forward. This is in contrast to conventional
collaboration, which focuses on identifying a solution as quickly as possible and creating
a plan to achieve it. The third stretch suggests that the group needs to change both themselves and others, and step into the game. In contrast, conventional collaboration tries to
advocate for influencing others’ actions – to change ‘them’. Given the complex and uncertain nature of many SES challenges, along with the social conflict that transformations
may unearth, we suggest that it is essential to take the insights from stretch collaboration
forward into dialogue processes.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Scenarios and participatory scenario planning, futures wheels, three horizons framework,
design/experiential futures, horizon scanning, Delphi, trend impact analysis, emerging issues
analysis, causal layered analysis, appreciative inquiry, gaming (also known as ‘gamification’ or
serious gaming), future workshops, visioning, back-casting, road-mapping

Connections to other chapters
Futures analysis methods enable the imagination and generation of alternative images of
futures that are yet to exist. ‘Utilising’ and/or working with these alternatives, preferred and
otherwise, and the signs that signal them, connects futures analysis very strongly to scenario
development and participatory scenario planning (discussed in detail in Chapter 11). In this
regard, futures analysis also connects to participatory modelling and planning (Chapter 13),
serious games (Chapter 12) and facilitated dialogues (Chapter 9).

Introduction
Futures analysis methods can help people to think constructively and systematically
about the future and advance our understanding of change and uncertainty in complex
social-ecological systems (SES). This is important because there is not one single predictable future but multiple ones, depending on the complex, unpredictable interplays and
interactions of actors, institutions, ecological processes and other elements of the system
and its dynamics. Actively developing ideas, images and/or stories about different futures
can enable us to make different choices and take different actions in the present in relation
to, for example, risk mitigation, adaptation, resource allocation and strategy development,
which can help build more sustainable and just futures.
Futures analysis methods are mostly derived from the field of futures studies – also
commonly known as strategic foresight. While futures studies is established in academic
arenas (see rossdawson.com/futurist/university-foresight-programs), it is not widespread
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SUMMARY TABLE: FUTURES ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Futures Studies. For quantitative
forecasting: Mathematical Modelling,
Simulation Modelling, Statistical
Modelling, Operations Research
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Power relations
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Path dependency
• Transformation
• Social learning
• Exploring uncertainty

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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or universally accepted as a field of research (Bengston, Kubik, and Bishop 2012). Key
features of futures studies are:
•
•

•
•

It deals with wicked (complex, interconnected) problems.
It emphasises mutually assured diversity (MAD), meaning that foresight practitioners
and participants should be conscious of having multiple identities and bring this to their
work, e.g. being ‘a scientific researcher’, together with being ‘a citizen of a particular
country’, together with being ‘someone who holds a particular worldview’, together
with being ‘a parent of young children’.
It adopts a sceptical perspective that questions dominant axioms and assumptions.
It is futureless in the sense that the results are mostly useful in the present (Sardar 2010, 177).

Futures studies generally emphasise the exploration of multiple futures to make sense of
the present in order to better understand and potentially influence the future. Many futures
analysis methods are well suited to SES work as futures studies generally adopt a systems approach and emphasise ‘using’ multiple futures to make sense of the present in order to better
understand the future.
Three levels of futures studies can be identified: forecast, foresight and anticipation (Poli
2017). Forecast is the first level and is past oriented. It is quantitative and based on statistical calculations, such as time series regression, in which the past is extrapolated into the
future. Forecasts are thus a product of probabilistic prediction based on the past dynamics
of the system and have limited use when trying to understand complex, volatile and novel
change.
The second level is foresight, which is future oriented. It works with the inherent ability
of humans to imagine a future that does not exist, tell stories about it and thereby engage tacit
knowledge to make assumptions explicit, and make sense of and prepare for what has yet to
happen (Wilkinson 2017). Forecasting is often used in conjunction with foresight to provide
an assessment of the most likely future – a baseline depicting a future which assumes that all
other things remain equal.
Anticipation, as the third level of futures studies (not as in anticipatory systems, as it is
sometimes used as a technical term – Poli 2017), is a present-oriented approach and consists
of a ‘forward-looking attitude’ combined with the ‘use’ of that attitude that results in action
(Poli 2017). In other words, anticipation focuses on understanding behavioural change based
on an idea, or image, of the future. Anticipatory behaviour, or an anticipation capability,
‘uses’ the future in present-day decision-making processes. This behaviour is more robust
than purely reactive behaviour. Strictly speaking, the future can only exist in the present as
anticipation. ‘Studying’ the future – even though it does not exist – involves learning about
and understanding how different ways of framing the future generate different perceptions of
the present and hence alters preferences and choices.
Futures analysis methods (and tools) are applied differently from project to project and are
nearly always highly customised. These methods are also constantly evolving. It therefore
becomes important that the SES researcher knows why, and for what purpose, they want
to incorporate futures analysis methods in their work. Is it to increase awareness of change?
To create visions of a preferred future? To make sense of the present? Having a purpose for
using futures analysis will ensure an appropriate choice of methods. Futures analysis methods
can be used at any stage of an SES study, in conjunction with, and to augment, other SES
analyses.
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SES problems and questions
Futures analysis methods are useful for helping to understand change. This includes understanding the patterns, systems and underlying driving forces that cause change to happen, making sense of the present, surfacing and challenging assumptions about the present
and present worldviews, embracing uncertainty and pursuing alternatives rather than being
‘locked’ into forecasts.
For these reasons, SES research often turns to futures analysis methods to interpret, reiterate and recalibrate predictions made by more deterministic models and methods. Gao et al.
(2016), for example, used scenario analysis to better understand deep uncertainty around outputs of land-use change models. Whereas scenario analysis (which is covered in Chapter 11)
is probably the futures analysis method most used in this way, other futures analysis methods
are also sometimes used. Strategic foresight is starting to become more popular in long-term
conservation planning, for example (Cook et al. 2014).
Many futures analysis studies in the SES field concern questions of uncertainty and risk
related to global change processes, particularly climate change (e.g. Bohensky et al. 2011),
land-use change (e.g. Gao et al. 2016) and changes in socio-political and economic systems
(e.g. Bohensky et al. 2011). In most cases, futures analysis is not merely used to identify elements of risk and uncertainty. Since many futures analyses are largely participative, they
are also used to explore options for navigating risks and uncertainty, usually through coproduction of knowledge with key stakeholders.
The combination of participatory, narrative approaches and the ability of futures analysis
to interact with more quantitative predictions make these methods particularly well suited to
questions raised in the management and prioritisation of social-ecological landscapes, and for
ultimately developing policies to manage these systems (Francis, Levin, and Harvey 2011).
To name two examples: (a) scenario approaches and back-casting (Table 10.1) have been used
to set conservation targets in social-ecological protected landscapes (Levin et al. 2015), and
(b) visioning, scenarios and predictive forecasting are often combined to set realistic objectives and targets and to explore the consequences of potential management decisions on
ecosystems under multiple potential scenarios of change (Francis, Levin, and Harvey 2011).
Futures analysis methods are used to understand not only what might be driving change
in a system but also the cascading consequences of drivers of change, i.e. the many direct and
indirect implications (Bengston 2016). Methods such as futures wheels and three horizons are
well suited to exploring deeper drivers of change and possible future trajectories, which may
be particularly relevant in resolving conflict and understanding management options in SES
in flux. Case study 10.1 is an example of how futures analysis tools may be used in this way.
Futures analysis methods (especially Delphi and horizon scans) are sometimes used to understand the kind of questions relevant to SES research (e.g. Shackleton et al. 2011) and how
research approaches that seek to understand SES (e.g. adaptive co-management, Plummer
and Armitage 2007) might be changing and developing.

Brief description of key methods
Table 10.1 contains brief descriptions of some futures analysis methods that are useful for
SES research, with references for further reading. The methods are categorised according to
their main purpose: increasing awareness of change, exploring impacts of change, exploring
alternative futures, exploring preferred futures, and informing strategies and action.
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Table 10.1 Summary of key methods used in futures analysis, categorised according to purpose
Method

Description

References

INCREASING AWARENESS OF CHANGE
Horizon scanning Horizon scanning focuses on identifying new and
emerging issues, typically called ‘weak signals’, as
well as existing trends. It can also serve as a futureoriented sense-making exercise. Horizon scanning
entails a systematic information/intelligence
gathering and analysing activity.
Discussing the impacts of scanning output on an
issue is often conducted in a workshop format.
Output from a horizon-scanning exercise often
serves as input for scenarios, with the objective
of systematically looking for the ‘driving forces’
that shape the future of the topic or issue being
examined.

Key introductory texts
Hines et al. 2018;
UNDP 2018
Applications to SES
Shackleton et al. 2011;
Bengston 2013;
Sutherland et al. 2020

Horizon scanning usually covers a wide range of
domains including social, technological, economic,
environmental and political domains.
Emerging issues
analysis

Delphi
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Emerging issues analysis (EIA) is similar to horizon
scanning in that it seeks to identify initial sources of
change, usually by monitoring fringe thinking, niches
or outliers. Emerging issues are not mainstream
realities in the present, but could become emerging
patterns, major drivers or the source of a new trend.
It can be very effective to combine EIA with the three
horizons framework.

Key introductory text
Molitor 2003

The Delphi method is also often referred to as
‘expert panels’, although a true Delphi specifically
involves iterative assessment of what selected
anonymous experts think future developments for a
given topic may be, and not just a random survey of
experts. Several rounds are conducted and experts
are allowed to alter their input after being exposed
to previous rounds. The aim is to clarify consensus.
A Delphi can be conducted either online or via
interviews. Specialised software is also available.

Key introductory texts
Linstone and Turoff 1975;
Glenn and Gordon 2004

Applications to SES
Bennett et al. 2016
(although the activity of
searching for ‘seeds of
a Good Anthropocene’
is not explicitly called
(crowdsourced)
emerging issues analysis,
it is essentially that, and
is an excellent example)

Applications to SES
Plummer and Armitage
2007
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Method

Description

Trend impact
analysis

Trend impact analysis (TIA) focuses on the potential
impacts and implications of trends and megatrends on
the topic or issue under consideration. Megatrends are
the great forces in societal and natural development that
are likely to affect the future in all areas over the next
10–15 years. A framework measuring likelihood, scale and
speed of arrival is often used.

References
Key introductory text
Glenn and Gordon
2004
Applications to SES
Nair, Wen, and Ling
2014

TIA ranges from highly sophisticated exercises, e.g. the
government of Singapore and World Economic Forum’s
risk mapping, to brainstorming sessions about issues that
are very difficult to measure and track, such as the growth
in the popularity of veganism.
EXPLORING IMPACTS OF CHANGE
Futures wheels

Three horizons
framework

Futures wheels is a group brainstorming method that
explores and maps multiple levels of consequences of
trends, events, emerging issues and/or future possible
decisions. It is a graphic visualisation of direct and indirect,
positive and negative future consequences of a particular
change or development.

Key introductory text
Glenn and Gordon
2004

The three horizons framework is a conceptual model to aid
people’s thinking about current assumptions, emerging
changes and possible and desired futures. It is a graphical
approach developed to explore the change in importance
of issues over time and connect the future to the present.
It is an adaptable tool that is often used as an intuitive,
accessible introduction to futures thinking and to make
sense of emerging changes. At its most basic it is a systems
model about the way things change over time. It is
particularly good for working with complexity, developing
future consciousness and recognising transformative
change, while exploring how to manage transitions.

Key introductory texts
Curry and Hodgson
2008;
h3uni.org/practices/
foresight-threehorizons

Applications to SES
Bengston 2016;
Bengston, Dockry,
and Shifley 2018;
Pereira et al. 2018;
Hichert, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019

Applications to SES
Sharpe et al. 2016;
Pereira et al. 2018;
Hichert, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019

EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
Design/
experiential
futures

Experiential futures refer to a set of approaches to make
alternative futures present and ‘feel’ real, i.e. the aim is
to get people to experience the future. It is essentially a
future brought to life materially or performatively, or both.
It is all about engaging with futures using design (often
prototyping), performance, film and materiality – objects
and things – as well as media and modalities that have not
traditionally been used.

Key introductory text
Candy 2014
Applications to SES
Hichert, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019

(Continued)
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Table 10.1 (Continued)
Method

Description

References

Scenario
development

Scenario development (see Chapter 11) is regarded as a
structured process (but it is useful to keep in mind that
there are many different approaches and processes for
creating scenarios (Bishop, Hines, and Collins 2007)) where
a group creates narratives or images of alternative futures of
an issue, and how those futures might unfold and affect the
issue. These stories are then used to inform decisions, plans
and policies with a view to improving them.

Key introductory text
Wack 1985
Applications to SES
Carpenter, Bennett,
and Peterson 2006

EXPLORING PREFERRED FUTURES
Appreciative
inquiry

Future
workshop

Visioning

Causal layered
analysis

Appreciative inquiry originated in organisation
development. It is a large-group collaborative change
method structured as a set of iterative cyclical questions
that concentrate on the positive. The aim is to identify what
is working well, identify the energy for change and build
on that. The underlying assumption is that people are more
comfortable co-creating an unknown future if they can take
parts of today’s successes forward and build upon them.

Key introductory text
Bushe 2013

This is a three-day structured workshop process which
originated in Europe in the early 1960s. The aim is to
create visions of a preferred future. It starts off by analysing
problems and challenges in the present, followed by
brainstorming possible solutions. The best potential
solutions are chosen democratically and are formulated into
viable projects. The workshop ends with a plan of action.

Key introductory text
Jungk and Mullert
1987

Visioning is any participatory activity or exercise designed
to come up with compelling visions/narratives/images of
preferred, often transformative, futures. These preferred
futures are always normative as opposed to possible
or plausible futures generated by scenarios. The aim is
to inspire, engage and enable people to act towards
creating a preferred future.

Key introductory text
Ziegler 1991

Causal layered analysis is a four-level analysis examining
the litany (‘headlines’), systems, worldviews and myths/
metaphors associated with an issue. It is used to identify
different perspectives about the future and is good
for ‘surfacing’ underlying, sometimes sensitive issues.
Changing the deepest levels of myths/metaphors about
an issue is one way of developing preferred futures.

Key introductory text
Inayatullah 2008

Applications to SES
Van der Merwe,
Biggs, and Preiser
2018

Applications to SES
No known example

Applications to SES
Pereira et al. 2018
Hamann et al. 2020

Applications to SES
Heinonen et al. 2017

INFORMING STRATEGIES AND ACTION
Road-mapping
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Road-mapping is a ‘vision-into-action’ technique which
is often used for technology planning to help turn ideas
into products or services. It maps potential pathways, with
timelines and actions, from the present to the preferred
future to help make it possible to reach that future.

Key introductory texts
Garcia and Bray 1997;
Jackson 2013
Applications to SES
No known example
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Method

Description

References

Back-casting

Much like road-mapping, back-casting works backward
from the preferred future to the present. It is a set of
imaginary steps detailing how a preferred future was
reached or brought about. These steps then form the basis
of actions to be taken, decisions and policies to be made,
and resources needed to create that preferred future.

Key introductory text
Jackson 2013

Gaming,
Gaming in futures-oriented activities – the terms
‘gamification’ and/ ‘gamification’ or serious games are also commonly
or serious games used – simulates real-world situations and
predicaments and engages participants by means
of, often goal-directed, play. It includes foresight
card decks, board games, immersive role-playing
experiences, futures labs and various types of online
games such as Foresight Engine. According to Bengston
(2016), an important rationale for the use of gaming
methods in futures research is that active learning
methods are often most effective.

Applications to SES
Palomo et al. 2011

Key introductory text
Bengston 2019
Applications to SES
Vervoort et al. 2010

Limitations
Because there is no set ‘formula’, other than quantitative forecasting, for when and how to
use which futures analysis method, it can be difficult to successfully incorporate these methods into SES research as many of the methods require skilled facilitation. However, there is
huge potential for adding value to SES research when employing these methods in collaboration with skilled future/foresight practitioners, which can then also lead to skills transfer.
None of the futures analysis methods aims to predict the future – something which is impossible. Despite the emphasis of horizon scanning and emerging issues analysis on detecting
weak signals and early signs of change, neither of these methods is able to foresee tipping
points or entirely novel events. They are, however, very useful in fostering greater awareness
of, and learning about, sudden, surprising change, volatility and systemic turbulence. The
methods are good for sense-making and sensitisation.
The outputs of some of the methods, especially the more creative ones, like causal layered
analysis, or those working with outlier emerging issues, like emerging issues analysis, are
often not regarded as authoritative and may suffer from a lack of credibility. Many of the
methods are fairly new to the public sector, development sector and civil society, and people
may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable with engaging in these processes. In contrast, many
of these methods have either been developed in or used for many decades by the military
and business sectors.
Futures analysis methods and the field of futures studies are actively evolving. In many
instances, new developments are practitioner led, with the result that new methods are not well
documented and knowledge about new developments can be quite fragmented. Fortunately,
the field has several professional associations (such as the Association of Professional Futurists
(apf.org), the World Futures Studies Federation (wfsf.org) and the US Public Sector Foresight
Network (publicsectorforesight.org)) that share knowledge among members and make some of
their publications available. Notable among these is the Foresight Competency Model and The
Future of Futures e-book, both published by the Association of Professional Futurists.
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Resource implications
Many of the methods mentioned here require experienced, skilled facilitators with
some background and knowledge of futures studies. With training, knowledge transfer
and self-learning, however, the methods can be successfully applied by SES researchers
themselves.
In general, and excluding potential future developments, no specialised hardware or software is necessary, although online curating tools such as Factr (factr.com), Pearltrees (pearltrees.com) and Pocket (getpocket.com) are very useful for organising feedstock for horizon
scanning, trend impact analysis and emerging issues analysis. Scanning can be very time
consuming – sifting signals from noise – and generates large amounts of surplus data. It
is, therefore, advisable to devise a scanning system and obtain institutional support before
committing to it. Doing a Delphi will require access to experts and it can be a very timeconsuming exercise for them.
All the methods are participatory, except when trend impact analysis and emerging issues
analysis are conducted as single-researcher desk-based, or online crowdsourced, exercises.

Case Study 10.1: Using futures analysis methods to
generate visions of a ‘Good Anthropocene’
In November 2016, the Centre for Complex Systems in Transition (now the Centre
for Sustainable Transitions) (CST) at Stellenbosch University, South Africa, wanted to
‘solicit, explore, and develop a suite of alternative visions for “Good Anthropocenes” –
positive futures that are socially and ecologically desirable, just, and sustainable’ (CSTGRAID 2017, 4). The project’s aim was to create good stories about the future. The
critical question for the project was: how can we imagine radically alternative positive
futures for southern Africa arising from small-scale, experimental sustainability initiatives employing new ways of thinking or doing?
The first step could be regarded as a highly defined horizon-scanning process.
Rather than throwing a wide net to identify emerging signals of change, scientists,
researchers, sustainability practitioners and their networks compiled an initial database
of 100 ‘seed’ projects (goodanthopocenes.net), each catalogued and categorised. These
are all small-scale, experimental projects and initiatives – new social institutions, technologies or frameworks for understanding the world – that are not yet mainstream.
Examples include projects on urban gardening and renewable energy, as well as technological advances like gene therapy (Hamann et al. 2020).
The project team and 23 participants (split into four mixed groups) made up of
a roughly equal mix of scientists, artists, social entrepreneurs and social/policy researchers created the visions of a ‘Good Anthropocene’ from the seeds in a three-day
workshop. Each working group was responsible for building a positive scenario of the
Good Anthropocene by combining three very different ‘seeds’ from the database: two
southern African seeds and one technology ‘wildcard’ seed.
Participants first considered each of their three assigned seeds, one by one, and
explored the impacts and implications of each. Futures wheels were used as the
backbone of this exploration (Figure 10.1). To begin the impact mapping, each
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The participatory nature implies access to a suitable venue, often for a few days, and standard
workshopping material (see Hichert, Biggs, and Preiser 2019). All the participative methods,
but causal layered analysis in particular, benefit from participants with multiple cultural perspectives and different disciplinary backgrounds.
Engaging in futures and foresight work is often an exciting, inspiring and revelatory
experience for participants (Pereira et al. 2018), so it is wise to allow enough time to do it
properly.

New directions
Schultz (2012) suggests that new directions for futures analysis methods involve exploring
humanity’s inner spaces, such as fears, hopes and beliefs, psychological stance and cognitive
bias with methods such as integral futures and verge (which draws on ethnographic futures concepts). Simultaneously there is ‘a clear and welcome trend towards decentralised,
massively distributed and inclusive futures work. Global computing and interconnected

Figure 10.1 Three futures wheels placed in proximity to one another, together
with cross- impact matrix cards, so that it is possible to conduct the
influence mapping exercise (© Gys Loubser)

seed was imagined in its future, mature form – as a mainstream ‘new normal’
rather than a fringe activity. Participants then mapped the primary, secondary
and tertiary impacts and consequences cascading out from each seed. To consider
how the three seeds and their impacts would interconnect, the afternoon of Day 1
(Continued)
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was used to create cross-impact matrices to explore outcomes as each of the seeds
affected the others. As a final step on the first day, each working group created
an influence map connecting the interactions between seeds, their impacts and
the sub-impacts. After standing back and getting a sense of the emerging story,
each group presented their new scenario via an artistic image (any medium), three
fictional statistics and a social commentary/news headline (CST-GRAID 2017;
Hamann et al. 2020).
Day 2 focused on building out the visionary narratives from the previous day’s
work. The goal was ‘bold, vivid, hopeful scenario narratives – Visions of a Good
Anthropocene in southern Africa’ (CST-GRAID 2017; Hamann et al. 2020). The
fact that the ‘seeds’ at the heart of each vision are existing pilot projects and initiatives demonstrating ways in which humans might be able to live in a ‘Good
Anthropocene’ adds local specificity and enhances the credibility of each story.
Because seed representatives were workshop participants, the experiences of active
change agents enriched the vision stories, in addition to those details added by the
artists and the scientists.
Back-casting is the tool most often used to connect visionary statements of audacious goals to action in the present. CST chose to use the three horizons tool –
often chosen as a framing tool or to make sense of the changes emerging from
scanning – for back-casting. Each group considered their vision’s place on Horizon
Three, and then connected it to the present of Horizon One by ‘looking for, and
talking about, systemic changes, amplifications, clashes and potential inflection
points’ (CST-GRAID 2017; Hamann et al. 2020) in the Horizon Two transition
space that bridges to the vision on Horizon Three (Figure 10.2).
The final activity for the participants was to share their visions in a creative, expressive and immersive manner. This is where experiential futuring comes in. Participants were given complete freedom as to how to do this, and examples included
role-playing, dance, visual art, objects and theatrical performance (Figure 10.3).
Everything that informed the choice of methodology resulted from conversations
about picking tools to get really far away from the generic futures, the ambient
futures embedded in the social context, popular media and regular academic literature. The project team wanted to push past these ‘everyday’, more common images
of the future. They wanted to avoid so-called ‘used futures’ and develop positive
transformative stories that felt fresh and local. This drove their choice of the tools and
methods mentioned above, which resulted in inspiring output that maximises difference from current conditions.

communication support digital exploration of our possible futures with new levels of creativity, rigor and participation’ (Schultz 2012, 7).
This involves the application of online ICT tools such as Futurescaper (futurescaper.
com) and Sensemaker (cognitive-edge.com/sensemaker), and global foresight games such
as Foresight Engine (iftf.org/what-we-do/foresight-tools/collaborative-forecasting-games/
foresight-engine). Evolving artificial intelligence and big data analytics will change futures
analysis methods in fundamental ways going forward.
Also worth watching are new methods, such as the M ānoa mash-up, emanating from the
non-Western world (Pereira et al. 2018; Hichert, Biggs, and Preiser 2019) as there is a shift
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Figure 10.2

A populated three horizons framework (© Gys Loubser)

Figure 10.3

Sharing a vision of a future in an immersive, creative way (© Gys
Loubser)

away from the formalisation of futures thinking in Europe and the USA to vibrant communities of practice, albeit small, in Asia and Africa.
In the afterword to The Future of Futures e-book, Curry (2012, 46) mentions some characteristics that will shape the future of futures thinking and foresight:
•
•
•

More distributed and more networked, more at home with the social media tools
More data
Take a ‘complexity turn’: ‘While the futures academy has already engaged with complex
adaptive systems and emergence, these have been slower to inform futures methods.’
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•

•
•
•

‘Rediscover some of its roots in philosophy, building (or re-building) a knowledge base
that places more emphasis on how we know what we say we know when we make
claims for futures work. The epistemology and ontology of futures work will become
increasingly visible.’
Different ways of knowing will become more evident in futures practice
Become better informed about its history and its contexts
Futures thinking was born into a world of growth, the emerging consumer economy
and the Cold War. It will grow up in an age of ‘descent’ where futures addressing a
world of resource shortage or even collapse will no longer be regarded as dystopian.
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Connections to other chapters
Scenario development connects to various other methods, but in particular to futures analysis
(Chapter 10) as it is also regarded as a futures analysis method. It warrants a separate chapter
in addition to the other futures analysis methods (described in Chapter 10) because of its
importance and widespread use. Scenario development also connects to facilitated dialogues
(Chapter 9), serious games (Chapter 12), participatory modelling and planning (Chapter 13),
dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26) and agent-based modelling (Chapter 28).

Introduction
Scenario development has a rich history and has been widely used for more than five decades
in the corporate and military sectors, from where it originates (Bradfield et al. 2005). Over
the past three decades, scenario approaches have been increasingly used in social-ecological
systems (SES) research in many different contexts (e.g. for exploring the integrated future
of biodiversity, land-use change, ecosystem services, and changes in value systems, global
markets and the climate), at scales from local communities to the entire planet (Peterson,
Cumming, and Carpenter 2003; Carpenter, Bennett, and Peterson 2006; Oteros-Rozas et al.
2015). Scenario development in global assessments is used to focus scientific investigation,
integrate different models and data, and improve decision-making (Kok et al. 2017; Rosa
et al. 2017), whereas local-scale scenarios often involve participatory processes that enhance
stakeholder engagement and legitimacy in decision-making (Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015).
At their most basic, scenarios are a group of stories, often called narratives, which together
describe a range of possible and coherent future worlds for a given system (Curry 2012). Central to scenario development is the concept of exploring multiple, alternative futures. Scenario
development never attempts to predict the future, and scenarios never offer a single view of the
future (Kosow and Gaßner 2008). Scenario development always focuses on multiple futures.
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-11 
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SUMMARY TABLE: SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Military Strategy, Operations Research,
Futures Studies, Strategic Foresight,
Management Science, Business
Administration, Strategic Planning
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Exploratory

PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Path dependency
• Transformation
• Social learning
• Evaluating policy options
• Exploring uncertainty
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Descriptions and analyses of scenarios typically include terms such as ‘plausible’, ‘possible’ and
‘preferable’ futures (Bishop, Hines, and Collins 2007; Alcamo 2008; Kosow and Gaßner 2008).
Importantly, these different futures are not extrapolations or variations around a base case.
Rather, each scenario in a set offers a structurally different view of the future, based on different assumptions about groups of key variables that might shape systems change into the future
(Bishop, Hines, and Collins 2007; Alcamo 2008; Kosow and Gaßner 2008).
Since scenario development uses narratives to connect sometimes unrelated drivers of change
or projections, it can create stories around disconnected and random events. Scenario development can also overemphasise porous system boundaries to enable clear stories to emerge. The
real world is full of complex, cross-scale drivers and feedbacks, therefore creating understandable, cohesive yet rich stories is very challenging. However, by incorporating diverse types of
knowledge, being flexible and telling stories, scenario construction can inject an appreciation of
the variety of possible futures into decision-making, planning and science.
Scenario development is used for decision-making, sense-making and to change mindsets (Bishop, Hines, and Collins 2007). Similar to the futures analysis methods listed in
Chapter 10, the overarching aim of scenario development is to ‘work’ with and ‘learn’ from
reflecting on the future in order to make better decisions and choices in the present because
our actions in the present can influence the future (Glenn and Gordon 2009; Kosow and
Gaßner 2008). There are many different scenario development approaches, and SES scenarios often involve a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods and tools. Scenarios
draw on our scientific understanding of historical patterns, current conditions, physical and
social processes, and relationships. They also draw on the imagination to conceive, articulate
and evaluate alternative pathways of development and the impacts and interactions of these
with the environment (Kosow and Gaßner 2008). This understanding is then used to illuminate links between issues, the relationships between global and regional development, and
the role of human actions in shaping the future (Raskin and Kemp-Benedict 2004).

SES problems and questions
Scenario planning methods typically share a combination of the following main objectives
(Wright, Bradfield, and Cairns 2013):
•

•

•

To increase our understanding of the consequences of interactions and interrelations in
a system, including causal processes (e.g. what are the impacts of different development
futures on various ecosystem services and human well-being? (MA 2005))
To challenge prevailing or entrenched thinking and reframe perceptions, potentially
changing the mindsets of decision-makers (participants) (e.g. what current small-scale
initiatives or innovations could potentially radically reshape the future way in which the
world works? (Bennett et al. 2016; Pereira et al. 2018))
To improve decision-making with a view to better strategy and policy development (e.g.
what policies or strategies are robust in a variety of different potential futures? (Rosa
et al. 2017))

An additional objective is to facilitate stakeholder engagement and knowledge co-production
in order to draw on and integrate different knowledge types and improve the legitimacy of
decision-making (e.g. how can scientific, and indigenous and local knowledge be integrated
to better understand the future? (Sandker et al. 2009; Vervoort et al. 2013)).
Social-ecological scenarios can help to clarify, distinguish and explore social-ecological
feedbacks, uncertainties and potential surprises, and enable exploration of the dynamics and
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sustainability of SES. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) scenarios, for example,
involved a combination of narrative storylines and detailed quantitative models to explore the
future of a wide range of ecosystem services and their implications for human well-being, at
local, regional and global scales (MA 2005). Scenarios can also be used to explore important
cross-scale processes and feedbacks that link local, regional and global scales (Rosa et al. 2017).
Scenarios can enable inclusive, participatory, dialogue-stimulating processes that are essential for exploring the normative dimensions of sustainable development. Participatory
scenario processes are extensively used in SES research and can enhance stakeholder engagement in decision-making processes (Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015). These processes allow for the
integration of stakeholder views and increase the relevance, acceptance and legitimacy of scenario findings (Kok, Biggs, and Zurek 2007). Participatory scenarios can also provide an important avenue for integrating practitioner, indigenous and local knowledge with scientific
knowledge, which can fill important information gaps, increase agency and empower stakeholders (Tengö et al. 2014; IPBES 2016; Bourgeois et al. 2017; Falardeau, Raudsepp-Hearne,
and Bennett 2018). Scenario development can therefore contribute to dealing with the methodological challenges of sustainability science by linking local and global perspectives and
accounting for temporal inertia and urgency. This can be done by linking long-term goals;
highlighting complex linkages, multiple stressors and inconsistencies; and revealing links
among disciplines, themes and issues (Swart, Raskin, and Robinson 2004).
Scenario development can help to identify novel lines of enquiry and challenge existing
assumptions about how the world works (Ramirez et al. 2015). The M ānoa mash-up method,
for example, explores how a variety of technological and social innovations may come together to change the current major driving forces of change in the world (Pereira et al. 2018;
Raudsepp-Hearne et al. 2019). Multiple alternative futures can be used to ‘stress-test’ or
screen strategic objectives, plans, policies and projects to see whether they will perform well
under different possible futures. It is often found that plans and policies become obsolete or
fail if the future does not turn out as expected (Enfors et al. 2008). The exercise to determine
how future changes might affect the ability to deliver a set of strategic objectives, plans or
policies is called ‘wind tunnelling’.
Different types of scenario processes can address the needs of alternative policy and decision contexts (IPBES 2016, Figure 5.1). The policy process can be considered as consisting
of agenda-setting, policy-design, implementation and evaluation contexts. While bridging
different perspectives is particularly important in agenda-setting contexts, evaluating alternatives is particularly important in policy-design contexts. Exploratory scenarios examine a
range of plausible futures based on potential trajectories of key drivers and can contribute significantly to understanding system dynamics, high-level problem identification and agenda
setting. In contrast, intervention scenarios focus on informing policy design and implementation by evaluating alternative policy or management options (IPBES 2016).

Brief description of key methods
Many different approaches to scenario development exist, including participatory,
expert-driven, qualitative, quantitative and hybrid approaches. ‘Participatory’ here refers
specifically to collaborative scenario processes that involve directly affected stakeholders.
Participatory scenario development can be exclusively qualitative, but often involves hybrid
approaches that use a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches (Oteros-Rozas
et al. 2015). In hybrid approaches, scenario storylines are often initially developed using qualitative approaches and then used to parameterise one or more models to explore the outcomes and
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check for plausibility, which may then feed back into revising the scenario storyline (Alcamo, Van
Vuuren, and Ringler 2005). These story and simulation approaches may involve a wide variety
of different modelling approaches, including integrated assessment models, agent-based models
(Chapter 28), state-and-transition models (Chapter 27) and dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26), and draw on various participatory modelling approaches (Chapter 13). Protocols that
deal with the challenges of converting ‘narrative’ to ‘numbers’ in these hybrid scenarios include
methods such as cross-impact balance and simulation (CIBAS) (Kosow 2011) and fuzzy cognitive
mapping (FCM) (Kok 2009). In contrast to participatory scenarios, expert-driven scenarios are
created with only expert input. Although these scenarios may involve qualitative aspects, they
tend to focus on quantitative model-based exercises.
Within these broader categories, there is a range of methods for developing scenarios
(Glenn and Gordon 2009). By far the most popular and well-known approach is the ‘2×2
double uncertainty matrix’. Other methods include scenario archetypes, Mānoa scenario
building, La Prospective, which involves morphological scenarios (also known as field anomaly
relaxation or FAR), causal layered analysis and new developments where methods are combined (Table 11.1). These methods range from ‘harder’, more technically oriented approaches
to ‘softer’, more intuitive methods and from those focused more on structure to those focused
more on values (Curry 2012).
Table 11.1 Summary of key scenario development approaches most commonly used in SES research
Approach
Quantitative
scenarios

Description
Quantitative scenarios rely on quantitative simulation
models to generate plausible outcomes under different
simulated conditions.

References
Key introductory text
Popper 2008
Applications to SES
Nelson 2005

Participatory
scenarios

Participatory scenarios can use a variety of exclusively
Key introductory text
qualitative methods, but more often use a hybrid
Popper 2008
approach (see below) to engage different stakeholders in
Applications to SES
the scenario process.
Palomo et al. 2011;
Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015

Hybrid
scenarios

Hybrid scenarios, also called the story and simulation
approach (described above), broadly refer to the
combination of qualitative and quantitative scenario
methodologies.

Key introductory texts
Kemp-Benedict 2004;
Kosow 2011

The 2×2 double uncertainty matrix (also known as the GBN
method) is the most common and best-known method.
By brainstorming and analysing key drivers of change –
‘driving forces’ of the issue of concern – participants choose
two highest impact, highly uncertain drivers, often after
clustering, and extrapolate them to their opposite extremes
(polarities) to provide four cells representing the kernels
of four alternative futures. These are then elaborated into
alternative stories or images.

Key introductory text
Schwartz 1991

2×2 double
uncertainty
matrix

Applications to SES
Alcamo, Van Vuuren,
and Ringler 2005

Applications to SES
Hamann et al. 2012

(Continued)
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Table 11.1 (Continued)
Approach

Description

References

Archetypes or
using existing
scenario sets

The archetype method makes use of generic images of
the future (or existing scenario sets), typically categorised
as Growth, Collapse/New Beginnings, Discipline and
Transform. These archetypal, generic images of the future
are presented to participants who are then asked to add
details to the scenarios, using data and specifics of their
issue of concern. Participants can consider how they would
redefine, reinvent or otherwise transform their objectives,
activities, plans or policies to succeed under each scenario.
The original archetypes were derived from a content analysis
of futures research and other forecasts available in the 1970s.

Key introductory texts
Dator 2009, 2017

The Mānoa
method

The Mānoa method for constructing scenarios is used to
maximise difference from the present. It is usually used to
create exploratory, possible scenarios but can be adapted
for creating preferred, normative scenarios. The Mānoa
method relies on futures wheels, which is a futures
analysis method (see Chapter 10) used for identifying
cascading waves of change and dynamics in the system
under consideration.

Key introductory text
Schultz 2015b

La Prospective is a French approach to scenario planning,
encompassing quantitative and qualitative techniques
and relying on computer-based tools to analyse structural
conditions and stakeholder positions. It has a morphological
element (also known as field anomaly relaxation) combined
with a participatory aspect, and has recently been adapted
to develop ‘futures literacy’ (the capability of ‘using’ the
future to change the present, to change the future) to
empower grassroots level stakeholders.

Key introductory texts
Godet 1986;
Bourgeois et al. 2017

Causal layered analysis is a futures analysis method
(Chapter 10) that can also be used to generate scenarios.
It translates different ways of knowing into four layers: (a)
‘litany’ (the way in which trends and issues are presented
in the public domain), (b) ‘systems’ (causal and institutionbased understanding), (c) ‘worldview’, and (d) ‘metaphor’.
Scenarios are developed by working through the layers to
worldview and metaphor, then ‘inflecting’ (fundamentally
changing) them. The scenarios emerge by reinterpreting
the layers through the lens of the deepest level inflection.

Key introductory text
Inayatullah 2004

Constructing scenarios is practice based and therefore
constantly evolving and being adapted for specific
purposes. This means methods are increasingly
being combined with one another and other futures/
foresight tools, methods and approaches (Chapter
10). This includes combining axes of uncertainty (2×2
double uncertainty matrix) with visioning, causal
layered analysis with gaming, and visionary scenarios
with the three horizons framework and back-casting.

Applications to SES
Heinonen et al. 2017;
Falardeau 2018;
Pereira et al. 2018;
Hichert, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019;
Iwaniec et al. 2020

La Prospective

Causal layered
analysis

Combining
methods
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Applications to SES
Carpenter et al. 2015;
Sitas et al. 2019

Applications to SES
Pereira et al. 2018;
Hichert, Biggs, and
Preiser 2019

Applications to SES
Del Mar DelgadoSerrano et al. 2015

Applications to SES
Heinonen et al. 2017
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Limitations
Scenario development exists between the rigour of process-based models and the flexibility of stories. As such, some of the strengths of scenario planning are also limitations when
viewed from other perspectives. Because scenario development often uses approximations
rather than ‘exact’ inputs, it risks being less extreme or variable than reality itself. Scenarios
cannot, and should not, be used for forecasting and/or prediction purposes. In participatory
scenarios, a lack of experienced facilitators and flaws in participant selection owing to a lack
of diversity, dysfunctional power relations or an inability to take cognitive bias into account
can compromise the scenario development process and lead to weak or biased scenarios that
do not meet the objectives of the exercise. Participatory processes can be difficult to conduct
in situations where there is a lack of trust, extreme power inequality and a lack of resources.
In these situations, other approaches may be more fruitful.
Hybrid scenarios – the story and simulation approach – can be problematic owing to differences between qualitative and quantitative methods, levels of stakeholder expertise and attempts
to integrate different types of knowledge into the analysis (Wiebe et al. 2018). Converting narrative statements embedded in scenario storylines into quantifiable parameters for numerical
modelling can be difficult if the variables addressed in the quantitative versus qualitative processes are quite different. In these situations, the quantitative variables tend to be emphasised at
the expense of the intangible or difficult-to-quantify variables (Booth et al. 2016). Davenport et
al. (2018) propose a simple analytical framework based on five categories of capital assets as part
of a protocol for overcoming the conversion problem in hybrid scenario analysis.
These limitations are easier to address when scenario planning is embedded in ongoing, long-term research processes that already bridge different groups and knowledge
systems. These long-term relationships can improve the quality of scenarios, reduce the
difficulty of creating them and ensure that they can be more easily connected to policy and
decision-making. When scenarios are embedded in an ongoing process, their use and impact
are also easier to evaluate.

Resource implications
Successful hybrid participatory scenario planning exercises, especially those dealing with
social-economic systems, rely on seasoned facilitators, process designers, modellers, project
coordinators and enough time to integrate diverse types of knowledge, often on an iterative
basis. This all adds up to expense. Oteros-Rozas et al. (2015) make good recommendations
on how to deal with these challenges by, among others things, building on existing networks
and scenario sets.
The quantitative modelling aspect requires access to specialised modelling skills, as well
as the hardware and software elements associated with them, whereas the qualitative, participatory aspect relies on skilled facilitators and appropriate stakeholders as participants in
workshop settings.

New directions
Participatory scenario planning methods are constantly evolving and new practices in the
broader futures and scenarios fields will continue to spill over into SES research. A number
of emerging methods attempt to better incorporate chaos, complexity and tipping points
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Case study 11.1: The development of the Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment scenarios
The goal of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) was to provide decisionmakers and stakeholders with scientific information on the links between ecosystem change and human well-being. The MA was ground-breaking in its scope and
social-ecological approach (Carpenter et al. 2009). The scenarios component of the
MA set out to use creative thinking and storytelling, combined with quantitative
modelling of drivers and trends, to develop potential global futures of ecosystem
change and human well-being.
The development of the MA scenarios at the global level involved three core phases:
(a) organisation, (b) scenario storyline and quantification, and (c) synthesis, review and
dissemination (Alcamo, Van Vuuren, and Ringler 2005). The first phase involved establishing a scenario guidance team, a scenario panel, conducting interviews with scenario
end-users, determining the objectives and focus of the scenarios, and devising the focal
questions of the scenarios. For the MA, the guiding question was identified as: ‘What
are the consequences of plausible changes in development paths for ecosystems and their
services over the next 50 years and what will be the consequences of those changes for
human well-being?’ (Alcamo, Van Vuuren, and Ringler 2005). This broader question
was then focused around four key themes relating to economic and human development,
local and regional safety and protection, the use of technologies, and adaptive management
and learning about the consequences of management interventions for ecosystem services.
In the second phase, the MA’s storyline teams constructed a zero-order draft of scenario storylines based on the key guiding questions and a review and evaluation of
past scenario efforts (Raskin 2005). At the same time, a team of modellers was organised to quantify the scenarios. Five global models covering global change processes and
provisioning ecosystem services, and two models describing changes in biodiversity,
were chosen. Test calculations were carried out. After several iterations, the zero-order
storylines were adjusted and cross-checked for internal consistency. These zero-draft
scenarios allowed the modelling team, in consultation with the storyline team, to set
quantitative levels of key driving forces consistent with the storylines (Nelson 2005).
These driving forces included both indirect drivers (demographic, economic, cultural
and religious, socio-political, science and technology drivers) and direct drivers (climate
variability and change, plant nutrient use, land conversion, biological invasions and diseases) of ecosystem change. Based on the subsequent model outcomes, and a number
of feedback workshops with the MA board and stakeholder groups, the storylines were
further iterated and focused into first-order storylines. These iterated storylines were
then used to inform the revision of model inputs, after which the models were rerun to
analyse impacts on ecosystem services and human well-being.
In the final phase, the global scenarios (both qualitative storylines and quantitative modelling calculations) were distributed for general review. Feedback from this
process, which included presentations, workshops and the MA review process, were
incorporated into the final published version of the storylines and their associated
models. Four scenarios emerged from the analysis (MA 2005, Figure 1). Three of
the four scenarios suggested that significant changes in policies and institutions can
mitigate some of the negative consequences of anthropogenic pressures on the planet.
Despite limitations, the MA scenarios influenced many policy processes, conventions
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and businesses at global and regional scales, and represent a landmark change in the
way global change assessments engage with futures methods (Reid and Mooney 2016).
A particular challenge for the MA was the multi-scale nature of the relationships
between ecosystem services and human well-being. This was addressed through assessments at different spatial scales. Many of the MA regional assessments developed
their own scenarios, which were linked to the global scenarios by incorporating some
of the global storylines into regional processes, having members of the global team
participate in regional assessments and developing regional storylines for the global
archetypes (Alcamo, Van Vuuren, and Ringler 2005).
The MA developed four global-scale scenarios that had a landmark impact on
understanding long-term social-ecological change (Figure 11.1). The ‘Global orchestration’ scenario depicted a highly connected world with well-developed global
markets and supranational institutions that deal with environmental problems. In the
‘Order from strength’ scenario, the world is disconnected, fragmented and individualised, with an emphasis on security and the protection of regional economies. In
the ‘Adapting mosaic’ scenario, discredited global institutions have been replaced by
stronger local institutions aimed at improving local ecosystem management. In the
‘TechnoGarden’ scenario, ecosystem services are often delivered by engineered and
highly managed systems, some of which have unintended consequences such as the
loss of local culture, customs and traditional knowledge.
Figure 11.1 shows the net change in the number of ecosystem services enhanced
or degraded under each of the four scenarios, for each of the four ecosystem service
categories. A 100% degradation or enhancement score means all the services in that
category would be degraded or enhanced by 2050.
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Figure 11.1 Net change in the number of ecosystem services enhanced or degraded under each of the four scenarios, for each of the four ecosystem
service categories (© Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005)
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(black swan type surprises or wildcards) (e.g. Hamann et al. 2012). In the field of futures
studies, concepts such as ‘crazy futures’ (Schultz 2015a), ‘preposterous futures’ (Voros 2017)
and ‘post-normal times’ (Sardar and Sweeney 2016) are expected to influence existing methods and inspire new ones.
Innovative and creative practices around combining different scenario methods and/or
the mashing up of scenarios and foresight methods are also expected to grow. This includes
incorporating activities and practices such as gaming, design, art and virtual reality.
Experiential scenarios (Candy 2010), science-fiction prototyping (Merrie et al. 2018) and
scenarios based on crowdsourcing, using tools such as SenseMaker (sensemaker.cognitiveedge.com) and Futurscaper (futurescaper.com) (Raford 2012), are emerging methods and
practices that hold particular promise for the SES field.
Finally, expanding the number of people able to participate in scenario processes can have
great potential. Most participatory scenarios involve relatively small groups of people. However, there have been experiments with massive online scenarios that have the potential to
include many more voices (McGonigal 2011). Developing new scenario methods that enable
large-scale participation could be very useful in incorporating teleconnections and plurality,
and creating more radical futures to explore the interconnected world of the Anthropocene.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Serious games

Connections to other chapters
Serious games are commonly used as part of the toolbox for participatory approaches, including for modelling or planning (Chapter 13). They are designed according to a conceptual model, coming from various types of modelling approaches, including system dynamics
(Chapter 26) and agent-based modelling (Chapter 28). They need systems scoping to identify
the roles and entities that need to be considered. To describe the dynamics, they may build
on methods from state-and-transition modelling (Chapter 27). Serious games are behavioural
experiments, but leave participants more freedom of action and exercise less control than
controlled behaviour experiments, which are extreme cases of serious games (Chapter 12).

Introduction
Role-playing games as tools to support the understanding and governance of social-ecological
systems (SES) emerged by the end of the 1990s, standing on the shoulders of experimental
economics (Friedman and Sunder 1994) and policy exercises (Toth 1988; Duke and Geurts
2004). The experimental economics thread is closely related to controlled behavioural experiments (Chapter 21). The policy exercise thread was originally (as far back as ancient
China) developed through war games (Mermet 1993), which are strategic simulations of war or
crisis situations so that participants can experience virtually the joint outputs of their behavioural
patterns. Policy exercises more recently grew as business games and developed as a type of group
decision-support system. They have been included in the broader category of serious games.
Although ‘serious games’ first appeared in 1974 (Abt 1974), they really emerged in the
2000s and mainly after 2010. This category combines role-playing games, policy exercises
and business games, among others. It focuses on the fact that these games are used for serious
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SUMMARY TABLE: SERIOUS GAMES
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Experimental and Behavioural
Economics, Social and Cognitive
Psychology, Environmental and Cultural
Psychology
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Transformation
• Social learning
• Collective action and collaborative
governance
• Evaluating policy options

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
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matters, learning and/or decision-making. While serious games include individual games
like online awareness-raising games and role-playing games, most policy exercises and business games are based on interactions among players. In this chapter, we refer to collective
serious games unless specified otherwise. Although originally mainly based in the disciplines
of economics and management sciences (operations research), serious games have now spread
to the realm of conservation policies as a tool for land-use planning or ecology. The purpose
is to design and/or implement tools to explore, in predefined scenarios, the consequences of
interactions among players with diverse behavioural patterns. The main assumptions underpinning the scenarios are collective frames (e.g. existence of collective rules) and external
drivers (e.g. weather sequence).
Serious games can complement other methods but are also appropriate alternatives when
observation or experimentation is not suitable due to the time scale, harshness of potential
outcomes of experiments or disagreement of some subjects with the experimental setting.
They are also useful in exploring decisions and interactions in an ‘action context’, assuming
that the interactional context drives the decisions of the actors. Having originated from
‘policy exercises’ and ‘economic experiments’, serious games have domains of application far
beyond SES, with the military and security being the primary fields. However, application to
issues related to environmental and land-use development came quite early. Within the two
original threads, some works dealt with SES before the emergence of serious games as a tool
to investigate the dynamics of these systems.
Seminal works by Ostrom, Gardner and Walker (1994) used economic experiments to
analyse common-pool resources. The International Institute for Applied System Analysis
(IIASA) applied policy exercises to foresights and the negotiation of global environmental
issues (Mermet 1993). Companion modelling (Bousquet et al. 2002; Etienne 2011) initiated
the convergence of both threads with a focus on SES and common-pool resources.
The emergence of games in the late 1990s and early 2000s was facilitated by two additional dynamics: the epistemology of models and the gamification of society. While the
use of models as a tool to predict events used to be the norm, modellers in the 1970s started
to discuss other potential uses. It was acknowledged that models could fit different uses,
including potentially replacing (physical) experience when their implementation is not possible (Legay 1997). Models were then used to explore the consequences of a combination of
assumptions to build new knowledge. The next step was to recognise games as models of
social dynamic systems by themselves (Meadows 2001) and games became a possible tool to
experiment on these systems. The development of computer capacity and the Internet made
this easier and standardised the development of an artificial world for fun. Recent works on
education theories point out the capacity of fun situations to generate learning, legitimising
the use of serious games in these communities (Kapp 2012).
The main assumptions underlying the method of serious games are, first, related to the
way in which participants play. In the game, they are supposed to act according to the environment provided, not according to the outcome they would like to see for the sake of
achieving their own strategic agenda.
A second assumption is related to the capacity of games to represent an SES with meaningful
reduction of the system’s complexity. Constraints in game design include operational aspects
such as the duration of the game, which has to fit the time available for participants to play
the game, and the fun aspect. The game must be fun to incite participants to set their personal
strategy aside, i.e. not to act according to their situation outside of the game or to pursue a
personal agenda. These constraints mean the number of actions available to players must be
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reduced, including those related to their interactions with the fake environment simulated
in the game.
A third category of assumptions is linked to the relationship of stakeholders to this
type of tool: the willingness to play (is it ‘serious’ enough?) and the validity and suitability of the outcomes in the ‘real world’. Hopefully the addition of ‘serious’ to the word
‘game’, reports of positive experiences and a deep trend to propose creative environments
that enable participants to generate new knowledge and explore scenarios regarding
‘serious’ stakes will alleviate initial concerns about and prejudice against the futility of
‘playing’. The addition of debriefings to game sessions further allows for meaningful
outcomes and potentially paves the way for implementation of these outcomes (Ryan
2000; Meadows 2001).
A fourth and final assumption relies on the capacity of games to lead players to accept simulation as an activity echoing real problems without a direct connection to those problems. To be
efficient, games should provide a delimited window for collective exploratory behaviour.

SES problems and questions
So far games have mainly been used to (a) disentangle the complexities of SES in order to
help participants make sense of these systems, (b) inform participants about the diversity of
viewpoints, interests and constraints present in an SES, (c) stimulate the emergence of desirable changes and actions in the real word that the game represents, and to experiment with
them (Le Page et al. 2013), and (d) support adaptive governance of SES.
•

•

Disentangling complexities: Disentangling the complexity of an SES means raising
people’s awareness of interdependence and the basic consequences of this interdependence, such as feedback loops and their cascading effects. It is well known that people
find dynamic systems with feedback loops difficult to understand and foresee (Sterman 1992). In a game, the concentration of action within a limited time frame and
space makes these consequences of complexity more apparent. Pioneering the use of
games for dynamic systems, Meadows (2008) led players to acknowledge the existence
of dependence among system components. He made them experience (unexpected)
feedbacks of actions, which are consequently at best inefficient (Meadows 2008). The
relationships emphasised within game settings are either social or social-ecological. In
FishBanks Ltd (Meadows and Meadows 1993), players can observe the consequences
of choices of some fishermen on the fish population and the cascading effects of these
choices on other fishermen and fish populations. Games are powerful tools to demonstrate the existence and consequences of saturation effects (e.g. on land use), of competition for scarce natural resources and money, or the need for coordination to handle
all these relationships.
Informing participants: To inform participants about diversity within an SES, the
game practice enacts the diversity of situations through role setting and incomplete
information delivered to players during the game. Njoobaari Ilnoowo (Barreteau,
Bousquet, and Attonaty 2001), for instance, is a game representing the issue of viability of irrigation systems in Northern Senegal as an outcome of multiple constraints on
farmers with diverse cropping objectives. This game visualises the diversity of goals and
hence behavioural patterns behind the mere activity of irrigation: practices differ significantly between a farmer cultivating to get the maximum out of his field and a farmer
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•

•

cultivating to keep his access to land, and the coexistence of these practices generates
tensions among farmers and collective inefficiencies.
Stimulating and experimenting with desirable changes: Beyond revealing diversity of behavioural patterns, using games is also a way to get players more acquainted
with the viewpoints of others. In this case, players endorse a role other than their own
and have to handle their constraints and work towards a common objective. SylvoPast
is a game representing the capacity of an SES that includes forestry and cattle farming
in the same area, with both facing fire risk. In this game, Etienne made forestry agents
play herders, and vice versa (Etienne 2003). This process allowed foresters and herders
to experience and feel the constraints they have on one another, realise their mutual
dependence to achieve their respective objectives, and enter into dialogue for the comanagement of forestry with a more open attitude.
Supporting adaptive governance: Games are used in adaptive governance of SES.
Even though governance or co-management can be internalised into the game, serious
games are also used as exploratory tools to challenge or support governance. Indeed,
while designing a game, governance scales are chosen for the processes represented in
the game and for the targeted decision processes. Scales of represented and supported
management processes can be identical to processes observed in the real world, or they
can be simplified and aggregated or embedded to facilitate game play. This choice depends on whether the issue at stake with the game is to explore macroscale management
choices or to experiment with framing microscale management choices.

Game sessions can test institutional settings through a game and discuss them on an overarching organisational scale which might facilitate or prevent their occurrence. Mathevet
et al. (2007) proposed a role-playing game (ButorStar) based on a multi-agent model that
simulates the effects of wetland multi-use on ecosystem and wildlife dynamics. This tool
serves as a training support for students to talk about the pros and cons of various negotiation processes and integrated management approaches. Within a ButorStar session, players
experiment with co-management meetings as they are usually promoted in local environmental governance. This active experience enables players to understand the critical issue
of time management, especially for sharing key information on trends and cause-effect
chain understanding. Solutions experienced in games can then be discussed further at
different decision-making levels and related spatial scales (i.e. water or land management
units, land estates, ecosystem units and local government scale). The ButorStar game was
also used with protected area managers and local actors in several Mediterranean wetlands.
The results showed that the approach contributes to an increase in the capacity of actors
to implement modes of interactions that promote the adaptive management of wetlands
(Mathevet et al. 2008).

Brief description of key methods
To deal with the SES issues listed in the previous section, serious games are used to explore
the consequences of internal choices or external drivers, raise awareness of diversity, educate
people on system complexity, observe behavioural patterns in specific situations and support
the governance of SES. A serious game session typically consists of three steps: briefing, playing and debriefing. The first step, briefing, should ensure that all the participants understand
the rules so that they can play. The brief should not be too long, otherwise participants get
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bored. This step should be prepared according to the complexity of the game design, taking
into account how much participants know about the technical actions (roles) they may have
to endorse. The second step, playing, lasts typically half of the whole session. In this step,
the main issue is facilitation to keep the momentum and identifying participants that might
get lost or drop off from playing. This may involve asking some participants to explain their
behaviours when they seem to act inconsistently with the game. The last step, debriefing, is
the most important one because it generates knowledge for facilitators, observers and participants. Table 12.1 provides a summary of key applications for serious games.

Table 12.1 Summary of key applications of serious games
Main applications

Description

References

Exploring
consequences
of collective
decisions, as a
tentative group
decision-support
system

This category of use is often related to
‘management flight simulators’, where each
player holds a stick to pilot an SES. However,
there are also other types of games, more based
on an agent-based model structure.

Applications to SES
Castella, Trung, and Boissau
2005 (land-use change);
Martin et al. 2007
(interdependence of local
industry and river-basin
management);
Krolikowska et al. 2009 (land
reclamation);
Flint 2013 (community
development)

Exploring
consequences of
external drivers

This category of use is close to the previous
one in terms of the objective. However, the
focus is less on driving the system and more on
elaborating consequences of external changes
in complex situations.

Applications to SES
Villamor and Badmos 2015
(adaptation to climate
change, e.g. for grazing in
Sahelian countries)

Making people
Different types of games lead participants either
learn about
to swap roles or to explain their worldviews.
others’ constraints
and building an
understanding of
system dynamics

Applications to SES
Etienne 2003 (forest/cattlegrazing competition);
Mathevet et al. 2007
(land-use competition in
wetlands);
Richard and Barreteau
2007; Richard-Ferroudji and
Barreteau 2012 (simulation
of basin management with
various worldviews)

Developing a joint
representation of
an SES and
playing with it

Applications to SES
Ferrand et al. 2009
(Wat-A-Game);
D’Aquino et al. 2017
(TerriStories: terristories.org)

This category builds on a set of predefined
items that might be used to collectively build a
complex representation, as with building bricks,
following a ‘design-by-playing’ approach. The
output is a model that might be implemented in
a game or in any hybrid form with a computerbased model.

(Continued)
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Table 12.1 (Continued)
Main applications

Description

References

Collecting
information
on collective
behaviour

Observation of game simulation with players
performing their usual activities in a controlled
situation brings knowledge on some tacit
behavioural patterns. We refer here to an open
frame of action. The objective is to understand
how players (re)act in given situations. When
players are framed and have a finite set of choices,
they are not supposed to perform their usual
activities (see Chapter 21). The whole spectrum
between these two extremes is possible. Students
appear as ‘easy-to-grab’ players. They need to
have more framing, such as information on their
roles, but they can still have more possibilities to
play than in controlled behavioural experiments.

Applications to SES
Souchère et al. 2010 (erosion
and farming practices);
Merrill et al. 2019 (collective
investment in security)

Education on the
complexity of SES

Games enable visualisation of the hidden
Applications to SES
complexities of SES. These complexities could
L’eau en jeu: eauenjeu.org
stem from physical reasons (underground
(simplified education games)
processes), social reasons (taboos) and socialecological reasons (time or spatial scales beyond
those usually grasped by participants).

Crisis
management
training

A group of players is placed in a crisis situation that Applications to SES
it has to manage collectively. This method is the
Stolk et al. 2001 (fire, flood,
closest to the original use of military games.
terrorist attacks)

Institutional
arrangement

Institutional arrangement is a game that supports
a group of stakeholders in piloting and adjusting
their collective action processes. An initial game
evolves with the emergence of new issues or new
perspectives on an SES trajectory.

Applications to SES
Gurung, Bousquet, and
Trébuil 2006 (watershed
management)

Limitations
Even though serious games are increasingly being promoted, they cannot be considered as panaceas. Several limitations exist, such as a limit on the number of players, limited duration, a lack of
social acceptance, and too narrow or too large a representation of the processes. The critical issue
of debriefing presents limitations of its own. It is essential to assess the various forms of knowledge that come not only from the game itself but also from debriefing on what happened during
the game session. Game design and management must take these objectives into account to keep
track of events during the game so that structured discussion can occur during the debriefing.
Careful management of a game is essential to transform it into a meaningful learning experience,
so paying attention to time and live data-collection management is essential (Daré et al. 2014).
Potential biases could arise due to the limited size of population samples (i.e. the number
of players relative to the population they represent) and the difficulties inherent in power
games. Social acceptance is also an issue, due to not only the status of the game but also the
self-esteem of participants. Playing together means the playing field between participants is
levelled and that people of different social status agree to interact directly. This is not always
acceptable to those holding the economic, social or political power.
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A bottleneck could arise related to the difficulties of upscaling experience from a roleplaying game. Groups of people involved in game sessions constitute small societies, but
participants and public engagement may not always be appropriate (Reed et al. 2018). Power
relationships, social values and epistemologies of participants have to be identified in order
to be able to generalise outcomes of game sessions. It should be borne in mind that engagement outcomes are highly scale dependent over time. Spatial scale, decision levels and the
legitimate representation of involved stakeholders should all be taken into account (De Vente
et al. 2016).
To overcome these biases, positive outputs have been identified and ways to circumvent
the limitations proposed. Role-playing game literature shows three main types of social impacts of serious games: (a) the production of socially robust knowledge that fuels a more effective process of public policy construction, (b) social learning to solve practical problems, and
(c) empowering actors by putting them in a position where they can participate in a change
process and socio-political transformation. These social impacts are more easily reached in
small groups with trust. Technology may facilitate a large population of players via remote
control. However, it significantly simplifies the richness of environmental information and
information gained from the diversity of actions. The Internet or any networking technology
is a means to progress in the direction of remote interactions with large groups. However,
technical solutions tend to limit face-to-face interactions, which are crucial for trust building
among the group of players and for meaningful debriefing. The key characteristic of concentration of time and space is partially lost.
Debriefings often reveal the difficulties local players experience during game sessions.
However, role-playing game arenas allow the exploration of various ways to elaborate on the
strategic dimensions of upscaling explorations, solutions and rule-change and adapting them
to the specific social-ecological problem. Enrolling stakeholders of various decision-making
levels in the game could be essential to expand the exploration of the issue at stake and to
engage in a real problem-based approach such as ecosystem management. Depending on the
simplicity of communication among them, stakeholders acting at different scales may participate in a common arena, or not. Role-playing game design and organisation may thus help
to circumvent issues related to upscaling. A few recent experiences have progressed in the
direction of dealing with multiple scale issues within a single game. In Uganda, Hassenforder
et al. (2016), for instance, have played at local scale but discussed and developed outcomes at
regional scale. In Laos, Ornetsmüller, Castella and Verburg (2018) developed a ‘metagame’
for national experts that summarised findings from a series of local games. On the topic of
coastal vulnerability, one game (see Case study 12.1) integrates multiple scales, with players
having roles bridging the scales, thanks to a cautious management of space and a rather large
number of facilitators (Bonté et al. 2019).

Resource implications
Serious games need skills for crafting the game at suitable levels of complexity to allow participants to play it easily and still be willing to discuss their issues. This means finding the right
combination of related items but also providing an environment with suitable pace and willingness to continue. A second set of skills is the facilitation of games. Facilitators have a crucial role
to generate a suitable gaming atmosphere for participants to accept the game as an exploration
tool. They must keep control of the dynamics and adjust these according to the group. They
also have a crucial role to play in the debriefing stage, to lead participants to elaborate on new
knowledge derived from the game experience and to set an action plan accordingly.
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Case study 12.1: Coastal regional planning under
global changes at play in Languedoc, France
The Amenajeu game was developed for and used with a group of 40 stakeholders to
support the review process of a regional planning document called the Scheme of Territorial Consistency (Schéma de Cohérence Territoriale or SCoT). Among other issues, the
game aims to drive the urbanisation process of an area. The SCoT is a mandatory urban planning document reviewed every five years. The elaboration of this document
is particularly difficult, due to the long-term and large-scale projection considered and
the numerous stakes and sectors of activity involved. In this context, the Amenajeu serious game is designed as a participatory device dedicated to the co-analysis of multilevel and multi-scale adaptations to global change. Actions taken by some to decrease
their vulnerability may increase the vulnerability of others. The participatory session
is aimed at increasing awareness of potential vulnerability transfers in the group of
decision-makers who are in charge of elaborating the SCoT together.
The structure of the Amenajeu game is based on the SES robustness analysis framework proposed by Anderies, Janssen and Ostrom (2004; Anderies, Barreteau, and
Brady 2019) that categorises the entities of an SES into four main categories (resources,
resource users, public and private infrastructure, and public infrastructure providers). The framework focuses on the interactions between these categories in order
to study the impact of exogenous drivers that would affect any of the entities. In the
Amenajeu game, we combine the SES robustness analysis framework with the paradigm of a multi-agent system commonly used to discuss natural resource management
(Bousquet and Le Page 2004; Le Page et al. 2013) in order to make explicit spatial,
multi-scale or multi-sectoral issues.
The stakeholders from the different sectors of activity are viewed as resource
users of the SES. They are represented by tokens that are updated by the facilitators
during every round. These tokens evolve according to the situation of the area,
featuring changes in population, activities and the environment of the SES. Players
play the role of infrastructure providers. These infrastructure providers can set up
infrastructure on the game boards in order to influence the dynamics of sectors of
activities in some locations within the area, or the main attitudes of governance
agencies of subregions in the area. Then they can observe the effect of their decisions
on the resource users.
The region represented in the game, the SCoT territory, was split into four subregions represented by four game boards placed on four tables (Figure 12.1). At the beginning of the game session, players were given a role of sectoral planner that was close
to their functions in the real world (in agriculture, urbanism, nature conservation,
tourism or general planning) and then were allocated to one of the four tables. Each
player had to write down their objective at the beginning of the game and was asked

The second type of resource required is time. A game session is typically one to two hours
long, with 10–15 participants and up to four or five facilitators and observers, depending on
the game being played. The preparation stage in the game design might also be time consuming in that it will include test sessions. These test sessions involve colleagues or communities
of practice with people involved in serious game facilitation and design (Dionnet et al. 2013).
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Figure 12.1 Game session of Amenajeu with multiple tables representing various
distant but connected places (© Raphaël Mathevet)

to base their strategies on this objective, their assets (infrastructure or money when we
represented it) and existing infrastructure. Four rounds of five years each were played.
In each round, facilitators came up with various climatic and demographic events to
put stress on the players, which they had to adapt to.
Discussion about potential vulnerability transfers first occurred during the game,
when players decided how they would set up various infrastructure. Then, during the
debriefing part of the session, players discussed how they would reach their objectives.
The exercise shows that local adaptations at the subregion level make it possible to
temporarily cope with the pressures of global change, by transferring these pressures
to other subregions. Players could observe that the good intentions of some are not
always followed by positive impacts locally or regionally, sometimes simply owing
to a lack of consultation. With the help of this serious game, participants were able
to discuss future changes and to experiment with the interplay of social-ecological
interdependencies, not only between subregions but also between sectors of activity.
This first experience led to the design of a generic and computerised game and method
implemented in several places in France and South Africa (Bonté et al. 2021).

Games are increasingly based on the use of computers to improve the representation of
ecological dynamics. Even if these dynamics remain quite simple to prevent a black box
effect (i.e. participants lose the meaning and relevance of the elements in the game and
of game outcomes), there is a need to make laptops or networked terminals and possibly
a router available.
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According to the context of the game, money might be needed to pay participants (either according to results achieved in the game as in experimental economics, or a flat fee to
compensate the players for their time). The game implementation also requires a venue that
is acceptable to all participants and easy to reach.
As in any participatory approach (Reed 2008; Etienne 2011), ethics need to be taken into
consideration when implementing the game. Contrary to standard workshops, participants are
expected to leave aside their own strategies and agendas during the playing phase (step two) of
the game session. They might reveal more of themselves than they would have wanted to in
the presence of other participants, who could strategically use this in further interaction after
the game situation. However, participants may deny the realism of what had taken place in the
game during debriefing if they consider that it would harm their position in real life.

New directions
Online games with distributed and highly interactive simulation tools are increasingly being
explored and developed to enrol more participants in role-playing game experiments (Becu et al.
2017). Computer simulations are also increasingly incorporating cross-scale and multi-level dimensions, at the risk of losing the easy use and playful or ‘fun’ characteristic of games. Serious
games should remain games, i.e. players should react according to the situation in the game and
not take strategic decisions based on their situation outside the game (Kizos et al. 2018). Computer simulations are an emerging area and mostly aim to explore complexity of SES dynamics
and especially telecoupling issues. Another area in need of research relates to collecting evidence
of the proven impacts (e.g. learning) of role-playing games in real-world settings. Recent progress
in this direction should be reinforced by interdisciplinary works involving specialists in psychology and education and social and environmental scientists, with modellers and stakeholders.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Modelling methods: System dynamics (group model building, mediated modelling, shared
vision planning), agent-based models (ARDI), role-playing games (Wat-A-Game), expert
models (Bayesian networks, fuzzy cognitive maps), state-and-transition models, soft system
methodologies (rich pictures, concept maps, decision trees, cognitive maps)
Integrated approaches: Collaborative modelling, companion modelling, participatory
system analysis

Connections to other chapters
Methods for generating data and systems scoping (Chapters 5–8), specifically participatory
data-collection methods (Chapter 8) or interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), may provide
working material or monitoring and evaluation support within participatory modelling processes. Facilitated dialogue methods (Chapter 9) may smooth participatory modelling workshops. Future analysis (Chapter 10), scenario development (Chapter 11) or serious games
(Chapter 12) may be articulated with participatory models within broader participatory resilience assessment (Chapter 14) or action research (Chapter 15) projects. Expert modelling
(Chapter 16), dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26), state-and-transition modelling
(Chapter 27) and agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) cover the most common types of
modelling methods used in participatory modelling, and participatory modelling may use
institutional analysis (Chapter 22) conceptual frameworks.

Introduction
Whatever the purpose of a model, e.g. forecasting, prescription, explanation, description,
learning and communication or theory building (Kelly et al. 2013; Schlüter, Müller, and
Frank 2019), participatory modelling refers to settings where non-scientist stakeholders are
involved in any of the stages of the modelling process of their social-ecological systems (SES).
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-13 
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SUMMARY TABLE: PARTICIPATORY MODELLING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Environmental Management, (soft)
Operational Research, Complex Systems
Science
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Diversity
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Social learning
• Collective action and collaborative
governance
• Evaluating policy options

13 – Participatory modelling

In the 1960s and 1970s, participatory modelling was rooted in the development of system
dynamics models (Voinov and Bousquet 2010; Barreteau et al. 2013). At the time, business
models were co-developed with business managers at MIT, and citizens were involved by
the US Army Corps of Engineers in environmental management by using system dynamics
modelling. Various schools of research have since developed consistent principles, practices
and methods for modelling and participation, such as participatory simulation (complexity
and computer science), collaborative learning (education science), social sciences experiments
(experimental economics) or participatory action research. The field of water management
is particularly rich in reflections on participation and modelling (Harmonicop Team 2005;
Pahl-Wostl et al. 2007; Basco-Carrera et al. 2017).
Stakeholders may be involved in a modelling process to address issues related to the understanding, representation and management of SES, such as water basins, fisheries or forests.
Using modelling stimulates knowledge elicitation and creative thinking ( Jordan et al. 2018;
Van Bruggen, Nikolic, and Kwakkel 2019). Models act as boundary objects by providing
explicit and negotiable representations of reality (Star and Griesemer 1989). From a technical
perspective, participatory modelling assumes that, within an appropriate interaction setting,
non-specialists are able to co-produce models which make sense to them and which generate
useful discussions and new knowledge.

SES problems and questions
Questions related to social-ecological systems can be classified according to three rationales
for engaging in participatory modelling, as identified by Barreteau et al. (2013).
1.

2.

Assuming that the integration of various kinds of knowledge is useful for understanding
and managing SES, participatory modelling may be used to increase the intrinsic quality
of SES models by addressing questions such as:
• How does one deal with knowledge gaps and ambiguities? (e.g. using modelling to
gather and discuss disparate elements of knowledge from users and managers to reduce uncertainties on complex dynamics (Barreteau et al. 2013))
• How does one calibrate and validate a model of an SES? (e.g. using a role-playing
game as a participatory simulation setting to involve lay stakeholders in the validation
of an agent-based model of their system (Barreteau, Bousquet, and Attonaty 2001)
or having heterogeneous groups of stakeholders ‘suggest and check’ a model of their
system in workshops (Polhill, Sutherland, and Gotts 2009))
Assuming that the involvement of stakeholders, including decision-makers, in the production and spreading of models increases the legitimacy, relevance and impact of these
models through the collaborative framing and design of assumptions, elements, outputs
and settings (Hare 2011), participatory modelling may improve the adequacy of models
in aiding SES management:
• How does one frame model boundaries, questions and outputs to be relevant to
real-world issues? (e.g. organising meetings to discuss and reformulate issues among
actors that have divergent stakes and interests in SES (Dewulf, Bouwen, and Taillieu
2006))
• How does one design and explore management options? (e.g. using participatory
simulation sessions with decision-makers, managers and economic actors to examine
and virtually test options (Souchère et al. 2010))
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3.

• How does one improve appropriation of a model? (e.g. actively involving future users
all along the framing, development and deployment of a decision-support system
( Jakku and Thorburn 2010))
Assuming that the acknowledgement of non-scientific norms, values and interests, and
the empowerment of stakeholders are assets for more sustainable transformations and
policy pathways of SES (Van Bruggen, Nikolic, and Kwakkel 2019), participatory modelling may be used to support larger processes:
• How does one engage stakeholders in a shared systemic vision of their SES? (e.g. by
engaging them in a full-cycle collaborative modelling process (Langsdale et al. 2013))
• How does one induce more informed collective decisions? (e.g. through recognising, accepting and exploring uncertainties and ambiguities during the co-design of a
model (Salliou et al. 2017))
• How does one increase the ability of stakeholders to participate in SES governance
arenas? (e.g. by using participatory modelling settings to raise the cognitive and deliberative capacities of participants (Daré et al. 2018; Landström et al. 2019))
• How does one deal with divergent representations? (e.g. by collectively discussing
models based on stakeholder heuristics versus science-based models (Smajgl et al.
2015))
• How does one improve communication among stakeholders? (e.g. by using models
resulting from participatory modelling to communicate stakeholders’ views among
different organisational levels (Daniell et al. 2010))
• How does one improve deliberation among stakeholders? (e.g. by using models as
boundary objects to allow users and managers to negotiate indicators and set a new
basis for joint resource management (Barreteau et al. 2012))
• How does one induce social learning? (e.g. by using group model building to improve the problem-solving capacities of a collective (Vennix 1996))

Brief description of key methods
Participatory modelling is commonly centred on the model information, construction and
use stages. However, genuine participation requires one to involve stakeholders early in the
modelling process, i.e. during the preparation and organisation stages (including framing and
participant selection), all the way to the follow-up stages (including dissemination, monitoring and evaluation). The engagement level varies from observation to co-steering among the
different stages and stakeholders. A synthetic description framework described by Bots and
Van Daalen (2008) or a participatory engineering method such as the PrePar tool (Ferrand
et al. 2017) is useful for planning and reflecting on these processes.
Depending on the characteristics and stage of development of the model, each participatory modelling event has distinct purposes, e.g. to provide advice, clarify the vision,
mediate conflicting views or improve the model (e.g. see Bots and Van Daalen 2008;
Basco-Carrera et al. 2017). The design of the event should respond to these constraints
through organising working groups (size, homogeneity, functioning, rules) for the different activities and choosing participatory settings (e.g. knowledge elicitation with conceptual diagrams or model verification with interactive simulations – see Hare (2011) for
an overview). Refer to Voinov et al. (2018) for an extended discussion and guidelines for
choosing participatory modelling methods and tools. Hare (2011), Voinov et al. (2016),
and Van Bruggen, Nikolic and Kwakkel (2019) also provide lists and descriptions of the
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Table 13.1 Summary of key modelling methods used in participatory modelling
Method

Description

References

System
dynamics

System dynamics (SD) represent global state variable
dynamics and interdependences and are useful to reflect
on global system concepts. Graphical methods of SD
(causal loop diagrams and stock and flow diagrams) are
good for participatory system thinking and conceptual
SD model building. Many available computerised SD
tools (e.g. Vensim, Stella) navigate transparently between
diagrams, equations and simulation outputs.

Key introductory text
Costanza and Ruth
1998

Agent-based models (ABMs) represent autonomous entities
interacting within spatially explicit levels of organisation.
These models are good for heterogeneous knowledge
integration because of their close ontological resemblance
to the real world. ABMs do not have a specific graphical
method. The ARDI (Actors, Resources, Dynamics and
Interaction) methodology offers a set of ad hoc diagrams
for ABM co-construction. Simplified versions of the unified
modelling language (UML) can also be used in participatory
settings (see Case study 13.1).

Key introductory texts
Barreteau, Bousquet,
and Attonaty 2001
(ABMs and RPGs);
Bousquet and Le Page
2004;
Le Page and Bommel
2005 (UML for ABMs);
Etienne, Du Toit, and
Pollard 2011 (ARDI)

ABMs are implemented and simulated with computer
platforms or role-playing games (RPGs). Cormas (cormas.
cirad.fr) and Netlogo (ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo) are
free ABM platforms that provide features for participatory
simulations or computerised RPG.

Applications to SES
Forrester et al. 2014;
Hoch et al. 2015;
Smajgl et al. 2015

Expert modelling approaches mimic expert thinking.
Bayesian networks (BNs) represent the conditional
probabilities between variables states. Fuzzy cognitive
maps (FCMs) represent causal probabilities propagation
between factors. They have simple graphical formalisms
that are well suited to participatory settings and are
good for coping with variability or divergent opinion and
discussing variables or factors and their relationships.
Specific methods are available for participative
quantification or semi-quantification of probabilities or
influences (Das 2004). Netica (norsys.com/netica.html)
or Mental Modeler (mentalmodeler.org) are platforms to
construct and simulate BNs or FCMs.

Key introductory texts
Düspohl, Zacharias,
and Doell 2012 (BNs);
Gray et al. 2015
(FCMs)

Agent-based
models

Expert
modelling:
Bayesian
networks and
fuzzy cognitive
maps

Soft systems
Soft systems methodologies are modelling approaches
methodologies developed specifically for human-centred systems in the
field of management sciences. They provide graphical
methods that can be used alone or in a conceptual
stage of most of the models mentioned above, such
as concept maps (representation of concepts and
semantic relationships within a knowledge domain),
decision trees (representation of objectives, actions and
system uncertainties and evolution) or cognitive maps
(representation of causal or influence relationships).

Applications to SES
Sandker et al. 2010;
Stave 2010

Applications to SES
Kok 2009;
Celio and GrêtRegamey 2016;
Htun et al. 2016
(FCMs);
Salliou et al. 2017
(BNs)
Key introductory text
Vidal 2006
Applications to SES
Mendoza and Prabhu
2006;
Hommes et al. 2008
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various tools and methods, computerised or not, that may be used for implementing
participatory settings.
Because of their expressivity, model paradigms that are most broadly used in participatory modelling of SES are system dynamics models, agent-based models, expert modelling
approaches and soft system methodologies (Table 13.1). State-and-transition models are another kind of modelling approach focusing on alternative states, thresholds and transitions
(see Chapter 27). Furthermore, any type of model may be developed or used participatively
within appropriate processes and settings (see Landström et al. 2019 for a pragmatic approach
to participatory hydrological modelling). The relevance of a modelling method depends on
the characteristics of the target system and on the available resources in terms of time, skills,
money and data. In this regard, criteria and guidelines can be found in Schlüter, Müller and
Frank (2019) and Kelly et al. (2013).
Communities of researchers and practitioners developed integrated approaches that provide methodological guidelines and tools for implementing a participatory modelling process
(see Van Bruggen, Nikolic and Kwakkel 2019 for a comparative description). Some of the
most well known are described in Table 13.2.

Table 13.2 Summary of key integrated approaches used in participatory modelling
Approach

Description

References

Participatory
system analysis

Participatory system analysis combines a broad
range of tools and techniques developed in
the ﬁeld of systems thinking with participatory
methods. It is presented as an approach
that extends participatory rural assessment
with system science approaches. It provides
guidelines and tools for performing needs
and problems analysis, carrying out abstract
modelling, exploring decisions or scenario
options, and implementing design (maps,
spidergrams, Bayesian networks, system
dynamics, plans).

Key introductory text
Lynam 2001

Group model building (GMB) and mediated
modelling (MM) are historical integrated
approaches of participatory system dynamics
models building. Group model building focuses
on organisational messy problems and strategic
decision-making within teams. It provides
‘scripts’ for standardised protocols (Hovmand
et al. 2012) and has been widely used in private
and public institutions. Mediated modelling
aims at involving broad stakeholder groups in
collective learning and consensus building on
environmental issues. It provides a structured
iterative process for involving the participants
between the distinct stages of model
development.

Key introductory texts
Andersen et al. 2007 (GMB);
Metcalf et al. 2010 (MM)

Group model
building and
mediated
modelling
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Applications to SES
Smith, Felderhof, and Bosch
2007;
Nguyen and Bosch 2013

Applications to SES
Antunes, Santos, and Videira
2006 (MM);
Daniell et al. 2010;
Halbe, Pahl-Wostl, and
Adamowski 2018 (GMB)
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Approach

Description

References

Shared vision
planning and
collaborative
modelling for
decision support

Collaborative modelling for decision support
(CMDS) comprises collaborative system
dynamics modelling in combination with
communication, visualisation and facilitation
tools of structured public participation, and
mental and cultural models of planning
and decision support. It is based on the
experience of US government environmental
agencies on stakeholders’ involvement in
water management. It is an evolution of the
US Army Corps of Engineers’ shared vision
planning (SVP), which defines iterative steps
for participatory system dynamics modelling.
It is supported by principles and best
practices established by the joint work of a
community of academics and practitioners
of modelling, facilitation and water
management between 2008 and 2010.

Key introductory texts
Werick 1994 (SVP);
Langsdale et al. 2013 (CMDS);
Online sources (principles
and guidelines for SVP and
CMDS, e.g. labs.wsu.edu/
collaborativemodeling/cmds)

Companion modelling (ComMod)
promotes the iterative, collaborative and
adaptive use of models aimed at sharing
and legitimating multiple views of SES and
articulating scientific production and collective
decision-making. It mostly uses the agent-based
model paradigm with alternative or combined
use of role-playing games. It emerged in France
in the 1990s as an approach for implementing
complexity thinking and post-normal theory
(Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993) in natural
resources management issues.

Key introductory text
Barreteau et al. 2003
(ComMod charter)

Companion
modelling

ComMod has an active community of
researchers and practitioners hosting regular
events and training. Various tools and
methods, such as ARDI and Cormas, have
been developed (see ‘Agent-based models’ in
Table 13.1).

Applications to SES
Palmer et al. 1999;
Antunes, Santos, and Videira
2006 (MM);
Creighton and Langsdale 2009
(SVP);
Basco-Carrera et al. 2017
(CMDS)

Applications to SES
Souchère et al. 2010;
Abrami et al. 2012
(CoOPLAaGE);
d’Aquino and Bah 2013;
Hassenforder et al. 2015;
Bouamrane et al. 2016;
Ferrand et al. 2017;
Ponta et al. 2019;
commod.org (case studies and
material)

ComMod has also produced spin-off thematic
participatory modelling platforms. TerriStories
(terristories.org) offers a configurable board
game on land issues that combines concepts
from participatory modelling, role-playing
games and live theatre. Wat-A-Game is
a platform for the ‘design by playing’ of
games on water management. It is part of
CoOPLAaGE (cooplaage.watagame.info), a
larger integrated suite of low-tech tools and
protocols based on participatory modelling
that supports stakeholder groups in the design
of decision procedures.
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Limitations
The intrinsic quality of participatory models is highly dependent on how the participation is
organised. Biases and interests of participants (including modellers and researchers) may have
an impact on the scope and elements of the model, which needs to be carefully considered
(Daniell et al. 2010). Skilled facilitation and negotiation are necessary. Special care should be
taken with graphical computerised tools because the ease of adding new elements can quickly
lead to overly complex models (Kelly et al. 2013).
Participatory modelling may raise false expectations or can be deceptive. Participants may
feel that the final model does not represent their views adequately, particularly after some
post-processing work (Daniell et al. 2010; Hare 2011). They may perceive it as too narrow or
too complex relative to the richness of the modelling process (Sandker et al. 2010). Conceptual models based on stakeholder perspectives may not make sense outside the participation
arena, and decision-makers may not need a new integrated model but rather simple, data-rich
and trustworthy models that can be used for decision support (Hare 2011). These risks are
high when participation happens within several interconnected processes sharing part or all
of their teams, participants and events, but each having its own agenda and objectives (Seidl
2015). The risks can be minimised by carefully considering the expectations, purposes and
agendas of participants, clients and organising team, and also by designing and communicating as explicitly and transparently as possible about the processes, their outcomes and
products, and how they will be shared or used (Sterling et al. 2019). If model uptake is an
objective, an answer can be to choose off-the-shelf software that is easy to learn and available
to all (Langsdale et al. 2013), or to plan for professional levels of model documentation and
maintenance in the project funding (Hare 2011).
Participatory modelling may lead to undesirable effects for the process and for the participants. The framing induced by the model may inhibit deliberation and creativity rather
than fostering it (Barnaud and Van Paassen 2013). Hedelin et al. (2017) warn that the modelling may induce a focus on the choice of measures (‘How can we get there?’) rather than
on broader issues of societal development (‘Where do we want to go?’). The question of how
the modelling approach (modelling method, level of realism, level of integration) is chosen
and how it affects the modelling process output and participants is discussed in Langsdale
et al. (2013), Le Page and Perrotton (2017), and Schlüter, Müller and Frank (2019). Regarding ethics, inappropriate consideration of participants’ motivation or power asymmetries may
create biases in the model or harmful impacts in the ‘real world’ (Barnaud and Van Paassen
2013; Daré and Venot 2017; Hedelin et al. 2017). See for instance criticisms and hints from a
socio-political perspective in Tsouvalis and Waterton (2012).
The impact of participatory modelling in larger SES transformation processes may appear limited or difficult to assess. The size of the co-modelling groups and the time frame of
research projects are limiting factors. This implies that process extension may be needed to
achieve transformative effects (Hare 2011). Joint ownership of an associate decision-making
process is an asset in this regard (Van Bruggen, Nikolic, and Kwakkel 2019). Landström et al.
(2019) propose a systematic approach to consolidate participants’ commitment during and
after the project. Extension through widespread adoption of participatory modelling outside
research projects is limited not only by low binding participatory obligations but also by the
limited human capacity (skills and personnel) of local communities and management institutions (Hare 2011). The monitoring and impact assessment of participatory modelling raises
specific questions in data collection and analysis, which requires more research ( Jones et al.
2009; Smajgl and Ward 2015; Hassenforder et al. 2016).
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Finally, even though participatory modelling case studies have flourished in the past
20 years, the field still lacks common sets of principles and frameworks or roadmaps that would
unify existing approaches sharing the same goal. This would support the design of new participatory modelling processes, structure analysis and evaluation of past cases (Jordan et al. 2018;
Van Bruggen, Nikolic, and Kwakkel 2019). Generic templates would be useful to systematise
approaches to participatory modelling, and thus quality management (Seidl 2015). Many recent
review papers demonstrate the current efforts of the community in this direction. Hare (2011),
Voinov et al. (2016), Hedelin et al. (2017), Basco-Carrera et al. (2017) and Jordan et al. (2018)
focus on the features, limits and challenges of participatory modelling. Langsdale et al. (2013),
Voinov et al. (2018) and Sterling et al. (2019) developed principles and best practices. Bots
and Van Daalen (2008), Hare (2011), Barreteau et al. (2013), and Van Bruggen, Nikolic and
Kwakkel (2019) propose guidelines for basic design choices and the classification of approaches.
Hassenforder et al. (2016), Hedelin et al. (2017) and Voinov et al. (2018) propose extended process description frameworks that can be used for assessment and comparison or process design.

Resource implications
As for any participatory process, local social capital is an essential resource for planning and
organising participatory modelling (identification, selection and mobilisation of participants,
relationships with other arenas). In this regard, established relationships and community coleads are crucial in navigating the social and political context (Sterling et al. 2019).
Various capacities are needed in the organising team. Some are generic to participatory
processes (participatory engineering skills, knowledge of the context, social and facilitation
skills, openness to learn, ability to adjust or even dismiss existing objectives and models) or
modelling processes (technical skills to implement and explore models). Specific facilitation
and modelling skills are needed to ensure knowledge elicitation and make explicit the diversity of views, issues and propositions that have been recognised by the group, even if they
cannot be integrated into the model. These are not widespread capacities and make participatory processes sensitive to personnel changes and difficult to sustainably transfer (Langsdale
et al. 2013; Sterling et al. 2019).
Participation and modelling both generate important time constraints, and it might prove
difficult to coordinate stakeholders’ and modellers’ time frames (Hedelin et al. 2017). Depending on the type of model, specific material and software are needed. Finally, additional
staff may be required for assistance and observation during workshops, and afterwards for
dissemination, monitoring and evaluation.

New directions
Participatory modelling needs research and innovation to improve its transfer outside the
academic world, its impact, and its uptake by local communities or management institutions. Interesting protocols are based on strategic resource minimalist research projects
(Landström et al. 2019) or low-tech tools and adaptive workflows that can be used to
engage and autonomise practitioners and stakeholders (Ferrand et al. 2017). Artificial intelligence technologies might be useful by partially automating participatory modelling
processes (e.g. transforming discourses into models or assisting groups of participants in a
process workflow). Web services and tools that could support online modelling activities
in large-scale participatory processes or as alternative settings to face-to-face meetings are
reviewed in Voinov et al. (2016).
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Case study 13.1: Participatory modelling
with cattle breeders in Uruguay
In Uruguay, nicknamed the ‘green desert’, the pampa offers a natural pasture
where the herds graze freely, providing high-quality meat for export. However,
climate change is affecting cattle farming – the primary economic source of this
small country. From the 1990s onwards, droughts have occurred, killing thousands of animals and causing many bankruptcies. In response to these changes,
the Instituto Plan Agropecuario (IPA) of Uruguay launched the ‘SequiaBasalto’
project, which aims to understand the drought phenomena and develop a participatory methodology to improve the adaptive capacities of livestock farmers
using the ComMod approach (Barreteau et al. 2003). The objective of the model
was to test several management strategies and facilitate communication between
livestock farmers and support services. The study was conducted by Bommel et al.
(2014). An agent-based modelling approach was chosen for its capacity to integrate
various disciplines and types of expertise.
The first version of the model was collectively designed with livestock and grassland specialists from the project. They used unified modelling language (UML) diagrams to specify and share their expert knowledge on pasture growth processes, herd
dynamics and farmers’ management strategies into a common vision of the model
(Figure 13.1A). The resulting model was then implemented on the Cormas platform.
This model refined grass growth, herd behaviour and population dynamics. In contrast, farmers’ management strategy options were coarse, corresponding to (a) IPA
experts’ representations of farmers’ traditional practices, guided by profit, or (b) recommended best practices, guided by pasture sustainability.
The second stage of the process was to invite farmers to analyse running simulations and the behaviours of the farmer agents. Not surprisingly, the management strategies were the focus of the farmers’ criticisms. What was more surprising
was that, after discussions based on interactive simulations, farmers, both men and
women, engaged in analysing UML activity diagrams (Figure 13.1C))! In fact, farmers were already accustomed to this formalism because, following the recommendation from an IPA researcher, IPA technicians had been using UML activity diagrams
to conduct their interviews. The Cormas specialist in the project considered this to
be an opportunity to develop and test an executable activity diagram editor into
Cormas (Bommel et al. 2016).
In the third stage of the project, farmers participated in hybrid workshops mixing participatory modelling and interactive simulation to make the assessment livelier
and more effective. Using the UML activity diagram editor embedded in Cormas,
participants were able to generate new management strategies without programming
knowledge and directly observe their impacts in simulations. This increased interactivity with the model revealed two interesting features:
1.
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By being able to modify the agents’ behaviour, participants played with the model
and better understood its logic. The immediate response of the model to each
change increased their understanding of the underlying mechanisms. This triggered debates on how best to deal with droughts.
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Figure 13.1 (A) Design session with experts, (B) first workshop with producers,
(C) evaluation by farmers of the UML diagrams of the model, and
(D) a farmer explains a simulation (© Pierre Bommel)

2.

By testing alternative strategies with the UML editor, participants were able
to identify some modelling and implementation biases. A strategy they had
defined was not producing the result they had expected and they identified
an issue with the way some actions of the agents were scheduled in the agentbased model.

The primary objective of this participatory modelling process was to improve
knowledge of the livestock system, and indeed, it brought the IPA experts to acknowledge that their recommendations in terms of management had not always
been the best. Outside periods of drought, the traditional strategy seemed in fact
more economically profitable.
Although originally designed by the experts, the model highlighted the value
of different types of knowledge. Beyond the debates it generated, the agent-based
model also helped to identify adaptation strategies that seem to improve producers’ resilience. Today, most of the farmers and technicians who participated in
the workshops continue to experiment with the model. They use it to seek more
effective management strategies in normal and drought periods. The Uruguayan
government is now using this project as a methodological example to be followed
for other development projects.
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A second set of innovations relates to smoothing and tailoring the experience of participatory modelling. Participatory modelling may benefit from a closer collaboration with the
fields of design, science communication and human–computer interaction to better design
communication elements such as user interfaces, model guides and diagrams ( Jordan et al.
2018). Advances in digital and communication technologies provide new forms of visual
media for use in participatory modelling (Voinov et al. 2016). There could also be more
responsive human–computer interactions to enhance interactions among participants and
with the model (Bommel et al. 2018). For a case study where anthropology and arts-based
facilitation allowed adjustment to the cultural specificities of participants, see McCarter
et al. (2018).
A third set of innovations relates to a better articulation of models among themselves and
with real-world processes. Little work has been done on the articulation of different modelling approaches that apply to the same SES ( Jordan et al. 2018).
The design science concepts developed by Klabbers (2009) can be used to reflect and
design the articulation between a participatory modelling process and the research or
decision-making processes with which it is interconnected (Becu 2020). Hedelin et al. (2017)
elaborate on organisational integration as a key research question.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Wayfinder, RAPTA, Resilience Assessment Workbook for Practitioners 2.0, STRESS,
operationalising systemic resilience

Connections to other chapters
Resilience assessment is an umbrella process within which a wide range of tools and methods
can be used. During the first stages of the assessment, systems scoping (Chapter 5) will be
performed, commonly also interviews with key informants (Chapter 7) and participatory
data collection (Chapter 8), such as timelines and historical profiling. Resilience assessment
often benefits from reviewing previous collections of ecological field data (Chapter 6). The
more technical part of the assessment includes systems analysis, such as expert modelling
(Chapter 16), network analysis (Chapter 23), causal loop diagrams or other dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26), and state-and-transition modelling (Chapter 27). The entire
participatory process will draw on elements from different co-production methods, including facilitated dialogues and change labs (Chapter 9), scenario development (Chapter 11),
and participatory modelling and planning (Chapter 13), particularly adaptive environmental
management. Resilience assessment could also include action research (Chapter 15), futures
analysis (Chapter 10) and qualitative content analysis (Chapter 19).

Introduction
Resilience assessment is a strategic approach grounded in theory that integrates multiple
methods relevant to social-ecological systems (SES) research, in order to better understand
the dynamics of complex SES and design strategic interventions. Although primarily designed for applying resilience theory in practice, the approach is often used as a research
method. While the core technical component focuses on analysing system dynamics,
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SUMMARY TABLE: RESILIENCE ASSESSMENT
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Ecology, Sociology, Environmental
Science, Human Geography,
Development Studies
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process

TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Multiple scales and levels or
cross-level interactions
• Adaptation and self-organisation
• Regime shifts
• Transformation
• Social learning
• Collective action and
collaborative governance
• Exploring uncertainty
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resilience assessment increasingly emphasises the process itself, including strategic engagement, knowledge co-creation and leveraging existing opportunities to help ensure actionable
outcomes.
Resilience assessment can be applied in any SES (e.g. rural villages, cities, coastal fisheries, working landscapes) where people depend upon, shape and respond to their environment. Central to resilience assessment is the development of a conceptual model
that integrates social and ecological variables and explicitly considers external drivers and
system feedbacks (Walker and Salt 2012). The approach assumes an integrated humans-innature worldview that encourages multiple types of knowledge and evidence. While a key
objective of most assessments is to better understand SES dynamics in order to influence
change in the system, it also accepts that this knowledge will always be partial in complex
adaptive systems.
The early framework developed by Walker and colleagues (2002) (‘A working hypothesis
for a participatory approach to applying resilience thinking’) introduced a set of methods to
help researchers and practitioners view natural resource issues from a systems perspective.
These methods included describing the system and historical timelines, mapping external
drivers and using future scenarios. While the methods themselves were not new, Walker and
colleagues combined them in a framework for the purpose of understanding resilience in
SES. Resilience was defined as the amount of change a system can undergo and still retain its
structure and function, and its capacity for self-organisation, adaptation and learning (Walker
et al. 2002). Building on these core elements, the Resilience Alliance (RA) (2010) developed
a practitioner’s workbook, integrating concepts such as system thresholds, interactions across
scales, social networks and adaptive governance. Most of the resilience assessment approaches
available today that are designed to address SES problems and questions can be traced to these
original publications.
While early applications of resilience assessment tended to focus on ecological dynamics,
over time greater attention was paid to human dimensions and fully integrated SES dynamics (Anderies, Walker, and Kinzig 2006; Walker and Salt 2012). This shift is also reflected
in changing definitions of resilience, which more recently has been defined as the capacity
of an SES to persist in the face of disturbance and change, while continuing to adapt and
develop along a pathway or transform and navigate new pathways in order to sustain human
well-being (Biggs, Schlüter, and Schoon 2015; Folke 2016). Increasingly, resilience thinking
takes into account and integrates notions of governance systems, ecosystem services and
human well-being, adaptive capacity and transformation (Olsson, Folke, and Hughes 2008;
Daw et al. 2015; Sellberg et al. 2018b). Engaging with complexity, a core concept of socialecological resilience thinking (Preiser et al. 2018) is increasingly seen as key to understanding
and engaging with SES dynamics. As social-ecological research continues to advance, many
new analytical methods, both qualitative and quantitative, are likely to become part of the
resilience assessment toolkit, just as the process itself is becoming more of a continuous practice involving reflection and reiteration.
Resilience assessment approaches are now being developed by a range of organisations
working in a variety of contexts, including coastal, urban and rural development, conservation and climate change, to name a few. This growing abundance of resilience assessment guides and tools (ODI 2016; Sharifi 2016; Douxchamps et al. 2017) highlights the
many different ways in which resilience is conceptualised. However, only a relatively small
number of these guides and tools align with an SES framing. In this chapter, we focus on
a select few guides that are based on social-ecological perspectives and that engage with
complexity.
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SES problems and questions
Resilience assessment broadly addresses questions about the capacity of an SES to cope with and
respond to change. In the Anthropocene, people and nature increasingly face complex, wicked
problems that demand coordinated actions across multiple scales (Steffen et al. 2011). Often
there are no simple solutions since actions to improve the conditions and resources for one
group might negatively affect another (Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018). These types of challenges,
which span domains and interact across scales, have raised interest in complexity-based approaches to better navigate change while moving towards more desirable futures (Sellberg
et al. 2018a). Within the broad framing of just and sustainable futures, resilience assessment is
an adaptable approach that employs a variety of social-ecological methods to address multiple
issues that suit the context. Each assessment identifies as its focus one or more issues relevant to
the particular SES.
The types of questions that resilience assessments generally deal with include:
•

•

•

Understanding the resilience of an SES, how it has changed over time and what factors build or erode it; resilience assessment usually addresses both resilience to specific
changes and potential shifts in a system state, as well as general resilience to unknown
change
Exploring strategies and actions for an SES to continue to deliver important ecosystem
services to people in the face of change; these strategies can include buffering change,
but also adapting and transforming in response to change
Exploring how governance and management of an SES can be improved by taking more
of the inherent system complexity and dynamics into account; the assumption is that this
will better align the governance system with the underlying social-ecological processes
and also make it more effective

In practice, these three areas of exploration might be partly overlapping and one resilience
assessment could cover all of them. Below are examples of specific questions that resilience
assessments have dealt with.
•

•
•

•

•
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How has resilience of an SES changed over time? (e.g. understanding how the resilience
of a Coastal Pacific herring fishery changed during different management eras (Salomon
et al. 2019))
What factors build or erode resilience? (e.g. comparing cases of resilience and transformation across the Arctic region (Huitric, Peterson, and Rocha 2016))
How can we increase the resilience of important ecosystem services in the face of future
changes? (e.g. exploring strategies for building resilience of food systems in Eskilstuna
Municipality in Sweden (Sellberg, Wilkinson, and Peterson 2015))
How can we shift the system to a trajectory where important ecosystem services are
more resilient? (e.g. exploring how the Telecho community in Ethiopia can transition to
pathways to a more food-secure system (Maru et al. 2017))
How can we manage an SES in a way that takes more of its complexity into account?
(e.g. co-producing knowledge on multiple ecosystem services in the Helgeå watershed, the synergies and trade-offs between them and potential positive future scenarios
(Malmborg 2019))
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•

•

How can governance of an SES take more of the social-ecological connections and dynamics of change into account? (e.g. understanding the social and economic dimensions
of natural resource management issues and identifying thresholds of potential concern
in Australian natural resource management (Sellberg et al. 2018b))
How can we design development interventions that address the systemic causes of problems, are more effective and have sustained benefits? (Maru et al. 2017)

Brief description of key methods
A small number of resilience assessment guides explicitly engage with the complex nature
of SES. These approaches offer ways of exploring social-ecological dynamics and developing
strategies to influence how a system might adapt or transform in the face of change. They
also offer practical tools grounded in theory that can help researchers and others to assess and
influence the resilience of complex adaptive systems (Sellberg et al. 2018a). While there are
many other resilience assessment guides available that have been developed for a variety of
purposes, the approaches included in Table 14.1 are designed to assess resilience specifically
through a social-ecological lens.

Table 14.1 Summary of key approaches used in resilience assessment
Approach

Description

References

Wayfinder

Wayfinder is a resilience guide for navigating
towards sustainable futures. It is a process guide
used for resilience assessment, planning and
action in SES. It describes a process for engaging
stakeholders at multiple levels, co-creating
knowledge and exploring system dynamics (e.g.
feedbacks, thresholds, cross-scale interactions)
and social-ecological dilemmas (e.g. ecosystem
service trade-offs). It includes tools for developing
strategic actions and deciding when to build
resilience and when to adapt or transform.
Wayfinder also offers practical guidance and an
online toolkit with ready-to-use activity sheets.

Key introductory text
Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018

The Resilience, Adaptation Pathways and
Transformation Assessment (RAPTA) framework
is a guide to developing and implementing
interventions for sustainable development.
It includes technical components of system
assessment (feedbacks, thresholds, cross-scale
interaction) and guidance on filtering options
and creating pathways for change. It has been
designed to work with project cycles and to
enhance or work with existing theory of change
methods.

Key introductory text
O’Connell et al. 2016

Resilience,
Adaptation
Pathways and
Transformation
Assessment

Applications to SES
Goffner, Sinare, and Gordon
2019;
Perrotton, Ka, and Goffner
2019

Applications to SES
Maru et al. 2017;
Cowie et al. 2019

(Continued)
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Table 14.1 (Continued)
Approach

Description

References

Resilience
Assessment
Workbook for
Practitioners 2.0

The Resilience Assessment Workbook presents a
five-phase approach to assessing the resilience of
SES. This approach involves defining the system,
understanding system dynamics, identifying key
relationships, exploring system governance and
acting on the assessment.

Key introductory texts
Walker et al. 2009;
Resilience Alliance 2010

STRESS

Strategic Resilience Assessment (STRESS) is a
learning process for resilience planning that
includes a communications plan, a work plan
and field-team training. It includes practical
guidance on the time and skills required for the
assessment, which works towards developing
a resilience-focused theory of change. STRESS
combines resilience concepts with vulnerability
assessment (e.g. developing vulnerability
profiles, identifying vulnerable groups).

Key introductory text
Levine, Vaughan, and
Nicholson 2017

Operationalising systemic resilience is a
multi-stakeholder process to build community
resilience. The framework is derived from a
critical analysis of resilience thinking, systems
thinking, community operational research
and development studies. Phases in the
process include critiquing system boundaries,
visioning (negotiating desirable change
‘for whom’), setting time frames through
asset mapping and back-casting, scenario
development to probe uncertainties, locally
driven implementation, evaluation learning
and re-evaluation.

Key introductory text
Helfgott 2018

Operationalising
systemic resilience

Applications to SES
Haider, Quinlan, and Peterson
2012;
Walker and Salt 2012;
Wilkinson 2012;
Sellberg, Wilkinson, and
Peterson 2015;
Sellberg et al. 2018b

Applications to SES
Mercy Corps 2018

Applications to SES
No known applications

Limitations
Resilience assessment is a practical, hands-on, transdisciplinary and collaborative approach
for exploring critical issues in SES. There are a number of limitations or challenges, many of
which also apply to other participatory knowledge co-production processes.
At a conceptual level, a complex adaptive systems mindset is key to resilience assessment,
but this takes time to develop and often is in direct contrast to prevailing views. When
resilience assessment was used by catchment management authorities in Australia, the practitioners often experienced a clash with existing mainstream approaches to natural resource
management that assume linear cause-and-effect relationships (Sellberg et al. 2018b). By
contrast, the resilience assessment approach highlights real-world complexity and does not
sit neatly within one sector; rather, it acknowledges that outcomes are uncertain, which can
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sometimes be very challenging. Cross-scale interactions can also appear abstract or too far
removed from the system and may be difficult to evaluate, but conceptual models are helpful
in this regard (e.g. see Walker et al. 2009).
At a practical level, the approach is process intensive, requiring significant time and resource investments and a commitment to revisiting past steps and challenging assumptions as
new knowledge and understanding is gained. As with most transdisciplinary and collaborative approaches, resilience assessment requires time for building relationships and trust and
embedding or anchoring the process in an organisation or community. In two Swedish cases,
for example, the assessments were mainly side projects to the normal operations, carried
forward by engaged key individuals (Sellberg, Wilkinson, and Peterson 2015; Sellberg et al.
2017). As seen in some cases in Australia, where resilience assessment has been used the longest, it takes several years to really embed the approach in an organisation because it requires
changes in the organisational culture, structure and processes (Sellberg et al. 2018b). Some
have suggested simpler and faster approaches to assessing resilience, but ultimately there are
no shortcuts to enabling systemic change, which inevitably involves a long-term commitment (Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018).
As an ongoing method for understanding system dynamics, resilience assessment is incompatible with short-term project frames that are common in programmes that expect predetermined outcomes according to a set schedule. This points to an ethical consideration of not
starting a resilience assessment where there is no possibility of a long-term commitment and
follow-through. Resilience assessment has been ongoing in parts of Australia for well over a
decade. In Tajikistan, external experts conducted a resilience assessment over a one-year period, but in partnership with an NGO with a long-term engagement in the area (Sellberg et al.
2018a). Capacity building, as part of the Tajikistan project, also ensured that the NGO could
continue using and adapting the resilience assessment approach in their operations.

Resource implications
Resilience assessment as described in this chapter is a learning process that requires both a
long-term commitment and sufficient resources, including skilled facilitation and people
who are trained to guide a participatory process. Resilience assessments also draw on existing
sources of data, e.g. regarding different environmental aspects. The quality of and access to
these data will determine the depth and quality of the assessment.
The leader or team leading a resilience assessment needs inter- and transdisciplinary skills,
since they need to integrate many different types of knowledge and sources of information,
e.g. qualitative and quantitative data from natural and social science, as well as practical and
experiential knowledge with scientific knowledge. If diverse participants are engaged in the
process of assessing resilience and analysing systems, they also need skills that can be translated to ground complex concepts in real-world examples that are relevant to the context.
Established networks and relationships with key stakeholders and non-academic partners are
not prerequisites but can greatly facilitate the process and decrease the time of preparation.
The assessment leaders or teams also need to be trained in resilience and systems thinking.
They also need a complex adaptive systems mindset and the pedagogical skills to teach this
mindset to other core people involved in the resilience assessment, if necessary. Additional
skills in particular methods and tools, such as scenario development (Chapter 11) or dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26), will be useful, without getting too attached to any one
tool. The case will determine which tool will be useful and it is recommended to have a
variety of tools at one’s disposal.
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Case study 14.1: Collectively redefining a better
future in Ranérou-Ferlo, Senegal
Nearly 60 years after independence, rural populations living in the Ferlo, i.e. the northern
Sahelian part of Senegal, continue to face immense development challenges. The majority of people living in the region are Fulani pastoralists who rely on extensive livestock
herding. Vulnerability persists in the region, despite decades of development initiatives
by the Senegalese government and international organisations leading to increased access to health care, education and water. Among the key issues are climate variability
(e.g. Herman et al. 2018), malnutrition (e.g. Lazzaroni and Wagner 2016), land degradation
(e.g. Hermann, Aziz Diouf, and Sall 2019), and persistent tensions among local actors over
the use of pastoral resources. Researchers from the French government-funded Future Sahel Project, in collaboration with the Senegalese Great Green Wall Agency, conducted an
18-month-long participatory process with the goal of co-creating an innovative strategic
development plan for the district of Ranérou-Ferlo.
Following the Wayfinder guide (Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018), the process began
by identifying who to engage and doing an initial system exploration. Two coalitions
were quickly established: (a) a ‘national coalition’ (Dakar) involving managers of the
national Great Green Wall Agency, and (b) a ‘local coalition’ (Ranérou) involving
the district administrator and the head of the local office of the Directorate of Water,
Forestry, Hunting and Soil Conservation. Together with these coalitions, researchers
mobilised local citizens to form a multi-stakeholder working group. This group identified a set of local aspirations for development, along with existing constraints that
were preventing the realisation of these aspirations. These included, for instance, the
general lack of collective action, the lack of accountability of governance actors, the
spread of uncontrolled settlements, and prejudices and misconceptions about Fulani
herders. The next step used a systems lens to identify key leverage points that were
revealed in conceptual models drawn by participants, as well as the networks of interactions between aspirations for the system and constraints.
In the final step of the process, four action strategies were collectively designed.
Each strategy revolved around a set of linked aspirations and proposed actions to trigger specific changes in the district of Ranérou-Ferlo in order to reach these aspirations,
while bringing the district closer to a more resilient path (future-sahel.blogspot.com).
The resilience assessment process: (a) confirmed the pressing need for improvement of social-ecological conditions in the area, (b) helped researchers and stakeholders to collectively identify development priorities and create strategies that target
key leverage points, and (c) along with local actors highlighted the importance of
social-oriented development actions in environmental protection. A strategic plan was
distributed to all governance and development actors involved in the process. The
development planning document included explanations of key concepts in the theoretical framework of the Wayfinder approach, and provided full descriptions of the
strategies that had been co-designed with local actors.
The Wayfinder process conducted in Ranérou (Figure 14.1) integrated three
groups of actors working at local to national levels. Their respective activities contributed towards developing strategies for change. At a local scale, results of workshops
with the multi-stakeholder group were presented by the research team and discussed
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with the local coalition. To enable the implementation of the strategies, leaders of the
Senagalese Great Green Wall Agency were involved through the national coalition.
Many of the challenges encountered with this case study are common to participatory processes in rural areas, including language barriers and the low literacy rates of
workshop participants. These were overcome by including Senegalese researchers who
could speak Fulani and using drawings and other visual aids during workshops. To address power imbalances among local actors, stakeholder groups met separately first to
ensure the inclusion of marginalised voices. Locally relevant metaphors were used to
help explain otherwise abstract theoretical concepts that do not always translate well.
The Wayfinder resilience assessment approach was well suited to the objectives
and context of research in the Ranérou-Ferlo SES. Beyond the key insights gained regarding local system dynamics, the coalitions helped to maintain a focus on realistic and
relevant development strategies, which could be supported and eventually implemented
by governance and development actors. Simultaneously, trust among coalition members
enabled dialogue about alternative land management options that challenged existing
beliefs and habits and opened up new possibilities. Importantly, the involvement of governance actors in the coalitions facilitated uptake of the results in their networks and
within the organisations that will implement the development strategies.

NATIONAL COALITION

LOCAL COALITION

Representatives of the Senegalese
Great Green Wall agency

District administrator +
Water and Forest officer

Assist with institutional networking

Co-supervise local activities

Reflect on results

Assist with workshop organisation
Reflect on results

RANÉROU
DAKAR

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER WORKING GROUP
Local actors representing different
interests and visions
Members of the group

Identify innovative development strategies

Roles/activities of the group

Share results within personal networks

Figure 14.1 A multi-level process framework for resilience assessment in Ranérou,
Senegal (© Arthur Perrotton)
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New directions
While resilience assessment has traditionally been oriented towards natural resource management and planning processes, it is increasingly being used to inform development programming (Haider, Quinlan, and Peterson 2012; Pollard, Biggs, and Du Toit 2014; Maru
et al. 2017; Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018). A growing number of guides have been designed to
streamline the assessment with project cycles and have integrated traditional development
methods such as theory of change, capitals approaches and livelihood analysis (OECD 2014;
O’Connell et al. 2016; Levine, Vaughn, and Nicholson 2017; UNDP 2017). The intersection
of resilience and development practice has the potential to be a source for interdisciplinary
innovation by combining and creating new methods. The recently developed Wayfinder
approach offers a new framing of change narratives that is informed by theory of change and
social innovation, and combines agency, opportunity context and strategic leverage points
(Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018). A number of rapid resilience assessment approaches are also
being developed, mostly using quantitative methods, to suit a variety of project objectives
(Salomon et al. 2019).
Resilience assessment is increasingly used in urban contexts, as resilience is a key issue for
many cities facing extreme weather events, a lack of water and other disruptions (Elmqvist
et al. 2019). A recent study assessed the resilience of ecosystem services to climate change
and urban growth in southern Stockholm, Sweden, for example ( justurbangreen.com/web/
en/startpage/enable). This project emphasised spatial aspects of resilience, which are relevant
for city planning.
Several recent guides have placed more emphasis on transformation to sustainable and just
pathways, in line with the global goals of sustainable development (O’Connell et al. 2016;
Enfors-Kautsky et al. 2018). This direction may influence future applications of resilience
assessment to focus more on questions of how a system can shift to sustainable pathways, or
build transformative capacity.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Narrative inquiry, learning history, cooperative inquiry

Connections to other chapters
This chapter links well with other chapters that explore more qualitative and interpretative ways of dealing with stakeholder engagement as investigated in Chapter 9 (Facilitated
dialogues) and Chapter 19 (Qualitative content analysis), and knowledge co-creation as discussed in Chapter 8 (Participatory data collection).

Introduction
The term ‘action research’ is sometimes co-opted to signify any research that is participative and
designed for ‘action’ and for change to happen as a result. However, action research signifies a
coherent and well-established set of approaches, methods and values with a rich history (Torbert
1976; Reason and Rowan 1981; Gustavsen 2003). In this deeper tradition, action research gives
a practical and empirical approach to investigating the complex, interconnected and emergent
social-ecological world. It is embedded in a view of the world as ‘systemic, participative, radically
interconnected and evolutionary’ (Reason and Bradbury 2001, 12).
Due to this focus on the dynamic and emergent nature of situations, there is no insistence
in action research on an initial research hypothesis against which to gain evidence, nor a
requirement that methods are defined in their entirety at the beginning. Allowance is made
for surprise and shifts in focus through following and illuminating the detailed pathways
of what happened and how. As the world does not stand still as we engage with it, project
methodologies and interests in part emerge over time as those involved learn more about the
issues, try out new ways of doing things, develop relationships and gain confidence in their
exploration (Marshall, Coleman, and Reason 2011, 29).
Action research runs counter to the idea that change and agency can be understood
through investigating the objective, the average, the universal. It does not give preference
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-15 
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SUMMARY TABLE: ACTION RESEARCH
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Qualitative Research

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Exploratory
• Explanatory

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
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PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity
Power relations
Transformation
Social learning
Collective action and collaborative
governance
• Evaluating policy options
• Exploring uncertainty
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to objective, ‘scientific’ evidence but includes evidence that is more subjective. Our subjective experiences – of values, intuitions, relationships – and our perceptions – of what is
changing, what is stuck, what is emerging – are valued and included. Action research is an
appropriate approach to investigating the complex world precisely because it pays attention to
these subjective perspectives, to the particularity of situations and to the way things emerge
and change over time. Action research methodologies are designed to surface the complex
multi-faceted ways in which people and processes interact and in which change happens and
systemic patterns form or dissolve (Boulton, Allen, and Bowman 2015).
Coupled with this view as to ‘how the world is constituted’, there is a strong emphasis on
the ethics of social research: methods must allow for the ownership of the research process
and outcomes by those who are involved in it. This is not ‘research on’ or ‘research by’ but
‘research with’. As part of the approach, issues of power are typically uncovered and made
explicit. Indeed, part of the motivation to undertake action research is to ‘support people
who thought they were powerless to find they have power to do things’ (Reason et al. 2009,
10). Action research is ‘unashamedly value-laden, asking what is most likely to help us build
a freer, better society’ (Marshall, Coleman, and Reason 2011) and there is often an intention
to create resilience for people and planet.
Action research is also viewed as ‘pragmatic’ (Greenwood 2007), emphasising the importance of research leading to action and that research outcomes and theories are no use of and
in themselves. Whereas there are methodologies that action researchers draw on, as discussed
below, ‘it is important to understand AR [action research] as an orientation to inquiry rather
than as a methodology’ (Reason and McArdle 2004).
According to Reason (1998), there are five dimensions of action research: participation and
democracy, worthwhile purposes, practical challenges, many ways of knowing, and emergent form. Figure 15.1 demonstrates how these five dimensions are related to one another
and how the emergent form – what is really emerging in the situation – becomes the centre
of the inquiry. Action researchers aim to address practical challenges and bring research into
everyday experience and practice. Action research processes aspire to be ‘worthwhile’ – this
is research in order to ‘make the world a better place’ – and what is deemed to be ‘worthwhile’ must be addressed as part of the inquiry process (Reason et al. 2009, 9).

Worthwhile
purposes

Participation
and democracy

Emergent
form

Practical
challenges

Many ways
of knowing

Figure 15.1 Five dimensions of action research (Reason and Bradbury 2001; Reason et al. 2009)
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Action research adopts many ways of knowing and favours methods that are experiential and relational and allow for subjectivity and multiple perspectives (Marshall,
Coleman, and Reason 2011, 29). Indeed, action research techniques represent key ‘ways
of knowing’ in tune with a perspective from complexity science (Blaikie 2007; Boulton
2011). Action research processes give room for, and do not constrain, the emergence of
something unexpected during the research process and enable the tracing of any new
factors as they happen. So, for example, in exploring in what ways a project unfolded,
the focus is not only on tracing whether and how intended outcomes were achieved; it is
also on whether other so-called ‘unintended outcomes’ occurred and whether outcomes
were influenced by other interventions as well as the project, by changes in the wider
environment or by factors in combination. Action research needs to take place over time
to trace the pathways of how change happens (or not), rather than take a snapshot at a
particular point in time.
A key element of action research is to recognise that the mindsets, attitudes and biases of
the researchers and participants are pertinent to what is uncovered and valued in the process,
and to what action is subsequently taken. Strong emphasis is placed on the need for personal
reflective practices to explore the so-called ‘inner arc of attention’ (Marshall 2016, 336)
whereby the researcher seeks ‘to notice myself perceiving, making meaning, framing issues’.
This is followed by attention to the so-called ‘outer arc of attention’, which involves
reaching outside of myself in some way. This might mean actively questioning, raising
issues with others or seeking ways to test out my developing ideas … perhaps seeking
to change something and learning about situation, self, issues and others in the process.
This so-called ‘first-person action research’ underpins working with groups, teams or communities (second-person action research) and working with wider systems (third-person action research).
Strong emphasis is placed on following cycles of inquiry. In these cycles, tentative meanings
and interpretations are reflected upon with the participants and others. These reflective phases
can then lead to reframing understandings and shape further action and further inquiry.
In summary, Reason and Bradbury (2001, xxii) state that action research:
•
•
•

•

Responds to practical and pressing issues in the lives of people in organisations and
communities
Engages with people in collaborative relationships
Is strongly values-oriented, seeking to address issues of significance concerning the
flourishing of human persons, their communities and the wider ecology in which we
participate
Is a living, emergent process which cannot be predetermined, but changes and develops
as those engaged deepen their understanding of the issues to be addressed

SES problems and questions
Action research techniques are not focused on commonality or general features. It is largely
(but not exclusively) a ‘bottom-up’ approach, focused on capturing the details of situations and
changes. It allows the tracking of projects, structures or communities through time and uncovers how patterns emerge through reflexive relationships and how they morph and/or break
down. It can allow exploration of which practices lead to adaptation and resilience, or their
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opposites. This focus on so-called micro-practice allows exploration of the way new qualities
or characteristics emerge, and of the impact of participation and the role of power. The inference is that, by understanding situations in detail, the complex ways in which change happens
can be uncovered. This knowledge and understanding can lead to learnings which may be
obscured in approaches to research which are more statistical (Patton 2011). The focus on the
time dimension, on so-called path dependency and history, means that many action research
techniques take a narrative approach, which can capture the way things change over time.
Given the strong ethical stance of participation and the collective ownership of the research, action research facilitates exploration and investigation. However, it is emphatically
action oriented and can lead to change both of the individuals involved and, potentially, of
the systems of which they are a part. Action research approaches provide richness and nuance
both in understanding what creates change and in supporting communities, teams or organisations to change things for themselves.
Action research techniques can be used to investigate how people and communities interact with and respond to the environment and are therefore useful to explore the socialecological or social-technical world. In other words, the way human actions, perceptions and
intentions affect and are affected by the wider natural and technological world can be explored
systemically (see Boulton, Allen, and Bowman 2015). Attitudes to climate change impact (e.g.
the uptake of technology such as solar panels for private dwellings) and political acts (e.g. the
removal of incentives to install solar panels) all play their part. These actions and intentions have
the potential to shift and be shifted by ecological patterns and norms. What actually emerges is
a complex and interdependent weave of the pricing of technology, attitudes to climate change,
local peer pressure and other factors. In action research – and this is an important point – there
is no presupposition that any particular patterns necessarily exist. The approach therefore allows
for the exploration of where various factors (e.g. technology, ecological crises, politics) may
have impact, as in the examples above. In some situations, it may also be the case that few stable
patterns emerge and that things are chaotic or fast-changing.
Examples of key questions include:
•

•
•

•
•

How do groups of people (in communities, teams, organisations) research the situations
in which they find themselves and use these insights to refine their strategies and actions?
(Cloete 2017; Lindow, Preiser, and Biggs 2020)
How can we follow situations over time to inform our understanding of what leads to or
mitigates change and share this learning more widely? (Boulton, Allen, and Bowman 2015)
How can we explore, on a local level, how people, the environment and technology
interact reflexively and create norms of behaviour and social-ecological patterns? How
can we use insights from these explorations to create resilience and positive change?
(Fabre Lewin 2019)
How can organisations improve the way they address issues of climate change, loss of
habitat and pollution, through taking into account human behaviour? (Reason et al. 2009)
How can we weave shared understandings and intentions about how to address
social-ecological issues for our communities and organisations? (Eelderink, Vervoort,
and Van Laerhoven 2020)

Brief description of key methods
The methods of action research centre on three highly interdependent levels of inquiry:
first-person, second-person and third-person inquiry (Reason and McArdle 2004).
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•

•
•

First-person research practices address the ability of individual researchers to foster an
inquiring approach to their own lives, act with awareness and make judicious choices,
and assess effects in the outside world while acting.
Second-person action research practices (e.g. cooperative inquiry) address our ability to
inquire face to face with others into issues of mutual concern, usually in small groups.
Third-person research practices create a wider community of inquiry involving persons
who cannot be known to one another face to face. This would include large-scale dialogue and ‘whole system’ conference designs, the ‘learning history’ approach, networks
of small groups and approaches that are concerned with larger organisations of people.

These different modes of inquiry not only serve to engage the audience in the research but
also help that audience to connect their own experience to the narratives and lived experiences and so learn on their own terms (Reason et al. 2009, 12). In the arena of climate
change, for example, many projects are complex multi-disciplinary endeavours involving
many views and perspectives.
A number of methods fall under the umbrella of action research. The SAGE Handbook of
Action Research, of which there have been several editions since 2001, provide a key source

Table 15.1 Summary of key methods used in action research
Method

Description

References

Narrative
inquiry

Methods using narrative inquiry follow the stories
of the ways in which change happens in a local
context over time (Chapter 19). Narratives are
accounts that express the character, detail and
lived experiences of people and communicate the
messiness and complexity of events as they unfold
to form a unique situation.

Key introductory text
Clandinin and Connelly 2000

Learning history is defined as a shared narrative
that reflects on what happened and on what
people felt they learnt (Roth and Bradbury
2008). A shared narrative focuses on what
happened and on how people felt; it does not
seek consensus and is left ‘raw’. This kind of
research can use many techniques (e.g. drawing,
videos, transcripts). The intention is for those
involved to reflect and learn together, and for
others to engage with the whole, sometimes
messy, narrative as a way of learning from
the experience. A learning history attempts
to stay close to what happened with limited
interpretation (or at least, where it occurs,
interpretation that is tentative or suggestive) and
limited intentional selection. It allows for ‘narrative
continuity’ and for the emergence of patterns and
meaning.

Key introductory texts
Roth and Bradbury 2008;
Gearty 2014

Learning
history
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Rogers et al. 2013;
Paschen and Ison 2014;
Goldstein et al. 2015;
Galafasi et al. 2018;
Lindow, Preiser, and Biggs 2020

Applications to SES
Fazey, Fazey, and Fazey 2005;
Gearty 2009;
Gearty et al. 2013
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Method

Description

References

Cooperative
inquiry

Cooperative inquiry is a way of supporting a group
to consider an issue and own both the questions
and the outcomes. The emphasis is on sharing
power and on undertaking a number of cycles of
inquiry processes, with time in between to reflect.

Key introductory texts
Heron 1996;
McArdle 2004

Cooperative inquiry is a form of second-person
action research, described by Heron (1996, 1) as
follows:

Applications to SES
Heron and Reason 2001;
Swantz et al. 2008;
Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2016

‘[Cooperative inquiry] involves two or more
people researching a topic through their own
experience of it, using a series of cycles in
which they move between this experience and
reflecting on it together. Each person is co-subject
in the experience phases and co-researcher in
the reflection phases. It is a vision of persons in
reciprocal relation using the full range of their
sensibilities to inquire together into any aspect of
the human condition with which the transparent
body-mind can engage’.
In a cooperative inquiry, McArdle (2004, 62)
clarifies: ‘all the active subjects are fully involved
as co-researchers in all research decisions – about
content and method – taken in the reflection
phases’.
Cooperative inquiry:
• Emphasises inquiring with others (rather than
on one’s own)
• Works reflexively with more than one cycle of
inquiry
• Moves iteratively between reflection and
action
• Creates equality between inquirers in
developing the process, the content and the
interpretation of the inquiry

of methods and applications. We highlight narrative inquiry, a learning history approach to
narrative inquiry (Gearty 2014), and cooperative inquiry as most relevant for the purposes
of exploring social-ecological systems (SES). Table 15.1 provides a summary of key methods
used in action research.

Limitations
Active research is an orientation towards inquiry, power sharing, reflexivity, action orientation and the inclusion of the subjective in what is valued and acknowledged. It is a philosophical stance as much as it is a set of methods and in that way it can colour any form of
research by reminding researchers to question issues of power and purpose, to reveal hidden
assumptions and to ask what is excluded and what is valued.
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Having said this, as already discussed, action research is particularly attuned to exploring ‘the local’, albeit with a view to gaining insight into what creates change and how to
act in a complex world. These insights have the potential to inform change practice more
generally. Action research techniques can become unwieldy at large scale, when there are
attempts to connect together smaller inquiry groups and to engage with larger-scale change.
In third-person approaches, attention must be given to hierarchy, power and the impact of
the wider context (Gustavsen 2003; Coghlan and Brydon-Miller 2014).
There is no reason why quantitative data cannot be included in action research processes,
both in terms of what data are collected and of how these data are investigated in inquiry
groups. It is probably fair to say that the local is emphasised over the global and the qualitative over the quantitative, and the practical over the conceptual. However, to use inquiry
processes and inquiries that span periods of time can reveal emerging patterns and can suggest

Case study 15.1: Low Carbon Works, UK
Low Carbon Works (Reason et al. 2009) (Figure 15.2) was a long-running action
research programme undertaken by Professor Peter Reason, Gill Coleman, David
Ballard, Michelle Williams, Margaret Gearty, Carole Bond, Chris Seeley and Esther
Maughan McLachlan at the University of Bath. With an increasing concern about climate change, the focus was on ‘What is it that encourages and inhibits the adoption of
low carbon technologies by business and local authority organisations?’ The research
assumptions were:
•
•
•
•
•

The barriers to a low carbon economy are not primarily technological.
Technological, economic and human factors are systemically interlinked.
Significant human factors in enabling change include awareness of the issues,
membership of a community of practice and a sense of agency.
There are fleeting windows of opportunity for technological transformation.
The barriers and enablers to significant transformation need to be understood at
both micro- and macrolevels.

Six action research engagements were undertaken, including with Ginsters (a food
manufacturing company), Holsworthy anaerobic digestion, Thurulie eco-factory (a
Sri Lankan manufacturer of lingerie) and Southampton District Energy Scheme.
This process was not a full real-time cooperative inquiry (which can be difficult
to set up with busy people in commercial organisations). The process of research
consisted of ‘engaging intensively with organisation members both in their everyday
meetings and through more formal interviews’ (Reason et al. 2009, 13). The researchers checked back with participants to ensure accuracy, and
then worked with the material, crafting an account which used many voices of
those involved to present the story back to organisation members so they could
engage with it together and draw from it the learning that was most important to
them. We worked with them to explore and articulate key learning points, and
then developed learning histories.
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new lines of inquiry which can then be addressed with more traditional quantitative and
wider-reaching methods of both change and research.
There is sometimes a critique of action research orientations that they can entrance individuals into overly focusing on their ‘first-person’ inquiries, on their own inner worlds
and personal actions. This can be transformational but can also, perhaps, take attention
away from addressing wider systemic issues. However, not paying enough attention to
personal bias and the impact researchers have on the situations with which they engage can
be equally problematic.
Although not excluded in action research thinking, there is perhaps not enough emphasis on integrating the small with the large scale, and balancing thinking/conceptualising
with the experiential. These tensions are perhaps addressed more explicitly with reference
to complexity theory and systems thinking, and the integration of action research with these
approaches is of growing interest (e.g. Burns 2007; Birney 2014).

Figure 15.2 A seminal example of action research applied to SES (Reason et al. 2009)

In this way, information gleaned from a variety of sources, including written material,
could be combined and then presented back to stakeholders in a way that invited inquiry, discussion and reflection.
Learning histories are narratives, ‘“jointly told tales” developed in close participation with local actors’ (Reason et al. 2009, 16). It is a process that seeks to bring together analysis and story in a way that has value for those originally involved and those
seeking to learn from it. In each narrative, key moments and learnings are highlighted
(Continued)
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(via text boxes of distinctive colours) and quotes from actors and public documents are
included. The narratives are presented from multiple perspectives, include pictures,
maps and diagrams, and are not designed to reach unequivocal conclusions or show
definitive pathways. They allow the reader to explore, compare, dialogue with their
own inquiries and reach their own insights.
The research team viewed the narratives through the lens of a range of theories
including the social construction of technology (Pinch and Bijker 1984), the sociotechnical transition framework (Geels and Schot 2007), theories of power (Lukes
2005) and relational practice (Bouwen and Taillieu 2004). The team then reflected on
the overall experience with the Low Carbon Works research programme and drew
together key learnings and key messages (Reason et al. 2009, 101). These include:
•
•

•

The way people talk determines what they can see.
The factors that lead to either innovation or ‘lock in’ are systemic and interdependent and include assumptions, worldviews, institutions, narratives, technology
and economics.
Building relationships is important.

A key conclusion was that because the process of transition is complex, ‘we need to
find ways to help people to step into the messiness and complexity of action’ and

Resource implications
Action research techniques can be slow and require not insignificant commitments to time.
They also require careful ongoing deep reflection from both those leading the inquiries and
the participants. Large quantities of rich data are often collected so as not to preselect what
is of value, and to allow for multiple explorations and interpretations of those data. Action
research requires a strong commitment to reflect on personal practice as a platform from
which to engage in wider inquiries and can thus be arresting, challenging and life changing.
It needs to be viewed as much as a change process as it does as an inquiry. In a positive sense
this means there is no separation between the research phase and the implementation phase,
which suggests a degree of efficiency of effort.

New directions
There are those who are keen to preserve the integrity of action research, with its core of
first-person inquiry and the importance of ‘holding inquirers to the fire’ in terms of honest
reflective practice, engagement with issues of power and the ethics of participation (Marshall
2016). This is of vital importance as it is beguiling to step too early into interpretation of
collective inquiries and action without paying due attention to personal bias and lacunae and
to the way change happens in the minutiae of processes.
For others, however, there is an interest in integrating action research practice more explicitly with theories of systemic change (Burns 2007; Boulton 2011; Birney 2014). In this way,
more emphasis is placed on ways of thinking about and engaging with the wider context, the
bigger picture, the structures and institutions that shape the wider world – so-called third-person action research. The question becomes: how can we influence and change the wider
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‘create their own action maps’. Participants who were successful in contributing to
transition ‘were doing so by being in the thick of it’ – reflecting on what they were doing, building relationships, seizing opportunities, questioning their assumptions and
recognising the patterns in which they were trapped (Reason et al. 2009, 103).
Key issues for policymakers and research funders included:
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the systemic nature of change
Seeking and creating opportunities (when locked-in patterns become unstable)
Supporting the flourishing of emergent niches
Actively building coalitions and dialogue
Spreading accounts of good practice

The work was highly successful in illuminating the complexity of each context
and identifying how opportunities and barriers were in general multi-dimensional
and synergistic and required the bringing together of the social, the economic and
the technical. The immersion in the detailed narrative of each case study inhibited simplistic one-dimensional conclusions and yet still allowed the drawing of
broader learnings as to what can support a move to a low carbon future and what
gets in the way.

social-economic-environmental systems of which we are a part? There are also links with ideas
of deep democracy (Mindell 2002), deep ecology (Næss 1989), participative politics (Bookchin
and Colau 2019), new economics (Bronk 2009) and new ways of living (e.g. eco-villages; Dawson
2006), all focused on goals of equality and sustainability, building on deep reflective practice and
shared learning and empowerment. Extending action research in this way, better to address these
pressing issues and widen the methods and approaches and framing, is an exciting development.
Equally, there is interest in how the overarching theoretical stance of action research,
centred on a systemic, emergent and non-deterministic worldview, has been extended by
more recent thinkers such as Freya Mathews (2003) and Donna Haraway (2016), and physicists such as Carlo Rovelli (2018), Basarab Nicolescu (2010) and Karen Barad (2007). These
philosophers and scientists explore the nature of reality and bring to the fore the essential
uncertainty and complexity at the heart of the fabric of the cosmos. Their work supports the
need for approaches of inquiry that are subjective, pluralistic, adopt many ways of knowing
and allow for uncertainty and emergence.
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Key methods
Bayesian networks, fuzzy cognitive maps

Connections to other chapters
Fuzzy cognitive maps can be combined with scenario studies (see Chapter 11), and Bayesian
networks are based on simple network models (see Chapter 23).

Introduction
The term ‘expert model’ refers to a computer-based model that can mimic (or outperform)
the decisions of a human expert (Jackson 1998). Given the broad nature of this definition, the
variety of models that could be classified as ‘expert’ is substantial. In this chapter, we choose
to focus on just two expert methods routinely used in understanding social-ecological systems
(SES): Bayesian networks (also referred to as Bayesian belief networks, decision networks) and
fuzzy cognitive maps. These two modelling approaches represent two conceptually and practically different ways to develop and apply expert models. At the more applied level, this class of
models contributes to the growing toolbox of knowledge co-production methods, which allow
the formalisation of stakeholder-generated knowledge as structured representations of complex
systems. At the more conceptual level, this class of models belongs to the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and essentially uses inference techniques to process an explicit knowledge base to
deduce novel information and increase our understanding of the complex system under study.
Note that expert models are a broad category of very flexible tools and methods that are applied
in all scientific disciplines. The use of fuzzy cognitive maps, for example, has been reported in
close to 20 000 scientific papers ranging from computer science, to medicine, to economics.
The justification for applying expert models in SES analysis is that these models allow
researchers to understand the structure and dynamics of complex systems. Overall, the inherent complexity of these systems, which consist of multifaceted interactions between system
elements, is difficult to understand without modelling tools. More specifically, diverse SES
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-16 
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SUMMARY TABLE: EXPERT MODELLING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Mathematics, Statistics, Ecology,
Social Science

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Social-ecological dependence and
impact
• Multiple scales and levels or crosslevel interactions
• Regime shifts
• Evaluating policy options
• Exploring uncertainty
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stakeholders, decision-makers and even scientists have fundamentally different perceptions of
how these systems are structured. This disagreement and related miscommunication call for
tools that can help our understanding while articulating and mapping these different perceptions. Expert models can help to both understand the complexity of systems and uncover the
multiple perceptions of their functionality. Utilising conceptual understanding of the system,
the starting point of expert models (Bayesian networks, fuzzy cognitive maps) is commonly
cognitive maps, usually represented in the special form of semi-quantitative cognitive maps.
These maps, constructed by individual experts or groups of experts (both local and scientific
experts), are often used to represent a system of interacting elements visually. In this way both
simple and more complex systems can be communicated through visuals with a fair degree of
transparency of model assumptions and model structure while allowing for direct input from
stakeholders on key relationships of SES.
Although expert models have only recently been applied to understanding SES, the background mathematical concepts that underlie these approaches have been around much longer. In fact, while expert models are now often squarely in the realm of AI and computer
science, more basic mechanisms and formulations that allow them to work were developed
before computers were commonplace. Bayesian inference, which is the fundamental construct behind Bayesian networks, was for example developed by Thomas Bayes in 1763 and
then further developed by Judea Pearl (1982) with graphical models. These developments
enabled the mathematical treatment of how one parameter relates to another (conditional
inference), particularly when these correlations are connected across a network containing
many parameters. The calculated probabilities across this network can be used to predict the
probability of one event based on another.
Similarly, including probability and set theory in cognitive maps (Axelrod 1976) was
advanced by Bart Kosko (1986) to create fuzzy cognitive maps. In the paper by Kosko, fuzzy
cognitive maps are introduced as maps to employ a fuzzy or uncertain description of the causal
link between two events. This uncertainty is embedded in a network of influential parameters so that the overall calculation of the causal probability can propagate across the network.
Subsequent applications (Van Vliet, Kok and Veldkamp, 2010; Verkerk et al. 2017; Van der
Sluis et al. 2018) included a fundamentally different use of fuzzy cognitive maps as influence
diagrams, with relationships representing the strength rather than the (un)certainty of a connection. Although this is formally a misinterpretation, this type of application is rapidly gaining
importance and acceptance among practitioners (see Helfgott et al. 2015). Likewise, the use of
directed and signed digraphs (networks with directional edges that have values of ±1) that are
the basis of matrix expert modelling techniques like causal loop diagrams to represent systems
of cause-and-effect relationships dates back to Sewall Wright in 1918. Although the use of
fuzzy cognitive maps in SES research is relatively new, it is expanding quickly.
The high level of computational requirements for these expert models delayed their common use and restricted the early applications to relatively simple systems. However, modern
computing power combined with expanded data libraries and software that emerged over
the last decade has enabled the expansion of expert modelling techniques into complex SES
(Schlüter et al. 2012).

SES problems and questions
The inherent complexity of SES makes their behaviour difficult to understand or predict.
Modelling tools are indispensable to structure and unravel the complex relationships and
therefore increase understanding of the system’s behaviour. Complexity furthermore gives
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rise to multiple interpretations and perceptions of how the system works. Expert models
are particularly suitable to map out, analyse and compare differences in the perceptions of
experts and other stakeholders. It is particularly the combination of understanding system
structure and feedback loops and engaging with stakeholders that make expert models an
exceptionally strong tool when analysing SES. Key questions include:
•

•

What are different perceptions of key stakeholders? (e.g. understanding the role of landuse intensification in stopping deforestation (Kok 2009), understanding the bushmeat
trade based solely on perceived knowledge of stakeholders and combining empirical data
with expert knowledge (Htun et al. 2016))
What are crucial feedbacks in the system? (e.g. understanding how greenhouse gas mitigation and altered hunting practices can increase polar bear persistence (Amstrup et al. 2010),
describing the relationship of fish species to financial priorities (Kininmonth et al. 2017))

The particular strength of expert models is the ability to both facilitate fundamental scientific
understanding and provide more applied science decision support. These models can be used
for initial explorations as well as in-depth analytical assessments, particularly in the realm of
using the understanding between system structure and function to support decision-making
(Marcot et al. 2006). Unlike many classic statistical approaches, these models can incorporate qualitative and quantitative data types within an interactive framework. This capacity
to include empirical and expert-derived data into a comprehensible modelling framework
makes the application to SES highly attractive. The transparent nature (being able to see all
the components) of the models ensures that stakeholders can gain more confidence in the
model outputs while contributing to the model design (Gray et al. 2018). The application
to social-ecological models has been hindered only by the access to empirical data that is
temporally and spatially relevant to both the ecological and the social domains. However,
once sufficient confidence is gained by the analyst in the parameterisation of the models, the
generation of projections with estimated levels of certainty is attractive to solve the ‘wicked’
SES problems ( Jentoft and Chuenpagdee 2009).
A particularly useful application of expert models in disentangling SES systems is estimating
the impact of scenarios. This allows for extending the understanding of current system perceptions to future configurations and the related impact of external drivers such as climate change
or technology development (Jetter and Kok 2014). It also strengthens the link with quantitative
models and the comparison with formalised scientific system descriptions in these models (Kok
2009). This capacity to explore the changes in the system can enable the understanding of resilience (Gray et al. 2015) without the constraining simplification of linear models.

Brief description of key methods
Fuzzy cognitive maps are cognitive maps that structure the opinion of individuals or groups
of people, allowing the relationships between factors to be fuzzy, thus calculating the degree
of certainty stakeholders have. In particular, the application of fuzzy cognitive maps as influence diagrams has recently gained popularity. In this capacity, system descriptions can be
combined with scenario studies (see Chapter 11). Bayesian networks are a method to combine
the correlation probability between elements in a system using the simplicity of a network
model (see Chapter 23). Hence the calculation of how one element relates to another using
Bayes theory is restrained to the network connections. Table 16.1 presents a summary of key
methods used in expert modelling.
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Table 16.1 Summary of key methods used in expert modelling
Method

Description

References

Bayesian
networks

A Bayesian network (BN) (or Bayesian belief
network) is the probabilistic graphical model that
represents a set of variables and their conditional
probability with the use of a directed acyclic graph.
In essence, the lines in the network represent the
correlations between the system elements and are
calculated using Bayes theory. Propagating the
correlations across a large number of elements can
be unwieldy and the network restrains the number
of calculations.

Key introductory texts
Marcot 2006;
Rumpff et al. 2011;
Scurati and Denis 2014

Dynamic Bayesian networks have temporal
capacity by linking a time sequence within a
probabilistic graphical model. Each time period
has a model of the correlations between elements.
The models then link to replicates of the model in
each time step. The additional complexity of the
temporal linkages restricts the individual model
complexity simply due to the difficulties
in parameterisation.

Key introductory texts
Dean and Kanazawa 1989;
Murphy 2002

Fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM) is a graphical
representation of a belief system comprising
factors and semi-quantified relationships, with the
capacity to examine a variety of scenarios.

Key introductory texts
Kosko 1986;
Özesmi and Özesmi 2004

Dynamic
Bayesian
networks

Fuzzy cognitive
mapping

Applications to SES
Stelzenmüller et al. 2010;
Kininmonth et al. 2014;
Gonzalez-Redin et al. 2016;
Kininmonth et al. 2017

Applications to SES
Pope and Gimblett 2017

Applications to SES
Kok 2009;
Penn et al. 2013;
Diniz et al. 2015;
Gray et al. 2015

Limitations
The expert models described here are based on correlations between variables elicited
through stakeholder consultation and/or expert design that are perceptual. Resulting system
descriptions, therefore, need to be interpreted with caution as they rely on people’s perceptions
rather than process-based information. This linkage from correlation to causality is particularly perilous when machine learning of the model structure is used. This is because machine
learning is based on data (often observed) without any knowledge of process (such as ecological
principles), data-collection bias and expert opinion. An additional issue is the application of
logical inference over time (see Chapter 27). If one event has an influence on a second event,
then the backward inference has to be handled with care as circular arguments through time
are often illogical. This is even more dangerous with fuzzy cognitive maps, as ‘time’ is inadequately defined. If agricultural yield increases, for example, then the area under that crop will
increase (due to perceived benefits of that crop by other farmers). In turn, this will lead to an
increase in overall yield within the model, without acknowledging the time steps.
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Case study 16.1: Fishers and traders at Lake Nabugabo, Uganda
In the small lake of Nabugabo, situated close to Lake Victoria, Ugandan fishers collect
a small variety of fish species to sell to markets or fish traders (Kininmonth et al. 2017).
This case study provides us with an opportunity to understand the cross-scale nature
of trading and extraction for an open-access resource. Using Bayesian networks, the
microeconomic influences on resource use can be described. Collecting the data was a
core activity in this modelling exercise and involved being in the community for extended periods, speaking to fishers and traders about their activities and perceptions. To
capture this information in a consistent manner, we used structured interview surveys
supplemented with fish-catch observations. These data were a diverse mix of categorical, ordinal and count types and formed the basis of the conceptual model of the fishers
and the traders.
The models were used to explore different scenarios of fish-trading styles. While
the focus was primarily on the harvest of Nile perch (Lates niloticus) and Nile tilapia
(Oreochromis niloticus), the study also collected data on financial, social and ecological
dynamics to disentangle the patron–client relationships between traders and fishers.
These data ranged from species caught and targeted to the techniques used and the
commercial transactions conducted (Figure 16.1). The trading preferences for each
fisher and trader were collated and based in a graph theoretical framework where different strategies were observed. Critically, the surveys identified community members
who formed the trading relationships.
The results of the study found that if the fishers were incentivised to exchange fish
with just one trader (‘patron–client’) then specific fish species were targeted. If the fisher
was able to trade freely (‘freelancer’) then they were able to create a responsive and flexible extraction practice that matched the market and environmental fluctuations. The use
of Bayesian networks enabled a disparate set of data types (from species type, hours spent
fishing, to binary yes/no: see Figure 16.1) to be integrated into a quantitative model that
could evaluate various scenarios for natural resource extraction.
The model incorporated a diverse and comprehensive parameter set that described
the microeconomics of the local fishers at Lake Nabugabo. Scenarios enable the discussion of the effectiveness for management strategies with scope to continue to grow
the model with more data (Kleemann et al. 2017).
Figure 16.1 shows the marginal probabilities from the scenario (Kininmonth et al.
2017). Each box in the figure is a system variable that is correlated with a small number
of other variables. The arrows highlight the direction of the influence from a Bayesian
theory perspective. The rows in the box show the various classes used to group the
data while the bars are the frequency of the class. The marginal probability (i.e. no
specific case in mind) for the variable ‘Gear’ shows that ‘Gillnet’ equipment is used
53.7% of the time, for example.
The success of projects of this nature depends on the quality of the data collected.
The range of respondents needs to be comprehensive for the given set of scenarios and
the factors being utilised in the model. In this case, although women were underrepresented in the surveys, partly as a function of their limited role in the physical act
of fishing and trading, the central question about microeconomic influences on fishing
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practices does involve women in a variety of roles. Another area of omission is the
role of allied industries such as boat construction and repair, and hospitality. Seeking
data that can illustrate the linkages across the broader community is useful for socialecological models such as these.

FISHING STYLE
Passive 86.3
Active 13.7
1.14 ± 0.34

FREELANCER
Yes 23.1
No 76.9

AGREEMENT TYPE
Must
7.63
Guarantees 47.8
Fixed price 1.92
Fuel and bait 4.01
Owner
11.2
Other
10.3
No agreement 17.1
3.63 ± 2.1

DIGGING
0
91.6
0 to 50 0+
50
8.41
4.21 ± 14

BUILDING
0
95.4
0 to 50 0+
50
4.59
2.3 ± 10

OPERATION
Alone 85.5
Crew 14.5
1.14 ± 0.35

GEAR
Gillnet
53.7
Hook
29.1
Mukene net
10.3
Beach seine net 5.87
1.7 ± 0.91

WHY CERTAIN SPECIES
Value
32.5
Abundance 14.0
Available 5.97
Market
16.4
Gear
8.21
Other
22.9
3.23 ± 2

FISHED FOR TRADER
TO BUY
0 to 75
23.6
75
43.6
75 to 100 32.8
70.2 ± 22

PRIMARY FISH SPECIES
NP 60.1
T
31.7
H
4.11
Mu 2.92
Ma 0.82
Sch 0+
Ot 0.40

Figure 16.1

SECONDARY FISH SPECIES
NP 21.8
T
39.7
H
1.85
Mu 0.78
Ma 6.83
Sch 0.81
Ot 28.2

FISHING
10 to 50 25.7
50
49.1
50 to 100 25.2
51.2 ± 19

FISHED FOR HOUSE
CONSUMPTION
0
20.2
0 to 25
26.9
25 to 100 52.9
36.4 ± 32

TIME SPENT ON T
0 to 4 38.5
4 to 8 16.7
8 to 24 44.8
8.94 ± 7.3

FARMING
0
20.2
0 to 50 16.6
50 to 90 63.2
48.4 ± 31

FISHED FOR
OTHER REASONS
0
72.0
0 to 80
20.5
80 to 100 7.49
14.9 ± 29

TIME SPENT ON NP
0 to 6 37.2
6 to 8 10.7
8 to 24 52.1
10.2 ± 7.1

Bayesian network of the fisher responses to the questionnaires
(Kininmonth et al. 2017)
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The methods are also limited by the scope of either the input data or the cognitive mapping
derivation. Evaluation and reflective processes are required at all stages to ensure that the models do not deviate from the accepted wisdom of the operators. This constraint of developing
an expert model by contemporary thinking yet still being able to deduce emergent new ideas
causes continuous tension. Other limitations for specific methods include a lack of feedback
loops for Bayesian networks and a lack of explicit time units for fuzzy cognitive maps. In addition, the central limiting constraint for all expert models is based on obtaining data that cover
both social and ecological aspects within a logically coherent time frame and spatial scale. Often
the temporal and spatial scales of a social system are different to the key components of an ecological system, and the models need to reflect these assumptions embedded in the deductions.

Resource implications
The use of expert models requires a modern application of hardware and software that demands advanced skills in both theory and technical implementation. Due to the popularity
of expert models over the last few decades, there is a wealth of software to use. This includes
graphical user interface (GUI) programs like Netica (Norsys Software Corp), Bayes Fusion,
Banjo, BUGS, Dlib, FBN, JavaBayes, SMILE and UnBBayes. In addition, scripting exists
in all major languages but particularly in higher-level languages such as R and Python with
packages bnlearn, gRain, abn, catnet and FCMapper.
With new web-enabled technologies, more easy-to-use modelling tools have recently
been developed, with some specifically designed for modelling based on diverse expert knowledge. These tools are freely available on the web. Mental Modeler (Gray et al. 2013), for example, has been applied in many participatory SES modelling contexts with both local and
scientific experts. These contexts range from fisheries management and agricultural planning
to understanding the bushmeat trade. Inputs were based solely on perceived knowledge of
stakeholders and combining empirical data with expert knowledge to understand the range
of possible futures for endangered wildlife under climate change scenarios (Htun et al. 2016).
As ‘running’ fuzzy cognitive maps relies on rather simple matrix algebra, they can also be
developed using a simple Excel spreadsheet. Although this limits flexibility somewhat, it can
convince local partners that it really is easy to use and apply.

New directions
Fuzzy cognitive maps are very strong in describing a system of factors and sectors, but rather
weak in representing actors. A very promising way forward is the combination of fuzzy cognitive maps and agent-based models (see Chapter 28), which would allow for actor-specific
system descriptions.
The weakest point of fuzzy cognitive maps, the representation of temporal and spatial
scales, could be improved by linking them to spatially explicit models, either directly or
through the use of scenarios. Scenarios, and particularly future narratives or normative strategies, often remain qualitative and based on current systems understanding. Methods to
construct fuzzy cognitive maps of future systems perceptions are underdeveloped and could
play a role, e.g. in today’s discussions of societal transformation to meet the goal of limiting
global warming to 1.5 °C.
The exciting development in this field is the accumulation of data that are specifically captured to address strategic questions. These data can be used to develop more powerful expert
models since the parameterisation process is significantly more precise. The model design and
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style are continually evolving with exciting developments in the use of machine learning to
disentangle patterns in data. However, the imperative to understand complex behaviour of
SES, including predicting tipping points and understanding disturbance events, continues to
demand additional modelling and data-collection techniques.

Key readings
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Data wrangling, clustering analysis, regression trees, neural networks, sentiment analysis,
topic models

Connections to other chapters
Classical methods for statistical analysis (Chapter 18), including Bayesian networks (Chapter
16), qualitative data analysis (Chapter 19), network analysis (Chapter 23) and spatial mapping
(Chapter 24), complement the methods outlined in this chapter. Data-mining products can
be used for mapping ecosystem services (Chapter 31), systems scoping (Chapter 5) and participatory data collection (Chapter 8) in virtual environments.

Introduction
Data science is an interdisciplinary field focused on extracting knowledge and insights from
a wide variety of datasets. The general purpose of data science is pattern discovery from
unstructured and heterogeneous sources of data (e.g. Twitter, a government census, travel
cards, remote-sensing data), through processes of data mining and machine learning. Data
mining refers to the process of obtaining unstructured data, which are data collected by a
variety of entities (governments, companies, society) without any control of what and how,
how often, how complete, or by whom data are generated. As a result, unstructured data are
often biased and incomplete, but sometimes the large amount of available data allows us to
gain interesting insights into aspects of social-ecological systems (SES) that would otherwise
be inaccessible. These insights are gained through a set of methods collectively referred to
as machine learning (e.g. regressions, clustering, neural networks). Although these methods
are rooted in statistics and carry the same assumptions (see Chapter 18), there are substantial differences in how the methods are applied to unstructured data, compared with their
more typical application to structured data (i.e. data that have been collected by a researcher
through a designed research process, e.g. ecological field data collection (Chapter 6) and interviews and surveys (Chapter 7)).
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-17 
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SUMMARY TABLE: DATA MINING AND PATTERN RECOGNITION
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Computer Science, Information Science

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Diversity
• Regime shifts
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The field of data science can be traced back to Alan Turin, who invented the computer
and created the first neural network (a machine-learning method) to crack Enigma, the secret
code used by the Germans in the Second World War. He was a philosopher (logician) and
mathematician (cryptographer) but founded what we know today as computer science, artificial intelligence and machine learning. Data science is agnostic in terms of discipline and data
science tools are used by researchers across the sciences and humanities. In fact, the emergence
of fields such as digital humanities, computational social science and citizen science highlights
the lack of disciplinary borders when it comes to data science. With the advent of new types of
data and tools, disciplinary divides become meaningless; what matters is the research problem
at hand. The same image-recognition and classification algorithms that are used in medicine to
identify and distinguish different cases of cancer, for example, can be used to classify different
neighbourhoods and their social dynamics over time (Naik et al. 2017).
In this chapter we focus on how SES researchers have applied data mining and
machine-learning methods to date, and provide pointers on how these tools could serve to
answer novel research questions in SES science. For more information on the key assumptions of each method, see Chapter 18 on statistical analysis.

SES problems and questions
In contrast to traditional research designs, where one asks a question and then collects
data to answer it, data science enables researchers to use available, unstructured data to ask
SES research questions. The examples provided here cover a broad range of data types and
machine-learning techniques.
•

•

•

What are the system boundaries? One of the fundamental questions that any systems thinker
faces is determining the boundaries of a system (Holland 2012), or distinguishing one type
of system from another (see Chapter 2). Machine learning can be used to identify classes of
SES through classification tasks. Clustering analysis is a method that enables this classification
by detecting how many clusters there are in the data. Social-ecological systems in Ghana and
Burkina Faso have been mapped using this approach (Rocha et al. 2019).
What are the key system relationships and drivers? Machine learning can also be used
for prediction in SES. To do so, it is common to split the available data into a training
dataset and a validation dataset. The training phase improves the skills of an algorithm
at performing a certain task, while the validation phase can be used to predict and assess
how good the predictions are. This approach has been used in breakthrough studies that
predict global deforestation and its drivers (Curtis et al. 2018), and reduced resilience in
tropical forests (Verbesselt et al. 2016) using satellite imagery.
What are the key social dynamics in SES? Satellite data and social data can be a powerful
combination to address questions related to the social dynamics of SES. Jean et al. (2016),
for example, used publicly available satellite imagery to predict poverty in data-scarce
contexts such as African countries, and validated the findings using national poverty
surveys. Other sources of social data, such as publicly available photographs and geotags
uploaded to social media platforms (e.g. Twitter, Instagram, Flickr), have been used to
quantify nature-based tourism and recreation values of protected areas (Wood et al.
2013) or valuable landscapes (Sonter et al. 2016; Van Zanten et al. 2016). Typically, recreational value data are derived through traditional social science methods such as onsite
surveys and interviews. These methods are, however, not always scalable, whereas data
mining enables analyses for many more people and places.
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•

•

What are the key underlying narratives shaping SES behaviour? Text is an unstructured
data type that captures the richness of narratives and meanings, but can also be overwhelming in size and demand for processing time. More papers are published every day
than any researcher could possibly read, or more Tweets are broadcast than any user can
access. Topic models have been used to identify the impacts of regime shifts on ecosystem services (Rocha and Wikström 2015), and infer citizen-driven reports of biodiversity observations in general and invasive species specifically (Daume, Albert, and Von
Gadow 2014b; Daume 2016; Daume and Galaz 2016) (see Case study 17.1).
How does one detect real-time changes in SES? Cities are landscapes where socialecological interactions are reshaped all the time, but studying them can be difficult in
terms of scalability (i.e. being able to capture social or ecological processes at the city
scale account for millions of people’s preferences and choices). Data mining and machine
learning have been used to assess the presence of biodiversity data in London using
sound recordings (Fairbrass et al. 2018) and to quantify the physical and safety improvement of city neighbourhoods in US cities over time using Google Street View (Naik,
Raskar, and Hidalgo 2016; Naik et al. 2017). These two examples have also produced
online tools so that non-academic parties such as NGOs, municipal governments or citizens may explore their city’s biodiversity (londonsounds.org; batslondon.com) or safety
scores (streetscore.media.mit.edu).

Brief description of key methods
Data mining and pattern recognition relate to two main aspects of working with large datasets: acquiring the data, and analysing them in a variety of ways to detect patterns. The type
of analysis will depend on the nature of the data: qualitative or quantitative analyses, time
series versus spatial analyses, or supervised learning (human-guided) versus unsupervised (fully
automated) analyses. Table 17.1 provides a summary of commonly used data-mining and pattern-recognition methods in SES research. While an in-depth review of each of the methods
falls beyond the scope of this chapter, we mention resources where the reader can learn more.
Many applications of pattern recognition to different SES use large volumes of unstructured data that typically need to be harvested, cleaned and transformed to render them
useful. Whereas ‘mining’ refers to getting the data, ‘wrangling’ refers to the pre-processing
steps that are necessary before analysis. This implies automation and techniques that require
the mastery of data-processing tools or programming languages like R or Python, and the
interaction with application programming interfaces (APIs).
Cluster analysis is particularly useful to identify patterns that can help define system
boundaries. In the context of the global consequences of land-use change, for example, Foley
et al. (2005) proposed that landscapes can be classified by the sets of ecosystem services they
provide. Other classifications of land use at the global scale include anthromes (Ellis and
Ramankutty 2008; Ellis et al. 2010) and general land-use archetypes (Václavík et al. 2013;
Ropero, Aguilera, and Rumí 2015; Surendran et al. 2016). Regression trees are helpful for
identifying key relationships and drivers. Donovan et al. (2018), for example, used clustering
analysis to classify five different regimes in Hawaiian coral reefs as opposed to a previous
binary classification, and Jouffray et al. (2019) further investigated the underlying drivers of
change for these reef communities using boosted regression trees.
Neural networks are programs (Bayesian regressions) inspired by how the brain is thought
to work (Mitchell 2019). They are formed by input nodes, intermediate layers of nodes and
an output node. The input nodes receive some data (a photo, video, time series) and the
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Table 17.1 Summary of key methods used in data mining and pattern recognition
Method

Description

References

Data wrangling

Data wrangling is the process of cleaning data Key introductory texts
that have been obtained and rendering the
VanderPlas 2016;
data in a useful form.
Wickham and Grolemund 2017;
Wilson et al. 2017
Applications to SES
No known applications

Cluster analysis

Regression
trees

Neural
networks

Sentiment
analysis

Topic models

Clustering identifies groups of data points
with common characteristics. Cluster analysis,
in combination with other methods, can help
explain why elements cluster in certain ways
and not others, and what the underlying
causes or drivers of similarity across
elements are.

Key introductory text
Kassambara 2017

A regression tree is a model that relates a
response from a variable to predictors by
going through a series of recursive binary
splits (the branches of the tree).

Key introductory texts
Elith, Leathwick, and Hastie 2008;
Kuhn and Johnson 2013

Neural networks are Bayesian regressions
that use a fitness function to assess their
performance. Recursively, it learns how to
best capture features of the data and become
good at predicting them. Application
examples include image and sound
recognition.

Key introductory texts
Chollet 2017;
Chollet and Allaire 2018

Sentiment analysis is a supervised
method – humans perform part of the data
classification. It uses dictionaries of words
related to emotions and scores large
amounts of text, allowing one to detect
overall sentiments or how sentiments change
over time.

Key introductory text
Silge and Robinson 2017

Topic models allow one to describe large
amounts of text and classify the texts by
topics that better represent them. It is an
unsupervised method – there is no human
classification involved, nor is there any bias.
One can see how much of a topic is
represented in a document, or how it
changes over time.

Key introductory texts
Blei 2012;
Silge and Robinson 2017

Applications to SES
Raudsepp-Hearne, Peterson, and
Bennett 2010;
Vackavik et al. 2013;
Hamann, Biggs, and Reyers 2015;
Meacham et al. 2016

Applications to SES
Jouffray et al. 2015, 2019;
Curtis et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Naik, Raskar, and Hidalgo 2016;
Naik et al. 2017;
Fairbrass et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Dodds et al. 2011, 2015;
Spaiser et al. 2014;
Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018

Applications to SES
Daume, Albert, and Von
Gadow 2014a;
Rocha et al. 2015
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Case study 17.1: Using Twitter to detect invasive species
Inspired by successful applications of data mining of social media to monitor and
predict the spread of epidemic diseases, similar applications have been advocated
to obtain early warnings for critical changes in SES (Galaz et al. 2010). Daume,
Albert and Von Gadow (2014b), Daume (2016), and Daume and Galaz (2016) focused on the real-time nature of social media and its capacity to deliver early
warnings for environmental changes in the form of species observations. This was
a global study, but Twitter adoption is biased towards Europe, North America and
English-speaking countries. Invasive alien species – species not native to a specific
location – were chosen as an example since they are known drivers and indicators
of ecosystem change with potentially significant ecological, economic and health
impacts (Daume 2016).
The study focused on mentions of three invasive alien species in the northern
hemisphere – grey squirrel, emerald ash borer and oak processionary moth – on
Twitter. These species represent invasive alien species with different geographies,
impacts and invasion stages. Twitter was queried for keywords that indicated potential direct or indirect references to these species (Daume 2016). Data collection
was facilitated via the Twitter Search application programming interface (API), a
public web interface that returns a sample of Tweets matching the specified search
terms. The API only returns Tweets dating back at most nine days. In order to assemble a dataset covering a longer period, a web-based tool was implemented in the
Java programming language, which could be run automatically and continuously.
The data were then processed and analysed using a combination of bespoke tools
programmed in Java and R.
The results confirmed Twitter as a rich source of biodiversity information on
various species. Primary observations of the example invasive alien species could be
identified in Tweets, but the quality and completeness of this information varied.
While images or videos are often included and allow an assessment of the observations, precise geolocation information is rare. At the same time, studies showed
that mining Twitter uncovers observations that could not have been gathered in
traditional monitoring programmes and can thus complement these. In the case of
invasive alien species, even singular observations could be crucial for early detection (Daume 2016).
A key finding was that online conversations frequently emerge around Tweets
related to species observation. These conversations led to the formation of ad hoc
communities that together determined the name of the observed species (Daume
and Galaz 2016). Given that Twitter is both a data source and a communication
channel, Tweets can be viewed as an interactive data source, where the data can be
actively complemented (e.g. in the case of missing geolocation information). Twitter as a data source is unique in that the gathered Tweets provide not only insights
into ecological properties (i.e. species observations) but also social perspectives
ranging from an implicit representation of stakeholders and their background to
perceptions and sentiments on topics such as invasive species (Daume, Albert, and
Von Gadow 2014b). Twitter and similar social media sources can thus be of interest not only in SES research addressing early warnings and long-term biodiversity
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Observational meta-data
(geotags, images, etc.)
No or limited
meta-data

INCREASING INFORMATION COMPLETENESS

observations but also for quick thematic assessments and an understanding of public
perceptions.
Studies using Twitter data are bound by the Twitter rules and policies. Those forbid the general sharing of the complete data (i.e. all Tweet information collected
by a study). Only the identifiers of Tweets may, with certain restrictions, be shared
publicly and would then have to be ‘rehydrated’ using the Twitter API. This presents
a potential limitation with regard to the reproducibility of a study: Tweets published
by Twitter users who have closed or protected their accounts since the data was originally collected, for example, would no longer be retrievable, thus potentially leading
to different results. Figure 17.1 presents a high-level typology of Tweets collected for
invasive alien species monitoring.

Tweets mentioning species
properties (‘metallic green bug’,
‘giant wasp’) and also including
meta-data – and most importantly
images – in order to determine the
species and verify the observation.

Tweets mentioning a species by
correct common or scientific name
and including sufficient meta-data –
most importantly images, location
information – to serve as a verifiable
species observation.

Typically, casual observations by users
with no domain background, thus
containing a large proportion of
non-relevant observations; they could be
processed by a combination of experts,
citizen-science projects or with the help
of automatic image-recognition tools.

These Tweets are usually posted by
users with a domain background, are
likely to contain a large proportion of
relevant observation and could be
verified by experts.

Tweets with descriptive terms that
could relate to a species but do not
include sufficient meta-data to
determine the species.

Tweets mentioning a species
by correct common or scientific
name not as an observation but
discussing any subject related to
the species (e.g. pathways,
impacts, management).

Tweets in this group are unlikely to
provide relevant information or require
direct follow-up with the users posting
the Tweets in order to determine the
relevance for IAS monitoring.

Descriptive species
references

These Tweets can be processed to
extract contextual information relating
to the referenced species, typically
applying automatic text mining
approaches.

Direct species
references

INCREASING RELEVANCE FOR IAS MONITORING

Figure 17.1

High-level typology of Tweets collected for invasive alien species monitoring (adapted from Daume 2016)
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output node predicts some aspect of interest. The intermediate layers are weights that are intended to maximise performance of a classification task (e.g. translate text, classify a picture,
recognise a sound). Networks with many intermediate layers are known as deep networks.
One of the most popular types is convolutional neural networks (CNN) for their performance in classifying images. Natural-language processing (NLP) is another field of artificial
intelligence (computer science and linguistics) dealing with the interaction between computers and human (natural) languages. There are many methods that fall within natural-language processing. Among others, Table 17.1 indicates applications of sentiment analysis (a
supervised machine-learning technique) to classify the sentiment content of text, and topic
modelling (an unsupervised technique) to classify large amounts of text into topics.

Limitations
The fact that data-science approaches are different from classical statistics in terms of the
data-generation process implies that the analysis will have to account for potential biases. Platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or Flickr, for example, are rich sources of data but
their users may not be representative of the underlying populations about which one wants
to draw conclusions. Compared with the general population, the composition of Twitter or
Facebook users is generally biased with regard to economic status or certain age brackets. However, other sources of data are often lacking, so social media data may be considered a best first
approximation. This was the case in a study conducted by Wood et al. (2013), trying to infer
the aesthetic value and rates of visitation for natural areas. Interviews or surveys work for smallscale problems but do not scale well, e.g. to national scales or to measure millions of opinions.
Being aware of data biases can prevent the misinterpretation of results and may even shed light
on how to find ways to verify how biased the dataset is. Knowing that Instagram is biased towards younger populations, for example, a multiplatform assessment improved the assessment
of valued landscapes in Europe (Van Zanten et al. 2016; Donahue et al. 2018).
When working with publicly available data such as NASA imagery, Google Earth or
Twitter, it is worth keeping an eye on data availability policies and how they change over
time. Some data services in the USA were shut down during the Trump administration, for
example. Twitter might decide to change the type of content that is available or its accessibility, thereby limiting the replicability of a study. It is good practice to keep up with data
availability policies and always keep data back-ups on reliable computer servers.

Resource implications
Scalable and reproducible data-mining and pattern-recognition approaches typically require
knowledge of a programming language. Many applications of pattern recognition use large
volumes of unstructured data that typically need to be harvested, cleaned and transformed
to render them useful. This implies automation and techniques that require the mastery of
data-processing tools or programming languages like R or Python.
If the dataset is small (fits on a computer’s memory) one might be able to run something
simple such as a cluster analysis routine in Microsoft Excel or other click-based programs.
However, accessing data and applying state-of-the-art techniques will require an understanding of the code used by developers and modifying it according to one’s own application. It is
not necessary to be a computer scientist, but a basic understanding of how computers work and
the language in which procedures are encoded is a must to apply machine-learning algorithms.
For many applications, researchers need to interact with application programming interfaces. These are services allowing one to access Twitter, Flickr, Instagram or Google Earth
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data, for example. Even if it is not necessary to query new streams of data, existing data
might need to be pre-processed, transformed and organised in a useful form and share code
that makes one’s research reproducible by colleagues and peers. Popular choices of scientific
computing languages include R, Python and Julia, all of which are open access, are well
documented and provide many online resources to learn at one’s own pace.
Besides the programming skills required to access, clean and analyse data, another key
resource implication is the need for sufficient computational resources. Analyses using large
datasets such as satellite imagery often cannot be performed on a personal computer and
require whole clusters of computers provided through universities or commercial cloud providers. Given the amount of data required in machine-learning applications, parallel processing may be needed. Access to, and familiarity with, the facilities for running computations
remotely are therefore key requirements in data-mining and pattern-recognition research.

New directions
Opportunities for applying pattern-detection techniques to better understand SES are substantial and growing. A number of trends and potential emerging applications can be identified.
Studies using the clustering of ecosystem services sets to identify and classify SES have been
confined to regional and national scales, but a global classification is still lacking. In addition,
harmonised datasets such as the Earth Data Cube or World Bank statistics can be used to better
understand changes in SES over time (Reichstein et al. 2019). Machine-learning approaches
can help researchers uncover development trajectories and anomalies, or develop early-warning
systems (Scheffer et al. 2009) to monitor the unfolding of SES regime shifts or transformations.
A key challenge in SES research is to distinguish when sustainable solutions, such as
poverty-reduction policies or agricultural innovations, work, and where. Data-mining and
machine-learning approaches can help discover types of SES where particular solutions work
and where similar SES that may benefit from these approaches are located.
Advances in text mining and language processing can be used to do more rigorous literature reviews by mapping who collaborates with whom, and to scope research opportunities
or priorities. These techniques can also empower an emergent field of research in assessing
aesthetic and cultural ecosystem service values over time and space at larger scales than were
possible before the advent of social media data.
Machine-learning methods are no longer the luxury of computer giants. Today one can
run machine-learning experiments on a regular computer or by using cloud services, which
makes the methods accessible to students and low-budget research groups.

Key readings
Chollet, F. 2017. Deep Learning with Python. New York: Manning.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Descriptive statistics, group comparison, regression models (linear, generalised linear), multivariate analysis (including clustering, non-metric multidimensional scaling (n-MDS), principal
component analysis (PCA), redundancy analysis (RDA), canonical correspondence analysis
(CCA), factor analysis (FA) and multiple correspondence analysis), time series analysis.

Connections to other chapters
Statistical methods are used to analyse data from a wide variety of sources, such as ecological field data (Chapter 6) for understanding drivers and dynamics, data from participatory
data collection (Chapter 8) or interview data from surveys (Chapter 7). Statistical methods
can give an overview of spatial datasets (Chapter 24) but also help to discover patterns in
time series results of agent-based modelling (Chapter 28). Statistical approaches are, among
others, also used to estimate how well dynamic systems models (Chapter 26), expert models
(Chapter 16) and ecosystem service models (Chapter 31) represent empirical data. Finally,
statistics provide methods for historical assessments (Chapter 25) and quantitative pattern
recognition (Chapter 17).

Introduction
Statistical methods are mathematical tools that can help to aggregate, present and explore complex
datasets from various sources. These include field data, which are often used in social-ecological
systems (SES) research. These methods can be very useful for understanding interactions, dependencies and relationships between social, environmental and ecological variables. Most statistical
approaches and tests allow researchers to identify and determine the main significant controlling
(environmental or social) parameters (Dalgaard 2008; Crawley 2015).
Although the use of statistical methods dates back to at least the 5th century bce, the origin of statistics had little in common with what it is used for today, as the original use of statistics was limited to governance, mainly by providing demographic data. It was only during
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SUMMARY TABLE: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Ecology, Social Science, Political
Science, Economics, Demography,
Psychology, Earth Sciences
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Diversity
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Regime shifts
• Exploring uncertainty

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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the 18th century that the approach was extended to various scientific fields, when the newly
developed probability theory (or ‘law of great numbers’) was integrated and recognised as
a new branch of mathematics. Jakob Bernoulli, Abraham de Moivre and others introduced
the idea of representing complete certainty by the number one, and probability (as a measurement for uncertainty) as a number between zero and one (Varberg 1963; Fienberg 1992).
Modern statistical methods consist of a vast toolbox of different tests and analytical procedures. The choice of the most appropriate method requires: (a) a good understanding of the
type of data (categorical or continuous data), (b) knowledge of the distribution pattern and
shape of the data (e.g. normally distributed or skewed) in order to apply the appropriate statistical tests, and (c) an understanding of statistical methods to correctly interpret the outcomes.
This is especially crucial because most statistical methods, as already mentioned above, do
not provide an explicit outcome of ‘yes’ or ‘no’, but rather give the probability of an event
happening or the likelihood of an item belonging to a certain group. So, researchers have to
be clear about what is meant by assigning statements such as ‘unlikely’ or ‘likely’ to the outcome of an analysis, expressed by a ‘probability value’ (p-value) (Hon 2010; Crawley 2015).
Statistical tools generally test a hypothesis, usually derived from a specific scientific question, and investigate the likelihood for the hypothesis to be either accepted or refuted. Statisticians have agreed that an event is unlikely if it occurs less than 5% of the time (p < 0.05).
Sometimes, for stricter tests (e.g. in medical studies), thresholds of 1% (p < 0.01) or lower are
used. Thus, a probability value of less than 5% suggests that this event is unlikely to occur by
chance. However, there is still a small probability that two unrelated events could take place
simply by chance (leading to a ‘false positive’ or type I error), or that a relationship between
two related events is not detected by the test (leading to a ‘false negative’ or type II error).
Thus, poor insight into basic statistical principles combined with a lack of knowledge about
data quality, biased data or too few data may lead to wrong conclusions (Dalgaard 2008; Hon
2010; Crawley 2015).
Generally, statistical methods do not directly test the likelihood that the question being
asked is true, but rather the likelihood of a ‘null hypothesis’ being true. A null hypothesis is
a general statement or default position that there is ‘no relationship’ between two measured
phenomena, or ‘no association’ among groups. Thus, dynamics between them are uncoupled
and random. The null hypothesis often starts in the opposite position of the question being
asked! In other words, the null hypothesis is the logical opposite of the scientific question that
one is interested in. The logic is that if it turns out that the null hypothesis is very unlikely to
be true (e.g. with a probability of p < 0.05 (Dalgaard 2008; Crawley 2015)), then its logical
opposite (the alternative hypothesis reflecting the research question) must be valid. The real
art is to pose a question that can lead to a research hypothesis of which its logical opponent,
the null hypothesis, can be formulated. Finally, the null hypothesis has to be tested with the
appropriate test (Quinn and Keough 2002; Hon 2010).
Example
Research question: Is there a difference between measurements of Group A and B?
Research hypothesis: Measurements of Group A and B differ
Null hypothesis: Measurements of Group A and B do not differ
Only if a null hypothesis needs to be refuted by a statistical test then the research hypothesis,
as the only logical alternative, is accepted to be true.
Social-ecological systems research uses many popular statistical methods to analyse quantitative and qualitative data, including statistical visualisation, analyses and modelling.
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•

•

•

Statistical visualisation: Visualisation of statistical results, mainly through plots and
diagrams, is used to aggregate data and understand patterns (e.g. social-ecological interactions) and trends (forecasting and development), and to help build conceptual models
(e.g. causal loop diagrams).
Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses include traditional aggregation of datasets (e.g.
by estimating mean, variance, standard error) that help to summarise data, understand
patterns, estimate dynamics, dependencies and correlations between or within elements of data, and calculate differences between groups. Different statistical techniques
(e.g. confidence intervals, errors) are often used to review the quality and certainty
of data collections and inquiries, and to understand relationships between different
components of complex SES and their contexts (e.g. estimating covariance, correlation
strengths). These analyses can be used for data-based scientific and political decision
support, for instance by creating statistical models or calculating metrics as means and
modes from data points by comparing deviation from similar studies done elsewhere or
earlier (e.g. the number of disease outbreaks in a community before and after the introduction of a waste-water treatment plant).
Statistical modelling: Statistical modelling includes modelling and forecasting future
trends or filling in gaps for missing data. Statistical models are often used to improve
strategic and political planning, e.g. fitting empirical data to a function to allow one to
make general statements, even for situations where no data exist. Clustering multifactorial data into an easy-to-read visual plot to understand which factors are relevant is
another common use of statistical model outputs.

SES problems and questions
A number of common SES features and questions can be explored using statistical analyses
of empirical SES data, such as ecological field data (Chapter 6), interview and survey data
(Chapter 7), or data obtained from participatory data collection (Chapter 8) or via datamining techniques (Chapter 17). Statistical methods allow an understanding of a huge range
of phenomena, such as social behaviour, ecological or environmental changes, and socialecological interactions. Typical questions include:
•

•

•

What are the typical attributes of key SES features in a particular region? (e.g. what is the
average amount of fuelwood harvested or used by communities in a particular region,
and how much does it vary between households? (Paumgarten and Shackleton 2011;
Keane et al. 2019)). Statistical analysis can be used to determine the mean or central
value of a dataset containing multiple data points, as well as the range and variability in
the dataset, and allows comparing the values.
How do SES features in a particular area compare with those of different areas or with other
studies from literature? (e.g. how does the average income of rural and urban communities
differ (Keane et al. 2019; Robinson, Zheng, and Peng 2019); how does mean summer
precipitation values differ between regions?). Statistical methods can be used to determine
whether there are significant differences between different regions or groups.
How are different SES features related? (e.g. regional farm assessments investigate how
environmental factors such as irrigation water availability, soil type, mean summer temperatures and growing periods are related to aspects such as farm size, income, distance
to markets and the number of family members (Keane et al. 2019; Robinson, Zheng,
and Peng 2019)). Regression analyses can be applied to determine relationships, and the
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•

•

strength of relationships, between system components (e.g. how does the application of
a pesticide relate to its effect on crops while increasing income but also affecting human health or an ecosystem (Carvalho 2017), or how do different levels of land cover
change the impact on biodiversity, ecosystem services provision and human well-being?
(Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2014; Meacham et al. 2016; Martín-López et al. 2017)). Once
these relationships are established, regression models can be used to forecast effects on
the impact of future changes, or to help fill gaps in empirical data (Pollnac et al. 2010;
Pinsky and Fogarty 2012).
Which places have similar SES characteristics? (e.g. which farms are more similar in
their socio-economic and environmental characteristics? (Martín-López et al. 2012;
Meacham et al. 2016; see also Case study 18.1)). Multivariate analysis can be used to
bring all the SES characteristics (with all their different units) together, allowing researchers to identify clusters of similar SES sites. Similar sites often either share similar
problems (Meacham et al. 2016) or can be used as archetypes to identify other places
sharing similar SES conditions where a particular intervention could also be successfully
applied (Piemontese et al. 2020).
How do key SES features change across years? (e.g. time series analyses allow researchers to estimate how early identification of changing rainfall conditions can be a critical
indicator to ensure national food security; these analyses can also allow conducting risk
assessments to determine the likelihood and potential impacts of droughts and flooding
for small-scale farmers (Shongwe et al. 2011; Husak et al. 2013)).

Brief description of key methods
Prior to any analysis, a researcher must be aware of the characteristics of the investigated data
(Hon 2010), as the selection of appropriate statistical methods depends on the data types. This
includes both the type and the distribution of data. A first step in any analysis is usually to summarise and visualise the data to gain an understanding of the dataset and detect obvious data
entry errors. Following this, the data may be analysed using a variety of statistical methods.

Data types
Two main characteristic types of data exist: discrete and continuous. It is essential to make
this distinction because each data type is analysed using different statistical methods and tests
(so-called ‘parametric’ and ‘non-parametric’ statistical approaches – see details below).
Discrete (categorical) data are descriptive data that can be counted according to group
attributes (or their ‘quality’). Group attributes can be categorical factors which are either
non-rankable (e.g. sex, colour) or rankable (e.g. age classes, size groupings). The number of
male and female participants in surveys can be counted, for example. The total number of
male and female participants cannot be ranked, whereas the numbers of females and males
between several survey batches can be ranked. Discrete data that cannot be ranked are referred to as ‘nominal data’, whereas data that can be ranked or ordered are referred to as
‘ordinal data’ (see ‘Statistical notation’ in Table 18.1).
Continuous data are data that cannot be counted, e.g. temperature can be measured using a
thermometer but cannot be counted. Unlike ordinal data, continuous data include the size or a
magnitude (the ‘quantity’ of a parameter that can be put on a standardised equidistant (= interval)
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Table 18.1 Overview of data types, characteristics and terms used for the statistical categorisation of
data

Data type

Characteristics (and
scale)

Statistical
notation

Category

Distribution

Example

Count data (n)

Discrete (= countable) Nominal
data

Qualitative

Nonparametric

15 students

Count with
2 groups
(dichotomous
data)

Discrete categorical
Non-rankable

Nominal
data

Qualitative

Nonparametric

yes–no,
male–female

Count data with
> 2 groups

Discrete categorical
Non-rankable

Nominal
data

Qualitative

Nonparametric

7 black,
4 white,
6 red

Count data with
rankable groups

Discrete categorical
Rankable

Ordinal
data

Qualitative

Nonparametric

2 small,
4 medium,
5 large

Measurements
Continuous
(but no true zero)

Interval
data

Quantitative

Parametric

2.0 °C,
2.1 °C, 3.2 °C,
etc.

Relative
measurements
(with true zero)

Relative continuous

Interval
ratio data

Quantitative

Parametric

23 kg
34 kg
45 kg, etc.

Time series

Continuous data
linked by a time
vector

Interval
Quantitative
data along
a time axis

Parametric

Day 1: 2.3;
Day 2: 3.1;
Day 3: 4.3;
etc.

scale). Continuous data therefore always take numerical values: the distance between two
points, when put on a scale, is placed at an equal representative distance from each other. Continuous data are therefore statistically categorised confusingly as ‘interval data’. With no zero
reference point, values below zero are possible (e.g. for temperature, altitude).
For continuous data with a zero reference point present, all data are placed relative
(or as a ‘ratio’) to this zero reference point. Values below zero are thus not possible (e.g.
percentage, height or weight). These data are termed ‘ratio data’ (see ‘Statistical notation’
in Table 18.1). When working with ratio data, but not interval data, the ratio of two
measurements has fundamentally different consequences: for the ratio variable ‘weight’, a
weight of 8 grams is always exactly twice as heavy as a weight of 4 grams. However, for
the interval variable ‘temperature’, a temperature of 10 °C need not necessarily be considered to be twice as hot as 5 °C.
Continuous data always contain a higher ‘information quantity’ than rankable, discrete
(ordinal) data, which in turn contain a higher information quantity than discrete (nominal)
data (Table 18.1). Data with a higher information quantity can be easily converted into data
with a lower information quantity (e.g. continuous temperature measurements can be placed
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into groups of ‘cold’ and ‘warm’ and events can be counted), but the reverse is rarely possible. However, data of high information quantity usually require more effort and resources
to gather and, depending on the system under investigation, may often be even impossible
to attain. Moreover, comparison of data is often only possible between datasets of similar
types. In their research planning, researchers have to balance the data with high ‘information
quantity’ with the amount of ‘data quantity’ actually needed to answer the research question
(Dalgaard 2008; Hon 2010; Crawley 2015).

Data distribution
In addition to knowing the type of data, it is critical to understand the distribution of the data
in order to select an appropriate statistical method. The data distribution can be described by
a continuous distribution function, which is called the ‘probability density function’. Continuous data in statistical data analysis are often assumed to be symmetrically or ‘normally’
distributed around a central value (the ‘mean’) with some variability. However, the assumption that data are normally distributed needs to be tested (e.g. by running a ‘normality’ test)
before any further analysis, as the results may be invalid if this assumption does not hold. As
discrete data are usually not normally distributed, most standard statistical tests cannot be
applied. ‘Parametric’ data refer to data that follow a normal or other specified distribution,
allowing the more statistically reliable parametric tests to be applied, while data that do not
follow a specified distribution are termed ‘non-parametric’ (or distribution free). Here only
the less robust non-parametric class of tests is applicable.
Table 18.1 provides an overview of data types and technical statistical terms used to categorise data.

Summarising and visualising data
The first step in statistical analysis is typically to summarise and visualise the data. Parameters such as mean, variance and standard deviation are typical overall descriptors for
quantitative, normally distributed parametric data. One may, for example, summarise
mean (average) crop production across different study sites or conditions, and the variability in crop production using other characteristic metrics such a range, variance or standard deviation. For non-parametric data and discrete data, descriptive parameters such as
median, quartiles or mode (relative maximum) are typical descriptive indices (Crewson
2006; Brown and Saunders 2007).
It is also useful to explore the data by visualising them in order to get a ‘feel’ for the data
and spot any obvious data-entry errors. Discrete data are usually presented as numbers in a
contingency table, or graphically as bar or pie plots. If the discrete (countable) data are several
repeated measurements (e.g. number of participants in several survey batches), then overall
descriptions around a median or mode can be done. Variability of this type of data is described using quantiles or percentiles and is visualised in ‘box-and-whisker’ plots (Dalgaard
2008; Hon 2010; Crawley 2015).
Continuous ungrouped data are typically visually represented as ranked or non-ranked
scatter plots, single-line plots or simple bar plots. With grouped continuous data, stacked bar
plots, sequential means with error bars or overlapping line plots are often applied. For the
representation of size distributions, bar graphs with binned data or frequency histograms are
useful. These are often also used for visual detection of the data’s distribution for normality, skewness and biases (often with a standard normal plot overlay). Alternatively, normal
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probability plots can be applied directly to visualise how far all or single extremes of the
measurement values deviate from a normal distribution (Dalgaard 2008; Hon 2010; Crawley
2015).

Analysing data
Many SES datasets consist of multiple variables. Each of these variables can be analysed
separately using descriptive statistics to understand their central tendency and variability
(Table 18.2). Where the same variables (e.g. height, species abundance) have been measured
across different sites or groups, they can be compared using various methods for group comparison techniques (e.g. to test whether bird abundance differs between different sites). If the
prerequisites for parametric data are not fulfilled, then less sensitive non-parametric alternatives for the parametric test have to be used instead.
Alternatively, relationships between different variables can be explored. The simplest relationship is an explanatory–response relationship, where a change in an explanatory variable
‘determines’ a change in a response variable. Regression models can test the relationship
between a response and single or multiple explanatory variables. Most regression models
assume that the response and explanatory variables are normally distributed, but there are
also options for variables with other distributions. In SES research, regression models are
commonly used to: (a) determine the strength of predictors, (b) forecast an effect, or (c) find
trends. Linear regression models are also used to fill in missing values in time series, and other
types of datasets estimate gaps in measurements using values anticipated by the model. With a
well-fitted model, back- and forecasting estimates, across the minimum and maximum limits
where own measurements have been made, are possible.
In contrast to ‘univariate’ analyses that focus on predicting a single outcome, ‘multivariate’
analyses investigate how multiple outcome variables co-occur. The aim of these approaches
usually centres on comparing how similar two or more objects (e.g. sites, households, ecological state) are, allowing the combination of relevant characteristics with different units and
data classes. Multivariate techniques include, among others, hierarchical clustering, principal
component analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA), multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) or
non-metric multidimensional scaling (n-MDS) (Hon 2010).
In an SES context, variables in multivariate analyses can contain combinations of social and/or environmental aspects simultaneously, but they should all be on quasi-identical
scale; otherwise, the variable with the largest range will dominate the outcomes. To avoid
this, normalisation of the data (by converting them into relative values of a range from 0
to 1) is usually necessary. Multivariate analyses typically entail a mathematical procedure
of ‘dimensionality reduction’. This allows the dimensionality of the data to be reduced to
a two-dimensional table matrix or graph that can be plotted and is easier to understand.
Thus, multivariate analysis allows interpretation of complex interactions of multiple variables
where no direct explanatory–response relationship is possible.
Many events in SES research are ordered in time and can be analysed using time series
analysis (TSA) models. These models can have different purposes. Some aim to interpret
plausible descriptions of sampled data; others to test hypotheses about the drivers behind
the observed variability or to quantify response similarity (e.g. synchrony of two or more
events). Time series analysis models are sometimes also intended to forecast and simulate scenarios, e.g. conducting risk assessment or projecting trajectories into the future for different
management policies. Table 18.2 provides a summary of the key methods used in statistical
analysis.
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Table 18.2 Summary of key methods used in statistical analysis
Method

Description

References

Descriptive
statistics

Descriptive statistics are indices that summarise a
given dataset so that it can be easily understood.
The coefficients can be divided into measures of:
• Central tendency, including mean and
median mode
• Variability (spread), including range,
quartiles, variance and standard deviation
• Correlation

Key introductory texts
Dalgaard 2008;
Hon 2010

Several statistical tests are available to compare
whether the means of two or more groups differ. To
compare two groups, the most common tests are
the T-test (normal data), the Mann–Whitney U test
(non-parametric ordinal data) and Chi-Square (nonparametric nominal data). To compare more than
two groups, the ANOVA (normal data), Kruskal–
Wallis (non-parametric ordinal) or Chi-Square
(non-parametric nominal) test can be used. To
determine which of more than three groups differ,
a ‘post hoc’ test, e.g. a Tukey or Scheffé test, needs
to be applied.

Key introductory texts
Dalgaard 2008;
Crawley 2015

Regression models (simple linear, multiple linear,
non-linear, generalised linear) are statistical
methods allowing one to summarise and study
the relationships between two or more variables.
Simple regression models are used to study
explanatory–response relationships between two
continuous variables. Linear models are the most
common regression models, used for normally
distributed continuous data. Multiple regression
models estimate the response of a single variable
from a combination of several predictor variables.

Key introductory texts
Dalgaard 2008;
Hon 2010;
Crawley 2015

Group
comparison

Regression
models

Using least-square fitting to non-linear distribution
models allows one to understand the characteristics
of non-linear data. Data transformation (e.g. log,
square root, double square root) of non-linear data
may make it possible to linearise data and allow the
application of linear models.
Generalised linear models can be used for nonnormally distributed, binary (logistic regression)
and count (Poisson regression) data. Model
optimisation (e.g. finding the correct set of variables
that best explains the behaviour of the variable
of interest) is often supported by using an Aikaike
(AIC) or a Bayesian (BIC) information criterion and
avoids critical over-fitting.
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Applications to SES
Scheffer et al. 2012;
Dearing et al. 2014;
Jaramillo and Destouni 2014;
Oteros-Rozas et al. 2014

Applications to SES
Cummings et al. 2010;
Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2014;
Martín-López et al. 2017

Applications to SES
Pollnac et al. 2010;
Martín-López et al. 2012;
Pinsky and Fogarty 2012;
Meacham et al. 2016;
Kim and Kim 2018
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Method

Description

References

Multivariate
analysis

Multivariate clustering methods originate from
ecology. These techniques include clustering,
non-metric multidimensional scaling (n-MDS),
principal component analysis (PCA), redundancy
analysis (RDA), canonical correspondence
analysis (CCA), factor analysis (FA) and multiple
correspondence analysis (MCA). They are used
for the classification (grouping) of multivariate
data objects (i.e. datasets with multiple response
or outcome variables) into sets with similar
characteristics (‘clusters’) according to the
similarity of their overall variable values. These
techniques are often used with large datasets
with many variables and help to transform highdimensional data into more easily understandable
two-dimensional graphs or tables. Similarity
of objects is determined based on how similar
objects are with regard to their variable
composition and values. While clustering and
n-MDS are based on a similarity index (typically
Euclidean distance), PCA, RDA, CCA, FA and MCA
define the dimension reduction based on the
correlation or covariance between objects.

Key introductory texts
Wilmink and Uytterschaut
1984;
Quinn and Keough 2002;
Oksanen 2015

Time series analysis (TSA) is applied to time series
data. The most common statistical models of
time series are multivariate autoregressive statespace models (MARSS), also known as vector
autoregression in econometrics. These models are
typically composed by a drift term that represents
a deterministic dynamic (e.g. a growth rate) and
a process error term that is stochastic (e.g. some
random variable that represents environmental
variation). The latter is important because even in a
model with a positive growth rate, a population can
collapse due to the environmental noise. TSA is often
a necessary condition to identify causality, although
not all time series data will allow for the detection of
causal effects.

Key introductory texts
Angrist and Pischke 2009;
Holmes, Ward, and Wills
2012;
Pearl and Mackenzie 2018

Time series
analysis

Applications to SES
Cinner et al. 2013;
González‐Orozco et al. 2014;
Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2014;
Kotzee and Reyers 2016;
Maione, Nelson, and
Barbosa 2018

Applications to SES
Sabo et al. 2017

Limitations
Social-ecological systems are intrinsically difficult to understand due to their complex relationships, interactions between internal and external parts of the system, and the effect of
random fluctuations and chance events. A key objective in SES research is to understand how
different elements of an SES are related and how relationships change over time. However, it
is often difficult to distinguish between the main influencing factors in a system and so-called
‘noise’. Noise can derive from either insignificant influencing elements or random processes
(Crewson 2006; Dalgaard 2008). Random processes are patterns that are measured but lack
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structure or predictability. Random noise can often be a large component in data, and it can
be difficult to determine its magnitude. It decreases the quality of data by obscuring the main
signal, i.e. the effect of the main influencing factors.
Data quality can often be already increased during the data-gathering process, e.g. through
excluding avoidable random processes (e.g. taking unequal numbers of samples at different
points during a field study) and biases (e.g. accidentally avoiding certain groups during surveys and favouring others) by a good consistent sampling protocol, and well-structured experimental design (Dalgaard 2008; Hon 2010).
Statistical methods strongly rely on the concept that the observed dataset that is sampled is
a valid representative of a larger (unknown) ‘population’. A good sampling design (also called
‘casing’ in social sciences) helps to avoid known biases. Biased data are data with a disproportionate weight in favour of or against one thing, person or group, so that the data are no
longer a perfect representative of the larger population about which conclusions are being
drawn. Sampling biases often result from uneven or patchy sampling, or from an underlying
preconceived idea of the structure of the unknown population that results in the wrong type
of sampling strategy. In time series analysis, bias can also arise when the variance of errors
(random noise) changes over time, or when the data distribution is not normal, potentially
invalidating results when the wrong analysis method is applied. Reducing bias helps to enable
better discovery of underlying patterns and detection of relationships in an SES. Systematic
biases may be reduced through increased sample sizes, increased randomisation of sampling
(locations) or better selection of the sampling strategy (e.g. avoidance of explicit inclusion or
exclusion of certain groups or system constellations) that could bias the data (see Crewson
2006; Dalgaard 2008; Hon 2010; Crawley 2015).
Thus, the overall aim should be, generally, to reduce the so-called ‘sampling error’, which
denotes the gap between the sampled data as a representative and the current real status of
the system. Because statistical methods are very sensitive to biased, patchy and noisy data,
the outcome of most statistical approaches depends mainly on the overall quality of the investigated data.
Data collection therefore aims to collect unbiased data with as little noise as possible (Brown
and Saunders 2007). However, high-quality data are often difficult to achieve in appropriate
(temporal and spatial) resolution with fully excluding potential (often unknown) biases. Empirical data obtained from fieldwork often barely cover the minimum required representative data
needed, as data are often either difficult to obtain given personnel capacity and time constraints,
are simply not available, or are available in limited quantities.
In some situations, accurately estimating the effect or strength of specific explanatory
variables requires experimental comparison (in the form of ‘before–after’ situations or as
intentional experimental manipulations). However, in many real-world situations, and at the
scale that most SES operate, experimental exclusion of a given factor is realistically impossible (e.g. removing the effect of global warming in order to see its influence, or excluding all
insects from a large region to estimate the contribution of pollinators).
Moreover, results of most statistical methods focus on average outcomes, patterns or relationships in a dataset and cannot be used to draw conclusions about individual characteristics or cases.
Another problem with statistical analysis is the tendency to jump to unjustified conclusions about
causal relationships. One can often find evidence that two variables are highly correlated, but that
does not prove that one variable actually causes another. A strong statistical relationship in the past
can also not be assumed to hold in the future if conditions change. Statistical analysis is not capable
of proving a causal relationship between two variables but requires a good understanding of the
system investigated by the investigator (Pearl 2009).
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Lastly, even with perfect data, the incorrect application of a method may result in drawing
incorrect conclusions, as every method can only be applied to certain data types and under
certain assumptions. Thus, the analysing researcher must have knowledge of the data type
and structure to ensure that the method or test is appropriate and valid.

Resource implications
Complex statistical methods require computers and specialised software to conduct calculations or create graphical visualisations of the data and results. In the past, accessibility and
computational power were the main constraints for rigorous and complex analyses of large
datasets or the application of advanced statistical methods. However, given the technical
capabilities of current computers, the application of statistical methods on even mediumto large-size datasets (up to several gigabytes) generally does not require specialised hardware or computational power any more. Also, given the multitude of free statistical software
packages, specialised commercial software is rarely needed, as most free-of-charge statistical
software packages now cover a wide range of statistical methods typically applied in SES
research. Freely available open-source software includes, for example, R, Octave and Pandas, while many universities also provide access to commercially available products such as
Statistica, SPSS, SAS, JMP and Strata. More specialised software packages such as JmulTi and
Microfit (econometric analysis), OpenEpi (epidemiology), Simfit (simulations) or OpenNN,
Torch or Weka (machine learning) are also freely available (see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_ statistical_packages for a full list).
Many universities also offer statistical resource centres to assist students and researchers,
given the specialised and highly technical aspects of applying many statistical methods. These
include: (a) posing a correctly formulated research question (that can create a null hypothesis, that then can be falsified), (b) choosing the appropriate sampling design and type of data
needed to answer the question, (c) having expertise in data acquisition, manipulation and
interpretation, (d) selecting the appropriate statistical method for the type of data, and (e) being able to correctly interpret statistical results, which often requires significant expertise and
understanding of statistical methods.
There are also a multitude of information courses (e.g. at DataCamp, Udemy and other online learning platforms) and tutorials available online (e.g. KhanAcademy.org, R-project.org).

New directions
Increasing computational power and accessibility of data from large online databases enables the analysis of ‘big data’ to test SES relationships and novel hypotheses (see also Chapter 17). ‘Big data’ are created by increasing numbers of electronic sensors, the automatic
collection of data available through the Internet, and more long-term studies and national
statistics data (e.g. the World Bank, the UN and other databases) being made available online (Bhadani and Jothimani 2016). The increasing number of people with mobile devices,
active participation in social media and Internet use means data on human social interactions have become much more accessible. Analysis of social network data has recently
radically transformed the way applied social science is done (Foster et al. 2016), allowing
for better predictions of social dynamics, human decision-making and the potential consequences (Thai, Wu, and Xiong 2017).
A completely different field is the increasing accessibility of geophysical data by monitoring
satellites and satellite-based sensor techniques (provided by e.g. NASA, ESA or platforms such
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Case study 18.1: Drivers of ecosystem vulnerability
in Andalusia, Spain
Different statistical methods can be used to unravel information about social- ecological
dynamics and associations between social and ecological aspects. This is well illustrated by SES research conducted in the semi-arid watersheds of Adra and Nacimiento
in Andalusia, Spain. The aim of this research was to find patterns of social- ecological
interactions between stakeholders’ perceptions of ecosystem services, stakeholder
well-being and drivers of change (Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2014).
Altogether 381 face-to-face questionnaires were administered from May 2009 to
February 2010. Based on these surveys, different groups of stakeholders who used
and managed ecosystem services in each of the watersheds were identified by conducting hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and principal component analysis (PCA)
(Figure 18.1A). Five stakeholder groups were identified: (a) local actors who depend
on provisioning ecosystem services, (b) local actors not directly dependent on provisioning ecosystem services, (c) environmental and local development professionals,
(d) rural tourists, and (e) nature tourists.
Next, different perceptions of vulnerable ecosystem services according to the five
groups of stakeholders were explored by conducting the non-parametric Kruskal–
Wallis test. This test showed that there were statistically significant differences in
the perceptions about vulnerable ecosystem services among stakeholders. Local actors
perceived a higher degree of vulnerability of provisioning ecosystem services, whereas
environmental professionals perceived a higher degree of vulnerability of cultural
ecosystem services than other stakeholders (Figure 18.1B).
Finally, to determine whether there were associations between vulnerable ecosystem
services, human well-being and the effect of drivers of change according to the
perceptions of different stakeholders, a principal component analysis (multivariate
ordination analysis) was conducted. This statistical analysis showed that whereas
local actors perceived the importance and vulnerability of provisioning ecosystem
services for their well-being, environmental professionals perceived cultural ecosystem services, specifically the aesthetic values of landscape and local ecological
knowledge, and soil fertility as vulnerable services. Locals also perceived the effects of drivers of change on ecosystem services. The principal component analysis
showed that nature tourists perceived regulating services as vulnerable ecosystem
services (Figure 18.1C).
Results from this study suggest that perceptions of the interlinkages between
ecosystem services, human well-being and the effect of drivers of change on ecosystem services differ among stakeholder groups in the Adra and Nacimiento
watersheds.
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Figure 18.1 (A) A dendrogram showing the different stakeholder groups based on
a hierarchical cluster analysis, (B) a bar diagram illustrating the perceptions of vulnerable ecosystem services among stakeholder groups,
and (C) a biplot of the principal component analysis to find patterns
between the associations (between stakeholders and their perceptions of vulnerable ecosystem services) and the effect of drivers of
change (Iniesta-Arandia et al. 2014)
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as Google’s Earth Engine or Earth System Data Cube – see Chapter 24). These developments
have helped to see SES interactions and problems in a whole new light (Rejcek 2017). Hampton
et al. (2013) showed how the statistical analysis of large ecosystem dynamics data could help
understand SES interlinkages. The analysis is done by aggregating, searching, cross-referencing
and mining large volumes of data. The resulting outcomes finally generate new understanding
that can inform decision-making about emergent properties of complex systems. Dubey et al.
(2019) showed how big datasets and predictive analytics could improve social and environmental sustainability by combining data from 205 studies conducted in a region in India.
The analysis of large datasets may lead to erroneous conclusions and unexpected failures
if blind trust is placed in the sheer amount of data available. Theoretical understanding and
knowledge of the system remain fundamental to good, rigorous analysis. Furthermore, ‘big
data’ are often strongly biased towards developed countries (Reis, Braatz, and Chiang 2016).
Satellite or environmental sensor data are, thus, often only available for risk areas in developed Western countries at usable temporal and spatial resolution for conducting profound
analyses. In contrast, these types of data are often lacking for particular SES risk regions of
interest, especially in many undeveloped countries. Similarly, high-quality social media and
trading data are only available in industrialised and rich countries that rely heavily on Internet-mediated communication for social interactions and trading.
Another important emerging statistical field is the use of machine learning. In the wake
of big data, artificial intelligence methods are opening new approaches to investigating
complex problems. Machine-learning approaches allow for statistical pattern recognition
in datasets of very high complexity (see Chapter 17). However, these methods are typically not based on predefined verifiable statistical models and hypotheses, and often act
as ‘black boxes’. Typical neural network approaches use dynamically adaptive statistical
models and therefore do not necessarily provide outcomes that can contribute to the logical understanding of interactions (Kleinberg, Ludwig, and Mullainathan 2016; Knight
2017; Pearl and Mackenzie 2018). However, novel analysis methods based on machine
learning enabled by better computational grids allow for much faster analysis of data and
near-instantaneous and automated decision-making. This is habitually done in economic
trading when it comes to the buying and selling of commodities and stocks. These analysis
methods may open up new possibilities for political and other national and international
stakeholders to become better informed.
Some studies even suggest that artificial intelligence approaches and machine learning are
ushering us into a new era in which abundant data and mathematics will replace classical statistical analysis methods (Anderson 2008). While scientists in the past had to rely on sample
testing and statistical analysis to understand a process, computer scientists today have access
to the ‘entire population’ (not only a ‘representative sample’) and therefore would not need
classical statistical analysis methods any more. Thus, some authors speculate that traditional
statistical testing approaches could become obsolete (Anderson 2008).

Key readings
Bors, D.A. 2018. Data Analysis for the Social Sciences: Integrating Theory and Practice. Thousand Oaks: Sage.
Brown, R.B., and M.P. Saunders. 2007. Dealing with Statistics: What You Need to Know. Berkshire:
McGraw-Hill.
Crawley, M.J. 2015. Statistics: An Introduction Using R. Chichester: John Wiley & Sons.
Pearl, J. 2003. Causality: Models, Reasoning, and Inference. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Quinn, G.P., and M.J. Keough. 2002. Experimental Design and Data Analysis for Biologists. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Discourse analysis, critical discourse analysis, thematic analysis, narrative analysis, critical
narrative analysis, interpretative phenomenological analysis

Connections to other chapters
Methods used for qualitative analysis treat language as a resource that has agency to shape
societal practices and institutions. By using certain words or phrases, language and discourse
convey certain power relations and influence worldviews, societal forms and actions. By
analysing how language and other forms of non-textual representation (such as descriptions,
accounts, opinions, feelings) are being used in various contexts, this chapter links well to
Chapter 5 (Systems scoping), Chapter 7 (Interviews and surveys), Chapter 8 (Participatory
data collection), Chapter 9 (Facilitated dialogues), Chapter 10 (Futures analysis), Chapter 11
(Scenario development) and Chapter 20 (Comparative case study analysis). The set of methods proposed in this chapter are all well equipped to discover trends in how content is developed and knowledge generated.

Introduction
Qualitative methods of content analysis seek to find and examine patterns of sense-making
and meaning creation in the communicative characteristics of language, by focusing on the
content and underlying themes and meaning that emerge in a text (in either written or spoken
form). The word ‘text’ here points to a wide range of phenomena such as descriptions, accounts,
opinions and feelings that are conveyed in a variety of representations, not only as letters on a
white page or screen. Qualitative data can be represented in words, pictures and even sounds.
Nowadays the word ‘text’ can be applied to landscapes, heritage sites, technologies, urban
spaces or institutional practices – all phenomena that can be ‘read’ in a certain way. Drawing
on the implications of the ‘linguistic turn’ that was introduced in the humanities by French
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1974), researchers from other disciplines have developed
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SUMMARY TABLE: QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Semiotics, Psycholinguistics,
Psychology, Sociolinguistics,
Pragmatism, Sociology, Management
and Organisational Studies, Media and
Cultural Studies

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Interpretive/subjective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
•
•
•
•

SES components and linkages
Power relations
Transformation
Evaluating policy options

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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various analytical methods to break away from theories and methods that assume that language is an autonomous system in which the meaning of words and sentences can always be
constructed in an objective and internally fixed manner. In a sense, language is treated as
being significantly more than just the medium through which we conduct research or communicate with one another.
Language and texts are seen as phenomena that have agency. Linked to this interpretation
of the representational power of language, the notion of ‘discourse’ is then understood to be
an ‘interrelated set of texts, and the practices of their production, dissemination, and reception,
that brings an object into being’ (Parker 1992). The stories and narratives that are linked to organisations, traditions, practices and communities have the power to shape how these social forms
are structured. From this view we can derive that qualitative methods aim to demonstrate how
language and discourse produce social realities that shape certain practices and social-ecological
interactions. As researchers, the use of qualitative methods of content analysis thus allows us to
explore the relationship between constructed discourses and epistemic realities.
Qualitative methods for analysing linguistic content are used broadly to analyse textual
and narrative-based content such as documents, interviews, observation notes and stories.
There is a variety of qualitative analysis methods – some focusing on the explicit themes presented in the text, and others trying to disentangle the implicit or hidden patterns of meaning
that are present in the text. Many researchers who use thematic analysis, for example, assume
that the explicit content can be coded and analysed to unveil its inherent meaning. By contrast, an inherent and subtler or hidden pattern of meaning might be shaping certain perceptions, norms and societal orientations that only become explicit when highlighted through
more reflective methods of textual and semiotic analysis like critical narrative inquiry. Some
interpretive approaches to qualitative content analysis also take into consideration that meaning emerges as a result of researchers’ relationship with the textual content in which their
subjectivity comes to interact with the text.
The general purpose of qualitative content analysis methods is to make the various forms
of ‘meaning’ that emerge through different methods of analysis, more explicitly noticeable.
In some disciplines, this generative quality of meaning is called ‘intertextuality’, which highlights the fact that meaning also emerges through the way in which language and discourses
are embedded in certain historical and social contexts and that meaning might change when
the contexts change. These temporally linked changes can then also be tracked by methods
such as narrative analysis or critical discourse analysis.
Interpretive and qualitative methods of content analysis explore and consider the different
possible meanings people might attach to situated events or phenomena, or their connection to a certain place and the values that certain practices or objects hold for them. These
methods aim to discover and explore the dominant discourses and how they are sustained
or include and exclude people and practices in social-ecological systems (SES) relations.
These methods are well suited to studying notions of identity construction, sense of place,
sense-making, power relations and historical memory. They can also be used to discern what
value judgements people might have towards certain events or objects.
Qualitative modes of research have a strong contemporary association with the humanities
and social sciences, and different disciplines have developed diverse approaches for analysing
textual or narrative-based phenomena. Practices and philosophies of interpretive content
analysis also vary between academic disciplines. They all engage in a systematic reading or
observation of fragmented texts or artefacts, which are then clustered or assigned labels or
codes to extrapolate or infer meaning from them. The labels used in this analysis are not
necessarily used consistently across disciplines.
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Qualitative methods of content analysis allow researchers to expose the diversity of perspectives different actors or groups might hold in relation to a specific problem, the nuances in meaning attributed to phenomena, and the dominant views that are present in a given context. They
also provide insights as to why some views might be more dominant than others. As such, interpretive and qualitative methods of content analysis are likely to draw attention to the multiplicity
of meanings and interpretations, and their consequences for how governance and stewardship
interventions are implemented and enacted. These methods can also be used to understand how
individuals position their own and others’ personal and social identities in relation to some shared
values or common resource-use problem, for example. In addition, the methods can highlight
which forms of knowledge are considered valid by whom and what the consequences of certain
positions are regarding access to resources and governance arrangements.

SES problems and questions
In seeking to understand social-ecological linkages, qualitative data can help researchers to
address questions related to human–nature interactions (e.g. values, stewardship, resource use).
To understand SES, research is needed on the institutional, social-relational, contextual and individual human dimensions of the system. Within each of these dimensions, a variety of themes
and concepts can be explored and understood through qualitative data analysis methods. These
methods are also useful for exploring the diverse understandings of SES held by various stakeholders and how the blind spots in their different ways of meaning creation shape people’s
experiences of using, governing and valuing certain resources, for example.
Typical questions that qualitative content analysis methods can help frame to address SES
challenges include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What diverse understandings or interpretations of a problem exist in a given context?
How do people group themselves in relation to the different understandings?
What are the dominant views of a problem or challenge? How did these views become
dominant?
Whose interests are given advantage under the current management system? What are
the underlying causes for that?
Why do people have a specific relationship with their environment?
What meanings do they attribute to that relationship?
How do different meanings and interpretations affect the way SES are governed?
How are meanings created and put into practice?
Have perceptions of a place or definitions of a problem changed over time? How? Why?

Typical problems these methods seek to understand include:
•
•
•

Why do conflicts of interest exist in the management of resources?
How do different groups regard different approaches to environmental management as
being successful (or not)?
What are the power dynamics that govern the use of certain resources?

Brief description of key methods
In general, qualitative methods that focus on analysing narratives aim to understand how
people make sense of, and reconstruct, their experiences from a particular standpoint in
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Table 19.1 Summary of key methods used in qualitative content analysis
Method

Description

References

Discourse
analysis

Discourse analysis originated in linguistics, where it is
commonly defined as the analysis of a unit of language
(utterance or written text) larger than the sentence. Language
at this level cannot usefully be analysed with methods
traditionally associated with the decomposition of sentences or
verbal utterances/words.

Key introductory texts
Jupp and Norris 1993;
Potter 1996

Discourse analysis migrated into other social science domains,
where it has tended to be associated with the material culture
or ‘texts’ (e.g. novels, various forms of print/digital media
and formal publications more generally) rather than more or
less ‘naturally’ occurring (and transcribed) speech. Discourse
analysis is traditionally distinguished from the qualitative
analysis of interview transcripts or conversation transcripts
(using conversation analysis, which originated in sociology).
However, the post-1960 digitalisation of culture has blurred
this distinction.
Critical
discourse
analysis

Thematic
analysis
(text)
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Applications to SES
Dryzek 1997;
Feindt and Oels 2005;
Hajer and Versteeg
2005

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) takes account of factors
beyond the text itself and emphasises the role of language as a
powerful resource that is related to ideology and socio-cultural
change. As a context-sensitive approach, CDA tends to uncover
the representational properties of language as a vehicle for
the exercise of power associated with the production and
circulation of texts. CDA is often combined with ethnography
to explore situated practices in a manner that can also
differentiate it from interviews and focus groups.

Key introductory texts
Foucault 1974;
Weiss and Wodak 2003;
Blommaert 2005;
Hajer, Van den Brink,
and Metz 2006

The process of thematic analysis aims to identify themes –
also called patterns – in the dataset. These themes can be
explicitly stated in the data or can be implicitly present and
identified by the researcher. Thematic analysis can be developed
deductively, when themes are developed after theory or a
research question, or inductively, when the researcher searches
for themes in the data. Researchers can choose themes based on
their ability to provide an answer to the research question and
adequately synthesise the studied phenomenon. How frequently
a theme occurs does not necessarily determine its importance,
but rather indicates what constitutes specific patterns. There
are fundamentally three stages in the identification of themes:
(a) the researcher begins with an initial and holistic reading of a
text (e.g. an interview), (b) the researcher analyses or fragments
the text by identifying meaningful subsections (‘meaning’ is
defined in terms of prior reading, research questions, etc.) and
by coding or categorising the subsections, and (c) the researcher
elaborates and refines the emerging code system as more texts
(e.g. additional interviews) are put through this process.

Key introductory texts
Jupp and Norris 1993;
Boyatzis 1998;
Braun and Clarke 2006

Applications to SES
Huitema 2002

Applications to SES
Stojanovic et al. 2016;
Sitas et al. 2019
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Method

Description

References

Narrative
analysis

Narrative analysis provides researchers with a set of qualitative
approaches whereby stories and the events that shape the
temporal unfolding of events can be interpreted. These
stories can be collected through participatory data collection
methods (see Chapter 8) or shared through the everyday
lived experiences of people. The researcher interprets the
stories in terms of how the story is structured, what functions
the story has in the context of the storyteller, what the core
themes of the story are, and how the story is performed or
communicated. Narrative analysis is effective in exploring how
individuals confer meaning onto objects. It provides a means of
sense-making and meaning creation of experiences within the
individual’s social environment.

Key introductory texts
Bruner 1987;
Cortazzi 1993;
Boje 2008

As a form of ‘sceptical reading’, critical narrative inquiry (CNI)
exposes established and dominant narratives on the one hand
and informal narrative speculations and ante-narratives on the
other. By making this distinction apparent, the researcher can
look for the fragmented, non-linear, incoherent, collective,
unplotted stories in a specific context that do not or do not
yet form part of the main or dominant narratives, but bear the
potential to change these.

Key introductory texts
Boje 2011;
Edson and Klein 2016

Critical
narrative
inquiry

CNI reveals the unquestioned and taken-for-granted assumptions,
their internal tensions, contradictory forces and paradoxes lurking
behind the words in the text that have the power to shape
dominant narratives and support the power structures that are
propagated in this way. By exposing the nature and construction
of these narratives, people can reframe their worldviews and
sense-making and meaning-creation practices and are prompted
to consider alternative options for sense-making and acting in
their specific context.
Interpretative
phenomenological
analysis

Having developed from the field of experiential and psychological
research, interpretative phenomenological analysis aims to
explore and interpret the particularities of people’s lived
experiences (treated as ‘text’) in a given context and make sense
of a given phenomenon. Rooted in the theoretical origins of
phenomenology and hermeneutics, the methodology employs
a ‘double hermeneutic’ in which the researcher uses qualitative
data gathered through interviews, diaries or focus groups.
Engaging in flexible and open-ended inquiry, the researcher
adopts an exploratory mode of facilitation while trying to make
sense of the participants’ stories as they make sense of how they
assign meaning to their lived experiences in relation to certain
phenomena. After data collection, the researcher analyses the
data for recurring themes that form patterns of meaning (ideas,
thoughts, feelings) throughout the text. The themes are used to
identify what issues matter to the participants (i.e. an object of
concern, topic of some import) and also how participants ascribe
meaning to certain phenomena and events.

Applications to SES
Paschen and Ison 2014

Applications to SES
Jørgensen and
Largacha-Martinez
2014;
Klein and Weiland 2014

Key introductory texts
Reid, Flowers, and
Larkin 2005;
Smith, Flowers, and
Larkin 2009;
Gill 2014;
Kurtz 2014
Applications to SES
Lejano, Ingram, and
Ingram 2013;
Lindow 2017
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Case study 19.1: The technical discourse in water
governance: who shapes SES in Peru and Brazil?
Participatory stakeholder processes and collaborative governance have been recommended as key means for ensuring the sustainable management of common-use
resources. The underlying hypothesis is that if actors with different interests come
together, they will need to agree on the management of the resource, and thus come
up with initiatives that allow them to sustain their own uses and conserve the resource.
Yet, whether collaborative governance effectively manages to ensure more sustainable
governance is strongly debated. In particular, the literature questions whether participatory forms of governance effectively manage to incorporate interests (e.g. the
environmental protection/conservation interest) and perspectives (e.g. those of indigenous peoples) that have been historically excluded from management. While actors
representing historically excluded interests might be physically present in participatory forums for environmental governance, the question that remains to be answered
is whether they can actively participate in the discussions that lead to making decisions
over the use of the resource.
In this case study, researchers analysed the discourses at play in four water-basin
councils in Latin America, two in Peru and two in Brazil (Figure 19.1). The purpose
of this study was to understand whether water-basin councils (i.e. participatory organisations set up to ensure the collegiate management of rivers) effectively include

Figure 19.1 The degradation of the Paraíba do Sul River in Caçapava, southeastern Brazil (pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rio_Para%C3%ADba_do_
Sul#/media/Ficheiro:Rio_para%C3%ADba_do_sul.jpg)
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actors who had historically been excluded from water governance (e.g. small NGOs,
peasant communities) and what the conditions are that help or hinder their inclusion.
For data collection, the researchers used interviews, surveys and observation notes
(Mancilla García and Bodin 2019). A thematic analysis was then applied to the data,
i.e. the researchers identified the themes most frequently occurring in the interviews
and observation notes. A deductive and an inductive approach were combined to determine these themes. This means they drew a first list of themes from the literature
on participatory governance and inclusion. As they analysed the data to account for
the themes or subthemes (specifications of more general themes) that appeared in the
empirical material, the themes were revised.
The researchers complemented thematic analysis with critical discourse analysis
to analyse which discourses or perspectives were considered valuable and appropriate
by different participants in the council discussions. They examined what was considered valid and what not, and which types of actors were perceived as representative
of valid, legitimate discourses. They also investigated what could not be said or was
considered inappropriate and by whom. Besides identifying topics and linking those
to discourses, the researchers explored which stakeholders perceived which discourses
as either positive or negative.
The method allowed the researchers to identify the different themes present in the
data and the perspective from which the themes had been presented. The theme ‘environmental protection’ was identified, for example, and linked to diverse discourses
such as ‘indigenous understanding’, ‘traditional management’ or ‘technical management’. This type of analysis allowed an organisation of the data that then helped to
identify which discourses were considered valid and by whom. It provided insights
into what power positions are associated with which discourses, and how power dynamics are embedded in discursive framings.
Since the purpose of the study was to assess each forum’s capacity for inclusion of
different actors, critical discourse analysis was found to be a most appropriate method.
Indeed, the literature focusing on issues related to power distribution frequently has
recourse to critical discourse analysis. The method is, however, very time consuming,
since the data need to be read and classified multiple times – first to complete the list of
themes, then to identify diverse perspectives on themes and finally to assess and organise the values attributed to the different discourses. While this fine analysis makes the
method challenging to use, it provides nuanced data that allow one to understand the
context specificities that explain why certain discourses are closer to power than others.
The method helped to expose the different discourses at play in the same forum,
i.e. the different voices present and the relations between those voices in terms of
power. Indeed, some discourses occupied more ‘talking space’ than others and were
more likely to be guiding action than others. Certain voices were excluded: some of
the participants said the forums did not provide them with the opportunity to express
their vision of the environment in their own terms, which the researchers could observe through this method. In general terms – and despite the differences between the
four forums studied – it can be said that technical and scientific language dominated
in the forums. In some of the forums where indigenous peoples participated, they felt

(Continued)
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the forum was not a space in which their vision of management could be expressed.
However, some of the previously excluded actors appropriated dominant discourses
(technical, scientific) and used these to their advantage. Some of the environmentalists
participating in the forums, for example, used technical knowledge to defend their
position on the maximum volume of water that could be extracted from a river, and
their concerns – expressed in technical terms – were taken into consideration by the
rest of the participants.
Through discourse analysis, the researchers showed that discourses are actively
transformed and performed as they are used to put forward different interests. However, interests that cannot be expressed in terms of scientific, technical or expert
discourses, such as indigenous understandings, were difficult to integrate into the
forums. The adoption of a critical perspective on discourse analysis made it possible
to distinguish how discourses played out differently in each of the cases studied and
how these discourses carried the weight of history in each of the countries studied.
The researchers observed the dominance of technical discourses on irrigation in Peru

time. Through narratives, people make sense of events and experiences in order to orientate
themselves and respond to events in the world. Through narrative we create coherence and
unity from many different forces present in the context in which we live and act. Qualitative
content analysis methods in an SES context focus on how meaning is attributed to certain
situations and experiences and how that has material consequences in terms of access to and
the governance of resources.
The different methods listed in Table 19.1 seek to explore how meaning emerges from
texts and narratives and what can be inferred from these emergent patterns of meaning. As
mentioned in the ‘Introduction’, the notion of ‘meaning’ varies from one approach to the
next, depending on whether the method assumes that meaning is explicit and objectively
present in the data (e.g. in the form of responses to interview questions) or whether meaning
needs to be interpreted. Meaning can also be embedded in discursive practices that distribute
power and define dominant or more marginal positions, i.e. the identity and social positioning of different actors are tightly linked to what they consider as the appropriate meaning of
a resource or phenomenon.

Limitations
Interpretive and qualitative methods of content analysis are mostly open-ended inquiries
where participants have more control over the content of the data collected. The nature of
the research output changes, as do the challenges associated with generating these outputs.
In a sense the researcher deals with ‘warm data’, i.e. the subjective perceptions of participants
and researchers, relational interdependencies between different actors and human–nature interdependencies, and the contextual experiences of the participants. This makes the researcher’s task of analysing the content challenging as it is difficult to verify the results objectively
against the scenarios stated by the respondents. As a result, the reliability and validity of the
research will not be verified in terms of its reproducibility, but in terms of whether or not
the findings generated by the researcher provide deeper insights to synergise general themes.
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where the forums existed for a short period and still struggled to establish themselves
as a permanent institution. In Brazil, where the forums had existed for longer, they
seemed better able to accommodate different perspectives.
Critical discourse analysis was particularly useful to investigate the power dynamics and the distribution of roles in natural resource management. It situated issues of
access to resources and their management in a historical perspective as the dominant
discourses could be identified through time. It therefore made it possible to pinpoint
changes in terms of who used dominant discourses and which discourses became
valid. In addition, using critical discourse analysis in association with thematic analysis
allowed the researchers to identify which topics are considered interesting within a given
discourse.
The main challenge remained the time to analyse large amounts of data collected
through interviews and observation notes. Only with the support of software was it
possible to identify the co-occurrence and patterns of association of themes related to
sentiments, and of discourses related to topics and actors.

Through this process, the researcher can uncover counter-discourses that inform mainstream
conceptions of the phenomena under investigation. The transparency of the methods used
allows the researcher to go beyond data collection and to analyse content by questioning
how themes were identified, how discourses are distinguished from one another and how the
researcher’s position influenced particular results.
No perfect measure can be developed to remove the subjectivity of human experience.
The researcher should therefore adopt a critical and reflexive attitude to identify and deal
with the intersubjective biases and blind spots that inevitably arise when interpreting the
modes and methods participants use to make sense of and create meaning from their lived
experiences. The ethics of interpreting another person’s lived experience can sometimes
be challenging and could confront the researcher with uncomfortable situations. Allowing
participants to read through the data and analyses and provide feedback on a researcher’s interpretation of their responses will allow researchers to check for inconsistencies and reflect
on their own assumptions. It will also indicate whether researchers should re-analyse their
findings.
Key qualities required of a researcher are open-mindedness, patience, empathy, insight
into human nature, emotional maturity and the willingness to enter into, and respond to,
the participant’s world.

Resource implications
Contrary to quantitative methods of data analysis, such as methods using objective coding
or data-mining tools, interpretive and qualitative methods of content analysis do not rely on
well-established software programs to run data analyses. Deriving the meaning of texts and
narratives calls for good judgement, and careful reading with and against the dominant use
of language and structural forms of meaning creation.
It is also likely that researchers will collect a much broader range of data than they can
actually use in any specific research article. Because interactions need to be examined in
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fine-grained detail, the analysis will probably involve ‘deep dives’ into the data to identify
critical incidents or interactions that are particularly revealing of the processes examined.
Researchers need to plan for having enough time to go through the data and find patterns
of meaning. The process of analysing which words are associated with which, which sentiment is associated with certain words or ideas, and uncovering who defends which positions
and why, could be very time consuming.
Good data collection is essential for sound data analysis. Training in computer-assisted qualitative analysis software (CAQDAS) such as NVivo, Atlas.ti, MaxQDA or Python might be
essential. CAQDAS is often used to help manage and code very large amounts of data in
well-organised ways as a first step in the process of doing narrative or discourse analyses. These
software packages also provide automatic tools to search for or count words, and to see patterns
in coding (e.g. which pieces of text were coded under several codes). This helps the researcher
to identify associations that can support or reject different interpretations. Learning how to use
these software programs requires a time investment and running them requires a financial one.

New directions
Responding to the limitations of discourse analysis and critical discourse analysis, the method
of discourse practice analysis is on the rise. It acknowledges the difficulty of appropriating
truth claims in qualitative interviews and focus groups by drawing on the assumption that
people believe their own lies and build their sense-making and meaning-creation practices
on paradigmatic references by hearsay. This assumption is based on the work of French literature scholar and author Pierre Bayard (2010). He related this phenomenon to the manner in
which people create ‘idiosyncratic’ discourses about events and experiences they did not have
in the same manner that they speak about books they have never read. The analysis of qualitative data in discourse practice analysis explores foci of attention, semantics and important
distinctions to understand how the relevant stories are built and how they feed into the narratives in use. The discourse practice analysis reveals the so-called realms of possibilities for
social systems which facilitate their ability to change.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Variable-oriented analysis, archetype analysis (formal concept analysis, qualitative comparative analysis)

Connections to other chapters
This chapter refers to direct comparisons guided by social-ecological systems frameworks. A
prominent SES framework was developed by Elinor Ostrom and contributors of the institutional analysis tradition (Chapter 22). The vulnerability and sustainability livelihood framework (see Chapter 32) has often been used for comparative work. This chapter also connects
with data mining and pattern recognition (Chapter 17).

Introduction
Individual, in-depth case study analyses are quite common in SES research. These analyses
provide a deeper understanding of the complexity of social-ecological systems (SES). However, they often deliver case-specific insights and are thus limited in their potential for theory
development. Structured case study comparisons are a way forward to leverage theoretical
lessons from particular cases and elicit general insights from a population of phenomena that
share certain characteristics (Pahl-Wostl 2015).
This chapter focuses on comparative analyses comprising a small or medium number
of cases (i.e. 2 to about 30) and qualitative data. It first does so by distinguishing between
variable-oriented and case-oriented analyses (Ragin 2004). The aim of variable-oriented
analysis is to establish potentially generalisable relationships between features of cases
(i.e. variables). These structured comparisons of variables can be guided by SES frameworks
(Binder et al. 2013) that facilitate a comparable representation of different case studies.
Social-ecological systems frameworks can host comparisons among small numbers of cases
and also guide ‘qualitative meta-analyses’ of a larger number of cases (Rudel 2008).
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SUMMARY TABLE: COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Comparative Sociology,
Comparative Politics

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding

SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Transformation
• Collective action and
collaborative governance

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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Case-oriented research seeks to understand complex interdependencies rather than simple
cause-and-effect relationships. To explain a certain characteristic of an SES (e.g. adaptive
capacity), one searches for typical configurations of variables. Here qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA) and other qualitative archetype analysis techniques such as formal concept
analysis (FCA) have gained increasing popularity in recent years (Ragin and Sonnett 2004;
Oberlack et al. 2019). Archetype analysis encompasses a variety of mostly quantitative techniques to identify patterns of complex causation (archetypes of models) and/or state conditions (archetypes of traits).
Qualitative comparative analysis was developed by Charles Ragin, a comparative sociologist, and originates from comparative sociology and comparative politics. Ragin became
frustrated by the lack of an analytical technique that dealt with limited diversity (there tends
to be less diversity among sets of cases than theoretically possible) and equifinality (i.e. multiple paths leading to the same outcome).
Formal concept analysis (originally Formale Begriffsanalyse in German) is a method used for
knowledge representation, information management and data analysis. It was devised in the
early 1980s by Rudolf Wille, a German mathematician. He defined ‘formal concept’ as a unit
of analysis comprising a set of objects and their shared attributes (i.e. sets of attributes as they
co-occur across groups of cases).
Both qualitative comparative analysis and formal concept analysis allow researchers to
group cases and identify configurations of variables as they explain outcomes. Qualitative
comparative analysis is a distinct method in the archetype family. It relies on set theory and
Boolean algebra, which allow synthesising the configurations to their minimum expression.
Formal concept analysis is based on assessing the co-occurrence of variables across cases,
which in turn makes it possible to identify subsets of closely related variables within the configurations (Oberlack et al. 2016; Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020). Conditions that influence
the choice of the variable or the case-oriented approaches to comparative analysis range from
practical considerations such as stages in a research cycle and the data and methodological
skills available to epistemological preferences.
As hinted above, comparative case study research has great potential to build and test middle-range SES theories, i.e. explanations that are generalisable in specific SES contexts. This
is accomplished in variable-oriented research by distinguishing between explanatory variables and scope variables (also called ‘state variables’ or ‘parameters’). Explanatory variables
feature explanations, whereas scope variables set the empirical boundaries of the explanations
(i.e. of generalisations). In case-oriented research the contextualisation of generalisations
is less explicit and usually embedded in the description of the phenomenon being studied
(e.g. deforestation due to agricultural expansion in small tropical forests) and/or in the scaling
of measurements (e.g. small size defined according to the standards for tropical forests).

SES problems and questions
Variable-oriented comparisons (i.e. both small-n and meta-analyses) have tended to address
a wide variety of questions about variable-to-outcome effects. These comparisons can be
grouped depending on whether they inquire about influences of social variables on ecological
outcomes, the influence of ecological variables on social outcomes, or the reciprocal impact of
social and ecological variables (Binder et al. 2013). The questions and social-ecological ambition of comparative analyses are reflected in the SES frameworks used. A fair number of works
on ecosystem services have addressed the impact of social variables on ecological variables (i.e.
services) in comparative perspective. Typical research questions focus on the effects of different
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land-use strategies on specific services or a variety of services (Schwenk et al. 2012; Ray et al.
2015), and across contexts or scenarios (Fontana et al. 2013; Matthews et al. 2014).
The vulnerability and sustainability livelihood framework (see Chapter 32) has often been
used for comparative work addressing the impact of ecological variables on social variables.
Comparative studies have mostly taken the form of assessments focusing on social vulnerability to different drivers of change (e.g. climate change and variability, globalisation, migration) and/or in different contexts (e.g. rural areas in a region, cities, coastal zones). There
has also been an interest in the influence that different sensitivity variables (e.g. resource
dependence, livelihood strategies) and adaptive capacity variables (e.g. education, income,
livelihood assets) have on this vulnerability (Turner et al. 2003; Eakin 2005; Simelton et al.
2009). In addition, studies have compared different livelihood strategies in or across local
communities and explained those strategies by looking at the influence of biophysical assets
(Ferrol-Schulte et al. 2013; Córdova, Hogarth, and Kanninen 2018), among others.
Various comparative works assess reciprocal relations between social and ecological variables. In the water management context, for example, the management and transition framework has inspired studies of environmental change, adaptive management and social learning
across basins and countries (Knieper et al. 2010; Kranz, Menniken, and Hinkel 2010). The
SES framework was created in response to the comparability issue mentioned in the introduction to this chapter and has since been used to articulate a fair number of studies on the fit
between ecological and institutional diversity and cooperation dynamics at local and larger
scales (Ostrom 2009; Leslie et al. 2015) (see Chapter 22 for more details).
All the examples above refer mostly to cross-case comparisons, but there are also crosstime comparisons, which can be embedded in cross-case comparisons or just in a single case
(Yin 2014). Not many analyses make cross-case comparisons explicit. A number of studies
relying on the SES framework have started to do so to assess natural resource management
decentralisation processes (Baldwin et al. 2015; Chavez et al. 2019) or the emergence of international environmental regimes (Fleischman et al. 2014; Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2016).
Case-oriented comparisons like those carried out with qualitative comparative analysis
and formal concept analysis are particularly well suited to analysing the emergence of phenomena (i.e. how conditions lead to or are associated with outcomes). Neither qualitative
comparative analysis nor formal concept analysis looks into processes explicitly, but requires
that the researcher thinks and draws hypotheses about them. Rudel (2008), for instance,
identified sets of conditions for deforestation around the world and concluded, among other
things, that deforestation has shifted from a state-initiated to an enterprise-driven process in
the last decades; Basurto’s (2013) studies of community-based biodiversity conservation in
Costa Rica showed that pathways available for the emergence of collective action for conservation are more limited than those available to maintain it; and Oberlack et al. (2016) identified seven typical processes through which large-scale land acquisitions affect local livelihood
vulnerability around the world.
Case-oriented comparisons can also be applied to address integrated system design or
institutional fit questions because they make explicit reference to the appropriate combination of different measures to achieve a certain outcome or the conditions under which
a certain intervention might achieve a certain outcome (Lam and Ostrom 2010; Roggero
2015; Baggio et al. 2016). Lam and Ostrom (2010), for example, assessed the performance
of an innovative governmental programme for irrigation infrastructure improvement in
Nepal and found that the effectiveness of the programme was contingent on the existence of
strong community-based irrigation associations and local entrepreneurs. Baggio et al. (2016)
tested Elinor Ostrom’s eight design principles theory for community-based natural resource
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management and concluded that the relevance of some of the principles depended to a great
extent on the natural and hard human-made infrastructure available (see also Chapter 22).
Roggero (2015) explored the feasibility of coordination among local administrations for the
implementation of adaptation plans and found that this coordination can be accomplished if
administrators share worldviews and values and have sufficient discretion to make decisions
that take one another’s interest into account.
Finally, case-based comparisons can support the synthesis of SES features, processes and/
or outcomes into types for descriptive and/or explanatory purposes. Pahl-Wostl and Knieper
(2014), for example, used qualitative comparative analysis to explore variation of watergovernance regimes along the two dimensions of decentralisation and coordination. They
used the results to confirm the existence of four ideal-typical configurations (i.e. one per
combination of features) that are more or less prone to facilitate adaptive capacity (see also
Oberlack et al. 2016 for an example).
On a more general note, it is important to note the potential of comparative case studies
to develop theory. Although comparative case studies can be used to test theory, the research
process usually does not end there. The relative depth of knowledge gained from cases usually provides details that allow researchers to qualify theories (e.g. about the conditions that
are fulfilled), which translates into new hypotheses for testing. This is clear in the Basurto
(2013) and Baggio et al. (2016) studies mentioned above, for example.

Brief description of key methods
Variable-oriented comparisons strongly rely on counterfactual analysis, i.e. Mill’s comparative methods of most similar and most different systems design (Toshkov 2016). In a most
similar systems design, the researcher assesses whether differences between otherwise very
similar cases correlate with variation in outcomes. In the most different systems design, the
researcher looks for similarities across otherwise very different cases that nevertheless have
similar outcomes. Whether in the form of small-n or ‘qualitative meta-analyses’, the replicability of these direct comparisons can benefit from some tools, including variable books,
two-way tables, and rule- and case-based reasoning (Table 20.1).
Table 20.1 Summary of key methods used in comparative case study analysis
Method

Description/tools

References

Direct
comparisons
guided by an
SES framework

Direct comparisons (Mill’s comparative methods;
most similar and most different systems design)
require variable books that specify definitions
and operationalisations of attributes, and ensure
the comparability of cases. They can also include
explanations of theoretical importance and
examples. Two-way tables are useful as they
facilitate visualisation and the identification
of differences across cases in terms of the SES
framework variables. When using case-based
reasoning, the relevance of these differences with
regard to whether outcomes are also different is
important.

Key introductory texts
Yin 2014;
Toshkov 2016
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Basurto, Gelcich, and Ostrom
2013;
Epstein et al. 2013;
Fleischman et al. 2014
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Method

Description/tools

References

Rule-based reasoning uses the variable differences
to predict or explain outcomes on the basis of one
or more ecological or social mechanisms (rules)
that link those facts to an outcome (Cox 2011).
Qualitative
comparative
analysis

Input data for qualitative comparative analysis
are represented in matrix form so that each row
represents a case and each column represents one
of the defined attributes and the outcome. Each
case can therefore be seen as a configuration of
present or absent attributes.
Truth tables synthesise raw data matrices by
collapsing all cases with the same configuration
and then adding a column with the count of
cases per row (i.e. configurations). Then Boolean
algebra is used to synthesise the configurations
into their minimal expression (i.e. solutions).

Key introductory texts
Ragin 2008;
Rihoux and Ragin 2009;
Schneider and Wagemann
2010
Applications to SES
Sutton and Rudd 2015;
Villamayor-Tomas, IniestaArandia, and Roggero 2020

The impact of attributes on the outcome is assessed
in terms of necessity and sufficiency. The attributes
contained in the solutions are INUS (insufficient
but necessary part of an unnecessary but sufficient
configuration). The explanatory capacity of solutions
can be assessed through measures of consistency
(the percentage of cases with the outcome out
of those matching a solution) and coverage (the
percentage of cases that match a solution out of all
cases with the outcome).
Formal
concept
analysis

Formal concept analysis is similar to truth tables
in its purpose. As in qualitative comparative
analysis, input data are represented by a matrix
of cases and attributes (here called a context). A
formal concept is defined as the co-occurrence
of a set of attributes in a set of cases. Set theory
algebra allows one to reason about the nesting
of concepts into one another. Less detailed (i.e.
in number of attributes involved) concepts are
supersets of more detailed concepts. This enables
the construction of concept lattices.

Key introductory texts
Ganter and Wille 2012;
Škopljanac-Mačina and
Blaškovic 2014
Applications to SES
Oberlack et al. 2016;
Oberlack and Eisenack 2018

A concept lattice is a hierarchical relationship
of all the concepts of a context in the form of a
line diagram. The attributes and groups of cases
of each concept are displayed in the nodes.
The nodes are in turn linked to one another
depending on whether they are part of the same
formal concepts or not. ‘Higher’ attributes in
the network are supersets of lower attributes; by
the same token, the size of the groups of cases
decreases from the ‘top down’.
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Case-oriented analyses, in turn, aim to identify recurrent sets of variables (i.e. configurations of attributes) that are associated with outcomes. Qualitative comparative analysis
and formal concept analysis both rely on tabular input data (i.e. two-way tables of cases and
attributes) and set theory (Table 20.1). Qualitative comparative analysis provides a systematic
approach to identifying how the combination of certain conditions leads to an outcome, or
how different configurations of conditions lead to the presence of an outcome (resilience,
breakdown of a system, cooperation, regime shift, etc.) or its absence. In contrast to regression analyses, qualitative comparative analysis works much better if the scholar has a certain
familiarity with cases since one deviant case may lead to the re-evaluation of the conditions
associated with the outcome and the potential causal pathways. This iterative process encourages explicit conversation between empirical evidence and theory, and constitutes a
particular strength of the method.
In formal concept analysis, a data matrix can contain many concepts. Formal concept
analysis allows one to find, visualise and order concepts hierarchically (less detailed concepts
encompass more detailed ones). Formal concept analysis has been applied in various fields
such as mathematics, medicine, biology, sociology, psychology and economics, mostly for
descriptive purposes (Škopljanac-Mačina and Blaškovic 2014). The advantage of formal concept analysis compared to other data representation methods is that it provides information
about attribute interdependencies (e.g. dendrograms) as well as a hierarchy of those attributes
according to their relevance (e.g. tree diagrams).
Finally, it is worth mentioning process tracing. This is not a technique that allows comparative analysis per se but it can complement both direct comparisons and configurational
analyses. Process tracing consists of the identification and questioning of the sequence of
events that are supposed to connect cases and outcomes (Collier 2011). In direct comparisons, process tracing is frequently used to confirm that covariance among variables actually
reflects causality. In qualitative comparative analysis, process tracing enhances the identification of causal mechanisms and allows addressing the implications that arise from deviant
cases (Schneider and Rohlfing 2013). In formal concept analysis, process tracing can be used
to examine the relationships that are behind the co-occurrence of variables in explanations
(e.g. whether they reflect interaction effects, multiple chains of causality).

Limitations
Small-n comparative analysis has some limitations that apply to both variable- and caseoriented analyses. An important limitation has to do with the ‘too many variables, too few
cases’, roughly akin to a ‘degrees of freedom’ issue (which is particularly acute in SES research). A high ratio of variables to cases translates into difficulties to find counterfactuals
and make inferences in variable-oriented analyses. In case-oriented analyses, the number
of possible configurations increases exponentially with the number of variables. This poses
problems to meaningfully synthesise the configurations that are actually observed in the
cases at hand. The challenge can be overcome by carefully selecting the variables being studied. In variable-oriented analyses, the selection can benefit from clearly distinguishing scope
and explanatory variables, i.e. a good conceptualisation of estate parameters or distant causes,
and proximate causes. In case-oriented analyses, it is usually useful to select variables based
on expectations about how the interactions of these variables affect outcomes.
Then, there is the issue of data standardisation. Comparisons require the aggregation of
deep case study knowledge, which involves missing information and issues of replicability.
In variable-oriented analysis, variable books can include some of the missing information as
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well as information to ensure replicability, but only to some extent. In case-oriented analysis,
standardisation is more challenging because the scale of variables is set relative to the cases at
hand, i.e. they are calibrated. A few works have recently emerged to guide calibration of this
nature and set transparency standards (Basurto and Speer 2012).
Neither variable-oriented nor case-oriented analysis methods have been developed to
study dynamics. There is thus a lack of guidelines about how to carry out comparisons over
time (e.g. how to select time periods and units) and about the difference between over-time
comparisons (e.g. comparing well-delimited time periods versus historical analyses, such as
characterising a development over time) (Bartolini 1993).
Variable-oriented and case-oriented comparisons also have their own limitations.
Variable-oriented comparisons are not particularly suited to assessing interaction effects (at
least not as suited as case-oriented comparisons). This is because most similar and most different systems designs are based on isolating the effects of potentially relevant attributes rather
than exploring their joint effects. Case-oriented analysis (e.g. qualitative comparative analysis), in turn, has not been generally used to test hypotheses but to build them. Testing hypotheses would require thinking in terms of conditional effects (e.g. variable A has an effect
on variable B depending on the levels of variable C), which is a promising but so far rather
unexplored inroad (Yamakasi 2003; Hellström 2011). In case-oriented analysis, a related
limitation is the fact that it is challenging to make sense of variable configurations because of
the general lack of theories that inform interaction effects, particularly if configurations are
very large or complex.

Resource implications
Case comparisons can be resource demanding if data collection requires fieldwork at different
field sites. In variable-oriented analysis, case selection can be particularly resource consuming. Both the most similar and the most different systems designs require prior knowledge
and a good understanding of which variables will operate as scope or context conditions and
which will be more relevant for explanation. Also, the development of variable books in
variable-oriented analyses can be time consuming and may require overcoming coordination
problems if the data from the cases are collected by different scholars (Cox et al. 2020).
In qualitative comparative analysis, data calibration requires a very good understanding
of how the cases at hand vary and the resources needed to revise cases as the analysis unfolds
(e.g. to understand deviant cases and/or refine calibrations). Also, both qualitative comparative analysis and formal concept analysis can benefit from the use of software (see fsQCA, R,
Concept Explorer) but these need to be learnt. By the same token, training in basic Boolean
algebra is essential for a meaningful application of both qualitative comparative analysis and
formal concept analysis methods, and the use of software. As with statistics, the methods
should not be used as a ‘black box’, but should be based on a good understanding of the underlying concepts, benefits and trade-offs.

New directions
Progress in comparative analysis is being made on several fronts. In variable-oriented analysis, an increasing number of case study scholars are becoming aware of the importance of
guaranteeing the comparability of their findings and are progressively improving the transparency and interoperability of their data. Platforms like the SES Library at ASU (seslibrary.
asu.edu), the Social-Ecological Systems Meta-Analysis Database (SESMAD) at Dartmouth
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Case study 20.1: The influence of water governance
on capacity to adapt to climate change
Failure at multiple levels of governance lies at the core of many water crises. Despite
increasing scholarly research on water governance and efforts towards policy reform,
the overall situation has not substantially improved and major transformation in water
governance is yet to be implemented. Numerous recommendations, often relying on
simplistic ‘standard’ panaceas, have been put forward for water governance reform
without testing their appropriateness in diverse socio-economic and environmental
contexts. A diagnostic approach and more systematic comparative case study analyses
are urgently needed to improve this situation.
Pahl-Wostl et al. (2012) conducted the first comprehensive comparative analysis of
complex water governance and management systems in national river basins, compiling insights from 29 basins in developed and developing/emerging countries. The
researchers used qualitative approaches and statistical analyses to analyse the interdependencies between the water-governance regime, regime performance, and the
environmental and socio-economic context. The example presented here takes this
analysis one step further using fsQCA to analyse the importance of polycentricity
for performance with respect to climate change adaptation. The analysis built on the
hypotheses that ideal types, as depicted in Figure 20.1 (from Pahl-Wostl and Knieper
2014), have a strong explanatory power with respect to understanding the influence of
regime configurations on regime performance. The figure depicts the categorisation
of governance regimes in a two-dimensional grid of distribution of power and degree
of coordination/cooperation. The shaded boxes in the corners denote the ideal-typical
configurations.
Case study data were provided by regional experts by means of a questionnaire
comprising 81 indicators. For the application of fsQCA, the original score-based dataset had to be converted to fuzzy-set membership values (calibration). These indicators
were then aggregated to obtain values for the conditions to be included in the analyses.
The conditions included distribution of power (DIS), vertical coordination (VCOR),
horizontal coordination (HCOR) and adaptive capacity (ADAP).

College (sesmad.dartmouth.edu) and the Illuminating Hidden Harvests project by Duke
University, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and WorldFish (fao.org/voluntary
guidelines-small-scale-fisheries/ihh/en) are references in that regard. Another promising front in variable-oriented analysis is the systematic study of interactions and processes
(Cumming et al. 2020; Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020). Case study methods are particularly
suitable for studying interactions and processes; however, despite recent improvements, these
methods tend to be obscured by deeply descriptive and relatively unstructured narratives.
Social-ecological systems frameworks (e.g. Ostrom’s SES framework) and theory on types
of interactions and processes can assist in structuring findings and accumulating knowledge
(Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020).
Case-oriented comparisons in the form of configurational analyses are also blooming. Recent works on syndromes of sustainability (Manuel-Navarrete, Gómez, and Gallopín 2007)
and archetypes (Oberlack et al. 2016; Eisenack et al. 2019) are good examples of that. There is
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Figure 20.1

Categorisation of governance regimes (Pahl-Wostl and Knieper 2014)

fsQCA was then used to test models for high (ADAP) or low (adap) adaptive capacity, respectively: ADAP = f(VCOR, HCOR, DIS) and adap = f(VCOR, HCOR,
DIS). The results confirmed the hypotheses regarding the influence of different regime configurations. They showed that a set of factors associated with polycentricity
has the highest explanatory power for high performance regarding climate change
adaptation. Factors associated with fragmented and centralised regimes can be identified for paths leading to low performance. Furthermore, the analysis identified the
effectiveness of formal institutions as an important condition, in particular for paths
leading towards low performance.

remarkable potential to develop innovative approaches in mixed-methods research for comparative analysis by combining variable- and case-oriented research, or small- and large-n
analyses, for example. Although there have been some advances on this front (Heikkila 2004;
Villamayor-Tomas, Iniesta-Arandia, and Roggero 2020), there is still progress to be made,
particularly to standardise the methods most suitable to combining, and for specific research
purposes.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Controlled behavioural experiments

Connections to other chapters
Some sort of statistical analysis (Chapter 18) is needed and used to analyse the experimental
data obtained from controlled behavioural experiments. Interviews or surveys (Chapter 7)
are often conducted in combination with the experiment to collect relevant data on potential
drivers and motivations for the observed behaviour. More recently, these experiments have
also been used in combination with agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) to develop and test
different mechanisms that can explain observed outcomes. Finally, the game designs of these
experiments can also be set up as role-playing serious games (Chapter 12) and some researchers also use them in the classroom as a pedagogical tool.

Introduction
Many sustainability challenges confronting us are associated with some sort of collective
action problem: while a group benefits from joint action, no one has the incentive to take
that action individually. We would all enjoy the benefits from investments made to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, for example, but progress is remarkably slow because it is not
in the individual countries’ interest to halt emissions on their own. Likewise, a group of
fishers with access to the same fishing ground would benefit from individual efforts to reduce overfishing, but each fisher would be better off by catching as many fish as possible.
If everybody acts only in their self-interest, the aggregate outcome can be disastrous for
both people and ecosystems. Solving these collective action problems is challenging and
has preoccupied scholars from various disciplines for decades (see Ostrom 1990; Bromley
1992; Barrett 2016).
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SUMMARY TABLE: CONTROLLED BEHAVIOURAL EXPERIMENTS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Experimental and Behavioural
Economics, Social and Cognitive
Psychology, Environmental and
Cultural Psychology
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Explanatory

PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Adaptation and self-organisation
• Collective action and collaborative
governance

21 – Controlled behavioural experiments

This chapter focuses on two types of controlled behavioural experiments designed to study
collective action in social-ecological systems (SES): so-called public good and common-pool
resource game experiments ( Janssen, Lindahl, and Murphy 2015). In both types of games,
each individual can either take an action that would benefit the entire group or choose an
action that would maximise individual returns. In a public good game, the individual decides whether or not to invest in a public good, e.g. an irrigation system or pollution mitigation. In a common-pool resource game, the individual decides how much to extract from
a common-pool resource, e.g. how much to fish from a shared fishing ground or how much
timber to harvest from a forest.
Controlled experiments are grounded in a positivist perspective, which emphasises empirical evidence with the intent to uncover ‘objective’ patterns and regularities. These experiments have been, and still are, a widely used methodology in the natural sciences. Over
the past few decades, the experimental methodology has been increasingly adopted by social
scientists, especially in economics and psychology, as it enables the researcher to explore
and test hypotheses about human behaviour when people face different situations (Falk and
Heckman 2009). Participants are randomly assigned to different groups (called ‘treatments’)
so that the only difference between these groups is the variable of interest. In this sense, the
researcher ‘controls’ these different situations. By virtue of this control, experiments allow
the researcher to establish a causal link between the observed behaviour and the variable of
interest.
The experimental methods discussed in this chapter mainly follow the experimental economics tradition (Smith 1976). This tradition emphasises the importance of providing participants with sufficient incentives (often, but not necessarily, monetary) in order to make
participants act as they would in a real situation. Moreover, this compensation should be
directly linked to decisions taken to avoid a potential hypothetical bias, e.g. in the form of behaving more (or less) cooperatively because decisions have no monetary consequence. Also,
unlike psychological experiments, economic experiments do not allow for the deception of
participants. Whereas economists design experiments mainly to analyse market outcomes,
psychologists (and later behavioural economists) are predominantly interested in individual behaviour. This chapter aligns more with the general interest in human behaviour that
guides psychologists (and later behavioural economists) than with experiments designed by
traditional experimental economists to analyse market outcomes.
The controlled behavioural experiments discussed in this chapter are particularly suitable
for studying collective action in SES because they allow the experimenter to mimic key
social-ecological interactions and interdependencies over time. Each action an individual
takes in the experiment affects the shared resource (public good or common-pool resource),
which in turn affects the individuals’ returns (i.e. their livelihoods in reality).

SES problems and questions
The overall purpose of using controlled experiments in the form of public good and commonpool resource games is to test under what conditions we can expect collective action to
emerge, i.e. resource users to cooperate (or not) around shared resources, and by extension
to attain sustainable resource use. Since the first public good experiments (Dawes, McTavish,
and Shaklee 1977) and the first common-pool resource experiments ( Jorgenson and Papciak
1981; Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992) were undertaken, a huge number of variants and
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extensions of both these types of experiments have been performed. Experiments have been
designed to answer research questions such as:
•

•
•

•

What is the role of communication and costly sanctioning for achieving successful cooperation around shared resources? (e.g. see Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992; Cárdenas
2000; Ostrom 2006 for a review)
Are larger groups less likely to form cooperative agreements around shared resources
than smaller groups? (e.g. see Kerr 1989; Pereda, Capraro, and Sanchez 2019)
What motives are important for sustaining cooperation around shared resources? (e.g.
see Ostrom 2000; Fehr and Fischbacher 2002; Kopelman, Weber, and Messick 2002;
Cárdenas and Ostrom 2004; Velez, Strandlund, and Murphy 2009 for reviews)
What is the effect of different institutions (such as an externally imposed regulation) on
cooperation around shared resources? (e.g. see Cárdenas, Strandlund, and Willis 2000;
Vollan 2008; Moreno-Sánchez and Maldonado 2010; Lopez et al. 2012)

Most public good and common-pool resource experiments to date (including the listed
examples above) focus on social interactions and dynamics (the different social conditions
are represented by different treatments, e.g. comparing outcomes where groups are allowed to communicate to outcomes where groups are not allowed to communicate). These
experiments do not include some of the important challenges experienced by resource users
associated with natural resource dynamics (notable exceptions include Walker and Gardner
1992; Herr, Gardner, and Walker 1997).
In recent years, a ‘new generation’ of public good and common-pool resource experiments
has emerged (Cárdenas, Janssen, and Bousquet 2013). In this new generation of experiments, which are especially relevant for SES research, there is specific emphasis on including relevant ecological features and dynamics, such as thresholds and regime shifts, spatial
heterogeneity, asymmetrical resource access and past ecological conditions. The overall
purpose of using the ‘new generation’ of public good and common-pool resource experiments is still to test under what conditions we can expect relative changes in the level of
cooperation, or when cooperation emerges (or not). What separates these new experiments
from previous experiments is primarily the specific experimental context, which may also
be represented in the treatments themselves. In a nutshell, the different treatments can
represent different social conditions in a specific ecological context, or different ecological
conditions in a specific social context. These experiments have been designed to answer
questions such as:
•
•

•

•
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What is the role of communication and punishment in a common-pool resource setting
with spatial and temporal stochastic resource dynamics? (e.g. see Janssen et al. 2010)
How will asymmetrical resource access influence users’ willingness to invest in shared
infrastructure for shared resource provision? (e.g. see Janssen, Anderies, and Cárdenas
2011; Anderies et al. 2013)
What is the role of potential ecological regime shifts (driven by resource users’ own
actions) for cooperation and resource use? (e.g. see Schill, Lindahl, and Crépin 2015;
Lindahl, Crépin, and Schill 2016; Lindahl and Jarungrattanapong 2018; Schill and
Rocha 2019; also see Case study 21.1 for more details)
How will global, externally driven uncertainties about future resource flows influence
behavioural strategies of local resource users? (e.g. see Cárdenas et al. 2017; Finkbeiner
et al. 2018)

21 – Controlled behavioural experiments

•

What is the impact of culture and past ecological constraints on cooperation concerning
shared resources? (e.g. see Prediger, Vollan, and Frölich 2011; Gneezy, Leibbrandt, and
List 2015)

Brief description of key methods
This chapter discusses different types of game designs (public good and common-pool
resource) (Table 21.1). These game designs can in turn be implemented with different types
of experiments. A laboratory (lab) experiment is, for example, performed with students as
participants and often with neutral instructions, speaking about the other participants, costs
and benefits, choice options A or B, among other things. A framed lab experiment also uses
students as participants, but here the researcher uses instructions containing context- specific
elements (e.g. letting participants know that they represent fictive resource users such as
fishers and that they, together with other fictive fishers, have access to a common fishing
ground). Framed instructions are common in public good and common-pool resource game
experiments as it can be hard for a researcher to inform participants of certain resource
Table 21.1 Summary of key applications of controlled behavioural experiments
Main applications

Description

References

Public good
experiment

Each participant decides in each round how
much to contribute to a public good that is
shared by the group. The socially preferred
outcome is that everyone contributes. But
from the individual’s perspective, the rational
egoistic choice is to contribute zero (in finite
games).

Applications to SES in the lab
Barrett and Dannenberg 2012
Applications to SES in the field
Cárdenas et al. 2017

Common-pool
Each participant decides in each round
resource investment how much to invest in two types of goods
experiment
(or markets), where one of the goods is a
common-pool resource and the other a
private good. Investment in the commonpool resource (such as allocating time to
harvesting from the common-pool resource)
means more exploitive behaviour. The
socially preferred outcome is associated with
more moderate investments in the commonpool resource compared to the individually
preferred choice based on a rational egoistic
decision-maker (in finite games).

Applications to SES in the lab
Ostrom 2006

Common-pool
resource extraction
experiment

Applications to SES in the lab
Hine and Gifford 1996

Each participant decides in each round
how much of the common-pool resource
to extract. The socially preferred outcome
is associated with less extraction of the
common-pool resource compared to the
individually preferred choice based on a
rational egoistic decision-maker (in finite
games).

Applications to SES in the field
Cárdenas 2000

Applications to SES in the field
Gelcich et al. 2013
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dynamics or other ecological conditions without mentioning natural resources or ecosystem
dynamics. The researcher can also take the lab design to the field and analyse the behaviour
of non-students (e.g. resource users), in which case we talk about field experiments. Again,
if the instructions contain specific contextual elements, we talk about a framed field experiment (see Harrison and List 2004 for an overview of different types of experiments). Most
common-pool resource and public good experiments relevant for social-ecological research
are either framed lab experiments or framed field experiments.
The choice of the type of game and experiment is at the discretion of the researcher and
will depend on the research question. However, it is not uncommon for the researcher to
use several types of games and experiments, e.g. evaluating a design in the lab before taking
it to the field. Regardless of type, the experimental implementation of these games typically
involves four to eight participants. Over a number of rounds, which can be one or several
(known or unknown to the participants), each participant makes a private and anonymous
decision about how much to contribute to the provision of a public good or to appropriate/
extract from a common-pool resource. Table 21.1 provides some examples of different types
of experiments (lab and field) applied to the different games (public good and common-pool
resource).
Public good and common-pool resource experiments are often complemented by one or
several other standardised controlled behavioural experiments. Eliciting preferences towards
risk or uncertainty, for example, often involves a design where participants are asked to
make a choice between different lotteries that are more or less risky (see e.g. Cárdenas and
Carpenter 2009). Altruistic tendencies are typically measured through the dictator game (see
Engel 2011 for a review). The willingness to invest in trust and the willingness to reciprocate
trust are often measured through the trust game (see Johnson and Mislin 2011 for a review).
Besides analysing collective action problems and eliciting risk preferences or social preferences, controlled behavioural experiments are also valuable when evaluating different types
of interventions (e.g. policies), where the different interventions represent the different treatments. Experiments of this nature that use citizens or consumers (non-students) as participants without them knowing they are participating in an experiment are called natural field
experiments or randomised control trials (see Harrison and List 2004 for more details).

Limitations
With a controlled experiment it is only possible to test the effect of one variable at a time,
which can be a limitation if the researcher wants to study different aspects of a complex system. Experimental programmes can be set up to test several variables and their interactions,
but that requires substantial resources. Performing quantitative statistical analysis requires
large enough sample sizes and collecting experimental data is costly and time consuming.
Also, in the field it can be difficult to get enough participants, especially because of potential
‘contamination’ effects in smaller communities. An experimenter cannot stay too long in the
same community because community members will talk to one another and share experiences about the experiment, which can affect outcomes.
The external validity of controlled behavioural experiments, i.e. to what extent results
can be generalised beyond the experiment, is a question frequently asked (Levitt and List
2007; Falk and Heckman 2009; Gelcich et al. 2013). As a first step, researchers may want to
reflect on the instructions and framing used – do they capture the situation and conditions
the researcher wants to capture? Researchers could evaluate the representativeness of their
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sample. Have the results been obtained with the kind of people the researcher wants to say
something about? Researchers could also ask themselves if they need to generalise the results
beyond the experimental context, and if this is the case, what pieces of the overall puzzle are
missing. As with all research, it is important to keep in mind that one experimental study is
not a proof of anything. The positive side of using controlled experiments is that the designs
can be easily replicated, especially since practically all scientific peer-review journals require
experimental instructions and protocols to be reported.

Resource implications
The type of experiments presented here can be more or less costly, depending on the size
of (monetary) incentives used, the number of treatments and consequently the number of
participants to be paid. Other potential costs involve facilities and whether the experiment
involves fieldwork or not. Moreover, some type of ethical clearance will be required but the
exact requirements depend on the rules and regulations of the researcher’s home institution
and where the experiment will be conducted. Besides ethical clearance, experiments can be
administratively burdensome for other reasons, e.g. the regulations of the researcher’s home
institution regarding paying the participants. Experiments need to be thoroughly planned
and experimenters and assistants well trained because tight control is essential for the method
(one minor mistake can ruin a whole dataset). Experiments can be pen-and-paper based or
computer based, in which case some programming skills are required ( Janssen, Lee, and
Waring 2014). To analyse the results, statistical skills and skills for using adequate statistical
software are necessary.

New directions
Most public good and common-pool resource experiments illustrate (more or less explicitly)
that the social dynamics of groups are crucial for determining overall outcomes. Although
we often equate social dynamics with communication, making agreements or cooperation,
social dynamics also include many other aspects, e.g. how group members perceive their fellow group members, or biophysical conditions, which in turn influence communication and
cooperation. Emergent social dynamics depend not only on individual and group attributes
and the design and framing of the experiment but also on broader contextual factors such as
the social groups the participants belong to and the broader socio-cultural and biophysical
(i.e. social-ecological) contexts in which they live (Schill et al. 2019). Thus, if we want to
further our understanding of the social-ecological conditions under which cooperation and
sustainable resource use can be attained, controlled behavioural experiments should continue
to focus on cross-cultural studies (such as those conducted by Cárdenas et al. 2017), especially
systematic ones.
The controlled behavioural experiments discussed in this chapter are good for revealing behavioural outcomes in different experimental conditions, but it is more challenging
for these experiments to unravel the specific motivations, drivers and mechanisms underlying behavioural outcomes. We therefore see a research frontier in combining controlled
behavioural experiments with complementary methods and approaches beyond the usual
post-experimental surveys. To advance understanding about the emotional drivers of
decision-making, for example, insights and applications from neuroscience could be used,
building on the work done in neuroeconomics (Rilling and Sanfey 2011; Glimcher and
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Case study 21.1: Framed lab experiments to explore
effects of potential ecological regime shifts on
cooperative behaviour and sustainable resource use
While our understanding of the drivers and impacts of regime shifts has advanced
significantly, empirical research on how human behaviour relates to regime shifts and
their associated uncertainties has received hardly any attention – specifically, how
resource users deal with the possibility that their actions might induce these shifts
(endogenously driven). This led Lindahl, Crépin and Schill (2016) to ask the following question: what is the effect of an endogenously driven ecological regime shift on
human behaviour, particularly in relation to the emergence of collective action and
sustainable resource use?
To answer this research question, the authors for several reasons made use of controlled behavioural experiments in the form of a framed common-pool resource game.
First, pre- and post-shift social-ecological data are seldom available, which limited
possibilities for case study analyses. The experimental method allowed the authors
to gather observational data on individual and group behaviour and to test causal
relationships. By using the experimental method, they could isolate and causally link
behavioural responses to specific resource dynamics. Furthermore, they observed revealed behaviour rather than stated behaviour (which can be subjected to hypothetical
biases). Finally, they could compare and contrast their insights with the vast amount of
previous experimental research in the commons literature.
The authors conducted a series of framed lab experiments between 2014 and 2015
in Stockholm (Schill, Lindahl, and Crépin 2015; Lindahl, Crépin, and Schill 2016).
Groups of four participants each represented fictive resource users who had common
access to a renewable resource. Over a number of rounds (unknown to the participants), they made individual and anonymous decisions about how many units of the
shared resource they would like to harvest, where each harvested unit was worth
money (real). Participants belonging to the same group were allowed to communicate
with one another throughout the game. The groups faced different resource dynamics
(treatments). Some groups played a game where there was no risk of a latent regime
shift (no threshold treatment). Other groups faced resource dynamics with a latent
regime shift below a certain resource stock size (threshold treatment) and some groups
were told that they faced a risk of a latent regime shift with a certain percentage
(90%, 50% and 10%). The authors’ main challenge with this project was to create an
experimental design that was able to capture the ecological complexity while being
understandable to the participants. They solved this by keeping the institutional aspects of the game as simple as possible.
In short, the results showed that cooperation was endogenous to the treatment, i.e.
it depended on the resource dynamics each group faced. A latent regime shift (or when

Fehr 2013). Other interesting directions are to combine controlled behavioural experiments
with interpretive approaches that seek to understand diverse contextual meanings (potential
methods include in-depth interviews or focus groups, see Chapter 7) or with agent-based
models (see e.g. Schill et al. 2016 for an example of this; also see Chapter 28) to unpack
micro- and meso-level mechanisms.
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Figure 21.1 Experimental set-up for study with Thai fishers (© Therese Lindahl)

the risk of a regime shift was high) led to more communication and cooperative agreements emerging than when there was no shift or when the risk of a latent shift was
low. The authors also found that communication led to knowledge sharing and more
efficient management. This implies that a latent regime shift was also associated with
less overexploitation compared to a case without such a shift. The authors also found
that behaviour was affected by how risk was communicated, where familiar examples
(like flipping a coin) triggered more cooperative behaviour.
Our main conclusion from these experiments relates to the importance of communicating about potential regime shifts, and how this is done. The results highlight
the importance of enabling arenas for knowledge sharing and communication. Field
experiments with Colombian and Thai fishers using a similar (although somewhat simplified) version have also been conducted. Figure 21.1 shows the table set-up for the
Thai experimental participants (fishers) at a local school in a Thai fishing village. Fish
bait (shaped as fish) was used to mimic fish and fish dynamics. The dynamics were illustrated visually in a table-like format on a paper board. Preliminary results (Lindahl and
Jarungrattanapong 2018; Schill and Rocha 2019) show that socio-economic conditions
(community effects) and individual background variables (linked to resource dependency) influence behaviour in these games. This highlights the need for more systematic
explorations of the role of contextual factors and how they interact with ecological
conditions for cooperation and sustainable resource use.

Finally, an interesting development in the application of public good and common-pool
resource experiments is to use them to improve understanding of key social-ecological
feedbacks to motivate behavioural change or facilitate local self-governance beyond the
experiment or ‘field lab’, into the participants’ everyday life (see Meinzen-Dick et al. 2018
for an example on how ‘playing games’ can save water).
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Connections to other chapters
Institutional analysis relies on other methods to assess the institutions being studied. Frequently, this entails interviews and participant observation (Chapter 7) and comparative case
study analysis (Chapter 20). While many of the methodological approaches in this book
could be used in conjunction with institutional analysis, a few other commonly featured
approaches include behavioural experiments (Chapter 21), network analysis (Chapter 23) and
agent-based modelling (Chapter 28).

Introduction
Institutional analysis is a term that is shared by a number of different intellectual traditions,
including the Bloomington or Ostrom School of Institutional Analysis, which is the focus
of this chapter. Readers interested in situating the Bloomington School within the broader
discourse on institutions should refer to Hall and Taylor (1996) and Mitchell (1988). For other
overviews on institutions and institutions and the environment, see also Hodgson (1998) and
Vatn (2005).
Institutional analysis has rapidly gained traction as a leading interdisciplinary approach
for analysing the structure of social-ecological problems and developing institutional solutions to address them (Van Laerhoven and Ostrom 2007). It emerged from the field of public
administration where administrative consolidation and centralisation were promoted as a
panacea for the problem of delivering public services in metropolitan areas based on a general
assumption that all public services exhibited economies of scale. Institutional analysis was
used to demonstrate the folly of these assumptions, highlighting a range of factors that may
mediate the impacts of scale on the costs and benefits associated with different public goods
and services (Ostrom, Tiebout, and Warren 1961; Ostrom, Parks, and Gordon 1973).
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-22 
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SUMMARY TABLE: INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Political Science, Human Geography,
Interdisciplinary

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Collective action and collaborative
governance
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A similar logic, meanwhile, prevailed in the context of natural resource management,
where Hardin’s (1968) tragedy of the commons narrative proclaimed that society was destined
for ruin in the absence of enforceable private property rights or strong central government
command and control. Elinor Ostrom’s (1990) Governing the Commons convincingly refuted
this narrative and identified the institutional foundations of sustainable community-based
natural resource management, which continue to enjoy considerable empirical support (Cox,
Arnold, and Villamayor-Tomas 2010; Baggio et al. 2016). This chapter therefore provides an
overview of the institutional analysis and development and social-ecological systems (SES)
frameworks that have been used to develop, organise and undertake highly influential and
impactful research on SES over the past 30 years.
Institutional analysis is oriented around the role of institutions in shaping the incentives,
opportunities and constraints that actors face as they interact with the environment and one
another. However, unlike many branches of institutional analysis (see Shepsle 2006), Ostrom’s
frameworks tend to reject the notion of the all-knowing and calculative rational optimiser in
favour of a model of bounded rationality in which actors are presumed to be goal-seeking but
rely upon heuristics, such as satisficing, in order to make complex and time-sensitive decisions
(Ostrom 1998). Institutions, which are defined broadly to include formal and informal rules,
norms and shared strategies (Crawford and Ostrom 1995), play a particularly important role in
decision-making and the subsequent social and ecological outcomes that are realised. Boundary
rules that define the eligibility of actors to harvest resources, for instance, can provide powerful
incentives to invest in the management and sustainable exploitation of resources by internalising the costs and benefits of resource use (Ostrom 1990).
Although institutions are, unsurprisingly, central to institutional analysis, attributes of
communities (e.g. group size, cultural homogeneity, economic status) and resources (e.g.
clarity of boundaries, spatial distribution, mobility) also play an important role in influencing
the decisions that actors make and the outcomes that are observed (Agrawal 2003; Ostrom
2005, 2007). Indeed, institutional analysis is defined to a great extent by its attentiveness
to a large number of attributes of actors, institutions and the environment that potentially
influence the sustainability of SES, as shown in the institutional analysis and development
framework illustrated in Figure 22.1.

Biophysical
conditions

Community
attributes

Action
situations

Interactions
Evaluative
criteria

Rules-in-use
Outcomes

Figure 22.1 The institutional analysis and development framework (Ostrom, Gardner and
Walker 1994, 37)
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participate in

Actors
(A)

Resource units
(RU)

Direct link

Figure 22.2

define and set rules for

Ecological rules (ER)

Resource systems
(RS)

Related ecosystems (ECO)

Feedback

The SES framework (Monroy-Sais et al. 2016)

The institutional analysis and development (IAD) and SES frameworks are the primary tools
with which institutional analysts approach and undertake research on decision-making and the
sustainability of SES. The IAD framework was developed as a general tool for conducting research on the development and impacts of institutions in a range of empirical settings (Kiser
and Ostrom 1982; Ostrom 2005); while the SES framework, shown in Figure 22.2, was developed to provide a better understanding of how different configurations of social, ecological
and institutional factors affect the sustainability of SES, and to facilitate comparisons (Ostrom
2005, 2007; McGinnis and Ostrom 2014). Although the frameworks differ in terms of their
respective levels of detail and the ways in which they tend to be applied in research, they are
both organised around the study of one or more action situations in which actors make decisions
and generate outcomes. Action situations can be broadly understood as spaces of interdependent
decision-making (individuals make decisions that generate positive and negative externalities)
(Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker 1994).
Environmental governance invariably involves a large number of potentially salient action
situations pertaining to tasks such as resource use, infrastructure maintenance, rulemaking,
social and environmental monitoring, sanctioning and conflict resolution (McGinnis 2011).
Whereas applications of the IAD framework tend to be more attentive to the analysis of dynamics across networks of interrelated action situations (McGinnis 2011; Villamayor-Tomas
et al. 2015), applications of the SES framework tend to neglect the underlying processes to
focus on associations between variables and social-ecological outcomes (Gutierrez, Hilborn,
and Defeo 2011). Nonetheless, there is nothing that would preclude an analyst from analysing
networks of action situations with the SES framework, or from using the IAD framework to
develop insights concerning the social, ecological and institutional correlates of environmental
sustainability (Cole, Epstein, and McGinnis 2019). Indeed, both frameworks operate under the
general hypothesis that decisions in action situations are influenced by the incentives, opportunities and constraints that actors face, which are in turn determined by the institutions that
310
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apply to each action situation as well as other attributes of the broader social, ecological and
institutional context in which decisions are made.
Other longstanding developments within the ‘family of IAD tools’ (McGinnis 2011)
include the institutional grammar tool, which has been used to carry formal analyses of
institutions and the networks of rights and responsibilities they generate (Crawford and
Ostrom 1995); and the ‘levels of action’ distinction, which facilitates the study of institutions operating at different levels of individual and collective decision-making (Kiser
and Ostrom 1982). Others, meanwhile, have extended these frameworks to address gaps
or specific types of research questions. These include the robustness framework, which
provides a heuristic to study interactions among SES components (Anderies, Janssen, and
Ostrom 2004); the nature-related transactions framework, which draws attention to the
characteristics of the interdependencies generated around the joint use of natural resources
(Hagedorn 2008); and the politicised IAD framework, which focuses on the role of discourses and the broader political-economic context in shaping interactions and outcomes
in action situations (Clement 2010).

SES problems and questions
Institutional analysis is generally promoted as an interdisciplinary approach for developing,
organising and undertaking research on collective action and environmental sustainability
in heterogeneous social and ecological contexts (Ostrom 2005; Poteete, Janssen, and Ostrom
2010). This has resulted in the development of several tools that facilitate research on institutions and their role in SES, as briefly outlined in Table 22.1. The utility of institutional
analysis is clearly demonstrated by applications across a wide range of environmental issues,
including forests, fisheries, irrigation and rangelands (see Partelow 2018); methods, including
case studies, experiments and statistical analysis (see Poteete, Janssen, and Ostrom 2010);
and levels of analysis, ranging from the study of individuals to the study of global environmental regimes (Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker 1994; Fleischman et al. 2014). Nonetheless,
its most significant contributions to SES theory and practice relate to questions concerning
(a) the institutional foundations of sustainable environmental governance regimes, (b) the
micro-foundations of cooperative behaviour in resource-dependent communities, and (c) the
implications of different social and ecological contexts for institutional design (see also
Chapter 10 in Poteete, Janssen and Ostrom 2010 for an overview on the theory generated
around these three questions).
Expanding on the points above, first, institutional analysis of SES has been defined to a
great extent by Elinor Ostrom’s (1990) institutional design principles, which emerged from
an empirical analysis of several cases of community-based natural resource management. The
primacy of knowledge from empirical research is, in fact, a defining characteristic of institutional analysis, stemming from concerns about the inappropriate use of abstracted theories
and models in environmental policy and planning (Schlager 1999). Noteworthy contributions from applications of the design principles to SES theory include highlighting the general importance of participation in rulemaking, social monitoring and adjusting institutional
arrangements to fit the contexts in which they are used (Ostrom 1990; Agrawal 2003; Cox,
Arnold, Villamayor-Tomas 2010; Baggio et al. 2016).
Second, research on the micro-foundation of cooperative behaviour, meanwhile, seeks to
better understand the conditions in which actors are more (or less) likely to cooperate, relying
on case studies and ethnographic research, common-pool resource experiments and other
methodological approaches highlighted below and discussed in other chapters on behavioural
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experiments (Chapter 21), interviews (Chapter 7) and case study analysis (Chapter 20),
among others. This research has offered an important counterpoint to rational choice
theory by clearly demonstrating that institutional arrangements that support endogenous
rule choice, such as communication and voting, and/or allow participants to sanction one
another, can yield high levels of cooperation in both laboratory and field settings (Ostrom,
Gardner, and Walker 1994; Cárdenas, Stranlund, and Willis 2000; Janssen et al. 2010;
DeCaro, Janssen, and Lee 2015). Although insights from laboratory (lab) experiments, as
discussed in the chapter on behavioural experiments (Chapter 21), enjoy strong internal
validity, important questions remain concerning the extent to which they reflect essential
features of the resource use and management problems experienced by communities as
identified in the case studies. Researchers have begun to test these questions through field
experiments as well. As a result, scholars are increasingly shifting their attention towards
understanding the implications of different social and ecological characteristics for cooperation and institutional design, including resource dynamics ( Janssen et al. 2010), thresholds and regime shifts (Schill, Lindahl, and Crépin 2015), interlinked resources (Lindahl,
Bodin, and Tengö 2015), uncertainty ( Janssen 2013) and past experience with successful
self-organisation (Gelcich et al. 2013).
Lastly, with reference to environmental governance, institutional analysis is frequently
used to address questions concerning the fit between institutions and the broader social,
ecological and institutional context in which they are found (Young 2002; Galaz et al.
2008; Epstein et al. 2015). Indeed, the concept of contingency is a recurrent theme in
the scholarship of Vincent and Elinor Ostrom (Dietz 2005), urging scholars and decision-makers to attend carefully to the structure of problems when developing institutional
arrangements to address them. Participatory rulemaking is often recommended as a general strategy to improve the fit of institutions by providing mechanisms for incorporating
knowledge of the local context (Chhatre and Agrawal 2009). Others, meanwhile, have
examined the fit between institutions and local contexts by considering how variability in
the attributes of communities such as group size (Agrawal and Goyal 2001) and inequality (Andersson and Agrawal 2011), and resource attributes such as mobility and storage
(Schlager, Blomquist, and Tang 1994) influence the efficacy of alternative institutional
arrangements. More recently, social-ecological networks have been used to highlight the
importance of consolidating governance functions or establishing governance networks to
coordinate the management of interlinked resources (Bodin 2017).

Table 22.1 Summary of key approaches used in institutional analysis
Main approach

Description

References

Institutional
analysis and
development
framework

An institutional analysis and development (IAD)
framework is a structured approach used to
investigate the process by which attributes of a
community, rules-in-use and biophysical conditions
structure interactions in action situations to
generate outcomes.

Key introductory text
Ostrom 2005

Methods
Single case studies, comparative case studies,
process tracing, statistical analysis, meta-analysis
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Applications to SES
Ostrom 1990;
Gibson, McKean, and
Ostrom 2000
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Main approach

Description

SES framework

An SES framework is a diagnostic approach used to Key introductory text
investigate the combinations of social, ecological
Ostrom 2007
and institutional factors that contribute to social
Applications to SES
and environmental outcomes.
Basurto and Ostrom 2009;
Methods
Gutierrez, Hilborn, and
Single case studies, comparative case studies,
Defeo 2011
process tracing, statistical analysis, meta-analysis

Action situations Action situations are an approach used to develop
and test models of decision-making through
manipulation of rules (i.e. communication,
sanctioning) that structure interactions.
Methods
Laboratory experiments, field experiments, agentbased models
Networks of
Networks of action situations are an approach
action situations used to analyse decision-making processes across
systems of linked action situations that jointly
influence outcomes.
Methods
Single case studies, comparative case studies,
process tracing
Institutional
grammar tool

The institutional grammar tool is a systematic
approach used to characterise the design of
institutional arrangements to facilitate analysis
of formal institutions, their change and their
interlinkages.
Methods
Single case studies, comparative case studies,
process tracing, statistical analysis, meta-analysis

Rule typology

Rule typology is a systematic approach used to
feature institutional configurations as they affect
behaviour in action situations and change over
time.

References

Key introductory text
Ostrom 2005
Applications to SES
Ostrom, Gardner, and
Walker 1994;
Anderies 2000;
Cárdenas and Ostrom 2004
Key introductory text
McGinnis 2011
Applications to SES
Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2015;
Jones, Rigg, and
Pinkerton 2017;
McCord et al. 2017
Key introductory texts
Crawford and Ostrom 1995;
Siddiki et al. 2011
Applications to SES
Siddiki, Basurto, and
Weible 2012;
Heikkila and Weible 2018;
Lien, Schlager, and
Lona 2018
Key introductory text
Crawford and Ostrom 2005
Applications to SES
Ostrom and Basurto 2011;
Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2015

Table 22.1 highlights several approaches, tools and frameworks commonly used in institutional analysis and the methods used in conjunction with them. Key references and application to the study of SES are also given.

Limitations
Despite being promoted as a flexible and widely applicable tool for empirical research on
environmental sustainability, institutional analysis is often applied to a relatively limited range
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of cases, problems and outcomes. The vast majority of cases that inform institutional theory,
for instance, are framed in terms of local communities exploiting a single common-pool
resource, relatively isolated from the broader social, ecological and institutional context in
which they are found (Agrawal 2003). Although this greatly enhances the tractability of research, it also neglects critical interactions among resources and across scales that may drive
resource outcomes at local, regional or even global scales. The sustainability of a resource,
for instance, often depends on the management of other related resources, such as predator
and prey species as well as inputs of water and energy for food production (Bodin et al. 2014).
Similarly, efforts to manage local resources are often challenged by connections to global
markets that can rapidly overwhelm the capacity of local communities to respond effectively
(Berkes et al. 2006).
A further challenge stems from the early empirical foundations of institutional research
which focused on understanding institutional robustness, or more generally the attributes of
institutions that allow them to persist, promote long-term cooperation and avoid overexploitation of resources (Ostrom 1990; Anderies, Janssen, and Ostrom 2004). This has allowed
scholars to rapidly develop a general understanding of the institutional ingredients for longterm sustainable community-based management, but with little guidance about the underlying processes through and conditions in which those institutions emerged and changed over
time. Although there are growing efforts to address these gaps (see Section ‘New directions’),
institutional analysis generally appears to facilitate relatively static empirical research on the
impacts of variables and create challenges for analysing the coevolution of institutions and
social-ecological processes.
Institutional analysis has also been criticised for its emphasis on analysing cooperation at the
expense of other social processes and mechanisms premised on values, conflict or power dynamics

Case study 22.1: Environmental governance
of Mexican community fisheries
Basurto and Ostrom (2009) provide an illustrative example of how institutional
analysis can be used to support research on environmental governance. Their paper
begins by arguing that fishers will elect to invest in developing rules when presented with favourable incentives, and then draws on previous research to highlight
several attributes of the resource and fishing community that are likely to influence
the nature of these incentives. Three benthic fisheries in Mexico were used to
evaluate the conditions in which groups are successful in self-organising to govern
the use of local resources. As predicted, the two cases in which groups had strong
local leadership, high levels of social capital and high levels of dependence on the
resource in addition to several favourable attributes of the resource system had
successfully self-organised to develop new institutions, whereas the one case that
lacked many of these conditions failed to self-organise.
The authors extended their analysis to examine the robustness of the governance
systems developed by the successful communities using Ostrom’s (1990) design
principles. They found that, although both communities had successfully self-organised to develop rules, only one of these systems proved robust to an external
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(Agrawal 2003; Clement 2010). In fact, several decentralisation initiatives meant to promote
cooperation at the local level have failed to achieve their intended objectives precisely because
powerful actors exploit their knowledge, resources and authority to retain control over the governance of natural resources (Blaikie 2006; Ribot, Agrawal, and Larson 2006). Similarly, important
challenges remain with respect to integrating institutional and ecological theory to foster a truly
interdisciplinary understanding of the sustainability of SES (Epstein et al. 2013). Finally, institutional analysis has struggled immensely in its attempt to manage trade-offs between flexibility to
allow scholars to adjust their approach to different contexts and methods and consistency to support cross-case comparison and empirical synthesis. In particular, it has thus far failed to provide
clear guidelines for measuring core concepts and variables (Thiel, Adamseged, and Baake 2015;
Partelow 2018; Schlager and Cox 2018), resulting in a patchwork of empirical findings that are
difficult to integrate and compare.

Resource implications
Institutional analysis does not in and of itself require significant resources in terms of materials, technology or financing to undertake meaningful and impactful research on sustainable
environmental governance. In practice, knowledge of the language of institutional analysis
is important to understand its core theories, therefore training (see Section ‘Key readings’)
is often a critical precondition for effectively engaging with institutional research. Furthermore, certain methods used for institutional analysis, such as agent-based models (Schoon
et al. 2014) and dynamic multi-player experimental environments ( Janssen et al. 2010), require access to relatively advanced hardware and software packages and skills in computer
programming. In contrast, an ethnographic study may require a significant investment of

shock. Whereas the governance system employed by the Seri community was characterised by all eight design principles, the Peñasco community lacked external
recognition of their rights to self-organise and a system of nested governance. As a
result, when the Peñasco community was faced with a rapid influx of fishers from
other communities, they lacked the legal authority and adequate resources to exclude them, resulting in the rapid depletion of the resource.
Basurto and Ostrom (2009) exemplify a number of defining characteristics of
institutional analysis and its approach to the study of the sustainability of SES, although it is important to note that these characteristics can vary widely across different
methods or studies. Nonetheless, the paper begins by clearly specifying the action
situation(s) that it aims to investigate (rule change) and considers how attributes of the
resource system and actors are likely to influence the incentives that groups face in that
situation. The empirical analysis, meanwhile, allows them to test their hypotheses and
specify the combinations of attributes that appear to give rise to outcomes.
Finally, the design principles analysis aggregates several action situations to explore
how the presence or absence of a suite of principles affects robustness of the system to
shocks. In fact, aggregation of multiple action situations is implicit to many institutional studies that seek to understand the relationships between variables and a range
of social and ecological outcomes.
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time and financial resources to build trust with resource-dependent communities to reveal
the important, but often unwritten, rules that structure human interactions with the environment (Acheson 2003).

New directions
The field of institutional analysis continues to evolve swiftly to address many of the
gaps discussed above and respond to current needs for research on the sustainability of
SES. These efforts include broadening the diversity of cases that inform institutional
theory; characterising and analysing relationships among actors, the environment and
decision-making arenas at multiple scales; and developing tools to support empirical
research and synthesis.
Several research programmes have been developed in recent years in response to critiques of the relatively limited range of cases and outcomes that inform institutional analysis.
Empirical studies, for instance, are increasingly analysing relationships between institutions
and multiple social and ecological outcomes to identify opportunities for often elusive ‘winwin’ outcomes (Persha, Agrawal, and Chhatre 2011; Cinner et al. 2012). Others, meanwhile, have explored the extent to which principles derived from the study of the small-scale
community-based governance of natural resources might apply to cases involving communities facing significant external socio-economic and ecological disturbances (Brondizio,
Ostrom, and Young 2009; Villamayor-Tomas and García-López 2017), large-scale resource
systems (Fleischman et al. 2014), pollution (Epstein et al. 2014b) and energy systems (Bauwens, Gotchev, and Holstenkamp 2016). As efforts continue to expand the diversity of cases
and outcomes, there is a great opportunity to gain traction on important questions concerning contextually explicit institutional design.
Institutional analysis has also been influenced by developments in network theory to
analyse the network structures and processes that underlie sustainable environmental
governance. First, social-ecological networks are increasingly being used as a tool to
clarify the structure of environmental problems to develop insights for addressing them.
This line of research generally highlights the importance of developing mechanisms
to coordinate the governance of interlinked resources (Bodin 2017). Second, networks
among multiple arenas of decision-making are used to analyse the development and implementation of environmental governance systems. The ecology of games (Lubell 2013)
and the networks of action situation approaches (McGinnis 2011) facilitate efforts to
develop insights about how institutions and patterns of behaviour emerge from networks
of interdependent decisions.
Finally, several tools have been developed that aim to contribute to the development of
knowledge by formalising our understanding of concepts to facilitate the comparison and
integration of research findings. The Social-Ecological Systems Meta-Analysis Database
(SESMAD) project, for instance, has operationalised many of the variables used in previous
studies and used them to formally express a number of environmental governance theories
(Cox 2014; Cox et al. 2016). The grammar of institutions has also been adapted in recent
years to provide a tool to systematically characterise institutional arrangements and study
institutional change over time (Ostrom and Basurto 2011). Further initiatives, meanwhile,
have offered conceptual clarifications on the concept of institutional fit (Epstein et al. 2015)
and begun to formalise the study of power in institutional research (Epstein et al. 2014a;
Morrison et al. 2017).
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Network analysis

Connections to other chapters
Network analysis connects to various other methods, particularly as it relies on the collection of data which is covered in ecological field data collection (Chapter 6), interviews and
surveys (Chapter 7) and participatory data collection (Chapter 8). The metrics generated
through network analysis can be statistically analysed and therefore linked to statistical analysis (Chapter 18). As a tool, network analysis can also be linked to ecosystem service modelling
(Chapter 31) to study the linkages between social and ecological components in a system.

Introduction
Network analysis, based on graph theory and statistics, provides a rigorous, systematic approach to studying how relationships and their structuring influence social-ecological systems (SES). A network perspective allows a researcher to analyse how landscape, species,
individuals and organisations, among others, are connected and how these structures enable
specific processes such as information sharing, opinions, policy adoption, species migration,
the spread of epidemics and ecosystem flows (Dakos et al. 2015). Network analysis is widely
used to analyse the structural properties of complex systems and gives insight into how a
system works by understanding the role that individual parts play in the system through their
connections to other parts. This method frees us from the typical assumptions that individuals act independently. Instead, it embraces the importance of relationships and provides a
potential bridge between different disciplines.
Generally speaking, a network is defined as a set of nodes connected via edges. That is,
a network consists of two types of components: (a) nodes (also called ‘vertices’ or ‘actors’),
which can represent people, places, organisations, species and so on, and (b) edges (ties,
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SUMMARY TABLE: NETWORK ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Ecology, Resource Economics,
Computational Geography, Systems
Dynamics, Computer Science,
Information Science
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Power relations
• Collective action and collaborative
governance
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relationships, links), which represent a ‘connection’ existing between two nodes. Edges can
represent friendships, legal authorities, collaborations, conflicts and also species migration, ecosystem flows, resource exchanges (including predation) and extraction. Networks can either be
directed or undirected, and weighted or unweighted. Directed networks often represent a flow
of information, e.g. from A to B but not vice versa, whereas undirected networks represent an
interaction between two nodes (A and B) but with no direction. Edges can be unweighted,
representing only instances in which A and B are connected or not; or weighted, representing
also the ‘strength’ of the connection between A and B. Weights can be based on distance, frequency of contact, amount of resources exchanged, or ‘value judgement of the relationship’.
The first study of networks can be ascribed to Euler in 1739 when he abstracted a geographical space and for the first time described entities as nodes and edges, representing land and
bridges connecting different parts of Königsberg in Germany (Euler and Euler 1736). Two centuries later, modern network analysis originated from the social sciences. Jacob L. Moreno, an
American psychiatrist, was interested in the dynamics of social interactions and used network
analysis to map a social network of Hudson School for Girls, following an epidemic of runaway
children in 1932 (Borgatti et al. 2009). He graphically mapped individuals’ feelings towards one
another to identify the channels of social influence and ideas among the girls. In the 1940s and
1950s, work in social network mapping or analyses advanced towards the use of matrix algebra
and graph theory as researchers began to study the effects of different communication network
structures to solve problems (Moreno 1934).
About 20 years later, another step towards modern network analysis was undertaken by
two Hungarian mathematicians, Paul Erdös and Alfréd Rényi, who mathematically described the properties of random graphs (Erdös and Rényi 1959, 1960). However, it was not
until the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s, with the advancement of computing power to analyse data, that network analysis really took off as a method to assess the structural properties of complex systems (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Albert and Barabási 2001). The
use of network analysis enabled researchers to start disentangling the relationships between
human and organisational interactions and how structure facilitates specific outcomes, such
as the ranking of economists and understanding psychological well-being. It was also used in
social and policy analysis. Today, network analysis is used in a wide variety of different fields
including neuroscience, economics, political science, genetics, ecology, biology, sociology,
psychology, engineering, computer science and physics (Caldarelli 2007; Borgatti et al. 2009;
Barthélemy 2011; Costa et al. 2011).
Although network analysis has a long interdisciplinary history, its application to SES
(involving the construction specifically of interlinked social-ecological networks) has started
only recently (Bodin and Tengö 2012; Baggio et al. 2016; Bodin et al. 2016; Barnes et al.
2017; Sayles and Baggio 2017a; Baggio and Hillis 2018; Sayles et al. 2019). Network analysis
can be used to analyse and assess how social and ecological processes are influenced by the
underlying connectivity structure.
This chapter focuses on applications of network analysis to SES. Network analysis can be
used in combination with other methods in this handbook, such as interviews and surveys
(Chapter 7) and ecological field data collection (Chapter 6) to better understand SES.

SES problems and questions
In the context of SES, network analysis can be used to understand how social and ecological
system components are connected and how the structure or pattern of connections affects
the function of the SES, thus taking account of how systems are constituted relationally.
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Both local and global network characteristics affect how specific social-ecological processes unfold. In fact, specific ‘structures’ (values of metrics, distribution of nodal metrics)
can facilitate or hinder species migration, the spread of pests, biological invasion, knowledge
sharing, management strategies, innovations, learning, financial flows and food sharing (Garlaschelli 2004; Bodin and Norberg 2007; Baggio et al. 2011; Barthélemy 2011; Costa et al. 2011;
Granell, Gomez, and Arenas 2014; De Domenico et al. 2016). More so, network analysis can
show how structural characteristics of SES can affect their ability of a system to withstand specific disturbances, and can give insight into how processes and flows may change in response to
those disturbances (Albert, Jeong, and Barabási 2000; Nicosia et al. 2012; De Domenico et al.
2014; Brummitt, Barnett, and D’Souza 2015; Poledna et al. 2015; Baggio et al. 2016).
Typical questions that network analysis can be used for to understand SES include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Who are the key stakeholders, potential leaders or agents of change in the system? (e.g.
a study by Bodin and Crona (2008) used network analysis to identify key individuals in
a fishing community to explain the lack of common initiative to deal with the overexploitation of fisheries)
Which specific human–environmental dependencies are key for the functioning of
the overall system? (e.g. network analysis was used to link processes of change in SES
to decision-making across multiple layers of rules underpinning societal organisation
(Barnes et al. 2017))
Are there spatial-scale mismatches between social and ecological systems within an SES?
(e.g. are there issues of fit between ecological processes to be managed and the sociopolitical unit tasks involved in managing these systems? (Sayles and Baggio 2017b))
How do individuals affect ecological processes? (e.g. a wildfire transmission network, developed through simulation of wildfires, was compared to a governance network to determine
‘risk interdependence archetypes’ based on the spatial configurations by which one actor is
exposed to risk through the actions of another actor (Hamilton, Fischer, and Ager 2019))
How can social perceptions of an SES be assessed? (e.g. using data collected from participatory workshops, network analysis was used to map out how communities perceive the performance of a community-based natural resource management system
(Delgado-Serrano et al. 2015))
How do systems respond to exogenous effects? (e.g. Frank and Fahrbach (1999) studied
the interactions between actors and their sentiments (values, attitudes, beliefs, opinions)
to understand how natural resource use is influenced by others)
How do collaborations emerge and function within the context of natural resource
management? (e.g. Bodin et al. (2017) used network analysis to show that different network characteristics can give rise to similar ecosystem-based management outcomes)
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•

How is collaboration influenced by the origin of the relationship? (e.g. Sayles and Baggio
(2017b) looked at the difference in perceived collaboration productivity between relationships that were mandated, born out of shared interest, funded, or a mix of the three
categories)

Network analysis may also be used to facilitate collaborative processes for scoping the nature of the relationships that shape SES and interactions (e.g. using NET-MAP, an interview-based mapping tool that helps people to understand, visualise, discuss and improve
situations in which many different actors influence outcomes (netmap.wordpress.com/about)
in order to map stakeholder networks in facilitated processes aimed at the co-production of
knowledge related to a specific SES).

Brief description of key methods
Network analysis can be used to understand how entities (social and/or ecological structures)
are connected and how they relate to one another. In network analysis, these properties can
be quantified using network metrics that have been developed to answer specific questions.
By calculating the centrality value of a network, one can determine the most central node in
the network, which can be seen as the most important node that connects all the nodes. An outbreak or spread of a virus in a population, for example, can be illustrated using network analysis,
where the nodes represent the infected individuals and the interaction between individuals, and
the transmission or spread of the virus is depicted as the edges of the network. The individuals’
position in the population can be described by calculating the centrality value of each node in the
network using centrality analysis (Table 23.1). The most central node represents the individual
with the highest number of contacts. This information can then be used to identify the most
contagious individual in the network, or where the virus originally started from.
As shown in Table 23.1, network analysis can be used to understand species interactions in
food webs by simulating species loss. For each food web, species can be sequentially removed,
focusing on the most connected species, randomly chosen species and the least connected
species. The number of prey and predator links can then be counted to determine total trophic connections, or network degree. This can also be used to determine the robustness of
food webs, as the fraction of species that had to be removed to result in a total loss of less than
50% of the species (Dunne, Williams, and Martinez 2002). Network analysis can also be used
to track species movement patterns across habitat patches to quantify habitat connectivity.
This is particularly relevant for managing conservation landscapes as it helps to identify critical ‘stepping stone’ patches that, when removed, may cause changes in habitat connectivity
(Keitt, Urban, and Milne 1997).
Table 23.1 summarises a few of the most common uses of network analysis metrics in SES
research.

Limitations
As SES are characterised by dynamic interactions between many social and/or ecological
components, it is challenging to capture all the relevant actors and social and ecological relationships. Social-ecological systems are also ‘open’ systems that have interactions with other
systems, and are therefore not clearly bounded. The structure of the network depends on the
context of the system, which is usually clarified by setting system boundaries. The choice of
boundary therefore has direct implications.
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Table 23.1 Summary of key metrics used in network analysis
Main application

Description

References

Centrality analysis

Centrality analysis is used to identify the
role of key individuals to enable natural
resource governance, and/or species/
landscape patches that are key to the
stability of an ecosystem.

Bodin and Crona 2008

Centrality/
participation
coefficient analysis
mixing network and
‘reason for existing
relationship’

Centrality/participation coefficient analysis Sayles and Baggio 2017b
is used to identify how different types of
relationships may affect productivity and/or
outcomes in SES.

Mono or multiplex
network analysis of
‘sharing’ relationship

Understanding the perceptions of local
communities and sharing relationships
may assist in building resilience in
community-based natural resource
management.

Delgado-Serrano et al. 2015;
Baggio et al. 2016

Modelling motifs of
social-ecological
networks

Modelling motifs of social-ecological
networks help researchers to understand
how natural resource users make decisions
and how these decisions are influenced by
different types of relationships.

Frank and Fahrbach 1999;
Bodin et al. 2016;
Barnes et al. 2017

Food web analysis

Food web analysis is used to understand
species interactions and identify keystone
species.

Dunne, Williams, and
Martinez 2002;
Garlaschelli 2004

Map out species
movement patterns

Animal movements between habitat
patches are used to map out the
movement patterns of species to identify
improved habitat connectivity.

Keitt, Urban, and Milne 1997;
Urban and Keitt 2001;
Minor and Urban 2007;
Baggio et al. 2011

Map out and analyse
social-ecological
interactions

By mapping out and analysing socialecological interactions, researchers
can understand how actors and their
relationship with other actors, and with
different interconnected ecosystem
components, contribute to different
management/governance outcomes.

Bodin and Tengö 2012;
Sayles and Baggio 2017a

Model processes in
networks

By modelling the processes in networks,
researchers can assess how structural
properties joined with specific nodal
characteristics influence ecological and
social flows.

Baggio and Hillis 2018

Plot multi-level
networks

Plotting multi-level networks enable
researchers to compare two or more
interconnected networks.

Bodin and Tengö 2012;
Barnes et al. 2017
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Since many network analysis methods demand complete network data (with all relevant links
and nodes within the system boundaries being defined and measured), they are often limited to a
particular and contextual scale, and therefore not always useful for capturing the radical openness
of systems. Collecting the empirical data that underlie a network analysis often requires extensive
fieldwork, which typically involves interacting with or surveying as many actors as possible. Network analysis therefore requires extensive effort in terms of both time and money for a network
to be correctly inferred. In fact, given the specificity of network data, one cannot rely on random
sampling but needs to rely on different sampling techniques (e.g. snowball, census).
Network analysis often represents merely a snapshot of how the system is connected. However,
this limitation can be overcome by a dynamic network analysis, which is particularly useful for
assessing causalities and answering questions such as what factors contribute to the formation of
certain networks. Still, given time and cost constraints, as well as the potential fatigue of individuals in the case of social networks, longitudinal network studies are rare.

Resource implications
Network analysis software consists of either packages based on graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) or packages built for scripting and coding. The GUI packages are generally easier to
learn and are widely used. There are many open-source examples such as Gephi, NodeXL,
EgoNet, MPnet and UCINet.
Scripting tools used for network analysis include NetMiner with a Python scripting engine; the statnet suite of packages for the R statistical programming language, igraph; the NetworkX library for Python; and the SNAP packages for network analysis in C++ and Python.
Scripting tools can also be based in R via the sna, igraph and statnet packages. For advanced
network analysis that relates to the use of ERGM, statnet in R and the stand-alone Pnet can
be used. For multi-layer/multiplex network analysis in R, one can use the multinet package or
MuxViz, which has its own interface. Multiplex networks can also be analysed in Python via
the Pymnet package.

New directions
Although social-ecological network analysis (SENA) is still in its infancy, it has shown promise in advancing difficult SES problems such as identifying potential social-ecological scale
mismatches (Sayles and Baggio 2017a) and assessing the robustness of social-ecological networks to social or ecological perturbations (Markowetz 2010). Looking towards the future,
better integration of qualitative data-collection methods and protocols, with a strong and
rigorous mathematical framework to analyse the complex web of interactions and interdependencies that exist in SES, is still needed.
Promising tools from a mathematical or statistical perspective are the implementation of
multi-level exponential random graphs (Wang et al. 2009) and multi-layer/multiplex networks (De Domenico et al. 2014; Kivelä et al. 2014). Exponential random graphs (and by extension multi-level exponential random graphs) enable the analysis of SES via the presence of
specific microlevel configurations called ‘motifs’ (Bodin and Tengö 2012; Bodin et al. 2016;
Barnes et al. 2017; Guerrero et al. 2018). Exponential random graph motifs allow a researcher
to understand how macrolevel structures are probabilistically related to specific network
motifs, and how those motifs may affect outcomes of interest. Multi-layer networks allow
researchers to analyse the overall macrolevel network properties and local nodal properties in
multiple interdependent networks (Bodin et al. 2019).
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Case study 23.1: Protected area networks in South Africa
Protected area networks respectively situated in the Western and Eastern Cape provinces of South Africa illustrate how network analysis can be used to measure the resilience of SES and to identify individual actors that are important for overall network
connectivity (Maciejewski and Cumming 2015).
Interviews were conducted with managers from various protected areas in the two
protected area networks to understand how those managers were interacting with
managers from surrounding protected areas. Interaction was defined as exchanging
ideas; sharing equipment; trading in wildlife; engaging in discussions with regard to
management, education, tourism and research; and forming collaborations, among
others. This information was used to generate a graph network, where nodes represented the protected areas where interviewed managers were based (source) as well as
the protected areas (targets) to which they were connected through various interactions. The edges (links) of the protected area network concerned consisted of directed
linkages between source and target protected areas.
Network analysis indicated that the role of protected areas differed in management
strategies between the two protected area networks, as illustrated by the positioning
and size of the nodes and the density of connections (Figure 23.1). Nodes were sized
according to each node’s eigenvector (characteristic vector) centrality, which is a measure of the influence of a node in a network. A high eigenvector centrality score means
a node is connected to many nodes which themselves have high scores, and indicate
that they are in a position to receive and control flows (Borgatti 2005). Both protected
area networks had shorter diameters than expected. This suggests frequent interactions between the managers, which may be beneficial to the spread of information
( Janssen et al. 2006). A small network diameter also indicates high reachability, which
increases the ability of the system to respond to change.
Both networks exhibited socio-economic interactions that were more intense between protected areas situated near one another in geographic space than between
protected areas belonging to the same organisation. In other words, as would be expected for ecological connectivity, geographic proximity mattered more than organisational membership in the formation of socio-economic interactions.
The networks in Figure 23.1 were generated using network analysis. Nodes are
coloured or shaded according to organisation (salmon/black: national parks; yellow/

Key readings
Barabási, A-L. n.d. Network Science. www.networksciencebook.com/chapter/1 (Online and free).
Bodin, Ö., and B. Crona. 2008. ‘Community-Based Management of Natural Resources – Exploring
the Role of Social Capital and Leadership in a Rural Fishing Community.’ World Development
36(12): 2763–2779.
Bodin, Ö., and M. Tengö. 2012. ‘Disentangling Intangible Social-Ecological Systems.’ Global Environmental Change 22(2): 430–439. doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2012.01.005.
Gonzalez, A., P. Thompson, and M. Loreau. 2017. ‘Spatial Ecological Networks: Planning for Sustainability on the Long-term.’ Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 29: 187–197.
Wasserman, S., and K. Faust. 1994. Social Network Analysis: Methods and Applications. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 23.1 
Protected area network of (A) the Western Cape, and (B) the Eastern
Cape province of South Africa (Maciejewski and Cumming 2015)

dark grey: provincial parks; green/grey: private protected areas) and were sized and
positioned according to centrality.
This example illustrates how network analysis provides a platform to spatially present
the relational arrangement between SES components and how this can be used to understand the most important role-players in these networks, as well as those acting as stepping
stones. Understanding the arrangement of different socio-economic interactions and the
role that individual protected areas play in the network is important when it comes to
making decisions about the network as a whole. In the Western Cape, for example, national parks should be consulted when designing the protected area expansion strategy or
when making national overarching decisions about the future development of protected
areas. However, when dealing with the management of private parks, it would be more
strategic to consult with the surrounding provincial parks. This is clearly illustrated in the
Biodiversity Stewardship Programme initiated by CapeNature in 2003, which facilitates
conservation on privately owned land by setting up agreements between landowners and
the provincial parks.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Spatial mapping and analysis, including geography, landscape ecology, remote sensing,
statistics, land surveying, brief overview of relevant mapping and analytical approaches

Connections to other chapters
This chapter connects to many others through the fundamental properties of location, connectivity and context. Spatial mapping is used to bound study systems, and any analysis for which
the location, context or connectivity of an element or phenomenon is relevant requires familiarity with these methods. Chapters on statistics (Chapter 18), network analysis (Chapter 23),
agent-based modelling (Chapter 28), participatory data collection (Chapter 8), participatory
modelling (Chapter 13), ecosystem service modelling (Chapter 31), historical assessment
(Chapter 25) and ecological field data collection (Chapter 6) are particularly relevant.

Introduction
Space is part of the fabric of our existence. We live in four dimensions: time, and three dimensions of space. We can exist in only one location at any point in time. Space is the matrix
in which we live. Any analysis can be conducted spatially and every problem has spatial elements. The key questions are (a) whether there are occasions on which one can safely ignore
the spatial elements of a problem, and (b) what one loses by ignoring them.
Spatial mapping and analysis are among the oldest scientific techniques in social-ecological
systems (SES) research, dating back to early biogeographic analyses of plant kingdoms and
the relevance of ecological variation for human agriculture (Von Humboldt and Bonpland
1807; reprint 2010). The disciplines of geography, biogeography and landscape ecology focus
on the relevance of spatial variation, spatial context and spatial location as influences on abiotic, biotic and anthropogenic patterns and processes (Turner, Gardner, and O’Neill 2001).
A comparison of maps from two different points in time is a long-standing approach to exploring temporal change, dynamics and social-ecological feedbacks.
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SUMMARY TABLE: SPATIAL MAPPING AND ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND
The methods in this chapter are derived from
or have most commonly been used in:
Land Surveying, Geography, Landscape
Ecology, Remote Sensing, Statistics

KNOWLEDGE TYPE
The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
•
•
•
•

RESEARCH APPROACH
The methods in this chapter originate from
or most commonly adopt the following
research approaches:
• Analytical/objective

TEMPORAL DIMENSION
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following temporal
dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700s)
• Future

Descriptive
Exploratory
Explanatory
Prescriptive
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and coproduction
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES
While most methods can do many things,
the methods in this chapter are particularly
good (i.e. go-to methods) for addressing the
following:
•
•
•
•

SES components and linkages
Diversity
Social-ecological interactions over time
Regime shifts

SPATIAL DIMENSION
The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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Recent technological advances in collecting and analysing spatially explicit data (i.e. data
associated with spatial coordinates), coupled with improved processing capabilities, have led
to a rapid and potentially overwhelming explosion of both data and methods for spatial
analysis and mapping. High-resolution, broad-extent spatial and temporal datasets for biophysical variables are now available for periods of approximately 50 years. Mapping of human
elements of SES has also improved through using the Internet and mobile devices to map
spatial and temporal patterns in human demography, preferences, resource use and movements. Census data in many countries are now linked to zip codes or survey districts through
a geographic information system (GIS), for example. By virtue of their shared location in
space, these datasets can be rapidly linked to satellite-derived maps of the biophysical system
to explore relationships and social-ecological feedbacks (Cord et al. 2017).
For the social-ecological researcher, the primary challenge in spatial mapping and analysis is less one of documenting patterns, which can be done in a wide variety of ways, and
more one of inferring mechanisms. Spatial patterns arise from many different processes
and it is easy to jump to false assumptions about cause and effect. People often assume, for
example, that agglomeration, or clustering, in the distribution of organisms or businesses
reflects the presence of clustered resources. But clustering may equally be produced by
simple mechanisms, such as limited dispersal capacity and selective mortality, that have
nothing to do with underlying resource availability (Skellam 1951). Ecologists and geographers use a variety of techniques, such as neutral landscape models, autocorrelation
analysis and matching methods, to explore counterfactuals and to avoid going astray when
testing hypotheses that have spatial elements (e.g. Gardner and Urban 2007; Geldmann et
al. 2013). One of the core principles for good spatial analysis and mapping is that assumptions about spatial causality must always be treated as hypotheses and compared against other
alternatives.

SES problems and questions
Spatial mapping is a common starting point for SES studies. Maps are used in nearly every
SES study, whether explicitly or implicitly, to bound study areas, select and move between
sampling locations, and identify important social and ecological heterogeneity within the
study site. Biophysical variation in elevation, climate, water and soils drives patterns in human and ecological systems. The basic building blocks of ecological analysis are estimates of
species diversity and the abundances of organisms; the units for these quantities are spatial
and are estimated using spatially explicit techniques such as quadrats, line transects or camera
traps. Similarly, most socio-economic studies occur in particular locations such as urban areas
or villages; respondents for interviews and surveys are often selected based on their proximity to resources or their membership of a particular community; and in economic analyses,
both market size and market access are heavily contingent on location, membership in spatial
networks of supply and demand, and spatial context.
Spatial mapping and analysis can relate social and ecological elements of systems of interest. The use of tools for mapping and analysis depends to a very large extent on the goals of
the analyst. Spatial relations may define or bound an analytical context (e.g. analysing water
management approaches across different catchments), provide or inform mechanisms that
explain outcomes of interest (e.g. understanding how household location influences ecosystem service preferences by people), or confound attempts to relate non-spatial variables in
analyses of cause and effect (e.g. spatial patterns in household wealth and agricultural activity
can make the influence of protected areas on nearby land prices harder to detect). Spatial
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relations are also important elements of comparative analyses across different case studies
(Cumming 2011).
In SES research, spatial analysis and mapping have been widely used for the following:
measuring changes in land use and land cover across landscapes; understanding abiotic, biotic and anthropogenic influences on ecosystems and exploring potential consequences of
management actions; doing research on conservation planning and making decisions; and
doing research that connects ecosystem services, land tenure and access to ecosystems and
markets. Some published examples of social-ecological questions addressed by spatial approaches include:
•
•
•
•
•

How does the success of a health-care intervention relate to household income in a fishing community? (Short et al. 2018)
How should policy and management include animal movements? (Hays et al. 2019)
How do governance institutions influence land-use change? (Holzhauer, Brown, and
Rounsevell 2019)
Does connectivity in marine reserve networks facilitate biodiversity conservation?
(Magris et al. 2018)
How does landscape structure affect ecosystem service delivery? (Ridding et al. 2018)

Brief description of key methods
The three dimensions of geographic space (longitude, latitude, elevation), plus the fourth
dimension of time, provide a matrix in which we exist. Within this matrix, maps describe
the coordinates of features or events in both space and time, providing a simplified record
of reality. People create maps in a variety of ways and at scales ranging from molecular (e.g.
3D protein structures) to interstellar (e.g. star charts). Spatial analysis of any of these maps
nonetheless has many shared ingredients, e.g. the use of coordinates, the calculation of basic
spatial properties such as proximity or connectivity, and visualisation.
Autocorrelation is a particular concern in spatial analysis. It refers to the increased likelihood that values of a given variable at two points near each other in space will be similar to
one another (Ord 2010). Most spatial datasets have autocorrelation. In some cases, autocorrelation is itself the variable of interest; in other cases, it is a nuisance variable that must be
removed or factored out from the analysis, either statistically or through careful sampling. In
SES research, spatial mapping and analysis typically use a GIS that provides an operational
environment for spatial analyses, such as overlaying or intersecting polygons, extracting data
from different data layers into a grid to create a comparable dataset, and smoothing or cleaning mapped data. In practice, GIS manipulation in a program like ArcGIS or Imagine is often
a precursor to more intensive statistical analyses in other software packages (e.g. R, Matlab).
Table 24.1 provides a summary of key applications of spatial mapping and analysis.

Limitations
Limits on spatial mapping and analysis are imposed by practical trade-offs between scale,
processing time and information storage. The minimum mapping unit (MMU) is the size of
the smallest feature that is reliably mapped by a given mapping approach. To distinguish between features requires a grain size (resolution) smaller than the MMU. Turner, Gardner and
O’Neill (2001), for example, suggest that land-cover maps should have a grain at least three
to five times smaller than the smallest patch and an extent three to five times larger than the
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Table 24.1 Summary of key applications of spatial mapping and analysis
Main applications Description

References

Remote sensing Remotely sensed data typically take the
form of pictures of the earth’s surface.
These data can be collected across a wide
variety of different wavelengths of radiation
(e.g. visible spectrum, ultraviolet, infra-red)
and either actively (using radar or LIDAR)
or passively (using sunlight, e.g. aerial
photography or satellite platforms such as
Landsat). After some processing to correct
for errors, noise and distortions, the typical
result is spatially explicit data at a consistent
extent and resolution, e.g. a single Landsat
Thematic Mapper (TM) image covers about
250 km2 at a resolution of about 30 × 30 m
(see also Chapter 25: Historical assessment
and Chapter 31: Ecosystem service
modelling).

Key introductory text
Campbell and Wynne 2011

Land-use and
land-cover
change analysis

Land cover describes the nature of different
constituents of the earth’s surface, such as
forest, grassland, water or built environment.
More specifically, land use refers to how
people use a parcel of land, e.g. a forest
(land cover) may be a conservation area or a
managed forest used for timber (land use).
Analysis of spatial patterns and changes
over time in land-use and land-cover
change (LULCC) are often used either as
explanations or as response variables in SES
analyses (see also Chapter 25: Historical
assessment and Chapter 31: Ecosystem
service modelling).

Key introductory text
Lambin and Geist 2008

Geostatistics

Geostatistics is a branch of statistics
that developed in geology. It focuses
on measuring the strength of spatial
relationships. Geostatistics is used in
SES analysis for understanding spatial
pattern and autocorrelation, particularly
the spatial scale of autocorrelation in
point or continuous data, via semivariograms, correlograms and measures
of autocorrelation and dispersion such as
Moran’s I or Ripley’s K (see also Chapter 18:
Statistical analysis).
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Applications to SES
Jenerette et al. 2007;
Brody et al. 2008;
Lauer and Aswani 2008;
Kennedy et al. 2009;
Newton et al. 2009;
Ament and Cumming 2016;
Fernández-Giménez et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Veldkamp and Lambin 2001;
Agarwal et al. 2002;
Liu et al. 2007;
Meyfroidt et al. 2018;
Holzhauer, Brown, and
Rounsevell 2019

Key introductory text
Isaaks and Srivastava 1989
Applications to SES
Overmars, De Koning, and
Veldkamp 2003;
Mets, Armenteras, and
Dávalos 2017;
Fletcher and Fortin 2018
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Main
applications

Description

References

Species
distribution
models

A species distribution model uses
observations of species of interest to
estimate the probability of species
occurrence in geographic space. It is
also used as a tool for understanding
influences on species occurrences and for
linking drivers of species distributions (e.g.
physiological tolerance) to distributions.
It uses a wide range of statistical tools,
e.g. multiple regression, MaxEnt and
discriminant analysis. A species distribution
model is useful for SES analyses in which the
spatial mapping of animal or plant habitat
is relevant, e.g. estimating ecosystem
service provision by hunted or harvested
wild species, or looking at the potential
sustainability of harvesting. These models
also provide useful null hypotheses for
understanding the impacts of human use,
e.g. if suitable habitat is unoccupied as a
consequence of over-harvesting or pollution
(see also Chapter 18: Statistical analysis).

Key introductory text
Franklin 2010

Telemetry

Telemetry uses trackable transmitters or
global positioning system (GPS) units
attached to animals or people to determine
where they go. It originally used radiofrequency transmitting devices that were
tracked using a handheld antenna. The
most sophisticated approaches now use a
lightweight solar-powered satellite platform
terminal transmitter to transmit GPS data via
satellite (see also Chapter 6: Ecological field
data collection).

Key introductory text
Hooten et al. 2017

Home range,
resource
selection and
utilisation
density analysis

Home range, resource selection and utilisation
density analysis uses telemetry data to map
out which parts of a landscape are visited most
frequently by a tracked organism and where
key foraging areas and other vital elements
occur. It is useful for establishing how, when
and where animals and people use landscapes,
and is relevant in studies of human–wildlife
conflict (e.g. crop raiding in relation to human
diurnal rhythms, interactions of people and
carnivores, understanding locations of fishing
effort) (see also Chapter 18: Statistical analysis).

Applications to SES
Cumming and Van Vuuren 2006;
Sherrouse, Semmens, and
Clement 2014;
Uden et al. 2015;
Bonebrake et al. 2018

Applications to SES
Krause et al. 2013;
Lin et al. 2018;
Oppel et al. 2018;
Hays et al. 2019

Key introductory text
Moorcroft and Lewis 2013
Applications to SES
Bodin et al. 2006;
Hebblewhite and Haydon 2010;
Zetterberg, Mörtberg, and
Balfors 2010;
Iwamura et al. 2014

(Continued)
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Table 24.1 (Continued)
Main
applications
Spatial
conservation
planning

Description

References

Spatial conservation planning uses spatially
explicit data layers of features of social,
ecological or economic interest to select
priority areas for conservation action.
Software such as MARXAN can take a large
number of individually mapped costs (e.g.
property prices) and benefits (e.g. recorded
occurrence of desirable habitat or species)
and find an optimal spatial solution given a
set of predefined constraints.

Key introductory text
Margules and Pressey 2000
Applications to SES
Poiani et al. 2000;
Possingham, Ball, and Andelman
2000;
Pressey et al. 2007;
Ban et al. 2013;
Magris et al. 2017

Conservation planning tools have broader,
but largely unexploited, applications in
spatial optimisation in SES. MARXAN, for
example, could easily be used to determine
areas of greatest value (given mapped
costs and benefits) for ecosystem service
production (see also Chapter 29: Decision
analysis based on optimisation).

largest patch. Maps with smaller grains usually have smaller extents. Obtaining a picture at
finer grain size requires a closer or ‘zoomed-in’ lens; images that seek very high resolution at
broad extents often run into a depth-of-field problem, which leads to blurring or very high
levels of distortion at the edges. Also, information storage and processing demands increase
rapidly with decreases in grain or increases in extent. Although Landsat Thematic Mapper
images offer a good and widely used compromise (30 × 30 m grain and c. 250 km 2 extent) for
mapping vegetation and land-cover types, they cannot generally be used to map individual
tree canopies, roofs or vehicles.
Satellite data are also limited, at present, to system elements that can be readily observed
from the sky. Remote-sensing approaches for features that are under water (e.g. coral reefs,
seagrass beds) are challenging and require special technologies. Approaches that ignore
three-dimensional structure can result in fundamental errors, such as mapping urban tree
canopies as forests or shade-grown coffee as pristine rainforest. Spatial analysis may be limited by a lack of data for features – like people and small animals (e.g. human attitudes, household incomes or distributions of rodents) – that cannot be sampled via satellite. Similarly,
land use cannot always be reliably deduced from land cover. Most countries have a national
data provider, such as the British Ordnance Survey, which assembles critical spatial data
(e.g. economic zones, census data, farming types, cadastral data), but the information demands of SES research can be high and it is not uncommon for SES researchers to embark on
intensive spatial data-collection programmes of their own.

Resource implications
Spatial mapping and analysis cover a broad spectrum of methodological complexity. Data
visualisation and simple measures of distance or proximity can be undertaken over the
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Internet using freely available maps and software platforms provided by companies such
as ESRI (esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/index) and Google Maps (cloud.google.com/
maps-platform). By contrast, Google’s Earth Engine (earthengine.google.com) provides
a sophisticated online platform that effectively gives the user free access to a mainframe
computer and a range of datasets through a low-speed desktop interface (developers.
google.com/earth- engine/datasets). This can reduce the time demands of tasks that would
currently take two to three months on a contemporary desktop machine to two to three
days. Large quantities of high-quality data are also freely available from many nationallevel governmental programmes, such as the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
and NASA.
There is an increasing trend towards open-source, shareware packages (e.g. QGIS) and
the addition of GIS capabilities to statistical platforms such as R and Matlab. At the time of
writing, we would still advocate undertaking standard GIS operations (e.g. visualisation,
cleaning datasets, merging and joining, extracting information from raster layers into vector
layers) in a GIS environment and then exporting cleaned datasets, in the desired format, for
advanced statistical analysis into R. For field data collection, a wide variety of GPS-enabled
hardware and software is now available including, for example, mobile phone technologies,
GPS wristwatches and custom handheld GPS devices. These generally offer good accuracy to resolutions down to 5–10 m, with some variation by location. For higher accuracy
(e.g. submetre), a backpack GPS is still recommended.
Geographic information system analysis can be undertaken quite quickly and easily with
relatively little training, and free online starter courses are available (e.g. via the ESRI website). A key point for SES research, and a particular trap for beginners, is that datasets should
be critically examined and groundtruthed by using independent data from ground observations or field studies to verify datasets. ‘Garbage in, garbage out’ is a standard principle in
GIS; using low-quality GIS data is easy and can rapidly produce advanced-looking maps.
But if the data-collection protocol is weak, maps are poorly aligned and proper unbiased
sampling approaches have not been observed (among other things), then the conclusions of
the analysis will be unreliable.

New directions
Spatial mapping and analysis is a fast-moving research area that has progressed rapidly since
the advent of modern computers and the Internet. New and exciting maps are increasingly
being made available through new satellite platforms, new sensors and new platforms for
carrying sensors (e.g. drones, solar-powered fliers, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)). At the same time, data on human preferences
and spatial movement patterns are increasingly becoming available via the widespread
adoption and use of mobile phones, fitness devices and the Internet. Combining different data sources and data streams has huge and largely untapped potential for connecting
human movement patterns and ecosystem access with human preferences (e.g. linking
accommodation bookings, shopping data, entry to national parks, ecological interests and
social network analysis via data from Internet search engines, mobile phone GPS and
locations of connections made by mobile phone). Trasarti et al. (2015), for example, used
mobile phone data to map movement patterns of people between Paris and surrounding
rural areas over time, showing the role of key transport nodes. Technological advances
are opening up new fields of analysis in SES research, such as participatory mapping to
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Case study 24.1: Mapping a complex SES pattern for Germany
The objective of this research was to understand how socio-environmental conditions
influence the pattern and distribution of multiple ecosystem services. It thus exemplifies a spatially explicit SES and shows how ecosystem services bundles and associated
socio-environmental gradients interrelate across Germany.
Eleven spatially explicit ecosystem service indicators of provisioning ecosystem services (crop, livestock, wood production, clean water), regulating ecosystem
services (nitrogen and flood retention, erosion control, pollination potential) and
cultural ecosystem services (water and landscape recreation) in Germany were
synthesised using self-organising maps (Agarwal and Skupin 2008; Mouchet et
al. 2014). Eight types of ecosystem services bundles (SEBs) were characterised to
varying degrees for provisioning, cultural and regulating/maintenance services,
and summarised in a spatially explicit map. To relate this to socio-economic drivers, 18 covariates were used (e.g. price of drinking water, employees, ratio female/
male, population density, etc. per district) to delineate socio-environmental clusters
(Figure 24.2).
In Figure 24.1 the bar plots (so-called ‘codebook vectors’) show normalised values
of the ecosystem services characterising each ecosystem services bundle, with zero
representing the national average. The relative contribution of provisioning ecosystem
services per ecosystem services bundle is indicated by the percentages next to the bar
plots.
Figure 24.2 shows a mapped socio-environmental cluster (SEC). The bar plots
show normalised values of covariates characterising each socio-environmental cluster,
with zero representing the national average. Socio-environmental clusters are dominated either by socio-economic or environmental covariates. The relative contribution of these groups per socio-environmental cluster is indicated by the percentage
next to the bar plots.
Overlaying these two maps provides information about the relationship between
the spatial configuration of ecosystem services bundles and co-occurring socioenvironmental clusters (Figure 24.3). The clustering method of self-organising maps
incorporates properties of each grid cell as well as its location and thus accounts for
spatial auto-correlations.
Whereas ecosystem services bundles that were dominated by provisioning ecosystem services were linked to regions with distinct environmental characteristics,
cultural ecosystem services bundles were associated with areas where environmental
and socio-economic gradients had equal importance. This regional concentration
of specific provisioning services probably reflects the ongoing specialisation in land
use and especially in agricultural production, which accelerated around 1950. A
hotspot for tourism was found next to the shoreline in northern Germany, where
high values for recreation relate to the scenic beauty of the sea. Large areas along the
coastline in Germany have been designated as national parks and other protected areas, providing infrastructure for nature appreciation and protection of resting places
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Figure 24.1 Ecosystem services bundles mapped in Germany (© Ralf Seppelt)
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Figure 24.2 Ecosystem services bundles (ESBs) mapped in Germany (Dittrich et al.
2017; interactive online visualisation at arcg.is/1C81jD) (© Ralf Seppelt)
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for migratory birds. It is also noteworthy that the Alpine Mountains are attractive
for recreation.
Ecosystem services bundles dominated by cultural ecosystem services overlapped to a wide extent not only with socio-environmental clusters determined by
environmental conditions but also with socio-economic conditions. For instance,
ESB 8 in Figure 24.3, indicating multi-functional landscapes, overlapped mainly with
the intermediate SEC 6, which is characterised by relatively equal levels of both socioeconomic and environmental variables.
The rows in Figure 24.3 sum up to 100% and the circle sizes illustrate the extent
of co-occurrence of the respective socio-economic drivers and ecosystem services
bundles. The circles represent the dominance of environmental or socio-economic
variables in characterising socio-environmental clusters, whereby colour intensity reflects the degree of dominance (dark = strong; light = weak).
In this case, the absence of pronounced environmental gradients may have hindered
a specialisation in certain provisioning services and in turn also prevented known
trade-offs with regulating/maintenance services. A spatial stratification of ecosystem
services bundles indicated hotspots in which more detailed analysis is needed within
national assessments.

SEC 1 SEC 2

SEC 3

SEC 4

SEC 5

SEC 6 SEC 7

SEC 8

SEC 9

ESB 1
ESB 2
75%

ESB 4
ESB 5
ESB 6

0.2%

Spatial overlap of SEC and ESB

ESB 3

ESB 7
ESB 8

Figure 24.3 Results of spatial overlap analysis of each socio-environmental cluster
(SEC) per ecosystem services bundle in percentage of area (Dittrich
et al. 2017)
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understand human–nature interactions or ‘citizen science’ as a tool for intensive data collection and monitoring ecosystem change (Hochachka et al. 2012).
We envisage that spatial mapping and analysis will continue as a rapid growth area in SES
research for many years to come, as researchers explore and exploit the many insights it can
offer. The field is ripe for the development of new and imaginative approaches to SES analysis
that take advantage of new technologies to further develop and test theory.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Methods related to data obtained from sediment cores, archaeological/zooarchaeological
materials, dendrochronology/sclerochronology, land surveys, historical aerial photography, satellite remote sensing, documentary sources, governmental data, interviews and oral
histories

Connections to other chapters
Historical assessment methods may include participatory techniques (i.e. interviews and participatory mapping, see Chapters 7 and 8) or use biophysical information obtained from
historical maps, satellite imagery (Chapter 24), sediment cores, tree rings and ancient artefacts. Historical analysis may involve discerning the content and key themes found in old
documents and news sources, spatial mapping and analysis (Chapter 24), as well as quantitative statistical analysis of a government census or survey (Chapters 18 and 19).

Introduction
Historical assessment is the task of reconstructing the long-term dynamics of a social-ecological
systems (SES) over time and may span years, centuries or millennia (Tomscha et al. 2016). Approaches can be qualitative or quantitative. While historical reconstruction may incorporate very
direct measurements of phenomena, often more indirect indicators and proxies of a system must
be used instead. The general goal of historical assessment is to determine if and how an SES has
changed over time. Historical assessment can help us to understand baselines (e.g. initial starting
conditions) (Morgan, Gergel, and Coops 2010) and provide context for recent changes (e.g. are
recent changes large or small compared to historical changes?) (Rosenberg et al. 2005).
Historical assessment enjoys the benefits – as well as the challenges – of contributions
from a variety of disciplines, a plurality of data sources and a diverse array of methodological
approaches. Although historical assessment draws on many disciplines, historical ecology
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SUMMARY TABLE: HISTORICAL ASSESSMENT
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Historical Ecology, Environmental
History, Palaeoecology, Climatology,
Archaeology, Ethnography, Landscape
Ecology, Anthropology, Environmental
Social Sciences, Human Geography,
Maritime History, Social History
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory

PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Adaptation and self-organisation
• Regime shifts

• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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Table 25.1 Summary of key data sources or types used in historical assessment
Data source or type

Description

References

Sediment cores

Sediment cores often contain floral and faunal
remains, which, alongside dating and isotopic
techniques, enable inferences about the ecological
communities that existed in the past, changes
that occurred and the potential drivers of change.
Depending on the environment being sampled,
the length and depth of the sediment core and
the rate of sedimentation/erosion, sediment
cores may be used to infer changes spanning
decades to millions of years into the past.
Methods include stable isotope analysis and core
sediment composition or heavy-metal analysis
to demonstrate the scale, direction and drivers
of environmental change (see also Chapter 6:
Ecological field data collection).

Key introductory text
Last and Smol 2001

Archaeological materials consist of artefacts,
architectural remains and cultural landscapes,
among many others. Archaeologists use both
quantitative and semi-quantitative measures to
compare changes in remains left behind. When
combined with dating techniques and other
sources, these approaches can be used to infer
the timing and drivers of change for hundreds
to tens of thousands of years in the past. Field
methods include surveys (remote or in-person)
and the excavation of sites. Post-excavation
analysis typically includes dating, classifying
or compositional analysis of artefacts and
archaeological features.

Key introductory text
Gebhard 2003

Archaeological
materials

Zooarchaeological
materials

Dendrochronology
and
sclerochronology
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Applications to SES
Jeffers, Nogué, and
Willis 2015

Applications to SES
Crumley 2017

Animal remains excavated from archaeological
sites can be used to track changes in the presence,
abundance and/or size of the species. These data
can be used to infer social and ecological changes
through time as far back as hundreds to tens
of thousands of years ago. Analytical methods
are diverse and include determining the age at
death and biometry of animal remains, e.g. to
identify the timing of commencement of animal
domestication.

Key introductory text
Gifford-Gonzalez 2018

Both dendrochronology and sclerochronology
reconstruct past environmental changes in climate
and ecosystem productivity, which may reflect
natural and anthropogenic causes.

Key introductory texts
Butler and Schöne 2017;
UWICER 2017

Applications to SES
Harland et al. 2016;
Wallman 2018

25 – Historical assessment
Data source or type

Description

References

Dendrochronology examines tree rings over time
spans of decades to centuries. These growth patterns
reflect particular increments of time (i.e. seasonal,
annual growth). Tree rings and scars can thus provide
information on past climate and drought, cultural
uses of trees (such as bark stripping), and traditional
burning practices and fire suppression.

Applications to SES
Smith, Mackie, and
Sumpter 2005;
Stahle and Dean 2010

Sclerochronology studies the bands of new growth
laid down in invertebrate shell and coral remains.
Similar to tree rings, the study and dating of
these growth patterns can be used to reconstruct
information on environmental and climatic changes
over periods of decades to centuries. Methods include
dating of samples to determine their age or date
of death, followed by growth trend estimation and
statistical reconstruction of spatial and temporal
variations in, for example, climate anomalies, using rate
of growth as a proxy.
Land surveys

Historical maps, originally for surveying purposes, can
be adapted for SES purposes ranging from mapping
early transportation networks and vegetation change to
carbon storage. In North America, General Land Office
Notes and Land Surveys exist for the USA and Canada. In
European countries these resources are even older, more
extensive and phenomenally detailed. In some cases
created by royal decree, these maps can be a source of
information regarding cultural and economic priorities.

Key introductory text
Fuchs et al. 2015
Applications to SES
Rhemtulla, Mladenoff,
and Clayton 2009

Cartography is the study and practice of making
maps. Georeferencing of chart features to geographic
coordinates enables the comparison of charts and
their features through time and space (the same
principles apply for historical aerial photography).
Historical aerial
photography

Historical photography can be used to map long-term
patterns of landscape change from anthropogenic
and/or biophysical causes. Historical photos can
divulge ‘baseline’ or reference conditions preceding
industrial expansion in some regions.
Oblique imagery (captured perpendicular to the earth’s
surface) is routinely available for many parts of the world,
beginning in the 1950s and occasionally in the 1930s.
New sources of declassified ‘cold war era’ imagery are
also emerging. For some nation states, the archival
resources of a former colonial power or occupying
country must be consulted in order to find historical
imagery. Turn-of-the-century ground-based images are
available in rare cases, which can represent historical
vistas and viewsheds.

Key introductory text
Morgan, Gergel, and
Coops 2010
Applications to SES
Coomes, Takasaki, and
Rhemtulla 2011

(Continued)
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Table 25.1 (Continued)
Data source or type

Description

References

Satellite remote
sensing

Satellite imagery can be used to track long-term
dynamics of agriculture, forests, rivers, glacial
retreat, sea-level rise and urbanisation, to name a
few. The primary workhorse is the Landsat series
of satellites that have been providing repeat,
continuous, freely available imagery at 30 m spatial
resolution since the 1980s for many locations
globally. Another primary source of information
comes from a satellite sensor called Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
which images the earth every one to two days.
Although at coarser spatial resolution, the temporal
frequency of MODIS makes it useful for climate
change and phenological applications, such as
tracking the timing of seasonal ‘green-up’ of
vegetation and degradation of vegetation (see also
Chapter 24: Spatial mapping and analysis).

Key introductory text
Cohen and Goward 2004

Documentary
sources

Governmental/
population census
statistics/
health data
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Documentary sources include government and
non-government publications such as Commissions
of Evidence, newspaper articles, popular media,
and art and travel publications, among many other
sources. Both quantitative and qualitative data may
be of interest. An analysis may combine data from
multiple sources, or multiple years from the same
source. Particular care must be taken in interpretation
to ensure that the context in which the data were
originally created or presented is well understood
and accounted for. Typical methods include source
criticism, which evaluates the reliability, context and
integrity of a source, and triangulation, which crossreferences different sources or approaches to validate
a finding.
Governmental census and survey data can
encompass a wide range of topics and may be
collected for distinct foci such as population, health
and sector-specific statistics. This information may
be collected quarterly, annually or every 10 years,
and at local, regional or national levels. Statistics
may include social and ecological factors, e.g.
landings of fish or numbers of fishers working from
a specific port. By design, these datasets primarily
emphasise quantitative information. These data
are often accompanied by important textual
explanations which not only provide important
context but can even be further analysed directly.
The methods of analysis can vary widely and will
depend on the question being asked, the granularity
of the data and the number of repeated data points.

Applications to SES
Barbosa, Atkinson, and
Dearing 2015;
Eddy et al. 2017

Key introductory texts
Hsieh and Shannon 2005;
Braun and Clarke 2006
Applications to SES
Thurstan, Buckley, and
Pandolfi 2018;
Thurstan et al. 2018

Key introductory text
Newsom, Jones, and
Hofer 2012
Applications to SES
Renard, Rhemtulla, and
Bennett 2015
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Data source or type

Description

References

Structured and
unstructured
interviews and oral
histories

Retrospective analyses can be incorporated into
interview methods by asking participants about their
past observations, experiences and behaviours. These
methods can also be combined with participatory
mapping approaches to collect long-term spatial
information. However, retrospective work should be
undertaken with an appreciation of issues associated
with recall bias and the shifting baselines syndrome,
along with other potential issues associated with
perception and memory recall. Methods such as
timeline mapping and triangulation using other data
sources can help to acknowledge and minimise biases
of this nature (see Chapter 7 for a more detailed
discussion of different interview methodologies and
data types related to interviews).

Key introductory text
Zusman 2010
Applications to SES
Buckley et al. 2017;
Selgrath, Gergel, and
Vincent 2017

and environmental history play particularly important roles (McClenachan et al. 2015; see
Table 25.1). As a result, the conceptual background, assumptions and level of quantitative and
qualitative approaches behind any historical assessment can vary widely depending upon the
researchers’ disciplinary background, the sources available to them and the specific research
question being examined. Interview techniques, for example, can provide rich detail on
how people have used and influenced land- and seascapes (Selgrath, Gergel, and Vincent 2017).
Archaeological and palaeo-ecological evidence can provide information on historical activities of
humans along with the constraints under which they lived. New historical sources of geospatial
information are becoming available as formerly classified mapping information becomes unclassified. Given their strengths, weakness and differences in spatio-temporal resolution, historical
assessments are strongest when several methods are used in combination to build a more complete
picture of long-term SES dynamics. To assess a recreational fishery, for example, Thurstan et al.
(2018) used sources ranging from popular media articles, government statistical reports and early
research surveys from the 19th century along with semi-structured interviews with current and
retired fishers (in Thurstan et al. 2018, Table 2).

SES problems and questions
Historical assessment methods are routinely used to understand interactions between human
and ecological communities and the outcomes of these interactions (Kittinger et al. 2015).
Historical ecology is often used to study ecosystem change and to understand human use
of resources through time. Historical ecology may also track the subsequent adaptation of
human communities to environmental changes. Tackling these types of issues often includes
the reconstruction of baseline ecosystem conditions and the characterisation of variation in
periods with and without significant human impacts.
Some current topical challenges in historical social-ecological fields include the evaluation of shifting baselines (inter-generational differences in the perceptions of ecosystem
baseline conditions), trade-offs among ecosystem services (the benefits that humans gain
from nature and how these interact; Bennett, Peterson, and G ordon 2009) and shifts in the
cultural importance of ecosystem services over time (Daniel et al. 2012). Trade-offs among
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ecosystem services have increasingly been evaluated over longer time frames (Renard,
Rhemtulla, and Bennett 2015; Tomscha et al. 2016). Trade-offs resulting from historical
agricultural expansion for food production, for example, may result in long-term problems
for downstream water quality (Bennett, Peterson, and Gordon 2009).
Historical assessment methods must routinely assess similarities, differences and synergies between what is often termed ‘academic’ or ‘scientific’ knowledge and other forms of knowledge.
These other forms of knowledge may include local ecological knowledge, traditional ecological
knowledge and indigenous ecological knowledge. Overall, many academic scholars struggle to
examine these issues in a way that fully captures the nuances, depth, significance and fundamental nature of indigenous knowledge and cultural ecosystem services, which includes how such
perspectives are captured in archival sources (Todd 2016).
Because debates over what constitutes a reasonable baseline are notably fierce, any assumptions in this regard should be examined with deep care, consideration and humility by
researchers. The conventional use of ‘pre-European’ contact as a baseline, for example, makes
implicit assumptions about the limited role of indigenous peoples in shaping landscapes.
However, recent academic research is attempting to do a better job of appreciating the much
longer-term use and management of landscapes by indigenous communities. This understanding now includes active landscape management over thousands of years, indicative of
complex social-ecological interactions (e.g. creation and management of clam gardens in
North America of at least 2 000 years old ( Jackley et al. 2016); and contemporary plant diversity of Amazonian forests driven by pre-Columbian agriculture (Levis et al. 2017)).

Brief description of key methods
For the sake of simplicity, we group historical methods by the general source of the information, loosely organised from oldest (most historical) to sources useful for more recent
information. On a continuum from oldest to most recent, these categories span sediment cores,
archaeological/zooarchaeological materials, dendrochronology/sclerochronology, land surveys,

Case study 25.1: Path dependencies can create
poverty traps: long-term analysis of land use
Historical approaches can improve our understanding of path dependencies in
SES. In a study examining poverty traps in Amazonia, Coomes, Takasaki and
Rhemtulla (2011) examined whether a household’s initial land holdings influenced subsequent land-use decisions, and whether these land-use trajectories resulted in greater poverty. To examine these questions, a combination of aerial
photography and satellite imagery from the 1960s, the 1990s and 2007 was used to
map land holdings and land cover. Special emphasis was placed on mapping forest
age in order to capture differences between primary (intact) forest and agriculture
land uses such as crops, orchards and fallow land. Household surveys of income
and assets conducted in prior decades were also repeated to assess the contemporary status of households. Together, these datasets created a 30-year record of
social-ecological change.
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historical aerial photography, satellite remote sensing, documentary sources, governmental data,
interviews and oral histories. Each of these is defined and explained in Table 25.1, which provides a general overview of the types of data and approaches useful in examining long-term
SES. Examples from terrestrial, aquatic and marine SES are included (see Tomscha et al. 2016
for more detailed explanations of historical data, and Gergel and Turner 2017 and Chapter 24 of
this book for user-friendly advice on using geospatial tools).

Limitations
Overall, historical assessment can suffer due to the degradation of information sources as one
moves back in time. The loss of traditional cultures and languages worldwide has eroded
deep traditions of oral histories in many regions, for example. Where subsequent generations
recall different memories of SES components, shifting baselines may result, e.g. perceptions
of what constitutes a ‘large fish catch’ may change across generations. In addition, individuals
may forget events with the passing of time, making for less accurate recall of events in the
deeper past. Poor image quality can reduce the utility of historical maps and photographs,
especially when improperly archived (Morgan, Gergel, and Coops 2010). A comparison of
the strengths and limitations of local ecological knowledge and remote sensing for long-term
assessment is provided by Eddy et al. (2017).
Historical assessment routinely relies on post hoc (after the fact) analyses to infer patterns.
Where a statistical approach is needed, it may be constrained by sample-size limitations or a
lack of suitable controls (e.g. finding locations that have not been directly affected by human
activities). Where sample sizes are limited, trends can be evaluated using a paired t-test (at
two time periods), repeated measures ANOVA (e.g. three to five measurements over time) or
Mann-Kendall tests for roughly 10 or more observations. While causation can potentially be
inferred, it can rarely be definitively shown. In many cases mere correlations and associations
may result. Finally, understanding the context of historical data (why it was written, who
wrote it and who published the documents) is important when it comes to interpreting the

When tracked over three decades, two distinct land-use trajectories were linked
to poverty traps. These paths to poverty originated from limitations in farmers’
initial land holdings. The first poverty trap was associated with ‘land-poor’ farmers who focused on subsistence crops. Farmers who were initially ‘land rich’ were
able to devote some of their land to orchard production. Orchards were beneficial
in that they produce a higher-value product, but with a delay before planted trees
bear fruit. In contrast, land-poor farmers were unable to devote much land to orchards that could only produce benefits in the future. Instead, land-poor farmers
focused on immediate but lower-value subsistence crops, ultimately remaining
trapped in poverty.
A second poverty trap arose with ‘short fallows’. Fallowing is critical to replenish
soil fertility prior to another round of cultivation. Farmers with limited land holdings
were unable to keep their fallows out of production for very long. As such, their repeated cycles of cultivation with shorter fallows ultimately reduced soil fertility and
overall crop production. These path dependencies would not have been evident without a longer-term historical perspective.
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findings. The interpretation of historical sources and data may be heavily influenced by the
disciplinary lens and personal experiences or values of the researcher.

Resource implications
The resource implications vary widely by method and whether primary or secondary data
are used. Software is generally required for geospatial analysis of historical imagery. In
some cases, data sources such as aerial photography must be purchased (Morgan, Gergel, and
Coops 2010). Increasingly, extensive open-data repositories for satellite imagery from sources
such as Landsat and MODIS satellites, covering much of the late 20th century, are revolutionising geospatial analysis capabilities. Storage space for data can be a problem, as can confidentiality
and anonymity concerns requiring use of encrypted laptops. For participatory mapping, the
translation of terms, and the use of terms such as ‘degradation’ which may not be used in the
local language of an area can present real problems for survey implementation and interpretation.
Ethics training for any interviews involving human research subjects, especially so for marginalised communities, should be undertaken. Finally, a variety of historical data sources can be
labour and time intensive to convert into a usable form and may be impossible to access when
historical reports are archived improperly or simply disposed of.

New directions
Historical assessments may comprise data and methods from multiple fields of research, but
research is often still conducted through the lens of a single discipline. Interdisciplinary research
between the humanities and social/natural sciences increasingly occurs and fostering this integration will make it possible to answer different, bolder and more innovative research questions. Looking ahead, long-term perspectives must be better incorporated into management
and policy to guide efforts to reduce or halt ecosystem degradation or other negative long-term
trends. This integration will be aided by technological improvements such as improved optical
character recognition and increased access to archival sources via online platforms. Increasing
access may enhance connections between individuals and groups of people to share their histories (e.g. transfer of knowledge from elders to the wider society). It may also increase knowledge-sharing platforms for marginalised members of society and so create opportunities to
highlight and correct past inequities (e.g. support environmental justice movements).
Enabling ‘big data’ analyses of historical documents will also create the potential to move
from singular place-based assessments to broader-scale comparative analyses. However, increased access to these sources and online platforms also comes with the potential for wider
misuse or abuse of historical data and archived cultural memory, through the (intended or
unintended) misinterpretation and communication of historical data and/or events.

Key readings
Crumley, C.L. 1994. Historical Ecology: Cultural Knowledge and Changing Landscapes. Seattle: University
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Máñez, K.S., and B. Poulsen. ‘Of Seascapes and People: Multiple Perspectives on Oceans Past.’ Perspectives on Oceans Past 1–10. doi:10.1007/978-94-017–7496-3_1.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Causal loop diagrams, loop analysis, qualitative analysis of differential equations (including
bifurcation analysis and stability analysis), numerical simulation of dynamical systems

Connections to other chapters
Systems scoping (Chapter 5) and participatory modelling and planning (Chapter 13) methods
can help to construct the dynamical systems model. Statistical methods (Chapter 18) can
be used to parameterise the model and/or test its outputs. The results of dynamical systems
models are often used for futures analysis (Chapter 10) or scenario development (Chapter 11).
Agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) is a closely related dynamical modelling method.

Introduction
Dynamical systems modelling provides a rigorous approach for studying how causal interactions within a social-ecological systems (SES) lead to dynamics at the system level. In studies of
SES, dynamical systems models are generally used at an aggregated level, e.g. modelling total
fish stocks or average harvester effort, rather than modelling the life cycles of individual fish or
the effort level dynamics of individual harvesters, as might be done in an agent-based model
(Chapter 28). Dynamical systems modelling provides conceptual, mathematical and computational tools to deal with key SES concepts such as feedbacks, non-linearity and regime shifts.
The modern notion of dynamical systems began with the work of Poincaré (1890; see
Holmes 2007), who studied the qualitative dynamics generated by systems of non-linear
differential equations. The advent of modern digital computing permitted advances in the
numerical study of dynamical systems, most famously when Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist,
discovered sensitivity to initial conditions, later named chaos, when performing computer
simulations of air movement in the atmosphere (Lorenz 1963). Concepts such as chaos and
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-26 
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SUMMARY TABLE: DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS MODELLING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Mathematics, Physics, Ecology, Business

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Path dependency
• Regime shifts
• Evaluating policy options
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bifurcations were mathematically formalised in the 1980s through work by researchers such
as Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983). These and other dynamical systems concepts have influenced the development of many classical concepts used first in theoretical ecology and later
in research on the resilience of SES, such as feedbacks, attractors, regime shifts, slow and fast
variables, and definitions of resilience itself.
Computer-based tools for numerically solving dynamical systems were taken up by other
academic fields for scenario development and planning (see Chapters 10 and 11). These modelling traditions were developed first in the military and later in industrial development, policy
design and management sciences. In these fields, dynamical systems modelling is more commonly
known as ‘system dynamics’. A famous example of system dynamics is the World3 model developed by MIT professor Jay Forrester, which inspired the seminal book Limits to Growth (Meadows
et al. 1972). The system dynamics tradition generally emphasises graphical methods for model
construction and analysis, which are well suited to participatory settings (see Chapter 13). Causal
loop diagrams, for example, provide a frequently used graphical representation of feedbacks.
Today, dynamical systems modelling is a highly interdisciplinary field and a core method
for the study of social-ecological and other complex systems. Elements from both the system
dynamics and mathematical dynamical systems traditions are widely used in SES research.
Dynamical systems models of SES range from empirically parameterised models of a specific
case (Elsawah et al. 2017) through to abstract models used to develop theory about SES
dynamics (Lade et al. 2013). At the broadest level, dynamical systems modelling promotes a
‘systems view’ that sees elements of an SES as causally interconnected and interdependent.

SES problems and questions
Dynamical systems methods are used by individual researchers or collectively among groups
of scientists and stakeholders for a wide range of purposes, including:
•

•

•

Mapping the structure of causal relationships within a system (e.g. what are the social,
ecological and social-ecological interactions within Lake Victoria fisheries? (Downing
et al. 2014))
Understanding how system-level dynamics result from causal relationships (e.g. what
social and ecological mechanisms led to the collapse of the Baltic cod fishery? (Lade et al.
2015)). What poverty traps are produced by different poverty-environment relationships? (Lade et al. 2017). What mechanisms and drivers determine the state of a managed
fire-driven rangeland system? (Anderies, Janssen, and Walker 2002))
Predicting future dynamics of an SES in response to policy decisions and other drivers
(e.g. how will natural perturbations and management decisions affect a coastal fishery? (Martone, Bodini, and Micheli 2017)). How will water supply and demand in the
Australian Capital Territory respond to climate changes and management decisions?
(Elsawah, McLucas, and Mazanov 2015))

A common use of dynamical systems models is to perform simulations that produce the
model’s behaviour over time. These simulations can be used to validate a model based on past
dynamics and to predict not only a system’s future dynamics but also the effects of different
interventions or policies on future dynamics. However, there are many other concepts and
methods in dynamical systems modelling that are well suited to studying research questions
involving key SES concepts, e.g. resilience, feedbacks, attractors and regime shifts. These
other methods and concepts, elaborated in Section ‘Brief description of key methods’, may
even have triggered the original development of these SES concepts.
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Dynamical systems approaches are also well suited to facilitating participatory processes (see
Chapter 13). First, a complete model or model-under-development is a useful boundary object
to show how each stakeholder or action contributes to system behaviour. Bringing stakeholders
together to discuss a systemic problem challenges their preconceptions and tests their assumptions
against larger system behaviour as elucidated in a model, often leading to changed actor and system behaviours. Second, testing the assumptions of the model builders and stakeholders as the
model is built results in more robust causal links and therefore a better system model. Finally, once
stakeholders are satisfied that the model displays accurate baseline behaviours, policy and intervention scenario options can be incorporated into the model and their results tested against these
behaviours. Policy options could include environmental water provision or pumping restrictions
in groundwater social-ecological models; subsidies, water pricing and regulations on the salt content of irrigation water; land management choices in irrigation agriculture models; and water supply and demand management options in public water-distribution models (Elsawah et al. 2017).

Brief description of key methods
In a dynamical systems model, dynamics result from interactions between different variables
within the system. These variables could be properties of actors or groups (e.g. wealth or opinions), properties of species (e.g. population) or other biophysical quantities (e.g. temperature).
Causal relationships between these variables could represent anything from biophysical laws to a
stakeholder’s belief about how the relationship operates. Methods for representing and analysing
these relationships range from graphical representations that can be constructed by hand to computational simulations and analyses using formal mathematical methods (Table 26.1).
The first step in a dynamical systems analysis is often the construction of a causal loop
diagram, which maps out causal relationships within the SES. The process of constructing the
causal loop diagram can help to develop a shared understanding of the SES among multiple
stakeholders (see Chapter 13). Especially in participatory settings, a causal loop diagram and its
loop analysis may be the endpoint of the dynamical systems methodology.
Causal loop diagrams are well suited to identifying feedback loops in which a chain of
causal mechanisms forms a closed loop of cause and effect. Feedback loops are generally
classed as either ‘reinforcing’ or ‘balancing’. In a reinforcing feedback loop, the initial
changes to a variable are amplified by the feedback loop, generally leading to the system
accelerating change. In a balancing feedback loop, the initial changes to a variable are
counterbalanced by the feedback loop, generally leading to the system resisting change.
‘Reinforcing’ and ‘balancing’ feedback loops are also referred to as ‘positive’ and ‘negative’, respectively, where these terms are understood in a mathematical rather than normative sense as amplifying or dampening initial changes. In loop analyses, these feedback
loops are identified to help explain system dynamics.
The foundation of any computational or mathematical study of a dynamical systems model
is to formulate a set of differential equations (where time is continuous) or difference equations
(where time is discrete, i.e. increases in steps). These equations specify how variables in the system
change given information about their current states. They can be represented graphically using a
stock and flow diagram, or mathematically in equation form.
Stock and flow diagrams represent causal relationships, like in causal loop diagrams,
but also distinguish between ‘stocks’, which are variables that accumulate over time, and
‘flows’, which increase or decrease stocks over time. The level of water in a bathtub, for
example, could be a stock and the flows of water in through the tap and out through the
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Table 26.1 Summary of key methods used in dynamical systems modelling
Method

Description

References

Causal loop
diagram

A causal loop diagram is a technique to
map out the feedback structure of a system,
identifying reinforcing or balancing feedback
behaviours.

Key introductory texts
Sterman 2000;
Maani and Cavana 2007

Loop analysis infers possible stability
properties of a system based on feedback
loops in the causal loop diagram. It may
involve comparison against reference
archetypes or modes, or assessment of loop
strength.

Key introductory texts
Puccia and Levins 1985;
Justus 2005

Qualitative
analysis of
differential
equations

Bifurcation and stability analysis are powerful
tools to determine the existence of and
characterise dynamical patterns such as
attractors and transitions between them
(such as regime shifts).

Key introductory texts
Strogatz 1994;
Kuznetsov 2013

Numerical
simulation
of dynamical
systems

Numerical simulation of dynamical systems
models produces behaviour trends over
time and allows the testing of scenarios.
These models are implemented using
differential or difference equations, but can
also be represented graphically using stock
and flow diagrams. Algorithms such as the
Euler or Runge–Kutta methods numerically
solve differential equations to produce the
dynamics of variables. Researchers often use
software with these algorithms built in.

Key introductory texts
Sterman 2000;
Butcher 2016

Loop analysis

Applications to SES
Fazey et al. 2011;
Hanspach et al. 2014;
Pollard, Biggs, and Du Toit 2014;
Kim et al. 2017

Applications to SES
Downing et al. 2014;
Martone, Bodini, and Micheli 2017;
Abram and Dyke 2018

Applications to SES
Anderies, Janssen, and
Walker 2002;
Anderies 2006;
Lade et al. 2015;
Lade et al. 2017;
Tekwa et al. 2019

Applications to SES
Cifdaloz et al. 2010;
Elsawah et al. 2017 (see listed cases);
Pizzitutti et al. 2017

plughole are ‘flows’. Other variables, called ‘dynamic variables’ or ‘intermediate variables’,
mediate causal relationships between different stocks or flows. The water temperature
perceived by somebody in the bath, for example, could be an intermediate variable that is
causally affected by the actual water temperature and causes a change, depending on the
person’s behaviour, in the rate of inflow of hot and cold water into the bath.
Underlying a stock and flow diagram is a set of differential or difference equations that
some modelling approaches present directly.
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•

A paradigmatic ecological differential equation is the logistic equation (Verhulst 1845,
1847) for the growth of a population P,
dP
P
= rP 1 −
.
dt
K

•

Here dP/dt denotes the rate of change of the population P. The logistic equation assumes
a rate of population growth proportional to the population size for a low population (with
proportionality r), which unbounded would produce exponential growth. At higher population sizes, however, the growth of the population saturates at carrying capacity K.
The replicator equation from evolutionary game theory is an example of a commonly
used differential equation describing human behaviour (Cressman and Tao 2014). It
states that the fraction of individuals f i that follow strategy i changes over time at a rate
df i
= (ui − u ) f i ,
dt
where ui is the payoff or utility associated with strategy i, and u = ∑ui f i is the population
i

average payoff. The replicator equation assumes that individuals randomly encounter
other individuals in a well-mixed population and switch strategies at a rate proportional
to the difference between their payoffs (Cressman and Tao 2014).
While a theoretical pedigree such as that of the logistic equation or the replicator equation
can help to build confidence in the choice of an equation, dynamical systems models are
often also built from assumed or elicited knowledge about the causal relationships in an SES,
e.g. from the causal loop diagrams described above (see Chapter 13). Statistical methods (see
Chapter 18) can compare the fit of different forms of model equations to data, or produce
non-parametric fits using interpolation.
After specifying the forms of relationships between variables through a stock and flow
diagram or differential or difference equations, the final steps before a numerical simulation
can be performed are to assign values to the model’s parameters and initial values (also called
‘initial conditions’) to all stocks. Parameters, such as r and K in the logistic equation above,
are quantities that are prescribed externally to the model and usually remain constant for the
duration of the simulation. Parameter values can be chosen from previous knowledge about the
SES, fitted to historical trends using statistical methods (see Chapter 18), or alternatively set to
a range of different values to explore sensitivity of the model’s dynamics to parameter values.
Once the model is fully specified, the difference or differential equations can be solved to
produce time series of the variables in the systems. Numerical solution methods are readily
available in many software products or can be programmed directly by the researcher. Symbolic mathematical solutions can be achieved only in rare cases. These time series can be used
to project future states of the system, test the fit of the model to historical data or explore how
the model’s dynamics depend on changes to parameters within the model.
Beyond numerical simulation, a range of mathematical methods study the qualitative dynamics of dynamical systems. Here ‘qualitative’ refers to the differences between the various
dynamical patterns that dynamical systems can display.
•
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Stability analysis can identify attractors, which are states that an SES approaches in its
long-term dynamics. Attractors can be points (equilibrium points), stable oscillations
(limit cycles) or more complicated geometric objects (strange attractors).
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•

•

•

•

State space diagrams and stability landscapes can graphically represent attractors and
basins of attraction. A basin of attraction is the set of initial conditions whose dynamics
approach the attractor. The resilience of SES has often been conceptualised using various
aspects of the basin of attraction (Walker et al. 2004; Meyer 2016; Donges and Barfuss
2017). Stability landscapes, which are often sketched qualitatively, have a precise definition within dynamical systems theory (Strogatz 1994).
Bifurcations are sudden, qualitative changes in system dynamics (where ‘sudden’ is with
respect to changes in some external parameter). Regime shifts in ecological systems (Scheffer et al. 2001) and SES (Lade et al. 2013) are commonly associated with a type of bifurcation called the fold bifurcation in which an attractor disappears, forcing a transition to
another attractor. Mathematical tools (such as normal forms) and computational tools (such
as bifurcation continuation) can help to characterise bifurcations. There exists a large family
of bifurcations (Kuznetsov 2013), although few of them have been studied in SES.
Bifurcation diagrams can be used to graphically represent regime shifts and accompanying
phenomena such as hysteresis (Scheffer et al. 2001). These diagrams plot how the stable and
unstable states of a system depend on a chosen parameter. Hysteresis is a form of path dependence where increasing a parameter and then decreasing the parameter to its original value
does not return the system to its original state. It commonly appears as an S-curve in bifurcation diagrams where the corners of the S are a pair of fold bifurcations (Scheffer et al. 2001).
The importance of considering fast and slow variables is a common theme in resilience
research (Biggs, Schlüter, and Schoon 2015). Whereas fast and slow variables are often identified heuristically, singular perturbation theory (Kuehn 2015) can formally decompose a
model into fast and slow components. Crépin (2007), for example, decomposed a coral reef
ecosystem model into fast variables (algae and herbivore biomass) and a slow variable (coral
biomass).

Limitations
Dynamical systems models can be initially developed without quantitative data, relying on the
mental models of model builders or stakeholders in participatory settings (see Chapter 13), or
using previous literature and theories for theoretical models. This is useful for modelling in
data-scarce environments, as system behaviour can be explored at a high level without data, and
model accuracy can be improved as data become available. However, mental models require
wide substantiation or validation by experts and their limitations must be acknowledged.
Large stock and flow models or simulation models can make detailed statements about
the dynamics of the SES being studied. However, constructing these models is both data
and time intensive, requiring validation of each stage as the modelling process continues in
order to retain confidence in the system behaviour it is representing. Even with a rigorous
validation process, it can be difficult to fully understand and analyse the operation of such a
large model. Large and complicated system diagrams can also hinder communication and the
development of shared system understanding.
At the other extreme of complexity, simple models can deliver transparent and generalisable insights but can be more challenging to develop than complex models. Simple models
require difficult decisions about what simplifying assumptions one can make to maximise
clarity, tractability, reproducibility and generalisability without giving up too much representativeness (the extent to which the model matches empirical reality, e.g. its capacity to
predict outcomes). Simple models can make general statements about SES but are of limited
use when analysing outcomes and presenting options for intervention in specific systems.
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Dynamical systems methods focus on system-level phenomena, such as feedbacks, with less
attention paid to the roles, agency and decision-making processes of individual actors in
that system. Actor heterogeneity can be included, e.g. through variables representing different groups, or a variable that characterises the variability of a property across a population. Decision-making processes can be represented through causal relationships between
the decision context and the consequences of a choice. However, these representations are
generally less intuitive than in actor-focused methods such as agent-based modelling (see
Chapter 28).

Resource implications
Causal loop diagrams can be sketched with pen and paper or created with graphical computer
software such as Stella (iseesystems.com), Vensim (vensim.com), NetLogo (ccl.northwestern.
edu/netlogo), Mental Modeler (mentalmodeler.org) or Insight Maker (insightmaker.com). In
participatory modelling (see Chapter 13), an expert facilitator can equip stakeholders with
the knowledge to understand and draw their own causal loop diagrams, giving them ownership over the process. This can result in novel outputs.
Most of the software listed above can also be used to construct a computational stock
and flow model of dynamical systems. This process would usually require an expert system

Case study 26.1: Using generalised modelling to
study the 1980s collapse of the Baltic cod fishery
Dynamical systems modelling can be used to investigate regime shifts in SES, such as
the collapse of the Baltic cod fishery. In the mid- to late 1980s, the Baltic cod fishery
suddenly changed from historically high cod biomass and catches to a sprat-dominant
ecosystem with low cod abundance (Möllmann et al. 2009). Although the ecological
causes and dynamics of this collapse have been well studied, the contribution of social
processes to the collapse has received less attention. A dynamical systems modelling
study (Lade et al. 2015) filled this research gap by investigating the cod collapse as a
social-ecological phenomenon.
A group of ecological and social scientists with expertise on the Baltic cod fishery
constructed a conceptual representation of the important variables and processes influencing the collapse of the cod-fishery SES (Figure 26.1). Quantitative and qualitative
data on these variables and processes were assembled. Using a dynamical systems method
called ‘generalised modelling’ (Lade and Niiranen 2017), these data were used to estimate the stability of the SES and its subsystems, the directions in which the system
variables changed during the collapse, the dominant feedback loops and the possible
effects of various policies. Among other results, the model showed that adaptive fisher
behaviour temporarily stabilised an otherwise unstable ecological system and allowed
the cod boom to persist longer than if the fishers had not adapted. Physical and ecological changes in the Baltic Sea, and increasing pressure from Swedish west coast fishers,
eventually outweighed this adaptive capacity and drove the cod fishery into collapse.
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dynamics modeller. The graphical interfaces in these software packages are useful for sharing model design and results with co-authors or stakeholders, but the capacity for sophisticated mathematical analyses by software packages that rely on graphical interfaces can
be limited.
To deal directly with the representation and analysis of the dynamical systems as differential or difference equations, a basic level of algebra and calculus is required to understand
and manipulate these equations. Some insight can be gained by symbolic manipulation, especially for systems with few variables, which can be performed by hand without computer
assistance. However, even small models frequently have behaviour that is too complex for
symbolic mathematical solutions. Any general purpose software such as C, Python, MATLAB or Julia can be used to numerically solve differential equations; this software often
includes inbuilt equation solvers. The inbuilt package AUTO in the specialist free software XPP (Ermentrout 2007) and plugins for MATLAB such as MATCONT (Govaerts,
Kuznetsov, and Sautois 2006) and GRIND (SparcS 2018) perform numerical bifurcation
continuation to produce bifurcation diagrams.

New directions
One of the main challenges in constructing quantitative empirical models of SES is the
level of knowledge and data about causal relationships that is required to fully specify and
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parameterise the model. ‘Generalised modelling’ is an emerging dynamical systems method
for modelling SES that could deal with this challenge (Lade and Niiranen 2017). This modelling approach is useful in situations where the stability of the SES is of primary interest. Estimating stability requires less data than specifying a full simulation model. The generalised
modelling procedure specifies exactly which data are required in order to estimate stability
and can often incorporate qualitative data. Case study 26.1 summarises how generalised
modelling was used to study the 1980s collapse of the Baltic cod fishery.
New developments in computational multi-scale modelling seek to embed outputs of one
type of model as inputs to another. This allows system models, which typically operate at one
level over one time scale and time step, to interact at multiple levels and times. A regime shift,
for example, can be a long process over a wide territory that can be measured and modelled
over decades. If the modeller wishes to understand how rapid urban expansion of a number
of towns or seasonal resource-demand fluctuations, measured in years or months respectively,
contributed to regime shifts, these models could be embedded for greater accuracy and decision
support.
Finally, a broad range of dynamical systems theory that is currently unused by dynamical systems modelling in SES research could be used to characterise and explain SES phenomena. There are many more types of bifurcation than the fold bifurcation (Kuznetsov 2013) that
is the basis for the regime shift concept. The concept of chaos, in which systems are highly sensitive to initial conditions, is rarely used. There are many dynamical patterns beyond equilibria,
such as mixed-mode oscillations (Kuehn 2015), that display fast-slow dynamics reminiscent
of the adaptive cycle (Holling and Gunderson 2002). These concepts could aid the analysis of
transient dynamics in SES. Numerical methods (Colon, Claessen, and Ghil 2015; Van Strien et
al. 2019) or formal statistical mechanics methods could also be used to apply concepts such as
bifurcations from dynamical systems theory to agent-based models.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
State-and-transition modelling

Connection to other chapters
State-and-transition model development relies on a suite of related methods. Interviews and
participant observation (Chapter 7) and participatory data collection (Chapter 8) are used to
gather local knowledge to describe states and identify the causes of transitions among states.
Participatory modelling and planning (Chapter 13) can involve local users in the construction
of models and the linkage of models to adaptive management practices. Historical assessment
(Chapter 25) identifies the ecological states and processes that are considered as references for
ecological assessment while ecological field data collection (Chapter 6) provides data on extant
vegetation, soils and animal communities comprising states. Statistical analysis (Chapter 18),
including multivariate and machine-learning techniques, is used to develop and provide empirical validation of concepts for ecological states and to quantify transitions. Spatial mapping
and analysis (Chapter 24) is used to map ecological states for use in management. Ecosystem
service modelling (Chapter 31) can be used to identify the suite of ecosystem services provided
by alternative states and collections of states in a landscape. Finally, expert modelling (Chapter
16) methods can be used to predict the probability of state transitions.

Introduction
State-and-transition models are tools to explain the causes and consequences of ecosystem
change (Bestelmeyer et al. 2017). These models are used in several ways. Most commonly,
state-and-transition models are heuristic tools to explain the processes involved in ecosystem
change. They can link to specific management strategies that cause or prevent specific ecosystem changes. These models are also used in scenario development through simulations of
the effects of external drivers (such as climate) and management actions (such as prescribed
burning) on vegetation. All of these uses are aimed at guiding the management of ecosystems
and natural resources.
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-27 
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SUMMARY TABLE: STATE-AND-TRANSITION MODELLING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Vegetation Ecology, Rangeland Science,
Social Science

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Regime shifts
• Social learning
• Evaluating policy options
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The state–transition concept was developed initially for arid rangelands as a flexible way of organising information about vegetation dynamics that draws on a wide range of concepts about ecosystem change (Westoby, Walker, and Noy-Meir 1989). State-and-transition models are generally
consistent with concepts of resilience and regime shifts, acknowledging the potential for abrupt
and persistent change in ecosystems (Briske et al. 2008; López et al. 2011). In state-and-transition
models, ecosystems potentially exhibit multiple states, usually defined by changes in ecosystem
structures and processes of interest. Distinctions among ecological states reflect differences in the
ecosystem services provided, as well as the risks and opportunities for change in the provision
of ecosystem services. Although state-and-transition models are sometimes linked to alternative
stable-state theory (Petraitis 2013), in practice concepts for states are variable and based largely
on management utility. States can be highly stable and resilient or be transient and change relatively easily and often. In most state-and-transition models, ‘state’ circumscribes both regimes
and states within regimes, following Biggs et al. (2012). While state-and-transition models were
initially conceived to link rangeland management to the emerging concepts of ecosystem nonequilibrium and catastrophic transitions (Walker and Westoby 2011), they have become widely
used in many types of ecosystems (Hobbs and Suding 2009).
State-and-transition models have been developed and applied following four general approaches (see also Table 27.1).
1.

2.

3.

4.

Conceptual state-and-transition models: Most commonly, conceptual state-and-transition models (involving diagrams and text) are used by scientists to communicate the
roles of drivers and feedbacks involved in state change (McGlathery et al. 2013). These
models have been used in resilience assessments as part of the resilience planning process (Huber-Sannwald et al. 2012; Walker and Salt 2012). Conceptual state-and-transition
models can include quantitative values and linkages of states and transitions to specific
management recommendations (USDA 2019). Conceptual state-and-transition models
with quantitative state criteria are being produced as part of government land management
programmes in the USA, Mongolia and Argentina (Bestelmeyer et al. 2017).
State-and-transition simulation models: Conceptual models can be extended to
simulation models. Simulation state-and-transition models use multi-temporal data (or
best guesses) to estimate transition probabilities for broad land-cover states or plant communities and develop scenarios of ecosystem change under different management regimes (Zweig and Kitchens 2009; Bino et al. 2015; Perry et al. 2015; Daniel et al. 2016).
Simulation state-and-transition models may be non-spatial or spatially explicit.
‘Process-based’ state-and-transition models: ‘Process-based’ state-and-transition
models (closely related to simulation state-and-transition models) seek to quantify in
greater detail how interacting factors influence transition probabilities (Bashari, Smith,
and Bosch 2009).
Ecosystem service-based state-and-transition models: Conceptual state-andtransition models have been expanded to include information about the ecosystem services and economic values provided by states (Ritten et al. 2018).

In addition to these well-developed roles for state-and-transition models, there have been efforts towards social-ecological state-and-transition models (or regime shift models), in which
feedbacks between social and ecological systems are used to define states or regimes (Easdale
and López 2016; Wilcox et al. 2018).
State-and-transition models of all types are ideally co-developed by land managers and scientists for use in local decision-making (Kachergis et al. 2013). They are tools for enhancing
the functioning of SES rather than for studying them (i.e. scientists as part of the SES rather
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than on the outside looking in). Collaboratively developed state-and-transition models have
numerous benefits, including increased trust in and use of science in management, improved
communication among participants from different organisations, and decreased conflict
( Johanson and Fernández-Giménez 2015).

SES problems and questions
In the context of SES, state-and-transition models foster a community-level understanding
of how ecosystems function and respond to management actions, particularly when there is
a lack of understanding or disagreement about why ecosystems change. Community-level
understanding of ecosystem function underpins collaborative efforts to promote the sustainable provision of desired ecosystem services tailored to specific parts of a land- or seascape.
Several specific problems are addressed by state-and-transition models (Yates and Hobbs
1997; Bestelmeyer et al. 2010; Karl, Herrick, and Browning 2012; Kachergis et al. 2013).
First, they are used to stratify the landscape according to variations in ecological potential
(the plant communities which a site can possibly support) and to identify management and
restoration targets (e.g. deciding what plant communities to try to restore at a particular site).
Second, they are used to assess the risk of degradation and identify proactive measures to
avoid it. These measures could include early-warning indicators used in grazing management
or strategies for managing fire frequency in a landscape. Third, they specify constraints to,
and opportunities for, desirable transitions based on a knowledge of ecological processes. The
success of seeding to restore desired plants, for example, may depend on factors such as soil
type, climate or rates of soil erosion. Fourth, state-and-transition models can link to specific
intervention strategies that promote desirable transitions, such as a specific seed mixture that
is suitable for a site. Finally, these models are used in the design and interpretation of monitoring programmes used to evaluate the success of management by specifying, for example,
the plant community benchmarks against which monitoring data are evaluated.

Brief description of key methods
State-and-transition models have been co-developed by scientists, land managers and resource users in many settings (Chambers et al. 2014; Bruegger et al. 2016; Tarrasón et al.
2016). These models may or may not be used directly in resource management decisions, but
reflect and influence the mental models underlying those decisions.
Best practices in developing all state-and-transition models include three steps:
1.

2.
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Define the spatial extent: State-and-transition models should be grounded to specific
land areas, which helps to avoid confusing inherent differences in ecological potential
with state transitions by focusing users’ attention on usefully comparable land areas. Soil,
landform, and ecoregional land classifications and maps can be used to organise multiple state-and-transition models pertaining to distinct land areas. Recent advances in
machine-learning-assisted digital mapping can utilise widely available global spatial datasets to create these maps. Land classifications should reflect how local people and resource
users classify and distinguish land types (Bestelmeyer et al. 2009; Duniway, Bestelmeyer,
and Tugel 2010; Spiegal, Bartolome, and White 2016; Maynard et al. 2019).
Conceptual state-and-transition model development: Literature review, historical records and concepts developed from semi-structured interviews of key informants are
used to develop initial models for spatial areas. Ideally, workshops with collaborators are
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3.

used to introduce state-and-transition modelling concepts and refine state-and-transition
models based on local and expert knowledge, using a combination of break-out and
large-group discussions. Group field visits to discuss states and transitions are invaluable.
Key uncertainties for testing are identified at the end of the initial workshop(s) (Knapp,
Fernández-Giménez, and Kachergis 2010; Knapp et al. 2011; Kachergis et al. 2013).
Model testing and refinement: Draft state-and-transition models are used as a basis
for hypothesis testing and evaluation by users. Vegetation and soil (inventory) data collected by scientists can be used to quantify state characteristics and test for differences

Table 27.1 Summary of key applications of state-and-transition modelling
Main applications Description

References

Conceptual
Conceptual or descriptive state-and-transition models
state-andare produced in a variety of ways, but involve narratives
transition models and graphical descriptions of states and transitions
between states. These transitions typically involve natural
drivers, management actions and feedback processes.
Descriptions of states and transitions can also include
quantitative values.

Key introductory texts
Bestelmeyer et al.
2010;
Bruegger et al. 2016

State-andtransition
simulation
models –
non-spatial

Conceptual models are extended to quantitative models
by (a) defining discrete states (e.g. by using multivariate
analysis of community data), (b) defining transitions (e.g. by
using multi-temporal data, stratified sampling in space with
space-for-time substitution assumptions, expert estimates),
and (c) simulating scenarios of change (e.g. using transition
matrix models and Monte Carlo methods featuring
probabilistic or deterministic transitions between states).

Key introductory text
Daniel et al. 2016

State-andtransition
simulation
models –
spatial

These models are similar to non-spatial state-andtransition simulation models, but run for multiple spatial
cells that can incorporate spatial variation in conditional
transition probabilities and spatial processes such as
dispersal.

Key introductory text
Daniel et al. 2016

Applications to SES
Barrio et al. 2018;
Peinetti et al. 2019

Applications to SES
Zweig and
Kitchens 2009;
Bino et al. 2015

Applications to SES
Perry et al. 2015;
Miller et al. 2017

Process-based
Processes involved in transitions are quantified to
state-andproduce a probabilistic model of cause and effect
transition models that can be updated over time with new knowledge
(a Bayesian network; see also Chapter 16: Expert
modelling). Probabilistic transition estimates include
uncertainty about transitions.

Key introductory text
Bashari, Smith, and
Bosch 2009

Ecosystem
service-based
state-andtransition models

Key introductory text
Brown and
MacLeod 2011

Once conceptual or simulation-based state-and-transition
models are sufficiently developed, additional information
about states and transitions can be presented. This
includes the multiple ecosystem services and economic
values provided by states and model-based ‘value-added’
information on processes of interest in states (e.g. wind
erosion). This is an active area of research.

Applications to SES
Rumpff et al. 2011

Applications to SES
Webb, Herrick, and
Duniway 2014;
Eastburn et al. 2017;
Ritten et al. 2018
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between alternative states. Field data are combined with local knowledge or spatial data
on past management treatments to test ideas about deterministic transitions. Experimental monitoring can also provide tests of transitions over longer time frames. Workshops
are used to discuss evidence and revise models iteratively. This step is, ideally, never
fully completed, as collaborative groups constantly refine state-and-transition models
based on new knowledge (Young et al. 2014; Bruegger et al. 2016; Porensky et al. 2016;
Arterburn et al. 2018; Jamiyansharav et al. 2018; Tipton et al. 2018).
Conceptual state-and-transition model development and dissemination can be supported
by systematic formats that enable state-and-transition models to be included in a database
and linked to other computational tools. The ecosystem dynamics interpretive tool (EDIT)
(edit.jornada.nmsu.edu) is a database for housing state-and-transition models linked to land
classifications and spatial data and making these models available via the web and mobile
devices. Application programming interfaces (APIs) allow state-and-transition model data to
be linked to a variety of web and mobile applications. A globally accessible version of EDIT
(editglobal.org) is in development.
Table 27.1 categorises and summarises the general types of state-and-transition models
that have been produced and gives introductory references on state-and-transition model
development methods and example applications.

Case study 27.1: State-and-transition models for
management of Mongolian rangelands
The country of Mongolia has developed a system of conceptual rangeland
state-and-transition models with quantification of key state characteristics (Figure 27.1).
These state-and-transition models are coupled with monitoring and community-based
rangeland management across the country. Communal, rangeland-based livestock
production is a dominant land use, an important source of livelihood across Mongolia, and an equally important element of national identity. Rangeland management,
however, changed dramatically with the transition from socialism to a free-market
economy in the early 1990s. Privatisation of livestock coupled with a collapse of government support and an influx of new herders has led to ever-increasing livestock
numbers and weakly coordinated management (Ulambayar and Fernández-Giménez
2019). There have been widespread reports of rangeland degradation (Addison et al.
2012; Eckert et al. 2015). Nonetheless, tools for assessing the true nature of rangeland
change and responding to it did not exist.
State-and-transition model development combined with monitoring and support
for community-based rangeland management began in 2008 via cooperation of an
international donor organisation (Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation’s
‘Green Gold’ programme), the Mongolian government and US scientists. Mongolia
is fortunate to have government-supported technical staff associated with local governments. Government staff are able to carry out monitoring, use state-and-transition
models and participate in community-based rangeland management. Starting in 2009,
the Mongolian Green Gold programme scientists were trained in monitoring, model
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Limitations
The development of state-and-transition models that are useful for the management of SES
is limited primarily by information available on states and transitions and the resources to
support collaborative development efforts. Conceptual state-and-transition models developed at broad scales by scientists, usually in one-time efforts, can be useful for education,
but they lack participatory and feedback elements that increase the quality of and trust in the
models. In addition, people must be willing to use the state-and-transition models. A sense
that state-and-transition models could be a waste of time or only add burdensome regulations
may thwart development efforts even when resources are available. A lack of data and information on ecosystem responses to management is often a critical limitation. An absence of
data or accurate local knowledge will yield state-and-transition models of limited complexity
and predictive value, to such an extent that these models are ignored.

Resource implications
Successful conceptual model development requires human and financial resources to support
interviews and workshops, literature review and legacy data compilation, new data collection
and analysis, and the production of documents. Leaders should foremost have good facilitation

development methods and database management by US Department of Agriculture’s
Jornada Experimental Range scientists. In 2011, rangeland assessment and monitoring
procedures, based on techniques used by US government agencies, were established
and Green Gold scientists trained over 400 technicians.
Green Gold scientists and technicians conducted an inventory of vegetation and
soils at over 600 sites across Mongolia. These measurements provided an empirical
basis for developing state-and-transition models. In addition, workshops were conducted to elicit local knowledge about reference conditions and the presumed causes
of vegetation change, and to identify informative sites for additional inventory.
A national core group was established to oversee state-and-transition model development. The core group comprised experienced plant community ecologists representing different ecoregions across Mongolia alongside representatives of science
and land management agencies. The core group designated 22 distinct land classes
by grouping together finer-grained soil variations (called ‘ecological site groups’),
for each of which a state-and-transition model was developed. Other tasks included:
(a) reviewing published materials to establish reference conditions and causes
of state change, (b) working in close collaboration with Green Gold scientists
to develop and revise state-and-transition models, and (c) performing outreach
activities to encourage the adoption of models by local government and herder
cooperatives.
A primary objective of the model development effort was to specify rangeland
management strategies to maintain or recover perennial grasses. In contrast to
the pre-existing narrative, monitoring data interpreted via state-and-transition
(Continued)
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models indicated that many sites were not significantly altered from reference
conditions and that the majority of them could be restored with changes to grazing management. The core group expanded the state-and-transition models to
contain detailed information about recommended stocking rates and grazing deferment periods, tailored to the objectives of either maintaining a current state or
recovering a former state. Recommendations and expectations were linked to specific vegetation-cover indicators that could be monitored as part of communitybased rangeland management.
In Figure 27.1, plant composition and key plant species are described for each state.
At the bottom the estimated above-ground plant biomass yield and resilient carrying
capacity (RCC) are displayed, indicating the number of Mongolian sheep units that
can be grazed to maintain or improve plant community composition and productivity. Tables (not shown) contain more information about each state and the various
transitions.
Today, agencies are using state-and-transition models as part of community-based rangeland management across Mongolia to plan grazing and resting periods. Positive changes in vegetation are occurring where coordinated grazing
management has been implemented. In addition, responsible agencies are using
state-and-transition models to interpret national-scale monitoring data (at 1 516
monitoring sites) for periodic reporting of rangeland trends to the public via national news organisations. A recently established non-governmental organisation,
the National Federation of Pasture User Groups, serves as a coordinating body
that promotes the use of state-and-transition models across agencies and herder
organisations.

skills. Leaders or key participants should have a background in natural resource ecology (including the precise measurement of natural resources of interest (e.g. Herrick et al. 2017 for
rangelands)), geographic information systems (GIS) and statistical analysis, and participatory
science approaches. No specific software or techniques are required, although multivariate
analysis options in the R programming language are often used (e.g. vegan, labdsv packages).

New directions
The linkage of state-and-transition models to multiple ecosystem services, economic modelling and structured decision-making frameworks are promising recent directions (Fraser et al.
2017; Ritten et al. 2018). In addition, there have been great strides in using machine-learning
algorithms on spatial data to generate maps of ecological conditions and state changes ( Jones
et al. 2018). Maps of states can greatly enhance the use of state-and-transition models for
landscape management. State-and-transition models have also been incorporated into interactive computer-based games to help landowners and students learn about concepts of states
and thresholds, and to explore the consequences of hypothetical management decisions in
a risk-free environment (Ritten et al. 2011). However, all these advances are predicated on
high-quality conceptual state-and-transition models.
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Figure 27.1 An example state-and-transition model for sandy loam alluvial fan soils in
the dry steppe of central-eastern Mongolia (Densambuu et al. 2018)
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Agent-based modelling

Connections to other chapters
This method connects to participatory modelling (Chapter 8), as agent-based models are
often developed and/or used in participatory processes. Agent-based models can also be used
to support scenario development (Chapter 11) and futures analysis (Chapter 10), or to develop
serious games (Chapter 12). The design and parameterisation of an agent-based model can be
informed by knowledge and data collected through systems scoping (Chapter 5), interviews
and surveys (Chapter 7), or ecological field data collection (Chapter 6). Agent-based models
are generally analysed by running many simulations which generate synthetic data that can
then be processed with statistical methods (Chapter 18). Agent-based models can also be
combined with dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26) in hybrid models.

Introduction
Agent-based modelling is a computational method that emerged in the early 1970s simultaneously in several fields, particularly in complexity, economic, sociological and computer
sciences (distributed artificial intelligence) (Hare and Deadman 2004). An agent-based model
(often referred to as ABM) is a computer program composed of autonomous agents, i.e.
agents whose behaviour is not centrally controlled, who are diverse and interact with one
another and their environment. The program is simulated over time: at each time step or
event, agents take decisions and act based on their internal state and/or in response or anticipation of other agents’ behaviours or changes in the environment. The microlevel actions
and interactions of many agents give rise to macrolevel patterns and dynamics which are
typically the focus of analysis. The micro- and macrolevel outcomes of individual actions can
modify the internal state of the agents and prompt them to change their behaviour in the subsequent time steps. The agents thus adapt to the contexts they jointly create, which is a key
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-28 
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SUMMARY TABLE: AGENT-BASED MODELLING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Complexity Science, Computer Science/

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional
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KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Diversity
• Multiple scales and levels or
cross-level interactions
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Path dependency
• Adaptation and self-organisation
• Evaluating policy options
• Exploring uncertainty
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characteristic of complex adaptive systems. The evolution of the system over time can result
in system-level outcomes that stabilise in some form of dynamic equilibrium or continuously
change indefinitely in a chaotic or a regularly fluctuating manner.
The conceptual foundation of agent-based modelling is the theory of complex adaptive
systems (Arthur, Durlauf, and Lane 1997). Agent-based modelling is one of the key methods to study emergent phenomena, i.e. system-level patterns or behaviours that cannot be
explained by the individual components alone, but arise from interactions among individual
agents who adapt and learn about their environment. In that sense, agent-based modelling
supports the development of generative explanations: explanations that specify the microlevel
interactions of heterogeneous agents that bring about a macrolevel phenomenon of interest
(Epstein 2006). While agent-based models have been primarily used to study the emergence
of system-level outcomes from microlevel interactions of agents, ultimately both system-level
and microlevel behaviour matter as they influence each other.
Agent-based models have been used to represent and study many complex adaptive systems,
from immune systems, social systems and ecosystems to social-ecological systems (SES). In models of SES, the agents often represent individual or collective actors (e.g. fishers, households,
organisations) or biological organisms (e.g. fish, fish populations or livestock). The social environment comprises social structures (e.g. social networks or neighbourhoods). The biophysical
environment represents natural resources or ecosystems that are used or affected by the behaviour
of the agents (e.g. patches of land, fishing areas, forest patches or landscapes). The agents are characterised by their properties and behaviours, which may vary among agent types (e.g. fishers who
use different fishing styles) or within one type (e.g. a farmer with more or less wealth). The agents
are often also characterised by their location in space or in a social or ecological network.
One of the first and most well-known agent-based models of social phenomena was
Sakoda–Schelling’s model of segregation (Sakoda 1971; Schelling 1971). One of the earliest
applications of agent-based modelling to SES is Lansing and Kremer’s model of the emergence of patterns of rice-paddy irrigation in Bali (Lansing and Kremer 1993) and the model
of a fishery developed by Bousquet et al. (1993). The use of agent-based modelling in support
of participatory processes has a long tradition in natural resource management (Bousquet et
al. 1999; Bousquet and Le Page 2004). As agent-based modelling has gained momentum in
the last decades, it has been applied in more diverse fields, including sociology, psychology,
political science, economics, philosophy, ecology, natural resource use, land-system science
and SES research (Schulze et al. 2017; Gotts et al. 2018). Agent-based models can be developed for many different purposes, ranging from exploring, understanding, explaining,
predicting, communicating or illustrating to an analogy or a mediator for social interaction
between diverse stakeholders or disciplinary researchers (Edmonds et al. 2019).

SES problems and questions
Several characteristics of agent-based modelling make it an interesting and important method
for SES research: (a) its focus on the change of an SES over time from mutual adaptations
of agents and their environments, (b) its ability to generate emergent system-level outcomes
from microlevel interactions and macrolevel feedbacks, thus enabling the study of an SES as a
complex adaptive system, (c) its ability to represent the diversity and heterogeneity of human
and non-human actors as well as the spatial characteristics of an SES, and (d) its capacity to
serve as a virtual laboratory in which researchers and stakeholders can experiment with an
SES to explore possible consequences of interventions or identify and test causal relationships
that underlie an emergent phenomenon.
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Agent-based modelling is applied to both theoretical and empirical questions. Theoretical
models can be conceptual or stylised with the aim to explore or understand key mechanisms
that determine the behaviour of an SES. Empirical models can be built for a particular system
(e.g. a fishery or a landscape) using data and knowledge collected in the field through empirical methods (see Chapters 5 and 7) and/or participatory processes (see Chapter 13) ( Janssen
and Ostrom 2006; Smajgl and Barreteau 2014). The degree of realism of an agent-based
model is tied to the purpose of the model. Agent-based models of SES are often developed
for one of the following purposes: (a) to explore or explain the emergence of social-ecological
outcomes and understand the evolution of the SES over time, (b) to assess the impact of a new
policy or disturbance on an SES that is understood as a complex adaptive system, including
potential unintended consequences, and (c) to support a participatory process that aims to
enhance problem understanding and co-develop problem solutions.
Typical questions related to enhancing the understanding of emergent outcomes and system change over time include:
•

•
•
•

What land-use patterns emerge from land-use choices of farmers, as influenced by formal or informal institutions, social networks or the behaviour of other farmers? (Parker
and Meretsky 2004; Manson et al. 2016)
How robust is cooperation for shared natural resource use to environmental variability?
(Schlüter, Tavoni, and Levin 2016)
What are the implications of pastoralist behavioural diversity for the sustainability of a
rangeland? (Dressler et al. 2018)
How important is actors’ diversity for the resilience of SES to global change? (GrêtRegamey, Huber, and Huber 2019)

Typical questions related to the use of agent-based models for policy assessment include:
•
•
•

How will a fuel policy affect poverty patterns and future land use and land cover in a
region in Indonesia? (Smajgl and Bohensky 2011)
What are the benefits of spatial cooperative harvesting schemes in a marine fishery?
(Gutierrez et al. 2017)
How can we design policies that incentivise farmers to conserve biodiversity? (Gimona
and Polhill 2011; Polhill, Gimona, and Gotts 2013)

The aim of the use of agent-based modelling in participatory processes is to disclose and discuss
different interpretations of the system and stakeholder objectives, develop a shared system understanding, support joint deliberation and social learning, and develop management solutions
(see also Chapter 13). Joint model development requires stakeholders to make their assumptions
explicit and stimulates discussions about what is important. The process of specifying a model,
particularly in an inter- or transdisciplinary team or in participatory processes with stakeholders, is often as insightful as the model outcomes themselves and can lead to new questions for
further research. Applications of agent-based modelling in participatory processes include:
•

•
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The use of an agent-based model in support of a process to resolve a conflict over sharing water resources between two communities along a river (Gurung, Bousquet, and
Trébuil 2006)
The use of an agent-based model in a participatory process for analysing a fishery and
developing a management plan (Worrapimphong et al. 2010)
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Recent work has highlighted the potential of agent-based modelling for studying systemic
change such as regime shifts (Filatova, Polhill, and Van Ewijk 2016; Polhill et al. 2016).
Land-system science has made extensive use of the potential of agent-based modelling to
represent interactions among actors in space, e.g. a farmer making a decision based on her
neighbour’s actions (Happe, Kellermann, and Balmann 2006; Bert et al. 2011; Villamor et al.
2014). Land-use agent-based models typically represent the landscape as a grid of cells with
different land-use types or a spatially explicit representation from a geographic information
system (Crooks, Heppenstall, and Malleson 2018). Many agent-based models in land-system
science focus on land-use and land-cover change or policy scenario analysis, with a focus on
explicit representation of spatial dynamics, psychologically plausible decision-making and
biophysical and social interactions. Many agent-based models of natural resource management focus on the sustainable exploitation of resources such as fish (Burgess et al. 2020;
Lindkvist et al. 2020), water or forests, given the diversity of resource users, social dilemmas,
social interactions and the dynamics of the resource. Other areas of application of agentbased modelling are human–wildlife interactions or tourism in protected areas. Agent-based
modelling has also been extensively used to study the collapse of past societies such as the
Anasazi or the Maya, particularly how it may have been caused by environmental or social
change ( Janssen 2009; Heckbert 2013).

Brief description of key methods
The process of developing and using an agent-based model includes several steps: model
design, model building, model testing, simulation experiments or scenario analysis, and
communication of results. In general, the development of an agent-based model starts with
identifying the purpose and research question the model should address. This guides the
development of the model, particularly the selection of the agents, their behaviours and the
social and ecological environments in which they (inter-)act. The assumptions underlying
these choices can be: (a) based on qualitative and quantitative empirical studies of a particular
place, such as a farming landscape, (b) co-developed with researchers and/or stakeholders in
a participatory process, (c) based on stylised facts derived from expert knowledge and the
literature, or (d) based on theory. Often a mix of sources is used because no single source
provides all the understanding and evidence needed.
Once the model has been designed and implemented in computer code, the virtual SES
can be simulated by running the software. After being thoroughly tested and validated, it
can then be deployed to simulate different scenarios or run experiments, for instance to assess
the impact of policies, changes in selected parameter values, or the presence or absence of
certain processes. The simulations produce large amounts of simulated data about the model
system, which are then analysed to study outcomes of interest using statistical methods or
machine-learning algorithms.
Various methods can be applied to each of the steps outlined above. These include:
(a) methods to collect and analyse qualitative or quantitative empirical data, elicit expert
or stakeholder knowledge (Bharwani 2006), or identify theories to inform the design of
the structure of the model (what to include and what not) and behavioural rules governing
the agents’ behaviour (Smajgl et al. 2011; Smajgl and Barreteau 2014; Schlüter et al. 2017),
(b) methods to determine parameter values and assess the sensitivity of the model to parameter
choices (Thiele, Kurth, and Grimm 2014), (c) methods of experimental design to develop and
analyse scenarios (Lorscheid, Heine, and Meyer 2012), and (d) statistical, pattern-recognition
and mathematical methods to analyse, validate and represent simulation data and outcomes
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(Lee et al. 2015; Martin and Thomas 2016; Thomas, Lloyd, and Skeldon 2016). The applicability of the different methods and the type of analysis and validation needed depend on the
purpose of the model and the context of model development.
Model development is often an iterative process, looping between the design of the model
and a case study or theoretical foundations. Given the interdisciplinary and complex nature
of SES problems, the agent-based modelling activity is ideally embedded in a larger interdisciplinary research process where multiple methods are being combined (Schlüter, Müller,
and Frank 2019; Schlüter et al. 2019). A model and its results should always be interpreted in
light of the underlying assumptions, the model purpose and the intended use of the model
(Schlüter, Müller, and Frank 2019). A careful process of choosing the assumptions and transparency in communicating model assumptions is thus essential (Schlüter et al. 2014; Gotts
et al. 2018). The agent-based modelling community has developed several protocols to facilitate good and standardised model communication (Grimm et al. 2006; Schmolke et al.
2010; Müller et al. 2013).
Table 28.1 summarises a few of the most common uses of agent-based modelling in SES
research.
Table 28.1 Summary of key applications of agent-based modelling
Main applications

Description

References

Exploring emergent
SES outcomes and
dynamics

A model is developed and used to explore
system-level outcomes and system
trajectories that emerge from interactions
between actors, elements of ecosystems
and their social and biophysical
environments.

Applications to SES
Carpenter and Brock 2004;
Wilson, Yan, and Wilson 2007;
Evans and Kelley 2008;
Heckbert 2013;
Castilla-Rho et al. 2017

Policy assessment

A model is used to assess possible
outcomes of different policy scenarios,
e.g. the effect of introducing an
individual transferable quota on the
sustainability of fisheries, or of a fuel
subsidy on poverty.

Applications to SES
Smajgl and Bohensky 2011;
Sun and Müller 2013

Assessment of
response of SES to
environmental or
social change

A model is used to explore how an SES
may respond to environmental or social
change, such as climate change impacts
or changes in market conditions.

Applications to SES
Melbourne-Thomas et al. 2011;
Klein, Barbier, and Watson 2017

Explaining emergent A model is developed and used to
SES phenomena
identify social-ecological mechanisms
that produced an observed outcome of
interest.

Applications to SES
Schill et al. 2016;
Lindkvist, Basurto, and Schlüter
2017;
Plank et al. 2017

As boundary object
in participatory
processes

Applications to SES
Castella, Trung, and Boissau 2005;
Gurung, Bousquet, and Trébuil
2006;
Worrapimphong et al. 2010;
Forrester et al. 2014
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A model is co-developed and/or used as
boundary object to facilitate a process
of social learning and co-developing
solutions to problems in a particular case
or for integration of different (disciplinary)
understandings.
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Limitations
Agent-based models are very flexible and can incorporate many details of the real world in
a disaggregate manner. This is a great advantage because important aspects of an SES, such
as diversity, spatial arrangements and heterogeneity, can be represented. These aspects are
usually difficult to model with aggregate approaches such as dynamical systems modelling.
The realism of agent-based models also makes it easier for the modeller to communicate
them to non-modellers. This flexibility, however, also poses a challenge as choices need to
be made about what to include or exclude in the model. There are no general guidelines
because these choices are context-specific and model-purpose-specific and influenced by
the backgrounds, knowledge and experience of those involved in building the model.
Including too many details or too much heterogeneity leads to very complex models
that are difficult to analyse and that pose challenges for transparency and reproducibility
(Kremmydas, Athanasiadis, and Rozakis 2018). Complex agent-based models of a particular SES that are developed to explore responses of the SES to interventions or other
external changes, however, can still work well if they are validated with empirical data.
Complex models are more problematic when the aim of the model is to explain how a
specific outcome came about.
Agent-based models need to be thoroughly analysed to build confidence in the model,
i.e. to ascertain that a result is not an artefact of the model structure or parameter values,
to test their validity, and to assess the robustness of model results to uncertainties about
the structure of the model or parameter values. A common method to deal with uncertainty of modelling choices and parameter values is to conduct sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses. Uncertainty that arises from the context-dependence of human decision-making
and behaviour is often modelled using stochastic variables, e.g. a behavioural choice is
modelled with a certain probability. Because of the complex, multi-level and evolutionary
nature of agent-based models, standard mathematical tools, such as identification of equilibrium points and stability analysis, are not applicable. Instead, model behaviour needs to
be systematically explored.
Recent developments in statistical methods as well as advances in mathematical analysis or approximation of agent-based models (Martin and Thomas 2016; Thomas, Lloyd,
and Skeldon 2016) can significantly enhance model analysis. At the same time, agentbased models provide the opportunity to analyse the evolution of the SES over time when
it is out of equilibrium, examine the implications of random events, and study feedbacks
and path dependencies. All this is difficult to do with other modelling approaches. Analysis of the transient behaviour of SES using agent-based models is a current research frontier
(see Section ‘New directions’).

Resource implications
The most commonly used platform for developing agent-based models in ecology and SES
research is NetLogo (ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo). NetLogo is easy to learn and has a simple user interface that has made it popular for both teaching and scientific applications of
agent-based modelling (see textbooks by Railsback and Grimm 2012 and Janssen 2020).
There are alternative platforms (reviewed by Kravari and Bassiliades 2015), as well as the
option of writing all the software to implement the simulation yourself. Most agent-based
models can be run on personal computers; however, large-scale model output analyses and
more complex or empirical agent-based models typically use larger machines or clusters.
There is a growing repository of agent-based models of SES at comses.net.
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The development of an SES agent-based model requires programming skills and skills in
identifying and synthesising knowledge and data to develop a representation of an SES that can
answer a research question. The modeller will need data analysis skills to analyse large amounts
of simulation data using software, such as R, and skills to visualise the data. There are an increasing number of courses on agent-based modelling in SES or related fields that teach many of
these skills. If the combination of skills seems daunting, there is the option of working in small
collaborative teams to design, implement and analyse the results of agent-based models. Agentbased modelling is in any case a cross-disciplinary activity (Squazzoni 2010).
Whereas building a first prototype agent-based model can be done quickly, constructing a
full model and testing and analysing it thoroughly is often time consuming. The different phases
of building and using an agent-based model require different amounts of time depending on

Case study 28.1: The establishment and persistence
of cooperative forms of self-governance in small-scale
fisheries in north-west Mexico
This example is taken from the work of Lindkvist, Basurto and Schlüter (2017),
who developed an agent-based model to study the self-governance of smallscale fisheries in north-west Mexico. The aim of this agent-based model is to
explore and explain why non-cooperative forms of self-governance, such as
fisher–trader relationships, dominate many small-scale fishing communities in
north-west Mexico. In particular, it was developed to investigate how the heterogeneity of fishers’ reliability, organisational characteristics of different self-governance forms (e.g. loyalty and trust) and the fish population, through their
dynamic interactions, may explain observed differences in self-governance arrangements. The researchers developed an agent-based model of an archetypical

PCs

FISHER
FISH POPULATION

FISH
BUYER

COOPS

FISH
MARKET

Figure 28.1 Key elements of the stylised agent-based model of a small-scale fishery
(Lindkvist, Basurto, and Schlüter 2017)
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the skills of the researcher(s) and the problem at hand. The development of a research question
that is suitable to be addressed with an agent-based model and the collection and synthesis of
the data that will inform the model structure are often as time consuming as the programming
of the model itself.

New directions
New interesting fields of application of agent-based modelling include understanding
social-ecological regime shifts (Filatova, Polhill, and Van Ewijk 2016; Martin, Schlüter, and
Blenckner 2020) or societal transformations (Holtz et al. 2015; Köhler et al. 2018) from a complex adaptive systems perspective. Recent agent-based modelling of regime shifts has focused on

FISHERS

FISH BUYERS (PC)

COOPS

Begin daily activities

Select fishing
crew

Inactive fishers
find buyers

Provide fishing
means

Fishing

Provide fishing
means

Cheat?

Trade

Sell catch

Trade

Update capital
and loyalty

Exit?

Update capital
and loyalty

yes

yes
Become
inactive

yes

Dissolve?

no
Dismiss
members?

Update fish stock

Figure 28.2

Flowchart of actions and interactions of the three key types of agents
in the model (Lindkvist, Basurto, and Schlüter 2017)

(Continued)
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small-scale fishery with cooperative and non-cooperative self-governance forms
(Figures 28.1 and 28.2). The aim of the model is to answer the research question, ‘Under which conditions can cooperative forms of self-governance establish
and survive?’ It captures key insights and hypotheses from in-depth fieldwork in
north-west Mexico about fishers’ day-to-day fishing and trading, the a ctivities of
fish buyers and cooperatives, as well as factors that influence their performance
(Basurto et al. 2020). It represents two ubiquitous forms of self-governance: hierarchical non-cooperative arrangements between fishers and fish buyers, such as patron–client relationships (PCs), versus non-hierarchical, cooperative arrangements
among fishers, such as fishing cooperatives (coops).
The model reveals that initial levels of trust and the diversity among fishers matter for different self-governance arrangements to be established and persist, and should
therefore be taken into account when developing better, targeted policies for improved
small-scale fisheries governance. Model analysis was particularly helpful to unravel
an intriguing interplay between the macro- (the fish stock, the population of fishers,
the numbers of coops and PCs), meso- and microlevels (fishers’ reliability and loyalty),

investigating how policy responses by social actors affect the transient dynamics of an ecosystem while it moves towards an attractor (Martin, Schlüter, and Blenckner 2020). Agent-based
modelling provides as yet largely unexplored opportunities to understand how an SES pathway
unfolds over time through emergent feedbacks and resulting path dependencies or shifts in the
direction or strength of feedbacks that determine the future development path of the system.
Furthermore, agent-based modelling provides exciting opportunities for identifying social-ecological mechanisms (i.e. the human and non-human actors, interactions and causal processes)
that generate emergent phenomena, thus contributing to the development of explanations and
middle-range theories of SES phenomena (Schlüter et al. 2019).
Another important new direction is the inclusion of more realistic representations of human
decision-making, particularly its embeddedness in changing social and biophysical environments (Schlüter et al. 2017; Huber et al. 2018; Schill et al. 2019, Wijermans et al. 2020). Agentbased models can also provide a method for including human behaviour in models of the Earth
system, which is an important research frontier in Earth-system science (Müller-Hansen et al.
2017). This will allow better accounting for the diversity of human motivations and behaviours
in SES beyond Homo oeconomicus and the implications of these motivations and behaviours for
sustainability, e.g. by leading to unexpected outcomes of policies or management.
New methodological directions in support of the use of agent-based modelling to
study the dynamics of SES as complex adaptive systems include the combination of social
or social-ecological networks with agent-based modelling (Manson et al. 2016; Dobson
et al. 2019), the development of multi-level models that incorporate interactions across
scales (Lippe et al. 2019) as well as hybrid models that combine different modelling approaches, such as a dynamical systems representation of an ecosystem with an agent-based
representation of human and societal interactions with the ecosystem (Martin and Schlüter
2015). New methodological developments regarding human behaviour include the combination of agent-based models with behavioural experiments ( Janssen and Baggio 2016;
Schill et al. 2016) and novel formalisations of social science theories, and empirical evidence of the diversity of human behaviour in agent-based models (Wijermans et al. 2020).
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which would have been impossible to study empirically. The community-level patterns
of fishers’ reliability and loyalty influence the cheating behaviour of individual fishers
and ultimately the resulting organisational membership at the mesolevel. The survival
of an organisation at the mesolevel, however, was also influenced by the state of the fish
population, which resulted from the harvesting activities of all existing PCs and coops
in the community at the macrolevel. Finally, the organisational membership also influenced the macrolevel patterns that determine the predominance of either PCs or coops
in a community. It is the interplay among these three levels that explains the dominance
of PCs or coops at the macrolevel.
In Figure 28.2, each box represents an activity that is a stylised representation
of observations from fisheries in north-west Mexico, where the different types of
self-governance forms have slightly different ways of operating. Cheating is a key
activity, which involves fishers selling their catch to a different organisation than the
one they belong to. Fish buyers can select their crew and also exit the fishery if their
capital is too low, whereas coops will dismiss members and dissolve if overall loyalty
or capital is too low.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Mathematical programming, optimal control theory, game theory, decision theory, costbenefit analysis, multi-criteria decision analysis

Connections to other chapters
Methods for data generation and systems scoping (Chapters 5–8), futures analysis
(Chapter 10), scenario development (Chapter 11), dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26),
state-and-transition modelling (Chapter 27), agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) and other
methods for analysing systems (Chapters 30–32) can be used to inform decision processes.
Controlled behavioural experiments (Chapter 21) can help to evaluate potential impacts of
decisions. The methods in this chapter can help to model people’s behaviour in futures analysis, scenario development, dynamical systems modelling and agent-based modelling.

Introduction
Decision analysis is a systematic approach to evaluating information about alternative choices,
when multiple options are possible, with many possible outcomes and different trade-offs.
In social-ecological systems (SES), multiple types of decisions (policy, management, private,
other) – all with different objectives – influence the social, economic and ecological dimensions, making it hard to compare across alternatives. Decision analysis can analyse these situations and their impacts on individual actors, society and the rest of the system.
The objective of a decision can, for example, be related to maximising measures of human
well-being (‘utility’) or reaching a particular target, such as remaining below a maximum
level of pollution, reducing inequality or conserving biodiversity. These decisions also involve multiple constraints, e.g. the desire to remain within a given budget, or the physical
restrictions posed by particular ecosystem dynamics. Selecting from several possible decisions
requires specific criteria for assessment. Here we focus on optimisation as a criterion.
The problem of optimisation has been of interest for centuries in mathematics. Optimisation
methods are used in a wide array of disciplines including decision science, economics, engineering,
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SUMMARY TABLE: DECISION ANALYSIS BASED ON OPTIMISATION
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Mathematics, Engineering, Economics,
Physics, Political Sciences, Sociology,
Biology

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Pre-industrial revolution (pre-1700s)
• Future

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
•
•
•
•

Descriptive
Exploratory
Explanatory
Prescriptive
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Evaluating policy options

SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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mathematics, political science, psychology and sociology. These methods build on early attempts
(sometimes dating back to ancient Greece) to solve problems related to risk management, resource
allocation and strategic interactions, which occur in all SES. Strategic interactions are likely to influence people’s own objectives and how they expect others to react. Methods to analyse strategic
interactions assess people’s expected actions and how their interactions are likely to influence the
SES outcome. Here we focus on game theory, which studies the interactions of multiple optimising agents. This method was already documented in the early 18th century.
Decision analysis methods in SES typically use models to predict how various choices
made by actors affect the evolution of the SES and how the system in turn affects the individual or collective objective. Among those methods, optimisation methods then search
through possible choices to find the one that generates the highest score for the objective.
Game theory searches instead for the equilibrium likely to occur from people’s interactions.
Decision analysis in the context of SES must incorporate social and ecological components
with feedbacks among components that accurately capture the system’s dynamic behaviour
(Polasky et al. 2011). At least four aspects of these dynamics substantially influence the choice
of the method that would be appropriate for decision analysis:
1.

2.

3.
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Who is making the decision? A centralised decision process implies that someone has
exclusive power to make a decision or that all agents agree to abide by a group decision.
The decision-maker could, for example, be a national government, an individual allocating their own resources or a community managing a common resource. In contrast,
a decentralised decision process involves several people, all with different objectives and
criteria for assessing their objective. While optimisation methods are most useful for
studying centralised decision processes, game theory analyses the different actors’ decision options and the outcomes of decentralised processes.
How much information is available? The amount of information available is important, in particular whether there is full certainty (complete knowledge), risk (the outcome
is unknown, but all possible outcomes and their probabilities are known) or uncertainty
(some outcomes and/or their probabilities are unknown). Risk situations require stochastic
optimisation methods, which are particular methods that maximise some expected value
of the objective (e.g. expected utility). In contrast, uncertainty requires the use of methods such as futures analysis (Chapter 10), scenario development (Chapter 11) or resilience
assessments (Chapter 14). Information may not be evenly distributed among agents. Economic theories of decisions with imperfect information for problems of moral hazard (e.g.
an insured person taking more risk than an uninsured one), principal agents (e.g. a person
taking action on behalf of another) or asymmetric information (e.g. a seller of a product
knowing more about its quality than a buyer) can use game theory to inform policy design
and studies of power relationships and decisions in the social part of SES.
Is there a temporal dimension? Some decision analyses focus on one-shot decisions
and use so-called static optimisation methods, whereas others incorporate processes that
evolve with time and use dynamic optimisation methods. Mathematical programming
is a static optimisation method, while optimal control methods are dynamic. Time can
be modelled as a continuous or discrete process, with each process requiring different
optimisation technologies. Modelling strategic interactions also entails using d ifferent
tools depending on the timing of the different individuals’ decisions. People can act
simultaneously (static games), after one another (sequential games), once (one-shot
games), repeatedly (repeated games), or take into account dynamic processes (dynamic
games) and evolution (evolutionary games).
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4.

Are there any spatial patterns? Most decision analysis methods were developed
without explicit spatial considerations. However, optimisation and game theory can be
adapted to account for spatial heterogeneity and spatial interactions when decisions made
in one place affect the net benefits of making decisions somewhere else (Costello and
Polasky 2008; Polasky et al. 2008, 2014; Smith, Sanchirico, and Wilen 2009; Brock and
Xepapadeas 2010).

Optimisation and game theory rely on a number of important assumptions. Varying some
of these assumptions contributes to theory development in these fields. The study of SES, in
particular slow and delayed time processes, for example, has led to borrowing methods from
mathematics, such as perturbation theory (Crépin 2007), or new ways of modelling risk with
delays (Crépin and Nævdal 2020). The field of behavioural economics has grown in response
to the observation that, in many situations, people do not behave in a way consistent with
rational choice, i.e. choices that are in their perceived best interest. Researchers at the boundary between psychology and economics have introduced new explanations such as bounded
rationality and prospect theory to explain these deviations (Shogren and Taylor 2008).
Another important assumption in optimisation methods is that the systems being studied
are well behaved, which leads to a single optimum equilibrium. Research on economies of
scales identified the existence of two possible optimal equilibria and an indifference point
where either equilibrium could be an optimal target for management (Skiba 1978) depending
on initial conditions. Complexity economics (Arthur 1999) emerged partly in response to
observations that many of the systems studied were complex adaptive systems with possibly
multiple and complex attractors, rather than a unique optimal equilibrium.

SES problems and questions
Decision analysis is essential to modelling social dynamics in SES models, exploring and
testing SES behaviour, and comparing the outcomes of different policies under various conditions. Optimisation methods can help to answer questions such as the following: ‘where
should various interventions occur?’ (Polasky et al. 2008); ‘what would be the optimal release
of nutrients in a lake given that users value both water quality and agricultural production
on the shore?’ (Mäler, Xepapadeas, and De Zeeuw 2003); ‘how much fish should we harvest
in a coral reef?’ (Crépin 2007). Game theory can address questions such as the following:
‘what would be the outcome in the lake if the users did not cooperate?’ (Mäler, Xepapadeas
and De Zeeuw 2003); ‘if farmers did not cooperate, how many animals would each farmer
allow to graze on a common grassland?’ (Crépin and Lindahl 2009). Cost-benefit analysis and
multi-criteria decision analysis can help to answer questions such as ‘what investment should
we make?’ and ‘which alternative should we choose among those possible?’.
Case study 29.1 illustrates these different options to inform decisions in a community
managing a lake. Optimisation and game theory can also enrich other methods that are often
used in the study of SES, in particular bio-economic modelling and agent-based models
(Chapter 28), where they contribute to testing the impacts of a wide array of different behaviours and assumptions on the outcome of the model.

Brief description of key methods
Decision analysis includes many methods that can be used for various purposes. Those selected in Table 29.1 represent the variety of methods using optimisation, which take into
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Table 29.1 Summary of key methods used in decision analysis based on optimisation
Method

Description

References

Mathematical
programming

Mathematical methods are used to solve
optimisation problems when decision is
centralised, full information is available
and time does not matter. Some of these
methods (e.g. Lagrange and Kuhn–
Tucker methods) address situations when
constraints (e.g. a budget that must be
fully spent or a pollution level that cannot
be transgressed) limit the range of possible
decisions.

Key introductory text
Intriligator 2002

Game theory involves mathematical
methods to study the outcomes of strategic
interactions, usually between rational
decision-makers. A fully defined game
specifies the players of the game (e.g.
all users of a lake), the information and
actions available to each player at each
decision point (e.g. to fish or not), the order
in which actions can be taken (who gets
to fish when), and the pay-offs of each
outcome. In the simplest solution concept
(called the Nash equilibrium), each actor
maximises their expected utility given the
equilibrium behaviour of other actors. More
complex games incorporate aspects like
time (repeated, differential and evolutionary
games) and asymmetric information
between players.

Key introductory text
Myerson 2013

Game theory

Optimal control
theory
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Optimal control theory is a set of
mathematical methods to solve optimisation
problems when decision is centralised, full
information is available and some variables
change over time. The methods aim to
identify the values of a variable (control)
that can be manipulated (e.g. the size of a
harvest) to optimise a particular objective
of a system (e.g. the sum of profits from a
fishery over time). The dynamics of some
system variable (e.g. how the fish stock
changes over time) limit the range of possible
decisions along with other constraints
(e.g. how much fish should be left at the
end of the period). These methods include
calculus of variation, dynamic programming
(also useful for computer programming) and
Pontryagin’s maximum principle.

Applications to SES
Robinson, Williams, and Albers
2002;
Watson et al. 2011

Applications to SES
Mäler, Xepapadeas, and De
Zeeuw 2003;
Crépin and Lindahl 2009;
Diekert 2012;
Tavoni, Schlüter, and Levin
2012

Key introductory text
Kamien and Schwartz 2012
Applications to SES
Crépin 2007;
Diekert et al. 2010;
Quaas et al. 2013;
Ashander et al. 2019
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Method

Description

References

Decision theory

Decision theory is a collection of decision
methods that incorporate risk and
uncertainty. With risk, the objective can
be expressed as an expected value, and
stochastic optimisation methods can
be applied. With uncertainty, different
decision rules are available depending on
whether the decision-maker puts more
weight on precaution, confidence in
information about the relative likelihood
of outcomes, robustness of choice, or
flexibility in the timing of the decision.
Decision rules emerging from this process
could, for example, aim to minimise regrets
associated with a decision, minimise
potential losses or maximise best possible
outcomes.

Key introductory text
Morgan and Henrion 1990

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a systematic
approach to determine whether an
investment is sound by comparing the
net present value of different investments.
CBA identifies the flow of all the costs
and benefits over time associated with a
particular project. A CBA should contain
a comparison between one and more
particular development projects and the
status quo.

Key introductory text
Boadway 2016

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA)
uses formal approaches that take explicit
account of multiple criteria in exploring
decisions. MCDA applies in particular
when the criteria to take into account are
sufficiently important for the outcome
of the decision and some of them may
conflict with one another. There is typically
not a unique optimal solution to this
problem; instead, the goal may be to find
the preferred alternative among several or
to find all solutions that would not sacrifice
at least one dimension.

Key introductory text
Mendoza and Martins 2006

Cost-benefit
analysis

Multi-criteria
decision analysis

Applications to SES
Polasky, De Zeeuw, and
Wagener 2011;
Cox 2012

Applications to SES
Bateman et al. 2003;
Pearce, Atkinson, and Mourato
2006;
Wegner and Pascual 2011

Applications to SES
Karjalainen et al. 2013

account three of the four important aspects mentioned in the introduction (i.e. who is making the decision, the amount of information available, the temporal dimension). Although
these methods were not specifically developed with spatial variations, it is possible to incorporate such heterogeneity – but then often at the expense of more complex solutions.
Mathematical programming solves the simplest optimisation problems if decision-making
is centralised, there is full certainty and time does not influence the outcome. Many daily
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decisions in SES emerge from the strategic interactions of multiple stakeholders who do not
necessarily cooperate, such as a small number of firms competing with one another or users
of a common-pool fishery. Game theory aims to study these types of strategic interactions
when the decision is decentralised. Optimal control theory covers optimisation methods
over time, with centralised decisions and full certainty, whereas decision theory focuses on
optimisation methods when some information is missing.
In contrast to these theoretical methods, cost-benefit analysis and multi-criteria decision
analysis are of a more practical nature. They apply to centralised decisions and are useful for
choosing among multiple project alternatives when more detailed information is available
(Polasky and Binder 2012). Cost-benefit analysis measures all have a monetary impact and
compare alternatives in terms of net benefits (benefits minus costs) to find optimal policy or
management choices. Multi-criteria decision analysis methods were developed to structure,
analyse and solve decision problems involving multiple criteria measured in different metrics.

Limitations
Despite their powerful and broad applicability, decision analysis methods are based on simplified models that limit the ability to fully represent complex SES dynamics. Optimisation and
game theory methods both focus on equilibria, but system dynamics outside of any equilibrium
are also important in the study of SES. Decision analysis methods that explicitly incorporate
time variations can be used to analyse dynamics outside of equilibrium, but this usually requires
computer simulations even for relatively simple problems. There is currently no example of an
optimisation or game theory model that simultaneously incorporates all typical characteristics
of SES as a complex adaptive system (Levin et al. 2013). Such models would be extremely hard
if not impossible to fully analyse. The information obtained may not be meaningful because the
results could be very sensitive to initial conditions and model assumptions.
Different assumptions about preferences, how they trade off against one another and in
time, and different decision criteria can result in widely different recommendations about possible actions. Individual decision-making involves subjective tastes and preferences. Decision
processes involving several people require weighting the preferences of different individuals
against one another, and trading off values between today and the future. Uncertainty and the
choice of appropriate decision criteria generate yet another layer of subjectivity. Any outcome
from a decision analysis therefore needs to be carefully considered and understood in terms of
the assumptions it relies on. Sensitivity analyses are an important component of any analysis to
explore how the optimal outcome changes given different assumptions.
Cost-benefit analysis and multi-criteria decision analysis tend to neglect aspects of decisions that are difficult to quantify and value, compared to easily quantifiable variables. Data
of sufficient resolution for both natural and social variables are often not available and information about causal relationships related to behavioural, social, economic, ecological and
technical aspects is generally lacking. The difference in timing when the costs and benefits
are estimated can generate decision biases because the cost occurring today is easier to estimate than the uncertain future costs and benefits.
Game theory is particularly challenging to apply when studying decisions in larger groups.
With more than two players, it becomes difficult to represent all possibilities. To address this
issue, one could study the behaviour of an average player or simulate many potential outcomes to identify the distribution of these outcomes given a set of potential responses and
initial conditions. Agent-based models (Chapter 28) are probably better suited to representing the outcomes of strategic interactions between many heterogeneous agents.
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Resource implications
Using decision analysis methods based on optimisation requires mathematical training. Basic
mathematics is enough to solve the simplest mathematical programs, cost-benefit analyses and
games. However, many of the methods studied hinge on advanced mathematics to model and
analyse multiple kinds of dynamic, stochastic and spatial processes. Cost-benefit analysis and
multi-criteria decision analysis also require using methods (such as valuation methods) to quantify expected changes and find ways to compare these changes to one another.
Problems with SES dynamics are so complex that they typically do not have any analytical
solutions. Instead, numerical analysis can identify solution properties through computer simulations using, for example, Monte Carlo methods, which replicate the studied system using
a large number of different parameter values. Model investigations over the whole range of
possible parameter values require extensive computing power to perform numerous iterations. Careful model calibration to real data, with good quality data, can limit the necessary
number of iterations.
While it is straightforward to program discrete time models, continuous time models
are more problematic because computers can only handle discrete time steps. The Runge–
Kutta methods were developed for the purpose of approximating the solutions to ordinary
differential equations. These methods are usually available as a standard package of the most
commonly used software for mathematical programming and numerical analysis.

New directions
The methods presented in this chapter contribute to SES analysis but were not designed for
this purpose. Further progress should broaden these methods to account for the complex
adaptive systems properties of SES (Levin et al. 2013). More interaction with the field of
complexity economics (Arthur 1999, 2006) could be fruitful, including the study of dynamics outside of equilibrium and more heterogeneous agents.
Substantial effort has been made to incorporate elements of complexity in standard optimisation and game theory tools. With the appropriate assumptions, these methods can help
to analyse regime shifts (Grass et al. 2008), spatial heterogeneity (Brock and Xepapadeas 2010),
diversity (Crépin, Norberg, and Mäler 2011), and fast and slow variables (Crépin 2007). Resource
economics has investigated management with multiple attractors for a variety of ecosystems (e.g.
forests: Crépin 2003; lakes: Mäler, Xepapadeas, and De Zeeuw 2003; coral reefs and fisheries:
Crépin 2007). Recent developments have also focused on the role of spatial heterogeneity and spatial interactions (Polasky et al. 2008; Smith, Sanchirico, and Wilen 2009; Brock and Xepapadeas
2010, 2019; Epanchin-Niell and Wilen 2012), diversity (Van der Heide, Van den Bergh, and Van
Ierland 2005), learning (Peterson, Carpenter, and Brock 2003), uncertainty about critical thresholds (Polasky, De Zeeuw, and Wagener 2011) and other aspects relevant to SES.
Agent-based models, resilience assessments and scenario planning often only include poor
representation of the economic incentives that influence the behaviour of different agents or
groups of agents (Crépin 2019). These approaches should start using the methods presented in
this chapter in a more systematic way. Some progress in this direction includes a framework
for integrated ecosystem-based management that aims to merge ecosystem-based management, economic decision approaches and an SES perspective, accounting for aspects that
influence system resilience (Crépin et al. 2017).
The impacts of uneven distribution of information among people have been widely
studied using the methods presented in this chapter. However, these studies usually neglect
further complexity. It could be fruitful to revisit key studies of complex strategic human
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Case study 29.1: Decision analysis and the management
of North Temperate Lakes in Wisconsin, USA
The North Temperate Lakes (NTL) Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site
studies the ecology of seven lakes in Wisconsin, USA. It focuses on how biophysical
setting, climate and changing land use and land cover interact to shape lake characteristics and dynamics over time. Figure 29.1, for example, shows Lake Mendota and Lake
Monona. Both lakes have regular algal blooms, due primarily to nutrient run-off from
dairy manure and eroding agricultural fields. The aim of the project, which started
in 1981, was to study long-term change and ecosystem regime shifts and assess their
potential causes.
Using long-term monitoring and large-scale experimentation, researchers could
identify multiple drivers of ecosystem change such as extreme events and land-use

Figure 29.1

The isthmus of Madison, Wisconsin, with Lake Mendota in the foreground and Lake Monona in the background (© Eric Booth 2014)

behaviour by placing them in an SES context or to introduce agents with various degrees of
information and complex strategic behaviour into agent-based models.
Another blind spot concerns strategic interactions when regime shifts occur in a spatial
context. Earlier results investigating strategic considerations and behavioural responses with
regime shifts show a very rich set of strategic responses compared to when there are no regime shifts (Schill, Lindahl, and Crépin 2015). The same holds true for investigations relating
to the optimisation of resource use with regime shifts and spatial heterogeneity (Brock and
Xepapadeas 2019). Integrating all these dimensions is likely to provide novel insights.
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changes. These could lead to altered nutrient inflows, which could, beyond a certain
threshold, trigger a regime shift. This knowledge led to simplified mathematical models of lakes. Other scientists (e.g. Mäler, Xepapadeas, and De Zeeuw 2003) could then
use these simplified models as constraints in models of decision analysis. Optimal control models could answer the question ‘What is the optimal amount of nutrient release
from agriculture to a lake?’ and differential game models would answer the questions
‘What will be the release of nutrients to the lake if land users do not cooperate?’ and
‘Can we design a tax on nutrients that will achieve the optimal amount of nutrient
release even if land users do not cooperate?’ (Mäler, Xepapadeas, and De Zeeuw 2003;
Kossioris et al. 2011).
These studies showed, for example, that for some initial conditions it might be
optimal to release so many nutrients into the lake that its water would become turbid,
while for other initial conditions the lake water should remain clear of nutrients. Indeed, the outcome would depend on how the value of having a clear lake is traded off
against the value of being able to release nutrients (e.g. to grow crops on the shore). If
the community did not manage to cooperate, they would reach a suboptimal outcome,
which could trigger a regime shift to a turbid lake although it would have been optimal
to keep the lake clear. The studies also showed that a tax scheme designed to reach an
optimal nutrient release when the community does not cooperate would be extremely
complicated and probably difficult to implement.
An advantage of using decision analysis based on optimisation in a dynamic context
is that one can characterise not only the long-term equilibrium outcomes but also the
complete path leading to these outcomes. Doing so revealed that while the long-term
optimal equilibrium could in theory be achieved using a constant tax, the path leading
to this outcome was suboptimal and contained discontinuities. This triggered discussion about whether such a tax would be successful at all.
While decision theory methods applied to simpler decision problems are able to reveal general rules and patterns, it is much more difficult to identify these patterns when
decision analysis is applied to a more complex problem like the management of lakes
that can exhibit regime shifts. The models used in this context were tractable only
because they were substantially simplified (one differential equation expressing the nutrient dynamics). If the system is more complex, the solution to these types of problems
must rely on advanced computational techniques. However, for lake management, the
general results seem to be robust in more complex models that also incorporate a slow
mud dynamics equation in addition to the nutrient dynamics (Grass, Xepapadeas, and
De Zeeuw 2017).

Key readings
Grass, D., J.P. Caulkins, G. Feichtinger, G. Tragler, and D.A. Behrens. 2008. Optimal Control of Nonlinear Processes. Berlin: Springer.
Schmedders, K., and K.L. Judd. 2014. Handbook of Computational Economics, Volume 3. Amsterdam:
Elsevier.
Seierstad, A., and K. Sydsæter. 1987. Optimal Control Theory with Economic Applications. Amsterdam:
North Holland.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Physical trade flows, multi-regional input-output analysis, environmentally extended
multi-regional input-output analysis, environmental footprints, Life Cycle Assessment, energy return on investment, multi-scale integrated analysis of societal and ecosystem metabolism, global commodity chain analysis

Connections to other chapters
Methods for flow and impact analysis can require input from, be used as input into, be combined with and/or contain similar data as several other methods in this book. Environmental
footprints and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) studies, for example, need the ecological data
generated from methods in ecological field data collection (Chapter 6) to convert material flows into environmental footprints and establish environmental relevance and impact
for LCAs. Physical trade flows can be used as input into comparative case study analysis
(Chapter 20), statistical analysis (Chapter 18), dynamical systems modelling (Chapter 26) and
livelihood analysis (Chapter 32). Moreover, network analysis (Chapter 23) can be combined
with physical trade flows to discern social-ecological linkages across scales. Also, related or
similar information can be found in historical assessments (Chapter 25), while environmental footprints and some LCA impact categories are related to spatial mapping and analysis
(Chapter 24).

Introduction
Flow and impact analysis is mainly used to measure and monitor how ecosystems are
linked to and support human well-being and are affected by human–nature interactions.
Flows are composed of inputs (e.g. energy and material resources), outputs (products and
services produced) and wastes (e.g. emissions associated with production). In the conceptual causal chain from natural resource flows to impacts, extraction, production and
emissions flows affect various biophysical structures or processes. This in turn has effects
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SUMMARY TABLE: FLOW AND IMPACT ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Human, Political and Systems Ecology,
Cultural and Physical Geography,
Physics, Geology, Chemistry, Hydrology,
Ecological Economics, Political
Economy, Sociology
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
SPATIAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Descriptive
• Explanatory
• Prescriptive
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• System understanding
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Multiple scales and levels or
cross-level interactions
• Social-ecological interactions
over time
• Evaluating policy options

• Non-spatial
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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(e.g. reduction of ecosystem function and provision of ecosystem services) that result in
various impacts on both ecological and social systems (e.g. human well-being). Studies
can be performed over an entire product life cycle, from production and processing to
consumption and waste. However, not all studies encompass the entire cycle, including
impact analysis.
This large and diverse group of methods shares a common family tree with roots in both
social and natural science (Haberl et al. 2019). In the natural sciences, methods arose from a
variety of disciplinary fields, e.g. biology, systems ecology and hydrology (Falkenmark 2003).
The aim was to collect empirical data on fundamental biophysical processes and stocks (e.g.
energy: Odum 1971), nutrient cycles (nitrogen: Galloway et al. 2014) and other ‘embodied’
natural resources or affected systems tied to the impacts of human activities on the biosphere.
These studies did not focus on natural cycles, but on resource flows both directly and indirectly related to human activities. Deutsch et al. (2010), for example, quantified global
hydrological flows to give context to the share of embodied water in livestock production for
human consumption.
Studies based in social science originally focused on the role of resource use for societal
development, e.g. industrial metabolism (Ayres 1994). Methods also arose in different disciplines as researchers analysed, for example, unequal ecological exchange (Martinez-Alier
2002) and global commodity chains (Gereffi 2018) based in world systems theory (Hopkins
and Wallerstein 1977). Today, flow and impact studies are common in the interdisciplinary fields of ecological economics ( Jansson 1991), human ecology (Rees 1992), politicaleconomic sociology (Hirschman 1980) and political ecology (Peterson 2000).
Flow and impact studies include a large variety and number of different methods that
can be deployed at multiple spatial scales to track the accelerating use of natural and social
resources. There are methods focused at farm level (e.g. water use for animal feed (Ran et al.
2013)), at the national scale (e.g. the ecological footprint of Swedish land use for food consumption (Deutsch and Folke 2005)), at regional level (e.g. the environmental footprint of
EU consumption of biomass for non-food purposes (Bruckner et al. 2019)) and at the global
scale (e.g. 24 indicators depicting the Great Acceleration (Steffen et al. 2015a); nine proposed
planetary boundaries (Steffen et al. 2015b)).
Studies can use single methods or metrics, such as household incomes, corporate market
values, GDP, human appropriation of land, net primary productivity, fisheries catch or energy use, to name just a few. Studies also use methods that combine several metrics to generate multi-dimensional analyses of multiple resource flows into and out of socio-economic
systems and emissions (e.g. carbon footprints). Methods can show where resources are used
and/or emitted (e.g. multi-regional input-output models) and what the impacts are (e.g. impact categories in LCAs). Moreover, there are methods that are now capable of accounting
for upstream flows. This enables the analysis of not only the entire supply chain and product
life cycle but also the unintended or indirect spill-over effects into other systems than those
included as direct producers, processors and consumers in the studied social-ecological systems (SES) (Godar et al. 2015).
This chapter describes some of the main research approaches and gives examples of methods used for flow and impact analysis. The majority of methods generate descriptive accounting
studies for decision support. Flow and impact methods can track natural resource and human
capital flows both directly and indirectly related to human activities, and associated direct and
indirect impacts. Studies can track changes over time and space and simultaneously at different
scales. Some studies are change-oriented and explicitly intend to communicate information (e.g.
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environmental footprint and LCA-based eco-labelling/certification) and even prescribe preferred
options (environmental footprint and LCA). Whereas the methods are mostly analytical, there is
certainly some subjective interpretation (e.g. LCA has an ‘interpretation’ phase where information from the life cycle inventory and/or the life cycle impact assessment is evaluated).

SES problems and questions
Flow and impact analysis methods can have widely differing goals and uses, from global-level
scanning (planetary boundaries), to equitable sharing of resources between nations (environmental footprints), to product-level management tools (LCAs). They are mainly used to
support decision- and policymaking and monitoring efforts. They can also be used in different phases of problem solving: (a) problem identification and agenda setting, by influencing
the worldviews of consumers and policymakers (e.g. environmental footprints), (b) design of
policy tools or policies (e.g. an LCA of public-school food procurement), and (c) monitoring,
for feedbacks and learning on the impacts of different production methods (e.g. an LCA of
salmon farming).
The following are examples of problems and questions typically addressed by some of the
main methods discussed in this chapter:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Are producers and consumers able to escape local biophysical ecosystem limits using
trade? (e.g. can cities maintain food security with food trade? (physical trade flows:
Porter et al. 2014))
What is the level of diversity of animal feed supply sources for Thai jumbo shrimp aquaculture production? (physical trade flows: Deutsch et al. 2007; also see Case study 30.1)
Are consumers able to dislocate the environmental impacts of their consumption to
production sites abroad? And who is affected globally? (physical trade flows: Godar
et al. 2015)
Can water-scarce countries ‘save’ water at global scale by importing products from countries where water is abundant? (environmental footprints: Hoekstra and Mekkonen 2012)
How do global value chains affect a country’s own environment? (environmental footprints: Deutsch and Folke 2005)
What are the greenhouse gas emissions per kilogram of fish produced in an intensive
salmon aquaculture production system? (LCA: Newton and Little 2018)
Which part of the product life cycle of salmon aquaculture production requires the most
energy use: manufacture of feed, production site or processing? (LCA: Pelletier et al. 2009)
Which product is most sustainable based on predefined sustainability criteria? (LCA)

Brief description of key methods
The largest group of methods used for flow and impact analyses falls into the category of
material- and energy-flow accounting (MEFA) methods. This group includes material-flow
accounting approaches that do not incorporate energy, and energy-flow accounting methods
that focus specifically on energy flows. Material- and energy-flow accounting methods can
assess the correlation between physical and monetary growth, e.g. if and how water use is
related to GDP. Material-flow accounting approaches track biophysical material flows both
directly and indirectly related to human activities. Energy-flow accounting illuminates the
essential role that energy plays in our economy.
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There are two broad ways to track material and energy flows. The ‘bottom-up’ approach
uses physical flows, whereas the ‘top-down’ approach traces resource flows through economic sectors with monetary input-output tables. Six common MEFA methods are described in this chapter:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Physical trade flows (PTF) typically map and link resource flows in material and spatial
terms and can help to discern levels of dependence on different ecosystems for production and consumption.
Large international input-output (IO) databases enable multi-regional input-output
(MRIO) analyses between nations and can account for bilateral trade relationships between several countries.
Environmentally extended multi-regional input-output (EE-MRIO) models complement monetary sectoral data with environmental and social indicators.
Environmental footprints (EF) can quantify levels of dependence on different types
of ecosystem support (e.g. freshwater), illuminate support that is located in different places and linked through trade, and balance local, national and global resource
budgets.
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) quantifies environmental impacts associated with products, processes or activities; the main environmental impacts investigated in LCA are
greenhouse global warming potential, water use, energy consumption, acidification and
abiotic depletion.
Energy return on investment (EROI) is the ratio of the amount of usable energy obtained to the amount of energy required to obtain that energy, where the focus is not on
the total amount of primary energy used, but on the energy gained by society.

Another type of flow and impact method is multi-scale integrated analysis of societal and
ecosystem metabolism (MuSIASEM). This integrated accounting method simultaneously
represents the metabolic pattern of social, economic, socio-metabolic and biophysical flows
(e.g. labour, value added, energy use) and their interrelations with the complex system (society) interacting with its environment, e.g. the water-energy-food nexus.
Lastly, there are several ‘global chain methods’ that can analyse international trade and
production networks of a specific commodity and map how people, places and processes
are interlinked in the global economy. Global commodity chain (GCC) analysis maps
what resources are produced and consumed, who governs, wields power and accumulates
capital within the entire commodity chain from production to consumption, and where
these processes occur. Table 30.1 provides a summary of key methods used in flow and
impact analysis.
Whereas most material-flow and energy-flow accounting studies cover very recent years,
with some exceptions from the 1900s (Krausmann et al. 2009) and the 1960s, many global
chain studies are historical (Marichal, Topik, and Frank 2006; Topik 2008). Furthermore,
some studies have used a single method but many studies combine multiple methods and
indicators in an effort to yield more comprehensive inventories and impact assessments. Physical trade flows, for example, can be used to quantify the material flows needed for input into
environmental footprint calculations of land areas, which could then be used as an input into
LCA inventories.
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Table 30.1 Summary of key methods used in flow and impact analysis
Methods

Description

References

Physical trade
flows

Physical trade flow (PTF) methods can trace the size
and composition of traded goods, i.e. imports and
exports. Methods exclude domestic production and
total consumption or use. PTF focuses only on goods
moved in/outside relevant borders (e.g. nation, city).

Key introductory text
Kastner, Kastner, and
Nonhebel 2011

PTF can use:
• National and international physical trade flow
data
• Adjusted PTF data (e.g. with bilateral trade flow
matrices)
• Input-output tables (alone or as input into multiregional input-output models)
• A hybrid of sources, especially if one source is
incomplete
Multi-regional
input-output
anlysis
Environmentally
extended multiregional inputoutput analysis

Today, large international input-output (IO) databases
enable multi-regional input-output (MRIO) analyses
between nations and can account for bilateral trade
relationships between several countries.
MRIO can use:
• Physical input-output models
(e.g. based on FAOSTAT)
• Monetary input-output models
(e.g. EXIOBASE)
• A hybrid of sources, especially if one source is
incomplete (e.g. FABIO)

Applications to SES
Deutsch et al. 2007;
Porter et al. 2014;
Godar et al. 2015;
Gephart et al. 2017;
trase.earth

Key introductory text
Haberl et al. 2019
Applications to SES
Kastner et al. 2014;
Stadler et al. 2018
(EXIOBASE 3);
Bruckner et al. 2019 (FABIO);
Kummu et al. 2020

Environmentally extended multi-regional inputoutput (EE-MRIO) models can complement monetary
sectoral data with environmental and social
indicators.
Environmental
footprints

Environmental footprints (EF) calculate the
biological capacity needed to produce materials
and/or assimilate waste from a given population’s
consumption of products (i.e. domestic production +
imports – (re-)exports).
Environmental footprints are calculated in two main
ways:
•
•

Bottom-up based on physical flows
Top-down using (MR)IO

Key introductory text
Wiedmann and Lenzen 2018
Applications to SES
Deutsch and Folke 2005 (land
and sea areas);
Hoekstra and Mekkonen 2012
(water);
Galloway et al. 2014 (nitrogen)

Material flows are then combined with other
methods, e.g. hydrological data on crop-water use
to quantify the freshwater needed to generate a
product or service.
There are several footprints (e.g. ecological footprint
of land areas, water footprint/virtual water, nitrogen
and carbon footprints).
(Continued)
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Table 25.1 (Continued)
Methods
Life Cycle
Assessment

Description

References

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) aims to be a
comprehensive impact assessment tool for
researchers and policymakers. LCA begins at the
‘cradle’ (point of primary resource extraction)
of a product or service and extends along the
supply chain to encompass all life-cycle stages.
LCA can identify and assess the environmental
impacts associated with a product, process or
activity by quantifying raw materials, energy and
waste released into the air, water and soil.
Chosen impact categories vary widely, but
commonly include resource depletion and
emissions-related environmental concerns and
toxicological potentials (e.g. greenhouse global
warming potential, water footprint, energy
consumption, acidification, abiotic depletion).
Unlike many other biophysical accounting
tools, LCA is internationally standardised
(ISO 14040-14044).

Key introductory text
Curran 2012

Energy return on investment (EROI) is the ratio
of the amount of usable energy (i.e. the ratio
of energy obtained to the amount of energy
required to obtain that energy). The main focus
is not the total amount of primary energy used,
but the energy gained by society.

Key introductory text
Odum 1971

Multi-scale
integrated
analysis of societal
and ecosystem
metabolism

Multi-scale integrated analysis of societal and
ecosystem metabolism (MuSIASEM) integrates
social, economic and socio-metabolic and
biophysical flows (e.g. labour, value added, energy
use). Although it can use some of the MEFA
methods, studies are typically context specific.

Key introductory text
Gerber and Scheidel 2018

Global commodity
chains

Global commodity chain (GCC) methods can
map not only what resources are produced and
consumed and where, but also who governs,
wields power and accumulates wealth or capital
within the entire commodity chain, from
production to commercialisation and consumption.
GCC also identifies the external institutional
context in which the chain operates.

Key introductory text
Gereffi 2018

Energy return on
investment

Applications to SES
Pelletier et al. 2009;
Henriksson et al. 2018;
Newton and Little 2018

Applications to SES
Hall 2011;
Pelletier et al. 2011

Applications to SES
Giampietro and Bukkens 2014

Applications to SES
Topik 2008;
Gereffi 2018;
World Bank 2019

Limitations
Flow and impact analysis methods alone do not fully integrate human and ecological dimensions and do not account for many interdependencies between social-ecological processes.
The most obvious shortcoming is that social-ecological researchers performing flow and
impact studies must often use methods that were not fundamentally designed to analyse
SES. Instead, they often use and adapt methods with a singular approach, e.g. an approach
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designed for a capitalist market system that solely tracks indicators of economic value (GDP,
market value, commodity prices).
Moreover, data that are most readily available for use in flow and impact studies may not
be available at the appropriate social and ecological scales. The specific location of where resources originate matters for ecosystems and societies, particularly in terms of understanding
who benefits from resource extraction, who governs resource use and what ecosystem effects
are experienced. To be able to discern the social-ecological effects of soybean production
in the Brazilian Cerrado biome, for example, exports, ownership, land-cover changes, tax
policies and company profits must all be traceable to enable the linking of specific products
to specific agro-ecosystems and particular actors such as land owners, land managers, service
contractors, processors or multi-national companies supplying seeds. Most nations do not
track flows and impacts at subnational level and states allow corporations to hinder traceability of products to landscapes, producers, inputs and profits as proprietary knowledge. Thus, if
data are not available or accessible, studies must upscale (or downscale) data to another level
with unknown relevance, e.g. most studies of food consumption at the city level are based on
adjusted national-level consumption statistics (Porter et al. 2014).
Social-ecological systems researchers often combine several methods and data sources to
adequately reflect the current complexity of flows and the multi-dimensional nature of effects
(e.g. how to combine toxicity studies related to chemical use and pollution at the individual
insect species level with national-level data on volumes of pesticide use). To modify data for
relevancy, researchers also use additional methods (e.g. expert interviews) to gather additional
data (e.g. particular species of fish) or conversion factors (e.g. city-level consumption). This is
time and resource intensive (e.g. combining LCA studies (ecological effects of different production methods) with MRIO is very data intensive) and requires expertise in several methods.
If methods or data cannot be meaningfully modified, it places significant limitations on
the conclusions that can be drawn. For instance, although environmental footprints have
successfully illuminated the scale of the social-ecological impacts of the human enterprise for
the general public and decision-makers, it is doubtful whether certain flows and impacts (e.g.
the use of chemicals and biodiversity loss) can actually be meaningfully converted into environmental footprints (e.g. land or sea areas). As for LCA, while modern software with built-in
inventory databases and impact assessment methods has simplified the LCA process, the rigour
of these models is highly dependent on data quality. The use of the generic data available in
many public and commercial life-cycle inventory databases may therefore provide a starting
point for scoping analyses, but more context-specific data are required for robust modelling of
specific production systems and technologies. Moreover, there is a need for standardisation of
methodologies with respect to key model assumptions, scope and allocation methods.
Data availability is a major challenge for many flow and impact studies. In addition to the
need for social-ecological relevance and the unavailability of data at relevant scales discussed
above, there are general issues of: (a) data quality, (b) access fees for quality data, (c) restricted
access, and (d) a paucity of historical data. Data on waste and emissions are also highly fragmentary, thus limiting studies that wish to include these or to get a full mass balance accounting (Krausmann et al. 2017).
There are many national statistical bureaus and quite a few international sources for
data. The United Nations (UN) Food and Agriculture Organization has several free online physical trade flow databases based on self-reported national data, e.g. FAOSTAT and
FISHBASE. The UN Environment Programme (UNEP) has a material flow accounting database. The OECD has an input-output database, and the World Bank, EUROSTAT and
COMTRADE also have databases. Although these sources are sometimes inaccurate, they are
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Case study 30.1: The dependence of intensive shrimp and salmon
aquaculture production in Thailand and Norway on access to
fishmeal imports from South American marine ecosystems
Seafood is the most popular food commodity traded in the world, with aquaculture
(or farmed seafood) being the fastest growing food sector globally (Troell et al. 2014).
In fact, every other bite of fish we take today is from aquaculture. Jumbo shrimp and
salmon are two of the most economically valuable aquaculture products (by weight)
and Thailand and Norway are dominant producer countries of shrimp and salmon,
respectively. Although non-fish substitutes are emerging, both of these products still
depend on fishmeal as a key feed ingredient.
In a study by Deutsch et al. (2007), global production, trade and consumption
of fishmeal for shrimp and salmon aquaculture production were traced from 1980
to 2000 as the aquaculture industries developed in Thailand and Norway. Despite
the two nations having very different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds,
social-ecological resource bases and geographic locations, and producing two entirely
different products, there were some significant similarities:
•

•

•

Shrimp and salmon aquaculture use the same fishmeal in feed pellets. Moreover,
these are similar to chicken and pig feeds, so aquaculture can now be likened to
‘aquatic livestock’.
Thailand and Norway were both able to increase production (i.e. escape the limitations of own local fishing waters) and expand production and export through
access to global markets and trade.
There was no ‘north-south’ difference in supply sources of fishmeal. Shrimp farms
in Thailand imported fishmeal from the same marine ecosystem as Norwegian
salmon farms.

The study revealed that key products and producers are highly dependent on the same
marine ecosystem, namely the south-east Pacific Ocean, for their key input, fishmeal.
Using FISHBASE, fishmeal use and physical trade flows were tied to actual species of
wild fish and linked to the locations of marine ecosystems needed to produce them,
and tied to agrofood production systems (aquaculture). Thus, the physical trade flows
study illuminated invisible marine subsidies in feed production and patterns of ecosystem support and flows.
The fact that the south-east Pacific Ocean (via Peru and Chile) supplies much of the
world with fishmeal is an economic and ecological vulnerability, with both a reduced
diversity of suppliers and increased pressure on a single marine area. Most people do
not realise the dependence of aquaculture on fishmeal derived from distant marine
ecosystems. Furthermore, although volumes of fish imports were traced, the study
could not separate fishmeal use in aquaculture from other animal production systems

often the only available or free data sources. More accurate, high-resolution data are gathered
by private consultants and trade associations, but have (sometimes exorbitant) access fees. Thus,
for some studies, there may be no or limited access to data on major actors with the most power
in the global chain. Furthermore, since free-trade zones exist, some trade data completely lose
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SHRIMP AQUACULTURE IN THAILAND

SALMON AQUACULTURE IN NORWAY

1988

1985
Iceland 2 450 (100%)
Japan 2 558 (99%)

(A)

(D)

Total import sources: 2

2000

Total import sources: 3

2000
Iceland 74 717 (40%)
Denmark 2 383 (2%) Japan 8 127 (6%)
Korea 17 574 (14%)

Denmark 49 324 (27%)

Peru 90 984 (72%)
Peru 54 420 (29%)

(B)

Chile 5 726 (3%)

Chile 4 511 (4%)

1988 1990
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0
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Total import sources: 14

300 000
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1980
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Figure 30.1

1985

imports

1990

exports

1995

0
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consumption

(F)

1980

imports

exports

consumption

Fishmeal imports and import sources for Thailand (A and B) and Norway
(D and E); fishmeal imports, exports and consumption for Thailand
(C) and Norway (F) (adapted from Deutsch et al. 2007)

(chicken and pig feeds also contain fishmeal), nor tie consumption to specific aquaculture producers because companies would not reveal actual use. This information is still
not available today (Fry et al. 2016).
Figure 30.1 shows the imported fishmeal and import sources for Thailand in 1988 (A)
and 2000 (B) and for Norway in 1985 (D) and 2000 (E); and fishmeal imports, exports and
consumption from 1980 to 2000 for Thailand (C) and Norway (F). Fishmeal amounts are
in metric tonnes and numbers in parentheses denote percentages of total imports.
their origin, e.g. links to production systems. The current institutional framework for trade,
i.e. the World Trade Organization, does not allow trade restrictions on the basis of production
methods and data have therefore not been traced in this way. Another widespread problem is a
lack of historical data prior to the 1960s, especially at larger scales, in digital format or in several
languages, e.g. major databases like FAOSTAT start in 1961.
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Resource implications
All the methods in Table 30.1, except for some global commodity chain methods, require
researchers to have advanced data-processing and analytical skills because desired datasets
are digital, large and highly detailed. Certain methods require one or more areas of specific
expertise (e.g. an ecological economist who understands the links between biophysical and
economic flows, such as MuSIASEM). To gather data may thus require multiple skills from
the same researcher or a skilled team of researchers and practitioners. It takes time, resources
and trust to build an interdisciplinary team of researchers that not only work well together
but also transcend their disciplines, truly inform one another and reach a joint understanding of the system. The sheer quantity of data needed can also require significant computer
server capacity for data processing (e.g. adjusted physical trade flows, EE-MRIO). All these
detailed, data-intensive studies are resource intensive and can be costly.
Moreover, historical analyses require rigorous source criticism on how the information
has been selected. These analyses may require the use of a wide range of literature dealing
with different historical epochs and places, and representing divergent perspectives and research traditions (e.g. agronomy, anthropology, archaeology, climate science, ecology, economics, geography and/or history).

New directions
Future directions for flow and impact methods are threefold: (a) increasing the comprehensiveness of the methods, (b) improving access to and relevance of data, and (c) increasing
transdisciplinary efforts together with decision-makers and stakeholders.
Efforts to fully integrate social-ecological aspects into flow and impact analysis methods
continue with some noteworthy successes. The recent development of the MRIO framework
with environmentally extended multi-regional input-output (EE-MRIO) tables provides a
more comprehensive linking of the global economy, labour inputs and associated impacts on
ecosystems, and avoids double counting (Cabernard, Pfister, and Hellweg 2019). A recent
policy application is Policy-Relevant Indicators for National Consumption and Environment (PRINCE) (prince-project.se). PRINCE links Swedish national input-output tables
with EXIOBASE (an EE-MRIO) to estimate environmental pressures of consumption and
production, and allocates those pressures to 60 ‘product groups’ to show where in the world
the environmental pressures occurred. The model informs Swedish policy development and
monitoring, e.g. national environmental quality targets and national accounts.
Similarly, LCA has, since its emergence in the 1970s, moved from primarily being a tool
for waste and energy-efficiency management to a more general eco-efficiency measurement
decision-support framework. New developments in the LCA ISO standard include additional
environmental as well as economic and social aspects (e.g. human health), and deepening its
analytic capacity (e.g. considering behavioural aspects in the inventory modelling). However, it
is debatable whether there is a limit to how comprehensive some methods or approaches can be.
Improvements in access to and the relevance of data are increasing the capability to trace
flows and impacts at disaggregated levels spatially, temporally and physically. A notable application based on cooperation between researchers and corporate stakeholders is Spatially
Explicit Information on Production to Consumption Systems (SEI-PCS) (Godar et al. 2015).
This application traces material-flow analysis via the individual companies that export and
import specific commodities. SEI-PCS data have been used by the Trase Initiative (Trase
2018) to map supply chains from the local subnational production regions through trading
companies all the way to import nations (e.g. Brazilian soybeans, Indonesian palm oil).
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To date, flow and impact methods have not been widely developed in collaboration with
decision-makers or societal stakeholders. However, inherently subjective aspects have recently been explicitly acknowledged (Pelletier, Bamber, and Brandão 2019) and even encouraged (Einarsson and Cederberg 2019) (e.g. the choice of weighting factors in LCA) in
recognition of the need for guidance and transparency with regard to prioritisations that take
place in decision-making. There is growing interest in exploring the benefits of a transdisciplinary approach that could address the need for combining methods and engaging skilled
teams of researchers and practitioners in flow and impact studies.
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Key methods discussed in this chapter1
Decision-support modelling packages: Integrated valuation of ecosystem services and
trade-offs (InVEST), artificial intelligence for ecosystem services (ARIES), Co$ting Nature/
WaterWorld
Related technical models and frameworks: Integrated assessment models, general equilibrium models, Lund–Potsdam–Jena dynamic global vegetation model, Life Cycle Assessment models

Connections to other chapters
Ecosystem service modelling connects to a number of other methods, since ecosystem
service assessments usually form part of a larger decision-support initiative. Systems scoping (Chapter 5) may lay the foundation for an ecosystem service assessment, while ecosystem service models may be developed through participatory modelling and planning
(Chapter 13), and feed directly into scenario development (Chapter 11) or a livelihood and
vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32). The results of ecosystem service modelling are usually
mapped spatially (Chapter 24) and often support decision analysis based on optimisation
(Chapter 29).

Introduction
The study of social-ecological systems (SES) is mainly concerned with understanding the
interactions between people and nature. Ecosystem services represent an important subset
of these interactions. They are the benefits from nature that support and fulfil human life
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SUMMARY TABLE: ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MODELLING
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Ecology, Resource Economics,
Computational Geography, Systems
Dynamics, Computer Science,
Information Science
RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Explanatory
• Prescriptive
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• System understanding
• Stakeholder engagement and
co-production
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• SES components and linkages
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Evaluating policy options

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Regional (provincial/state
to continental)
• Global
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; Díaz et al. 2015). Coastal habitats such as mangroves, for example, act as a buffer for people and infrastructure along coastlines against the
impact of storms. Fields, forests and oceans provide food in the form of crops, game and fish.
Natural landscapes around the world are important parts of people’s cultural and spiritual
identities. Functioning, healthy ecosystems are necessary for the production of ecosystem
services, but often some sort of human input or action is also required to enhance the provision of these services and their contribution to well-being, such as forest management
or cropland irrigation. Ecosystem services are therefore co-produced by people and nature
(Reyers et al. 2013; Palomo et al. 2016).
The concept of ecosystem services has its roots in economics and ecology. One of the
first studies to collate information on the economic value of a range of ‘nature’s services’
was published in the late 1970s (Westman 1977), starting a trend of valuing services provided by ecosystems (i.e. natural capital) in a way that made them comparable to human-made goods and services (i.e. manufactured and financial capital). In ecology, the first
mention of the term ‘ecosystem services’ occurred in a 1981 book on species extinctions
and their consequences (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1981). By the end of the 20th century, ecosystem services were formally defined as the ‘conditions and processes through which natural
ecosystems, and the species that make them up, sustain and fulfil human life’ (Daily 1997).
Since then, the concept of ecosystem services has moved beyond economics and ecology
to become a widely used interdisciplinary approach within sustainability research (Abson
et al. 2014).
A variety of methods can be used to quantify ecosystem services, depending on the type of
ecosystem service, the spatial and temporal scale, and the scientific question or management decision being considered. Sometimes ecosystem service provision can be measured
directly, either through field measurements (methods for generating data, Chapters 6–8) or
through remote sensing of variables that are highly correlated with ecosystem service provision (Chapter 24). For instance, all the wheat produced on a field can be weighed, all the
fish caught in a lake can be counted, and visits to parks can be tallied. However, direct measurement is usually only an option for a limited area over a limited time and tends to favour
services that provide a physical product or have a market value. Often, ecosystem services
have not been quantified for a location of interest, or they cannot be measured directly (such
as the contribution of natural vegetation to maintaining water quality or regulating floods).
Furthermore, decision-makers often need to understand changes in ecosystem service provision under different management scenarios or future conditions. In these cases, ecosystem
services need to be modelled or estimated.
One option for modelling ecosystem services is the ‘value transfer’ or ‘benefit transfer’
approach, where the per-unit-area provision of ecosystem services from one area is transposed onto another area using a proxy variable such as land cover (see e.g. De Groot et al.
2012). Although this method is simple to use, it assumes similar social and ecological drivers
of ecosystem service provision in both locations. Results from this type of approach should
therefore be interpreted with caution (Eigenbrod et al. 2010).
Another approach is to construct process-based ecosystem service models, based on
knowledge about ecosystem processes and functions that produce benefits for humans (socalled ‘ecological production functions’). Process-based ecosystem service models typically
translate geospatial inputs (such as land cover, vegetation and soil types, climate and topography) into estimates of an ecosystem service over space and/or time. This translation process occurs within small, standardised area units, such as pixels or parcels. Sometimes, the
results for one unit influence the calculations for the next unit, creating a quantification of
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ecosystem service ‘flow’ between pixels or parcels. Vegetation that retains soil in one pixel
will change the amount of sediment flowing into downhill pixels, for example.
While decision-making often involves spatial planning, non-spatial process-based simulation models can also be used to explore the implications of different management decisions
for ecosystem service provision, or to explore future scenarios. The outcomes of these models
are not necessarily quantitative predictions but rather a qualitative understanding of how different components of an SES interact and connect to one another to provide ecosystem services. Moreno et al. (2014), for example, used a participatory modelling approach to explore
the factors affecting ecosystem service provision in protected areas, and found that it helped
decision-makers learn about complex systems and identify opportunities for improving ecosystem service management.

SES problems and questions
Ecosystem service models help to reveal nature’s benefits, especially when these benefits
would otherwise be ‘invisible’ in decision-making (Daily 1997; Guerry et al. 2015). Usually, a variety of different ecosystem services are modelled to map and quantify the provision of multiple ecosystem services in a landscape. Ideally, this helps decision-makers
to understand the impact of a decision (such as a development plan or land-management
strategy) on multiple ecosystem services, and avoids unexpected outcomes where efforts
to enhance the provision of one service inadvertently reduce the provision of another
(Arkema et al. 2015). Decision-support packages such as InVEST, ARIES and Co$ting
Nature have been designed to facilitate the modelling of multiple ecosystem services,
and may assist in processes such as decision analysis based on optimisation (Chapter 29).
Another key application of ecosystem service models is the identification of important
areas for conservation or restoration, based on an area’s high level of ecosystem service
provision (or potential provision) (Naidoo et al. 2008; Mandle et al. 2017; Nel et al. 2017).
This approach can also identify which parts of a landscape supply ecosystem services that
play a crucial role in supporting local livelihoods (Malmborg et al. 2018) and thus inform
a livelihood and vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32). Ecosystem service modelling, and
ecosystem service assessments more broadly, provide insights into the diverse ways that
ecosystem services contribute to human well-being. These contributions to well-being
may, in turn, influence environmental behaviour and the stewardship of natural resources,
thereby affecting future ecosystem service provision in a complex set of social-ecological
feedbacks (Masterson et al. 2019).
At a global scale, ecosystem service models are increasingly incorporated into other modelling frameworks, such as integrated assessment models and general equilibrium models, to
investigate the impact of changes in land use, climate or commodity prices on ecosystems and
the services they provide (e.g. Johnson et al. 2020).
Finally, ecosystem services are inherently linked to issues of equity and inclusivity.
The provision of ecosystem service benefits depends not only on ecosystems and the
functions they perform but also on their location relative to people who might benefit,
and people’s access to the services (Keeler et al. 2019a, b). Innovative approaches to ecosystem service assessments track how and where environmental changes affect specific
beneficiaries, including impacts on the health or livelihoods of poor and marginalised
communities (Arkema et al. 2013; Mandle et al. 2015; Chaigneau et al. 2018). These
assessments can be used to compare the equity implications of different development
options (Mandle et al. 2016).
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Brief description of key methods
A diverse range of tools and models have been developed to assess ecosystem services
(Bagstad et al. 2013; Neugarten et al. 2018). In Table 31.1, we briefly describe a selection
of key decision-support modelling packages with a documented, software-based user interface that allows non-experts to run process-based, spatially explicit ecosystem service
models. In addition, we describe several technical models and frameworks that are not
strictly ecosystem service models, but are often used to generate ecosystem service-specific
results in practice.

Table 31.1 Summary of key methods used in ecosystem service modelling
Method

Description

References

DECISION-SUPPORT MODELLING PACKAGES
Integrated valuation
of ecosystem
services and
trade-offs

Integrated valuation of ecosystem services and tradeoffs (InVEST) is a suite of over 20 ecosystem service
production function models. Typical inputs include
land-use and land-cover (LULC) maps, climate
data, topographic data and soil data. From these
inputs, InVEST applies functions from peer-reviewed
literature (e.g. the revised universal soil loss equation)
to the input data and calculates ecosystem service
provision. Each model is calculated separately, but
most analyses then combine results for multiple
models. InVEST is open source and developed in the
programming language Python.

Key introductory text
Kareiva et al. 2011

Artificial intelligence Artificial intelligence for ecosystem services
for ecosystem
(ARIES) is an artificially intelligent modelling
services
platform that chooses which models to run in
response to a user query, based on available
spatial data and several decision rules.
Methodologically, ARIES focuses on specifying
how or where individuals benefit from the flows
of ecosystem services from sources to sinks. ARIES
is open source, but running the model relies on
non-open-source tools (e.g. k.LAB).

Key introductory text
Villa et al. 2014

Co$ting Nature/
WaterWorld

Key introductory text
Mulligan 2012
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Co$ting Nature and WaterWorld are web-based
tools used to estimate terrestrial and freshwater
ecosystem services. The models are built on default
base data, such as soil type or precipitation, which
allow ecosystem service calculations at detailed
spatial scales of 1 km or 1 ha resolution. Co$ting
Nature includes 13 services, such as hazard
mitigation, nature-based tourism and timber
supply. The code is not open source and requires
payment for full functionality.

Applications to SES
Mandle et al. 2017;
Chaplin-Kramer et
al. 2019

Applications to SES
Martínez-López et al.
2019

Applications to SES
Mulligan et al. 2013
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Method

Description

References

TECHNICAL MODELS AND FRAMEWORKS
Integrated
assessment models

Economic models
that include
ecosystem services

Integrated assessment models (IAMs) consider
how changes in climate or the biosphere affect
human activities, and vice versa. Key inputs
include population growth, consumption patterns
and climate change. IAMs are coarse in spatial
resolution (grid cells of 30–110 km) but detailed in
sectoral information (e.g. crop production figures)
and have many explicit links between humans and
the environment (e.g. through water scarcity or
nutrient cycling).

Key introductory text
Stanton, Ackerman,
and Kartha 2009

Several important economic models have been
extended to report ecosystem service outcomes.
These include general equilibrium models that
allow a change in the system to affect other system
components. Typically, these models track how
economic changes affect land-use patterns. These in
turn are translated into impacts on ecosystem services
such as carbon storage and nutrient retention. In
addition, a large body of literature has developed that
models interactions between climate change and the
economy, predicting greenhouse gas emissions as a
function of economic activity while also tracking how
the change in climate causes economic damage.

Key introductory texts
Hertel 1997;
Nordhaus 2017

Lund–Potsdam–Jena The Lund–Potsdam–Jena (LPJ) dynamic global
dynamic global
vegetation model, along with other similar global
vegetation model
vegetation models, provides detailed information
on plant growth, mortality, soil interactions and
other biophysical components of the model. Core
parts of the LPJ, along with extensions of the model,
report ecosystem service-specific results, such as soil
carbon, water run-off or other factors. There is less
interaction between people and the ecosystem in this
type of model, with the exception of highly detailed
agricultural models.
Life Cycle
Assessment models

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) models attempt to
quantify the full environmental impact of a product
through the many stages of its life, including the
collection of input resources, assembly, usage
and disposal. Many research institutes and private
consultants have developed highly detailed databases
of the impacts that different products have on the
environment, although relatively few have focused
on ecosystem service-specific impacts. One notable
exception by Chaplin-Kramer et al. (2017) assesses how
land-use and ecosystem service changes prompted by
expanded production can also be included in life-cycle
calculations (see also Chapter 30: Flow and impact
analysis).

Applications to SES
Van Vuuren et al.
2015

Applications to SES
Arndt et al. 2011;
Meyfroidt et al. 2013

Key introductory text
Sitch et al. 2003
Applications to SES
Metzger et al. 2008

Key introductory text
Curran 1996
Applications to SES
Chaplin-Kramer et
al. 2017
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Limitations
Ecosystem service models are constrained by data quality. The general computing adage
of ‘garbage in, garbage out’ also holds true for ecosystem service modelling. Beyond data
quality, the quantity of data may be a limiting factor. The amount of data to be processed
depends on the scale at which an ecosystem service model is applied: as extent increases or
resolution becomes finer, computation time increases and it becomes more challenging to
find suitable data (see also Chapter 24). In addition, many ecosystem service models rely on
information or input assumptions that are not constant across a large extent, thus requiring
different inputs for different subregions. Because these factors all increase modelling time and
effort, it is important for researchers to identify and work at the optimal scale to answer their
specific research questions.
Ecosystem service models can be used to express the value of nature in a diversity of
ways, including mental health benefits (Bratman et al. 2015), self-reported importance
(Martín-López et al. 2012) or the number of people affected by changes in ecosystem
service provision (Olander et al. 2018; Keeler et al. 2019a). In addition, ecosystem service
models are often used to quantify benefits in economic or monetary terms. It is important
to note that economic value is only a small part of the value of nature and that ecosystem
service models can provide a more complete and holistic set of values. However, even
when ecosystem services are not given a monetary value, the ecosystem service concept
still implies that the value of nature lies in its utility to people. Although the hope is that
focusing on people’s well-being will help promote nature’s value in typical, economically
driven decision-making, this ‘commodification’ of nature goes against the philosophical
and spiritual values of many communities, cultures and worldviews (Gomez-Baggethun
and Ruiz-Perez 2011; Díaz et al. 2018).
A related key limitation of current ecosystem service models is their relatively poor performance in capturing non-market and cultural values (Chan et al. 2016; Small, Munday,
and Durance 2017), with the possible exception of nature-based recreation and tourism (e.g.
Wood et al. 2013). Another challenge in capturing non-economic benefits is illustrated by
the difficulties (most notably the lack of data availability) faced by modellers to ‘disaggregate’
the impact of ecosystem services for different groups of people, based on their access to and
need for the service (Daw et al. 2011). For details on how many of these limitations are currently being addressed, refer to Section ‘New directions’ of this chapter.

Resource implications
Ecosystem service models can require substantial investments in learning to use the modelling software, and in pre-processing data into the correct formats. In addition, model outputs
often need further processing and visualisation, which may require proficiency in geographic
information system (GIS) software or geoprocessing code. Licences for widely used GIS programs can be very expensive, and high-resolution input data (e.g. satellite imagery) may be
costly to acquire.
When involving stakeholders, ecosystem service modelling faces the same time and
resource constraints, and must follow the same strict ethical research guidelines as any
other participatory modelling process (Chapter 13). Since many ecosystem service models, including the ones outlined in this chapter, rely on Western scientific knowledge and
technical expertise, they can appear obscure to stakeholders who rely on other kinds of
knowledge systems. This lack of transparency may hinder community buy-in and reduce
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the effectiveness of ecosystem service models in assisting decision-making processes. This
is why a thoughtful and respectful approach to using these models is needed, especially in
participatory settings.

New directions
As the popularity of ecosystem services as a tool for addressing social-ecological challenges
grows, ecosystem service models are continually changing and developing to better provide
the types of information that practitioners require. For instance, improvements in remotesensing technology are enabling the direct observation of more ecosystem services across wide
areas and at fine spatial and temporal resolution (Ramirez-Reyes et al. 2019). Yet a number of
research frontiers for advancing ecosystem service models remain (Rieb et al. 2017).
The first frontier addresses the shortcoming that current ecosystem service tools typically
model multiple ecosystem services using separate models, as a ‘snapshot’ at a single point in time,
and at the scale of a pixel or patch. Models that better represent interactions between multiple
ecosystem services and their spatial and temporal dynamics would help decision-makers to predict
the full implications of management actions for multiple ecosystem services across a landscape and
into the future. Advances in remote-sensing technology and data availability have an important
role to play in enhancing dynamic ecosystem service modelling, as well as moving beyond categorical land-cover inputs to more continuous and nuanced (i.e. realistic) input data.
The second frontier concerns the need for ecosystem service models to move beyond
merely quantifying the biophysical supply of services to tracking changes in human
well-being for different groups of beneficiaries. This includes adopting more meaningful valuation metrics that capture non-use and relational values of nature. An ecosystem service modelling approach that is explicit about beneficiaries, their needs and how
changes in ecosystem services either enhance or diminish their well-being is crucial
to understanding the role that ecosystem services can play in poverty alleviation and
achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Here, conventional models could be
supplemented with more exploratory approaches, such as toy models and the use of scenario planning techniques (Chapter 11), to identify trade-offs between groups of people
and how they benefit from ecosystem services, both now and in future scenarios (Daw
et al. 2015).
The third frontier involves better understanding and modelling the implications of using different types of non-natural capital (e.g. technology, infrastructure and institutions) to produce
or distribute ecosystem services. A study of shellfish fisheries in Spain and Portugal, for example,
observed multiple ways of co-producing this ecosystem service using different amounts of equipment, active management and human labour, and found that the type of co-production affected
the quantity of shellfish produced, as well as trade-offs with other ecosystem services (Outeiro
et al. 2017). Key to this research area is understanding the difference that nature makes, relative to and accounting for the other kinds of capital. This frontier also involves understanding
the burdens that are placed on ecosystems in one location by trade and decision-making in
other, often far-away, parts of the world (Pascual et al. 2017; Schröter et al. 2018). It is especially important to consider global-scale flows of ecosystem services as countries work to develop ecosystem service accounting systems and metrics such as ‘green GDP’ (Li and Fang 2014).
Other frontiers for ecosystem service modelling lie at the intersection of different model
types and the exploration of previously unexplored landscapes. Combining computable
general equilibrium models like GTAP with ecosystem service models like InVEST, for
example, will help to improve our understanding of cross-scale linkages between regional
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Case study 31.1: Balancing conservation and
agricultural expansion in the Volta watershed
Ecosystem service modelling can help decision-makers to understand potential
trade-offs between development and conservation. Johnson et al. (2019) assessed
how agricultural expansion may affect ecosystem service provision in the Volta watershed in Burkina Faso and Ghana. The watershed is critical to human livelihoods
and well-being for a variety of reasons. Among other things, it supports the Akosombo Dam, which is a vital source of hydroelectric power. Other local livelihood
strategies depend on the Volta River and surrounding ecosystems for brick-making
and low-capital, low-intensity irrigated agriculture (Figure 31.1A and B). The basin
also includes a particularly wide range of ecosystem types due to a strong precipitation gradient, from very dry, Sahara-like conditions in the north to extremely wet
and lush ecosystems in the south.
A transnational agency, the Volta Basin Authority (VBA), is responsible for
managing water withdrawals and other aspects of dam management, many of
which have the potential to cause transboundary disputes. Recently, environmental degradation in the watershed has had detrimental impacts on ecosystem service
provision. An increase in soil erosion, for example, has led to increasing sedimentation of reservoirs (in both the Akosombo Dam and smaller, run-of-river dams
in the north). In response, the VBA committed to a strategic action programme
aimed at preventing further environmental degradation and protecting ecosystem
services (World Bank 2018). However, food security is extremely important to
policymakers in this region, and thus any conservation plan needed to also consider
impacts on food production.
Johnson et al. (2019) considered three different conservation strategies and assessed which lands should be protected in order to meet the VBA’s dual goals of
protecting ecosystem service provision and food security. InVEST models for sediment retention, phosphorus and nitrogen retention, water yield and carbon storage were run for the basin under the different strategies. The results showed that
targeted conservation actions could attain much improved ecosystem service provision over the business-as-usual approach, while still meeting food-security goals
through agricultural expansion. The study was limited by regional data availability
and had to rely on global datasets for many components. It was also challenging
to express the aggregate of multiple ecosystem services in a clear and appropriate
way. In the end, an equally weighted overall ecosystem service score was created
for the region based on the model results, and used to identify priority areas for
conservation (Figure 31.1C).
This case study illustrates that ecosystem service modelling can highlight both
conflicts and synergies between development and conservation goals in a spatially
explicit manner, and provide decision-makers with a range of options to consider.

or global market or policy changes and local-level ecosystem service provision ( Johnson
et al. 2020). In addition, the increasing availability of fine-scale land-cover data down
to the resolution of individual trees has opened up avenues to explore urban landscapes
and the ecosystem service provision by ‘green infrastructure’ (such as street trees, parks,
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Making bricks in the Volta watershed (A), irrigated agriculture drawing from the Volta (B), and combining scores for five ecosystem services into a single conservation value metric (C) (Johnson et al. 2019)

green roofs and community gardens). However, the dense assemblage of people of different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds in cities makes it particularly important to
consider ecosystem service beneficiaries, as well as the equity and justice implications of
changes in ecosystem service provision (Keeler et al. 2019b).
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Key methods discussed in this chapter
Sustainable livelihood analysis, vulnerability analysis

Connections to other chapters
Livelihood analysis and vulnerability analysis are integrative approaches and consequently
draw on a variety of methods to collect and analyse primary and secondary data covered in
other chapters. Core ones include systems scoping (Chapter 5), ecological field data collection
(Chapter 6), interviews and surveys (Chapter 7), participatory data collection (Chapter 8),
action research (Chapter 15), statistical analysis (Chapter 18), qualitative content analysis
(Chapter 19), comparative case study analysis (Chapter 20), institutional analysis (Chapter 22)
and spatial mapping and analysis (Chapter 24).

Introduction
The origins of livelihood and vulnerability analyses can be traced back through a number
of disciplines, each vested in subtly different ideologies and prescriptions about rural development and land use. Economists were interested in rural incomes and poverty outcomes
through the use of land and the resources it produces; ecologists were concerned with the
environmental sustainability of the same land and resources; sociologists sought to foster
more equitable outcomes in terms of access to land and resources by different groups, genders
and the power relations associated with these; and development planners considered strategies
to simultaneously optimise land productivity, employment, markets and human development outcomes. Scoones (2009) outlines how the bridges between disciplines and ideologies
evolved from the mid-1980s onwards towards more people-centred and ‘holistic’ policies and
tools, laying the foundation for both livelihood analysis and vulnerability analysis.
Livelihood analysis concretised in the early 1990s with the appearance of the Chambers
and Conway (1992) working paper. This paper provided the first definition of ‘a livelihood’
and when it is deemed sustainable, i.e. ‘when it can cope with and recover from stresses and
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SUMMARY TABLE: LIVELIHOOD AND VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
DISCIPLINARY BACKGROUND

The methods in this chapter are derived
from or have most commonly been used in:
Interdisciplinary

RESEARCH APPROACH

The methods in this chapter originate
from or most commonly adopt the
following research approaches:
• Analytical/objective
• Interpretive/subjective
• Collaborative/process
TEMPORAL DIMENSION

The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied to the following
temporal dimensions:
• Present (typically within the last
5–10 years)
• Recent past (post-1700s)
• Future
SPATIAL DIMENSION

KNOWLEDGE TYPE

The methods in this chapter are primarily
used to generate the following types of
knowledge:
• Exploratory
• Explanatory
PURPOSE OF METHOD

The most common purposes of using the
methods in this chapter are:
• Data collection/generation
• Stakeholder engagement and coproduction
• Policy/decision support
SYSTEMIC FEATURES AND PROCESSES

While most methods can do many
things, the methods in this chapter are
particularly good (i.e. go-to methods) for
addressing the following:
• Diversity
• Social-ecological dependence
and impact
• Adaptation and self-organisation
• Evaluating policy options

The methods in this chapter are primarily
either or both:
• Explicitly spatial
The methods in this chapter are most
commonly applied at the following
spatial scales:
• Local
• Multiple places/sites around the world
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VULNERABILITY
CONTEXT

POLICIES,
INSTITUTIONS
AND PROCESSES

ASSETS

Social, economic
and environmental:
• Trends
• Shocks
• Seasonality

Human
Social
Natural
Financial
Physical

LIVELIHOOD OUTCOMES

Formal
• Structures
• Processes
Informal
• Structures
• Processes

LIVELIHOOD STRATEGIES
(means of making a living)

Outcomes with respect to
a range of indicators such as:
• Well-being
• Poverty
• Food security
• Health
• Safety
• Savings/assets
• Skills

Cash and non-cash
incomes via:
• Production
• Collection
• Processing
• Trade/income
• Exchange

ANALYSIS OF:
Vulnerability
context
Current and
historical
conditions and
trends that
shape or
constrain
options,
possibilities
and assets

Figure 32.1
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Assets
The number and mix
of assets available to
specific households
or groups, and
trade-offs between
them. Is the asset
mix, number or quality
improving through
time or in response to
particular
interventions? Is the
asset base
accumulating or
eroding?

Policies,
institutions
and processes
The formal and
informal
institutions,
policies and
processes that
influence how
assets can or
cannot be used,
by whom, and
when

Livelihood
strategies

Livelihood
outcomes

How people,
households or
groups use and
combine the
assets available
to them to earn
cash and
non-cash
incomes; how
and why they
mix them and
how and why
it changes
through time

Are livelihood
outcomes
improving or
declining? Are
livelihoods more
or less vulnerable
through time or
in response to
policy changes or
direct
interventions?

The sustainable livelihoods framework (adapted from the originals by Carney
1998 and Scoones 1998) (© Charlie Shackleton)
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shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future, while
not undermining the natural resource base’ (Carney 1998). Sallu, Twyman and Stringer
(2010) point out that this aligns strongly with the current concepts of vulnerability and resilience. These early beginnings laid the foundation for the sustainable livelihoods framework
(SLF) (Figure 32.1) to emerge a few years later, commonly depicted as an input-output model
or diagram. The inputs were five asset classes and the outputs a suite of livelihood strategies
that resulted in given livelihood outcomes in particular contexts, mediated by a range of local
and higher-level institutions. Although it originated in response to rural development and
poverty issues, the framework has also been found useful in urban settings (e.g. Farrington,
Ramasut, and Walker 2002; Rakodi 2002).
Vulnerability analysis followed a similar trajectory of a merging of ideas and philosophies
from multiple disciplines over a very similar period (Fuchs 2009). Adger (2006) describes
how social, geographical and ecological scientists formed different schools that each applied
this kind of analysis in their own way. However, there was a gradual and steady convergence
and today it is difficult to conceive that there had ever been a separation. Most vulnerability
analyses now consider both exposure to hazards and the underlying, often structural and
contextual, factors or causes that make some groups or people more vulnerable to these
hazards than others. In contrast to livelihood analysis, the multi-disciplinary parentage of
vulnerability analysis has resulted in numerous vulnerability assessment frameworks and
tools; some, but not all, of which emphasise either social or ecological aspects rather than
the two simultaneously. Many of the widely applied participatory tools for human vulnerability analysis have been developed by practitioners in international NGOs concerned with
assisting communities to adapt to climate change and its impacts (Füssel and Klein 2006).
Increasingly, these tools are much more responsive to local context than more deductive
index-based approaches (Vogel et al. 2007). Vulnerability analysis is also increasingly linked
to notions of resilience (Vogel et al. 2007; Nguyen et al. 2016) because increased resilience
more often than not results in reduced vulnerability.
There are strong commonalities and a sharing of core elements between sustainable livelihood analysis and most vulnerability analysis approaches (e.g. Fraser et al. 2011), including
understanding livelihood activities, assets and access to these, institutions and multiple shocks
and stresses. The evolution of sustainable livelihood analysis and vulnerability analysis as a
merging of multiple disciplinary approaches to consider the diversity and complexity of rural
lives and poverty predates and resonates with the development of social-ecological thinking
and methods. These analyses are therefore particularly useful tools in social-ecological systems (SES) research dealing with important development and sustainability questions. Their
core strengths of being people centred, context specific, local level, inter- and transdisciplinary, unequivocally linking people and the natural environment and explicitly recognising diversity and multiple outcomes, are widely sought in SES research.

SES problems and questions
Livelihood analysis and vulnerability analysis draw upon a wide diversity of qualitative and
quantitative data-collection methods which provide the information necessary to understand
how individuals, households and communities: (a) make a living, (b) generate cash and noncash incomes, (c) sustain themselves, their assets and networks within a given socio-economic
and ecological context, (d) respond to short-term and long-term stressors and drivers, and
(e) adapt to and cope with changing contexts and circumstances. These approaches seek to
describe and analyse diversity among households and their members with respect to activities,
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assets, livelihood strategies and ultimately the livelihood outcomes, and pressures that shape
vulnerability and sustainability.
The sustainable livelihoods approach and its associated sustainable livelihoods framework
are widely used for organising data, information and insights obtained via multiple empirical methods to analyse the sustainability (or not) of current livelihoods. It differentiates
livelihood strategies and livelihood outcomes. Livelihood strategies are the activities pursued to obtain cash and non-cash incomes and build the asset portfolio of the household or
community, whereas livelihood outcomes are the ultimate benefits (or not) of engaging in
a particular suite of strategies, such as increased well-being, reduced poverty or increased
vulnerability. Understanding the vulnerability context of livelihoods is a core aspect of the
sustainable livelihoods framework. However, there are also a host of more prescribed vulnerability assessment (vulnerability analysis) frameworks and tools (especially emerging from the
climate change research field), which are applied independently of the sustainable livelihoods
framework and that operate at varying scales, from global to local.
Sustainable livelihood analysis is useful in guiding a full and integrated analysis of the
current situation regarding incomes and various ‘capital’ stocks that people can access and
use. Common questions in sustainable livelihood analysis include:
•
•
•
•

Who makes use of what natural resources in the local environment?
Why?
For what benefits?
How is use or access controlled and by which institutions?

Questions about dynamics are also relevant, such as:
•
•
•

How do households, particular groups or communities, cope or adapt in the face of
temporary or longer-term changes in resource supply or access?
How does livelihood diversification or trade-offs between strategies or between assets
improve or undermine human well-being?
How vulnerable are particular groups to specific stressors and how might that affect
livelihood options and outcomes?

With respect to vulnerability analysis, questions of this nature can help to highlight the
role of different natural resources in mediating some of the impacts of climate change on
livelihoods. These questions can also reveal the potential for enhancing resilience through
ecosystem-based adaptation.

Brief description of key methods
Both livelihood analysis and vulnerability analysis require holistic inter- and transdisciplinary perspectives and approaches. Methods and tools that provide data on the social,
economic and ecological dimensions of livelihoods and vulnerability are required, e.g.
household interviews, focus group discussions, oral narratives/histories (all in Chapter 7),
participatory appraisal tools, e.g. seasonal calendars, timelines, resource and income
ranking, participatory mapping, gender roles (Chapter 8), resource and ecological inventories (Chapter 6) and mapping (Chapter 24). Livelihood and vulnerability analysis
may also include resource valuation, income determination, asset quantification, social network analysis, participatory modelling and planning, spatial analysis (for risk/
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Table 32.1 Summary of key methods used in livelihood and vulnerability analysis
Method

Description

References

Sustainable
livelihood
analysis

Sustainable livelihood analysis is an
integrative analysis of the vulnerability
context, the institutions and the assets
available to groups of interest and how
these shape the livelihood strategies
adopted, and ultimately the livelihood
outcomes.

Key introductory texts
Farrington et al. 1999 (ODI Natural
Resource Perspectives 42);
Serrat 2008 (Asian Development
Bank);
Valdés-Rodríguez and Pérez-Vázquez
2011 (Tropical and Subtropical
Agroecosystems 14)
Applications to SES
Campbell et al. 2002;
Sallu, Twyman, and Stringer 2010;
Masunungure and Shackleton 2018;
Östberg et al. 2018

Vulnerability
analysis

Vulnerability analysis is primarily used to
determine the expected impacts, risks
and adaptive capacity of a region, sector,
social group or person to the effects of
climate change and other interacting
stresses. It involves several methods, from
indicator- or proxy-based methods to
geographic information systems (GIS) and
mapping, multiple-stressor-based methods,
participatory approaches, narratives
and stories, and household surveys. The
purpose of the assessment and scale
usually determines the type of method
used. There is no single ‘best’ approach or
method and all have their advantages and
disadvantages.

Key introductory texts

Participatory approaches have mainly been
developed and applied by international
NGOs such as CARE, the Red Cross,
ActionAid and Oxfam. Quantitative
approaches using indices are more in
the realm of economists. All approaches
should incorporate information on who/
what is vulnerable to what (climate plus
other stressors) and when; the causes of
vulnerability across spatial and temporal
scales (causal models, problem trees);
factors influencing vulnerability outcomes
for what or whom (barriers, assets,
knowledge, policies and institutions – often
provided through livelihood analysis);
and actions or responses, including the
potential for maladaptation ultimately
increasing vulnerability.

ifrc.org/Global/Publications/
disasters/vca/vca-toolbox-en.
pdf (International Red Cross VAC – vulnerability and capacity
assessment);

Frameworks
Turner et al. 2003;
Schröter, Polsky, and Patt 2005;
Davis, Waagsaether, and
Methner 2017
Tools and approaches (especially
participatory tools)
csir.co.za/documents/csir-globalchange-ebook.pdf;
letsrespondtoolkit.org/
vulnerability-assessment;
mediation-project.eu/platform/tbox/
participatory_vulnerability_and_
capacity_assessments.html;

youtube.com/
watch?v=Fv5vE2vxYwY;
actionaid.org.uk/sites/default/
files/doc_lib/108_1_participatory_
vulnerability_analysis_guide.pdf
(ActionAid UK)
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vulnerability assessments), and composite indices of vulnerability, risk and coping strategies (e.g. food security measures). Table 32.1 provides a summary of key methods used
in livelihood and vulnerability analysis.

Limitations
Given that the sustainable livelihoods framework is used by disciplinary and interdisciplinary
researchers, it will inevitably not be able to meet all needs at all times. However, the nature
and extent of certain assumptions related to or shortcomings of the framework are contested.
The merits of the debates (and whether we agree with them or not) will not be considered
here. Instead, we aim to make readers aware of some of the debates about the robustness or
weaknesses of the sustainable livelihoods framework (Hobley 2001; Adato and MeinzenDick 2002; Bryceson 2002; Toner 2003; Serrat 2008; Morse, McNamara, and Acholo 2009;
Scoones 2009), which they can investigate further if required.
The references in Table 32.1 cover the commentary on the sustainable livelihoods framework in terms of:
•

Insufficient acknowledgement of power relations in the framework, especially political
power, to the extent that some argue that power relations should be included as an additional asset class in the asset pentagon

Case study 32.1: Livelihoods, change and vulnerability
in rural Botswana
Appreciating the nature of local livelihoods and the available assets households can
draw on to construct their livelihoods is crucial in understanding broader patterns of
poverty, social justice and whether development intervention or policies are required.
It also provides insights into the efficacy of local institutions and household strategies
in responding to shocks and vulnerability. These were the core concerns explored
by Sallu, Twyman and Stringer (2010) in two villages in arid Botswana, when they
sought to identify the factors that in ‘isolation and combination push livelihoods along
particular “trajectories” towards vulnerability or resilience’. Trends and livelihood
trajectories were investigated over a 30-year period.
The researchers adopted a rich mixed-methods approach to gather the necessary
information and data, including household questionnaires about livelihood activities
and resources used, participatory time lines, oral histories, focus group discussions, vegetation and wild animal surveys, and analysis of remote-sensing images. The different methods allowed a substantive process of triangulation across findings. Qualitative
data analysis was undertaken via thematic analysis and iterative reflexivity allowing
for inductive interpretation. The more quantitative data were analysed using standard
statistics.
The low rainfall and generally dystrophic, albeit patchy, soils at the two sites limited the types and intensity of some livelihood options, such as cropping. Livelihoods
at both sites were significantly contingent on local landscapes and biodiversity resources. Thus, livestock husbandry and collection of non-timber forest products (such
as wild foods, medicines and construction materials) were considered key livelihood
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Its focus at the local level, which compromises its ability to be useful at higher spatial
scales and in the face of global drivers of change
Its strength in analysing the current, local-level situation, which results in a weakness for
considering longer-term shifts in rural economies or institutions
Its context-specific nature, which makes it hard to use in a comparative manner (and
generalise across sites)
The use of the words ‘assets’ and ‘capitals’, which embeds and overemphasises economic
considerations
The fact that markets are crucial to most rural livelihoods but are not explicit in the
sustainable livelihoods framework
The fact that the sustainable livelihoods framework is frequently erroneously reduced
to just the asset pentagon, which makes it very difficult to operationalise as there is no
single suite of accepted tools to do so

Some of the limitations of current vulnerability analysis approaches from an SES perspective
relate to their (a) neglect of other livelihood stressors that may interact with climate hazards,
(b) lack of attention to ecosystem health and ecosystem services delivery, (c) lack of clarity regarding which quantitative measures to select and apply from the large range used to date, and
(d) neglect of scale issues and local context, and of social differentiation and intersectionality.

strategies for most households. However, households engaged in more than one livelihood strategy, such as small-scale cropping or vegetable gardening, hunting and
small businesses around local needs, and a few had some form of salaried employment.
Considering patterns across households, the researchers identified three broad clusters,
which they labelled ‘accumulators’, ‘diversifiers’ and ‘dependents’.
However, the broader environmental context had undergone marked changes over
the previous 30 years, such that some livelihood strategies were no longer as successful
as they used to be. Key contextual changes were: (a) an intense and prolonged drought
in the mid-1980s, (b) the more frequent late onset of the rainy season, now approximately one month later than previously, (c) increased variability in the mean annual
rainfall, (d) the loss of flood recession cultivation sites with the drying up of Lake Xau,
and (e) land degradation. These translated into marked changes in livelihood strategies and outcomes for some households, and less so for others. Generally, an increase
in household vulnerability was associated with a decline in or loss of one or more of
the following: (a) access to local natural resources, (b) livestock, and (c) diversity of
livelihood strategies. Households in the so-called ‘dependent’ cluster were the most
vulnerable, followed by ‘accumulators’ if their primary livelihood strategy was placed
at risk by changes in the local or broader context.
The study concluded that the findings had ‘highlighted the importance of formal and informal institutions in building resilience and the need for increased effort
to ensure [that] the most vulnerable households have access to a diversity of assets’
(Sallu, Twyman, and Stringer 2010). Overall, the application of several quantitative
and qualitative data-collection and analytical methods, framed within the current and
historical context, allowed the researchers to develop deep insight into the livelihood
trajectories and vulnerability of these village communities.
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Resource implications
Seeking to understand local livelihoods and vulnerability is resource intensive in terms of
time (for focus group discussions, participatory exercises, household surveys, key informant interviews, mapping and resource inventories). These activities require sufficient
budget for extended periods of field research to cover transport, field accommodation
and supplies, local guides or assistants, and perhaps translators and interpreters. However,
there is generally no need for expensive field equipment or sophisticated software. Some
participatory mapping tools may require GIS or hardcopy aerial photographs. Otherwise,
most data can be captured on field sheets or electronic devices or, if focus groups are held,
on flipcharts. Videos and voice recorders can be useful but are not mandatory. As per the
norm, refreshments should be served at group meetings that last longer than two hours.
It may also be necessary to pay for the use of a particular venue and provide transport to
the venue. Careful consideration must be given to research ethics because some people or
households may engage in what are deemed by some regulatory authorities as illegal or
undesirable activities (such a poaching, selling of protected species or use of land to which
they don’t have formal, recognised access).
Data analysis can take various forms depending on the precise research questions asked
or emphasised, as well as the methods used. Quantitative surveys, for example, require
different resources and skills than participatory data. For quantitative surveys, data access
to and experience in using spreadsheets are useful. Depending on the objectives of the
study, this could extend into statistical analysis using any of a number of software packages.
Qualitative content analysis can be achieved via several different means such as thematic or
content analysis, grounded theory, oral histories, narrative analysis and the like, depending
on the researcher’s theoretical or philosophical position (see Chapter 19). There is increasing use of software to assist in the analysis of qualitative data such as NVivo, Atlas.ti and
QDA Miner.

New directions
Although livelihood analysis and vulnerability analysis have been around for a long time,
these approaches and tools are being used in cutting-edge SES work, which fosters new
applications and refinements of the tools themselves. Although five asset classes are integral
to the sustainable livelihoods framework, most studies do not quantify each class equally but
tend to focus on one or two more than the others. Historically, natural and financial capital
have received the most attention, but there are renewed efforts regarding the development
and application of indices of social or human capital. This is fostering some innovative uses of
social network analysis within livelihood and vulnerability framings. Providing more equal
attention to all asset classes reinvigorates debates about their substitutability.
Another key area is the application of the tools in longitudinal studies to better understand how livelihoods and vulnerability are changing and for whom, and what is driving the
changes. This inevitably leads towards the merging of livelihood and vulnerability approaches
with scenarios (Chapter 11). Furthermore, there is an increasing realisation of the need to disaggregate vulnerability assessments and livelihood strategies and outcomes between specific
groups, such as by gender, by size of land holding, by wealth classes, by proximity to certain
resources and so on. Livelihood and vulnerability approaches are also finding greater application in urban contexts in terms of urban residents’ reliance on urban green infrastructure for a
variety of capitals, or to cope with or develop resilience in times of heightened vulnerability.
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Introduction
Social-ecological systems (SES) research is a rapidly emerging new research domain within the
broader emerging area of sustainability science. It is largely a problem-driven and action-oriented
field, motivated by the immense sustainability and equity-related challenges facing society (see
Chapter 1). Social-ecological systems research is based on an understanding that SES are complex adaptive systems (CAS), where social and ecological dynamics are deeply intertwined, and
give rise to features and problems that cannot be understood or addressed by studying these
dimensions in isolation (see Chapter 2). The field draws on and combines methods from both
natural and social sciences, and combines quantitative and qualitative approaches. As such, SES
research is characterised by epistemological and methodological pluralism, which is challenging
for those entering the field and has complex implications for the research process, methods and
ethical considerations to be taken into account in SES research (see Chapter 3).
This book aims to clarify and synthesise this plurality by providing an introduction to SES
research (Part 1), and the diversity of methods currently used in the field (Part 2). The aim of
this final chapter (Part 3) is to provide a synthesis of the current landscape of SES methods,
critically reflect on the methods with respect to their ability to address systemic features
of SES and discuss some of the most common methodological challenges associated with
the complex adaptive and intertwined nature of SES. Based on this synthesis, we identify
methodological gaps and discuss novel methods and method combinations that may help to
address these gaps and move the field forward.

The current landscape of SES methods
Building on the summaries at the start of each chapter in Part 2, this section presents patterns
of method characteristics and systemic features found across the set of methods presented in
this book. Although we had multiple rounds of discussion with authors to identify the key
characteristics of the methods and the systemic features they most commonly address, it is
DOI: 10.4324/9781003021339-33 
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important to note that these assessments remain somewhat subjective and could potentially
be interpreted in other ways. The synthesis presented here is thus intended to identify broad
trends, but not to draw specific conclusions with respect to individual methods. In addition,
while we refer to ‘methods’ in the summary matrices (Tables 33.1 and 33.2) and in the text,
most chapters (and thus rows in the matrices) include multiple methods, which may differ
in their key characteristics and abilities. As such, a key characteristic may be reflective of a
specific method in a chapter, and not of all methods in that chapter.

Synthesis of key characteristics of SES methods
Each method or method group was characterised at the beginning of a chapter according to
key dimensions such as the type of knowledge it generates, its purpose, and the spatial and
temporal scales commonly addressed. Looking across the methods discussed in this book,
there are more groups of methods originating from and grounded in analytical or objective
research approaches than in subjective or collaborative approaches (Table 33.1). There are,
however, also many methods that are based on and allow for subjective and collaborative
approaches. Some methods can be applied in different ways depending on the purpose and
research question, which explains why they are suited to multiple approaches. The higher
frequency of analytical approaches may be a result of early SES work coming more from
the natural sciences, particularly ecology and geography, using established methods in those
fields ( Janssen et al. 2006). Participatory approaches and co-production of knowledge and
action are more recent developments connected to the challenge of linking knowledge to action in contexts where decision stakes and uncertainty are high, and knowledge is diverse and
contested (Wyborn et al. 2019; Caniglia et al. 2020; Norström et al. 2020). The abundance
of co-production methods is in line with a growing movement away from expert-driven
knowledge to community/stakeholder knowledge and the aim to ensure the societal relevance of research. In addition to developing their own novel methods, collaborative methods
often build on methods that were originally developed for analytical purposes, such as scenario development or agent-based modelling.
Social-ecological systems research methods are most commonly used for exploratory research, with explanatory and descriptive knowledge also being common knowledge types.
Many methods are used for more than one of these knowledge types. The abundance of
methods for exploratory and descriptive research may be because SES research works with
systems where the linkages between social and ecological systems and the resulting system
behaviour are highly uncertain or unknown and, contrary to established disciplines, there
is little existing knowledge or theory to draw on. Much SES research, particularly in the
initial years, has been frontier work. Exploratory methods allow for making connections that
have not been made before, and better accounting for the complexity of SES by being less
restrictive in a priori defining what is in focus. Finally, exploratory methods are very suitable
for informing or being applied in processes of knowledge co-production or effecting change
because they allow for working with different understandings of a system. One can, for example, use different framings or assumptions to explore the possible effects of a management
measure using dynamical systems modelling or a scenario analysis method.
Different methods may be based on different theories of change, i.e. their use is based on
different views about how to effect change in SES. Whereas there are many methods that
are used in SES research for the broader purpose of policy and decision support, only few
of them generate prescriptive knowledge, such as optimal management strategies (e.g. spatial
mapping and analysis, decision analysis based on optimisation). To some extent this may be
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due to the history of the field and the focus on exploration described above, but it may also be
partly due to the inherent, irreducible uncertainty of SES (Polasky et al. 2011; Nuno, Bunnefeld, and Milner-Gulland 2014). Understanding SES as complex adaptive systems entails
acknowledging that outcomes of interventions cannot be fully predicted and that uncertainty
is an inherent aspect of SES. The reason for this is that SES interactions are always embedded
in and shaped by temporal and spatial contexts. The best we can do is therefore to explore
different possibilities for the evolution of SES under different conditions. Methods for knowledge co-production and methods such as modelling and scenario planning are particularly
useful in this regard because they enable us to explore the range of possible outcomes and
the uncertainty associated with them, and provide insight into processes that influence the
emergence of different pathways. Based on analyses of this nature, we can make ‘judicious
suggestions’ about potential actions and policies to influence SES outcomes, but cannot offer
blueprint-type procedures for ensuring specific SES outcomes (Boulton, Allen, and Bowman
2015). The large number of methods that are used for the purpose of policy/decision support
while not aiming at prescription indicates that methods are often used to enhance understanding of the features and processes of SES with the aim to provide valuable insights that
can inform management and governance.
Some methods can be used for multiple purposes when applied in different ways. Scenario
development in global assessments, for example, is used to integrate different models and data
to develop policy recommendations (Kok et al. 2017; Rosa et al. 2017). Local-scale scenarios
often involve participatory processes that are used to enhance stakeholder engagement and
legitimacy in decision-making (Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015). Dynamical systems, agent-based
modelling and state-and-transition modelling can be used for system understanding, stakeholder engagement or policy support. The purpose of applying these methods will, however,
influence who is involved in model design, analysis and interpretation, and the processes
used to specify the research question, determine the model structure, validate the model and
interpret results.
Since SES researchers are often interested in understanding or effecting change over time,
time is an important factor. Studying change over time and the temporal characteristics of
SES is, however, challenging, as we can also see in the analysis of systemic features of SES
(see the next section). In terms of temporal dimensions, most methods are primarily used
to study the present or recent past, and only five methods are typically used to research
the ‘deep’ (i.e. pre-industrial) past. Whereas this can to some extent be an artefact of how
methods were grouped in our analysis, it possibly reflects that SES research focuses more on
the present and the future than the past. This focus may to some extent be explained by the
urgency of pressing sustainability problems and the rapid changes the world experiences that
direct focus to the now and the future.
The majority of methods can be used in a spatially explicit way, although this is not
always done. In terms of spatial scales, all methods are appropriate and typically used for
local-scale research, with many also appropriate for research across multiple places. Fewer
methods are appropriate for regional- and particularly global-scale research. This may be
indicative of a focus of SES research on the local scale, with studies focusing on larger-scale
SES processes and dynamics only increasing in recent years. To date, there are few methods
for measuring and analysing how local-scale processes affect the global level and vice versa,
i.e. for exploring cross-scale processes. This may be related to a lack of conceptual frameworks and theories to address cross-scale interactions, which is an area of active SES research
(e.g. the telecoupling framework (Liu et al. 2018)). Table 33.1 provides a summary of the key
characteristics of the methods covered in Part 2 of the handbook.
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Table 33.1 Summary of the key characteristics of the methods covered in Part 2 of the handbook

Multiple places/sites

23

Global

19

Regional

Non-spatial

18

Local

Explicitly spatial

Spatial dimension

Future

Pre-industrial revolution

Recent past

Present

Temporal
dimension

Policy/decision support

Stakeholder engag. and coprod.

System understanding

Data collection/generation

Purpose of
method

Prescriptive

Explanatory

Exploratory

Knowledge
type

Descriptive

Collaborative/process

Interpretive/subjective

Analytical/objective

Research
approach

METHODS FOR DATA GENERATION AND SYSTEMS SCOPING
5. Systems Scoping
6. Ecological Field Data
Collection
7. Interviews and Surveys
8. Participatory Data Collection
METHODS FOR KNOWLEDGE CO-PRODUCTION AND EFFECTING SYSTEM CHANGE
9. Facilitated Dialogues
10. Futures Analysis
11. Scenario Development
12. Serious Games
13. Participatory Modelling
14. Resilience Assessment
15. Action Research
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System components and linkages
16. Expert Modelling
17. Data Mining and Pattern
Recognition
18. Statistical Analysis
19. Qualitative Content Analysis
20. Comparative Case Study
Analysis
21. Controlled Behavioural
Experiments
22. Institutional Analysis
23. Network Analysis
24. Spatial Mapping and
Analysis
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System dynamics
25. Historical Assessment
26. Dynamical Systems
Modelling
27. State-and-transition
Modelling
28. Agent-based Modelling
METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – Directly informing decision-making
29. Decision Analysis based on
Optimisation
30. Flow and Impact Analysis
31. Ecosystem Service Modelling
32. Livelihood and Vulnerability
Analysis
4
22
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15

15

20

25

21

5

11
23

16

19

27

26

28

18

11

21
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Ability of methods to address different systemic features of SES
The methods discussed in this book have different abilities when it comes to investigating systemic features of SES, but some features are more frequently addressed than others
(Table 33.2). The fact that a method has not been selected for a particular feature does not,
however, mean that it is not potentially suitable for addressing that feature. Expanding the
scope of a method beyond its current use is in some cases an interesting method frontier (see
Section ‘Methodological gaps and frontiers’).
There are many methods for capturing system components and one-way interactions
(e.g. social-ecological components, diversity, social-ecological dependence), with far
fewer methods capable of capturing processes and dynamics over time (e.g. path dependence, adaptation and self-organisation), or multiple scales and the interactions of these
scales. A few methods address multiple SES features. These are often methods that have
been developed more recently, specifically for studying or effecting change in complex
adaptive systems (e.g. agent-based modelling, network analysis). By contrast, other methods are particularly good at addressing only a few selected features (e.g. institutional
analysis and comparative case study analysis, both particularly suited to understanding
and explaining collective action). Just because a method only captures a few systemic
features does not mean it is a poor method for SES research. Conversely, a highly flexible
method that can be used to study or support many different SES features or processes may
not necessarily always be the best method for a specific feature or process. It is important
to consider the limitations of methods, in terms of not only what they can capture on
their own but also where several methods are needed in combination to capture different
SES features.
Most methods that address system dynamics are either co-production methods (such
as scenario and futures analysis) or modelling approaches, with the exception of historical
profiling and methods that include time-series analysis such as spatial mapping and analysis. One of the reasons for the dominance of modelling and co-production methods in the
study of SES dynamics is probably the difficulty of collecting data and analysing processes
over time in empirical studies. Co-production methods are, not surprisingly, the go-to
method for social learning and for facilitating processes of transformation. In contrast,
collective action and collaborative governance are both addressed by co-production and
by systems analysis methods, reflecting different aims: supporting processes of collective
action and governance versus studying the factors and conditions that enable collective
action.
Classical decision-support tools are most often used for addressing social-ecological
dependence and informing policy options, but several features are consistently overlooked
by this group of methods, including power relations, uncertainty, path dependence, social
learning and collective action. Our analysis also suggests that methods that focus on analysing system components and linkages are more likely to address power relations, but are
not suitable for understanding path dependency. Methods that analyse system dynamics,
while able to address the role of power, rarely do so, but are among the few methods that
address path dependency. Generally, methods used for analysing systems are not listed
as methods of choice for exploring or supporting social learning or transformation, although some methods (e.g. modelling approaches) are often used in participatory processes
with the aim to support social learning and transformation (see Chapter 13: Participatory
modelling).
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Exploring uncertainty

Evaluating policy options

Collective action and collab. governance

Social learning

Transformation

Regime shifts

Adaptation and self-organisation

Path dependency

SE interactions over time

Multiple scales or cross-level interaction

Power relations

SE dependence and impact

Diversity

SES components and linkages

Table 33.2 Summary of the systemic features that methods covered in Part 2 of the handbook most commonly address

METHODS FOR DATA GENERATION AND SYSTEMS SCOPING
6

5. Systems Scoping
6. Ecological Field Data Collection

3

7. Interviews and Surveys

4

8. Participatory Data Collection

4

METHODS FOR KNOWLEDGE CO-PRODUCTION AND EFFECTING SYSTEM CHANGE
9. Facilitated Dialogues

9

10. Futures Analysis

7

11. Scenario Development

7

12. Serious Games

4

13. Participatory Modelling

5

14. Resilience Assessment

8

15. Action Research

7

METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System components and linkages
16. Expert Modelling

6

17. Data Mining and Pattern Recognition

3

18. Statistical Analysis

5

19. Qualitative Content Analysis

4

20. Comparative Case Study Analysis

2

21. Controlled Behavioural Experiments

3

22. Institutional Analysis

2

23. Network Analysis

3

24. Spatial Mapping and Analysis

4

METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – System dynamics
25. Historical Assessment

3

26. Dynamical Systems Modelling

6

27. State-and-transition Modelling

3

28. Agent-based Modelling

8

METHODS FOR ANALYSING SYSTEMS – Directly informing decision-making
29. Decision Analysis based on Optimisation

3

30. Flow and Impact Analysis

4

31. Ecosystem Service Modelling

3

32. Livelihood and Vulnerability Analysis

4

11
17
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8
13

6

4
9

5

8

8

10

10

8
13
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Methodological challenges and practical
limitations of current SES methods
Analysing or engaging with SES that are characterised by features of complexity and
social-ecological intertwinedness poses considerable methodological challenges (Chapter 2).
Each method or method group has different strengths and limitations which are discussed
individually in the chapters of Part 2. Here we reflect on difficulties and challenges that
cut across methods and method applications. We also summarise some of the most common practical difficulties that researchers should consider when planning to use a particular
method.

Conceptual and methodological challenges of doing SES research
Many of the methods presented in this handbook have their roots in disciplines whose conceptual foundations may not align with those of SES research. Methods adopted from disciplines such as ecology, economics, anthropology and geography may have been developed for
different questions and purposes than those common to SES research, and may be based on
assumptions and worldviews that are not compatible with a view of SES as intertwined complex adaptive systems. Methods that are based on worldviews that assume linear causation,
stability or independent, fully rational actors, for instance, may be problematic, particularly
when their applicability and the validity of results depend on whether these underlying
assumptions hold (Ferraro, Sanchirico, and Smith 2019). There can also be a mismatch between a chosen conceptual approach and the way methods are applied to operationalise it. An
example is the concept of ‘ecosystem services’. Although the concept itself is grounded in an
intertwined view of people and nature (Fischer and Eastwood 2016), some ecosystem service
models (Chapter 31) are strongly rooted in reductionist economic assumptions, which goes
against the worldviews of many communities and cultures and that of SES as intertwined
complex adaptive systems (Gómez-Baggethun and Ruiz-Pérez 2011; Lele et al. 2013; Díaz
et al. 2015). Such methods are still useful for SES research, but their limitations and fit with
a particular research question or transdisciplinary activity, and the consequences of their use,
need to be carefully considered ( Jahn, Bergmann, and Keil 2012; Popa, Guillermin, and Dedeurwaerdere 2015; Popa and Guillermin 2017). Below we discuss five common challenges
of dealing with the complex adaptive and social-ecological intertwined nature of SES highlighted in the method chapters in Part 2.
1.

Defining system boundaries for an analysis or activity: The radically open nature of SES means that there is no objectively real ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the system
(see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, when studying or effecting change in a complex system,
one needs to make choices about what or whom to include and at what level or scale.
Choices about where to draw the system ‘boundary’ are not always obvious (Preiser et al.
2018). Often these choices are determined by the worldviews, frameworks and theories
that underlie a method or method application (e.g. institutional analysis (Chapter 22))
or methodological limitations (e.g. controlled behavioural experiments (Chapter 21));
sometimes they stem from the experience and intuition of those involved in applying the
method (e.g. agent-based modelling (Chapter 28)), or are co-constructed by a group of
researchers and/or stakeholders (e.g. participatory modelling (Chapter 13)). In this context, it becomes critical to be transparent about how these choices have been made and
to reflect on their possible consequences. The importance of transparency about what
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2.

3.
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to include in defining system boundaries has been highlighted as a critical challenge
in the chapters on participatory data collection (Chapter 8), ecological data collection
(Chapter 6), interviews (Chapter 7), agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) and flow and
impact analysis (Chapter 30).
Dealing with disciplinary biases and accounting for diversity of views: Many
SES methods, particularly those for data generation and analysing systems, originate
in a social or natural science discipline. When used within their respective discipline
or field, key assumptions underlying a method are commonly known and accepted.
Once a method is used outside its field of origin, however, this cannot be taken as
given. In interdisciplinary contexts, transparency and reflexivity are thus critical for
several reasons. First, choices made during method application can be heavily influenced by biases, histories and the contemporary context of researchers and participants (a challenge highlighted for instance in the chapters on interviews and surveys
(Chapter 7) and historical assessment (Chapter 25)), as well as technical limitations of
a method such as limitations in the number of variables that can be considered (see
Chapter 21 on controlled behavioural experiments). Second, a researcher’s framing
and disciplinary lens impacts the interpretation of results (a challenge highlighted for
instance by the chapters on historical assessment (Chapter 25) and scenarios (Chapter
11)). Third, results should always be evaluated in light of the assumptions underlying
the analysis (highlighted in the chapter on agent-based modelling (Chapter 28)). In
addition, most methods do not inherently require researchers to account for social
differentiation (highlighted in the chapters on vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32) and
interviews (Chapter 7)) and participatory research can be hard to conduct in a way that
includes marginalised voices and non-scientific knowledge systems (highlighted in the
chapters on systems scoping (Chapter 5) and participatory modelling (Chapter 13)).
Drawing system boundaries and analysing results or engaging with a system is thus a
profoundly ethical endeavour that requires transparency about underlying viewpoints,
reflexivity, as well as careful consideration and discussion of ethical dilemmas that may
arise during the research process.
Dealing with context dependence: Disciplines and their associated methods have
different views about the relevance of contextual factors or processes for understanding, exploring or predicting SES outcomes. Social-ecological systems functions
are contingent on context (Chapter 2) and these contexts are dynamic, i.e. they are
shaped by and shape interactions in SES (Schill et al. 2019). Although many methods in SES research are used at the local scale and many researchers take pains to
account for context, context-dependent methodological challenges are nevertheless
pervasive. Moreover, given the cross-scale nature of SES, context extends beyond
the local. Every process and action in an SES is embedded in and the result of a particular context, e.g. the behaviour of a resource user emerges from the individual’s
experiences, motivations, aims and her relations with her social-ecological environment (Kaaronen 2017; Raymond, Giusti, and Barthel 2018). The data collected in a
research activity, the choices made when applying a method and the interpretations
of results are similarly dependent on the context in which they were created. This
challenge has been highlighted by many chapters dealing with methods such as interviews (Chapter 7), participatory data collection (Chapter 8), facilitated dialogues
(Chapter 9), scenarios (Chapter 11), participatory modelling (Chapter 13), institutional analysis (Chapter 22), network analysis (Chapter 23), historical assessment
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(Chapter 25), agent-based modelling (Chapter 28) and livelihood and vulnerability
analysis (Chapter 32).
Accounting for power relations: Being able to critically engage with often subtle
and hidden power relations and how they shape our understanding of phenomena
is very important in order to understand how certain groups of people or organisations ascribe value to, for example, some natural resources or certain practices, and
how these meanings shape SES interactions and stewardship practices. Understanding
power relations is not easy. They are often hidden because they are ingrained in the
identity of a group or individual, and find expression in language forms, how we dress,
what we value as important and how we make judgements about certain actions and
attitudes (Foucault 1982; Bourdieu 1991). Several method chapters highlighted the
challenge and lack of accounting for power relationships. Not acknowledging the role
of power and politics or how power influences decisions in the research process can
limit the diversity of knowledge or actors that are taken into account when conceptualising a system (highlighted by Chapter 5 on systems scoping). It may also influence
the legitimacy of research. Actors who hold social, political or economic power may
not always accept discussing or playing together on a level playing field (highlighted
by Chapter 12 on serious games). Some methods have been criticised for not acknowledging or focusing enough on power relations in their frameworks (see Chapter 32
on livelihood and vulnerability analysis) or analysis (see Chapter 22 on institutional
analysis).
In general, methods that investigate and analyse multiple genres, intertextual relationships and the tension between how structure and agency are co-constituted
(Giddens 1984) are well placed to reflect on power relations. These include some
of the chapters that have highlighted the lack of accounting for power relations as
a key challenge (e.g. Chapter 7 on interviews and surveys; Chapter 19 on qualitative content analysis, and methods that enable the co-production of knowledge and
systemic change such as Chapter 9 on facilitated dialogues, Chapter 10 on futures
analysis, Chapter 13 on participatory modelling and Chapter 15 on action research).
These methods, when used appropriately, provide the possibility of engaging with
the stories, narratives, discourses, visions and myths that construct the ways in which
people make sense and ascribe meaning to their place in this world. There is much
potential, however, to expand the use of these methods for addressing power relations
in SES research.
Dealing with complex causation: Social-ecological systems are characterised by
complex causation and continuous change, which poses immense challenges for analysis
and action (see Chapter 2). Few methods are able to deal with the complex interactions
across spatial and temporal scales that give rise to the feedbacks, path dependencies and
time lags that shape the emergent pathways and outcomes of SES. In addition, context sensitivity of social-ecological processes and the fact that agent- and system-level
processes affect one another in various ways make identifying or untangling causal relationships difficult, if not impossible. Many quantitative methods for causal inference
cannot deal with social-ecological feedbacks, non-linearities, emergence or multiple
interacting causes, which limits their ability to address complex causation (Levin et al.
2012; Meyfroidt 2016; Preiser et al. 2018; De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019). Some methods, such as narrative analysis and qualitative content analysis (Chapter 19) or facilitated
dialogues (Chapter 9), are good at highlighting non-linear and cross-scale relationships.
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However, understanding how these relationships drive cause and effect or bring about
emergent patterns of behaviour is a far more complex task (Levin et al. 2012; Chapter 27
on state-and-transition modelling).
Challenges of dealing with complex causation have been mentioned across many
chapters (e.g. Chapter 7 on interviews and surveys, Chapter 22 on institutional analysis, Chapter 29 on decision analysis based on optimisation, Chapter 18 on statistical
analysis and Chapter 26 on dynamical systems modelling). Many methods are limited
by a lack of knowledge about possible causal processes and conditions that may have
brought about a particular phenomenon of interest or underlie a particular problem.
Some methods cannot address causality, or need to be combined with other methods to
be able to do so (e.g. meta-analysis with an in-depth case study). Others, such as serious
games (Chapter 12), behavioural experiments (Chapter 21), simple dynamical systems
models (Chapter 26) or decision analysis (Chapter 29), can only incorporate a small set of
variables and processes, which limits their ability to address complex causation. Others
again can include many variables and connections (e.g. statistical methods (Chapter 18)
or agent-based modelling (Chapter 28)) but run the risk of becoming a ‘black box’ that
is difficult to analyse, validate and communicate. Similar to other choices during a research process, the way researchers study causation in SES is influenced by the purpose
of a study (e.g. to understand, explain or predict), researchers’ interests and backgrounds,
and also practical considerations. A researcher who aims to provide policy support may,
for instance, focus on those causes that can be manipulated and try to assess their effect
on outcomes. The challenge is then to understand how these causes play out within the
broader network of SES relations.

Practical limitations and resource challenges
In addition to significant conceptual and methodological challenges, most SES research
also faces significant practical and resource limitations. Social-ecological systems research
can be more time intensive than disciplinary research: it takes time to develop a complex adaptive systems mindset within a research team or a group of stakeholders, and
many of the methods used in knowledge co-production processes require time- consuming
trust-building and iterative engagement processes (Lang et al. 2012; Angelstam et al. 2013;
Norström et al. 2020). Much SES research is carried out in collaborative endeavours, often
across disciplines and knowledge systems, which requires openness, epistemological agility
(Haider et al. 2018), communication and facilitation skills. Unfortunately, existing funding and institutional contexts are often not conducive to the collaborative research and
action processes needed in SES research. It can be difficult to find funding for the longer
project durations needed in inter- or transdisciplinary projects; proposals are too often
still categorised and judged within disciplinary silos, and it may be difficult to recruit and
train students and early career researchers because of (disciplinary) constraints within the
educational system.
Furthermore, many methods require advanced technical skills, such as statistical, programming and modelling skills or facilitation experience. This is particularly challenging
when methods are combined and a researcher or team needs to acquire multiple skills
that might be quite diverse. When combining ethnographic research with agent-based
modelling, for instance, the researcher will need to be able to engage with the rich details of a particular context while at the same time abstracting this rich knowledge into a
model. Another critical issue is data availability and quality. Obtaining data on social and
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ecological aspects at comparable and relevant spatial and temporal scales can be challenging
(see Chapter 30 on flow and impact analysis), which limits the integration of different datasets (e.g. scenarios). Poor quality and availability of data may also limit the extent to which
certain modelling approaches can be used and accepted by non-modellers (see Chapter 27
on state-and-transition modelling). Existing datasets or mined data may also not be representative of the population of interest (see Chapter 17 on data mining and pattern recognition; Chapter 18 on statistical analysis; Chapter 24 on spatial mapping and analysis). Data
availability is particularly problematic for studies of change over time, such as dynamic
models and historical analyses, and studies that need spatially explicit data (see Chapter 24
on spatial mapping and analysis).

Methodological gaps and frontiers
The above synthesis highlights the diversity of methods used in SES research today. In general, methods that aim to support policy or action are well represented. There are many
methods that are well suited to exploration of the present and future of SES at local scales and
that can support stakeholder engagement and knowledge co-production. Whereas the majority of methods are used to study interactions within one scale, there are fewer methods for
studying dynamics and cross-scale interactions. Our synthesis also highlights methodological
challenges rooted in the complex, adaptive and social-ecologically intertwined nature of
SES, such as accounting for social-ecological feedbacks, emergence and complex dynamics
that push many traditional methods to their limits.
In this section, we highlight methodological gaps related to addressing key features of
SES and to supporting the SES research approach, co-production processes and knowledge
synthesis. We present ways to address these gaps and point towards some emerging methods
and methodological frontiers in the field. Social-ecological systems research is a rather young,
interdisciplinary field. The development of novel methods, the use of existing methods in
novel ways, the introduction of methods from other disciplines and the development of new
combinations of methods all present exciting ongoing research frontiers.

Methods that account for emergence, cross-scale interactions
and social-ecological intertwinedness
Methods for understanding and navigating emergence
Social-ecological systems research has relatively few methods to study the complex and intertwined social-ecological processes that give rise to emergent novel properties, phenomena
or behaviours of SES or to foster the capacity to navigate them. In particular, there are few
methods to identify and study how the system unfolds over time and how its pathway is
shaped by local adaptations, non-linear feedbacks, path dependencies and chance. The capacity to appreciate and navigate emergence is essential for transformation because it allows
identifying different kinds of opportunities based on an improved understanding of complex
dynamics and ways to deal with unpredictability, uncontrollability and contestation (Moore
et al. 2018).
A number of methods go some way towards addressing complex dynamics and unfolding
processes, but there is much potential for further development. Case study research has been
instrumental in developing narratives of how transformations succeed through the cross-scale
interactions of actors, networks and structural features of an SES (e.g. Gelcich et al. 2010;
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Moore et al. 2014; Herrfahrdt-Pähle et al. 2020). Network analysis, a method most commonly associated with providing a snapshot in time, can also be used to capture dynamism
through time (Ryan and D’Angelo 2018), or to look at multiple time periods (Yletyinen
et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2018). Combinations of network approaches with agent-based modelling are a promising method frontier for understanding how the interplay of structure and
agency influences system-level outcomes, such as the effects of a conservation intervention
(Dobson et al. 2019). Dynamic modelling approaches are in general well suited to studying
change of SES over time, but their potential for studying transient dynamics, coevolution
and processes of emergence has not yet been fully realised. On the empirical side, process
tracing (Beach and Pedersen 2013) is gaining attention as a method to study the historical
processes that may have produced an outcome of interest, such as a trap (Boonstra and
De Boer 2014) or an environmental policy (Orach, Schlüter, and Österblom 2017). New
advances have also been proposed to better understand the coevolution of institutions
and SES, such as the combined IAD-SES framework, the institutional grammar tool and
the power of polycentric governance approach (Epstein et al. 2020). Finally, long-term
social-ecological research sites may provide time series of social-ecological processes that
will help understand patterns of dynamic interactions and their effects on the SES (Bretagnolle et al. 2019).
The conceptual and methodological challenges of emergence and complex causality have
recently received attention in various subfields of sustainability science, such as land system
science, ecological economics and Earth system science (Meyfroidt 2016; Carlson et al. 2018;
Ferraro, Sanchirico, and Smith 2019; Runge et al. 2019). Novel methods such as advances
in time-series analysis (convergent cross-mapping (CCM), Sugihara et al. 2012) or Bayesian
score-based approaches (Chickering 2002) have been proposed for data-rich contexts. At
the same time, authors highlight the need for multi-method approaches and triangulation
because individual methods all have their limitations and biases that need to be carefully navigated (see Section ‘Advances in multi- or mixed-methods approaches’). Statistical methods,
for instance, are based on the assumption of absence of interference (i.e. the effect of manipulating one part of the system does not depend on changes in other parts of the system), which
is highly unlikely in SES given social-ecological feedbacks (Ferraro, Sanchirico, and Smith
2019). Most importantly, there is always a need for expert knowledge about the system to
guide interpretation of the results, and for recognising the assumptions and limitations of the
method used. Beyond quantitative methods, qualitative methods can shed light on complex
causal processes in individual cases. Biesbroek, Dupuis and Wellstead (2017), for instance,
argue for mechanism-based approaches and the use of process tracing to unravel the complex
causal mechanisms underlying adaptive governance (see an example in Sieber, Biesbroek, and
De Block 2018).

Methods accounting for multiple scales/levels or cross-level interactions
Most disciplines and research fields focus on a selected level or scale, such as the individual,
community or societal levels; or local, regional or global scales. The associated methods
are often particularly suitable for that level or scale, and may be incompatible with others.
Moreover, technical limitations may constrain the level of complexity and hence the number of levels or scales a method can address. Together, these characteristics limit the ability
of methods to address multi-scale, multi-level and cross-level dynamics. It may be difficult,
for example, for methods suited to studying systems at the local scale (e.g. institutional analysis (Chapter 22), livelihood and vulnerability analysis (Chapter 32)) to include cross-scale
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drivers, and most methods have difficulty accounting for dynamic interactions across scales
(De Vos, Biggs, and Preiser 2019). Agent-based modelling, network analysis and GIS mapping are examples of methods that have the potential to address cross-scale interactions and
are already doing so (e.g. Guerrero, Mcallister, and Wilson 2015; Maciejewski and Cumming
2016; Miyasaka et al. 2017; Lippe et al. 2019; Cumming and Dobbs 2020). In this context,
multi-method approaches also become very important (see Section ‘Advances in multi- or
mixed-methods approaches’). The challenge of cross-scale and cross-level interactions calls
for research in inter- and transdisciplinary teams that use multi-scalar entry points when collecting information while at the same time engaging in partnerships to account for emergent
properties, feedbacks and non-linearities at and across scales so that various system facets can
be connected to one another (Pricope et al. 2020).

Methods to overcome dichotomies and account for social-ecological
intertwinedness
Whereas the need to better integrate the social and the ecological in SES research is increasingly recognised (see e.g. Fischer et al. 2015; Guerrero et al. 2018), doing so poses
particularly difficult methodological challenges. As discussed in Chapter 2, conceptualising SES as co-constituted by social-ecological relations requires an ontology that does
not separate social and ecological, culture and nature, subject and object (Hertz, Mancilla
García, and Schlüter 2020). Methods rooted in either the social or the natural sciences
are, however, often based on such dichotomies, which limit their ability to address socialecological intertwinedness. A method that requires working with distinct social and ecological entities that exist independently from one another cannot account for the creation
of novel SES elements through continuously interacting social and ecological processes.
The same applies to measuring SES. Indicators for biodiversity conservation and human
well-being, for instance, are largely developed separately and often viewed in opposition
to one another, which makes it impossible to conceive of human and ecological well-being as an interrelated system (Caillon et al. 2017). In addition, most methods are prone to
focusing more on particular elements, actors or processes of SES from either the social or
the ecological realm. An example is flow and impact analysis (Chapter 30). Despite having
developed from both the social and the natural sciences, SES researchers performing flow
and impact analysis often use methods adapted from particular disciplines (e.g. economics),
which limits their ability to integrate human and ecological dimensions, or account for
interdependencies in SES processes.
Attempts to overcome dichotomies range from developing a framework that puts interactions between human and non-human actors at the centre of analysis (Schlüter et al. 2019a),
to the use of relational approaches (West et al. 2020), to methods such as radical empiricism that are based on process-relational ontologies (Mancilla García, Hertz, and Schlüter
2020). Process-relational approaches encourage careful questioning and rebuilding of the
concepts used to study or engage with SES, thus making it possible to overcome dichotomies (Mancilla García, Hertz, and Schlüter 2020; West et al. 2020). Other fields can also be
sources for ideas and concepts that help overcome dichotomies. Ecofeminism, for instance,
draws on how women understand their connection with nature and uses this embodied
knowledge as a motivation and justification for introducing new notions of intertwinedness,
partnership, agency, care and stewardship (Merchant 2018). Contemporary scholars draw
on ideas of post-humanism and new materialism in which the role and agency of humans
is not elevated above the agency of non-living and transient beings. Novel notions such as
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‘sympoeisis’ suggest that there is a radical kind of entangled reciprocity between all living and
non-living beings and that the world as such comes about because of a kind of ‘making with’.
As described by the leading ‘multi-species’ feminist, Donna Haraway (Haraway 2018), sympoeisis ascribes a kind of intertwinedness where all are ultimately connected to one another
in ways that the specificity and proximity of connections matter. And it is the nature of the
relations that emerge from the interactions that brings about structures and ‘ways of being
and becoming’ in this world. Experiential methods, ritual practices, facilitating knowledge
co-production and immersive practices can allow researchers and stakeholders to experience
these modes of being co-constituted in a relational way, and can bring about a deeper awareness of the intertwined nature of SES as complex adaptive systems.

Methods to support knowledge co-production and reflexive research processes
Arts-based and other creative approaches to support knowledge co-production
Methods addressing the complexity of SES interactions and challenges are generally not good
at offering clear-cut or rationally deduced directives about the best actions or interventions
to effect desired SES changes. Sense-making processes are often the most appropriate way
of initiating action in SES, and methods that allow multiple perspectives and voices to be
included tend to be most effective. Methods that support knowledge co-production processes are good at facilitating these processes of joint sense-making. Many of the knowledge
co-production methods discussed in this book (Chapters 9–15) are at the forefront of methodological development in this respect. These methods foster broader engagement with understanding diverse values and ethical imperatives regarding what is considered as desirable
and just change.
One aspect that has recently gained increased attention is the importance of drawing on
creativity as a resource for facilitating knowledge co-production and engagement processes.
Both art and science provide avenues for inquiry and communication, impacting different
audiences through the generation of a multiplicity of diverse narratives and modes of representation. Art has the ability to convey the complexity of SES intertwinedness in experimental and experiential mediums and platforms and can generate shifts in social perceptions
and behaviours that can provide complementary pathways for SES knowledge co-production
and engagement (Born and Barry 2010). Art–science collaborations provide a means for
artists, scientists and societal stakeholders to discover new ways to convey their understanding of SES interactions to others, and provide an open platform to juxtapose potentially
conflicting and contradictory perspectives (Galafassi et al. 2018; Paterson et al. 2020). Art–
science approaches are increasingly used to inform scientific and public literacy and engagement concerning sustainability challenges (Eldred 2016; Angeler, Alvarez- Cobelas, and
Sánchez-Carrillo 2018) and foster more embodied and experiential participation in socialecological research projects (see Chapter 8 on participatory data collection; Chapter 15
on action research). Novel examples include data sonification, an approach that allows converting scientific data into music (Angeler, Alvarez-Cobelas, and Sánchez-Carrillo 2018)
and poetic inquiry, an approach that can encourage researcher reflexivity, disrupt hierarchies
and humanise research by centring on participants’ lived experience (Fernández-Giménez,
Jennings, and Wilmer 2019). Another example is the use of performance, e.g. through forum
theatre or role-playing games, to generate empathy, engage with a range of emotions and
explore how participants can collectively find solutions to a shared problem (Brown, Seo,
and Rounsevell 2019).
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Methods to monitor the impact of research and action
There are relatively few methods to assess the impacts of research and action in SES. Standard ‘key performance index’ appraisals do poorly when it comes to evaluating whether
social learning or reflective and iterative processes of collaborative knowledge co-creation or
change-making have taken place or not in an SES. Reflecting on lessons learnt and building
this into futures planning is an essential part of action-oriented SES research, and monitoring and evaluation provide important data and experiences that contribute to this learning
(Morris and Lawrence 2010). Monitoring, evaluation and learning (MEL) processes stimulate
and capture shared learning and are particularly relevant to SES research and programmes
designed with a systems orientation. RESILIM-O, a USAID-funded programme focused on
building resilience in the Olifants River Basin in South Africa (AWARD 2017), for example,
was based on the premise that the environmental and social challenges are complex and interdependent. The programme therefore used an evaluation approach that relied on ‘systemic
social learning’ and ‘learning together what is not yet known’, through interactive, participatory and open-ended methods that included institutions at multiple levels. This meant
that involvement of multiple activities and role-plays was seen as critical in assessing project
outcomes. The purpose of the MEL approach in this programme included accountability, not
only for the funders but for all stakeholders involved in the process of building resilience in
the region – to communicate success stories and areas that need attention; to guide strategic
planning on which projects should continue, change or stop; and to provide internal learning
among the project partners, and external learning among development partners and external
stakeholders (AWARD 2017).

Methods to support reflexivity
The importance of more reflexive modes of engaging with SES, in both research processes
and knowledge co-production, has been a central theme throughout this book (see Chapters
1–3). Reflexivity is particularly important in view of multiple understandings of SES: to
position one’s research; to ensure consistency within one’s research approach; to enable collaboration within diverse groups of scientists, practitioners or stakeholders; to make explicit
and deal with biases, including understanding and communicating how one’s personal biases
may affect results and their interpretation; and to ensure that ethical aspects are taken into
account, such as how inclusive the research is (or not) and whether diverse viewpoints have
been considered. Despite the growing awareness of the need for reflexivity, there is still a lack
of tools to support processes of reflexive engagement with SES. A few recent developments
include a toolbox for philosophical dialogue, which is a set of questions to help identify and
address philosophical disparities and commonalities across a group of researchers (Eigenbrode
et al. 2007), a toolkit to elicit one’s ‘ologies’ (seslink.org), i.e. theoretical and methodological
commitments, and a heuristic tool to articulate and discuss individual research strategies
(Hazard et al. 2020). Collaborative and participatory modelling are also useful tools to make
explicit diverse and possibly contradicting viewpoints among scientists or among different
stakeholders (Singer et al. 2017; Schlüter et al. 2019b).

Methods for synthesis and theory building
Social-ecological systems research has over the last two decades accumulated much indepth, place-based knowledge and understanding of key SES features and behaviours
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across a diversity of contexts. Synthesising this knowledge in a way that accounts for the
complex adaptive systems nature of SES, particularly context dependence, radical openness and emergence, may help to provide carefully generalised knowledge to inform SES
governance (Magliocca et al. 2018). Synthesis is a research approach that draws upon many
sources of data, ideas, explanations and methods in order to generalise and build theory
(Magliocca et al. 2018). Efforts to synthesise existing SES knowledge are, however, complicated by a lack of approaches and methods that can deal with different types of data
and the diversity of concepts and methods by which they were collected (Magliocca et al.
2018; Cox et al. 2020). Both methodological pluralism and the variability of SES dynamics across different contexts make the development of generalisable knowledge to inform
middle-range theories and governance difficult (see Chapter 22 on institutional analysis;
Chapter 19 on qualitative content analysis; Cox 2015; Bodin et al. 2019; De Vos, Biggs,
and Preiser 2019).
Despite these challenges, recent years have seen more and more research that moves
towards synthesis. Databases of variables found across empirical cases are one attempt to
standardise approaches across studies that facilitate synthesis and theory building (Cox et
al. 2020). However, standardisation comes at the expense of being able to adapt methodologies to specific contexts (Magliocca et al. 2018). Examples of databases that have been
developed to facilitate comparison and synthesis are the thresholds database (resalliance.
org/tdb-database), regime shifts database (regimeshifts.org), the SESMAD database (sesmad.dartmouth.edu) and the SES library (seslibrary.asu.edu). Similarly, there are first attempts to facilitate qualitative data sharing and synthesis (Alexander et al. 2019). Synthesis
and cross-case comparison are just one approach that can be used for context-sensitive
generalisation and theorising. Recent methodological developments in SES research and
the social sciences include archetype analysis (Oberlack et al. 2019) and combining crosscase with within-case analysis for developing typologies (Møller and Skaaning 2017).
Another methodology for theory building in SES combines the development of empirical
explanations of observed phenomena with agent-based modelling to test and explore
possible explanations (Magliocca et al. 2015; Schlüter et al. 2019b). Through this combination, particularly when applied in an iterative and collaborative process that involves
empirical researchers and modellers, different assumptions and understandings can be
made explicit and their consequences explored through modelling and field research.

Big data, machine learning and virtual/augmented reality
Significant technological and analytical developments have enhanced the generation, storage, processing and analysis of large-scale biophysical and social datasets (Franklin et
al. 2017; Gorelick et al. 2017; Dong et al. 2019; see Chapter 6 on ecological field data
collection; Chapter 16 on expert modelling; Chapter 17 on data mining and pattern
recognition; Chapter 18 on statistical analysis; Chapter 27 on state-and-transition modelling). These advances have increased data availability and understanding of global SES,
particularly land systems such as forests (Hansen et al. 2013), surface water bodies (Pekel
et al. 2016), urban accessibility (Weiss et al. 2018), agriculture (Tian et al. 2019) and
fisheries (Kroodsma et al. 2018). Global-scale measurements of socio-economic characteristics are generally harder to derive than biophysical land cover (Dong et al. 2019),
but are also expanding through, for example, crowdsourcing of social sensing data (Fritz
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et al. 2017; Zulkarnain et al. 2019) and mining of location-based social media data (Di
Minin, Tenkanen, and Toivonen 2015; Jendryke et al. 2017; Chapter 17 on data mining
and pattern recognition).
The use and usefulness of automatically derived data (e.g. remote sensing, automatic sensors) and big data have advanced significantly through the application of artificial intelligence
and machine-learning techniques, such as deep learning (e.g. Christin, Hervet, and Lecomte
2019; see also Chapter 18 on statistical analysis; Chapter 17 on data mining and pattern recognition). These techniques allow for the synergising of datasets that could previously only
be used in isolation ( Jendryke et al. 2017; Christin, Hervet, and Lecomte 2019; Esch et al.
2020). Deep-learning approaches can help combine different resolutions and scales of data,
or integrate social and biophysical datasets for the purpose of better understanding landscape
dynamics, particularly as they relate to human activities (Dong et al. 2019; Chapter 25 on
historical assessment). Deep learning is also contributing significantly to the development of
complex predictive and analytical models (see Chapter 17 on data mining and pattern recognition; Chapter 18 on statistical analysis), and deep learning and historical land analyses
are increasingly combined with scenario development to inform strategic planning processes
(Drees and Liehr 2015; Sang 2020).
Virtual and augmented reality approaches have become popular as a way to elicit
human values related to (often future) ecological conditions (see Chapter 8 on participatory data collection; Paine 2016; Smithwick et al. 2018; Smithwick et al. 2019) and to
create realistic future worlds in scenario development, e.g. in planning smart cities ( Jamei
et al. 2017; Chapter 11 on scenario development; Chapter 10 on futures analysis). ‘Experiential futures’ bring a future into the real world, making it an immediate, first-hand
encounter (Zaidi 2019). A related ‘world building’ technique that is increasingly used in
scenario development is the use of science fiction prototyping to depict rich, nuanced storied futures (Merrie et al. 2018). This interplay between world building and storytelling is
psychologically more compelling and realistic than an abstract futurist scenario or statistical prediction (Merrie et al. 2018; Zaidi 2019). Indeed, combining virtual and augmented
reality and science fiction prototyping may blur the lines between experiential futures and
science fiction (Zaidi 2019).
Whereas big data, machine learning and virtual/augmented reality approaches offer exciting opportunities for advancing our understanding of cross-scale and large-scale
social-ecological dynamics, and operationalising new perspectives and solutions, their application requires thoughtful reflexivity (Gulsrud et al. 2018). As discussed briefly in Chapter 3,
researchers have to take into account ethical concerns about regional and demographic representation underlying big datasets, discriminatory algorithms based on narrow training data,
the exclusion of certain groups (e.g. older people) in virtual/augmented reality approaches,
data ownership, and privacy concerns related to where data are sourced, and what additional
personal data may be collected by high-tech devices ranging from smartphones to satellites
(Di Minin, Tenkanen, and Toivonen 2015; Mittelstadt and Floridi 2016; Stahl and Wright
2018). In SES, neither risks nor opportunities are fixed, but are dynamic properties of changing internal contexts and cross-scale interactions (Gulsrud et al. 2018). These uncertainties,
combined with the evolving nature of technology that has been changing human–nature
relationships, human agency and cross-scale interactions in SES (Ahlborg et al. 2019), mean
that SES researchers should be particularly aware of unintended consequences of using hightech methods and tools.
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Advances in multi- or mixed-methods approaches
The combination of methods in multi- and mixed-methods approaches is increasingly
common in SES research (see Chapter 3 for a definition of multi- and mixed methods).
Methods are combined in order to study multiple scales or cross-scale interactions, collect
different types of data, integrate different perspectives or triangulate findings, to name
just a few. While multi- or mixed-methods approaches are useful to overcome the limitations of individual methods and to include multiple perspectives or ways of analysing
a system, they need to be applied with careful consideration of possible incompatibilities
of the worldviews or theoretical foundations underlying each method ( Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004).
In the context of data collection and analysis, methods have been combined to facilitate
the collection of a broad range of information and data about a situation and to better account for differences between social and ecological data. An example is the combination of
household questionnaires, participatory time lines, oral histories, focus group discussions,
vegetation and wild animal surveys, and analysis of remote-sensing images to inform a livelihoods assessment (Sallu, Twyman, and Stringer 2010). In this study, the different quantitative and qualitative data collected were analysed using methods such as thematic analysis
and iterative reflexivity to allow for inductive interpretation of qualitative data as well as
statistical analysis of quantitative data. Furthermore, method combinations can be useful to
study SES across scales. An example is the combination of remotely sensed data analyses with
(spatial) participatory data collection to study ecosystem change and its relation to ecosystem
services (Brown et al. 2018; Delgado-Aguilar, Hinojosa, and Schmitt 2019). Finally, multiand mixed-methods approaches allow triangulation of findings to build confidence in the
results and account for limitations of individual methods (Bentley Brymer et al. 2016; Lee
et al. 2019; Salomon et al. 2019).
In the context of modelling, method combinations are very common, particularly
when the process of model building involves collecting and analysing empirical data, often in participatory ways (Voinov et al. 2018). Frontiers of combining empirical methods
with modelling include using qualitative data/narratives to build the model structure
(e.g. Lindkvist, Basurto, and Schlüter 2017), combining social network analysis (Dobson
et al. 2019; Will et al. 2020) or process tracing with agent-based modelling (Orach, Duit,
and Schlüter 2020). If models are constructed collaboratively, ‘negotiation’ processes between those who have the empirical understanding and those who develop the model
can highlight gaps and differences in understanding that can then be explored with the
model or further field research. Process tracing can be used to establish causal processes
in SES that can be further explored through modelling. Orach, Schlüter and Österblom
(2017), for example, use process tracing to identify coalition formation as a key mechanism through which environmental interest groups managed to attain their preferences
in the 2013 EU Common Fisheries Policy reform. Using an agent-based model that
formalised this mechanism, they could then explore how and under which conditions
interest-group competition can lead to sustainable resource management (Orach, Duit,
and Schlüter 2020).
Finally, the combination of different types of modelling, such as agent-based and dynamical systems modelling, allows researchers to make use of the strengths of the respective
modelling approaches, such as the mathematical analysis methods available for dynamical
systems modelling and the ability of agent-based modelling to represent human behaviour.
An example is the combination of a system dynamics model of a lake with an agent-based
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model of a community to study the interplay between policy responses in the face of deteriorating lake conditions and the ecological dynamics of the lake (Martin and Schlüter 2015).
In the context of futures work, there is much experimentation with combining different
tools and approaches. The Seeds of Good Anthropocenes (goodanthropocenes.net) initiative, for example, has developed a new bottom-up scenario methodology that combines a
variety of futures tools, including the M ā noa method for detecting weak signals, futures
wheels, the three horizons framework, and experiential futures to explore how local, potentially transformative social-ecological initiatives might grow and together create radically
alternative futures (see Chapter 10 on futures analysis). Many SES scenario-development
processes involve mixed-methods approaches, where narrative storylines are initially developed through various participatory approaches. These storylines may then be quantified
using a variety of different models, with the outputs of some models serving as input into
others. Model outputs are then typically discussed with a range of stakeholders, leading to
adjustments of the storylines and models to ensure plausibility (see Chapter 11 on scenario
development). In general, combining methods in knowledge co-production activities can
allow for creativity and flexibility while at the same time grounding the research in biophysical and socio- economic realities. This was done, for example, by combining creative
thinking and storytelling with quantitative modelling of drivers and trends to develop potential global futures of ecosystem change and human well-being during the Millennium
Assessment.

Conclusion
Social-ecological systems research draws on a diverse set of approaches and methods to address real-world problems and effect change towards more sustainable and just futures. It has
pioneered new ways of doing research, of doing research in a more socially just way, and of
engaging with society to effect change towards more sustainable pathways. Social-ecological
systems research provides opportunities to question established assumptions and fundamentally rethink the nature of reality and our ability to study and shape it. It acknowledges that
the researcher is part of the SES (not just an outside observer) and poses important ethical
questions. These developments reflect a fundamental shift from a mechanistic worldview
towards a complexity perspective that views SES as intertwined complex adaptive systems.
This shift has stimulated much exciting research and action that is visible in a proliferation of
approaches and methods that at times can be bewildering.
The aim of this book is to help researchers navigate the emerging SES field by providing a
comprehensive synthesis and guide to this diversity of methods, grounded in an understanding of SES as complex adaptive, intertwined systems. The book goes beyond a mere compilation of commonly used methods by reflecting on the challenges that a complexity perspective
holds for how we conceptualise SES, choose and apply methods, produce knowledge and
attempt to effect change within SES. We have grounded the methods in their conceptual
foundations, assessed their suitability for addressing different systemic features and processes
in SES, and reflected on their limitations. Together, this grounding and mapping of methods
help to clarify what each method can do, how it relates to other methods, and the different
approaches, knowledge types and purposes of application of each method. We hope that the
book enables SES researchers to make informed choices about the method(s) to use for a particular purpose, research goal or activity in a given situation and to critically reflect on the
use of a method. Furthermore, we hope that it will serve as a foundation for developing new
methods or combining methods in useful and sensible ways.
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No single method can by itself capture all aspects of complexity and intertwinedness.
Some methods are more limited in their ability to account for complexity because of their
underlying epistemology. Others are more flexible or are based on a complexity perspective
such as network analysis, dynamical systems modelling, agent-based modelling and the many
methods for effecting system change in co-production processes. A better understanding of
the conceptual foundations, strengths and limitations of approaches and methods can support
an assessment of their suitability for a problem or question of interest. Furthermore, the different perspectives that characterise SES research and the different strengths and limitations
of methods call for pluralist and integrative approaches that combine or contrast different
methods in order to take advantage of their differing strengths and weaknesses. However,
the theoretical commitments and epistemologies underlying different methods need to be
navigated with care as they may involve incompatibilities.
Social-ecological systems research diverges from the tradition of the lone genius. Instead,
doing research and engaging in SES is an inherently collaborative and integrative endeavour across disciplines, knowledge systems, and science and practice. This does not mean
that every research endeavour is necessarily team research; however, every researcher will,
most likely, engage with various understandings and methods coming from a diversity of
worldviews and epistemologies. Whereas a plurality of methods is needed to deal with the
complexity and intertwinedness of SES, these processes require careful engagement and
communication as well as a reflexive practice of doing research and engaging with other
researchers and stakeholders. Ultimately, studying SES and affecting change towards sustainability is a continuous learning process. Social-ecological systems are continuously changing,
as is our understanding of them.
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The purpose of this glossary is to provide a clear guide to many commonly used terms in
social-ecological systems (SES) research. For most of these terms, there are several definitions in the literature, as can be expected in an emerging scientific field with a high degree
of methodological pluralism. The definitions given below represent the way in which the
terms are used in this book. We provide expanded and alternative definitions for some terms
that are particularly contested, and also cross-reference to chapters where these concepts are
explained in more detail.
Adaptation, adaptive capacity: Adaptation is the process by which an SES learns, combines experiences and knowledge, and adjusts to changing external drivers and internal
processes. ‘Adaptive capacity’ is the extent to which an SES can adjust its responses.
Adaptive governance, adaptive co-management, adaptive management: Adaptive governance encompasses a broad range of processes and interactions between public
and private actors, networks, organisations and institutions to create adaptability and
transformability in complex, uncertain SES. ‘Governance’ refers to the structures and
processes by which people in societies make decisions and share power and responsibilities, and can involve both public and private actors engaging in the development,
implementation and application of principles, rules, norms and institutions that guide
both social and social-ecological interactions. Governance is broader than ‘management’,
which focuses on the implementation of decisions. Adaptive governance enables adaptive
co-management, which combines adaptive management (a management system that emphasises learning, treating policies as hypotheses, and management actions as experiments
to test those hypotheses) with collaborative management (management that involves collaboration between diverse stakeholders). Systems of adaptive governance are considered
to be more suitable for SES, as they emphasise learning and experimentation, emergence,
context dependency, management of feedbacks and action in the face of uncertainty.
Anthropocene: The Anthropocene is the geological epoch we currently live in, dating
from the commencement of significant human impact on the earth’s geology and ecosystems from anthropogenic climate change. The Anthropocene is most commonly proposed to have started around 1950 and succeeds the Holocene, the geological epoch that
followed the last ice age (approximately 12 000 years ago) which was characterised by a
stable climate and favourable conditions for the development of modern human societies. The Anthropocene concept sometimes relates to discussions about the geological evidence that marks the beginning of a new epoch that is distinguished from the Holocene.
More commonly, however, it refers to the pervasive impacts of people on ecosystems on
the planet, across scales from local to global.
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Boundary object: A boundary object is a concept, framework or model which is understood differently by different participants and serves to foster discussion about different
understandings and interpretations of a situation or phenomenon. Boundary objects
have different meanings for different communities, but their structure is loose and common enough that multiple worlds can interact with it. Thus, boundary objects often
serve as tools of translation and to enable collaboration.
Collective action, collaborative governance: Collective action refers to action taken
together by a group of people whose goal is to achieve a common objective. Collaborative governance refers to the processes and structures of public policy decision-making
and management that engage people constructively across the boundaries of public
agencies, levels of government, and/or the public, private and civic spheres in order to
carry out a public purpose that could not otherwise be accomplished.
Common-pool resource, public good, tragedy of the commons: Common-pool
resources or goods are those that are non-excludable (it is challenging to exclude potential beneficiaries) and rivalrous in consumption (one person’s use of these goods detracts
from another person’s use). Common examples are fisheries or communal pastures. A
public good is non-excludable, and also non-rivalrous, in that use by one person does
not reduce availability to another person (e.g. knowledge, national security, street lights,
clean air). The tragedy of the commons is a situation in a common-pool resource system
where individual and group interests do not align (a social dilemma), i.e. what is optimal
for an individual according to their own self-interest leads to outcomes that are not optimal for the group (hence the tragedy). Individuals need to act collectively and restrain
their individual behaviour to achieve outcomes that are overall better for everyone.
Complex adaptive systems (CAS): Complex adaptive systems comprise a number of
relationally constituted phenomena that interact in adaptive and non-linear ways to form
emergent patterns of behaviour. Complex adaptive systems are a special instance of complex systems as they extend the definition of traditional systems theory by recognising
that CAS contain adaptive components and capacities.
Diversity, redundancy: Diversity indicates the amount of variation in a system and
includes three interrelated and distinct components: variety (how many different elements), balance (how many of each element) and disparity (how different the elements
are from one another). Important SES elements that exhibit diversity include genes,
species, landscape patches, cultural groups, livelihood strategies and governance institutions. Microdiversity is variation within a type and macrodiversity is variation between
types. This concept is often linked to the notion of ‘redundancy’, which refers to the
capacity of a system to have more (variables, numbers, connections, processes) than is
required for an SES to function under current conditions.
Ecosystem services, Nature’s Contributions to People (NCP): Ecosystem services,
first popularised by the Millennium Assessment, are the benefits from nature that support and fulfil human life. Fields, forests and oceans, for example, provide food in the
form of crops, game and fish (provisioning services). Coastal habitats such as mangroves
buffer people and infrastructure along coastlines from the impacts of storms (regulating
services). Natural landscapes around the world are important parts of people’s cultural
and spiritual identities (cultural services). Functioning, healthy ecosystems are necessary
for the production of ecosystem services, but often some sort of human input or action
is also required to facilitate the provision of these services and their contribution to
well-being, such as forest management or cropland irrigation. Ecosystem services are
therefore co-produced by people and nature.
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Emergence: Emergence occurs when phenomena are observed to have systemic properties that are different from and non-reducible to the properties of the constituent elements. Emergent properties are qualitatively different to the properties of the individual
agents or elements so that the quality of the emergent property cannot be reduced to the
properties of the individual parts or agents. Emergent phenomena come about as a result
of complex causality.
Epistemology, ontology: Epistemology is a branch of philosophy concerned with the
nature of knowledge. Epistemology concerns itself with questions about how we gain
knowledge about reality. Ontology refers to philosophies and assumptions about how
the world works and the essential nature of phenomena, i.e. our assumptions about the
nature of reality.
Equity, social justice, epistemic justice: Equity is often conflated with equality. Equality refers to equal treatment of all, but it is only fair if all people start from the same place
and have the same needs. Equity acknowledges the differential capabilities of different
social groups and concerns the application of practices that enables access to resources
and opportunities for everyone to successfully achieve well-being within their contexts.
To achieve equity often requires that all individuals within a community or society
are treated according to their needs, rather than equally. Social justice refers to a process
and goal in which the benefits and burden of society are divided between its citizens to
achieve equity. Epistemic justice can be defined in negative terms: the lack of epistemic
injustice is when a person or group of people are wronged in their capacity to know,
or when these people or groups are unable to access knowledge that can enable having
a voice or power. An example is when an illiterate person is unable to find information about their land because requesting such information requires a written form of
language.
Facilitated dialogues: Facilitated dialogues are carefully designed processes aimed at
supporting multi-stakeholder groups to address complex SES problems through the creation of ‘safe’ or ‘safe enough’ spaces for developing and fostering shared understanding
and innovation.
Feedback: A feedback is created when a change in one part of the system creates a set of
changes that eventually loop back to affect the original system component. Amplifying
or reinforcing effects are called positive feedbacks and exacerbate or create more of
the original change, e.g. when a forest fire grows larger and hotter because vegetation
that burns releases additional energy, resulting in more and faster burning of the forest.
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Dampening, balancing or negative feedbacks counteract the original change, e.g. when
intensive harvesting of a certain species triggers the implementation of a rule or regulation that reduces harvesting of that species.
Framework: Frameworks identify, categorise and organise elements or variables and their
linkages in a way that is relevant to understanding a particular phenomenon. Frameworks aim to guide an investigation or activity by pointing to the concepts, elements,
variables, links or processes of an SES that are characteristic or critical, or that help to
explain or predict particular SES outcomes. Beyond this generic aim, however, purposes and forms of frameworks vary widely. Purposes range from descriptive (conceptual
frameworks), to analytical/explanatory (analytical frameworks), to serving as boundary
objects for interdisciplinary collaboration or heuristics for problem solving. Some frameworks include assumptions about causal relationships between variables, whereas others
only list and categorise factors that are considered most relevant for understanding a phenomenon, such as collective action of resource users. Frameworks can be represented as
box-and-arrow diagrams, as different types of elements linked through lines or arrows,
or as lists of tiered variables.
Human well-being: Human well-being has multiple constituents, including basic material for a good life, freedom and choice, health, good social relations and security.
Well-being is at the opposite end of a continuum from poverty, which has been defined
as a ‘pronounced deprivation in well-being’. The constituents of well-being, as experienced and perceived by people, are situation dependent, reflecting local geography,
culture and ecological circumstances.
Institutions: Institutions refer to the formal (e.g. rules, laws, constitutions, organisational
entities) and informal (e.g. norms of behaviour, conventions, codes of conduct) practices
that structure human interaction. Institutions play a particularly important role in decision-making and resulting social-ecological outcomes. Boundary rules, for instance,
that define the eligibility of actors to harvest resources, can provide powerful incentives
to invest in the management and sustainable exploitation of resources by internalising
the costs and benefits of resource use.
Interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary: Teams that involve only academics from different disciplines are commonly referred to as interdisciplinary teams. In these cases,
researchers work together to integrate or combine disciplinary knowledge and
methods, develop and meet shared goals, and achieve a synthesis of approaches. In
transdisciplinary teams, the sphere of collaboration is expanded to include relevant
societal stakeholders and other non-academics with other types of knowledge (e.g.
local, indigenous, practice-based), often engaging in multi-stakeholder knowledge
co -production processes.
Knowledge co-production: Knowledge co-production refers to an iterative and collaborative process involving diverse expertise and knowledge actors to produce contextspecific knowledge and pathways towards a sustainable future. Successful knowledge
co-production is context based, explicitly recognises a range of perspectives and knowledge, considers gender, ethnicity and age, works to define a shared, meaningful, clearly
defined goal, and is able to develop through an ongoing learning process.
Knowledge systems: Knowledge systems are distinct bodies of knowledge in which
a particular combination of agents, culture, practices and institutions organises the
production, transfer and use of knowledge. Historically, scientific knowledge has
been privileged over other knowledge types in many spheres, but policymakers, scientists and managers are increasingly recognising that other knowledge systems such
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as practitioner and indigenous knowledge offer valuable, valid and complementary
knowledge that can be used to address sustainability challenges. Since each knowledge
system produces knowledge by different rules and processes, knowledge produced
within one knowledge system cannot be easily validated using another knowledge
system. Instead, transdisciplinary teams have to work to ‘weave’ different knowledge
streams together.
Livelihoods: Livelihoods comprise the capabilities, material and social resources (assets),
and activities required to make a living. It includes all the ways in which individuals,
households and communities make a living, generate cash and non-cash incomes,
and sustain themselves, their assets and networks within a given social- ecological
context.
Methodological pluralism: Methodological pluralism refers to the use of more than one
methodological or conceptual approach to solve a problem. In contrast to unification, in
which a researcher tries to combine different approaches, pluralism underscores the autonomy of the methods or approaches used, along with their associated assumptions and
theories, with respect to one another. Thus, pluralism is less integrative and less focused
on unifying perspectives of various sorts across disciplinary boundaries.
Model: A model is a simplified representation of a real-world phenomenon, i.e. something (a small form) that stands for something else (the ‘real thing’). Models are always
developed for a certain purpose which influences how they are developed and used.
Models can be conceptual (e.g. a causal loop diagram, a box-and-arrow diagram, a
mental model), physical (e.g. a model of a house used by an architect), or formalised in
mathematical equations or computer algorithms.
Multi-methods research, mixed-methods research, triangulation: Multi-methods
research refers to the use of more than one method to understand a given phenomenon,
and does not necessarily mean those methods are integrated or used for triangulation.
In many cases, however, SES researchers use mixed-methods and multi-methods triangulation approaches, which seek to go beyond just using different methods within a
project. A mixed-methods study can be defined as one where the researcher combines at
least one quantitative method and one qualitative method to analyse data, and involves
some form of integration of the two. Multi-methods triangulation (which overlaps with,
but is not limited to, mixed-methods approaches) is also usually integrative, but specifically refers to approaches where insights regarding a single research problem are strategically drawn from findings generated using different methods.
Path dependency: Path dependency refers to a particular path or development trajectory
of a system that is inherently difficult to change due to reinforcing feedbacks and system
memory. It implies that the outcomes in a particular system are sensitive to the history
of the path traced, and limited by previous events or decisions.
Policy, policy instrument, policy support tool, policy cycle: Policy refers to a definite course or method of action, selected from among alternatives and in light of given
conditions, to guide and determine present and future decisions. A policy instrument is
a set of mechanisms that are used to achieve a particular policy goal, whereas a policy
support tool can, as the name suggests, support the implementation of a particular policy.
The policy cycle refers to the process of formulating, implementing and subsequently
evaluating a policy, which results in new or amended policies.
Power relations: Power relations refer to the agency someone or an institution or a set of
values has over someone else or over resources (dominant or sovereign power). Power
can also refer to having the agency or power to act (productive power).
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Reflexivity: Reflexivity is the process of actively and continuously reflecting on the role
of one’s own position, subjectivity and assumptions in the research process, and how
this may shape conclusions drawn from the research. Reflexive researchers recognise
that they do not exist outside their system of study, and that their engagement with the
system also affects the outcomes of their research. Reflexivity is not about removing the
researcher from the study, or making them more ‘objective’, but rather making explicit
the lenses through which they engage in the study.
Regime shift: Regime shift refers to large, persistent changes in the composition, structure and function of SES associated with the transgression of critical tipping points.
Regime shifts have substantive impacts on ecosystem services and human well-being.
They are often very costly and difficult, or even impossible, to reverse. Examples of regime shifts are the transformation of a forest to a grassland following excessive burning,
or from a clear lake to an algal-dominated lake following an increase of agricultural
run-off and pollutants into the lake. Regime shifts can be systemically similar to socialecological transformations, but tend to focus on unintended, negative shifts rather than
more intentional, positive shifts in SES.
Resilience: Classical definitions of resilience refer to the amount of change a system
can undergo and still retain its essential structures, functions and feedbacks, as well
as the capacity of the system for self-organisation, adaptation and learning. More recently, resilience has been defined as the capacity of a social-ecological system to persist in the face of disturbance and change, while continuing to adapt and develop
along a pathway or transform and navigate new pathways in order to sustain human
well-being. Increasingly, resilience thinking takes into account and integrates notions
of governance systems, ecosystem services and human well-being, adaptive capacity
and transformation.
Scale/level, cross-scale/cross-level, multi-scale/multi-level: The terms ‘scale’ and
‘level’ are sometimes used interchangeably in SES research. Although related, they have
different origins. Scale typically refers to the physical dimensions, in either space or time,
of phenomena or observations. This is expressed in physical units, such as metres or years.
The word ‘level’ is mostly used to describe the discrete levels of social organisation, such
as individuals, households, communities or nations. A level of organisation is not a scale,
but it can have a scale. It is also important to distinguish the ‘scale of observation’ from
the ‘scale of the phenomenon’. Most ecological and human processes have characteristic
scales (i.e. a typical extent or duration over which the process is expressed and has impact), which are independent of human systems of measurement. In contrast, the scale
of observation is a construct based on human measurement, and has three components:
extent or duration (the total area or time over which a phenomenon is observed), resolution (the interval or distance between observations) and grain (the area or duration of
an individual observation). Cross-scale/cross-level refers to interactions across different
scales or levels. Multiple scales (or multi-scale/multi-level) indicate the presence of more
than one scale, but not necessarily of interactions cutting across scales or levels.
Self-organisation: Self-organisation is the process by which a system can develop a complex structure from unstructured beginnings. This process is not generated by a central
or external agent, but comes about as a result of the interaction between the various
constituents of the system and its environment.
SES intertwinedness: Contrary to the view that the separation of ‘social’ and ‘natural’ systems is arbitrary and artificial, SES are viewed as co-constituted by human and
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non-human agents that interact through multiple processes and relations. Nature is not
merely the setting for society, and societal relations are not just external drivers that have
an impact on nature. SES are not seen as merely social plus ecological systems, with their
social and ecological components, but as cohesive, intertwined systems characterised by
strong connections and feedbacks.
Social-ecological systems: Social-ecological systems (SES) are complex adaptive systems co-constituted by intertwined social and ecological agents and processes.
Social learning: Social learning refers to learning or changes in understanding of people
that occur through social interactions and processes. New knowledge becomes situated
within a group, community of practice or society and can sometimes lead to a transformation in values and worldviews.
Stewardship: A ‘steward’ is a custodian or carer. Ecosystem stewardship refers to the
proactive shaping of physical, biological and social conditions to sustain, rather than
disrupt, critical ecosystem processes that support nature and human well-being at local
to planetary scales. Stewardship is driven by stewards that abide by a stewardship ethic,
a philosophy that guides sustainability actions of stewards. Ecosystem stewardship aims
to foster resilience to sustain desirable social-ecological conditions and enable transformation from undesirable trajectories. Stewardship has a temporal dimension – care for
the future, and an equity dimension – a fairer distribution of rights, responsibilities and
power across society.
Sustainability science: Sustainability science is an emerging research field dealing with
social and environmental sustainability challenges and their interrelations. Sustainability is concerned with understanding how we can balance the needs of the future with
achieving human well-being and healthy ecosystems in the present. Sustainability science is used very broadly: to describe disciplinary science that is focused on sustainability challenges, but more often to describe inter- and transdisciplinary science that is
frequently focused on directly affecting change towards sustainability. Social-ecological
systems research falls within the broader area of sustainability science, usually within the
latter category.
Telecoupling: Telecoupling refers to socio-economic and environmental interactions between distant coupled human and natural systems. It builds on the concept of ‘teleconnections’, originating from meteorology and climate science and referring to an effect
beyond the location at which a phenomenon originated. Telecoupling goes beyond ‘action at a distance’, also focusing on the feedbacks between social-ecological processes
and outcomes in multiple interacting systems. A telecoupling arises when an action produces flows between two or more SES, which create an intended or unintended change
or response in distant systems.
Transformation: Transformation refers to a fundamental change in an SES, generally towards a more sustainable or preferred outcome. It can involve systemic dynamics similar
to a regime shift, but typically focuses on positive shifts, often involving radical changes
in underlying worldviews, values and governance systems.
Values: The word ‘value’ can refer to how much something is ‘worth’ (how important it is,
or a measure of importance), a preference someone has for a particular state of the world,
or principles associated with particular worldviews or cultures. Particularly in ecosystem
service research, people have traditionally distinguished instrumental value (the value
that something has to a person – often associated with ecosystem services such as water provision and aesthetic beauty) and intrinsic value (something’s value that originates
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within itself – often associated with wilderness areas and nature). More recently, however, scholars have started recognising that people also consider relational values: the
preferences, principles and virtues associated with relationships with nature, and with
other people in nature.
Vulnerability: People or societies are vulnerable when they are susceptible to harm from
exposure to stresses associated with social-ecological change and a lack of adaptive
capacity.
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